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Foreword

This report examines the impact of recent and anticipated advances in com-
munication and informatimA technologies on the intellectual property system. It
focuses primarily on the Federal copyright system, and on the continuing effec-
tiveness of copyright law as a policy tool in the light of technologies such as audio-
and videorecorders, computer programs, electronic databases, and telecommuni-
cations networks. To obtain a comprehensive view, the study examined the intel-
lectual property system from a number of perspectives: the constitutional basis
of intellectual property policy; the system's goals, laws, and economics; the crea-
tive environment; problems of enforcement; the international context; and the Fed-
eral role in administering intellectual property rights.

OTA found that technological developments are affecting all aspects of the
intellectual property system. Moreover, because we are only beginning to move
into the era of electronic information, the full impact of new technologies will not
become fully apparent for some time. Fundamental changes are occurring in in-
formation technologies that will antiquate many of the policy mechanisms now
in force, and bring new intellectual property problems requiring new solutions.
Thus, even if Congress acts now in response to current problems, it will need to
be prepared to act again within the next decade.

The report was requested by Senator Charles McC Mathias, Jr., Chairman
of the Senate Judiciary Committee, Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights and
Trademarks; and by Congressman Peter W. Rodin, Jr., Chairman of the House
Judiciary Committee, Congressman Robert W. Kastenmeier, Chairman of the Sub-
committee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Aeministration of Justice, Congress-
man Hamilton Fish, and Congressman Carlos Moorhead.

In preparing this report, OTA has drawn on working papers developed by
OTA staff and contractors, the comments of participants at seven OTA work-
shops held to discuss issues, the results of two public opinion surveys conducted
by Yainkelovich, Skelly & White, and conversations between OTA staff and over
130 interested individuals. Drafts of the report were reviewed by the OTA advi-
sory panel, officials from the Copyright Office, the Patent and Trademark Office,
the Library of Congress, the Department of Commerce, the Department of State,
the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative, and a broad range of individuals from
law firms, public interest groups, trade associations, private industry, and
academia.

OTA appreciates the participation of the advisory panelists, workshop par-
ticipants, Federal agency officials, and interested citizens, without whose help
this report would not have been possible. The report itself, however, is the sole
responsibility of OTA, not of those who ably advised and assisted us in its prep-
aration.

JOHN H. GIBBONS
Director
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Summary

Domestic intellectual property law-- princi-
pally the law covering patents. copyrights, and
trademarksis rooted in the United States
Constitution. Under the law, the government
is authorized to grant intellectual property
rights not as rewards but aq inducements to
authors and inventors to create and dissemi-
nate intellectual works. The statutory nature
and purpose of the constitutional authoriza-
tion is stated explicitly in the 1909 Copyright
Act:

The enactment of copyright legislation by
Congress under the terms of the Constitution
is not based on any natural right that the
author has in his writings, for the Supreme
Court has held that such rights as he has are
purely statutory rights, but on the ground
that the welfare of the p.. blic will be served
and progress of science and useful arts will
be promoted ... Not primarily for the bene-
fit of the author, but primarily for the bene-
fit of the public such rights are given. Not
that any particular class of citizens, however
worthy, !nay benefit, but because the policy
is believed to be for the benefit of the great
body of people, in that it will stimulate writ-
ing and invention to give some bonus to au-
thors and inventors.

The mechanisms by which the intellectual
property system worked in the past were
straightforward. The government granted
rights to an author or inventor. From this point
on, the government's role was relatively mi-
nor. Rewards were determined in the market-
place. In order to benefit from copyright, an
author had to publish his works, thus making
them available to the public. In order to ob-
tain a patent, the inventor had to reduce his
ideas to useful applications. The holders of
copyrights and patents holders were respon-
sible for detecting infringements and prevent-
ing unauthorized use of a work. Enforcing one's
right was not unduly burdensome. This was
particularly true in the case of copyright. Given
the expense and the organizational require-
ments needed to reproduce works there were
only a limited number of printers, and thus it

was relatively easy to keep track of their
activities.

Today. however, techno' -g,y is complicating
this process and undermining many of the
mechanisms that governed the system in the
past,. This trend is likely Lo continue; as shown
on figure S-1, today's technologies are the be-
ginning, not the end, of the information revo-
lution. Computers, two-way interactive cable,
fiber optics, optical disks, communications sat-
ellites, and other devices are becoming stead-
ily more sophisticated and powerful, and their
uses are expanding almost daily. The great-
est impact, however, will come not from sin-
gle technologies, but rather from their use in
combination.

Although Congress has always had to reckon
with technological change, the new informa-
tion and communicaLons technologies avail-
able today are challenging the intellectual prop-
erty system in ways that may only be resolv-
able with substantial changes in the system
or with new mechanisms to allocate both rights
and rewards. Once a relatively slow and pon-
derous process, technological change is now
outpacing the legal structure that governs the
system, and is creating pressures on Congress
to adjust the law to accommodate these
changes. The pressures are corning from a num-
ber of different parties, and they are motivated
by a wide range of concerns:

Authors, publishers, film makers, and pro-
ducers; representatives of the recording in-
dustry; and other copyright holders whose
works can be delivered electronically: This
group is concerned that technologies such
as tape recorders and videocassette re-
corders are so widely used that they un-
dermine their ability to enforce their copy-
rights. They are calling on Congress to
adopt stronger enforcement measures. Al-
ternatively, some group members would
like Congress to provide new ways to pro-
tect their incomes, such as imposing taxes
or royalties on blank tapes.
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Designers and producers of computer soft-
ware and other functional works that do not
fit comfortably into existing categories of
intellectual property law: This group is con-
cerned that, given the uncertainties in the
law, their works will be inadequately pro-
tected. They are calling for more explicit
and extensive prnfretinn under existing
or under new laws.
Database producers, information analysts,
and others who package existing informa-
tion for specific uses: This group opposes
restrictions on the use and reuse of copy-
righted materials. They also want incen-
tives to be reallocated so that they receive
a greater financial return for the value that
they add to information by analyzing, re-
organizing, and packaging it.
Manufacturers of equipment capable of
copying, reproducing, or recsrding (paper
copiers, satellite antennas, videocassette
recorders, and audio tapes): Members of
this group oppose the imposition of taxes
or royalties on tapes and any other actions
that might increase the cost of their prod-
ucts to the consumer, or that make them
less convenient to use. They claim that
they aid copyright holders by creating new
markets for products and SD should not
be penalized by having taxes imposed.
Educators and scientists: Members of this
group generally oppose extensions of the
law, arguing that such extensions would
make the resources and materials they
need to do their work prohibitively expen-
sive. Some members of this group seek to
exempt educational uses from the law.
Others are calling for licensing agreements
that would allow them to use copyrighted
materials at reduced rates.
The general public; Many people are be-
coming increasingly accustomed to hav-
ing new technology available at low cost
to use as they please in their homes and
offices. They want assurance that they can
continue to copy films, records. and ot,:i2r
information for their private use.
Developing countries: Many developing
countries want to use Alti,..*" 11 intellec
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tual property products to further their so-
cial economic, and pnl;tical development.
These nations believe that the United
States and other industrialized nations
should relax intellectual property protec-
tion so that they can afford to make use
of these new products and services.

These competing interests give rise to pol-
icy questions that resist quick, simple answers.
Part of the problem is that new technologies
are bringing new parties into the intellectual
property debate, many of whom hold values
and attitudes that differ from those of more
traditional playersthe authors, printers, and
publishers, for example. The extreme case of
this is the so-called computer "hacker" who
believes that software and other forms of in-
formation should be shared freely. Holding less
extreme butt e common views are those
members of the public who believe that they
should be able to continue to use the new tech-
nologies to copy materials, at home, for their
own personal use. In addition, there are those
secondary information providersinformation
brokers and database producers, for example
who, in contrast to the original creators of in-
formation, want fewer restrictions on the use
and reuse of information.

Complicating intellectual property issues
even further is the fact that technology is also
changing the roles that people involved in the
copyright system play. In fact, taking advan-
tage of the new technologies, many people now
play multiple roles, and their attitudes about
int, "ectual property prctection may vary ac-
cordingly.

The relationship among traditional players
are also changing, breaking down old alliances,
and generating some new ones. Working on
an electronic network, for example, the author
of a book can now edit, print, publish, and dis-
tribute his works; tasks that were traditional-
ly within the purview of the publisher. Under
these circumstances, the author may be less
inclined to assign rights to the publisher.
Similarly, because it provides new outlets for
distribution such as pay-per-view cable tele-
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vision and videocassettes, technology is also
changing the relationships among film makers,
film producers, and film distributors Trans-
mitting his works directly to the user on video-

cassettes, for example, an independent film
maker can circumvent the major film compa-
nies and, in the same fashion, a major film com-
pany can avoid dealing with theater chains.

CAPABILITIES AND PROBLEMS POSED BY
THE NEW TECHNOLOGIES

To understand the legal and political pres-
sures that new technologies place on the intel-
lectual property system, one needs to under-
stand their unique capabilities. A few examples
convey the scope and pace of technological
progress and the problems that it poses:

A problem of identifying authorship: A
group of authors using personal comput-
ers connected by a telephone network can
collaborate in writing an article, a piece
of software, or a database. This work can
exist in various forms, in different places,
and can be modified by anyone having ac-
cess to the network. This networking tech-
nology provides new opportunities to com-
bine talents, resources, and knowledge.
Also, using satellite technology, authors,
scholars, or other creators from all over
the world can work together simultane-
ously on the same project.

However, this same networking capa-
bility might create problems for the intel-
lectual property system. Copyright, for ex-
ample, is granted to "original" works of
"authorship." In a world where there are
many authors of one work, worldwide col-
laboration, and ever-changing materials,
a law based on the concepts of originality
and authorship may become too unwieldly
to administer.
A problem of identifying infringements and
enforcing rights: The increased communi-
cations capacity (in terms of speed, band-
width, and distance) made possible by fi-
ber optic technology will allow computer
users to rapidly transmit incredible amounts
of information at a rate of 100 average
length pages in a second. Such a capabil-

ity could permit the creation of central-
ized libraries with universal access.

On the other hand, these high-speed
communications media, combined with
large capacity optical disk storage tech-
nologies, will also pose enforcement prob-
lems for the intellectual property system.
They allow individuals to trade vast quan-
tities of copyrighted materials without the
knowledge or permission of copyright
holders. With these technologies, the sit-
uation is no longer simply one of an indi-
vidual trading or giving away a book to
someone else; rather, it is one in which in-
dividuals can inexpensively and privately
share the contents of an entire library.
A pri,t)lem of private use: At the end of
World War II, copyrighted information
flowed into American homes through three
channelsprint publications, radios, and
phonograph records. And although peo-
ple could enjoy these works freely, they
could not copy them conveniently and at
low cost. Today, the situation has changed
radically. Americans can now receive a
much greater amount and variety of copy-
righted materials via a whole host of new
mediasatellite, cable and broadcast tele-
vision, computers, videocassette record-
ers, and telephone lines, to name a few.
Mrreover, using computer networking tech-
nology, they can now easily and inex 3n-
sively reproduce and transmit copyrighted
works.

This remarkable state of affairs raises
several problems for the copyright sys-
tem. First, if a private citizen copies in-
formationa film or record, for Ps. ' mple
should this be considered an infringement



of copyright? At present, the law gives
little guidance in this area; nor, until re-
cently, did it need to. Such private use was
so limited it posed no threat to industry
profits. ,Second, if it were decided that
home copying infringed copyright, how
could a ban against it be enforced? Since
many people could be engaged in this kind
of behavior in the privacy of their own
homes, their activities would be impos-
sible to track.
A problem of functional works: At one time
a writer wrote solely to communicate
meaning to his readers. He did so in nov-
els, biographies, news stories, scientific
treatises, and even in recipes. Today, how-
ever, a writer can write for a machine
rather than a human audience. He does
so when he writes computer softwarein-
structions that tell the machine what to
do. A computer program can also create
new programs, and even control industrial
processes. In the future, information it-
self will play a similar functional role. A
piece of information entered into a data-
base, for example, may automatically re-
tool one of several manufacturing fa-
cilities.

Writings of this kind are becoming cen-
tral to the economy because they can effi-
ciently substitute for labor and mechani-
cal processes. It is, however, precisely the
capability of substituting for machine
processes that causes problems for the tra-
ditional intellectual property system.

Intellectual property law provides two
basic forms of protectionpatent and
copyright. These schemes reflect a basic
distinction between invention and author-
ship. Inventions are essentially useful de-
vices or processes, whereas works of au-
thorship convey information and ideas.

Although both schemes encourage the
production and dissemination of ideas,
they do so in two different ways. Patent
requires disclosure, and copyright as-
sumes that in order to profit from a work,
an author must publish it. Moreover, the
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types of protection granted reflect the
differences between writings and inven-
tions. Copyright prevents commercial copy-
ing; patent prevents commercial use.

With the development of computer soft-
ware and other functional works, the clear
distinction between inventions and writ-
ings i3 beginning to break down. These de-
velopments raise questions about whether
new information-based products can be ac-
commodated within the old legal frame-
work, and whether efforts to do so will un-
dermine the original intent of the law.
A problem of derivative use: A major news-
paper maintains its index on computer.
A user of this index takes the information
in it and analyzes it for another client, giv-
ing him up-to-date, timely information
that is precisely tailored to his needs.
Using electronic technology, a research
chemist can search all bibliographic data
on a particular chemical in a matter of
hours, instead of the weeks it once would
have taken. An investor who must make
a snap decision about whether to buy or
sell can call up a constantly updated data-
base, and use the information to pursue
his profits.

The new information technologies,
which allow for this kind of customized
information on demand, are creating a
wide range of new opportunities to expand
the variety, scope, and sophistication of
information-based products and services.
In fact, a whole new industry has devel-
oped to provide these services; and it is
now one of the fastest growing sectors in
the economy.

As the opportunities to create deriva-
tive works increase and as this sector
comes to play a larger role in the economy,
questions arise about what kinds of infor-
mation can legally be used to create sec-
ondary information products. Under ex-
isting intellectual property law, copyright
holders have tl right to benefit from all
subsequent works based on their original
works. If interpreted broadly, it is possi-
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ble, however, that this approach will in-
hibit the production and use of secondary
materials.
A problem of intangible works: In their
homes, people can now receive electroni-
cally a broad range of information-based
products and servicese.g., shopping,
stock market and banking information,
educational software, videogames, films,
and musical works, to name a few. In the
long run, however, individual access to
information may be more costly and thus
more limited as intellectual work become
transmitted in intangible forms.

Publication and dissemination of intel-
lectual works were fostered under the tra-
ditional copyright scheme because authors
had to publish copies of their work in or-
der to profit. Although the author retained
the right to print and publish a work, he
no longer controlled the copies after the
first sale. Since public dissemination went
hand in hand with profit-making, this sys-
tem promoted the interests of both the
public and the author.

As more and more works are trans-
mitted electronically, however, public ac-
cess to information, originally built into
the copyright system, may in fact become
more limited. Not only may the individ-
ual price of information be higher; now
people may have to pay for it every time
they wish to use it.

When printing was the dominant tech-
nology, this was not the case. Once a per-
son bought a copy of a book or magazine,
he owned it. It became his personal prop-
erty. He could consult it repeatedly, with-
out additional cost. He could share it, rent
it, or resell it, without the proprietor's per-
mission. Copyright holders, therefore, did
not control the market for their works.
Their monopoly was limited. Booksellers
competed for sales, not only with the pro-
prietor, but also with one another. Infor-
mation, therefore, was available from
many sources at a competitive price.

With the electronic distribution of
works, however, proprietors have more
control. Because their works need not be
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sold in hard copies, and because it is ques-
tionable whether Individuals can legally
cop, them, they do not have to compete
with resellers, wholesalers, or others who
might drive down the price of their prod-
ucts. As the only source of distribution,
people must come to the copyright holder
on his own terms. Now controlling access
to their works, copyright holders can re-
strict it in order to enhance their profits.
If they were to do this, copyright law
would no longer perform the function it
was designed for under the Constitution.
Moreover, once copyright serves to limit
access, it raises issues for communications
policy as well as for copyright.
A problem of meeting educational goals:
The intellectual property system was orig-
inally designed to enhance learning and
the useful arts. This goal is more difficult
to meet today because of the increasing
market value of intellectual properties.
The technologies provide numerous op-
portunities for educational use. However,
because software development is often ex-
pensive, it is in the interest of the devel-
oper to concentrate on products for cus-
tomers who can pay the mostbusinesses,
not schools. The schools then have the
choice of doing without software, divert-
ing money from other equally needed ed-
ucational materials, or developing their
own software, since they cannot legally
copy copyrighted works. The copyright
problem in this situation is simple: Copy-
right, designed as a policy tool to enhance
learning, fails to meet its goal.
A problem of integrity: Assisted by the
computer, a film maker can cre. ; scenes
that were never actually filmed, or take
existing images and place them in entirely
new contexts. These capabilities open new
avenues for creativity. But at the same
time, they may be used to misrepresent
a work or undermine its integrity. An un-
scrupulous artist, for example, might use
technology to distort a well-known piece
of art for his own purposes or profit with-
out the knowledge of the original artist.
In this electronic environment, creators



may become as concerned about the in-
tegrity of their works as they are about
their profits. To be eftective, intellectual
property law may need to take into ac-
count the problem of artistic integrity, as
well as that of financial rewards.
An international problem: All of the capa-
bilities and problems that characterize do-
mestic use of the new technoi igies ai e
equally prominent sometimes more so
when they are used internationally. Sat-
ellite technology permits global commu-
nication, but it also beams in program-
ming that nations may not want. Satellites
collect valuable agricultural and envir
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mental information about the developing
world. But once it has been analyzed by
a commercial company and copyrighted,
it may be priced too high for developing
countries to afford. A nation near the
United States is able to pick up and un-
scramble satellite programming that view-
ers wantand do so without paying the
fee charged by the company. Domestic
companies have no way to monitor use or
enforce their copyright claims. These prob-
lems are exacerbated by considerable dis-
agreement among nations about intellec-
tual property issues.

WHAT ARE THE STAKES?
The new technologies are extremely power-

ful tools. For the United States, therefore, the
stakes of identifying the best laws and policies
for their use are very high. These stakes fall
into three general categories: 1) economic, 2)
social and personal, and 3) political.

Economic

Information technologies and information-
based products and services are becoming cen-
tral to the economy as a whole. The new tech-
nologies and the information they embody can
be used to improve efficiency, increase produc-
tivity, and thus engender economic gr.. -rth. In-
formation is reusable, and unlike capital re-
sources, such as steel or iron, it can be produced
and distributed using few physical resources.
Not only is information an efficient substitute
for labor, it can also be used to improve the
overall efficiency of the production process.
Businesses, for example, are now applying
computer technology to almost all of their
activities: from recruiting to laying off work-
ers, from ordering -i-aw materials to manufac-
turing products, from analyzing markets to
performing strategic planning, and from in-
venting new technologies to designing appli-
cations for their use. To serve these needs, a
whole new industry has been spawned. (See fig-
ure S-2.) One of the fastest growing sectors of
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the economy, this industry is spearheading the
Nation's economic growth and enhancing its
competitive position in the international mar-
ketplace.

The economic stakes raised by the new tech-
nologies are particularly high for the copyright
industriespublishing and other industries
that rely on the legal protections provided by
copyright law. It is estimated that in 1982, the
combined sales of these industries constituted
approximately 5 percent of the gross national
product. Estimates suggest that more than 2.2
percent of the labor force is affected by trade
in intellectual property. The amount of finan-
cial damage that these industries suffer due
to infringements of intellectual property rights
is extremely hard to estimate. Very few inde-
pendent, quantitative data are available, and
existing analyses often contradict each other.

Social and Personal

Information is a dominant force in our lives.
In the United States, an enormous amount of
information is communicated in the form of
words through electronic media. In the 1970s,
for example, it was estimated that the Amer-
ican population was exposed to about 8.7 tril-
lion words each day through electronic media
such as radio; television; and print media such
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as newspapers, books, and magazines. This fig-
ure is rising; each year, the number 9f words
communicated increases at an average rate of
1.2 percent per year. And, as is illustrate,: in
figure S-3, the fastest growing media for trans
n-iitting and receiving information are elec-
tronic.

Information, in all forms, is essential to all
facets of our lives. It is the principal resource
we use to meet our personal needs: coping with
day-to-day problems; dealing with life's trau-
mas and crises; supporting religion, family life,
and cultural heritage; and accommodating our
recreation, entertainment, and leisure time
needs. Never in history have we had the op-
pc-tunity to be so fully and currently informed
ab. 4- world, national, and local affairs.

Given the central importance of information,
the public has high -,takes in decisions about
intellectual property rights. Moreover, the pub-
lic has high expectations about how technol-
ogy can serve its information needs. A survey
conducted for OTA confirmed that many peo-
ple believe they have the right to use these
technologies as they please, although they
draw the line at using them for commercial
gain. The generation now in the schools has
grown increasingly accustomed to the bene-
fits of technology. Many youth view their tel-

Figure S3.Trends From 1960 to 1980 Volume andts of Communication by Media: USA
(plotted on log by log scales)
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ephones and tape recorders, videocassette
recorders, and other electronic devices as an
integral part of their lives.

Political

In democratic societies, eit,izens must be well
informed about issues, candidates for office,
and local affairs. Similarly. a democratic pol-
ity requires a well-informed citizenry. Increas-
ingly, information and communications tech-
nologies serve these information needs.

The government regularly needs huge
amounts of information to make complex leg-
al and policy decisions. Many government
agencies would find it hard to conduct their
daily business without resorting to customized
information on demand. The Internal Revenue
Servic, and the Social Security Administra-
tion, for example, require large automated in-
formation systems to handle the accounts of
hundreds of millions of clients. And the oper-
ation of na.,,ional defense dep,ads on the use
of complex communication systems both for
day-to-day management of the military estab-
lishment and for the command and control of
sophisticated weaponry. The government's
budget for information technology has risen
from $9.2 billion in fi.it,a1 year 1982 to an esti-
mated $15.2 billion i:' fiscal year 1986.

Citizens' groups and political parties are also
relying more heavily on the new technologies
to achieve their aims. Technology, for exam-
ple, is being used to target voters and poten-
tial supporters, communicate with voters,
manage iuformati , and even to design cam-
paign strategies. Computers are also being
used as lobbying tools. To illustrate the long-
term effects of population growth, one lobby-
ing group, for example, uses a portable com-
puter and interactive software to inform Mem-
bers of Congress about its point of view.

In each of these realmseconomic, social,
ai.d politicalthe stakes in the intellectual
property debate are rising as fast as the tech-
nologies are becoming more technically sophis-
ticated and widely used.
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Tiie Environmental Fund uses Interactive computer
programs to show Congressmen the long-term effects

of population growth.

POLICY UNCERTAINTIES
In designing new laws or policies on intel-

lectual property, the government will have to
contend with a number of uncertainties. These
include:

The peculiar characteristics of information
as a commodity: Information has special
characteristics that distinguish it from
other economic commodities and confound
nur understanding of how information
markets work. Information ib, for exam-
ple, simultaneously an economic commod-
ity and a societal resource. Since it is in-
herently leaky; it is hard to own or control.
And although costly to produce, informa-
tion is inexpensive to copy. Given these
unique properties, economists are only be-
ginning to understand the role of informa-
tion in the market place. They have yet
to determine, for example, how to meas-
ure valm., or identify when value is added
to an information-based product or serv-
iceboth needed to resolve issues of de-
rivative u: Moreover, the few available:
data are fragmentary, nonquantitative,
and often subjective.

The increased complexity of the intellectual
property system: The new technologies are
increasing the complexity of the intellec-
tual property system, and so creating new
uncertainties for policymakers. The num-
ber and variety of information providers,
kinds of information-based produc.s and
services, ways of using information, and
types of information users are prolifer-
ating, giving rise to new relationships
among the parties involved. These changes
are occurring in very unpredictable ways.
Thus, in the future, Congress will need to
have more imormation about the intellec-
tual property system.
The changing nature of the technology: The
electronic age has just begun. Today, new
technologies are multiplying the kinds of
media that can be used to package, store,
deliver, and use intellectual works. Over
the long run, however, the increased con-
vergence of information and communica-
tion technologies may reverse this trend.
Packaged, stored, and delivered electron-
ically, text, sound, and images will all be
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Interchangeable. Our understanding of how
and when such changes will take place,
and of how they might affect the in Flee-

Summary 1"

tual property system. is replete with un-
certainty

AGENDA FOR CONGRESS
Faced with a growing number of rec., ,sts

for action, in addition to a ubiquitous and rap-
idly changing technology, Congress confronts
the problem of trying to take into account the
magnitude and the scope of technological
change, while also balancing interests and re-
sponding to present concerns. In considering
how Congress might proceed, OTA identified
five major strategic choices:

1. what policy goals to pursue,
2. whether and when to act,
3. what legal framework to use,
4. how broadly to define the problem, and
5. within what institutional framework is-

sues should be resolved,

What Policy Goals To Pursue

OTA found that the intellectual property
system may no longer serve social, economic,
and political goals with the same ease in an
information age, given the enhanced value of
information in all realms of life. It is likely,
therefore, that Congress, when designing new
intellectual property laws and policies, will
have to choose more explicitly among policy
goals. Altern:-.tively, Congress could use pol-
icy mechanisms ot .ar than the granting of in-
tellectual property ights to foster some goals
not supported by the present system. In the
pursuit of economic goals, for example, other
economic incentivessuch as subsidies or tax
exemptionsmight be granted. Unlike the ex-
tension of intellectual property rights, such
mechanisms would have few negative conse-
quences for learning and the creative envi-
ronment.

Whether and When To Act

Decisions about when to act are clearly re-
lated to decisions about whether to act, and
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to decisions about whether to deal with prob-
lems separately or in a comprehensive fash-
ion. In considering these choices, OTA found
that technological developments are, indeed,
affecting all aspects of the intellectual prop-
erty system. More( , because we are only
beginning to move into an electronic era, the
full impact of the new technologies will not be-
come completely apparent for some time. Fun-
damental changes in technology are occurring
that will antiquate many of today's solutions
and bring new kinds of problems requiring new
kinds of solutions. Thus, even if Congress de-
cides to act now in some areas, it will need to
be prepared to reconsider these actions within
the next decade.

Some problems are particularly pressing be-
cause stakeholdlrs are seeking immediate leg-
islative action, societal stakes are particularly
high, or technological change is occurring so
raridly that Congress must act sooner rather
than later if it wants to deliberately channel
its impact. OTA identified four such problems:
enforcement, private use, functional works,
and the international intellectual property
system.

Other problems, although equally important,
are less ripe for immediate action. Engendered
by technologies still in their infancy, these
problems are only now just emerging, and our
understanding of them is severely limited. Ex-
amples of such problems include assigning val-
ue and distributing rewards in cases of deriva-
tive use, protecting the integrity of works in
an electronic environment, and attributing and
assigning authorship wt 9n works are gener-
ated by interactive or eIntronic processes.

Although it may be too early to determine
long-term solutions to these problems, OTA
concluded that some steps will need to be taken
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now if they are to be adequately dealt with in
the long run. One approach might be to begin
now to systematically collect data about, and
enhance our understanding of, information
needs, information users and producers, and
information-based products and services. This
approach might require institutional changes,
since, at present, no agency within the Gov-
ernment is set up to carry out such a task.

What Legal Framework To Use

The intellectual property system was care-
fully designed to balance the public and the
private interest. OTA found, however, that be-
cause the new infor. ation and communication
technologies do not fit neatly within the ex-
isting framewc rk of the law, the balance may
be harder to achieve in the future.

OTA identified functional works as a par-
ticularly serious problem in this regard. The
analysis found that the distinction between
writings and inventions is indeed breaking
down with respect to functional works such
as computer software and semiconductor chip
masks. Because there are many works of this
type, they may require their own framework
for protection. If it were based on the distinc-
tive characteristics of these works, the law
might be more accurately targeted to achieve
specific policy outcomes, thus serving as a
more robust policy tool. With a new category
of law, both producers and users would face
less uncertainty each time a new type of work
were introduced. OTA's analysis suggests, too,
that a fruitful basis for a revision along these
lines might be found in the distinctions be-
tween works of art, works of fact, and works
of function.

How Broadly To Define the Problem

OTA found that intellectual property policy
can no longer be separated from other policy
concerns. Because information is, in fact, cen-
tral to most activities, decisions about intel-
lectual property law may be decisions about
the distribution of wealth and social status.
Furthermore, given the unlimited scope of the
new teclniologies and the growing trade in in-

formation-based products and services, U.S.
intellectual property policy is now inextrica-
bly tied to international affairs. Communica-
tions policy, too, is becoming more linked to
intellectual property policy, as more and more
intellectual works are being transmitted by me-
dia such as cable television, telephone lines,
and communication satellites. Today, intellec-
tual property issues also give rise to privacy
concerns as copyright holders seek technical
means to monitor use. In r- -taking decisions
about intellectual property p licy, therefore,
Congress must consider a whole new range of
issues, and decisionmakers in all these areas
will need to strive for greater coordination.

Within What Institutional Framework
Should Intellectual Property Issues

Be Resolved

OTA found that intellectual property issues
cannot be resolved without dealing with the
question of institutional caprbilities and
change. In the absence of institutional change,
the courts will increasingly be called on to re-
solve highly complex and technical issues and
to make policy in this area. The judiciary, how-
ever, may not be suited for this role.

The pace of technological change will con-
tinue to put pressure on existing institutional
arrangements. To the extent that Congress,
in responding to these changes, adopts legis-
lation requiring a more active Government
role, new institutional arrangements will prob-
ably be required. If this were to be the case,
Congress might want to expand the responsi-
bilities of existing agencies, or it might estab-
lish a new central agency to address intellec-
tual property issues. Such an agency's mission
might include monitoring technological change
and assessing how the law might deal with it,
provicmg the necessary expertise to deal with
complex technological issues, and collecting
and analyzing data about information markets
and use. Such an agency might also assume
additional regulatory functions, such as dis-
tributing rewards or adjudicating disputes. Fi-
nally, it might coordinate intellectual property
policy with policy in related areas.
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THE OTA STUDY
The request for this assessment, Intellectual

Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and
Information, was made by Senator Charles
McC. Mathias, Jr., Senate Committee on the
Judiciary, and by Congressmen Peter W. Rodino,
Jr., Robert W. Kastenmeier, Hamilton Fish,
and Carlos Moorhead, House Committee on
the Judiciary.

In thinking about how the new communi-
cation and information technologies might
affect intellecual property rights, OTA has
adopted a broad approach, looking at the kinds
of stresses that technology might be placing
on the intellectual property system as a whole,
and on each of its parts. Such an approach was
required because the new technologies do not
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necessarily liave a direct effect on intellectual
property rights. Rather, more often than not,
their influence on the law is felt indirectly, as
a result of such things as technologically in-
duced changes in norms, values, and expecta-
tions, as well as in the ways in which intellec-
tual works are created, produced, marketed,
and distributed.

Such an approach is also useful because, given
the political intensity and high economic
stakes of the intellectual property debate
today, it is extremely important to view the
entire situation as all one piece. Those involved
in the policy debate often define issues solely
in terms of their own interests and world views.
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Uhapter 1

Conceptual Framework for Analyzing
Intellectual Property Rights Issues

INTRODUCTION

An intellectual property system is made up
of laws and practices and the relationships they
generate among individuals and institutions.
A system of this kind reflects the larger soci-
ety of which it is a part. For, although intel-
lectual property rights have been recognized
in natural law, historically, governments have
granted such rights to achieve a variety of pol-
icy goals. This is equally true today. Which
policy goals a particular intellectual property
system is designed o serve depends, in large
measure, on history, circumstances, and the
overriding needs of society.

Technological change has been one factor
that has had an especially significant influence
on both social systems and the intellectual
property systems that arise from them. Today,
it is posing a formidable challenge to the in-
tellectual property system. Developments in
information and communication technology
are threatening to outpace previous technologi-
cal advances in both speed and scope. They
are stressing the intellectual property system
to the point of raising fundamental. questions
about the system itself. This chapter presents
a theoretical overview of the intellectual prop-
erty system, and identifies how technology
may influence it. It is deliberately abstract,
intending to lend perspective to questions
whose political and econor ;c significance may
make objectivity difficult, to achieve.

The U.S. system of intellectual property
rights and practices evolved in a way that
balances social, political, and economic inter-
ests. The system has been modified, both for-
mally and informally, in response to events and
circumstances. Its basic framework was set in
Section 8, Article 1 of the Constitution, which
authorized Congress to grant exclusive own-
ership rights of writings and inventions for a
limited period of time. The purpose was two-
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fold: 1) to foster the progress of s cience and
the useful arts, and 2) to encourage the crea-
tion and dissemination of information and
knowledge to the public.

Although this framework was originally de-
signed to deal with the problems and opportu-
nities afforded by the invention of printing
the information technology that dominated the
18th centuryit has proven flexible enough
to accommodate a variety of new technologies.
Today, however, advances in technologies such
as microelectronics, fiber optics, and satellites
are testing the limits of this flexibility. Devel-
opments in areas such as biotechnology' are
also influencing the system, but they are be-
yond the scope of this study.

Bringing swift changes in computers, com-
munications, and other information technol-
ogies, these technological advances are likely
to have a major social impa-t enr, :..j us fur-
ther into a new "information age." The new
technologies transmit information dramatical-
ly faster, and they can collect, store, manipu-
late. and transmit larger amounts of it. With
these new technologies, more people can gain
access to information, which they can more
readily use to trace past actions and predict
or influence future events. In the next few
decades, as these technologies continue to be
developed, they will be used for an ever-ex-
panding number of activities and tasks. This

'Although biotechnology has many similarities to informa-
tion technologies in terms of its ha ing a direct impact on the
intellectual property system, this report does not discuss these
Impacts in detail Given the magnitur.Le of the impact that the
development cf biotechnology might have on society any dis-
cussion in this report, which focuses on information technol-
ogies cannot do Justice to this Low For a discussion of some
of these issues, see U S Congress, Office of Technology Assess-
ment, commercial Biotechnology An International Analysis,
OTA-BA-218 (Washington, DC LI S Government Printing Of-
fice, January 19841
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advance of technological frontier,, will change,
in equally significant ways, the structure of
the social, economic, and political orders.

Just as the technologies of the 18th century
shaped the intellectual property ctem as we
know it toda:, , so too arc the new int ,-rnation
and communication technologies likely to alter
significantly how society views intellectual
property, the mechanisms employed to protect
it, and the value that society places on intel-
lectual properties, both as market goods and
as public resources. Although information and
communication technologies will touch all

areas of intellectual property law, they are
likely to have the most immediate and pro-
nounced impact on copyright, the area of in-
tellectual property law that has been most con-
cerned with the flow and use of information
in society. Moreover, to the extent that tradi-
tional legal categories cannot accommodate
these technologies, new kinds of intellectual
property law may be required.

This report examines how technological de-
velopments knight affect the intellectual prop-
erty system. Each chapter focuses on one part
of the system.

THE NATURE OF TECHNOLOGY
Technology can be defined in many ways,

both broau and narrow. Some older definitions
limit technology to mean specific tools or ma-
chines. Other theorists define technology more
broadly as know-how: "a system of knowledge
intended to have a practical bearing."' Beyond
this, one can also include in a definition of tech-
nology the human procesSe5 and eelationships
required to bring a scientific idea to life.'

People chose their definition of technology
to suit the question they are asking and the
probl_ in they must solve. Scientists and engi-
neers, for example, may have less need to con-
sider human factors, and so their definitions
concentrate more on machines and physical
structuresroads, airports, and nuclear re-
actors.' But a purely mechanical definition of
technology would be inadequate for a study
analyzing how technology affects the intellec-
tual property system. Technology touches this
system directly and indirectly, affecting its

'Jay Weinstein, Sociology/Technology Foundations of Post
Academic Science New Brunswick, London Transaction Books,
19821 p XI For this view, see also J K Fieblem .1, "Pure
Science, Applied Science, Technology Engmeenng An Attempt
at Definitions.- Technology and Culture, fall, 1961, pp 305-
317, and C Susskind, Understanding Technology (Baltimore,
MD Johns Hopkins University Press, 1973)

For a discussion of technology understood as "a form of so-
cial organization,- see Todd R La Porte, Technology as Social
Organization, Institute of Governmental Studies, Working Pa-
per w81 -1, University of California, Berkeley

'Ibid

3v

laws and rules and influencing the social and
economic conditions in which relationships
take place. To illustrate the potential effect of
technology in both these spheres, we must
broaden the focus of the analysis and include
in it the areas where physical objects and peo-
ple meet. As Todd La Porte has said, one must
look at "who is technology," as well as "what
is technology.'"5

This report defines technology broadly, in-
corporating relationships and transactions be-
tween creators, publishers, distributors, and
users of intellectual property as well as the
hardware they use. To maintain this view,
while also allowing for independent analysis
of machines, tools, and techniques, we will con-
sider technology a "package" that, to borrow
from Langdon Winner's categories, comprises:6

apparatus: the physical device:: of tech-
nical performance such as tools, instru-
ments, macnines, etc;

techniques: the technical activities, such
as skills, methods, procedures, and rou-
tines that people engage in to accomplish
,asks; and

p
'For a study taat conceives of technology as a package, see

James N Danzijer, William II Dutton, Rob Ktmg, a',d Ken-
neth L Kramer. Computers and Politics High Techn,-logy in
American Local Governments New York Columbia Univer-
sity Press, 1982)
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social arrangements tht relationships
that are established and the transactions
that take place allowing people to carry out
technical processes and to give physical
form to their ideas.'

Using this definition, this and subsequent
chapters are based on a broad model of the re-
lationship between technological and social
change.' In this model, technology is consid-

-Langdon Winner, Autonomous Technology Technics-Out-
of-Control as a Theme of Political Thought Cambridge NIA
and London. England the MIT Press), pp 11-12

The stud.y of technology and society has a ong history go-
ing back two centuries to the works of Adam Si nth Henri Saint-

ertu to be one of n" ny factors influencing so-
ciety, while society is viewed as affecting tech-
nological development through !ts structure:),
laws, and practices.

Simon and Karl Marx In fact, it was the growing interest in
technological del. elopments that gave birth to the field of soci-
ology Interest has intensified in recent years. as both olars
ani4policvmakers have sought to an 'pate and amehor the
unintended consequences of the deplo lent of technology Once
again, these interests have given rise to a new field of study,
that of technology assessment For two accounts of t hP history
of ideas atiout technology, see Weinstein, op cit. , and Winner,
op cit

THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SYSTEM AND ITS
RELATIONSHIP TO SOCIAL AND TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE:

A FRAMEWORK FOR ANALYSIS

The Intellectual Property System

Theoretical models and actual systems often
differ significantly. In the real world, the form
and structures of intellectual property systems
are worked out in the political arena. Seldom
is a system a well-conceived and well-designed
construct; it is more likely to take shape hap-
hazardly, reflecting the political comprorises
and historical events that went into its mak-
ing. The American intellectual property sys-
tem is a product of such compromises, and
strong forces are still shaping it today. Those
involved in the debate often define issues nar-
rowly, in terms limited to their own interests
and world views. But, given the magnitude of
the technological changes occurring, and their
potential impact on the intellectual property
system, it is extremely important to view the
entire situation as a whole, in terms of the
interrelationships of its parts.

In looking at how technology might affect
the intellectual property system, it is useful
to conceive of the system as a se` of incentives
and rewards designed to affect the behavior
of individuals or organized gi oups er -aged in
creative or inventive activities. This system
is divided into five interrelated parts:

1. policy goals that it seeks to accomplish,
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2. property rights that provide incentives
and rewards,

3. operating rules,
4. mechanisms by which policy goals are

achieved, and
5. the realm of people and activities that the

system is designed to influence.

The intellectual property system can be visual-
ized as shown in figure 1-1. As this diagram
illustrates, the outputs of the system provide
feedback about how effectively the system is
working.

Policy goals are the ends towards which the
intellectual property system is directed; they
mirror the goals of the society. Thus, as illus-
trated in chapter 2, time and social change may
alter intellectual property goals. As the goals
change, other parts of the system are likely
to change in response.

Property rights are granted as incentives and
rewards. A property right might include, for
example, one or any number of the following
rights:9

n'hese terms were borrowed from Lawrence Becker. "The
Moral Basis of Property Rights, Proper ty. J Roland Penvork
and Johr W Chapman ) New York New York University
Press. 1980), pp 189 190
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Figure 1-1.The Intellectual Property System
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1. the right to possess or physically control
something,

2. the right to use or enjoy its benefits,
3. the right to manage or decide how it is to

be used,
4. the right to receive income from it,
5 the right to consume or destroy it,
6. the right to modify it,
7. the right to transfer it,
8. the right to distribute it. and
9. the right to exclude others from using it.

Rights may be granted only under certain
conditions, or they may be limited in their ap-
plication. For example, to claim a patent in the
United States, an inventor 1.'nct demonstrate
that his invention is useful, nonobvious, and
novel. To receive a copyright, an author's work
must be original.10 Neither right offers perma-
nent protection. Patent rights generally last
for 17 years, and copyrights are granted to in-
dividuals for life plus 50 years and to corpora-
tions for 75 years.

Together, these rights, incentives, and the
conditions under which they are granted con-
stitute the operating rules of the intellectual

"The word "work" is a general term rLferring to any intellec-
tual creation It is used in the legal sense to distinguish par-
ticular copies from what is protected by copyright

property system. The rules make demands on
everyone involved in the system. The grant-
ing of a right to one party, for example, may
in effect create a corresponding obligation or
liability on the part of another. Structuring the
way the parties relate to and depend on one
another, these rights and incentives serve as
the rules governing the behavior of individuals
involved in the creation, production, distribu-
tion and use of works, products, and services
designated as intellectual properties.

Different intellectual property systems may
define intellectual properties differently, and
each may attach different rights, reponsibili-
ties, and benefits to them. The structure of
rights will be determined, in part, by the poi -

icy goals of the system, and by the mechanisms
chosen to achieve them. Thus, a system de-
signed primarily to encourage learning and in-
vention, as is American patent law, may re-
quire inventors to disclose information. In
contrast, a system designed principally to reg-
ulate economic relationships, such as trade
secret law may, in fact, prohibit disclosure.
Similarly, a copyright system with the chief
goal of fostering the dissemination of informa-
tion might grant rights only in published
works; whereas one aiming to reward author-
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ship might prot, t works before they are made
publicly available.

Similarly, the mechanisms used to achieve
policy goalsthe way in which the system
operates--can vary among and within systems,
depending on the kind of work to be protected,
the nature of the activities to be influenced,
the kinds of rights to be granted, and the pol-
icy goals to be achieved. For example, a sys-
tem that grants rights on the concr_ion of an
act such as publication, or on the condition of
qualities such as usefulness or novelty, might
require a very different administrative appa-
ratus than a system with no such conditions.
We see, for example, that because patents are
granted under more stringent conditions than
copyrights, the Patent and Trademark Office
historically has had more resources and admin-
istrative responsibilities than the Copyright
Office has had.

The people, institutions, and activities that the
intellectual property laws aim to influence are
also crucial elements in the system. What ac-
tivities these people do, as well as the socio-
economi constraints under which they oper-
ate, determine whether a particular incentive
or reward might achieve its intended policy
goal. To be most effective, rewards and incen-
tives must match the motivations, needs, and
perceptions of the people they are designed to
influence, and they must accurately reflect the
kinds of activities that they pursue. If an in-
centive miscalculates the economics of creat-
ing, producing, and distributing an intellectual
property, it will not motivate people to keep
creating. In addition, because people creating
different forms of intellectual property oper-
ate in different environments and have vary-
ing concerns, they may respond best to differ-
ent kinds of inducements.

The outputs of the intellectual property sys-
tem such as the amount, quality, and diversity
of worksreveal, in part, how well it is work-
ing. But a number of difficulties arise in any
effort to evaluate a system's performance.
First, there are problems in selecting criteria
that best measure effectivenessthat is, which
results to note and which to ignore. Second,
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one cannot easily determine whether these cri-
teria are being met. Finally, evaluating and
assessing the at ,iracy and independence of
the information needed to analyze the system
is fraught with difficulty. At present, most of
the information about such things as the ex-
tent of infringement, the potential economic
damages of infringement, or the uses made of
information-based products and services is
available only from the stakeholders them-
selves.

The Intellectual Property System
as a Dynamic System: The Impact

of Technology

The dynamic nature of the intellectual prop-
erty system further complicates its analysis.
It exists within society, and shifts in response
to social, political, and economic circum-
stances. Thus, when society's values change,
so may the motives and attitudes of creators,
inventors, and users of intellectual properties.
Similarly, changes in economic conditions can
alter relationships and positions between and
among individuals and groups in the system,
redistributing their shares of financial obliga-
tions and rewards.

Of the many factors that might affect the
intellectual property system, technological
change is likely to have the greatest impact.
We u..n see this clearly in examining the ef-
fects of new technologies on the intellectual
property system.

Electronic information technologies are fun-
damentally different from print technology in
,A number of ways. For example, broadcasting
technologies (radio, television) make a work
simultaneously available in the homes of so
many users that arrangements for payments
for the transfer of works to them is often pro-
hibitivtly ,Apensive. Other technological ad-
vances, such as photocopiers and audio and
video tape machines, have so reduced the cost
and decentralized the process of c.pying works
that rights holders are no longer assured that
they have control over the production and in-
tegrity of their intellectual property. As infor-
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Table 1.1. Characteristics of Information Technologies and the Uses of Intellectual Property

Technical characteristics
of wor'

Mechanical print
Produced in tangible units
(but requires expensive
machines and special skills
to coos, in large quantities)

Fixed in tangible conies
(one canonical form of
the vork exists)

Analog ore,tronic print
"Originals sold in tangible
copies

Reproducible at moderate
cost (e g xerograhic copies,
audio and video tapes)

Decentralized

Technology bounded

Analog electronic broadcast
Simultaneously available
(one intangible cony )

U,es of works
Technical characteristics
of works

Publishers punters and
booksellers cooperate to publish
work and sell units In individuals
or libraries, authors received p
copy royalty on first sale of a
cony, copyright holder retains
right_ a print and pub,,sh the
work

Individuals read, scholars quote or
cite, owner of a copy may copy
parts of it by hand, or sell runt or
destroy his copy

E g audio recordings and
videocassettes are initially
manufactureo and sold somewhat
like traditional, mechanically
printed books

Small works, or parts of large
works, are often copied privately
by users with machines, rather
than by hand, copies of copies are
poorer in nuality than copies of
originals

Many individua have equipment
and skills to make copies

Different media and equipment
usually needed to use and copy
different types of works

Advertisers may pay for work to
attract potential customers to
their product, alternatively, users
may pay (e g ciic broadcasting
subscription tei_ vision)

Digital electronic
Si raneousiy a,anable

ReOrOglICICP 31 law

Vesatile

Decentralized and pervasive

ktemonnected

Dynamic

Pro,,essNe

A,,tonomuu,,

mation technologies become computerized, the
copy, transfer, and manipulation of works are
becoming even more decentralized, speedy, and
inexpensive.

At a basic level, the very definitions on which
intellectual property rights are based take on
new meanings, or become strained and even
irrelevant, when applied to the context created
by new technoloi,:es. They raise questions, for
example, about what constitutes a "derivative
work" when works are made available through
intangible electronic waves or digital bits;
about what constitutes a "work"; and about
who owns the right to it when it is interactive,
and when creators have combined their efforts
to produce it.
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Uses of works

Many individual., may access a
central store of works, a data
base

Prices for magnetic and optical
storage media will continue to
fall, media are very high in
capacity, and very fast in making
reproductions, perfect copies can
be a 3de from copies

Many types of works (e g , ext,
music, video-taped or tilmeo
pictures) may be stored and
communicated digitally

Highly capable machines are
becoming ubiquitous in homes
and offices

Machines may be privately linked
by switched telephone circuits
works can be transfered with
impunity, and Joint authorship is
not restricted by the physical
separation of the authors

Work may ue interactive or
constantly evolving, one
canonical copy may not exist

Machines may he programmed to
transform and manipulate works,
perhaps masking evidence cf
original authorship

Works may be functional, rather
than only meaningful as are
traditional copynghtable works

The characteristics that differentiate the new
technologies from the old, and that create po-
tential problems for the system, are summa-
rized above in table 1-1.

Changing technology may influence each
part of the system directly, or it may affect
it indirectly by modifying the larger social envi-
ronment in which the intellectual property sys-
tem operates New technologies, for example,
may affect the boundaries of the system and
the nature of the rights that it provides. In
doing so, they may change the "rules of the
game" by which it operates. As discussed in
chapter 3, each new technology has brought
questions about whether and where it should
fit into the existing system. Most recently, for
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example, Congress, borrowing from both cop:
right and patent law, adopted a new sui genens
law," that established a separate niche for com-
puter chip technology in she intellectual prop-
erty system.

Technological developments may also change
the mechar'sms used to achieve intellectual
property goals. Chapter 4 points out that dem-
onstrating "authorship" or "originality" as a
condition for receiving property rights, while
relatively straightforward in a print culture,
is much more complicated in an age of elec-
tronic technology. Similarly, as illustrated in
chapter i, a system that assumes copy( ight
holders can enforce their own rights against
infringement may operate unsuccessfully if de-

"St., genens is t: tatin phrase used to describe any law that
as of its own kiad or class Sul genens intellectual propert\
law, then, is legislation that stands apart from existing pa:ent,
copyright. tr,,demark, or unfair competitio, law

centralized reproduction and electronic trans-
mission prevents 'dent ifving where and when
infringements take place

Because technology brings about new kinds
of interactions betv_ een people, as well as new
technological apparatus and new processes and
techniques, it is also likely to affect the peo-
ple, insti4 ,00ns, and activities that are part
of the realm of the intellectual property sys-
tem. As noted in many of the following chap-
ters, new technologies r.ot only affect what peo-
ple do and how and why they do it, they also
may restructure the socioeconomic orportu-
nities available to them and the constraints
under which they operate. And, in ,ating a
multitude of new opportunities for application,
use, and profit-making, issues may arise among
the parties in the system the resolution of
which, over the long run, may prompt changes
in the goals, the boundaries, and the structure
of the system itself.

THE APPROACH AND OUTLINE OF THE REPORT
Using the above model, this assessment ana-

lyzes the impact of the new information and
communications technologies on the U.S. in-
tellectual property system. Table 1-2 outlines
the problems to be analyzed.

In this table, six major criteria are suggested
to evaluate how well the system is function-
ing. Corresponding to these criteria are a num-
ber of research questions that might asked
to determine how well the criteria are being
met, and some possible indicators of the sys-
tem's effectiveness. The broad scope of the ta-
ble illustrates the magnitude and complexity
of the problem. It also suggests s. ne useful
questions around which to build an analysis,
many of which serve as starting points in the
following chapters.

The Emphasis on Copyright

In general terms, intellectual property law
incluues any law that grants rights in the prod-
ucts of the intellect. As such, it is a generic
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term that covers patent, copyright, trademark
lax, and tilt. Semiconductor Chip Act, as well
as trade secrets and tort misappropriation law.
There a. two major reasons for this empha-
sis. First, since copyright is concerned primar-
ily with the ' "se and flow of information and
information-based products and services, it is
the area of intellectual property law that will
be most affected by advances in communica-
tior and information technologies. Second, it
is to copyright rather than to other provisions
that the creators, developers, producers, and
dist, ibutors of new information tech ric' agies
ar: looking in their efforts to gain 1 Aative
protection for their works.

This emphasis notwithstanding, we have
tr: Al to look broadly at the impact of technol-
ogy on the entire intellectual property system.
This broad perspective allows us to address
not only the problem and opportunities th '
the new technologies present for the copyr'
system itself, but also to consider alternat
ways, including some entirely new ones, of
dressing them.
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Evaluative criteria

1. Effectiveness in meeting
overall systems goals
A Craatton and dissemination

of creative informational
and scientifir. works

B En. an,ement of
tne learning
enwronment

C Economic growth
and development

2. Efficiency in achieving goals

Tabte 1-2.----Framework of A-'lysis

Questions for rcSr -h

Degree of creati,,ty

iivatlabo,tv

Congruence of incen',\,es

Degree of scientific
and technological
development

State of the arts and
entertainment

Overall condition of education

Grow,, )f information-based
industries

International competitiveness

L."-1 r

L)(

ions of creator,- 'tics users
4 Output of works

Number of prizes offered in these fields
Number of people engaged in these fields
In,,ractions of members of the c-eative en
vironment
Nu, uer and vaneiy of informational resources
Evaluations of creators, publtsb.7 producers,
users
Diversity of works
Price of works
Opportunities for access
Evaluations of creators, publishers, and producers
Level of output
Emergence of new fields
Number of scientists/technologists
Number and quality of scientific publications
Interations between members of the scientific/
technical community
Patents issued
Awards granted
Evaluations by members of the scientific/technical
community
Emergence of new fields
Number of creators
Condition of production/distributicii industries
Availability of resources for creation/proc:i.ction/
distribution
Awards granted
Market for creative works
Evaluations by national educators /businessmen!
parents /National Science Foundation/etc
Literacy rates
Test scores
Availability and gu7.1ifications of faculty/teachers
Quantity and quality of educational mate",
information-based resources
Interactions among members of the educational
community
Development of new industries and profit-making
opportunities
Percentage of employment
Number of firms
Contribution to gross national product
Use of information-based products and services in
non-information industries
Balance of trade

Costs and benefits of granting Institutional costs
rights Transactional costs

C,Jcial costs in terms of achieving systems goats
Benefits measured in terms of aciiieving system
goals
Estimates of harm due to infringement/lack of
intellectual property protection
Profit margins
Industry competition
Estimates of economic value of intellectual
property rights to proprietors
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3. Enforceability

4 System durability

5. Precision as policy tool

Cli 1Conceptual FrarneworA for Analyzing Intellectual Property Rights Issues 27

Table 1-2, -Framework of AnalysisContinued

Indizatorsitvpes of information
Questions for research that might he collected

Costs and benefit f
alternative measures tor
achieving system goals

Institutional costs
Transactional costs
Social/economic costs/benefit in terms of achiev-
ing system goals

Extent of infringement

Ease of detection

Legitimacy of the system
Flexibility in the face of

change

Legitimacy of the system

Ability to resolve conflicts/
harmonize interests

Reliability/predictability as a
guide to action

Robustness of principles

Predictability of outcome

Independence/compatibility
with respect to other policy
areas

Sensitivity to differences
among L; rferent kinds of
information-based products
and services

6. Congruence with internationa, Ability to resolve conflicts
and other national systems

SOUR-GE Othce of lechnology. A,,,,es,rnpnt

Pub ,c /institutional behaviors
Technologi,-;a1 capabilities to access/reproduce/
reformat information-based products and services
Privacy of use and decentralized access to
reproductive/access/and communioation tech-
nologies
Technological capabilities to preclude authorized
access/use
Transaction costs
Technological capabilities to monitor access/use
Public attitudes/support for the system
Frequency of legislative revision/amendment
Resort to alternative forms of protection
Consensus in cases of first impress.on
Consistent/coherent application of law
Public attitudes/support for the system
Extent of infringement
Acceptance of decisions by parties in dispute 1 e ,
number of appeals
Extent of unresolved issues i e , fair use,
copyrightability of computer software
Internal coherence /consistency of law
Resort to other forms of protection
Overlap with other law
Quality, quantity, independence of available info,-

anon
Number of agencies invGlved
Cross-cutting issues
Interested congressional committees
Convergence of stakeholder interests
Intensification of issues
Roles of different kinds of infOrfJtion-based
products and services
Economics of different kinds of information
markets
Public attitudes toward different types of
information-based products and services
Technological characteristics of different
information-based products and services

Harmony with other mtellectu-
al property systems

Compatibility with other inter-
national regimesi e ,
GATT, UNESCO
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Enforcement mechanisms
Level of infringement
International court cases
Resort to other policies mechanisms to deter
infringement-1 e , trade sanctions
Level and participation in international regimes
Scope of international treaties
Incompatibilities with international lawle , infor-
malities
Policy conflict :,,Lonsistencies
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Intellectual Property Goals in a
Changing Information Environment
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Chapter 2

Intellectual Property Goals in a
Changing Information Environment

FINDINGS
In an information age, decisions about the

granting of intellectual property rights are
linked to other information policy decisions,
and in making them, we are making decisions
about the nature of society itself. Given the
convergence of these issues, it may be neres-
snry to establish clearer priorities about the
goals towards which intellectual property pol-
icy is directed.

The new information and communication tech-
nologies create, for both individuals and society
as a whole, new cultural, economic, and politi-
cal opportunities, as well as new information re-
quirements and needs. These technologies are
capable not only of generating, storing, and
processing vast amounts of information; they
can also provide greater access to information,
enhance the environment for learning and crea-
tivity, generate new opportunities for profit-
making and economic growth, and facilitate
participation in political and social affairs.

Insofar as they afford new socioeconomic Gp-
portunities, the new information and communi-
cation technologies will assume a greater role
in society, and in the economy, giving rise to pub-
lic policy issues about their use. Issues will
emerge, for example, with respect to which in-
formation needs will be met; which opportuni-
ties will be developed; and which parties will
benefit from them.

Concerned primarily with the use and flow 9f
information in society, intellectual property law
has historically served in the United States to
decide many of these issues. In resolving them,
an effort has been made to strike a suitable
balance between the needs of creators, produc-
ers, and distributors of intellectual properties
and the social, economic, and political needs
of the nation as a whole. In such a fashion, in-
tellectual property law has been able to simul-
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taneously serve a wide variety of social and
economic public policy goals.

The ability of intellectual property law to
strike such a balance was not particularly diffi-
cult in the past, when the social and economic
stakes in information were lower than today
and when relatively few and well -defined play-
ers were involved in the intellectual property
process. Information-based products and serv-
ices were peripheral to the performance of
many social and economic activities, and peo-
ple had los ter expectations about their use and
the level of profit that might be derived from
them. As a result, issues involving the grant-
ing of intellectual property rights could be
worked out among the major players without
much public involvement or concern.

The resolution of these issues in an informa-
tion age, however, will be more problematic, re-
quiring that more stakeholders be taken into ac-
count and that decisions be made about the
distribution of incentives and rewards. Given
the variety of opportunities that the new tech-
nologies afford, the increased value of infor-
mation, changing relationships among the tra-
ditional participants in the intellectual
property system, and rising expectations
about the benefits of these technologies, the
number of stakeholders with disparate inter-
ests and competing claims on the system will
be greater than ever before. In such a context,
the granting of intellectual property rights, in-
stead of mutually serving a variety of differ-
ent stakeholders, and equally fostering a broad
set of diverse policy goals, may pit some stake-
holders and goals against one other. Moreover,
given the ease of access to the new technol-
ogies, members of the public are now major
stakeholders in the system, and as such their
attitudes and behavior are likely to have a
greater impact on policy choices and outcomes.
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INTRODUCTION

Although intellectual property rights have
been recognized in natural law, historically,
governments have granted such rights to
achieve a variety of policy goals. This is equally
true today. In the West, the granting of copy-
right, for instance, is viewed pr marily as a
mechanism for encouraging the dissemination
of information. But in Eastern bloc countries,
the policy goals differ and it is regarded chiefly
as "an instrument for the management of cul-
tural processes."'

Which policy goal a particular intellectual
property system is designed to serve depends,
in large measure, on the history, circum-
stance, and overriding needs of a society at
the time the system is first set up. Develop-
ing countries, for example, which must import
most cultural and scientific materials, have
often been unwilling to extend protection to
foreign works. This was true of the United
States during its first 100 years, and is the case
in many Third World countries today.

Despite their varying goals, however, all in-
tellectual property systems basically concern
policies involving the use and flow of informa-
tion. This is especially true of the copyright
system, which was established specifically to
deal with the social and economic changes
brought about by what, historically, has
proved one of the most "world shaking" in-
formation technologiesthe printing press.
Characterizing copyright's role in structuring
information flow, Edward Plowman and L.
Clark Hamilton wrote:

In a wider perspective, a number of basic
dimensions of the nature and function of
copyright may be distinguished. In an over-
all, cultural perspectil e, the stated purpose
of copyright is to encourage intellectual cre-
ation by serving as the main means of recom-
per sing the intellectual worker and to protect
his moral rights. In an economic sense, copy-

'Puscher, "Copyright m the German Democratic Republic,"
Copyright Bulletin of the USA, vol. 10, No 3, 1976, as cited
in Stephen Stewart, The Law of International Copyright and
Neighboring Rights (London: Butterworth & Co. (Publishers)
Ltd., 1983), p. 10

right can be seen as a method for the regula-
tion of trade and commerce.

Copyright thus serves as a mechanism by
which the law brings the world of science, art,
and culture into reli 4 ionship with the world
of commerce. In a social sense, copyright is
an instrument for the cultural, scientific and
technological organization of society. Copy-
right is thus used as a means to channel and
control flows of information in society. [em-
phasis added).2

The patent and trade secrets systems also
involve the flow of information. The patent sys-
tem is designed primarily to foster scientific
and technical information. Although patent
law permits only the inventor or patent holder
to make, use, or sell his invention, it also re-
quires that the inventor disclose to the world
the information necessary to enable others to
reconstruct the invention after a 17-year period
of protection has elapsed. Patent law, there-
fore, seeks to encourage the distribution of in-
formation by making disclosure a condition of
protection. ThA trade secrets system, in con-
trast to the patent system, is designed to dis-
courage the widespread flow of certain types
of information. Secrecy is maintained in order
to give the holder of the trade secret a com-
petitive advantage in the marketplace.

Like the printing press, the new information
technologies also affect society. They are
changing the way people work and conduct
their business; how they interact and relate to
one another; the way they learn, create, and
process information, and their needs and ex-
pectations. In fact, these new technologies are
altering the way man views himself and his
place in the world.'

Together, the development and widespread
use of these new technologies have helped to
usher in what some social observers charac-
terize as a "post-industrial," or "information"

'Edward W. Plowman and L. Clark Hamilton, Copyright
Intellectual Property in the Information Age (London Rout-
ledge and Kegan Paul, 19801, p. 25

'Sherri Turkel, The Second Self- Computers and the Human
Spirit (New York- Simon & Schuster, 1984)
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society.' In this society, the creation, use, and
communication of information plays a central
role. Not only will the amount of information
continue to increase, but people will also rely
on it in more and in different circumstances.
The changes brought on by the new technol-
ogies will generate new social, economic, and
cultural opportunities and choices, which will
bring with them the need for major policy
decisions.

Because intellectual property policy, and es-
pecially copyright policy, serve as a policy tool
that structures the use and flow of informa-
tion, it is likely to play a major role in an infor-
mation age. How the intellectual property sys-
tem is structured will determine not only which
individuals and groups benefit from the new
opportunities afforded by the new technol-
ogies, but also in what ways and the extent
to which, as a society, we might take advan-
tage of them. Furthermore, if the enhanced
value of information creates conflicts between
economic, political, and cultural goals, the
structure of the system will establish some of
the rules that determine whether information
will be treated as an economic commodity or
a societal resource.

Given the relationship between intellectual
property goals and social change, and the prob-
able influence of the copyright system in an
information age, the question arises of whether
the policy goals of the United States intellec-
tual property system, established in an agrar-
ian society and when print technology domi-
nated, are still appropriate for today.

Evolution of the Concept and Practice
of Granting Intellectual Property Rights

Social, economic, political, and technologi-
cal factors all influence the nature of intellec-

'For discussions and characterizations of the "Information
Society." See, for example, U S Congress, Office of Technol-
ogy Assessment, Computer-Based National Information Sys-
tems, OTA-CIT-146 (Washington, DG U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, September 1981; Susan Artandi, "Man, Information,
and Society: New Patterns of Interaction," Journal for the Amer-
ican Society for Information Science, January 1979, and Daniel
Bell, The Coming of A-1 Industrial Society (New York- Basic
Books, 1973).

tual property systems and the goals that gov-
ernments have sought to promote by granting
those rights. The connection between these fac-
tors and intellectual property systems is clear-
ly visible if one examines the concept of intel-
lectual property as it evolved over time. In-
tellectual property rights began in a autocratic
period, as a tool of monarchs to stimulate
invention, regulate trade, reward favorites,
establish patronage, and control and censor the
dissemination of ideas and information. Two
hundred years later, in a democratic context,
this tool evolved into a system designed to fos-
ter freedom of expression and the creation and
dissemination of new ideas.

Emergence of the Concept of
Intellectual Property Rights

The birth of the idea of intellectual property
itse!f d "manded certai social conditions. It
required a centralized political authority and
a government that intervened in economic af-
fairs; the development of trade and commerce;
a market for literature, art, and invention; and
the growth of the idea of, and respect for, the
individual as creator. Only in the late Middle
Ages did such conditions develop, and only
then did the concept of intellectual property
rights, as we know it today, emerge.5

In addition to these societal changes, tech-
nological changeand in particular, the devel-
opment and widespread deployment of the
printing pressalso created the need for in-
telle, tual property protection. Before the de-
velopment of printing, inventors, embodying
their ideas within their own persons, did not
need to concern themselves with the prospect

Bruce W Bugbee, Genesis of American Patent and Copy-
right Law (Washington, DC: Public Affairs Press, 1967) This
latter condition existed in Roman times where the social cli-
mate was supportive of individual attribution and payment for
intellectual activities. In a number of texts from the penod. for
example, there are references to individuals as authors and to
the terms of payment for intellectual contr.butions Moreover,
plagiarism was clearly corv,idered to be unethical. There is no
evidence, however, that such attitudes and procedures were in
any way sanctioned by law Conditions radically changed dur-
ing the Middle Ages, i,,,,;:over, when monasteries and other re-
ligious institutions began to assume primary responsibility for
intellectual and creative pursuits. As in pre-Roman times, the
idea of individual, as author, lost support Plowman and Hamil-
ton, Copyright, pp 9-11
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of others reaping the financial rewards of their
work. They simply went from town to town
selling their intellectual wares. However. once
their ideas were recorded and widely distrib-
uted in print, the inventors lost this control
811G, hence, their economic bargaining power.
The problem created by the printing press was
even greater for authors whose profits were
derived not from their ideas but from what sub-
sequently was even more easily duplicated, the
written word itself.

The first intellectual property rights were
granted as patents. Characterized by one au-
thor as being "the idea of progress appearing
in the law," patents were associated with tech-
nological development from the start.80ffered
by sovereigns and local governments as part
of their overall economic policies to stimulate
commerce and technological advance, they
were, essentially, monopolies designed to en-
tice artisans and inventors into their States
or localities.'

Copyrightsor the granting of rights in liter-
ary propertydid not develop in either con-
cept or practice until the 15th century. Even
more than patent rights, copyright can be iden-
tified with one specific technology. the print-
ing press.

The printing press brought about major so-
cial, economic, and political changes.8 By great-

"Sigruiican t inventions of the late Middle Ages included
various processes that would increase the efficiency of artisans,
such as textile-making equipment, textile dye processes, glass
manufacturing, stained glass processes, mining and metallurgy,
windmills, and shipbuilding designs. Bruce W. Bugbee, Gene-
sis of American Patent and Copyright Law (Washington, DC.
Public Affairs Press, 1967), pp. 12, 167.

The city-state of Venice, with its important role in world
commerce and its strong central government, became the first
government to grant patents. The importance that the Vene-
tians attached to the goal of economic development is reflected
by the fact that a patent right granted in a work had to be rehn-
q"ished if it did not prove to be commercially successful As
towns and commerce revived, technological development acceler-
ated, and political centralization increased, this practice of grant-
ing patent rights spread throughout Europe.

For a detailed and in-depth discussion of the social changes
brought about by the advent of printing, see Elizabeth L. Eisen-
stin, The Printing Press as an Agent of Change. Communica-
tions and cultural transformations in early modern Europe. vol
I and II (Cambridge, England: Cambridge University Press,
1982); For a discussion of the more general impact of commum-
tation technology on society, see Harold Innis, The Bias of Com-
munication (Toronto. University of Toronto Press, 1951)

ly increasing the speed and reducing the costs
of reproduction, printing made it muc'l easier
to disse ainate ideas. By increasing the gen-
eral level of literacy, it also made more people
susceptible to, and eager to partake of, such
ideas. As a result, the market for information
products and literary works grew, and their
economic value was greatly enhanced. In fact,
one might say that printing was the growth
industry of the time. Later, as books and
manuscripts ceased to be isol,,ed on mones-
tary shelves, and became available to many
people simultaneously, they began to serve as
an importr..nt forum for public discussion.

Occurring at the time of religious and polit-
ical turmoil, printing presented the monarchs
of Europe with both a political threat and an
economic opportunity. The law of copyright
was developed to deal with this threat, as well
as to take advantage of this opportunity. The
shape the law took reflects its dual purpose:
censorship of the press and regulation of trade.
Although copyright systems were established
across Europe, England provides the most use-
ful illustration of how the system worked, since
the American system. was derived from Eng-
lish experience.

Copyright as a Mechanism for
Censorship and the Regulation of Trade

As in most European countries, England's
need for copyright protection arose with the
invention of the printing press, and it had its
origins in the English censorship laws. These
acts included the Star Chamber Decrees of
1566, 1586, and 1637, as well as three acts
passed in the 1640s during the Interregnum,
and the Licensing Act of 1692. Together, they
provided for such things as the granting of pat-
ents for specified works, the confinement of
printing to authorized presses, the licensing
of books before publication and the use of
trade organizations and sp Al government
agencies for enforcement.9

While direct censorship was the most effec-
tive means of confronting the political threat

°Benjamin Kaplan, An Unhurried View of Copyright (New
York and London Columbia University Press, 1967).
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brought about by the new technology, it also
stifled the printing industry, and thus linuted
the government's economic benefits from print-
ing. Seeking to both and the dissemination of
heretical and seditious literature, but still
profit from the burgeoning printing trade, the
English Government aligne ' itself with pub-
lishers. In exchange for an agreement to en-
force the censorship laws, the government
granted the publishers' guild, known as the
Stationers, a monopoly right to print, publish,
and sell worksa copyright.'°

The effectiveness of this arrangement came
about, as I+hiel de So la Pool has noted, because
"the printing press was a bottleneck where cop-
ies could be easily examined and controlled.''
The arrangement was also beneficial to pub-
lishers. It not only provided them with a mon-
opoly; but also, as partners with government,
they were free to manage their own affairs."
Thus, through their bylaws, they regulated the
book trade."

Copyrights To Prevent Monopoly
Practices: The Idea of Author Rights

In the period following the Restoration, the
Government's major concern was no longer
press censorship. Instead, there was a grow-
ing wariness about the publishers' monopoly

'The copyright was limited to members of the Stationers'
guild so that only regiel'ered members could print books Once

a publisher entered the title of a work, his name, and the date
of publication into the company register, he obtained aperpetual
copyright in it. With what was essentially an economic right
designed to protect his investment from competition, the pub-
lisher coup also trade in rights. He could buy copyrights, sell
them, or assign them to any other member of the company When
cases of copyright infringement and disputes among publishers
arose, they were decided by the company courts. The Stationers'
copyright remained in force for over 150 years, when the condi-
tions underlying the system changed significantly. Stephen
Stewart, Law of International Copyright, and Neighboring
Rights (London: Butterworths & Co. (Publishers), Ltd , 1983)

"I duel de Sola Pool, Technologies of Freedom (Cambridge,
MA: Belknap Press, 1983), pp. 16-17.

'Originating as a craft guild in the early 15th Lentury, the
Stationers were established as a company by Henry VIII in
1557. They consisted of membere of the book tradeprinters,
book binders and booksellers. For a discussion of the Iustory
of the Stationers' Company and its role in the development of
copyright, see Lyman Ray Patterson, Copyright :n Historical
Perspective (Nashville, TN: Vanderbilt University Press, 1968),
Chapter IV

"Stewart, The Law of International Copyright, p 18

of the book rrade. By buying up all of the rights
to copy books, the publishers nad effectively
limited their competition, restricted the sup-
ply of books, and artificially raised prices. No
longer in favor of blatant censorship," or sym-
pathetic to monopoly, the Parliament found
this situation unacceptable. In 1695, it faiied
to renew the Licensing Act of 1692, thus al-
lowing the Stationers copyright to lapse.

The result was confusion in the book trade.
Piracy became commonplace. The Stationers
aggressively appealed to Parliament to re-
establish order with a new copyright law. As
Lord Camden later described it:

Theythe stationers (wl-lse property by
that time) consisted of all the literature of the
Kingdom, for they had contrived to get all
the copies into their own handscame up to
Parliament in the form of petitioners, with
tears in their eyes, hopeless and forlorn, they
brought with them their wives and children
to excite compassion, and induce Parliament
to grant them a statutory security."

Respornive to the Stationers' petitions to
reestablish order in the book trace, but op-
posed to excessive monopolies, the Parliament
passed legislation in 1709 that was supposed
to meet both concerns. This was the Statute
of Anne. Characterized as the first modern
copyright law, it served as the model for copy-
right law in the United States, and all other
English-speaking countries.

Although the Statute of Anne resembled the
Stationers' copyright in some ways, it was de-
signed to end their monopoly of the book trade
and included several provisions to assure this
end. Copyright would no longer be exclusive;
the statute made it available to everyone.
Moreover. it was limited to a period of 14

"It should be noted that the repression of the press not
end in 1693. Instead of using copyright as a mechanism to con-
trol the press, th British Government used a tex policy. The
government imposed taxes, for example, on newsprint, ads, and
on newspapers One newspaper The Spectator, folded in 1712,
as a result of increased publication costs due to heavy taxa-
tion de Sola Pool, Technologies of Freedom, p 15

""Donaldsan v Becket" (H.L. 1774). as reported in 17 Han-
Parliamentary History ofEngland, 953, 995 (1813), as

quoted in KAplan, Unhurried View, p 7.
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years.16 As a concession tc the Stationers, the
act allowed them to maintain their existing
copyrights for a period of 21 years. after which
the works attached to them would be returned
to the public domain.

Entitled "A Bill for the Encouragement of
Learning and for Securing the Property of Cop-
ies of Books to the Rightful Owners Thereof,"
the new statute stated clearly that copyright
should benefit authors. The law advanced the
idea of authors' rights, absent from the Sta-
tioners' copyright, although authors had pre-
viously been paid for their works." In the new
political and economic context, however, par-
liamentary leaders viewed the granting of
copyright to authors as a good device to break
the publishers' monopoly, although not nec-
essarily inherently virtuous."

The legitimacy of the claim of authors' rights
also found support within the larger society.
In 1690, John Locke argued in his Two Trea-
tises on Civil Government that the author has
a natural right in his work since he had ex-
pended his own labor in creating it.'9 At the
same time, European thinkers and jurists put
forth similar views.20 The public and the courts,

'The statute allowed a second' term of 14 years if the
author was alive. Even if he had sold his copyright, the author
could claim it back after 14 years

"Manuscripts were generally bought from authors for some
lump sum Once the authors sold his matenai to the publishers,
it was the publishers who had the right to make multiple co-
pies. Kaplan, Unhi,-ried View, 1967

"Ironically, in . end, the publishers were the most effec-
tive and outspoken constituency in generating acceptance for
the idea of authors' natural rights in their work, and it was they
who benefited most from it The previous statutes, it should
be remembered, provided publishers with an economic right,
whicn protected only the economic benefits derived from the
publication and sale of copies. The issue of who owned the work
was not involved. However, with the growing acceptance of the
idea that tne author had a natural right in his work, the notion
of what the right protected was considerably expanded Since
authors routinely assigned their copyrights to publishers, hav-
ing no other recourse to distribute their works, it was the pub-
lishers, and not the authors, who benefited over the long run
from this expanded right Patterson, Historical Perspective,
p 18.

"John Locke, Two Treatises on Civil Government (Cam-
bridge, England: Cambridge Ui.iversity Press, 1967)

'European jurists conceived of authors rights as being nat-
ural to the way things are. In France this attitude was incorpo-
rated into two basic decrees granting authors. 1) the right to
public performance (1791), and 2) the right to copy and repro-
duction 11793) These two decrees served as the mainstay of
French copyright law for over 160 years Plowman and Hamil-
ton, Copyright, p 16

too, were generally more willing to reward the
author for his special contribution to society.
As Kaplan has pointed out, there was a grad-
ual moving away from the Elizabethan per-
spective that imitation was admirable and in-
no ation dangerous, and a growing apprecia-
tion of the role of the creator."

These developments, notwithstanding, copy-
right in England remained a statutory right,
reflecting its origins as a privilege granted by
government to achieve a particular public pol-
icy purpose. The issue of authors' common law
rights was tested in two major court decisions.
In the first, Millar v. Taylor (1769), the pub-
lishers' and authors' point of view prevailed:
the court ruled that the author :,ad a common
law copyright in perpetuity. Five years later,
however, this position was reversed with the
decision in the case of Donaldson v. Becket de-
livered by the House of Lords in 1774. While
recogn'zing the author's common law right to
print publish, and sell his work, and his right
to agri---7n his copyright to another, the House
of Lords held that this right was supplanted
by the Statute of Anne. Thus, while the author
had a right to decide whether to publish or not,
once he had chosen to do so, his copyright was
a statutory one and it was limited by the terms
of the statute."

As this brief account suggests, the concept
of intellectual property rights emerged at a par-
ticular time when socioeconomic conditions
were ripe for it. It emerged as a public policy
device to deal with the problems and enhance
the benefits of the rash of technological inno-
vations that occurred in the late Middle Ages
and early Renaissance. The law of copyright,
in particular, was related to the advent of one
technology, the printing press.----

''As Kaplan notes, "From the classical writers as ex-
pounded by _ntics of E.t Italian and French Renaissance, the
Elizabethans had received the notion that artists' excellence
ley in imitating the best works of the past, not in attempting
free imitatione. All they needed, indeed, all the possible sub-
jects and materials for literary production were already disclosed
in existing writings, the "publics matena" to which Horace re
ferred What was required of an author was to give an ev?res-
sion compatible with his own time." Kaplan nhurned new,
p 23

-Ibid , p. 14, see also discussion by Patterson, which sug-
gests that if the common law courts had hau a role in the early
development ot copyright, the English might have adopted a
stronger position in favor of the author Ibid , p 16
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While the structure of the laws and the goals
to which they were put have changed with time
and historical circumstance, intellectual prop-
erty law has essentially remained a mechanism
government can use to structure and channel
-le societal impacts of technological change.
In the Elizabethan era, intellectual proper*
law was used to control the flow of informa-
tion. But when transplanted to the United
States, it was conceived of not only as an in-
strument to foster the creation of new inven-
tions and ideas but also to encourage their dis-
semination among the public.

Traditional Goals of the
U.S. Intellectual Property System

Although the ruling monarchs of Europe had
regarded the widespread dissemination of in-
formation with considerable alarm, the oppo-
site view prevailed in the United States. Build-
ing a nation required the establishment of
communication links, the development of a uni-
fied market, the forging of a common culture,
and the building of a democratic polity. The
widespread flow of information was essential
to accomplish these tasks, and the establish-
ment of an intellectual property system, they
believed, would aid the creation and spread of
information. Appreciative of the potential that
information held for fostering national devel-
opment, the Founding Fathers saw the grant-
ing of intellectual property rights, not as a nat-
ural right, but as a statutory, or positive right,
in this case gra-ted to promote learning.

To understand the import attached to the
idea of learning, one must consider the histori-
cal context of the times. The writers of the Con-
stitution were products of the enlightenment.
Their views and attitudes reflected the increas-
ingly pervasive awareness of the power of
knowledge to affect social change. As the his-
torian Peter Gay has described it:

In the century of the enlightenment, edu-
cated Europeans awoke to a new sense of life.
They experienced an expansive sense of pow-
er over nature and themselves; the pitiless cy-
cles of epidemics, famines, risky life and early
death, devastating war and uneasy peace

52

the treadmill of human existenceseemed to
be yielding at last to the application of criti-
cal intelligence. Fear of change. up to then
nearly universal, was giving way to fear of
stagnation; the word innovation, traditionally
an effective term of abuse, became a word of
praise."

Looking at the concept of learning in this
context it is clear that, to the Founding
Fathers, learning was more than an end in and
of itself. It was the hope of an age, the means
to achieve a whole range of goals. With knowl-
edge and learning, virtually anyCiiing was con-
sidered to be pos3ible.

That knowledge should be fostered and dis-
seminated was also a paramount I; -lief of the
times. The age of enlightenment was, accord-
ing to Gay:

. . . an age of academicsacademics of medi-
cine, of agriculture, of literature, each with
its prizes. its journals, and its well attended
meetings. In the academies and outside them,
in factories and workshops and coffeehouses,
intelligence, liberated from the bonds of tra-
dition, often heedless of aesthetic scruples or
religious restraints, devoted itself to practi-
cal results; it kept in touch with scientists and
contributed to technological refinements."

Given this general mood of the age, it is easy
to understand why the idea of granting intel-
lectual property rights was so popular. Cor-
rectly anticipating acceptance of such a right,
James Madison, wrote in The Federalist, for
example, "The utility of this power will scarce-
ly be questioned."" He was right. There was
practically no discussion of intellectual prop-
erty rights at the Constitutional Convention,
even though provisions for granting such rights
merited a prominent place in the Constitution.
The convention was convened in early May
1787, and was adjourned in mid-September.
The issue of intellectual property rights, how-
ever, did not arise until August 18th, when
James Madison and Charles Pinckney each put

"Peter Gay, The Age of Enlightenment. An Interpretation
The Science of Freedom (New York W W Norton & Co , 1977),
P 3.

'Gay, Age of Enhghtenment, p 9
As quoted in Bugbee, Genesis, p 130
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forth proposals to include among Congress'
powers the righ' -o grant intellectual property
rights. And the idea was not considered again
until September 5th. when the Convention
unanimously approved without discussion a
committee proposal to adopt a constitutional
clause empowering the Congress "To Promote
the Progress of Sciences and Useful Arts, by
securing for limited Times to Authors and In-
ventors the Exclusive Right to their respec-
tive Writings and Discoveries.""

That the enhancement of learning was the
purpose of this clauseArticle 1, Section 8 of
the Constitutioncan be reasonably discerned
despite the lack of debate at the convention.
Two intellectual property rights proposals
were submitted, one by Madison and one by
Pinckney. Although introduced independently
of each other, they both were couched among
other proposals aimed at advancing the state
of science and learning. Both proposals also
authorized Congress, for example, to:

grant charters of incorporation in cases
where the public good may require them;
establish a university;
encourage by premiums and provisions,
the advancement of knowledge and dis-
coveries; and
establish public institutions, rewards, and
immunities for the promotion of agricul-
ture, commerce. trade and manufacture.27

Because all of these proposals were submitted
jointly, one can assume that they shared a com-
mon intent.

Just as it was clear from the time of the Con
stitution al Convention that intellectual prop-
erty law was intended to serve the goals of edu-

_ion and learning, so it was also plainly
understood that intellectual property rights
were to be considered statutory rights, granted
to fulfill a public policy purpose. This idel_
apparent in the first Federal cop., fight act of
1790 insofar as it excluded nonresidents from
the benefits of copyright. It was reaffirmed,
moreover, by the Supreme Curt in the famous

, 128-130
'Patterson, Historical Perspective, eh 12

case of Wheaton v Peters which, drawing
heavily on the British case of Donaldson v.
Becket, concluded that copyright was a stat-
utory construct to the point of requiring com-
pliance with the formalities of the law as a con-
dition of protection." It is clearly laid out again
in the legislative committee report on the 1909
Copyright Act, which describes the purpose
of copyright as follows-

The enactment of copyright legislation by
Congress under the terms of the ColisLitution
is not based on any natural righi, that the
author has in his writings, for the Supreme
Court has held that such rights as he has are
purely statutory rights, but on the ground
that the welfare of the public will be served
and progress of science and useful arts will
be promoted ... Not primarily for the bene-
fit of the author, but primarily for the bene-
fit of the public such rights are given. Not
that any particular class of citizens, however
worthy, may benefit, but because the policy
is believed to be for the benefit of the great
body of people, in that it will stimulate writ-
ing and invention to give some bonus to authors
and inventors.

The Founding Fathers' hopes for the intel-
lectual property system were well founded. In
the century and a half after its establishment,
there was not only a great flourishing ofcrea-
tive, technological, and scientific works; but
also, many of these works were designed with
the needs of society and the common man in
mind. Edward Riddle noted how much Amer-
ican technology reflected a concern for the pub-
lic welfare in his report to the commissioner
of patents about the 1851 technology exhibit
at the Crystal Palace in London. Comparing
the U.S. contribution to those of other Euro-
pean states, he said:

The Russian exhibition was a proof of the
wealth, power, enter!). ise, and intelligence, of
Nicholas; that of the United States an evi-
dence of the ingenuity, industry, and capac-
ity of a free and educated people. The one was
the ukase of an emperor to the notabilities
of Europe; the other the 3pistle of a people
to the workingmen of the world. . . We

'Kaplan, Unhurried View, p
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showed the results of pure democracy upon
the industry of n,...:5

This close association of technology with
democracy was widespread throughout Amer-
ica in the first 100 years of its development.'"
A democratic polity was thought to be a pre-
requisite to advancement in applied science,
while technological achievements were ex-
pected to provide the physical means of achiev-
ing the democratic objectives of political, so-
cial, and economic equality. Visiting America
in 1831, Alexis de Tocqueviile, the well-known
commentator o:: American society, observed
this linkage. Describing the relationship be-
tween technology and democracy, he wrote:

. . . the extreme social mobility in America
was fertile soil for progress in technology, be-
cause democratic peoples were ambitious,
never satisfied with their status, andabove
allwere always free to change it. . . . You
may be sure that the more a nation is demo-
cratic, enlightened, and free, the greater will
be the number of these interested promoters

Edward Riddle, "Report on the World's Exposition," Re-
port of the Commissioner of Patents for he Year 1851. House
Exec. Does , 32 Cong , 1 sess , No. 102, Part 1, pp 484-85, as
cited in Hugo A Male' 'Technology and Democracy, 1800-
1869,- Journal of American History, vol 43, p 625

Meier, Technology & Democracy, p 618

ccientific genious, and the more will dis-
coveries immediately applicable to productive
industry confer gain fame, and even power
on their authors "

This enthusiasm for learning and the belief
that it is linked to technological development
and socioeconomic progress is less apparent
tociay. One can particularly see this in the area
of intellectual property law. Unlike the found-
ers of the intellectual property system, who
saw the law as mutually serving both educa-
tional and economic goals, many people now
see these goals as competing with one another.
A number of people fear, for example, that
Widespread public access to the new technol-
ogies will limit industry's ability to exploi.
fully the economic potential of these technol-
ogies. Emphasizing that economic growth and
development is to the benefit of all individuals,
they urge that the law be restructured to fa-
vor business needs over individual ones, and
economic goals over social ones. As the follow-
ing discussion points out, conflicts such as
these are likely to become more prevalent in
an information age.

"Alexis de Tocqueville, Journey to America, translated by
George Lawrence, J P Mayer led ) (New York Anchor Books,
1971)

OPPORTUNITIES AND POLICY CHOICES
IN AN INFORMATION AGE

The development of new technologies creates
ormortu-'-s for society as a whole, as well
as fc- and groups. The new infor-
mation and communication technologies will
also create such opportunities. These technol-
ogies are capable not only vf genera.ing, stor-
ing, and processing vasts amounts of informa-
tion; th?y can also provide greater access to
information, enhance the environment for
learning and creativity, generate new oppor-
tunitie for profit-making and economic growth,
.a emit:L.11re the decisionmaking process as
well as facilitate participation in political and
social affairs.

Whether and how people develop technologi-
cal opportunities offered by recent advances,
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and who will benefit from them, depends on
an array of societal variables. The direction
techno' gy takes, for example, might be af-
fected by such factors as the role of govern-
ment and policyniq kers, cultural mores, the ex
tent rsr -xisting tech._ jical infrast- ..cure,
o* the structure of the Pconornic sy stem.

As we have seen, one way that govern -'nts
have historically sought to structure and chan-
nel the direction of technological change has
been through the intellectual property system.
To understand how intellectual property pol-
icy might affect the development of the new
information and communication technologies
and the distribution of the opportunities that
these technologies afford, it is n _essary, first,
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to briefly id antify these opportunities and
point out where the realization of one may com-
plement or preclude the development of
another.

Three Realms of Opportunity

Examining how society has evolved in the
face of technological development, the sociol-
ogist, Daniel Bell, characterizes modern soci-
ety as being divided into three distinct realms:
the techno-econonuc, tne political, and the cul-
tural." In preindustrial societies, 1-11,?se realms
were relatively indistinct from one another.
However, with the advance of technology and
the specialization that it imposes, they have
become increasingly differential_ed. Today.
each has its own rhythm of change, its own
set of values, and its own corresponding mode
of behavior. Moreover, because the forces that
drive each of these realms are no longer com-
plementary, they are generating a growing
number of conflicts between them."

Bell's framework for anayizing adva to in-
dustrial sc?ieties is a ut Ful tool for identify-
ing the kinds of economic, political, and cul-
tural opportunities ! hat the new information
technologies provide. Because it describes how
each realm operates and the values that it sup-
ports, it can help to pinpoint the particular
needs that the new technologies might serve.
Moreover, insofar as 't identifies the areas
where there may be %,,,1 Act between realms,
it may suggest circun, :tames under which
there might be competition for information re-
sources, and hence conflicts about intellectual
r roperty goals.

Opportunities in the
Techno-Economic Realm

The techno-economic realm is organized pri-
marily to produce and distribute goods and
services. The principle value underlying this
realm is that of "functional rationality"that
is to say, according to the rule that each ir di-

'Daniel Bell, The Cultural Contraditions of Capitalist]
(New York Basic Books, 1976)

"Itud , p,

victual and each group in the system carry out
rationally conceived, specified roles which,
when taken together, are designed to maximize
pr -Auction. The principle means of achieving
this value is by economizing; decisions are
made on the basis of cost/benefit analyses, and
technology is applied to substitute less effi-
cient processes with more efficient ones. I
signed to further this kind of :ationality and
efficiency, the techno-economic realm is struc-
tured in a bureaucratic, and hierarchical fash-
ion. 34

Today, the new information and communi-
cation technologies provide numerous ways of
enhancing the values of the techno-economic
realm: they can improve efficiency, increase
productivity, and thus they can engender eco-
nomic growth. Information is, for example, re-
usable and, unlike capital resources such as
steel oL iron, it requires very few physical re-
sources for its production and distribution."
Moreover, information can now be used not
only to substitute more efficiently for labor;
it can also be used to improve the overall effi-
ciency of the productive process itself. And,
as productive processes become increasingly
complex in advanced industrial societies, the
largest reserve of economic opportunities will
be in organizing and coordinating productive
activity through the process of information
handling." Given these characteristics and ca-
pabilities, information is likely to become more
impnrtant as a resource in the techno-economic
realm.

This growing imp -tance of information to
the economy 3 es, .ent from the continued
growth of the ifc nation sector of the econ-
omy, a trend thaT as can be seen from figure
2-1, has been paraPeled in other advanced in-
dustrial societies. In fact, it was to highlight
such changes that terms such as the "infor-
mation society" and information age"

"Ibid., p 11.
"Harley, Cleveland, The Twilight of Hierarchy. Specula-

tions on the Global Information Society,' Bruce R Guile OA I
Informattoe .'echnologles and Sxial Tr.insformation (Wash-
ington, DC: National Academy Press, 1985), p 56.

'Charles Jo nqhur "Information Resources and Economic
Productivity, wnation Economics and Policy I (North Hol-
land' Elsevie, nce Publishers, 1983), pp 13-35
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Figure 2-1.The Evolution of Information Occupations
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er, No 113, November 198', pp 18-20, as cited In Magda Cordell McHaie
(Center fc, Intecratke Studies, SUN at Buffalo), Facts and Trends
The Information Envir,nment An Information Chartbook
(Rot, Intergovernmental Bureau for Informatics, 1985), p 32

were first employed." A recent analysis esti-
mates that the information sector constitutes

"Fritz Machlup was one of the first to note these changes
and to measure the information sector in his pioneering work,
now a classic, entitled The Production and Distribution of Knowl-
edge in t,he United States. Others have followed this tradition.
By far, one of the most ambitious effor's to date has been the
innovative work of Marc Uri Porat for he Office of Telecom-
munications in the U S. Department of Commerce. In 1967, ac-
cording to Poi PI, information activities accounted for 45.2 per-
cent of the GNP--25 1 percent in the "primary information"
sector (which produces hiformatien goods and services as final
output) and 21.1 percent in a "secondary information" sector
(the bureaucracies of non-information enterprises).

34 percent of the gross national product (GNP),
and accounts for 41.23 percent of the national
labor force."

The Lnanging economic role of information
can also be seen by examining how informa-
tion technologies are being used by business
and industry. Businesses are now applying
computer technology to almost all of their
activities: from recruiting to laying off work-
ers, from ordering raw materials to inanufac-
Luring products, from analyzing markets to
performing strategic planning, and from in-
venting new technologies to designing appli-
cations for their use." These technologies,
moreover, are being applied not just to tradi-
tional tasks; the diffusion of the new technoi-
ogies is also being used to reconfigure the na-
ture of the business pr. cess Figure 2-2,
for example, identifies how new technologies
might be used to rationalize all of a firms activ-
ities. As a result, some economists P 3 suggest-
ing that in the future, whether or not a businss
will be competitive, will depend on the exte t
to which it can find creative applications for
these technologies." Representatives of indus
try agree. A s Airlliam H. Gruber, President
of Research and Planning, Inc.. described it:

The difference between now and five years
ago is that then technology had limited
function. You weren't betting your conipii. y
on it. Now you are.

' ?t.11cilael Roger Ruben and Mary Thylor Huber, The
Kr uwledge Industry it the Ur_ited States: 1960-'980 This vol-
,me updates work done by Fritz Machlup. In their breakdown
of the in urmation sector of the economy, Rubin and Huber note
that, leaving education aside, the contribution of knowledge pro-
duction to the GNP increased from 17.9 percent in 1957 to 2q.5
percent in 1980. The contribution of -cation, on the other hand,
fell from 16.6 percent to 12.0 penent during the sne period,
a decline that accounts for the fact that knowledge production's
overall co, ribution remained relatively stable at about one-
third of'' GNP.

`"Thec re J Gordon, "Computers in Business," Guile, In-
formation Technologies and Social Transformation, p. 154.

"'Information Power. How Companies Are Using New
Technologies To Gain a Competitive Edge, Business Week, Oct.
14, 1985, p. 108

'Michael E. Porter. Competitive Advantage. Creating and
Sustaining Suporior Performance (London. Free Press, 1985).

"I bid.
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re 2.2. Uses of Information Technology Within the Firm
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Many bus'nesses are already sucrossfully
employing technology to their competive ad-
vantage. Merrill Lynch & Co., for example,
used computers to identify and automatically
invest funds that were idle in checking, sav-
ings, credit card, and security accounts. In so
doing, it was able to attract billions of dollars
in assets from other places. Even though com-
petitors were soon to follow suit with their own
service offerings, Merrill Lynch, with its head
start, was able to maintain almost 70 percent
of the market." Similarly, the American H03-

"[bid p 109

SerA.;ce

pital Supply Corp. gained a competitive advan-
tage by being the first to communicate directly
with its customers via computer terminals. As
a result, it was not only able to provide services
at less cost than its rivals, it could also use
the data collected in the process to more ac-
curately analyze trends and customers needs "

Because of its new economic and managerial
importance, information is becoming much
more commercially valuable. Businesses have
always been willing to pay for information such

'Ibid
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as market research and economic forecasts.
Today, however, they are not only buying
more; they are willing to pay much higher
prices for it. Considef, for example, the high
price that a consortium of Japanese engineer-
ing companies was willing to pay to understand
what went wrong on Three Mile Island. They
offered to contribute $18 million to assist in
the clean up in exchange for access to all of
the pertinent documents and records related
to the accident." On a more routine basis,
American business firms might pay $800 per
year for a monthly professional information
service, or perhaps $15,000 for a market re-
search report shared by others in the indus-
try."

Today even private information can have
commercial value. The direct mail business is
a good example. Packaging data about indi-
vidual credit ratings, security clearances, and
background checks together with demographic
data, this $13 billion industry sells individual
names to magazine publishers and local serv-
ice companies for prices as high as $1 per
name."

The new technologies provide new ways and
new opportunities to meet these burgeoning
information needs. They allow information to
be processed in a whole variety of new ways,
adding value to it from the point at which it
is created or composed to the point at which
it is assimilated or used. For example, a book
may be produced with paper and ink, on audio
cassette, or on optical disk; its content may
be adapted into a television "mini-series" or
an interactive game that can be distributed in
a variety of forms.

As the opportunities for creating new infor-
mation products and services have increased,
so too has the number of commercial providers.
Taking advantage of the increased demand for
information, the new technologies ha, spawned
a rapidly growing information industry, the

'Christopher Burns, "Three Mile Island. Information Melt-
down," Information Management Review, May 198.r,

"Christopher Burns, Inc , The Economics of Information,
contract report prepared for the Office of Technology Assess-
ment, U S Congress, 1985

"Ibid

scope of which can be seen in figure 2-3. De-
veloping hand in hand with the new technol-
ogies, this industry is relativeiy young. More
than half of the companies that comprise it
were formed since 1970. Nevertheless. it is one
of the fastest growing industries in the econ-
omy. In 1984, there were nearly 2,500 online
databases. Based on an Information Industry
Association survey of 1982, it is estimated that
these services accounted for revenue of $3.6
billion." By 1985, the number of data bases
had grown Ly about 12 percent.

In addition to service providers, new indus-
tries have also been established whose sole pur-
pose is to provide information-on-demand.
With estimated revenues of $660 million, this
industry consists of small research companies
and a few major libraries that have made a
business out of finding documents and copy-
ing them for users. In the private sector, these
are called "fee-based libraries," "on-demand
companies," or sometimes "information brok-
ers." They also include 5,000 special research
libraries in the United States supported by a
few inter-library loan networks such as the On-
line Computer Library Center and the British
Lending Li brary.5°

Given its increased value, information will
most likely be exchanged less freely. Instead,
it will be treated more and more like a com-
modity, to be bought and sold in the market-
place. In fact, the rush for profits in informa-
tion products and services is so pronounced
that it might reasonably be compared to the
California Gold Rush, a metaphor used most
effectively by the information industry as the
theme for its 1985 annual conference.

New Opportunities in the
Political Realm

The polity is the realm of power. It is the
area of social activity where disputes are re-
solved and social justice is defined, and where
r source,- And values are allocated in _cord-
ance with the general idea of justice. The basic

cJ S
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value that maintains the polity is "legitimacy"
the general adherence of the people to the
conception of justice embodied in the society's
traditions or constitution, and acknowledge-
ment of the authority that governs on its be-
half." Whereas in the economic realm change
takes place in a linear fashion through in-
creased specialization and economization, in
the political realm change comes about more
haphazardly, through the competition for
power and influence. In a democratic polity,
the means of bringing about change is partici-
pation and persuasion; individuals and groups
seek to gain access to resources and values by
shaping attitudes and beliefs about what con-
stitutes justice. To be effective, they must have
access to both the means to influence as well
as the means to be influenced. They must nave
the right to obtain information as well as the
right to distribute it. In contrast to the bureau-
cratic structure of the economic realm, the po-
litical realm in a democratic society is decen-
tralized and open."

Communication and information pervade po-
litical life." Without them there can be no na-

'Bell, Cultural Contradictions, p 1.
"Ibid

In the discussion that follows, the term communications
refers to both the information and the process by which infor-
mation is shared and exchanged

tion. For it is through the process of commu-
nications that people first develop a sense of
community and a shared set cf values that le-
gitimize political authority." By magnifying
and amplifying some actions, the communica-
tions process, moreover, distinguishes between
what is a priv ate act and what is a public af-
fair. It organizes what may seemingly be ran-
dom activities to show how individuals and
groups are related to one another in the pur-
suit of power, providing individuals who want
to influence the course of political events a road
map to guide them." Citizens rely on the com-
munications process to gather information, to
identify like-minded people, to organize their
forces, and to articulate their political prefer-
ences. Furthermore, because it generates a
common fund of knowledge and information,
the communication system facilitates produc-
tive and rational debate. Without some knowl-
edge and understanding of how others are in-
formed, and of what they believe, individuals
could not make reasoned and sensible argu-
ments and decisions. 56 The communications
process also provides guidance to political
leaders. Because cozmnunicati..1 channels flow
in two directions, communications serve not
only to inform citizens about political events,
they also provide feedback to political leaders
about the values and attitudes of their constit-
uents."

Given this intimate relationship between the
communications and political processes, it is
not surprising that, just as the new technol-
ogies afford opportunities in the economic
realm, so they create new political opportuni-
ties. Capable of sending a vast amount and a

64Karl Deutsch, Nationalism and Social Communication
(New York. Free Press, 1963).

"Lucien W Pye (ed ), Communications and Political Devel-
opment, Studies in Political Development (Princeton, NJ Prince-
ton University Press. 1965), p. 6

ibid.
"Mass media communicators, for example, interpret public

attitudes They adjust their materials to take into account how
the public reacts to their descriptions of news and events. Those
in position of political power. in turn, adapt their behaviors to
conform to the media's portrayal of the public's mood at any
one time. For a discussion of this theory see, Elihu Katz, "The
Two Step Flow of Communications. An Up-To-Date Report on
the Hypothesis," Public Opinions Quarterly, vol. 21, spring 1967.
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wide variety of information tong distances at
unprecedented speeds, these technologies al-
low entire populations to experience major pub-
lic and political events in common, thereby
fostering a sense of national community. Be-
cause they are also interactive, these technol-
ogies can play a greater role in helping politi-
cal leaders to communicate to the public and
to assess its mood, thus helping to reinforce
the legitimacy of the political system. More-
over, given the decentralized distribution of
many of the new technologies, and their capac-
ity to store, copy, manipulate, retrieve, and
send information, they can be used to foster
participation, helping individuals to gain ac-
cess to information and other political re-
sources, to locate parties holding similar posi-
tions, to articulate and widely disseminate
their views, and to more effectively and effi-
ciently organize their political involvement. Al-
ready we see evidence of the new technologies
being used in several of these ways.

In the past few years, for example, a grow-
ing number of political leaders are beginning
to use the new technologies to communicate
more effectively with their constituents. A
number of senators and representatives now
produce their own news clips and interviews,
which they transmit via satellite to their local
television stations. This technique allows them
to speak directly to the public, without others
commenting on, or interpreting, their remarks."

Computer technology also provides new
ways to enhance the efficiency of political com-
munications. Using the mass media, for exam-
ple, politicians have to spend considerable
money and effort to send a messag, tl. will
have enot overall appeal to pay for the ef-
fort. Using the new electronic media, on the

"Paul West, "The Video Connectin. Beaming it Straight
to the Constitutents," Washington Journalism Review, June
1985, pp 48-50. Congressmen have always appealed to the public
directly ti rough newsletters, questionnaires, and other franked
materials. However, some observarr consider the use of satel-
lite technology as a different kind of development, which may
give cause fort 'arm. Unlike the previous kinds of appeals. which
were sew., to individuals and which were clearly identified as
being political' .iented, the new video materials are often dis-
tributed as part of local news broadcasts, and thus their origin
and intent might be misconstrued.

other hand, whether it be cable, teletext, or the
computer, politicians can "custom target"
their messages to those who are the most likely
to be responsive to it. In this manner, they can
more efficiently allocate their time and re-
sources, focusing them on those voters who
are the most Likely to give them support."

The new technologies, moreover, have poten-
tial to -id citizens in acquiring the informa-
tion about government that they need in or-
der to participate effectively in political life.
A growing number of communities and govern-
ment agencies, for example, now allow individ-
i als to access their computerized records using
public terminals.60 Moreover, some people hope
that, in the future, individuals will not only
be permitted to access an agency's data but
also the computer software used to analyze this
data. With such information, citizens would
be able to rerun agency decisionmaking mod-
els, using their own assumptions or data.e' In
addition, cablecasting 62 and teletext° provide

"Kevin L Kramer and Edward J. Schneider, "Innovations
m Campaign Research: Finding the Voters m the 1980s," Robert
G. Meadow (ed.), New Communication Technologies in Politics-
The Papers for a Conference, The Washington Program, An-
nenberg School of Communications, 1985 See also William C.
Paley and Shelly Moffett, "The New Electronic MediaInstant
Action and & action," Campaigns and Elections, C. 4, 1984,
pp. 4-12.

'The idea of government databases, accessible to the pub-
lic, has existed since the 1960s and early 1970s. At that time,
many people hoped that the automation of government opera-
tions would produce vast stores of information about the gov-
ernment and community which could be made available to in-
terested citizens through remote computer terminals Although
the ideal of remote access never materialized. today use of pub-
lic terminals for access to these databases within government
agencies is common, and becoming more so. Kenneth L.
Kraemer, John Leslie King, and Davin G. Schetter, Innovative
Use of Information Technology in Facilitating Public Access
to Agency Decisionmaking. An Assessment of the Experience
in State and Local Governments, final report prepared for the
Office of Technology Assessment, March 1985, pp 55-36

"Ibid
"Utilization of these channels by local government is gener-

ally low Most cities have only about two cable applications for
governmental affairs programming These have inaniy been
limited to a variety of one-way services that require a minimal
production effort, such as for broadcasting city council meet-
ings, for community bulletin boards, and for calendars and short
local news items. Ibid , p 35

''There is considerable potential to provide pub' access to
formation related to government decisionmatang via teletext

and videotex services At present, the kinds of information pro-
vided generally are limited to such things as notification about
schedules for hearings, meetings, etc , or to the posting of the
results of such activities Ibid
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new channels for public access to governmental
decisionmaking by increasing the levels of pub-
lic awareness, interest, and knowledge about
governmental affairs.

To effectively champion one's views, indi-
viduals, however, do not just act alone; they
act in concert. The new technologies, with their
capabilities to store, manipulate, retrieve, and
network are optimally suited to help them in
this regard. With a personal computer and a
modem, individuals can collect and store in-
formation related to their concerns; they can
maintain lists of potential supporters and con-
tributors and target specific messages to them;
they can match organizational resources with
organizational needs; and they can gain con-
stant feedback about the progress being made.
Figure 2-4 below illustrates, for example, how
the new technologies can manipulate and struc-
ture information in a way that will improve
both the efficiency and effectiveness of a po-
litical campaign.

Clearly one need not be a seasoned political
activist to take advantage of these new capa-
bilities. Acting on his own, one man in Colorado
Springs, for example, led a successful cam-
paign to block a local ordinance placing restric-
tions on home-based entrepreneurial activities.
Surprised that he was the only citizen to at-
tend the first hearing on the ordinance, he
brought the issue to the community's atten-
tion by publishing it together with a list of his
concerns on his computer bulletin board. A
small notice in the local newspaper helped to
advertise his plan. A number of people contrib-
uted their comments via the computer net-
work. When, several weeks later, a second hear-
ing was held, 175 people appeared to defw,t.
the ordinance."

Information technologies can even be used
to lobby. Lobbyists for the Environmental
Fund, for example, carry a personal computer
when visiting congressional offices. Their spe-
cially designed interactive software allows con-
gressmen to look at population projections

"Dave Hughes, The Neighborhood ROM, Compute. Aided
Local Politics," 45, Whole Earth Review, Marc:, 1985, p 89

using a cadge of different assumptions. Accord-
to lobbyist Casy Dinges, this kind of in-

teraction is not only effective in informing con-
gressmen of an organization's point of view;
it also provides them with a memorable experi-
ence, thereby engaging their interest in the is-
sues over th- long term."

Because of their effectiveness as political
tools, the new technologies are becoming es-
sential to all those who aspire to influence the
political process. For, just as these tools are
often the critical competitive factor in the eco-
nomic realm, so too are they in the political
realm. Thus, politicians and politically active
citizens, like their businessmen counterparts,
are hurrying to establish their own informa-
tion bases. This move towards technology is
very apparent, for example, at the level of na-
tional politics. Trying to catch up with the
Republican Party, which began very early to
incorporate technology into its campaign oper-
ations, the Democratic National Committee is
now endeavoring to equip itself with an infor-
mation infrastructure that will include a na-
tional bulletin board, that is capable of trad-
ing political information between the national
office and key House candidates."

With the numerous possibilities that the new
technologies afford, attention is becoming, fa
cused m the politics of information. In the in-
ternational arena, for example, Third World
countries now assert that the control over in-
formation within their national boundaries is
vital to their economic, political, and social
well-being. To achieve their ends, they are call-
ing for a new World Information Order, that
would allow them to select the information that
enters their nations and that would assure
them access to the information they require
for development.67

"'Interview with Casy Dinges, Lobbyist, Environmental
Fund, Aril )85

'Davi.. Burnham, "Democrats Chase Dollars With Com-
puter Aid," The New York Times, Feb 5, 1986, p 136

'Joge Becker, Information Technology and A New Infor-
mation Order, Information and Society Series (Amsterdam
Chartwell-Bratt Ltd , 1984)
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Figure 2-4.Development of Custom Targeting Database
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Political observers in advanced industrial-
ize(' societies are also considering how the new
technologies might affect political life. Among
them, they have developed two quite distinct
and contradictory scenarios. One of these
posits "the rise of the computer state."68
According to this scenario, government and
large corporations will use the centralized stor-
age and processing capabilities of computer
technology to consolidate their coL-trol and to
monitor and manipulate behavior. The second
scenario, in contrast, envisions the opposite
state of political affairs. Characterizing the new
technologies as "technologies of freedom," this
view of the future postulates that, given their
decentralized use and increased availability,
these technologies will lead to a dispersal of
poi' cal power and permit enhanced participa-
tory dem_ cracy .69

Evidence can be found to support both of
these contentions. As has already been pointed
out, some local communities are taking steps
to increase the public's access to information.
On the other hand, taking advantage of the
monitoring and processing capabilities of the
new technologies, government is looking more
favorably at the prospects of emi'loying such
devices as electronic surveillence, computer
matching, and polygraph testing." In the long
run, the political outcome will depend less on
the technology itself and more on the legal and
social structure that determines how the new
technologies will be used.

Opportunities in the Cultural Realm

Culture is the realm of "sensibility of emo-
tion, moral temper, and of the intelligence
[that] seeks to order these feelings."" Provid-
ing a consistent moral and aesthetic frame of
reference, it serves to develop and sustain the

"See, for example, David Burnham, The Rise of the Com-
puter State The Threat to Our Freedoms, Our Ethics, and Our
Democratic Process (New York Random House, 1984)

"Harlan Cleveland, "The Twilight of Hierarchy. Specula-
tions on the Global Information Scociety, Bruce R Guile led ),
Information Technologies, p 61

'"U S Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Federal
Government Information Technology Electronic Surveillance
and Civil Liberties, OTA-C IT-293 (Washington, DC U S Gov-
ernment Printing Office, october 1985)

'Bell, Cultural Contradictions, p 12

)

identities of both individuals and societies."
This realm comprises all of those imaginative
and spiritual activitiessuch as painting, po-
etry, or music, as well as litany, liturgy, and
ritualwhereby men and women seek to un-
derstand their natureswho they are, their
relationships to others and to God." Although
the ways that people have deal* with these ex-
istential concerns have changes considerably
over time and in different eras, the themes that
have preoccupied mankinddeath, tragedy,
love, sacrifice, heroism, obligation, and re-
demptionhave remained constant. Thus new
art forms and new ideas do not replace old ones;
they become a part of an ever expanding source
on which individuals can draw to recreate and
reinterpret aesthetic and religious experience.
The cultural realm, then, is governed by the
principle of communal sharing and exchange."

Communication is the process by which cul-
ture is developed and maintained. For it is only
when people develop language, and thus a way
of communicating, that a culture can, in fact,
emerge and be imparted." Information, the
content of communications, is the basic source
of all human intercourse." Over the course of
human history, it has been embodied and com-
municated in an ever expanding variety of
media, including among them spoken words,
graphics, artifacts, music, &ince, written text,
film, recordings, and comp' .cer hardware and
software. Together, these media and the chan-
nels through which they are distributed, con-
stitute the web of society, which determine the
direction and pace of social development. Seen
from this perspective, the communication of in-
formation permeates the cultural environment
and is essential to all aspects of social life.77

Linked as they are to all social activity, the
new information and communication technol-
ogies provide endless opportunities to r chance
the cultural realm. Given their networking ca-

'Without a cultural tradition, individuals' interactions
would be meaningless For, in order to define themselves and
to take purposeful action in different situations and in relation-
ships to others, individuals need reference to a relatively stable
construct of shared symbols. Talcott Parsons, The Social Sys-
tem (Glencoe. IL Free Press, 1964), pp 11-12

'Bell, Cultural Contradictions, p 12
Ibid p 15

'Bud
'Tye, Political Developmt-ni. p 4
-"Ibid.
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pabilities, they provide an expanded infrastruc-
ture for information sharing and exchange.
They can be used, moreover, not only to gen-
erate greater amounts of information and new
kinds of cultural forms, but also to make this
knowledge more accessible and to provide it
in more convenient and suitable ways. In addi-
tion, because they are decentralized and widely
available, they open the way for many new peo-
ple to become actively involved in creative
activities. Finally, given their ability to store
and retrieve vast quantities of information,
they can serve as a storehouse of cultural re-
sources, making them accessible and available
for generations and civilizations to come.

Many of these opportunities are already be-
ing developed. Most prominent is the oppor-
tunity to provide more and more information.
Between 1960 and 1977, for example, the words
supplied in all media grew at a rate of 8.7 per
year, which is 5 percent faster than the rate
of growth of the the GNP (measured in con-
stant dollars). The total number of words
produced has increased from 1.07 X 10' in 1960
to 3.36 X 10' in 1977.78 And individuals are
consuming, on the average, 1.2 percent more
words each year. As already noted in figure
S-3, the largest proportion of this growth is
attributable to electronic media.

Moreover, this information can now be pro-
vided in a much greater number of forms,
giving people the opportunity to have more
control over, and choice about, the kinds of in-
formation and cunural works that they enjoy.
One new technology that will increase infor-
mation channels, for example, is videotex. By
taking advantage of television's full channel
capacity, this technology can augment the
number of information outlets 100-fold." Other
new technologies that increase the available
sources of information are videocassette re-
corders, optical disks, direct broadcast satel-

fiIthnel Sola Pool and Ro ar Hurwitz, "Meth000logical
Issues in the Measurement of Information Flows," Workshop
on Measurement of Information, Sponsored by the National
Science Foundation, Research Program on Communications Pol-
icy, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. July 1982. p 8

"Irving Lows Horowitz, New Technolop Scientific Infor-
mation and Democratic Choices," Information Age, vol. 5, No
2, April 1983, p 69.

cites, and computer bulletin boards, to name
but a few.

The oPw technologies also allow people to
receive information specifically tailored to their
needs. Today many newspapers, for example,
use computer technology to create and distrib-
ute special editions for different geographical
audiences." Similarly, community, religious,
and citizen-based organizations use technol-
ogy to select the audience for whom their mes-
sages would be most relevant. Using home
technologies, people can also select the infor-
mation they desire. They might, for example,
choose bibliographic data or financial informa-
tion from on-line databases such a3 the Source
or CompuServ. Or, they might just place a
query on their electronic bulletin boards.

With the new technology, people can, more-
over, use information at times and under con-
ditions that are most convenient for them.
With an audio or video recorder, they can lis-
ten to or watch programs at a time other than
when they were originally aired. Moreover,
they can rent or buy an ever growing number
of tapes and programs to enjoy at their leisure
in their homes. Such flexibility not only allows
viewers the choice of when and what to watch;
because it permits them to record program-
ming for later viewing, it also allows them to
expand their repertoire of home entertainment.

The power of the new technologies to en-
hance the cultural realm are evident not only
with respect to the quantity, variety, and ac-
cessibility of the information that individuals
can receive in their homes. Of equal, if not
more, significance is the fact that these tech-
nologies are interactive. As such, they en-
courage active, not passive, behavior.si More-
over, given their ability to copy, store, and
reprocess information, and to transmit it to
large audiences, they make it possible for or-
dinary individuals to carry out activities that
once required the skills of a specialized elite."
Now conceivably, everyone can be a creator

"Anthon) Smith, Goodbye Gutenberg The Newspaper
Revolution In the 1980s (Oxford Oxford University Press, 1980),
pp 51 61

'Horowitz, information Age, p 69
"Ibid
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and a publisher. Each person can acti,,ely con-
tribute to his culture, and not just partake of it.

The ability of technologies to help individ-
uals reach out to the community is no where
better illustrated than in the case of videotex.
Although this technology has not yet taken
hold in the United States, the French experi-
ence with it provides a clue about what a na-
tional system such as this might entail. Es-
tablished by the French Government in 1981,
the French system, Teletel, now consists of 1.4
million terminalscalled Minitelsoperating
in households and businesses throughout the
country." Using le Kiosque, Teletel's most
popular feature, the French people can select
from over 200 different kinds of information
services. Many use the system simply to "chat"
with Minitel friends. Farmers rely on it for in-
formation about the weather and commodity
prices. In addition, the government is now be-
ginning to expand the system to provide hu-
man services. Already. pilot programs are
underway to develop networks for such groups
as diabetics, victims of AIDS, parents of
epileptic children, and battered wives."

Although the use of videotext has been much
less popular in the United States than in
France, Americans are also reaching out to
others on electronic bulletin boards. Becom-
ing increasingly popular among the public,
bulletin boards not only allow individuals to
access information from their homes; they also
help them to contact others in similar situa-
tions or with similar needs, to discuss and share
information, or even to collaborate with them
on-line. Groups, such as the disabled, who have
traditionally been isolated from society, have
found in networking a new way of socializing."

The new technologies also serve as catalysts
for social action. Still eager to learn, many
elderly people have found computing to be a
very engaging past time. In fact, because com-
puting is an activity that does not require phys-

"Nadine Epstein, ''Et Voila! Le Minitel," The New York
Times Magme, Mar, 9. 1986, pp 48-49

"Ibid
"Sherry Sontag, "For Disabled, Computers Are Creating

New Lives," rie New York Times, vol 134, p 1(n) and 1(l)
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ical prowess, and which can be done at home,
a number of senior citizens are thinking about
using their newly acquired skills to begin a sec-
ond career. Recognizing this potential inter-
est, some communities have begun programs
to get the elderly more involved." The Little
House Senior Adults Center in San Mateo,
California, for example, has been so success-
ful with its computer programs that its direc-
tors are now thinking about building a com-
puter network for the elderly.

In the same way that individuals benefit
from the new technologies, so too will cultural
institutions such as libraries, schools, and
museums. Using technology, these institutions
will be able not only to reach out into the com-
munity to provide information and cultural
works to those who would otherwise not have
access to them, but also to help people to par-
ticipate in cultural activities. Thus they serve
to replenish the cultural store.

As documented in a previous OTA study,
Informational Technology and Its Impact on
American Education, the computer and oiler
information-related technologies can help
educational institutions play a major role in
providing people with the knowledge and skills
they need to participate in and enjoy the ben -
fits of an information age." The interactive na-
ture of computer technologies allows students
to become actively involved, and thus, more
engaged, in their own learning process. Using
a videodisk to simulate Tabora` ry experi-
ments, for example, students can view on a
monitor the explosion that would take place
if they were to mix incompatible chemicals.89
Videocassettes are also being successfully used
f'r educational purposes. The film company,
Education and Learning, for example, has re-

"Kathy Chin, The Elderly Learn To Compute," Infoworld,
May 7, 1984, pp. 24-29.

"U S. Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Informa-
tional Technology and Its Impact on AmenCan Education, OTA-
CIT-187 (Washington, DC: U S. Government Printing Office,
November 1982). This study found that information technol-
ogy is already beginning to play an important role in IN oviding
education and training in some sectors, and that it is likely to
become a major vehicle for doing so in the next few decades.

"Jim Bartimo, "Classrooms To Utilize Videodisc Technol-
ogy," Infoworld, Mar 12, 1984, p. 40
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cently compiled a Video Encyclopedia of the
20th century, comprising 75 one hour video-
cassettes that cover major events from 1893
to 1985. Students can randomly access these
tapes to witness famous historical events, such
as the Scopes trial, or to view periodic pieces
describing such things as the costumes of a
particular era."

Universities, too, are also taking advantage
of new technologies. Over the past few years,
for example, many universities and colleges
have been experimenting w ith ways of in-
tegrating computers into their course curric-
ula. At Stevens Institute of Technology, for
example, interactive calculus programs are
used to assist students in learning to do math-
ematical analysis. In chemistry, computers are
used for graphic simulations and for drill and
practice. In introductory computer graphics
courses, computers serve as electronic draw-
ing boards, and in the labs they are being used
to assemble data, provide interface with equip-
ment, and stimulate experiments that might
otherwise be unfeasible, too expensive, or too
dangerous.'"

Of particular benefit to universities will be
the development of compu' networks, which
can connect students and faculty members to
a wealth of information, both on and off cam-
puses. These networks, still in their infancy,
are modeled after ARPANET, the research
netwcrk developed by the Department of De-
fense. Carnegi3 Mellon University in Pitts-
burg, Pennsylvania, has aready taken major
steps to develop st, a network. By the end
of this year, they i_.an to link all of their stu-
dents' personal computers into a time-sharing
file system. This system will not only provide
for point-to-point communication and elec-
tronic mail; it will also allow the user to browse

'ugh all of the databases on campus." Other
universities such as MIT and Rensselear Poly-
technic Institute are following suit.93 Most im-

`Fred M Hechinger, "Video Cassettes Bring History to
Life," The New York Times, Jan 14, 1986

"'Donna Osgood, "A Compute. on Every Desk.- Byte,
June 1984

MIT network syst. .a is being developed through Project
Athena, a $70 million effort to create a single operating system

portant of all, universities are now thinking
about expanding their networking efforts to
link their own systems to those that connect
researchers and research throughout the
United States."

As institutions that acquire, store, manage,
and disseminate information, libraries are also
well suited to take advantage of the opportu-
nities that new technologies afford. And, in
fact, these technologies have affected all
aspects of library services. Software is now
commercially available for practically all li-
brary operations: circulation, inventory, acqui-
sitions, periodicals, cataloging, and reserves.
Moreover, using these technologies, libraries
have developed networks that can access na-
tional databases, allowing users faster and
more efficient access to information.

Considering all of these opportunities to-
gether, the new technologies would appear to
have been designed especially for a modern age
such as ours, which seeks self-fulfillment and
self - realisation. They offer e,onvenience and
personal choice. They can promote self-discov-
ery. And with them, people can enter new
realms, mental as well as physical.

Whothcr or not thcsc opportunities are fully
exploited is, of course, uncertain. For just as
there are two opposing scenarios about politi-
cal life in an information age, so too are there
two visions of the impact of technology on the
individual, one more favorable than the other.
While acknowledging their potential, some peo-
ple, for example, are concerned lest these tech-
nologies serve to further divide the world be-
tween the information rich and the information
poor, reinforcing or even exacerbating exisi-
ing social and ecohomic differences. In fact,
the more powerful the technology, the wider
the gap might be.

that will allow programs available on one part of the system
to be available on all others, Similarly, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute is planning a System that will not only be geared to
problem-solving and calculations, but that will also serve to pro-
vide electronic mail, word processing, on-line libraries, and com-
munication among faculty and students 'bid

"Dennis M. Jennings, Lawrench H Landweber, Ira H
Fuchs, David J Farber, and W Richards Adrion, "Computer
Networking for Scientists" Science, vol 231, Feb 28, 1986,
p 950
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Those who are concerned fear that the poor
will be unable to afford the products of the in-
formation age if they are distributed primar-
ily in the market." They worry moreover,
about the possibility that only those who are
already skilled will be able to take advantage
of the highly differentiated and individualized
services offered by the new technologies.96

*'See, for example, Carol A Tauer, "Social Justice and Ac
cess to Information," Minnesota Libraries, vol 27, No 2, sum-
mer 1982, pp 39-42, see also, Stephanie Siegal, "Th, High Cost
of Information,- Freedom of Information Center Report, No
489, School of Journalism, University of Missouri at Colum-
bia, March 1984, pp 1-7

"Edward Plowman, The Communications Revolution,"
ASLIB Proceedings, vol. 33, No 10, October 1981, p 377

They fear too that, given the growing market
value of information, information providers
may increasily focus on producing high cos'
and highly profitable information products and
services and cut back on their efforts to meet
the information needs of the poor.97 Where,
they ask, in the midst of the information revo-
lution, is the information that ordinary peo-
ple need to solve their everyday problems."

' 'bid
-Eugene Garfield. "Society s Unmet Information Needs,-

ASIS Bulletin, October November 1985, p 6

THE POTENTIAL FOR CONFLICT IN THE USE
OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

The new communication and information
technologies will play a greatly enhanced role
in all aspects of life. In fact, as we have seen,
their availability and use may, in many cases,
be the critical factor for success. The enhanced
value of these technologies is reflected, first
of all, in the growing number of people who,
from whatever realm of life, are striving to inte-
grate these technologies into their any activ-
ities and operations. It is reflected, moreover,
in the greatly increased market for informa-
tion-based products and services, and the
flourishing of new industries to provide for
these burgeoning information needs.

Not all of these technological opportunities,
however, will be exploited. In fact, taking
advantage of some opportunities may preclude
the development of others. The potential for
conflict in the use of new technologies can be
seen most clearly by contrasting how informa-
tion is valued in the realms of economics, poli-
tics and culture. Conflicts are likely to be most
pronounced when the economic value of infor-
ination is very high. For it is under such cir-
cumstances that the discrepancy between the
need for exclusion, and the need for distribu-
tion, sharing, and use is the most starkly
drawn.

From the perspective of the economic realm,
the value of information is in its exclusivity
that is to say, in the ability of its owner to
be able to exploit the difference between what
he knows and what other people do not know.99
In a horse race, for example, the value of an
accurate assessment of the horse's chance in-
creases directly with the exclusivity of that
wisdom, and the value is obviously decreased
by sharing. Similarly, an important factor in
encouraging investment is the presumption
that the investor is better informed than others
about the outcome of the enterprise. To the
degree that all investors have equal access to
information this potential for difference is re-
duced, along with the incentive for invest-
inent."°

To be supportive of democratic values, in-
formation, on the other hand, cannot be exclu-
sive. It must be plentiful, varied, and the chan-
nels of access to it must be open. Politicians
and political advocates, for example, see to
influence through persuasion. To be success-
ful, they must disseminate their views as
widely as possible. In contrast to the business-

'Burns, The Economics of information, p 111-3
'''Ilmd
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man who seeks to maintain his trade secrets.
the politician benefit: when his cause becc ies
the subject of widespread discussion. And if
they are to be politically responsible and to
hold legislators politically accountaNe, citizens
also fleet, to become acquainted wi'-h and dis-
cuss a wide range of political points of view.

In the cultural realm too, information is
made more valuable not by its exclusion, but
ratner by its perpetual use and reuse. To un-
derstand a thought or an idea, people must
process it together with the information that
they already have. In making use of informa-
ion, therefore, they do not diminish it. They

enhance its value.'°' Moreover, even the indi-
viduals who P 3 involved in cultural activities
can benefit .rom the repetitive use of their
works. For a scnolar's reputation and prestige
will be more rapidly enhanced the more often
his works are cited, and will dwindle if his
works are ignored. Similarly, a recording art-
ist may seek to have his records broadcast as
widely as possible, just to establish a wide-
spread reputation and a loyal following.'"

Concerned primarily with the use and flow
of information in society, intellectual property
law has historically served in the United States
to decide which technological opportunities
would be developed, and thus which values
would be served. For example, the granting
of an exclusive right to the creator or provider
of an intellectual work changes the basis on
which it is made available to society. The cri-
teria to use the work becomes the ability to
pay. The granting of such a right, therefore,
can favor the values of the economic re;-'-u over
those of the political and cultural real-as. On
the other hand, the fair use daj trine, which pro-
vides exceptions b., what would otherwise be
considered a copyright infringement, has the

'Harlan Cleveland, ' Information as a Resource,- The Fu-
twist, December 1982, o 37

`°`Harlan Cleveland, "The Twilight of Hierarchy,' pp 186-
187 Gossip, for example, spreads rapidly among family mem-
bers, friends, and neighbors. Books and magazines, and now
re'ords, tetes,software programs, and films are commonly
passed along from one :rson to the next Ideas are discussed
and debated at social gatherings, among scholars, and in the
press And by making information more available, and more
easily accessible, the new technologies will foster these prac-
tices even more

express purpose of fostering the values of the
cultural and political realms. In like fasnion
th'.. first sale doctrine, which limits the propri-
etor's control of a work once he has sok, is
designed to ensure public access to works.
iiowever, neither of these doctrines are sup-
portive of the value of exclusivity.

In resolving these issues, policy makers have
sought to strike a suitable balance between the
needs of creators, producers, and distributors
of intellectual property and the social, eco-
nomic, and politica' needs of the nation as a
whole. In such a fashion, intellectual property
law has been able to simultaneously serve a
wide variety of social and economic public p
icy goals.

The ability of intellectual property law to
strike such a balance was not particularly dif-
ficult in the past, when the social and economic
stakes in information we: lower than today
and when relatively few an: -.-,-ci!-definefl play-
ers were involved in the intellectual property
process. Information, based products and serv-
ices were peripheral to the performance of
many social and economic activities, and peo-
i.le had lower expectations about their use and
the level of profit that might be derived from
them. As a result, issues involving the grant-
ing or intellectual property rights could be
worked out among the major players without
much public involvement or concern.

The resolution of these isstie.s in an informa-
tion age, however will be more problematic,
requiring that more stakeholders be taken into
account and that decisions he made about the
distribution of incentives and rewards. Given
the variety of opportunities that the new tech-
nologies afford, the increased value of informa-
tion, changing relationships among the tradi-
tional participants in the intellectual property
system, and risLig expectation' about the ben-
efits of these technologies, the number of stake-
holders with disparate interests and compet-
ing .:aims on the system will be greater than
ever before. In such a context, the granting
of intellectual property rights, instead of mutu-
ally serving a variety of different stakeholders
mui actually pit one against another.
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The problem is exacerbated by the fact that,
as the market value of information increases,
so does the pressure to treat information activ-
ities in economic terms alone. Today, for ex-
ample, there are a growing number of people
engaged in information activities, which were
once clearly considered to be outside of the
realm of economics, who are of 7ressively
competing to economically exploit their works.
And, to assure that they can do so, they are
avidly sec; ing intellectual property rights.

Not surprisingly, such rivalry for ownership
is becoming common in institutions of higher
education and research, w:.,:re the potential for
profits is high. Here the claims and counter-
claims of ownership are continually multiply-
ing: claims of students against students, stu-
eInts against faculty members, faculty against
faclIty, and the university against students
and faculty.'" A particularly contentious is-
sue in this regard is "work-for-hire." Some
university adminisk,rators now argue, for ex-
ample, that, just as companies automatically
own the copyright on works done on company
time and with company resources, so too
universities should have the rights to every-
thing created in conjunction with their facil-
ities.'" These issues of ownership will not be
easily resolved. For, as the Carnegie Mellon
University tlowchai t illustrates, there are a
wide variety of ways in which rewards can be
distributed. (See figure 2-5.)

As the rush to make a profit in information
becomes increasingly prevalent, many people
are less willing to share their ideas and ex-
change their views. Some teachers report, for
example, that they are unwilling to use com-
puter software that they have developed in

'Dorothy Nelkin, Science as Intellectual Property: Who
Controls Scientific Research (New York Macmillian Publish-
mg Co., 1984), pp. 1-8.

'Just beginning to grapple with these issues, universities
vary considerably in their work for hire policies. Brown Univer-
sity, for example, follows a relati Jibe -,al policy allowing
faculty, students, and staff to s.oire rewards. In contrast, at
Virginia Polytechnic Institute lawyers for the university have
recently concluded that students' assignments are the property
of their professors. Ivars Peterson, "Bits of Ownership. Grow
mg Computer Software Sales Pre Forcing Universities To Re-
think Their Copyright a A Patent Policies," Science News, Sept
21, 1985, pp 189-190

I

F'gure 2-5.Carnegie Mellon Flowchart
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their class' Joms. Because of its high market
value, they fear that their local school district
will try to copyright it.'" Similarly, many peo-
ple who participate in joint projects, such as
electronic conferences, are becoming more hesi-
tant abotn, what they say. Because their ideas
bring a high price, they want to -eserve for
themselves the right to profit from them.'"

The growing focus on protection and secur-
ing ownership rights is also evident in the fields
of art and entertainment. One extreme, but per-
haps highly illustrious, example is the recent
case in Seattle, Washington, where the estate
of a well-known songwriter sued a church for
singing the benediction to the tune of a copy-

'Discussion with particiants, Workshop on Educational
Policy, National Educational Computing Conference. summer
1984

''Marguerite Zientara, "Watch Your Words Who Owns in-
formation m a,i Dectroruc Conference?" Infoworld, Aug 6, 1984,
pp 333-334

righted melody Protesting the profit-ori,mted
climate of the times, one outraged churchgoer
pro; ested saying:

Well, we do understand that the copyright
law becomes involved. However, to us simple
folk, it would seem that both creator and
owners of [the tune] could very easily waive
their rights and by doing sc enjoy a sense of
great honor and deep gratification that their
song is now a beloved hymn sung in chorus
by many thousands of good people during
church services, rather than to threaten and
crush their own beautiful song into near
oblivion

In these times, these fearful, unruly, ego-
tistical and utterly selfish times, this action
to stop the singing of a hymn in our churches
is surely the ultimate low.

"Harry A Mac Laren, "Letter to the r, tor," Seattle
Times July 26, 1985, p A-20

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SYSTEM
To the Founding Fathers, the design of an

intellectual property system appeared a rely
tively simple matter. Building on a long tradi-
tion, and on years of European experience, eley
simply iollowed the British model, whic_11 was
equally well suited to meet both countries'
needs. This model assumed that, by granting
economic rights to the creator of intellectual
works, information would be created and dis-
seminated, and thus a number of other social
and economic objectives would be achieved.
In this model, not only were other societal goals
understood to be furthered by fostering the
learning environment, these goals were also
3c-en to be mutually compatible and self-en-
fo,Ting,

an information age, the situation is more
corr71( 7 nformation is central to all aspects

_ Moreover, the new information tech-

nologies provide new opportunities to move
ahead in almost all areas of activity. With these
opportunities, however, will also come new con-
flicts. For, given the pivotal role that informa-

tion will play in the future, its enhanced value
will give rise to a greater number of compet-
ing claim: on its use.

Given this potential for conflic, -,ey as-
sumption on which the Founding Fathers es-
tablished the intellectual property system may
no longer be valid in an information age. In-
stead of equally fostering a number of diverse
polif cal, economic, and cultural goals, the
granting of economic incentives may, under
some circumstances, pit one kind of goal, or
one societal purpose, against another. In an
environment such as this, it is more essential
than ever to remember that in making deci-
sions about the intellectual property system,
we are making decisions about the nature of
society itself. Therefore, in addressing the
question of what are the most appi,,priate
goals for the intellectual property system in
an age of information, we must ask ourselves
first, given all of the opportunities that the new
technologies afford, what kind of a society
would we like to live in.
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Chapter 3

The Accommodation of Intellectual
Property Law to Technological Change
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The Accommodation of Intellectual
Property Law to Technological Change

FINDINGS
The application of a uniform system of intel-
lectual property principles, such as that em-
bodied in copyright and patent law, to diver-
gent types of information-based products may
no longer be possible. Modern technologies
are exaggerating dissimilarities between in-
formation products that were once protec-
table under a single system of law, and are,
in some case-, giving rise to new products
that strain .e applicability of old principles
of law. aer these new circumstances, in-
formation-based products can be grouped
into three large categoriesworks of art,
fact, and function, which are subject to
different principles of intellectual property
protection.

The assumption of intelleaual property law
that intellectual property rights can be deter-
mined and remain stable over time is less and
less valid. Copyright law, in particular, as-
sumes that the works it protects have a fixed
form, and that ownership can be determined
by protecting particular expressions of in-
formation. Today, however, ccmputer and
communication technologies are changing
the nature of information-based products in
a fundamental way, making them dynamic.
interactive, and functional components of
processes. The present system of copyright
law, which evolved under the model of print
pi. blication, may no longer serve to deter-
mine the boundaries of ownership in com-
puter-based methods of creation and dissem-
ination.

Some of these technological impacts may only
appear in the long term, when technologies
for creating and disseminating informatics be-
come more widely used. Many of the tech-
nologies, such a,- computer networks and
digital editing, are still in the developmen-
tal stage, and the intellectual property is-
sues they raise are only just emergLig.

Some of the effects of technology on the ade-
quacy of intellectual propey law, however,
have already begun to undermine its useful-
ness as a policy tool. In particular, neither
Apyright nor patent law iias successfully
accommodated works of function, such as
computer programs. Copyright law may pro-
vidi, either too much or too little protection
for them, and patent law, while available for
some novel processes that utilize computer
programs, may be unavailable or too cum-
bersome to protect many types of computer
programs.

Alternatives to Federal intellectual property
protection are available, but these too have
their drawbacks. State trade secrets law, al-
though widely used for specially designed
products, is ineffective ;n protecting mass-
marketed products. Moreover, it may entail
foregoing uniform Federal and international
protections, and, in some cases, it may be
preempted by Federal law.

INTRODUCTION: THE LAW'S RACE WITH TECHNOLOGY
Ten years after the generai revision of the

United States copyright law, new technologies
for creating and disseminating information

have raised a new set of questions about the
law's ability to accommodate technological
change. This uncertainty comes from many
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quarters: the judiciary, the legal community,
academia, and the creators whose work the law
is designed to protect. Such doubts are not
limited to copyright law; they extend to other
areas of intellectual property law where infor-
mation technologies have also left their mark.'

Although most observers agree that tech-
nology is changing the way in which intellec-
tual property law operates, many disagreeover
just how sweeping these technological changes
are, and what ought to be done in response to
them. Some suggest that the changes are
occurring primarily at the margins of intellec-
tual property law, and can be dealt with in-
crementally by the courts or through specific
amendments to the law.2 Proponents of this
view argue that new technological develop-
ments are in many ways like "old wine in new
wineskins." Some observers believe that,
where problems are specific, they can be dealt
with in a specific fashion, without the need to
completely rethink or revise intellectual prop-
erty law.' The Semiconductor Chip Protection
Act is an example of a measured, specific con-
gressional response to such a problem.

Others, however, believe that recent techno-
logical changes are revolutionary, and have

See e g Gottschalk v Benson, 409 U S 63,73 (1972)
If programs are to be patentable, considerable problems

are raised which only committees of Congress can manage
'"Ilin the main, it seems to me, the Copyright Act is work-

ing pretty well. There are some gaps, some parts of it that don't
address current needs, but I don't think it is working all that
badly nght now." Testimony of David Lange before the Subcom-
mittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Adnumstr, tam of Jus-
tice of the Committee on the Judiciary, Houce of Representa-
tives, 98th Cong , 1st sess on Copyright and Technological
Change, July 20 -21. 1983, p. 73

Some specifics of copyright law may changesome may
have to changebut the basic principles of copyright will,
I think, bear retention Jon Baumgarten, "Copyright at the
Crossroads," Billboard, Nov 12, 1983, p 1,

fundamental implications for intellectual prop-
erty law. Typical of this perspective is a state-
ment in a recent report by The President's
Commission on Industrial Competitiveness:

Although the application of our intellectual
property rules has been 9-'.; asted over time
in response to changing commercial practice
and evolving technologies, the continuing
stream of the new scientific advances calls for
rethinking the very concepts derived from
ea212?r centuries on which those rules are
based. New concepts of what intellectual
property is and how it should be protected
beyond patents, trademarks, trade secrets,
and copyrightsmay well be needed, as well
as sweeping changes in intellectual property
laws and the ways they are administered and
enforced.'

Advocates of this position argue that the
concepts employed in intellectual property
law"authorship," "invention," "writing"
and related notions, are increasingly the ob-
solete products of a bygone age of print.

Participants in this ongoing debate often
confuse the issue of whether intellectual prop-
erty, as presently conceived, should survive
with the issue of whether it can survive. This
chapter does not attempt to evaluate the first
of these questions, but considers the viability
of the present system in the light of vast tech-
nological change. The question of viability can
be separated into two distinct issues: enforce-
ment, which is dealt with in chapter 4, and the
law, which is the subject of this chapter.

'Global Competition The New Reality, The President's
Commission on Industrial Competitiveness, January 1985, Ap-
pendix D, "A Special Repoi i on the Prot,tion of Intellectual
Property Rights," p 305

PART I: SOME BASIC INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY CONCEPTS
The Nature of Intellectual Property

Intellectual property can be distinguished
from other forms of property in that it is a bun-
dle of rights attached to the intangible form
of an intellectual, scientific, or artistic creation.

While personal property law determines owner-
ship over things, intellectual property law se-
cures ownership in the particular form or ex-
pression embodied in things. A comparison of
two types of property rights in the same item
illustrates this distinction:
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Intellectual propert

The clreint design for all Brand
X television gets
The pictoral work embodied in
all copies of the photograph

Trees
The musical composite
embodied in all phonorecords
with Misty on them
The particular arrangement of
names in the literary work
known as the local telephone
book
A method of manufacturing
chemical Z
The process of engineering
gene Y

An intellectual property right is the exclu-
sive prerogative to make tangiule objects in
particular forms. At its simplest, a copyright
is the exclusive right to make copies of partic-
ular tangible expressions of information, and
a patent is the exclusive right to make, use,
or sell a particular application of an idea.

Intellectual Property Boundaries
and Policy Objectives

Any property right, whether tangible or in-
tangible, must have boundaries. Property is
by definition exclusive; what one owns must
be distinguished from what is owned by others.
Boundaries of tangible property are relatively
easy to establish. A property right in a parcel
of real estate, for example, refers to a specific,
measurable terrain.

However, because ownership in intellectual
property attaches to the intangible character-
istics of tangible objects, the boundaries of
ownership must be established in terms of
those intangible characteristics. For example,
to extend a property right to the author of a
book on auto mechanics, one must specify
which features of the book are subject to the
property right: the precise wording of the book;
the structure of paragraphs; the style of writ-
ing; the organization of topics; the information
conveyed to a reader; or the practice of auto
mechanics as described by the book. The bound-
aries of intellectual property are ultimately
agreed on by convention, and require that pol-
icymakers choose where and why they are es-
tablished. In theory, copyright in a book on
the Civil War could extend to all books on the

Civil War, just as patent rights in a particular
thermostat d.esign could extend to all devices
that performed similar functions.

in the United States, however, policymakers
ha, ;et far more limited boundaries for copy-
rights and patents. As stated in the U.S. Con-
stitution, ownership in writings and inventions
is bounded by policies that will "promote the
progress of science and useful arts."' Mark-
ing off boundaries in intellectual property is
essentially a policy choice which has major i.,h-
plications for innovation. Boundaries that are
marked too broadly may impair the ability of
individuals to create, innovate, or improve
upon the works of others. Boundaries that are
set too narrowly, or that fail to protect the most
socially valuable aspects of writings or inven-
tions, may diminish the incentive to create or
innovate. To promote science and useful arts,
policymakers must strike an optimal balance
between what belongs to a creator & id what
belongs to the public domain.

For patents, the boundaries of ownership in
an inver'ion encompass only the novel features
of that invention. Patent ownership is estab-
lished by the "claims" made in the patent ap-
plication and accepted by the Patent and Trade-
mark Office, and patent law requires that the
claimed invention be distinct from previous in-
ventions, which are known as the "prior art."

In contrast, copyright protection attaches
to a work at the moment of its creation, and
the law requires only that the work be origi-
nalthat is, not a copy of another author's
work. Copyright law does not require that an
author claim some aspect of a writing as his
own, or that a writing be distinguished from
the prior art. Because copyright does not have
a threshold determination of ownership, the
boundaries of ownership in a A Tk are, of ne-

'Article I, .,ection 8. clause 8 of the Constitution, author-1z
ing the Congress to establish intellectual property law, reads

Congress shall have Power To promote the Pi ogress of S< 1-
ence and useful Arts by securing for limited Times to Authors
and Inventors the exclugRe Right to their respective Writings
and biscoyerieg

The term "Science:. as it was used by the authors of the Con-
stitution. was derived from the Latin "snentia:' meaning knowl-
edge, or to know

7 6
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cessity, established by limiting ownership
rights to the particular manifestation or ex-
pression of information. Copyright does not
protect abstract ideas, concepts. systems, and
themes.

This assessment is concerned exclusively
with the effects of technology on proprietary
rights in information-based products and serv-
ices. Since copyright law has been the tradi-
tional system of protecting these works, the
boundaries most germane to this chapter are
those established by copyright. For this rea-
son, copyright law's method of defining bound-
ariesthe "idea/expression dichotomy"mer-
its a detailed discussion.

Idea and ExpressionThe Boundary
Between Mine and Yours

The distinction between idea and expression
is one of the most fundamental yet elusive con-
cepts in intellectual property law. Ideas, as
such, are neither patentable nor copyrightable.
To obtain a patent, the inventor must reduce
the principles on which an invention is based
to a concrete application. The photoelectric ef-
fect is not patentable, although the design for
a particular photovoltaic cell may be. Similarly,
copyright does not protect "[i]deas, abstract
conceptions and similar matters," but rather
the "manner of treatment, expression, inci-
dents and details . . . "8 The distinction is cru-
cial, since a monopoly on ideas might impair
the very goals that intellectual property law
seeks to promote. If, for example, the idea of
combining music and drama were protected
by copyright, Gilbert and Sullivan's plays
might well have been the last musicals pro-

"Loew's, Inc v Columbia Broadcasting System, 131
F Supp 165 (13 C Cal 19551, aff d 239 F 2d 532, aff'd 356 U S
43, reh den 356 U S 934 The idea/expression dichotomy was
codified in the 1976 Copyright Act as follows

In no case does copyright protection for an original work of
authorship extend to any idea, procedure, process, system
method of operation, concept pnnople, or discovery, regardless
of the form in which it is described. explained, Illustrated, or em
bodied In such work

17 USC 6102(b) (emphasis added) None of these terms are
defined, and the legislative commentary on the subject says
only that section 102(h) "In no way enlarges or contracts the
scope of copyright protection S Rep No 94-473, supra at 54.
11 R Rep No 94-1476, supra at 57

duced, Instead, we have a vast and
varied range of musical ,una.

Despite its importance, the distinction be-
tween an idea and an expression is difficult to
draw with certainty. Through the years, courts
have developed at least two different theories
of what the idea/expression dichotomy means.
We will refer to these theories as the "clear
distinction" test and the "abstractions" test.

"Clear Distinction" Test

Copyright scholars generally regard the case
of Baker v. Selden7 as the wellspring of mod-
ern thought on the doctrine of idea and expres-
sion. This case concerned an alleged infringe-
ment of Selden's Condensed Ledger, or Book-
keeping Simplified, a book that consisted of
a series of blank ledger sheets and an introduc-
tory essay explaining their use. The unique fea-
ture of Selden's ledger was that, "by a pecu-
liar arrangement of columns and headings, [it]
presents the entire operation, of a day, a week
or a month, on a single page, or on two pages
facing each other in an account book." In his
own account book, the defendant in this case
accomplished a result very similar to Selden's
using a different arrangement of columns and
headings.

The Supreme Court, although agreeing that
the plaintiff's bool might be copyrighted, nev-
ertheless drew "a clear distinction between the
book, as such, and the art that it is intended
to illustrate." "[I\]o one," said the court,
"would contend that the copyright of the trea-
tise would give the exciusive right to the art
or manufacture described therein." A copy-
right in books on medicine, art, or mathematics
gives the author an exclusive right to print and
publish those books, but the systems, ideas,
or methods described in them "are the com-
mon property of ,,he whole world" and any
author has the right to express or explain them
in his own way. Moreover, since copyright, un-
like patent, requires no novelty, the grant of
an exclusive right in the art described in a book,
"when no examination of its novelty has ever
been officially made, would be a surprise and

.01 U S 841 (1880)
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a fraud upon the public. . . That is the prov-
ince of letters patent, not of copyright."'

"Abstractions" Test

Courts have interpreted "idea and expres-
sion" in other ways. The "clear distinction"
test distinguished copyright from patent pro-
tection, but did not define the scope of copy-
right protection. If copyright protects only the
literal expression adopted by an author, it al-
lows others to escape claims of infringement
by changing the original in only trivial or in-
significant ways. The courts have avoided this
result by treating idea and expression as a con-
tinuum of similarity. Thus, in Nichols v.
Universal Pictures Corp.,9 Judge Learned
Hand articulated what is now known as the
"abstractions test":

Upon any work . . . a great number of pat-
terns of increasing generality will fit equally
well, as more and more of the incident is left
out. . . . Mhere is a point in this series of ab-
stractions where they are no longer pi.< tr.rted,
since otherwise the playwright could prey ant
the use of his "ideas," to which, apart from
their expression, his property is never ex-
tended. Nobody has ever been able to fix that
boundary, and nobody ever can . . . As re-
spects plays, the controversy chiefly centers
upon the characters and sequence of incident,
these being the substance.

The abstractions test differs subtly from the
holding of Baker v. Selden, and points to a con-
fusion in the meaning of idea/expression. The
abstractions test relies on gene/ similarities
between works that are largely a matter of de-
gree. If, for example, it was alleged that My
Fair Lady infringed Pygmalion, one would
to the degree of similarity of expression in the
two storiesthe plot, the characters and their

"Id pp. 842-44 The ruling in Baker is more subtle than it
appears at first glance The work in question was of an exilana-
tory, functional sort (see discussion below under ,,orks of func-
tion) Unlike ,surely artistic or factual works (see discussion be-
low under woks of art and works of fact), the accounting book
explained a method or procedure, which thus raised the specter
of patent-like protection not present in the case of art or fact
For artistic works in particular, -expression" is not limited to
the literal expression of a work, "else a plagiarist would escape
by immaterial variations "Nichols v Universal Pictares Corp ,
45 F 2d 119 (2d Cir 1930)

`45 F 2d 119 121 (2d Cir 1930), cert denied, 282 U S 902
(1931)

roles, and the dialog. The principle articulated
in Baker v. Selden, however, concerns the kind
of protection afforded a writing, drawing a line
at the the manner of expression, and extend-
ing to neither the underlying concepts G.' in-
formation expressed, nor to the activities or
techniques described. These two analyses
the "abstractions" test and the "clear distinc-
tion" testare often combined into the term
"idea/expression," but they are essentially dif-
ferent. Although both limit the boundaries of
copyright, each sets that limit in a different
way. As we shall see in Part Two of this chap-
ter. neither of these two fundamental copyright
principles is particularly applicable to comput-
er processable information.

Some Related Concepts

A number of closely related, but distinct
copyright principles can be derived from the
idea/expression dichotomy (see figure 3-11. For
example, in order to be copyrighted, a work
must be original, which simply means that it
cannot have the same expression as another
work." The boundaries of a given original ex-
pression also include the right to build upon
it by creating a derivative work.11 A given copy-
right is infringed when there is substantial sim-
ilarity of expression between the original and
another work. The notion of a copyrighted
work emphasizes that the boundary of a given
e ,pressio7.1 is intangible, and is distinct from
the actuil physical objectthe copyin which
it is embodied." The work is the subject of in-
tellectual property ownership; the copy is or-
dinarily the private property of the purchaser.

"However. an identical, but independently created work, is
not an infringement The "originality necessary to support a
copyright merely calls for independent creation, not novelty "
1 Nimmer on Copyright, II2.01lAl (1982). Originality is, how-
ever, subject to a de minimus standard, and works entirely lack-
ing in creativity or substance cannot be copyrighted Simple
phrases. such as "apply hook to wall," for example, may not
meet this standard

"Derivative work is defined in section 101 of the act as
a work based upon one or more preexisting works, such as

a translation, musical arrangeiuent. dramatization, fictionaliza-
tion. motion picture version, sound recording, art reproduction,
abridgment, con lent:inon, or any other form in which a work
may be recast, transformed, or adapted

"Section 202 of the act says that "folwnership of a copy-
right, or of any of the exclusive rights under a copyright, is
distinct from ownership of any matenal object in which the work
is embodied The material dbject, or copy. is usually the pri-
vate property of its purchaser 17 U S C §109
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Figure 3-1.Property Rights in information
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SOURCE Offic9 of Technology Assessment

PART II: THE IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON THREE
VARIETIES OF INFORMATION-BASED PRODUCTS

The variety of intellectual and artistic works
protected by copyright law in the United States
has grown steadily since Congr ,s enacted the
first copyright statute in 1790.'3 As technol-
ogy introduced new and unprecedented forms
oa expression into the commercial, artistic, and
scholarly worlds, copyright law has taken each
into its protective system of rights. Although
he forms of expression, media, and economics

of creation, distribution, and use varied widely
among new types of works, copyright law ab-

"Ch 15. 91, 1 Stat 12

sorbed each new type of creation with very lit-
tle change to its underlying concepts, distin-
guishing only slightly between the types of
we that it protects.

An Open-Ended Protection Scheme

Copyright protects a vast range of works,
many of which bear little similarity to each
other. Through the years, copyright has come
to protect. virtually all artifa'ts of communi-
cation: piggy banks and doctoral theses, tele-
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vision programs and restaurant menus, ash
trays and news documentaries, bread wrappers
and sound effects recordings, artistic photo-
graphs and tablecloth designs, road maps and
stock market reports, toilet paper dpsibils and
movies, computer programs and greeting
cards. Prior to the Copyright Act of 1976, a
work had to fall under a category of work de-
fined by statute to be copyrightable. Thus,
each time technology created a new form of
expressionphotography, for exampleCon-
gress had to amend the copyright law.

The drafters of the Copyright Act of 1976
sought to avoid the need for constant amend-
ment by making the subject matter of copy-
right open ended and "technology neutral.""
Instead of listing types of works, the act de-
fines the attributes a work must possess to be
protected:

Copyright protection subsists . . . in origi-
nal works of authorship fixed in any tangible
medium of expression, now known or later de-
veloped, from which they can be perceived,
reproduced, or otherwise communicated, ei-
ther directly or with the aid of a machine or
device 15

The act, therefore, treats all information-
based products and services the same for pur-
poses of copyrightability. By making the cri-
teria of copyright ability nonspecific and purely
formal, the act gives the necessary and suffi-
cient conditions of statutory protection appli-
cable to any conceivable work, regardless of
the technologies involved in its creation, dis-
tribution, or use.

Since a work can be fixed in any tangible
medium "now known or later developed," all
works fixed after 1978 are automatically copy-
righted, without the earlier requirement that
they be published or disseminated;'6 and, with

""Authors are continually finding new ways of expressing
themselves, but it is impossible to foresee the forms that these
new expressive methods will take The bill does not intend ei-
ther to freeze the scope of copyrightable subject matter at the
present stage of communication technology or to alloy, unlim-
ited expansnn into areas completely outs me present con-
gressional intent Section 102 implies neither that t at subject
matter is unlimited nor that new forms of expression within
that general area of subject matter would necessarily be unpro-
tected H R Rep No 94-1476

17 U S C 902(3)
"17 11 S h302(a)

some exceptions, all works are protected un-
der the same basic bundle of rights.'

Given the b, oad and pliable language of the
act, with its emphasis on technological accom-
modation, the question is how technology can
affect its continuing viability. The answer to
this lies in the very broadness of the concept
of "works of authorship," and in the legacy
of copyright principles carried forward in the
1976 Act. The 1976 Copyright Act assumes
that, by making "works of authorship" a com-
prehensive category, the copyright system
could successfully assimilate unforeseeable
technologically based works. However, as il-
lustrated below, because it continues to use
concepts fashioned over the previous 200
years, the new copyright law is, like its
predecessors, encountering some familiar prob-
lems now placed in relief by modern tech-
nology.

The central problem of copyright law's con-
tinued accommodation to new technologies lies
in the indiscriminate application of the doc-
trine of idea and expression to three fundamen-
tally different categories of works: works of
art, works of fact, and works of function. Un-
less the law recognizes the inherent differences
among these types of works, technology may
make the boundaries of intellectual property
ownership difficult or impossible to establish,
and less relevant to the polio= Is the law
seeks to further.

Three Categories of Works

Although the copyright law adopts a uni-
form Fpproach to protected works, not all types
of ii.,73rmation-based products are the same,
nor can they be treated as if they were. A list
of stock and bond prices, for example, differs
from the musical score of a motion picture, and
both of these are distinct from a computer pro-
gram. In the case of stock prices, the value is
in the information itselfthe number of shares
traded and the daily fluctuation in prices. The
value of a musical score, in contrast, lies in the

17 U S C 5106 All works are subject to reproduction der-
ivation, and dissemination rights, some ale subject to perfor-
mance rIghts, others to display rights
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way it sounds to an audiencethe appeal of
its melody, rhythm, and harmony. And com-
puter programs are valued for what they do
their effectiveness at performing a given task
in a computer.

This analysis has identified three types cf
copyrightable works: works of art, works of
fact, and works of function. Figure 3-2 shows
one way of conceptualizing this trichotomy,
and gives examples of the types of information-
based products pnd services that might fall
into each category. Although dividing lines be-
tween each categories are not absolutely dis-
tinct, major differences between the catego-
ri, do exist. It is these differences that pose
problems for the uniform application of copy-
right principles to all three categories.

Works of Art and Interactive Technologies

The phrase works of art, as user' his dis-
cussion, denotes works that are -1 for
their own intrinsic valuewhether that value
is primarily aesthetic, entertaining, or educa-
tional in nature. This definition implies no ap,
praisal of qualitative or artistic merit:" labels
for soup cans and recordings of symphonies
are both works of art. Although it is impossi-
ble to fix firm boundaries on what constitu,
a work of art, this category includes such trat -
tionally copyrightable items as fiction, paint-
ings and other graphic works, sculpture, music,
drama, film, and choreography. Other works,
such as sculpture used as bases for iamps" or
film documentaries" also fall within ti s cate-
gory, but contain factual or functional ele-
ments as well.

Traditionally, works of art have been amen-
able to an analysis of idea and expression un-
der the "abstractions test," since very often
the intrinsic value of the work depends heav-

'Copyright does not concern itself with the qualitative as-
pects of a work See. Bleistein v. Donaldso. thographic Co ,
188 U S. 239 (1903)

As in the case of Mazer v Stein, 347 U S. 201 (1954),
where a statuette used as the base of a lamp, was found copy-
rightable insofar as its utilitarian aspects could be separated
from itc aesthetic aspects

''Such as the documentary of the Hindenberg disaster in
lioehng v Iloiversal City Studies, Inc 618 F 2d 972 (2nd Ca I,
cert denied, 449 U S 841 (1980)

ily on the particular expression adopted. The
intrinsic value of Duchamp's "Nude Descend-
ing a Staircase,- for example, lies in the over-
all style and manner of execution, the use of
lines and solids, and the colors chosen. It is
these values that copyright protects when pro-
tection is limited to the painting's expression.

Furthermore, works of art have always had
a fixity and completeness to them. Although
their creation involved preliminary steps such
as drafting, sketching, and revision, they did
not change in appearance or structure, and re-
tained a distinct and perpetual identity. Par-
ticular works were distinguishable from one
another because the expression was complete
and final once the work was fixed. Moreover,
ti.e fixation of a Nork in a tangible copy al-
lowed its preservation over time.

It is this stati,-,, individuated, and localiza-
ble quality of works of art that allows copy-
right law to speak in terms of the work" cre-
ated by an author or authors22 belonging to him
from the moment of creation," subject to the
laws of the country in which the work was cre-
ated." As we hive seen in chapter 2, printing
made copyright both possible and necessary,
since it permitted the existence of many iden-
tical copies of a work and so shifted the pri-
mary economic value in writings from the
ownership of a particular manuscript to the
ownership of a right to make copies of that
manuscript, while it simultaneously created
markets for unauthorized copies. The very no-
tion of a particular "expression" as the prod-
uct of a particular author was to a large de-
gree enabled by the invention of the printing
press. Evidence for the proprietary boundaries
of a work relied on the existence of a single,
unchanging artifactthe book, the painting,
the sculpture.

This model of the static work of art may no
lonpni apply to works involving certain new
tec.ologies. In particular, digital computing
and communication technologies pose both

'17 U S C §20
"17 U S C §20
'17 U S C §30
'17 U S C , ch 6, infra
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Figure 3-2 Types of InformationBased Products
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conceptual and legal problems for copyright
law in this regard. If print technologies's per-
mitted stasis, electronic technologies permit
a new dynamism that makes proprietary L )und-
aries for many works of art indistinct, elusive,
and subject to constant change. Although
opinions vary widely on the viability and com-
mercial deployment of such things as electronic

'Print technologies is used here in a very broad ,er.,e,
and would include not only the meth 3s of printing books and
magazines. but photographs, records, and motion pictures as
v. ell

(shaded area)

Clocks

Computer

bears

5emConthp_tor
- hips

Works of function

Circuits

publishing, on-line conferencing and editing,
and interactive computing, these technologies
have reasonably clear implications for the prin-
ciples of ownership:

In short, the process of computer commu-
nicatioi, produces multitudinous versions of
texts, which are partially authored by peo-
ple and partly automatic. The receivers may
be individuals, or they may be other machines
that never print the words in visible form but
use the information to produce something else
again So some of the text that is used exists

L )
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electronically but is never apparent, some e,
flashed hi on a screen, and some is print ed
out in hard copy. Mr' _tarts out as one text
varies and chard -'s by degrees to a new one
Totally new mce)ts will have to be invented
to compensate creative , ork in thi environ-
ment. The print-based notion of copyright
simply will not worl-

Some have suggested that, for artana scholar-
ship, the new technology has created an envi-
ronment more like that of the Middle Ages
than of the ost-Gutenberg era, resembling the
oral ti aunaon rather than the print culture. The
ramifications of such a .:,hange can be explored
by considering two particular embodiments of
information technology as they apply to works
of art: coirouter networks and interactive com-
puting.

Computer Networks. The advent of computer
networks lay mean the loss of the identifia-
ble boun ies of works on which copyright
has relied to distinguish "yours" from "mine."
In this fluid environment, woi-ks of art may
lose the singular thing-like .ity that made
copyright protection possibie. The extent of
the problem is hard to estimate givni our bin-
ited understanding c f the fin; impact of elec-
tronic networks on the creative environment.

A computer network is a collection of com-
puters, called hosts, that communicate v :th
each other. The host computers may be micro-
computers, )mmonly u, rd it homes and busi-
nesses, or t .y may be larger mini-, main-
frame, or supercomputers. With connections
between i_nsts ranging from local area net-
works to ntellite-mediated long-haul net-
works, data in the form of text, voice, and, in
principle, video, can be stored, modified, and
ixchanged by anyone anywhere on the planet."

Computer netw :ks offer a variety of advan-
tages over centralized computing. They per-
mit remote processing, which allows any host
in the network to use computer programs
stored on another host in the network. Users

"I thiel de Sola Pool, Technologies o: Freedom ICarnhr
MA Belknap Pr, 19831. p 215

For a detailed ,crlr tam of computer ...?twork see An
drew S Tannenb, Comp ".-T Net works (Englewood Cliffs
NJ Prentict-fiall,

in such a network can gain emote acct-ss to
supercomputers to do advar ,:ed graphics. chip
design (and remote fabric .tion), or scientific
or economic computer shaulation. Networks
also allow users to access remote databas,,s.
Finally, communications, such as computer
conferencing, allow collaboration among users
of the network."

Tl'e capacities of computer networks for on-
line creation and worldwide collabora Jon will
demand rethinking several key aspects of copy-
T ight law." First, concepts dealing with the cre-
ation of a work will have to take into account
several novel features of networks. A network,
for example, allows an author to collaborate
with others in ways that are different from the
past. Collaboration may occur in a very hap-
hazard and informal fashion, and each contrib-
utor Mi.- be anonymous and his contributions
unrecorded. Some may be independent authors,
while others may be creating works for hire."
Imagine, for example, a network "magazine"
in which the Leaders are also mtributors, re-
ceiving and perhaps modifying a different ver-
sion of the text or graphics in the magazine.
Under these circumstances, who has a right
to claim ownership of a work if it becomes com-
mercially valuable? To which of the multitude
of different versions of the work lid this per-
son contribute? What share of the contribu-
tion was his? What rights does this person pos-
sess to insure the integrity of work?

The experience ot the A RPANE r which is being recon-
f,rmed in C SN ET and , ether net works, is that collabor ation. often
envisioned as the !east , f the three (applications), is in fact the
most important Pet ..(enning, "The Science of Computing
Computer Networks, American Sczent,st, vol 73. 1985, pp
127-129

'Many of the difficulties alluded to here apply with equal
force to works of fact and works of function, discussed below
This analysis ot the Impact of networks and ,nteractve pro
grams on works of sit is therefore cumulative It is confined
to works of art for the sake of clarity

Some textbooks have already been written (although not
,mblished) "on-line Se*. for enample, C Mead and I. Conway.
Introduction to LSI Systtms 'Peading MA Addison-Wesley,
1983), which was written over the ARPANf.T
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Although copyriOt law allows fui the possi-
bility of collaborative and anonymous works, -11
the application of copyright law to on-line cre-
ation may become forced and arcane. Ques-
tions will arise, in this regard, over what "the"
copyrightable work is. If, for example, a pic-
ture, a musical composition, or a story is be-
ing constantly embellished, and separate ver-
sions are being culled from an original and
reworked over time, issues of ownership and
identification of the work become exceedingly
intricate. As with on-line computer databases
(described below), the perpetual creation and
modification of works of art raises questions
about when copyright protection begins and
ends." The deposit and registration of fre-
quently changing works is likewise compti-
c ated. 33

Networks also pose immense practical diffi-
culties for administering the copyright system.
Once in a host computer, a work can be
and quickly transferred to any other host in
the network. Even if the work is confined to
one "closed" network," it ca.t be entered into
other networks by a given hos,,, at wind point
control over the work is lost." Copyrighted
works, such as photographs, tha exist in a
closed database library, which is itself part of
a network, may be downloaded onto one host
in the network and transferred uo another net-
work, where they may be excerpted or modi-
fied by others with access to the network." If

17 U S C §4§101,201, and 101 Joint works require that
the authors intend that their contributions be merged insepa-
rably' n to one work but collective works are separate and inde-
pendent elements of the whole (like the individual stories which
comprise an anthology). In the case of Joint works, the inten-
tion of the authors may have to be inferred or constructed by
a court

"17 U SC 'A102,302
"See page 77 of this chapter for a discussion o: the applica-

tion administrative formalities for works of fact
"Closed networks usually have proprietary access equip-

ment, which permit only those with the right equipment to ac-
cess the information in the network. LEXIS, the legal database
network, and airline reservation systems are examples of closed
networks Solomon, "Intellectual Property at, New Computer-
based Media," OTA contract report, Aug 1, 1984

'Of course, these activities may be illegal under copyright
law, but lacking an "audit trail, and an awareness of the "leak
on the part of the copyright holder, the possibility of enforce-
ment is practically nonexistent, See ch 4 on enforcement

'Questions concerning modification and derivation are per-
haps the most perplexing of all How, for example, can prop.

such "sharing- occurred in simple exponen-
tial fashion at 15 minute intervals, it would
take approximately 8 how s to blanket the en-
tire world's population with copies."

The problems of administering copyright for
on-line works also occur internationally, but
with an added twist. Under U.S. law, copyright
protection of published works hinges upon the
nationality of the author or the location of first
publication.38 But satellite data transmissions
and submarine optical fiber links may muddle
the concept of a work's "national origin," and
international collaborative efforts and the
multaneous existence of numerous versions

of a work worldwide will preclude its easy iden-
tification with a particular nation. Thus, pub-
lication and location many no longer be work-
able criteria when numerous versions of a work
are simultaneously appc:.ring throughout the
A orld.39

Interactive Computing. Interactive comput-
ing ref0-s to any creative process in which a
preliminary or final version of a work is the
result of interactions between a person and a
programmed machine. The proportion of the
work that is the product of the machine, and
the proportion that is the product of a human
may vary. In many cases, as with word proc-
essing programs, the machine con'zibutes lit-
tle to the creation of a work; it 1- "transpar-
ent" to the writer's creativity. But with soine
programs, such as those that summarize (ab-
stract) written articles, the processing done by
the computer could constitute "an original
work of authorship" if it were done by a hu-
man being.° Indeed, the machine itself is
once a series of processes, concepts and syn-

erty rights attach to works which are intended to be modifiabl9
components of an interactive process9 This question will be dealt
with presently under "Interactive Technologies

"2" is approximately 4 29 billion
In general, a work is protected under U S law if 1) one or

more of its authors is a nat;onel or domiciliary of the United
States or any nation which is a member of a copyright treaty
to which the United States is a party, or if 2) the work i fiat
published in the United States or in a country which is pa ,y
to the Universal Copyright Convention 17 U.., C ,106

"Publication is the distribution of copies to the public, 17
U S C §1,)1; is transmission of digitized information to thou-
sands of host comm._ ers a "distribution of copies9"

'Originality is the sina qua non of copyrighte :lay, but re-
fers only to the fact that a work is not a copy of another

4
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theses of human intelligence -so mixed that
it is difficult, if riot impossible, to separate its
parts from the whole.' Interactive computing
takes many forms, and cuts across many dis-
ciplines. Some examples of interactive comput-
ing are:

Interactive fiction is a computer-mediated
form of storytelling/writing that permits
the user of a program to "co-author" a
story by making choices about details of
the plot as the story unfolds on the
computer.
Computer-aided design (CAT)) is a technol-
ogy that is widely used in science and engi-
neering. Using CAD systems, engineers
may design new products, invent new
processes, or even create other soft vvare
programs that are based on interactions
b.'tween their own experience and exper-
tise with a CAD system. A program called
SYNGEN, for example, suggests poten-
ti, ly useful chemical reactions based on
chemical reaction-mechanism theory. Using
SYNGEN, some completely new reactions
are "i.-vented" that may prove important
enough to be further developed in the lab-
oratory. 42
Interactive computer graphics permits a
creator to use another's images as the
"grist" for computer-assisted manipula-
tion in the production of further works.
Creators using this technology cannot
or:y generate images of nature that have
never existed in reality; they can also take
images from existing photographs or
films, "map" them into a computer mem-
ory, .end bring them back to life in totally
new settings, with new movement and
dialog.
Computer- processed music permits the
processing, editing, and resynthesis of

'Richard Solomon, "Intellectual Property and the New
Computer-Based Media," OT 4 contractor report, Aug 1, 1985,
p 2

"James Hendrickson, "Synthesizing Chemicals by Comput-
er," Technology Review, April 1984, pp 24-27, see also R K
Lindsay, et al Applications of Artificial Inte:ligence fo: Or
genic Chemistry The DENDRAL Project (New York M cG raw-
Hill. 1980) In this example, similar questions might be raised
of patent law who is the "Inventor?"-- the programmer, the
operator, or the machine?

sometimes costly preexistinr works in the
production of new works Music can be
sampled and manipulated in a process
1_ sown as digital editing, and the notes and
even the work itself can be rearranged and
manipulates to create entirely new works.

The interactive capability of computers
poses unique problems for the category of
works of art. The problem is in determining
where the programmer's expression ends and
where the user's contribution to the final form
of the expression begins. This problem stems
from the fact that computers often mediate be-
tween programmer and user, and intermingle
the creative efforts of both. Indee 1, the pro-
gram itself may contribute substantially to a
creator's final arty, ork, and in ways that could
be considered an autonomous or creative activ-
ity if done by a human being." Because the
programmer's, the user's, and even the com-
puter's expressions ate intermingled in the
process of creation, separating rights in the
products of interaction with a program from
those in the program itself will become increas-
ingly difficult. Consequently, many interactive
comriter-based applications may generate en-
tirely new questions of ownership and origi-
nality." Figure 3-3, which describes a hypothet-
ical interacti e program called "MINSTREL,"
illusrates the difficulties that can arise in sort-
ing out the contributions of the various par-
ties to interactively produced works.

The problem.;, of interactive computing and
machine-generated wcrks were considered by
the National Commission on New Technologi-
cal Uses (hereafter CONTU) in its 1976 Re-

'Computer
-

programs may modify themselves based on an
interaction with the environment, and then alter the environ-
r lent ,tse:f Programs novi t i 1St, for example, that permt a com-
titer to "learn," in some sense, from its environ ner.t A num-

!,,r of rules for producing a given result are compared with an
environment, generalizations are formed as a result of the com-
parison, and these generalizations are then incorporated Into
the rules of production. See 'Learning" in Proceedings of the
National Conference on Artificial Intelligence (Los Altos, CA
American Association for Artificial Intelligence, 1983), ant Slee-

(-).. Brown (ed 1, Intelligent Tutoring Systems (London Aca-
demic Press, 1982), Part IV "Self-Improving Teaching Systems

"There are disputes today, for example, over ownership in
the output of programs that automatically r a '--pals through
gate-arrays, and in code that is compiled by roprietary com-
piler program Conversation with Richard Stern, 1\1( : 11, 1985
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Figure 3.3.Flowchart for the "Minstrel" Program

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment

Interactive Works. The Case of the "Minstrel" Program

A Composer uses a software program, named " Minstrel" which was
written and de" toped by a Programmer One of the iqsults of this
program, Etucie.) for Unaccompanied Computer, a collection of the-
matic musical pet s, :s the subject of a lawsuit between Program.
mer and Composer

ae Programmer had made no license or sale agreements with the
Composer for either the use or the purchase of "Minstrel " He ex-
pected to receive no remuneration for the Composers use of the p-o-
gram or for the computer time Indeed, the Programmer had given per-
mission to the Composer to use "Minstrel" and the computer simply
"to see wnat it coLid do "

The software program "Minstrel" randomly selects "notes" from
the standard twelve tone scale These notes are represented as varia-
bles in the program On the basis of rules embodied in a music com-
posing algorithm developed by the Programmer, these notes are corn
bined into melodies and chords, and processed into pleasing
harmonic, iiythmic, and thematic structures A number of pieces a-e
thus created and stored Ir. Random Access Memory (RAM) The Com-
poser then selects one of the pieces on the basis of his own aesthetic
task-, and mudifies the selected piece to make improvements Thes"
modlf icatlons are then Incorporated Into the original "Minstrel" algo-

port.45 The commission found that "there is
no reasonable basis for considering that a cern-

"CONTU was created by the act of Dec. 31, 1974, Public

rithm This process is reiterated so that the -rogram in effect' learns"
from the composer's judgment

Etudes for Unaccompanied Computer was recorded in the follow-
ing media 1) the firni object code (digital) version was downloaded
fro!, ^..AM onto a floppy disk, 2) a final audio (analogue) version was
prepared usury a commercially available music synthesizer and re-
corded on rnagnet:c tape, 3) a sheet music version .,as printed using
a special printer designed by the P ',rammer

When the Composer left the Programnicr's laboratory, he took with
him the floppy disk, the magnetic tape, and the paper upon which
the sheet music to Etudes was printedall of which were his person-
al prope'y Th., Composer licensed the audio recording to the Rec-
ord Comnany, and the sheet music to a Publishing House This raises
some ,.,uestrons

I Who is the author of the "Minstrel" Program after it has been
modified by Composer',

2 Who is the cuthrr of "Etudes?" The Composer? The Plogram-
m,r? The "Minstrel" program',

3 Does the Composer's Lae of "Minstrel" Infringe the Programmer's
right to make derivative works from "Minstrel',"

4 Is "Etudes" a work derivative of "Minstrel',"

Law No. 93-53, tit 11, 88 St,at. 1973. See, generally, The Final
Report of tho N "tional Commission New Technological Uses
of Copyrighted Works (Washington, DC. Library of Congress,
1979), The Enal tteport was issued July 31, 1978
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puter in any way contributes authn; ship to a
work produced through its use... The commis-
sion said:

The computer, like a camera or a typewrit-
er, is an inert instrument, capable of function-
ing only when activated either diiectly or in-
directly by a human. When so activated it is
capable of doing only what it is directed to
do in a way that it is directed to perform
. . The obvious answer is that the author
is one who employs the computer."

It is misleading, however, to think of pro-
grams as inert tools of creation, in the sense
that cameras, typewriters, or any other tools
of creation are inert. Moreover, CONTU's com-
parison of a computer to other instruments of
creation begs the question of whether interac-
tive computing employs the computer as co-
creator, rather than as an instrument of crea-
tion. It is still an open question whether the
programmed computer is unlike other tools of
creation. Authorities in the field of artificial
intelligence (AI), although disagreeing on AI's
nature ane purpose, do agree that its aim is
to produce a pattern of output that would be
considered intelligent if it were displayed by
a human being." One must ask, therefore.
whether machines or interactions with ma-
chines might produce a pattern of output that
would be considered creative or original if done
by a human being. If machines are in any sense
co creators, the rights of pi ogrammers and
users of programs may not be easily deter-
mined within the present copyright system.

If the questions raised by interactive com-
puting an not settled in the legislature, the
judicial s3 stem will be called on to resolve
them. Thus far, there have been few court de-
cisions on the matter of interactive computer
programs, and those that exist have been re-
solved on extremely narrow grounds. Most of
the relevant cafes have concerned video games,
which employ computer programs (usually r --
corded in Read iy Memory, or ROM) to gen-
erate video images and sounds that respond
in a limited way to the game player. The case
"CON'I'C' Final Report, p 44

`Howard Gardne,, The Mind's New ScienceA Ihstory of
the Cognitive Revolution (New York Basic Rooks, I 9mtu, cr
6 Depending on whom one talks to, A I may have in pacer al
ready achieved its objectives

law has, for the most part, been built on litiga-
tion involving traditional audiovisual works,48
In the only case dealing with interactivity, the
defendant asserted that, because the player in-
teracted with the game, he was a coauthor of
the video work.° The court rejected this argu-
ment, saying that a substantial proportion of
1-he work was repetitive and not subject to
player control. However, as computer pro-
grams increasingly permit the user wider choice
in structuring input and output, the analogies
between interactive computer programs and
traditional works will begin to break down.
Courts will then be left with little gu'dance,
and even less expertise, to solve these highly
complex conceptual and technological issues.
But the decisions they render will, in effect,
be policy decisions affecting many aspects of
the creative environment.

The courts may rot have to react immedi-
ately to the difficulties of interactive comput-
ing. Creation through interactive computing
is new, and is still the domain of pioneering
arti3ts with access to the necessary comput-
ing power and memory." However, as inter-
active techniques become cheaper and more
widely availabie, either the legislature or the
courts will hove to confront some questions
that will be very difficult to resolve under the
present sys,m. These include:

Does copyright in a program (for exam-
ple, an interactive graphics program) en-
title the copyright owner to the output of
these programs? If so, under what circum-
stances? If that output was unforeseen by
the programmer? When the user inputs
the data? When the work is "predominate-
ly" the result of the machine program, pre-
suming that authorship in ou,, its might
be measured?

"See, e g , Midway Manufacturing Co v Arctic Interns-
lnr , CCH Copyright Law Reporter r25,526 (7th Cir

1983), Stern Electronics. Inc v Kaufman, 669 F 2d 852 (2d Cir
19821, Midway Manufacturing Co v Omni Video Games, Inc ,

668 F 2d 70 '1st Cm 1981) Courts have held video game pro-
grams embedded in ROM copyrightable, and video game man-
ufacturers hats often copyrighted the audiovisual portion of
the game separately A tan, Inc v North Arnencan Philips Con-
sumer Electronics Corp , 672 F 2d 07 (7th Cir 19821

"Williams Electronics, Inc v Arctic International, Inc.
685 2d 870 (3rd Cir 1982)

Sve rh 5 for a discussion of the impact of interactive com-
puting on the works of artists

S7
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Ought protection of the program to ex ,.nd
to its output? Where, for public 1.01i,y
purposes, ought expression in a program
leave off? What are a appropriate bound-
aries necessary to insure that both pro-
grams and their creative interactions are
given incentive?
How are legal distinctions to be applied
to this new creative environment? Does
expression include all of the ways in which
a program may literally express itself?
Does the user's interaction result in the
production of a derivative work, and to
whom does the derivative work belong?"
What of originality in works that are
predominately automated? Who is the
author?

Providing answers to these questions will
become more urgent as creative activities con-
tinue to fuse with machine intelligence. One
effect of computer-mediated works of art on
copyright may be the blurring of the distinc-
tion between the copyrighted woi-k and its
product. It may no longer be possible to ascer
taro the ownership of a particular expression.
Both the creators and users of a program may
have some claim to its output. Similarly, the
line between the creator and the user of a work
of art may be less clear, and distinctions may
have to be Amide between the c, -ation, use, and
appropriation of an expression.

Works of Fact and Computer Databases

The category works of fact, as used here, en-
compasses any work whose value lies in the
accurate representation of reality. As with
works of art, works of fact is an amorphous
category, and may include biographies and
dramatized or fictionalized accounts of events,
which are also works of art. Maps, nautical
charts, news programs, documentaries, and sci-
entific and scholarly literature are examples
of works of fact. Compilations, such as tele-
phone directories, stock market quotations,
statistical tables, and bibliographies, may also
fall into this category.

"A derivative work is a work "based upon one or more pre
existing works 17 I) s r )102, 106

73

Works of fact have long been copy I ;ghtable,
but copyright protection in works of fact is lim-
ited to the way in which facts are expressed.
It does not extend to the underlying informa-
tion or facts expressed. In a map, for exam-
ple, protection is limited to the details, colors
and symbols chosen by the author, and does
not extend to the terrain that is represented
by the map. In a statistical table, copyright
protects the arrangement and labeling of col-
umns and variables, but rot the numbers or
statistical values represented. In a news story,
copyright protects the wording and the way
in which the information is expressed and pre-
sented, but does not protect the information
about events that are the subject of the news
story.

Works of fact have always caused problems
for copyright law because, unlike works of art,
their economic value is often in the underlying
information, rather than in the anner in which
that information is expressal. Copyright,
therefore, does not necessarily protect the val-
ue of a work of fact. This discrepancy will likely
be exaggerated by information technologies,
because computers can easily manipulate the
expression of a work of fact, and communica-
tion systems can quickly transfer the work.

The problems with copyright protection for
works of fact stem from t' ,o otherwise com-
plementary concerns of copyright: the provi-
sion of incentives to stimulate the production
and dissemination of original works, and the
policy goal of sharing information and idea
and making them widely available.

Works of fact often take much time and ef-
fort to produce, and some economic incentive
is necessary to encourage their production.
Tabulating price data, covering news stories,
and drafting maps, for ex unple.equire in-
dependent, research and investigation. If an
author lm .Iws that a competitor may reproduce
his work with impunity at little or no cost, he
may have less incentive to create the work in
the first place. Recognizing that the ostensi-
bly copyrightable --mponent of such works of
tactthe wording, ,eiection, arrangement, and
presentation of informationis of little belie
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fit to a proprietor whose competitors can e,s-
ily change the appearance of facts and infor-
mation, some courts have sought to exr and
copyright protection well beyond the particu-
lar form that the work takes:

.. the test is whether the one charged with
infringement has made an independent pro-
duction, or made a substantial and unfair use
of the complainant's work."

Despite the judiciary's tendency to expand
copyright protection in works of fact to "un-
fair" appropriation by competitors, copyright
in these works is still severely limited: the in-
formation or data within the work is not copy-
rightable." Given the imperative that copy-
right should "promote broad public avail-
at 'ity"" of the ideas and information latent
in any expression, the protection of informa-
tie is anathema to copy .:ght philosophy. Early
in this century, the Supreme Court recognized
the inadequacies of copyright protection for
works of fact, and sought to get around them
by constructing a "quasi-property right" in
news stories to address an underlying wrong-
doing."

"Toskvig v Bruce Pub Co , 181 F 2d 664 (7th Cir 19501 a
case that concerned a compilation, which is a work formed by
the collection and assembling of preexisting materials, or data
that is selected, coordinated, or arranged in an original way.
17 U S C §131, and are particularly vulnerable to this prob-
lem See also Leon v Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Co , 91
F 2d 484 (9th Cir 1937), Triangle Publications v New England
Newspaper Publishing Co , 46 F Supp 198 (D Mass 1942), and
Quinto v Legal Times of Weo:ongton, Inc . 506 F Supp 554
ID D C 19811 As one court has said, if "protection (for compi-
lations) is limited solely to the form of expression, the economic
incentives underlying the copyright law are largely swept away
National Business Lists, Inc v. Dun & Bradstreet. Inc . 552
F Supp 99 IN D ill 1982) Parenthesi' added

"This statement is truer of compilations of data, such 9

airline schedules or telephone numbers, but -Aso extends to com-
pilations in which the compiled material is itself copyrightable,
as in the case of NEX IS, a computerized database of news sto-
nes In the latter, both the formet of the compilation and the
compiled material is protectahle by copyright However, in no
case does copyright ev.:1.,end to the information conveyed by ei-
ther the compilation or the material compiled

"Fox Film Corp v Doyal, 286 U S 123 11967)
"International New Service v The Associated Press, 248

U S 215 11918), in which th? Court said that the news ele-
mentthe information re spel g current events contained in
the literary productionis not the creation of the writer, but
is a report of matters that ordinarily are pubhci funs, it is the
history of the day." Id at 234 This case was based on the Copy-
right Act of 1909, and was implicitly overruled by the Copy-
right Act of 1976 The difficulties that the court faced, how

There is a tension, therefore, in copyright
protection for works of fact The tension is be-
tween incentives and the public access to in-
fotmation,56 and th:1 tension is likely to be
heightened by modern information and com-
munication technology A good example is
computer database technology.

Co-nputer Database Technology.A com-
puter database is a compilation of stored com-
puter-readable information. A database ven-
dor frequently sells both she data and the
means of accessing, searching, and assembling
that data through use of a computer program.
Computerized database technology has a num-
ber of characteristics that set it apart from
traditional methods of compiling information.
These characteristics have to do with the way
that information is stored, input, searched, and
distributed:

Storage: The storage medium may take
many forms: punch card, magnetic tape,
hard or floppy disk, microelectronic com-
ponents within the computer. and the
laser-read optical disk. Electronic storage
media greatly concentrate the am, 'unt of
inform ition that can be stored in one loca-
tion. One 5-inch optical disk, for example,
is capalile of storing over 10,000 pages of
printed information." The information
may be stored in any fashion: serially,
chronologically, or as a hierarchy of infor-
mation types. The type of information
stored may be print, audio, or still or !no-
tion audiovideo. Anything that can be rep-
resented digitally can be stored and ac-

ever, reina n A recent Supreme Court decision, Harper & Bow
v Nation Enterprises. No 3 1632, May 20, 1985. als9 dealt
with the appropriation of a woo( cf fact, but since the defen-
dant copied some of the plaintiff's work verbatim, the court
did not have to reach the issue of idea and expression

'The tension is most acute in the case of factual compila-
tions which document informatior. compiled by the government.
or information that is a1 eady tr the public domain, since pro-
prietary rights in the imormation would have the public pay
twice for the same data See e g , Dow Jones & Co Inc v Board
of Trade. 546 F Supp 113 11: I) N Y 1982)

The optical disk. which is presently in use in some compute
er systems and in home stereo systems, is a:so capable of stor-
ing, in wont form, roughly two :tours of music or audiovisual
material, or thousands of still pictures The Library of Congress
current project utilizes all of these capabilities At present, com-
mercially available optical disks are strictly for playback, but
"write/erase" versions will be available shortly

s
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cessed by computer The types of works
stored on present-day databases include
full text literary and legal works, biblio-
graphic information, scientific. financial.
legal, criminal, demographic, and defense
information. However, since a computer
is indifferent to the nature of the informa-
tion stored, computer programs are also
accessible as "data" on a database."
Input: Information may be input into a
database in a number of ways: it may be
typed in by a person at a computer termi-
nal; it may be fed in automatically from
a sensing device, such as a heat sensor or
a pressure gauge; it may be 1 in from
a typed or written docurn an opti-
cal character reader; systems are coming
into use that accept input from the human
voice.

ft Search: Information is accessed in a data-
base by the use of a computer program,
through which users can instruct the com-
puter to search for keywi,rds or catego-
ries (fields) of information such as article
titles or authors' names. Artificial-intelli-
p-puce-based programs are /14Nsorning avail-
able that allow searches in natural lan-
guage'3, such as English, based on the
syntax or semantics ore query. Telecom-
munications links allow users to search for
information stored in computers i t many
different locations throughout the world.
Distribution: Once accessed, the informa-
tion is typically fed to a user's terminal
and may be copied on a local storage de
vice, such as a magnetic disk. This infor-
mation may be processed in the user's
computer such Lilac it may nc lohger re-
semble the "original" information. And

'Information theory implies that any seen, heard,
smelled, or felt can be represented. encoded, and replicated by
a series of Os and ls, although putting theory into practice has
required over 40 years and billions of dollars Solomon, op cit ,

p 14 Even smells may be represented digitally "Robot Noses,'
Husines7 Week, May ld 1985, p 57

'eed, the definition of "dataoase- can get quite confus-
ing Jr example, a current trend in the design of computer chir
manufacturmg for very large scale ir tegration (VLSI) is through
the use of a "design" database that, when guided by various
algorithms, can integrate database components in the c'esign
of a chip Thus, Ai say that databases store information is to
simplify the dynamic uses Lo which this infornmtion may auto-
matically be applied

Gn,-/r?;;e /5

it may. in turn, be searcned by, distrib-
uted to. and processed in other computers.

These unique characteristics of computer
database technology may severely curtail the
usefulness of copyright protection for works
of fact that are distributed on-line, since copy-
right protection extends to only the work's ex-
pression. This expression may be easily and
systematically changed by a person with ac-
cess to the database and the ability to "down-
load" and copy information from it with all evi-
dence of copying erased.6° Once the information
is modified, the user may no longer be liable
for infringement, since the information, as
such, is not protected. The downloading and
the subsequent rearrangement of the informa-
tion may be entirely legal, especially if the
downloading onto disk is permitted under con-
tract. Since information that is rearranges and
copied by hand may be legally appropriated,"
the same rearrangement might easily be done
by the computer in real time as it is being
received."

Even if copying onto disk were i'-agal and
did infringe fhe nwner'c repr publica-
tion, or display rights, the copyright owner
could not possibly monitor and enforce all such
uses." Given the relatively low cost of down-

computer must, in some fashion, download the informa-
tion in order to use it The downloading may not be into perma-
nent disk storage but memories within the computer all pos-
sess some degree of permanence Indeed, the information must
be stored in some way in order for a user to access it Informa-
tion that is accessible for only transient durations is very often
of little use. since the informat.on must in some way be sur-
veyed, compared, and selected At least one industry represent-
ative cautions that: "(copyright is) a rock-bottom starting
point If nothing else, the copyright enables the nclotiation
of contracts providing for antic yated, and remunerat4 i down-
loading Letter from David Peyton to OTA, Information In-
dustry At- ,ociation, Aug 8, 1985 Coryright, in this view, may
be necessary, but riot sufficient for the protection of databases

'The status of hand copying under copyright law is uncer-
tain See Chapter 7 New Technologies and the Intellectual Prop-
crty Bargain For works of fact, such as demographic tables
er phone listings, the rearrangement of the information is not
an infringementotherwise, copyright would step beyond ex-
pression and protect information

It might be argued that, in order to transcorne the infor-
mation, the computer must first copy into RAM before proceed-
ing with the trars oration Ti- is a strained application of
law, since the copy 15. RAM MEIN' 'e too ephemera', to constitute
a "fixatiol,, or 17, may be an "e,- imtial step' under section 117
to an otherwise legal procedure

"See eh 4 on enforcement
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loading, and the continuing expansion of com-
puter storage capabi ities, a user might easily
compete with his provider, and secure copy-
right in his "new' database. Alt hough many
database services prohibit such activities by
contract, these contracts, as a practical mat-
ter, may be unenforceable. The copyright hold-
er may find it extremely cumbersome, if not
impossible, to detect and pi ove infringement,
unless the contract itself provides for moni-
toring.

Beyond these questions about the scope of
copyright in works of fact, computer databases
also raise a number of separate, but related pol-
icy questions. The first is whether databases
generated by computers, such as Landsat
Earth resources data, can and should receive
copyright protection. A second is whether
copyright should extend to all contributors to
a database. Finally, there is the question of how
to best administer copyright in works on a com-
puter database.

The question of computer authorship has to
do with a legal requirement that the item to
be copyrighted be an "original work of author-
ship."64 Although "originality.' requires only
that the work not be a copy of another work,
questions still exist over whether information
that is automatically written or compiled by
a computer is a "work of authorship" within
the meaning of the law." As discussed at the
beginning of this section, in the absence of the
creative activity normally associated with writ-
ing a novel or composing a song, copyright in
works of fact often serves to protect the labor
or diligence of a researcher or compiler of facts.
However, machines are increasingly replacing
human labor involving the recognition, orga-
nization, and compilation of facts and infor-
mation. Electronic compilers and assemblers,
for example, have taken over the process of
compiling computer code from high-level lan-
guages to machine-readable form. Work is also

"17 U S C ';102(a)
For example, oil production. electricity usage, or c recta In-

formation may be automatically measured and compiled as
transactions occur Even in cases of full text databases the ele-
ment of authorship may consist of little more than entering In-
formation at a keyboard, or using an optical character reader
to scan the material and enter it into the computer

under way on ,atural language processing sys-
tems, which may enable computer systems to
"understand" documents within a database,
and then produce written abstracts of the doc-
ument in response to queries from a database
user. Similar research is being conducted on
machine- generated translations of documents
L om one language to another.66 When the ele-
ment of human labor involved in the process-
ing of information is replaced by automation,
the incentive of copyright protection may be-
come entirely disconnected from the author-
ship that it seeks to inspire. Information that
is automatically generated by a computer is
"authored," if at all, by a prograr. that is in-
different to legal incentives.67

If copyright is to be granted to machine-
produced works, it would signal a new role for
copyright, and a departure from its traditional
role as an incentive for authors. This raises the
issue of whether copyrigh , in addition to pro-
viding incentives for authorship, skill, or dili-
gence, should also serve as a method of pro-
tecting a return on capital investment in an
information-conversion business. In the infor-
ination age, copyright may increasingly be
called upon to serve as an economic regulatory
device that establishes proprietary rights in
the products of automated processes. Accom-
panying such sweeping policy changes would
be changes in the law. Congress would have
to consider whether computer input, process-
ing. and output are legally sufficient to con-
stitute an original work of authorship.

Works of fact stored in computer databases
also pose the question of who should receive
copyright protection ci Lhe individual contri-
b, ions to the database. Many databases con-
sist of thousands of short records or entries
on a particular subject, which are typically
produced by many contributors. Very often,
none of these contributors can copyright their

U S Congress, Office of Technology Assessment Informs,
Non Technologv RAD Critical Trend,, and Issues ()T A ('IT
268 (vVashangton, llC U S Government Printing Office, Feb-
ruary 1985)

The issue of whether the author of a program an darn
copyright in the output of th program is discussed in the pre
vious section on works of art

9
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contributions, because the individual contri-
butions are often "di:, minimus" that is, so
lacking in quantity or originality as to make
them uncopyrightable, or containing expression
that admits of so little variatio., as to merge
with the idea. An individual bil..liographic ci-
tation, for example, typically contains the
name of an author, the name of a book ce rti-
cle, the time and place of publication, and other
facts. This citation is probably not copyright-
able, since the author of the citation contrib-
uted insufficient original expression to consti-
tute authorship or originality. The database
itself, however, is a copyrightable compilation
or collective work," and the proprietor or the
database owner would own the copyright. Yet,
the database owner might not be the one who
exercised the skill, industry, and diligence that
copyright in works of fact is meant to protect.
Instead, countless field agents or government
employees perform the labor of researching and
assem' ig the information, and they do not
receive upyright. As with machine-produced
works, e incentive of copyright in databases
is disconnected from the authorship it seeks
to promote.69 Copyright in many computer
databases may increasingly play a role as secu-
rity for investments, rather than simply pro-
viding an incentive for authorship.

Finally, there is a question of how copyright
in computer databases that are continuously
modified should be administered. Copyright
law requires that the copyright owner comply
with a number of administrative formalities.
In general, the copyright owner must deposit
two copies of any published work bearing no-
tice of copyright protection in the Copyright
Office within 3 months of publication.70 The

"17 if SC §§103. 101
"This issue was central to a controversy surrounding the

Online Computer Library Center's (OCLC's) bibliographic data-
bas,? Ths contributors to the OCLC database are member
libraries, some of whom objected to what they -.its as an un-
deserved windfall for the OCLC database proprietor In a letter
from one of the member libranes to the Copyright Office, a ques-
tion was asked "whether it is legally or morally legitimate to
copyright a database comprising records where both the intel-
lectual content, the physical record creation, and the input of
a great bulk of the records are funded with taxpayer's collars
Cor 'right Notices, vol 32, May 1984

U SC §407 Failure to deposit these copies may result
in a fine of the copyright owner The Register of Copyrights
may exempt, categories of materials from deposit requirements,

copyright deposit is required in order to ac-
quire copies "for the use and disposition of the
Library of Congress."7' Indeed, much of the
Library of Congress' collection is a product of
many years of copyright deposits.

Databases, like any other work, may be de-
posited for the Library's use and disposition.
Many databases, however, are 'dynamic"
they gre constantly updated, expanded, and
moth ed, so that the "work" is never in a fixed
or final ,--n. Dynamic databases, therefore,
raise a on of whether and how copies are
to be deposited with the Copyright Office, and
whether the objecti es of the deposit require-
ments can be met.

To get around the difficulties of depositing
dynamic databases, industry representatives
from the American Association of Publishers
and the Information Industry Association
have proposed "group registration" and the
deposit of "identifying materials" of dynamic
databases, which would represent portions or
samples of the copyrighted database." Al-
though the industry proposal may prove work-
able for administrative purposes, questions re-
main over whether the objectives of the deposit
requirement will be met. If, in the future, more
and more information is stored in computer
databases, and is subject to perpetual modifi-
cation, policymakers may need to reexamine
the rationale for deposit in light of the needs
of the Library of Congress and the burdens on
copyright owners.

or modify deposit requirements Only the first and last 25 pages
of "identifying mater of computer programs, for example,
need be deposited 37 CF it 20:- 20

1; U S C §407, Notes of the Committee on the Judiciary,
H R No 94-1476 The fundamental criteea governing excep-
tions to the depose, requirements are the needs and wants of
the Library, balanced against the hardship of depose, on the
copyright owner

`50 Federe' Register, 24240 (June 10, 1985) While such a
solution is p ,aps plausible for databases which rely on a more
or less constant and overarching "selection and arrangement"
of information (see dt, e-ussion below), it is less plausible for works
of art The nrotectable expression in many works of fact is often
the format or arrangement of datathe formal "receptacle" into
which new content can be added In works of art, however, the
protectalile expression is the content itself the wa" the pic-
ture looks or th way that the story reads When the protecta-
ble expression is itself in flux and exists in many different ver-
sions in many different places, it may not do to register the
creation in the categorial way t nvisioned the proposals of the
AAP and the 11A

92
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Works of Function and Compute- Programs

The category "works of function," as used
in this discussion, denotes those works that
use information to describe or implement a
process, procedure or algorithm." They may
be physical objects which embody procedural
information, such as cams or cogs in a machine,
thermostatic controls, or punch cards for a
loom. In general, physically embodied works
of function implement a procedure, process, or
algorithm directly by being incorporated into
the intrinsic design cf the mechanism." How-
ever, not all works of function are physical em-
bodiments of information. They may be written
works, such as recipes or instruction manuals,
which merely describe a procedure or algorithm
that must be implemented by a human being.

Modern technology has created a new class
of functional works. They are hybi ids of those
works of function that physical' implement
processes and those that describe processes.
Computer programs are hybrid functional
works insofar as they employ words and oym-
bols to implement and control a process. Al-
though understandable by humans, computer
programs also initiate and contro! nrocesses
or procedures by operating electronic switches
in a computer. These switches may, in turn,
control other machines or devices:5

Important differences exist between works
of function and works of art and fact. Unlike
works of art, works of function are seldom val-
ued for their intrinsic or aesthetic qualities.

'The Dictionary of New Information Technology (New
York. Vintage Books. 1982) defines an algorithm as "a proce-
dure, or rule, for the solution of a problem in a finite number
of steps."

For example, a cam in a machine is a physical e nbodunent
of the logical operation: if there is a 360' turn, push rod X
It implements this procedure directly when the camshaft is
turned 3600 Similarly, a thermostat physically embodies the
logical operation "If the temperature rises above 70°, turn off
switch Z." In each case, the design of the object embodies in-
formation to a surrounding physical system

"Recombinant DNA may also be thoLght of as a hybrid
functional work; encoded genetic information can be used to
control the production of proteins in a living, physical organ-
ism This section focuses principally on compute- programs as
functional works, and considers recombinant DNA only brief-
ly, and by way of contrast with computer software One reason
for this s that, while both are arguably works of functicr., they
raise separate social, economic, and ethical issues which are be-
yond the scope of this report

A recipe, for example, is useless without the
necessary ingredients and utensils. Similarly,
a step-by-step instruction manual for a non-
existent inwiline, or a computer program with-
out a computer has no value. Works of func-
tion also differ from works of fact. The value
of a work of fact lies in its accurate represen-
tation of realitymaps and news stories, for
example, are reports about what is. Works of
function, in contrast, are descriptions of what
can be if a given procedure is followed.

Although copyright protection is available
for works of function, it is subject to a very
important limitation: Copyright does not pro-
tect the functional aspect of functional works.76
Copyright in a recipe, for example, does not
grant the copyright holder rights in the pro-
cedure described in the recipe. Others are free
to bake the cake, and infringe no copyright in
doing so. The functional aspects of a recipe are
separated from its descriptive aspects, which
alone are protectabie.

For computer progra, the difficulty is pro-
tecting their descriptive aspectthe symbols
used in the program--without at the same time
protecting their functional aspectwhat the
symbols do in a computer. Because programs
possess both a symbolic and functional nature,
copyright may either protect too little if the
copyrightable expression is limited to the lit-
eral program code, or too much if the copyright-
able expression extends beyond the program
code.

computer Programs." On the basis cf the rec-
ommendations of the CONTU Commission,
and without legislative debate, Congress de-
termined that computer programs could be
copyrighted as "literary works" under Section

"This is the law under Baker v Sek ,, which was dis-
cussed above

"Thr words "program" and "software" are often used inter-
changeably, but software has, in recent yearE , ')roadened to in-
clude the supporting materials which accompany the sale of com-
puter programs, and even the the content of technologically
based communications (e.g , prerecorded videocassettes are often
referred to as software) This chapter adopts tIle terminology
of the Copyright Act, and speaks in terms of computer programs,
which are sets of "statements or instructions to be used directly
or indirectly in a computer in order to bring about a certain
result 17 U S C §101

t'3
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102 of the 1976 Copyright Act.' Although the
issue of whether comput programs could or
should be either copyrighted or patented was
the subject of considerable legal controversy,
it is now dormant.

In the nearly 10 years since CONTU's rec-
ommendations, the types of litigation over
computer software have evolved through what
one lawyer has called "two generations."79The
first generation concerned the issue of whether
computer software is or should be protectable
by copyright. Except for certain details, the
courts have resolved these questions in favor
of copyright protection for programs.

The second generation of computer program
litigation, still in progress, concerns what kind
and how much protection will be afforded. The
questions emerging during this generation
point to strains within the conceptual fabric
of copyright, which have existed ever since its
inception. This chapter will focus on the issues
likely to arc,e in this second generation liti-
gation.

The 1980 amendment to Sect. ,a 101 of the
Copyright Act defines a computer program as
"a set of statements or instructions to bo used
directly or indirectly in a computer in order
to bring about a certain result."" The courts
have interpreted this definition in a very com-
prehensive fashion:

Any Medium. The set of statements or in-
structions can be embedded in any medium,
from paper to magnetic tape to disks to Read-
Only Memory (ROM) silicon chips."'

"1980 Computer Software Copyright Act, Dec 12, 1980,
Public Law No 96-517, § 10, 94 Stat 3028 The amendment af-
fected only §§101 and 117 of the cote, which, respectively. con
cerned the definition of 'computer program" and "Limitation
on Exclusive Rights

"Jon Baumgarten, "Copyright and Computer Software Data
bases and Chip Technology," an unpublished bibliography. 1985

"Title 17 §101, as amended Public Law 96.517, §10(a), Dec
12. 1980, 94 Stat 3028 Note that "computer software" is used
differently than "computer program" here and elsewhere in the
literature, the former includes such ancillary material as writ
ten instruction manuals, books, and supporting documentation

"'See Apple Computer Inc v Fraiiklm Computer Corp , 714
F 2d 1240 (3d Cir 19831, cert .i!.smissed per stipulation, 104
S Ct 690. and Apple Computer, Inc v Formula International,
Inc . 724 F 2d 521 (9th Cir 1984) By implication, copyright
would also extend to programs in Programmable-ROMs
(PROMS) and Eras&ble-Programmable ROMs (E PROMS)

70

Any Form The program ma- be source
code,- i e , the form in which a programmer
writes the program in a particular language
(such as BASIC or PASCAL or FORTRAN),
or "object code, which is the source code
translated into a form directly processed by
the computer '2 Any program, whether used
to govern the internal open ns of a com-
puter or used to interact wit_. the user, ma)
be considered copyrightable 83

Any Computer: The term "computer.' is
quite broad, encompassing everything from
fast, specially designed Cray supercomput-
ers, which may be constructed out of thou-
sands of integrated circuits, to a single
microprocessor chip.

Computers are commonly &scribed in terms
of hardware, which is the physical machine
components, and software, the term fol com-
puter programs. In modern computer design,
however hardware and software functions are
largely interchangeable. The allocation of func-

"This "breakdown" is usually accomplished automatically
by the computer through the use of an "interpreter," "compiler,"
or "assembler" (which is itself a program) Any computer pro-
gram in a given language may be used as Vie source code for
an object code in another language "High level" languages,
such as "LISP,- in their machine code form, may serve as the
object code for a source cock written in another language, such
as FORTRAN The FORTRAN program can in turn function
in the presence of a "PL/1" interpreter as the source code for
source code written in the language PL/1 In this fashion, aro-
grams may be layered iipcn programs. Object code and source
code are merely relational terms, designating which language
the programmer may be working in, and which language the
machine operates in Indeed, the so-called hardware in a given
machine may itself be configured in LISP (co; any ocher) "coft-
ware- language, the hardware/softweredietinction r.at abso-
lutel- distinct

'Microcode,- also know as "firmware,- is the most primi-
tive level of programming, and embodies the sequence of paths
that a given electncal signal u to follow between the arithmetic
and logic units of the computer Its function is to replace a "hard-
wired" control system that "mechatelsl the transfer of infor-
mation between the central processor, the main memory units,
and the various input ana output devices David Patterson,
"Microprogramming," Scientific American, vol 248, March
1983, p 50 The copyrightability of microcode remains unestab-
lished, but it seems in principle no Liss "a set of statements
or instructions" than any other form of program, although it
is not usually changed, or even seen, once it is embedded in a
microprocessor Microcode has bees held patentable. In re Brad-
ley, 600 F 2d 807 (C P A 19791, aff'd, by an equally divided
court, sub nom b. and v Diehr, 450 U.S 381 (1981), and
a case is penning on the issue of its copyrightability, NEC v
Intel, Civ Action No 8420799 A motion for summary judg-
ment in the NEC case has been denied. and is scheduled for
trial in April 1986

9,1
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tions between t hem is the result of design de-
cisions that balance such factors as the speed.
cost, and flexibility required in the final prod-
uct. The symbols in any computer program,
therefore, arc ultimately substitutes for hard
wiring. This interchangeability between soft-
ware (symbols) and ha"dware (circuitry) make
programs a paradoxical sort of "writing," since
they are symbols expressed as components of
machines.

Like other copyrightal* works, progrp:.,,,,
symbolize information tc iuman beings, and
can b3 read and understood by programmes s.
The CONTU Repot t stressed that programs,
like other copyrightable works, communicate
to those who can read them." Because com-
puter programs are symbolic, they appear to
be at least as eligible for copyright as sound
recordings, which require a record player to
be understood by human beings." But, com-
puter prcgrams unlike previous "literary
works," are both writings in the traditional
sense and tools for ac-omplishing particular
results. All traditional forms of writings are
inert and purely representational. Books, mov-
ies, musical compositions, paintings, or statu-
ary do nothing that a user does not do with
them. They simply convey information or en-
tertain a reader, viewer, or listener. But, as one
expert in artificial intelligence says:

[t]here is a qualitative difference between
the computer as a medium of expression and
clay or paper. Like the genetic apparatus of
a living cell, the computer can read, wi ite and
follow its own markings to levels of self-in-
terpretation whose intellectual limits are still
not understood."

Computer programs also differ not only from
works of art and fact, but also from traditionas
works of function such as cams, thermostats,
instruction manuals, code books, or recipes

"CONTU Final Report. p 21
"'To accommod to the way in which technology mediates in

formation between human beings. a pri ion in the Copyright
Act says that all original works of authorship are copy, ghta
ble so long as they can be percei7ed. reproduced, or communi-
cateu, "either directly or indirectly with the aid of a machine
or device 17 U S C c102tal

"Alan Kay, "Computer Software." Scientific American vol
251 September 1984, p 53

Tnese traditional works either describe a proc-
ess to a person. who then intervenes to lend
the words or phrases their utility, or they im-
plement a process without describing it. Com-
puter programs, as hybrid functional works,
describe and implement processes. They cause
physical changes to occur in a machine, and
can interact with other programs or with an
environment. A recipe encoded in a program
language cannot only tell a programmer how
to bake a cake, it can "tell" the computer, too.
With the appropriate robotic apparatus, the
recipe can cause the cake to be baked.

The hybrid character of computer programs
raises some very difficult problems for the law
of copyright, and has prompted commentators
to point to inconsistencies in copyright pro-
tection for programs:

No one would ever advise you that the copy-
right on a schematic diagram of a diode ma-
trix would extend to the diode matrix, yet
that is exactly what is being done by extend-
ing copyright on I s and Os to a diode matrix
which it represents. Thus the same diode ma-
trix could be covered by copyright on one
form of work and not the other. This is obvi-
ously wrong.87

These inconsistencies grow out of the basic
copy ght distinction between unprotectable
ideas wad protectable expressions, and they are
symptoms of a very fundamental problem with
copyright protection for computer programs.
The problem is whether copyright protection
can be limited to the "expression" of a com-
puter program, without also protecting the
"idea, procedure, process, system, method of
operation, concept, principle, or discovery. "88
Although both CONTU and Congress made

Letter to `)TA from Manny D P Esq Cesar, RI
vise, Bernste i & Cohen, Ltd , Philadelphia, PA, Aug 5, 1985
See also Richard Stern, The Case of the Purloined Object Code
Can It Be Solvee9" BYTE, September 1982, and Pam Samuel-
son, 'CONTU Revisited. The Case Against Copyright Protec-
tion for Computer Programs in Machine-Readable Form," 1984
Duke Law Journal, 663 (1984)

''The quoted language is from 17 U S C 0102(b) The
"id' a/eApression" dichotomy codified therein is a broader for-
mulation than "ideas,- per se It comprehends the distinction
made in Baker v Walden between the expression and the "art"
exp-eosed, rather than just the abstract manner of presentation
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clear that the expression adopted by the
programmer is the copyrightable element in
a computer program, and that the actual proc-
esses or methods embodied in the program are
not within the scope of the copyright law,'
the question still remains. What is the expres-
sion in a computer orogram?

Part of the problem is that the scope of the
expression of a computer program can vary
widely, depending on how the word expression
is :nterpreted. As figure 3 4 illustrates, com-
puter programs can be described in many
ways, ranging from those descriptions that fo-
cus on the precise code used to those that gen-
erally describe the procedure or algorithm to
be implemented by the program. The bounda-
ries of copyright protection in programs will
depend on what is considered an expression
and what is considered an idea." Opinions vary
on where the protectable expression should
stop and where unprotectable ideas begin. One
autnor believes that "the expression in the soft-
ware does not consist of the exact written
source code, but the specific logic and design
of the program. "91 Others take an opposing
view, and argue that copyright protection in
a computer program, 'is limited to the literal
code and does not extend to the structure or
other nonliteral elements of the computer pro-

'992

Regardless of how legal scholars resolve the
issue of idea and expression, the Federal courts,
in interpreting copyright law, will eventually
face a dilemma; either: 1) the copyrightable ex-
pression in a computer program will be limited

S Rep No 94-473 , 94th Cong , 1st se,s 1975, p 54, and
H R Rep No 94-1476, 94th Cong , 2d se°s 1976, p 57 (empha-
sis added) In keeping with this notion, the circuit court in Ap-
pb Computer. Inc t Franklin Com, uter Corp , 714 F 2d 1210
(3d Cir 19831, said that Adple cloys not seek to copyright the
method which instructs the computer to perform its operating
functions but the instructions themselves

"'See Part I of this chapter for a discussion of idea and ex-
pression as the determinant of the boundaries of intellectual
property ownership

Duncan Davidson, "Protecting Computer Software A
Compreliensive Analysts," Juni-net nes Journal summer 1983,
p'167

Defendant's Memorandum in Support of Their Motion for
New Trial ardor to Alter Judgment, Whelan Associates, Inc

Jasloyt Dental Laboratory, Inc , Action No 83-4583
I) I'a 19851, p 8, reported in 225 (1 S P Q D Pa 1985)

6

to the strict line-by-line program code, in which
case the unscrupulous might easily escape

'')r infringement by simply varying the
code in a trivial way, or 2) the copyrightable
expression will be extended to the logic, de-
sign, structure, performance or even the out-
put of the computer program, in which case
one has copyrighted a "procedure, process, sys-
tem, or method of operation." The cases that
have been decided thus far indicate that the
courts are adopting the latter alternative, and
have extended the meaning of expression in
computer pi ,)grams to include the processes
that the programs implement. One opinion, for
example, suggests that a program that achieves
results similar to other programs, or even to
other works of functionsuch as a commodi-
ties trading manualwill constitute an appro-
priation of a copyrighted expression." The
court in this case emphasized a similarity in
"overall stnieture" between one work and the
other. In anot,her case, a court found that 44
out of 186,000 lines of code constituted sub-
stantial similarity of expression." Yet another
court ruled that "the protectable expression
in a computer program is the manner in which
the program operates, controls, and regulates
the computer in receiving, assembling, calct-
lating, retaining, correlating, and producing
useful information either on a screen, print-out,
or by audio communication. "96

In theory, none of these rulings is perrniLed
under traditional copyright principles. This is
not because the courts have misinterpreted
copyright law, but because copyright law can-
not be successfully applied to computer pro-
grams. Unlike artistic or factual works, which

"Williams Arndt, F Supp ID Mass . 1985). No
83 -3.3f7 In this case, t he plaintiff s wt,ik gas a 'tep -by -step
niethod for trading in various commodities The defendant, with-
out authorization, translated the plaintiff's work into a com-
puter program thut achieved similar result,' and was found
guilty of infringement

"SAS Institute v S &F1 Computer Systems, Inc,
Supp _ (M I) 'I'enn 19851, No 82 3669 The court in this
case also had before t evidence of actual copying by 'he de-
fendantsa fact which made the conclusion of infringement eas
ier to draw

Whelan Associates, Inc t ilaslott Dental Laboratory,
Inc, 225 tISPQ 156 D Pa 19851 but see Q-Co Industries,
I 1( t Hoffman, F Supp No m5 ( iv 42,53 RWS
IS I) N 19851
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Figure 3-4.Computer Programs "What Is Protect

Each of items (a) through (g) represents a
different, but equivalent expression of a
procedure for computing an average Each of
these expressions could act as a program for
computing an average, depending on the
sophistication of the computer operating
system handling the information

If copyright protection in one of these
expressions is broadened to include any or
all of the equivalent expressions, then
copyright protection has been extended to
ideas or processes, and assumed patent-
like status without stringent patent
requirements (t.,Jch as novelty and
nonobviousness)

If copyright protection in one of these
expressions is limited only to that expres-
sion, then copyright protection is almost
useless, because it allows others to escape
infringemelt by insignificant variation of
the expression

The scope of patent protection in programs
is also hard to ascertain The distinction
between, mathematical formulae,
algorithms, and computer programs, is not
clear In theory, one cannot patent
mathematical formulae or laws of nature,
but how is this distinction between
discoveries and inventions to be drawn in
the context of computer programs'

Intellectual property protection for such
fur,damental procedures as computing an
average is problematic Proprietary rights in
the "building blocks" of computer science
may impede, rather than further, its pro-
gress If rights are to be granted in
fimctional works such as programs, at least
one question is. what is so ba-ic as to con-
stitute a "staple" item in the trade'?

As computers become more sophisticated
in their ability to process natural language
(conversational English, for example), the
line between what counts as a protectable
program and what constitutes user input
will begin to blur As this illustration shows,
"program" ai d "algorithm" have no fixed
meanings

(a)

To compute an average, sum the numbers
in the set to be averaged, and divide by the
number of items in the set

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment

ic)

Get a data item
add item to total
increment index
if no more :terns cont,nue

else go to get
divide total by index

(d)

10 data 10, 12, 17, 22, 6, 1

20 read X

30 if X = 1 goto 70

40 let X, =X, +X,

50 n =n -+ 1

70 average= X,

80 print average

(e)

(f)

Call average

10, 12, 17, 22, 8

(g)

01100,00110101010
10010011011001110
01110101001100100
110100110
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are subject to the "abstractions" test between
idea and expression, copyright in computer
software is an either/or choice. Either one pro-
tects the words or variables as they are liter-
ally represented by the programmer, or one is
forced to interpret those words or variables in
terms of the procedure they implement in a
computer system; thus protecting a procedure,
process, or method of operation." The "clear
distinction" made in Baker v. Selden, "between
the book, as such, and the art it is intended
to illustrate," collapses m a computer program,
because the program embodies both "the book"
and "the art." One cannot arrive at a "clear
distinction" between idea and expression in
a computer program by using traditional copy-
right analyses.

Policy Implications. The practical import of
appropriate protection for computer programs
lies :1 the pu5lic policy objectives of the copy-
right system itself. For computer program pro-
prietors and creators, as well as to the domes-
tic and international economies, it is important
that computer programs be adequately pro-
tected." If courts construe copyright protec-
tion it computer programs narrowly, creators
and proprietors may well find unprotected the
very thing that distinguishes their product
from othersits logic and design. Equally im-
portant, if only the precise code is considered
expression, copyright protection will be of
limited use, since this expression can be easi-
ly changed by comp-fitors.

'Consider the distinction logicians make between "object
language" and "meta language" (or language about the objet
language) in the context of the following statements

Bake the cake
Execute "Bake the cake"

The former is the object language, the latter is the meta lan-
guage This distinction collapses in computer proglams, since
propositions can be "recursive", i e they can serve as both ob-
ject and meta statements "Bake the cake," depending on the
en-,,Lxt of use within the running of a computer program, may
either be information to be displayed to the user, or a subrou-
tine instructing tht computer to bake the cake

9' "A major, if not the chief means of inventing today is be-
ing done in a non-engineering liberal arts mode which is alien
to the historical patent-copyright paradigm From a speech
given by John Lautsch, "Why Be Concerned About Proprie-
tary Protection of Software?" American Bar Association Con-
ference, Washington, DC, July 1985

58-922 0 86 - 4

If, on the other hand, courts continue to in-
terpret the expression in computer programs
as broadly as they have in recent c,,,,ses, devel-
opers of computer programs may also be ad-
versely affected. If copyright in computer pro-
grams is held to extend to the "useful
knowledge"the method of achieving certain
resultsembodied in the program structure
or algorithms, copyright may block software
innovators by precluding the creation of pro-
grams that differ in detail, but implement and
perhaps improve on copyrighted programs."
The patent system was designed to have this
effect, but it is inappropriate for the copyright
system, which was neither doctrinally nor ad-
ministratively designed to protect functional
information. Overly broad copyright protec-
tion would give the owner patent-like protec-
tion over processes for a much longer duration
than patent law provides, and do so with no
examination for the program's novelty or non-
obviousness, as is required by patent law.
Moreover, patent law requires that an inven-
tion be an advance over the "prior art," requir-
ing an inventor to examine previously patented
claims before gaining patent protection. For
this reason, the Patent and Trademark Office
keeps records of all patents that have been is-
sued. But the Copyright Office does not keep
records of "prior art,"" which leaves no way
of predetermining whether a program that per-
forms similar functions or obtains similar re-
sults will infringe a previously copyrighted
program.

Copyright law does not distinguish between
the types of computer programs it protects,
which may exacerbate some of the difficulties
d "3cribed above. The type of computer pro-
gram that is copyrighted may significantly af-

-
"A s Justice Bradley commented in Baker v Selden "The

very object of publishing a book on science or the useful arts
is to communicate to the world the useful knowledge it con-
tains But that object would be frustrated if the knowledge could
not be used without incurring the guilt of piracy of the book
101 U S 841 at 103 (1880)

'Deposit of programs in the Copyright Office is required if
the program is published with notice 17 U S C §407 However,
only the first and last 25 pages of a program need be deposited,
and these need only be sufficient to identify the program in ques-
tion 37 CFR §202 20 (c)(vii)(A) These pages need not disclose
any of the workings of the program
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feet the market power a copyright owner can
possess.'" Far example, both operating sys-
tems and applications programs are generically
computer programs, but crucial distinctions
exist between the two. Operating systems gov-
er- the internal operation of a compute:, and
allow it to communicate with a range of appli-
cations programs (e.g., spreadsheets, graphics,
and word processing programs). The operat-
ing system will, therefore, determine which ap-
plications programs can run on a particular
computer. Thus, copyright on an operating sys-
tem may be a far more powerful right than a
copyright on an applications package, and may
govern the market for applications packages.
Indeed, this desire to make one's applications
program marketable may have been at the
heart of the Apple v. Franklin case, since it
was unlikely that the 15,000 applications pro-
grams written for Apple's operative system
would be rewritten to run on the Franklin Com-
puter's machines.'"

Reverse Engineering. The trend of interpret-
ing expression broadly in copyright for com-
puter programs may also pose problens for
reverse engineering. Reverse engineering refers
to the unauthorized, although not necessarily
illegal, reproduction of programs in their ob-
ject or source code form for Lne purpose of
teaching, analyzing, or evaluating the con-
cepts, techniques, or ideas embodied in the pro-
gram.102This process promotes innovation by
allowing programmers to build on the works
of oth_rs in the creation of new works. It also
eliminstes the need for redundant research and
development. Reverse engineering allows ab-
stract knowledge and techniques , be passed
on, while prohibiting th wholesale appropri-
ation and sale of another's work.

''For a thoriugh discussion of copyright and market power,
see ch. 6

"'Allan Schmid, "Intellectual Property Rights in Rio.
Technology and Computer Technology," to be published in Zeit-
schrift fur the gesamte Staatswissenschaft, 1985. One writer
argues, however, that this problem has been contradicted by
the facts. Duncan Davidson, "Software and the Wealth of Na-
tions," to be published m Computer Law and Practice, 1985

'The language used in this definition is adapted from the
Semiconductor Ciiip Protection Act, 17 U.S C. §906

1)9

Computer programs ci eate unique concerns
about reverse engineering because, unlike other
copyrightable works, their expression is not
disclosed when they are published.'" While a
journalist can learn his craft without copy ing,
by reading the others' published works, a pro-
grammer cannot. He must copy the program
from its original storage mediumprobably
by decompiling it into source code form--in
order to read and learn from the works of his
predecessors. This copying may give rise to
copyright liability, even though it may in no
way interfere with the market value of the cop-
ied software.'" The copy that is made in the
course of reverse engineering may have rela-
tively little financial value. It may bear little,
if any, resemblance to the work that is allegedly
infringed, and may even be destroyed after use.
Instead of examining the work, the court looks
to the "paper trail" left by the defendant in
the research and development process. The !l-
fringement often occurs in the process of copy-
ing a program to create a new ore. However,
courts have used this initial copying as the ba-
sis for finding that the final work produced by
a defendant was an infringement, even though
it resembled the copied program only slight-
ly.'" This creates uncertainty whether any
copying, even that for reverse engineering, is
legal.

As it exists, copyright law offers two con-
ceivable ways of dealing with the problem of
reverse engineering. One possibility, Section
117 of the Copyright Act, permits copying of
software as an "essential step" in the utiliza-
tion of a computer program for "archival pur-

' For a discussion of the disclosure issues surrounding com-
puter programs, see Pamela Samuelson, "CONTU Revis.ted.
The Case Against Copyright Protection for Computer Programs
in Machine-Readable Form," 1984 Duke Law Journal 665

'Parre' 4 Samuelson, "The Demise of the Right To Reverse
Engineer Computer Programs: Is It Appropriate?" unpublished
draft, Sep 25, 1984

'Indeed, the emphasis on the conduct of the defendant, as
opposed to an assessment of the similarity in content between
works can be seen in several recent cases e g, SAS Institute,
Inc v S&H Computer Systems, Inc (1985 M D. Tenn ), No
82-3669 Whelan Associates, Inc v Jaslow Dental Laboratory,
225 U S P.Q. 156 (E D Pa 1985), and Ilubco Data Products
Corp v Management Assistance. Inc, 219 USPQ 450 (D
Idaho 1983)
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poses "'°8 This provision does not explicitly ad-
dress the issue of reverse engineering. CONTU,
which wrote section 117, interpreted "essen-
tial step" narrowly, to include only the copy-
ing done by a computer in the process of load-
ing a program into the machine. Likewise, the
courts have followed this interpretation.'" A
broader interpretation of "essential step"
might permit reverse engineering. But because
such a broad interpretation of section 117 may
also conflict with the copyright owner's exclu-
sive right to prepare derivative works,168 it
seems to be a slim reed on which to facilitate
reverse engineering.

Alternatively, the doctrine of fair use may
provide for reverse engineering, because it per-
mits copying for scholarship or research.1°8Fair
use, however, evolved in the context of print
technology, and so several of its features make
it an uncertain device, at best. Two of the cri-
teria used in determining the fairness of a use
are: (1) the purpose and character of the use,
including whether the use is of a commercial
nature; and 2) the amount and substantiality
of the work as a whole."° Because reverse engi-
neering is often performed for inherently com-
mercial reasons, the "purpose and character"
criterion could weigh against a finding of fair
use. Furthermore, programs must often be cop-
ied in their entirety to understand their work-
ings, or to study the relevant portions of code.
The fair use factors concerning "amount and
substantiality" not only deal with the num-
ber of copies of a work made, but also with the
portion of a work that is copied. Hence, the
fair use doctrine may not allow reverse engi-
neering. However, because there has been no
court decision on the matter of _averse engi-

°"The relevant part of section 117 reads
It is not nn infringement for the owner of a copy of a cornpat-

er program to make a copy or adaptation of that computer
program provided 10 that such a new copy or adaptation is
created as an essential step in the utilization of the computer
program in conjunction with a machine and that it is used .n
no other manner

''See, e.g . Midway Manufacturing Co v Strohon, 564
F.Supp 741 (N D III 1984)

''17 U S C §106
"'The doctrine of fair use is codified in Section 107 of the

Copyright Act, and is discussed in ch 7 of this report
"017 U S C §107, sections 1 and 3

neering, it is impossible to say definitively
whether fair use will allow it.

Computer Program and Patent Law

Given the problems of applying copyright
protection to computer programs, patent pro-
tection may be a more viable alternative than
fair use. Among other things, patent law pro-
tects new and useful processes,"' and computer
programs, as works of function, use informa-
tion in a process. Many patents have been is-
sued for computer programs.

Patent protection, however, also poses prob-
lems. Some are theoretical; not all programs
that need protection will be eligible for patent
protection. Some are practical, and have to do
with how suitable the patent system is to the
commercial environment of program engi-
neering.

Programs and Patent Theory. Since 1966, the
issue of program patentability has been jug-
gled among the Patent Office, the Court of Cus-
toms and Patent Appeals (now the Court of
Appeals for the Federal Circuit), and the Su-
preme Court."' Computer programs have prov-
en to be as problematic an "invention" for pat-
ent law as they have been a "writing" for
copyright law. 113 For, the same characteristics
that make programs acceptable subject mat-
ter under the copyright scheme cause problems
under the patent scheme. Whereas copyright
has problems with the functional nature of pro-
grams, patent law has difficulties with sym-
bolic nature of programs. They represent proc-
esses that have heretofore been mental, such

--7---Section 101 of Title 35 (Patents) states that whoever in-
vents or discovers any new and useful (1) process, (2) machine,
(3) manufacture, or (4) composition of matter, or any new or
useful improvement thereof, may obtain a patent on his inven
tion or discovery

"'See Duncan Davidson s "Protecting Computer Software
A Comprehensive Analysis," in 1983 Arizona State Law Jour-
nal 611, 634.650

'One writer has suggested that Imiuch as the uistinction
is breaking down in copyright because of technological changes
blurring the distinction between a product and its idea. so too
especially in the area of computer softwareis the dichotomy
losing its meaning in patent law James Beniger, Information
Technologies and Commodities in the Development of Intellec-
tual Property Changing Rights and Practices, OTA contract
report, April 1985, p 58
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as balancing a checkbook or searching foi a
word in a text

Strictly speaking, computer programs arc
not in and of themselves patentable At
present:

. . [patent protection] is available for com-
puter programs that are intrinsically tied to a
device which physically and automatically ap-
plies the results of the computer program. .

The invention is not in the program: It is
merely implemented by the program (and) is
actual-1y a new method of doing something.'"

Patentability is determined by whether the
program implements a physical process that
is itself the subject of invention, and meets the
criteria for patentable processes.'" For exam-
ple, a method of typesett'ng,16 of timing the
curing of rubber,'" of searching for oil,'" or
of storing and manipulating telephone signals
and records in a database"° are patented in-
ventions that include computer programs as
components of the invention. Programs that
are the only novel component of an otherwise
unpatentable process,"° or that merely imple-
ment an algorithm or a scientific or mathemati-
cal truth,"' are not patentable.'" This is the

"John C LautschAmencan Standard Handbook of Soft-
ware Business Law (Reston, VA. Reston Publishing, 19851, p 65

'''That is. useful, novel and nonobvious 135 U S C §§101,
103) Similarly, machines, methods of manufacture, and -.)om-
positions of matter that employ programs and that meet the
statutory criteria for patentability are also patentable

In re Freeman, 573 F 2d 1237 (CCPA 1978)
Diamond v Diehr, 450 U S 175 (1981)
'In re Taner, 681 F 2d 787 (CCPA 1982)

'Patent Na 4,479.196Hyperedge Entity-Relationship Data
Base Systems (19841, for example

'Parker v Flook, 437 U.S 584 (1978)
Gottschalk v Benson, 409 U S 63 119721 The Supreme

Court ruled that a program for the conversion of binary coded
decimals into pure binary numerals coald not be patented, since

the patent would wholly pre-empt the mathematical formula
and in practical effect would be a patent on the algorithm it-
self 409 U S at 71-72 (1972)

''This statement is based oil the caselaw that has so far de-
veloped One observer, however, has pointed out that "[platen ts
are now being granted every week with claims covering a series
of step,- which can be executed completely on a computer and,
1 appears, without any last-step output, that is, to turn a crank.
light a light, eject a part, and so forth Whether court (sic) will
uphold such claims in infringement proceedings remains to be
seen Letter to OTA from Robert Shaw, The Patent, Trade-
mark, and Copyright Research Foundation, Franklin Pierce Law
Center, Oct 11, 1985 Many pater% have been issued for "pure"
programs (e g , "SWIFT-TECH" is a patented computerized
database search algorithm that runs on mainframe, mini, or
microcomputers U S Pat No 4,270,1821

case for a great many computerized industrial
processes, and the majority of programs writ-
ten fcr personal computers.

The courts' reluctance to uphold patent pro-
tection on programs in isolatiorA from physi-
cal processes points to a very fundamental
problem with patent protection for programs.
Programs are expressions of algorithms, which
are rules or procedures for achieving particu-
lar results. Algorithms, like mathematical for-
mulae and laws of nature, are not patentable.
Yet, the algorithms expressed in programs can
also be configured in a computer in hard-wired
form.

This equivalence between alogorithms in
hardware and those in software raises an is-
sue concerning the patent "doctrine of equiva-
lents." The doctrine states that a patent pro-
tects equivalent configurations, even though
they may neither be disclosed nor actually
claimed, unless the equivalent configuration
performs the function in a substantially dif-
ferent way.'" If, therefore, a program can be
described in terms of the functioning of digi-
tal logic circuitry in the computer hardware,
rather than in terms of algorithms embodied
in software, patents might be issued on ma-
chines which if they were software, would be
denied.124

The Practical Limitations of Patent. There are
administrative and practical problems con-
nected with seeking patent protection for com-
puter programs. Many observers consider time
and expense to be the greatest drawback. A
claim may be pending for 2 to 3 years and cost
an inventor upwards of $10,000 to prosecute.'25
Many innovators may find the time and ex-
pense involved in obtaining patents for com-
puter programs prohibitive, depending on the
rate at which software designs become obso-
lete, and the amount of financial resources
available to a given software innovator. Even

'Duncan Davidson, "Protecting Computer Software A Corn-
prohensive Analysis," 1983 Arizona State Law Journal 611,
643, citing 4 D Chism, Patents, §18 04 (1982)

"Ibid

"Larry Kahan2r, "Patent Reform. Pending," Across the
Board, September 1984, p 36, and conversations with Richard
Stern (see note 44) and Robert Shaw (see note 122) See ch 9
on institutional issues
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after a patent is successfully obtained, it is
often found invalid when challenged in court,"
making the value of a patent to investors high-
ly uncertain. The scope of patent claims in pro-
grams, too, is uncertain, because of their sym-
bolic nature. The actual code written by a
programmer is seldom the subject of patent
claims. Instead, what is claimed is the proc-
ess that the code implements, and the program
is incidental to this prr,ess. The scope of the
patent claim may, therefore, be difficult to
delineate precisely, because it does not refer
to a specific embodiment or tangible item.

Computer Programs and Trade Secrets

A trade secret is a form of intellectual prop-
erty that covers any confidential formula, pat-
tern, device, or compilation of information used
in a business, which gives that business an op-
portunity to obtain an advantage over com-
petitors who do not know or use the secret.'"
Trade secret law is a viable method of protect-
ing computer programs, and in some cases,
seems better suited to programs than either
patent or copyright. Indeed, software devel-
opers rely on it heavily for protet.ting against
the unauthorized disclosure of competitively
valuable information.

Trade secret law differs substantially from
both patent and copyright law. The law of each
State, rather than Federal law, defines what
a trade secret is, and what rights the holder
of a trade secret has. Unlike copyright, trach
secret protection can extend to the ideas, al-
gorithms, and procedures embodied in a pro-
gram, as well as to the expression adopted by
the programmer. Unlike patent, a trade secret
generally requires no compliance with formal-
ities, no waiting time to acquire, and no proof
of novelty or nonobviousness. Perhaps most
important, trade secret is not encumbered with
the problems of fitting computer programs into
subject matter schemes of patent and copy-

'Estimates of hold'ngs of invalidity ranicc.. from 50 percent
(see Davidson, up cit ) to 70 percent +Richard Stern, "ROM's
m Search of a Remedy Can They Find Its 1 Computer Law
Reporter 4. 1982)

Restatement of Torts, P757, comment B

right." In trade secret cases, a court is freer
to focus on the effects of disclosure on a plain-
tiff's business, and the contractual or tortious
misdeeds of a defendant, rather than on strict
standards of infringement.'

Trade secret protection, however, has draw-
backs from both a public policy and a proprie-
tary point of view. As a matter of public pol-
icy, an overreliance on trade secret protection
may hinder technological growth in the com-
puter industry by "locking up" information
that can benefit whole sectors of the industry.
Unlike the patent and copyright systems, trade
secret does not further the goals of disclosure
and publication. Quite the reverse: trade secret
protection is lost by unrestricted or unpro-
tected disclosure of the secret.'" Trade secrets
are often enforced through contracts between
employers and employees that restrict the em-
ployees' rights to enter into competitive ven-
tures or to subsequently become employed by
competitor companies. Although intended to
protect employers from unscrupulous employ-
ees. abuses of these noncompetition agree-

'"Rather than the uniqueness, novelty, or originality o; the
program, a court ruling upon a trade secrets case will look to
the unique value of the program to a company's competitive
advantage, the company's investment in the program design,
or the "unique logic and coherence" of the program See, e g
Com-Share, Inc. v. Computer Complex, Inc., 338 F.Supp 1229
(E.D. Mich. 1971) and Computer Print Systems, Inc v Lewis,
422 A 2d 148 (Pa. Super 1980h but see Structural Dynamics
Research Corp v Engineering Mechanics Research Corp , 318
N W 2d 691 (Mmn 1982) ("Mere variations in general processes
known in the field which embody no superior advances e not
protected.")

"°The same can be said of many other State law forms of in-
tellectual property protection Theories such as tortious inter-
ference with contract, interference with prospective advantage,
misappropriation, and unfair competition law all focus on the
conduct of defendants, rather than on the subject matter of the
item that 1,t allegedly infringed

'The fpctors that go into an assessment of whether certain
information is one's trade secret include.

1 the extent to which the information is known outside of
his business,

2 the extent to which it is known by employees and others
involved in his business,

3 the extend of measures taken by him to guard the secrecy
of the information,

4 the value of the information to him and to his competitors,
5 the amount of effort or money expended by him in devel-

°prig the information, and
6 the ease or difficulty with which the information could be

properly acquired or duplicated by others
!restatement of Torts, §757, comment B
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ments may also F Ider technological advance
by acting as a barrier to employee established
startup companies."'

Trade secret protection is of limited useful-
ness to many types of software developers and
vendors. Programs that are mass marketed are
not suitable candidates for trade secret pro-
tection, since the trade secret status of the soft-
ware is lost through disclosure, and disclosure
is often the natural consequence ofmass mar-
keting. To avoid this problem, some vendors
have licensed, rather than sold, their programs,
and required the licensees to keep die program
secret. Depending on the number of licensees,
however, these schemes may be neither legally
nor practically enforceable.132 The software

"These (noncompetition) suits hit the startups at their
most vulnerable stage, when every available dollar and minute
has to be poured into the nascent company The suits have be-
come so common as to kindle suspicions that some established
companies are using the courts more to suppress Lcr,netition
than to right legitimate wrongs In High-Tech Industry. New
Firms Often Get Fast Trip to Courtroom," Wall Street Jour-
nal, Aug 14, 1984

'Davidson. "Protecting Computer Software." op cit

vendor also faces a number of other problems
with trade secret protection, including a lack
of uniformity in trade secret laws from State
to State, and difficulties in attempting to ob-
tain concurrent protection through patent or
copyright law.' 33

"Secrecy may be lost through copyright registration and
deposit, or through a r reedom of Information Act request upon
the Copyright Office The Copyright Office has promulgated
"secure depos regulations with respect to deposit of the Mul-
tistate Bar Exam, 37 CFR §203.40, and see National Confer-
ence of Bar Examiners v Multistate Legal Studies, 692 F 2d
478 17th Cir 19821, and she Freedom of inform:2.1m Act has
a trade secret exemption, 5 U S C §552(b84), but neither of these
provisions has been construed with respect to computer pro-
grams Section 301 of the Copyright Act preempts State law
that provides "equivalent" protection Despite the fact that
the Supreme Court has found that patent law does not preempt
State trade secrets law, Kewanee Oil Co v Bicron Corp , 416
U S 470 (1974), the situation is not entirely clear with respect
to preemption of State trade secrets law by Federal copyright
law See e g , Videotronics, Inc I Bend Electronics, 564 F Supp
1471 ID Nev 1983)

PART III: IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY

The application of a uniform system of in-
tellectual property principles, suchas that em-
bodied in copyright and patent law, to diver-
gent types of information-based products may
no longer be possible. Modern technologies are
exaggerating dissimilarities between informa-
tion products that were once protectabie un-
der a single system of law, and are, in some
cases, giving rise to new products that strain
the application of old legal principles.

There may be no one simple solutioa to the
problem of accommodating intellectual prop-
erty law to technological change. Being differ-
ent in kind, many of the problems require dif-
ferent types of solutions. Determining the
proper form of protection for computer pro-
grams, for example, is largely a question of
which aspects of programs the law should pro-
tect; whereas determining ownership in works
distributed on-line is one of finding a feasible
ac ministrative mechanism

Problems also require different degrees of
change. Copyrighting dynamic databases, for
example, may call for relatively minor changes
in copyright registration and deposit regula-
tions, but the difficulties that computer and
communication technologies pose for protect-
ing works of fact may necessitate sweeping
changes in the type of protection that the law
currently offers.

The timeframe in which problems are likely
to arise also hinders attempts to construct one
comprehensive solution. Protecting computer
programs is a problem that requires immedi-
ate attention, but other issues, such as inter-
active authorship, may not significantly affect
the intellectual property system until early in
the next century.

Given the complexities of formulating appro-
priate intellectual property law, it is convenient
to organize Congress' policy options accord-
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ing to the type of action that might be taken.
A choice of one option does not necessarily ex-
clude others. and the policymaker may -.house
to exercise several options at once, or in se-
quence over time. These options, and their
strengths and drawbacks, are described below.

Option #1: Rey on the Marketplace
Marketplace options acco.nmodate techno-

logical change with little or no government in-
tervention. Under this kind of option, private
entrepreneurs, acting individually or as groups,
address problems that exist in intellectual
property law. Solutions to particular problems
will often take the form of "technological fixes"
or private contractual agreements. For exam-
ple, "identifiers" electronically embedded in
some works may help to solve some of the prob-
lems of integrity and identity associated with
works of art that am produce, -d and distributed
on-line, and technological methods of monitor-
ing use, although expensive, are available for
some database distributors of works of fact.
And, where current legal protection is inade-
quate for works of function, proprietors might
try to supplement intellectual property pro-
tection through the use of site licensing or
"shrink wrap" licensing.19

The marketplace approach to resolving intel-
lectual property issues is favored by a majority
of the public, 54 percent of whom feel that busi-
ness should have the primary responsibility
for solving problems associated with intellec-
tual property. (See table 3-1.) In response to
a survey conducted for OTA by Yankelovich,
Skelly & White, Inc., the public responc. 3d in
the following way when asked "Thinking about
this issue of intellectual or creative property,
who would you say should have primary re-
Gponsibility for solving any problems created
by new technologies (like computers or
videocassette recorders)?" Manufacturers of
computer hardware and many established soft-
ware developers, fearing that legislative efforts

Shrink wrap licenses, so called because they purport to
bind the purchasers of mass market software to a license agree-
ment rather than an outright sale, are of unproven effective-
ness and legality n4e ch 6, pp 183-184 or further discussion
of shrink-wrap licenses

Table 3-1.Who Should be Responsible for Solving
Intellectual Property Problems?

Business in the information
and entertainment

Total

Familiar Not familiar
with with

issues isaies

industries 54% 53°/,
The government 34 33 35
Both 8 1 i 7
Neither 1 1 1

Don't Know 3 1 4

SOURCE Yankeloy.ch Skelly White Inc Public Percep ins of the Ihtellec
tual Property Rights Issue contract prepared for C.," ." ebruary
1985

to adapt intellectual property law may create
more uncertainty than it resolves, would also
prefer that Congress pursue marketplace op-
tions. In some cases, private industry has al-
ready taken a marketplace initiative by seek-
ing to establish technical standards,195 or by
protecting their products through contractual
agreements with their customers. However,
not all representatives of the information in-
dustry believe that the marketplace alone can
provide adequate protection for their products.
Database vendors, in particular, are Lncertain
about marketing their services withour ade-
quate and appropriate legal mechanisms.

The marketplace option has several advan-
tages over others. The marketplace is more
likely to be able to respond rapidly and flexi-
bly to rapid innovation. Contracts between
computer program sellers and buyers are likely
to address the specific needs of each party, and
can he tailored to take unique features of the
technology into account. Technological means
of protecting information or monitoring use
avoid costly enforcement and litigation. And,
mark 3tplace solutions can evolve as rapidly
as the technology.

Marketplace solutions do not solve all of the
problems that vendors of information products
face, nor do they necessarily further the pub-
lic interest. Unlike intellectual property law,
contracts do not ordinarily bind those not

''The Association of Data Processing Service Organiza-
tions (ADAPSO) has recently proposed a standard method of
copy-protecting computer software, and the proposal has met
with some resistance 'om both software vendors and users
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party to the agreement. This means that, lack-
ing adequate intellectual property protection,
a creatur or purveyor of information is often
without legal recourse against third parties.

Technology-based protections may also be
unworkable. Not only are they susceptible to
the diligent "hacker," they may also be imprac-
ticable to market or difficult to standardize.
Moreover, by protecting works that are pub-
licly disseminated, copyright encourages dis-
semination. In lieu of copyright protection, in-
formation providers may be inclined to "lock
up" access to information that they previously
had incentive to keep open. This would not
serve the public interest.

Option #2: Judicial Accommodation
fudical accommodation is an option that al-

'ows the Federal court system to treat intel-
lectual property problems on a case-by-case ba-
sis, by fitting existing law to the particular
facts before the court. By interpreting the law
in specific circumstances, courts develop rules
that eventually have broader application.
Many judicially developed doctrines, such as
fair use and the idea/ezpression dichotomy,
were later codified by the legislature.

The individuals having the strongest opin-
ions about judicial accommodation are attor-
neys. Those attorneys who view existing in-
tellectual property law as adequate to deal with
technological issues also feel that the judicial
forum is the most appropriate method of deal-
ing with technological advance. The great vir-
tue of the judicial process, according to this
perspective, is its ability to adapt the broad
outlines and fundamental principles of statu-
tory law to circumstances that are unforesee-
able at the time 1-.w was written into statute.
They also stress that many uncertainties, such
as whether computer programs are copyright-
able, have already been resolved by the courts,
and that a foundation therefore exists for fur-
ther judicial development.

A growing minority of attorneys, many of
whom come from a background of engineer-
ing and patent law, strongly disagree. They
argue that not only are existing methods of

legal protection inadequate, but so too are
judges' abilities to comprehend the subtleties
of the technology and the long-range impact
of their decisions. Given uncertainties in ap-
plying the law to new technologies, the;' often
counsel their clients to proceed conservatively
in order to avoid lawsuits. The clients, in turn,
may forego potentially profitable avenues of
research or application. Often, there is no way
of knowing how the law will apply to them un-
til they are haled into court -a prospect that
many wish to avoid.

The legal profession's opinions on judicial
accommodation reveal many of the strengths
and weaknesses of this option. Judicial accom-
modation may be advantageous in some cases,
where statutory law can be construed by the
courts so as to avoid the need for legislative
solutions. The judiciary may, for instance, be
able to clarify the meaning of the fair use and
idea/expression doctrines in the context of com-
puter software. The courts' role is to adapt gen-
eral law to specific circumstances and, given
the idiosyncracies of the situations that may
arise, the flexibility of judicial accommodation
gives it many advantages over attempting to
anticipate future problems through legislation.
In many cases, alternative causes of action
such as trade secrets, misappropriation, and
unfair competition lawmay also fill the gaps
left in copyright or patent law because of the
effects of technology.

Nevertheless, the courts, which are gener-
alists par excellence, may be ill-equipped to
deal with many of the highly technical and mul-
tifaceted problems raised by some of the tech-
nologies. Moreover, as this chapter suggests
many of the problems in intellectual property
law are fundamental, and may not lend them-
selves to resolution through a ca5. e-by-case ap-
plication of the law. In order to ootain results
that seem to them just, courts have recently
begun to render decisions tha., are, in essence,
policy choices.

In light of the Supreme Court's consistent
signals to Congress that the judiciary should
not serve as a policymaking forum for patent
and copyright law, resort to the courts to re-
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solve many of these technoi, al issues may
be tantamount to a delegation of Congress' pol-
icymaking authority. Even if the judiciary acts
with restrair' with respect to policymaking,
the Ppplication :4 obsolete law to novel circum-
stances may end up skewing the policy objec-
tives that the statute seeks to promote.

Option #3: Amendment
Amendment is an option that allows Con-

gress to modify portions of existing law in or-
der to accommodate changes in the way the
law operates brought about by technology. In
1980, for example, the copyright law was
amended to include computer programs, and
in 1985, it was amended to deal with the rental
of sound recordings. A bill presently before
Congress would amend the copyright law to
include the ornamental designs of utilitarian
items, such as semiconductor chip masks.136

Industries and organizations that rely on,
or are affected by copyright protection, gen-
erally favor amendment, where necessary, as
an option for accommodating technology.
Among these groups are the recording and mo-
tion picture industries, the library and educa-
tional associations, the software and computer
industries, and a variety of authors', publish-
ers', and artists' organizations. Each of these
groups tends to have specific and unique con-
cerns that are often best addressed by amend-
ment. These organizations view amendment
as the best option for a number of reasons: mar-
ketplace options may not be viable for achiev-
ing many results, such as proposed royalties
on blank tapes;1" litigation may produce re
suits that are unfavorable, as with Sony Inc.
v. Universal Studios,'" or not sufficiently com-
prehensive for the group's particular ends; and
the groups' interests are seldom broad enough
to favor more comprehensive legislative op-
tions, such as revision or sui generis legislation.

Amendment to patent or copyright law may
be an appropriate solution to some of the prob-
lems posed by technology, especially those

"11 R 1900, also known as "The Design Protection Act of
1985 Introduced by Representative Moorehead

'' S 31 and H R 1030
"`Sony Corp v Universal city Studios, 464 U S 417 (1984)

amenable to relatively isolated legislatis, e
treatment. For example, the problems of de-
posit and registration for dynamic computer
databases, the difficulties involved with thou-
sands of contributors to a single database, and
the issue of the scope of protection for com-
puter programs may be soluable through amend-
ments to appropriate sections of the Copyright
Act. Accommodation by amendment offers the
advantage of relative timeliness in the face of
technological change. Next to judicially fash-
ioned responses, amendment is perhaps most
flexible in meeting the rapid pace of Techno-
logical change. Amendment also offers the ad-
vantage of fitting specific technological accom-
modation within a larger precedential context,
thus reducing uncertainties about whether ex-
isting legal principles would apply to new pro-
visions.

However, insofar as problems affect the en-
tire intellectual property system, accommoda-
tion by amendment may be but a temporary
solution. If, for example, computer databases
and networks become a principal means of stor-
ing and distributing information, copyright
law, both in principle and in practice, may fail
to protect what needs protectionalgorithms
and information. Amendment may fail to ad-
dress the fundamental difficulties posed by
technological advance, since the problems lie
at the conceptual core, rather than at the
periphery, of existing law. The failure of copy-
rigiit law to account for the trifold nature of
informationworks of art, fact, and func-
tionis an example of a fundamental problem
that technology is exacerbating.

Option #4: Sui Generis Legislation
Sui generis is a latin phrase used to describe

any law that is "of its own kind or class." Sui
generis intellectual property law is legislation
that stands apart from existing patent, copy-
right, trademark, or unfair competition law.
The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act is an
example of sui generis lbw designed to protect
the architecture of semiconductor chips.'" The
sui generis option has also been suggested for
computer programs.

''''The Semiconductor Chip Protection Act comprises Chap-
ter 9 of Title 17. U S Code
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The identity of the parties likely to favor or
oppose sui generis legislation will depend on
what the legislation seeks to protect, and on
how it proposes to protect, it. In the case of
the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act, for ex-
ample, the semiconductor industry generally
favored protecting chips through an amend-
ment to the existing copyright system, rather
than sui generis law, because of the greater cer-
tainty that amendment offered. Other groups,
such as the publishing and computer software
bilsiness, favored the sui generis option be-
cause of possible adverse effects that amend-
ment of the copyright law would have had on
protection of other types of copyrightable
works. In general, groups whose products sui
generis law is likely to affect prefer protection
under existing copyright or patent schemes be-
cause of the lag time involved in writing a
whole new system of protection, and because
of the uncertain way that courts will interpret
the new law.

The sui generis option offers the advantage
of accommodat;ng intellectual property law to
the gradual introduction of new technologic's.
Even with rapid technological change, many
of the traditional, print-based, methods of cre-
ation and distribution will continue to form a
great part of the commerce in the information
industry, and traditional concepts developed
for print culture may still work quite well. As
new forms of expression grow up alongside of
existing ones, Congress may want to consider
parallel forms of intellectual property protec-
tion. Indeed, the Semiconductor Chip Protec-
tion Act is a good example of this parallel, sui
generis approach. Sui generis legislation can
be specifically tailored to the idiosyncracies of
the technologies and their markets, without
damaging the fabric of existing law. Where
doubt exists over the applicability of the in-
tellectual property clause of the U.S. Consti-
tution, alternative constitutional authority can
be found in the commerce clause.

A sui generis law for computer programs and
other works of function might be desirable for
many of the above reasons. Like the Semicon-
ductor Chip Protection Act, a sui generis law
for programs and other works of function could

build in a balance between proprietary and pub-
lic interests, by granting appropriate proprie-
tary rights in those aspects of the work that
are valuable, by allowing for reverse engineer-
ing, and perhaps by limiting the term and scope
of protection to reflect actual markets for func-
tional works.

Works of fact might also be protected un-
der a sui generis scheme that recognizes the
importance of protecting information per se,
while at the same time balancing such protec-
tions against the rights and needs of the pub-
lic to that information. Compulsory license ar-
rangements alai alternative remedies, such as
the imposition of "reasonable" royalties for
certain types of infringement, might also be
tailored to the specifics of the interests at
stake.

Sui generis schemes of protection are not,
however, a panacea. They are costly in terms
of the political investment necessary for their
creation. They may also require the creation
of new administrative agencies, with appropri-
ate expertise. Lacking a history of judicial
precedent, uncertainties will also exist as to
the meaning of terms and the applicability of
the law to specific circumstances. Further-
more, sui generis laws may cause great difficul-
ties for international legal, economic, and po-
litical arrangements. Computer programs, for
example, have only recently been incorporated
into the the body of many of the developed na-
tions' copyright law, and only after manyyears
of contention.

Option #5: Revision
Revision would entail rewriting all or a sub-

stantial part of the Copyright Act of 1976 to
conform to the policy goals that Congress
seeks to further in anew technological context.
A revision might retain the basic legal princi-
ples already developed in law, as the revision
of 1976 did, or it might adopt wholly new prin-
ciples.

Although many observers have commented
from time to time on the obsolesence of copy-
right law, and although some have even envi-
sioned the broad outlines of a future intellec-
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tual property law,'4° OTA found few advocates
of a general revision of copyright law. Indeed,
most parties with whom OTA spoke indicated
that they believed the Copyright Act of 1976
is adequate for the foreseeable future.

Nevertheless, Congress will have to give con-
sideration to the general revision of the copy-
right laws in the course of the next decade. In
addition to substantial and worsening enforce-
ment problems,"' copyright law is becoming
irrelevant to new technologies and more re-
moved from the policy objectives for which it
was designed. Hence, many of the same pres-
sures exerted by technology on the Copyright
Act of 1909, which required the 1976 revision,
have already begun to undermine the Copy-
right Act of 1976. Congress should therefore
begin now to gather the information necessary
for the eventual revision of the copyright law.

This chapter suggests a framework for an
eventual revision of the copyright law. The re-
vision might be modeled on the trichotomy de-
veloped in this chapter for works of art, fact,
and function; and it could specify rules for the
protection of each. Under this system, works
of art, whose value is closely tied to expres-
sion, might be protected in a traditional cop,
right fashion. Protection for works of fact,
whose value lies in the accurate representation
of reality, might be tailored to reflect this value,
while at the same time assuring adequate pub-
lic access to socially and politically important
information. Works of function, which rely on
algorithms as' their source of value, might be
pintected alonf, lines of patent law, with some
threshold requirements of advance over prior
art and disclosure.

The copyright proprietor could register his
work under one of these three categories, com-

'''See, e g Micha.I Pendleton, "Intellectual Property, In-
formation-Based Society, and a New International Economic
OrderThe Policy Options?" 2 European Intellectual Pi operty
Review 31 (198`,' Harlan Cleveland, "King Canute and the In-
formation Resource," Technology Review, January 1984, pp
12-15, Gary Klueck, "The Coming Jurisprudence of the Infor-
mation Age," 21 San Diego Law Review 1077-1111 119841, R
Grant Hammond. "kivantum Physics, Econometric Models, and
Property Rights to Information," 27 McGill Law Journal 47
(19811, Ittnel de Sole Pool, Technologies of Freedom (Cambridge,
MA Belknap University Press, 19831, especially pp 212-217

"'See ch 4

ply with the relevant formalities of each, and
receive a type of protection more closely suited
to the value and social function of the work.
Traditional limitations on rights, such as fair
use, could be adapted to fit the particular na-
ture of the type of work in question: for works
of art, fair use might resemble its present form;
fair use in works of fact ..sight be limited ac-
cording to the social utility of permitting non-
proprietors to copy or publish the work;'" and
for works of function, fair use might be shaped
to meet the particular equirements of reverse
engineering. Duratio.ial provisions could also
be designed to reflect the economic "lifetime"
of the particular type of :reformation product.

Such a proposal, of course, has many draw-
backs. The 1976 revision of the copyright law
was a major political effort, requiring over 25
years of study and legislative bargaining. Like
sui generis laws, a revision that departed sub-
stantially from the existing copyright frame-
work might cause substantial domestic and in-
ternational uncertainty. In addition, a revision
would have to address concerns over enforce-
ment, which would exist regardless of how care-
fully protection is tailored to subject matter.

Option #6: Alternatives to
Copyright and Patent

Congress may also wish to consider alter-
native options that dispense with tradition-
bound ideas of intellectual property. One
scheme would be essentially distributive in na-
ture. Under the distributive approach, the law
might limit itself to prohibiting only the un-
authorized duplication of works for a period
of time. Issues concerning the cumbersome and
increasingly obsolete definitions of intellectual
property, such as what constitutes the appro-
priation of an idea versus an expression, what
constitutes a derivative work, a performance,
display, and so on, would be jettisoned in Ad-

"In Harper & Row v Nation Enterprises, Supreme Court
No 83-1632 (19851, for example, the Supreme Court decided that
the First F mendment interests asserted by Nation Magazine
were essentially spurious, since Time Magazine would have
shot tly provided the public with the Gerald Ford's memoirs any-
way In essence, the court was passing on the balance that a
works of fact provision would strike between access and
remunc-ation
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vor of a law which looked to a desired outcome
The outcome might be specified :11 terms of re-
covery of fixed costs associated with the pro-
duction and distribution of, and value added
to, a particular work, plus rents limited to a
certain rate of return. After rate of return ob-
jectives were met, the work would enter the
public domain. The distributive scheme has the
virtues of simplicity and adaptability, making
it resistant to technological obsolescence.

Although it departs substantially from ex-
isting law the distributive approach is not
without precedent. The regulation of public
utilities is conducted in a very similar fashion.
Moreover, many aspects of current copyright
law, such as royalties on cable television trans-
missions, are already moving in ;,he direction
of a distributive approf ch. Bills presently be-
fore Congress, which would impose a' conipul-
sory license" on the sale of blank tapes and
recording equipment, are also essrmially dis-
tributive in nature.'"

The distributive approach .-:ould require in-
formation about information markets that is
presently unavailable (see ch. 6 on the Opera-
tion of Information Markets). Moreover, the
distributive approach might be politically un-
tenable, since it would essentially impose a ceil-
ing on returns for a creative work. The admin-
istrative mechanism necessary to make the
distributive scheme work, although presaged
in some ways by the Copyright Royalt-, Tri-
bunal, is nonexistent and would have to be
carefully constructed by Congress.

Another alternative approach to the present
system of copyright might be called the mini-
mal scheme. The minimal approach would
move all legal protection:, except those abso-
lutely necessary for the production of works.
The problems of technological obsolescence
could be avoided by avoiding entirely the need

'Specifically, S 31 ar i H.R 1030 Like the distnbutional
approach .hose bills attempt to set -fair" rates of taxation on
blank tapes, and distribute the taxes to the recording and mo-
tion picture industries

for legal categorization of subject matter and
rights. Such an approach is described by Judge
Stephen Breyer in an article, "The Uneasy
Case for Copyright. "' The minimal approach
would be particularly well suited to a techno-
logical environment that is fast changing, and
where the economic viability of creative ven-
tures relies on the pace of innovation, rather
than on legal protect: on for works that have
already been created. One result of the mini-
mal approach might be to speed up the pro-
duction and marketing of works such as com-
puter programs, since those who are first to
the market with the best products are most
likely to recoup rewards. The minimal ap-
proach would also ostensibly lower prices and
eliminate the costs of copyright transactions.

The minimal approach, like all othe- solu-
tions, suffers severe drawbacks. Notwithstantl-
irg its likely serious political impediments, the
minimal scheme relies heavily on publishers'
purported advantages in lead time and abil-
ity to retaliate in the marketplaceadvantages
that may be offset by the speed and low cost
of modern communication technologies. A min-
imal approach would entail many risks to au-
thorship and puulishing as we know it, some
of which are detailed in chapter 2.

Finally, another alternative approach would
dispense with the notion of property, per se,
and instead concentrate on remuneration based
on access. Indeed, because of the advent of elec-
tronically disseminated works, many publish-
ers are moving to an access-based system any-
way. By removing concepts of property entire-
ly, the concept/ al and legal difficulties with
respect to the boundaries of intellectual prop-
erty that are caused by technology can be
avoided entirely. The issues surrounding ac-
cess-based systems are discussed in detail it:
chapter 7, and will not be dealt with here.

'"Stephen Breyer The Uneasy Case tur Copyright A
Study of Copyright in Books, Photocopies, and Computer Pro-
grams,- 84 Harvard Law Review 281 (1970)
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Chapter 4

Impact of Technology on Enkfcement of
Intellectual Property Rights

MAJOR FINDINGS
Technology is making it cheaper to copy

transfer, and manipulate information and in-
tellectual property. For example, devices such
as optical disk storage systems may allow the
average person to collect entire libraries of
copyrighted textual, musical, and visual works
in his home. Decreasing prices and increasing
capabilities of information systems will per-
mit more people to make use of more works.
Consequently, enforcement efforts will have
to reckon with a much larger volume of poten-
tial infringements than exists today.

Technology is allowing the copy, transfer,
and manipulation of information and intellec-
tual property to occur more quickly. For ex-
ample, fiber optic technology is currently ca-
pable, under laboratory conditions, of trans-
ferring 100 average-length novels over a dis-
tance of 100 miles in 1 second. These capabil-
ities may soon be available in offices and
homes. As a result of this and many similar
developments, owners of rights may have less
marketplace "cushion" in which to realize a
return on their creative and financial invest-
ments. Thus. they may have less incentive to
produce works.

Technology is making the copying, transfer,
and manipulation or information and intellec-
tual works more private. For example, personal
computers can store, process, and communi-
cate the contents of large commercial data-
bases without the knowledge or consent of the
compilers of such works. As a result, owners
of rights face greater difficulty detecting, prov-
ing, and stopping infringements. Thus, they
may have less incentive to make their works
generally available.

12

Together, improvements in the cost, speed,
and capabilities of information technologies are
making traditional proprietor-initiated (civil)
enforcement largely ineffective in securing rea-
sonable control ov er public distribution of in-
tellectual works. The effect might be to make
investors reluctant to fund the creation of in-
tellectual works. More likely, proprietors of in
tellectual property will be more hesitant to dis-
tribute their works in forms over which they
have little physical control.

The technology itself is providing proprie-
tors with ways to more tightly control the dis-
tribution of their works. Private, computerized,
electronic systems can provide them with the
mean- to enforce control by limiting and
monitoring access. Policymakers may have to
weigh the benefits of such control against the
potential social costs of restricting public ac-
cess and monitoring private citizens' informa-
tion use.

AF technology makes the enforcement of in-
tellectual property rights more difficult, pub-
lic support for these rights becomes all the
more ci..:cal. At present, however, the public
has little knowledge of intellectual property
rights as an issue. To the extent that citizens
are aware of this issue, they draw clear distinc-
tions between proprietors' rights to operate
in the marketplace and their own rights to use
information as they please in their own homes
and businesses. Therefore, so long as proprie-
tors' rights do not conflict with the public's
sense of privacy and fairness, the public is
likely to lend support to the intellectual prop-
erty system.
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INTRODUCTION
The granting of legal rights is based on the

assumption that those rights can be enforced.
Intellectual property law has been based on
the premise that, by and large, rightholders
will enforce their own rights by monitoring the
use of their works and suing infringers. To do
this, they must know of specific cases of in-
fringement, and they must be able to collect
enough evidence to prove in court that a par-
ticular person or corporation violated their
rights.

Information technologies are impeding tradi-
tional enforcement mechanisms. They make
the copy, transfer, and transformation of works
cheaper, faster, and more private, and thus
more prevalent and harder to detect and prove.
Without effective enforcement of their rights,
intellectual property owners may have less in-
centive to produce and disseminate intellec-
tual works. This, in turn, could jeopardize the
benefits society gains from the open dissemi-
nation of intellectual works. And, insofar as
there are widespread, unimpeded infringe-
ments, the legitimacy of intellectual property
law might itself be undermined.

The enforcement problem raises fundamen-
tal questions about the nature and efficacy of
the intellectual property system as a whole.
Many of these issues are covered elsewhere in
this report. This chapter focuses on:

1. how advances in technology are reducing
the effectivenes,: .)f the traditional means
of enforcement;

2. some of the private initiatives that propri-
etors are adca Ling to protect their inter-
ests; and

3. public attitudes that bear on the enforce-
ment of intellectual property law.

To understand how technology affects the
enforcement of intellectual property rights, one
must begin with a central problem: As the tech-
nologies for creating, distributing, and using
information change, the very concepts and defi-
nitions that have traditiorally defined intel-

lectual property rights and their boundaries
become ambiguous. This ambiguity makes it
difficult to apply the law in a consistent fash-
ion and in a way that is consonant with the
goal of promoting "science and the useful
arts.- In particular, controversies arise about
which particular uses of new technology cause
damage to creators and copyright owners, and
whether such damage stet: ,ntly reduces in-
centives to produce and disseminate works.

This chapter divides intellectual property
rights into three categories, which correspond
to the kinds of rights that have traditionally
attached to intellectual works: the right to
copy, the right to publish and perform, and the
right to make derivative works. These catego-
ries are used only to describe the new technol-
ogies in terms with which policymakers are fa-
miliar. Their use should not imply that these
rights should be extended or enforced. In fact,
one of the challenges that policymakers face
is understanding whether traditional concepts
can be employed in new technological contexts.

The impact of technological change is differ-
ent for different intellectual pror2rty r;ghts.
This chapter examines trends in three catego-
ries of technology, each corresponding to a par-
ticular kind of right traditionally granted by
copyright law. Changes in storage technol-
ogies, for example, affect the right of proprie-
tors to control the copying of their works. Ad-
vances in communication technologies affect
their right to control publication and perform-
ance. And new information processing tech-
nologies affect the proprietors' right to con-
trol the production of derivative works. More-
over, to demonstrate the effect of advancing
technology on enforcement, this chapter will
also look at how these technologies interact
with each other in integrated computer- and
telecommunications-based systems. In the long
run, it is the convergence and interaction of
these technologies that may prompt the most
significant enforcement problems for the in-
tellectual property system as a whole.

1 1 3
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TRENDS IN STORAGE TECHNOLOGIES: IMPACTS
ON THE RIGHT TO CONTROL THE REPRODUCTION

OF COPYitIGHTED MATERIAL
Information storage technologies are devices

and systems that fix and hold information in
a reusable form. Storage technologies include
paper and ink, photographs, vinyl disks for mu-
sical recordings, motion-picture film, audio and
videocassette tapes, semiconductor memory
chips, and optical disks, among others.

Two recent trends in storage technology are
likely to affect the enforcement of intellectual
property rights. First, as storage technologies
become cheaper and capable of holding more
information, it becomes harder to enforce pro-
prietary rights; more people can use these tech-
nologies to copy works privately. Secondly,
storage technologies are becoming less special-
ized to specific forms of information. They are
often part of computerized systems that han-
dle many forms of informatione.g., text,
graphics, music, and video. Information in
computerized, digital form is much harder to
control than information in traditional for-
mats. Together, these two changes transform
copying into a problem of much greater scope
for proprietors than it has ever been before.

Copyright Enforcement in the
Early Print Environment

When first enacted, American copyright law
protected expressions of information in the
form of printed text and graphics: books, maps
and charts.' Anyone seeking to fix or store
these expressions for dissemination had to
make a relatively large invest-nent in capital
goods: movable type, volumes of paper and ink,
mechanical presses, and other equipment. They
had to obtain skilled labor: typesetters, print-
ers, draftsmen, and others. These activities
were difficult to conceal. They also had to of-
fer copies in the open marketplace. The public
quality of these operations meant that copy-
right owners could detect and stop large-scale,
economically damaging infringements, thus

'Chapter 15, Section 1, Statute 124, Act of 1790

controlling the reproduction of their work with
relative ease. Copying by hand for personal use
and scholarship was not a major problem. It
did not threaten proprietors because it was not
a viable means of competing with copyright
holders or of denying them sales revenues from
their work.

Although technology changed through the
19th and early 20th centuries and provided new
forms in which to fix expressions of informa-
tionphotographs, lithographs, motion pic-
ture filmsthe capital and labor required for
reproduction remained fairly high, and com-
petitive infringing activities were still hard to
conceal. Thus, these technologies posed only
minor problems in copyright enforcement.

Impact of Reprography on
Enforcement of Copyright

In the mid-20th century, photocopying, mim-
eography, and xerography were developed,
making it much cheaper and easier to repro-
duce printed materials. More people began to
copy text and graphic images, making it harder
for cc, yright holders to monitor such activi-
ties. As these technologies became more com-
mon, it became too costly and imp actical for
proprietors to try to authorize copying, collect
royalties, and enforce their rights on a case-
by-case basis, even if users were inclined to
seek permission and pay for use.

It is eifficult to estimate he economic im-
pact of this unauthorized copying.2 In general,
while we know that xerographic reproduction
causes some lost sales for copyright holders,
it does not appear to be a serious threat to the
economic viability of general-interest book,
magazine, or newspaper publishing.' Publish-

'13y the term ''unauthorized," this chapter means those
uses of copyrighted works that have not been specifically per-
mitted by the copyright holder It does not seek to imply that
these uses are, or should be, illegal

The nuirher of t;`les published and the profits *4 publish-
ers have remaine 1 high despite the introduction and spread of

If (mini fled on trek( page)
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ers of very specialized periodicals with small
circulations, such is scientific and technical
journals, contend t'lat disastrous losses of sales
could result if corporations and libraries re-
place multiple subscriptions with photocopies.
If such replacement were occurringon a large
scale, one might expect a decline in subscrip-
tions and an eventual reduction in the range
of titles published. However, Copyright Office
data from publishers on trenzls in the numbers
of titles and subscriptions in this category of
copyrighted works are it -.onclusive. They do
not show that specialized scientific and tech-
nical publications are significantly more af-
fected by photocopying than are general-inter-
est periodicals.'

Impact of Audio and Video Taping
on the Enforcement of Copyright

Just as reprography has led to unauthorized
copying of text and graphics, the recent wide-
spread availability of audio and video taping
technologies has brought about more unautho-
rized reproduction of recorded music and mo-
tion pictures. Here, too, copyright holders are
faced with the difficult problem of controlling
copying while millions of people own machines
that can reproduce their works in private, at
fairly low cost and with little effort.

The level of use of audio and video tape tech-
nologies is high and rising. (See figures 4-1 and
4-2.) By 1982, 52 percent of Americans over
the age of 13 had used audio tape machines
within the previous 2 years to record phono-
graph records and other materials.6By the end
of 1985, 37 percent of American homes had

(continued from previous page)

xerographic technology, which was first commercially available
in 1960. See Michael Rogers Rubin and Mary Taylor Huber,
The Knowledge Industry in the United Stated: 1960-1980
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1986 (in press)) Be-
tween 1960 and 1980, industry sales increased from $1 to $4
billion. Paul M. Hirsch, "U.S. Cultural Productions: The Im-
pact of Owne ;ship," Journal of Communication, vol. 35,no. 3,
Summer 1935, p. 117.

'Dennis D. McDonald and Colleen G. Bush, Libraries, Pub-
lishers and Photocopying Final Report of Surveys Conductcd
for the United States Copyright Office, May 1982, table 4-6,
p. 4 16.

`Yankelovich, Skelly & White, Inc., Why Americans Tape:
A Survey of Home Audio Taping in the United States, Septem-
ber 1982, p. 28.
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SOURCE Data compiled from Merchandising Weekly by Michael Ropers Rubin
and Mary Taylor Huber, The Knowledge Industry in the UnitedStates,
1960-1980 (Princeton, h1,1 Princeton University Press, 1986), in press

videocassette recorders, up from 28 percent at
the end of 1984.6

Consumers use video recording machines for
"time shifting" that is, recording television
broadcasts to enjoy at a more convenient time.'
They often use audio tape machines to reco-i
music to play in more than one location, for
instance, in a car. Some tape machine owners
use their machines to trade music or video pro-
grams with friends, and to build personal
libraries.

These machines are also used for less casual
purposes, such as the mass duplication of copy-
righted works to sell in direct commercialcom-
petition with copyright holders. Many propri-
etors contend that commercial piracy of audio
and video materials is widespread.8

'Electronics, Jan. 6, 1986, p. 50 Some industry analysts
predict that 70 percent of U.S. householdswill have VCR equip-
ment by the early 1990s. See Alex Ben Block, "Hard Dollars
in Video Software," Forbes, June 17, 1985, pp. 128-131.

'The recording of commercially broadcast television for
time-shift viewing was specifically found to be fair use by the
Supreme Court. See Sony Corp. v. Universal City Studios, 464
U.S. 417 (1984).

'The movie industry, through its trade association, the Mo-
tion Picture Association of America (MPAA), established a Film
Security Office in 1975 to combat commercial piracy of films
distributed by the major Hollywood studios. See table 4-1 for
some of their recent enforcement statistics. The musicalrecord-
ing industry claLis, on the basis of surveys conducted by the
International Federation of Phonogram and Videogram Pro-
ducers, that one out of four musical recordings sold worldwide
is a pirate copy. In the United States, their data estimate 1 in
10 copies sold is illegitimate. (Reported in Variety, July 31, 1985,
pp. 1, 92.)
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Figure 4-2.Factory Sales of
Videocassette Recorders, 1977.86
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Some owners of copyright in musical record-
ings and motion pictures have presented fig-
ures to support their claims of substantial eco-
nomic losses from constuners' use of audio and
video taping technologies. In testimony before
the Senate Judiciary Committee on October
25, 1983, Alan Greenspan presented evidence
collected for the Recording Industry Associa-
tion of America suggesting that in 1982 the
industry sustained sales losses of more than

$1.4 billion that were attributable to home tap-
ing of borrowed recordings and radio broad-
casts.' Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratories,
in a study performed for the Motion Picture
Association of Amerie __, estimated that, in
1982, motion picture copyright owners had lost
more than $57 million in royalties because
videocassette sales were displaced by home
tape copying and off-air taping.'°

These figures, however, are not definitive.
As detailed in chapter 7, the question of whether
a particular instance of copying actually dis-
placed a sale of a copy is often impossible to
answer definitively. Moreover, to the extent
that the data are inadequate, or that the anal-
yses are inappropriate, these studies may ei-
ther grossly overestimate or underestimate the
actual harm suffered by musical recording and
motion picture copyright proprietors." Some
analysts have suggested that there are better
methodologies for determining the economic
losses from home taping. In deciding intellec-
tual property policy, policymakers will most

'Statement of Alan Greengpan Re. S.31 Before the Subcom-
mittee on Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks, Senate Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, Oct 25, 1983, p. 7.

I°F.J. Cronin, R.J. Ness, A.R. Wusterbarth, and J.L. Eisen-
hauer, An Analysis of the Economic Benefits and Harm From
Videocassette Recorders and Related Products, August 1983,
as cited in Economic Issues Relating to New Technologies and
Intellectual Property, by Stanley M Besen (contract prepared
for OTA, December 1984, p. 44

"See Besen, op. cit., pp 47-48

Table 4-1 Motion Picture Association of America Film Security Office
Recent Criminal and Civil Cases

Pending casesa Cases where sentence passed

1984
Through

June 1985 1984
Through

June 1985

Criminal actions:
Seizure incidents 28 39 24 1

Videocassettes seized 1,990 24,591 6,286 647

Films seized 500 210 100 0

Guilty pleas/convictions 2 9 38 11

Indictments/arrests/information 10 12 30 4

Civil actions:
Cases recommended J4 24
Seizures .. 7 9

Videocassettes seized 534 2,601

Films seized 0 0

aCases pending at end of , e indicated time

SOURCE Motion Picture Association of America
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likely want to take these alternative analyti
cal approaches into account."

Impact of Computers ar d Digit, l
Information on the Enforcement

of Copyright

The growing use of computers to handle and
store information could make it even harder
for copyright holders to enforce their rights.
In the case of the right to control reproduc-
tion, the computer poses three major problems
for copyright proprietors that are distinct in
kind as well as in degree from other technol-
ogies used to store or copy information.

First, copying digital information can be
done at a fraction of the cost and in a fraction
of the time that it takes with photocopying or
analog audio or video taping. Second, the dig-
ital nature of computer-mediated information
means that an infinite number of perfect cop-
ies of material can be made. Possession of an
original is not required to obtain oubsequent
copies of original quality. Thus, the informa-
tion content of a work can be completely sepa-
rated (or unbundled) from the medium that car-
ries it) Third, in the normal course of oper-
ations, a computer makes many copies of parts
of works. Some copies exist for only a few mil-
lionths of a second. Other copies may be held
until the machine is turned off or the material
is written over. Some copies may be held in
permanent form on magnetic disk or tape. '

'See Besen, op cit , pp 39-40 See also Stanley M Besen,
Private Copying, Reproduction Costs, and the Supply of Intel-
lectual Property (prepared lot the National Science Foundation,
December 1984), and I E Novos and M Waldman, "The Eff.cts
of Increased Copyright Protection. An Anaiytical Apnroach,
92 Journal of Political Economy 236 (1984)

"Users' ability to unbundle information mry have a signifi-
cant impact on the alternatives that proprietors pursue to pro-
tect their economic interests in intellectual property See ch
6, for further discussion on this --Joint,

"In the case of computer programs, "a user is at least
somewhat neghgeut At he does not make copies of his programs
(There are( two reasons (for this]. 1) one cannot see by visual
inspection if a prog, am is intact, and 2) operator emir or pro-
gram "glitches" can quickly destroy a program Thus good pro-
gramming practice rnd copynght regulations (may be) mutual-
ly exclusive Personal communicant,- from Edward Conklin,
FORTH, Inc , July 23, 1985

Because of these characteristics, computers
pose novel questions for enforcement. For ex-
ample, how, aside from appeals to ethics, can
proprietors convince consumers to buy origi-
nals when perfect copies are probably much
cheaper? How can consumers tell whether they
are purchasing originals or counterfeit? At
what point is the proprietor's right to control
copying violated within a user's computer sys-
tem?" Sinularly, how much of the material that
resides in a computer can or should be recog-
nized as part of the copyrighted work?

These problems are emerging at a time when
monitoring and stopping the copying of works
is becoming harder. The proprietors' right to
control copying may thus be severely chal-
lenged by the growing scale and private na-
ture of infringement made possible by increas-
ingly powerful and widely used personal
computers. Also, as discussed below, comput-
ers' processing capabilities may pose special
problems with respect to proving infringement.

Currently, users -2.ceive a relatively small
amount of copyrighted material in digital, com-
puter-readable formcomputer programs and
a small but rapidly growing amount of mate-
rial made available through on-line databases.
But this is changing with othe.- technological
advances that simplify the conversion of printed
text and graphics into machine-readable, dig-
ital format. Optical character readers for text
input are growing in popularity in offices as
prices fall and capabilities rise, Some analysts
expect that these machines will be widely used
by the end of the decade And if price and ca-
pability trends continue in their ct -rent direc-
tion, the automatic conversion of printed or
written text and graphics into computer-read-
able form may become a routine practice by
the turn of the century.''

Once in a computer in digital form, text can
be reproduced with a growing array of corn-
puter-drivenprinters. These range in price and

'Section 117 of Title 17 addresses this problem, but the lan-
guage ha' Jet to be widely tested by the courts

'Outlook for Office Automation Technologies 1985-2000,
report prepared for OTA by the Georgia Institute of Technol-
ogy J I) Roessner, principal investigator. March 1985
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capability from the cheap, fairly slow, and low-
quality dot-matrix and thermal transfer de-
vices, to very fast and high-quality laser and
ink-jet devices. As these technologies mature,
as manufacturing techniques improve, and as
economies of scale are realized, consumers will
most likely be able to get faster, better printers
for lower cost."

Record companies are beginning to offer mu-
sic to consumers in digital form by way of com-
pact disk players and laser-scan disks. In their
present form, compact disks are read only,
which means that users cannot record on them,
although one can record analog tapes from
them with cassette or reel-to-reel tape ma-
chines. But manufacturers of laser disks are
developing erasable and rerecordable media
similar in storage capacity anc: durability 4o
compact disks. With these, consumers may be
able to reproduce the full, master recording
quality of compact disks on home equipment.

Copying video in digital form is now limited
by the fact that current television transmit-
ters, receivers, and video recorders supply the
material in analog form. International stan-
dards-making committees are discussing the
establishment of digital television and video
tape standards, so this situation could change
very quickly.

The digital optical disk, a technology that
uses lasers to record and read information off
a disk that rotates at a high rate of speed, offers
great potential for storing very large volumes
of digitized information. A single read-only op-

' Paper will continue to be an important temporary storage
medium because people tend to prefer the higher contrast, port-
ability, and other characteristics ,f print that video screens lack
But electronic and optical media are becoming more attractive
for permanent storage of information in many applications be-
cause storage volume is vastly reduced and cost and conven-
ience of access can be superior to paper storage. Thus the trend,
at least in repeated-use tine interactive applications, is toward
mass electronic and optical storage and on-demand printing
E C. Mc Irvine at the OTA Workshop on Display, Printing, and
Reprography, Mar 13. 1985

ticai disk currently on the market. can easily
store several hundred thousand pages of printed
text, 6 hours of master recording quality mu-
sic, or 2 hours of full-motion, television qual-
ity video. In some applications, .aany disks
are collected in an automatic playback machine
much like a jukebox. This is being done for the
optical disk project at the Library of Congress
in which old books, photographs, and etchings
are being digitized and stored on optical disks.
Thus, a very large volume of information can
be made available on-line by computer termi-
nal) at very low cost for storage and access.

In their present form, optical disks can be
written on only once, and then only using a
relatively expensive high-power laser device
to impress digital data on the disk. But sev-
eral companies, both in the United States and
abroad, are working intensively to develop op-
tical media and supporting hardware that al-
low a disk to be recorded, erased, and rerecorded
many times.18 Their goal is to manufacture a
device that the average consumer can use with
his personal computer, stereo, and television
equipment. This technical advance would make
it even cheaper and easier to copy information,
while increasing the speed at which a computer
could access the large volume of information
storable on optical disks.

In summary, advances in information stor-
age technology have made the process of copy-
ing information cheaper, easier, and available
to more people. These trends show every indi-
cation of continuing. The technologies are mak-
i the old definitions of "rights," "infringe-
ments," and "fair use" ambiguous and largely
obsolete. Because of technical advances and
the blurring of definitio-,q, the traditional copy-
right enforcement mechaniF-n, whereby propri-
etors sue violators in civil proceedings, may
no longer be effective in protecting the crea-
tive and economic interests of copyright owners.

"13 Dumaine. "Here Comes the Erasable Laser Disk," For-
tune. Mar f,, 1985, p 100
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TRENDS IN COMMUNICATION TECHNOLOGY: IMPACTS ON
THE RIGHT TO CONTROL PUBLICATION AND PERFORMANCE

Communication technology is the term that
encompasses the many devices and systems
used to move information from place to place.
These technologies evolved very slowly until
the 1840s, when, after electronic telegraphy
was developed, they rapidly grew in capabil-
ity. Since then, innovations in telecommuni-
cation technology have quickly advanced the
speed, distance covered, and scope of intercon-
nection of people and places, all of which are
still growing exponentially (see figure 4-3).

These technologies are now part of the basic
infrastructure of society. We have come to rely,
for examp19, on the telephone system, broad-
cast radio, and television to supply us w4th vi-
tal information about our family, friends, bus-
inesses, and government.
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Increasingly, we also receive information
products and services through telecommuni-
cation links that entertain, educate, and help
us make decisions. Since many of these goods
and services are protected by intellectual prop-
erty law, advances in communication technol-
ogies will have a major impact on enforcement
of intellectual property owners' right to con-
trol the publication and performance of their
works over telecommunication facilities.

Print, Live Performance, and
Copyright

Before the 1920s, communication technolo-
gies had very little affect on the enforcement
of copyright, simply because copyrighted

Figure 4-3.The Sequence of Inventions in Telecommunications, 1840-2000
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works were communicated by physically mov-
ing printed copies or by expressing the works
in live stage performances. As the country ex-
panded, there were undoubtedly many unau-
thorized performances of copyrighted dramatic
and musical works, but the important markets
for such uses were in large cities, so composers
and dramatists found it possible to monitor
enough of the uses of their work to protect their
economic rights.

Impact of Radio and Television on
the Enforcement of Copyright

Broadcasting changed this. Commercial ra-
dio broadcasting, initiated at KDKA radio in
Pittsburgh in 1920, complicated copyright en-
forcement by dispersing a "performance" over
a wide area. When the networks such as NBC
were formed soon after, performances could be
heard over virtually the entire nation. Thus,
broadcast technology made "collecting at the
door" from users of a performance of copy-
righted music virtually impossible. To continue
profiting from the use of their work, the owners
of copyright in music and the broadcasters de-
veloped the system of advertiser support for
the actual broadcast, and established contracts
with collecting societies to monitor the use of
copyrighted work and to pay composers' royal-
ties. (See ch. for details on collecting societies.)

The advent of broadcast television presented
similar enforcement problems for copyright
holders. To solve them, networks made simi-
lar arrangements to finance the cost of present-
ing "free" television to the public. This sys-
tem of advertiser support and contracting with
copyright proprietors for use of their work pro-
vided a viable and lucrative means of present-
ing and paying to broadcast musical enter-

Cable Television

Cable television originated as a means of pro-
viding television to remote areas by the recep-
tion of broadcasts with a tall antenna and re-
transmission of them by wire to subscribers.

Subsequently, because of the way the courts
and Congress have intervened in the relation-
ship between copyright holders and cable broad-
casters, it has become a technology with sig-
nificant implications for copyright enforcement.

Cable television itself does not present in-
tractable proL:ems of detecting or proving in-
fringement because most existing cable sys-
tems are public.' 9 But cable television systems
have had to contend with two other enforce-
ment problems. One is theft of service, which
is the deliberate unauthorized connection to
a cable service. The other is the high transac-
tions costs that multiple-channel cable compa-
nies face in identifying and negotiating royalty
payments with the many copyright holders in
television. Congress acknowledged the mag-
nitude of the second problem by establislling
the Copyright Royalty Tribunal to set cable
retransmission royalty rates and to disperse
funds collected by the Copyright Office."

Subscription Television"

Some over-the-air television stations scram-
ble their signals to prevent access unless the
consumer has rented a decoder box and paid
a subscription. The direct enforcement prob-
lem with subscription television (STV) is theft
of service. Some users and commercial com-
panies build illegal decoding equipment that
allows users to receive subscription television
signals without paying the station. In this
event, the copyright holder may be undercom-
pensated because his royalty payments are
based on the size of the paying audience for
a subscription television broadcast.

Television is also relayed to paying sub-
scribers by microwave radio. This is called Mai-

'There are a growing number of private cable television
operations, generally called Satellite Master Antenna Television
ISM ATV) that may present difficult enforcement problems
These systems will be discussed below

S House of Representatives, 94th Cong , Report 94-
1476. p 88

'Subscription tel, vision was originally I1964) a term ap-
plied to cable television in California Erik f3arnouw, Tube of
Plenty (New York Oxford University Press. 19821, p 350 Now
It is usually applied to transmissions over VHF and UHF chan-
nels that are scrambled
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tipoint Distribution Service (MDS). In some
areas, companies have set up several micro-
wave channels for television delivery, these
systems are called Multichannel Multipoint
Distribution Service (MMDS). To receive these
signals, consumers need a special device called
a down converter and also a special antenna.
Together, the converter and the antenna make
the higher frequency microwave signal com-
patible with a standard television set. MDS
companies rent these devices and charge a
monthly fee for the program service. But the
devices are widely available from sources other
than MDS companies. Thus, like STV, the
MDS enforcement problem generally involves
theft of service. MDS is treated by the FCC
as a common-carrier system; channel time is
leased to program suppliers on a tariff basis.
Copyright holders contract with MDS compa-
nies for transmission services and revenues are
based on the size of the paying audience. Thus,
program suppliers and transmitters are under-
compensated to the extent that there are "free
riders."

Impact of Communication Satellities
on the Enforcement of Copyright

Geosynchronous communication relay sat-
ellites affect the enforcement of copyright law
because an increasing amount of copyrighted
material is being transmitted by these sys-
tems. Currently, anyone who has a proper an-
tenna "dish" and a down converter can receive
the material. Much of the copyrighted mate-
rial transmitted by these satellites is intended
for cable television "head-ends," or transmis-
sion facilities, or for broadcast stations affili-
ated with television networks. Many of the un-
authorized users are home consumers who live
far from VHF and UHF stations, have pcor
reception, and no cable service. For these peo-
ple, satellite signals offer a wide selection of
programming (more than 100 channels) with
high signal quality for the one-time cost of the
dish and the down converter. These systems
are currently priced as low as $1,000, depend-

ing on dish size and its ability to aim the re-
ceiver at more than one satellqe."

Some hotels and other commercial establish-
ments also use satellite-derived programming,
capturing it with roof-top dish antennas and
cabling it to their customers. Some apartment
complexes install satellite reception gear and
small, private cable distribution systems that
compete directly with municipal cable opera-
tions. These are the SMATV systems men-
tioned earlier. Many of these uses of copy-
righted programs are authorized by contract,
but others may not be.

Other unauthorized users are m foreign coun-
tries that fortuitously fall within the "foot-
print" of one or more satellite signals. These
foreign users often retransmit satellite-derived
material over government or privately owned
cable or over-the-air broadcast facilities with-
out seeking the permission of, or making pay-
ment to, the copyright holders. As with other
types of subscription-based television (STV,
MDS, MMDS), if copyright royalty contracts
are based on the size of the paying audience,
these unauthorized uses deprive copyright
holders of rightful compensation.

When revising the Communications Act in
1984, Congress, recognizing the already wide-
spread use of satellite signals by home consum-
ers, put the onus of enforcing property rights
in these transmissions on the program provid-
ers and the satellite system operators. The re-
visions encouraged them to establish market
mechanisms for payment. and to encryp,, heir
signals. Congress struck a compromise be-
tween the interests of copyright holders and
those of owners of satellite disk s, making it
illegal for unauthorized user s to intercept cer-
tain satellite signals. However, interception of
satellite signals is not a violation if:

'Michael Doan, "A Scramble To Break the Satellite Dish,-
U S News and World Report Selst. 30, 1985, pp 52-53 In 1985,
over 1 4 million homes had satellite dishes, and some believe
that this number could double in 1986 Sales are quite brisk,
approaching 50,000 units per month New York Times, July
8, 1985, pp 1,016
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(11 the programming involved is not en-
crypted, and

(21(A) a marketing system is not established -3

At least one company, Home Box Office,
Inc., has begun to encrypt its satellite trans-
missions to some cable companies." At pres-
ent, such encryption is expensive because all
receivers iiiust be provided wit'. decoding
equipment. It is not yet clear to what extent
other program providers will see an advantage
in employing encryption to protect satellite
television transmissions.

A new use of satellite transmission to deliver
copyrighted works could further complier ,-

forcement. A number of companies are I.., ing
to find a way to develop a profitable market
to satisfy the growing demand for distribution
of television programming by satellite. One
possibility, direct broadcast satellite (DBS)
technology, could provide consumers with a
service that offers as many channels as cable
television. The set vice would rell or rent sat-
ellite dishes and down converters to home vid-
eo consumers, and transmit television signals
directly to them.

DBS could complicate enforcement of cur-
rent theft-of-service and illegal signal intercep-
tion laws if some DBS program providers of-
fer free services, or if program providers cannot
agree to encrypt all satellite television signals.
In either case, the mere possession of a back-
yard dish and special microwave reception
equipment would not be sufficient k. idence to
prove unauthorized use.25 Indeed, unauthorized
use could be very difficult to stop.

'l i demand payment from a user, program
owners must prove that the user actually
snatched and watched a program. Short of
staking out the farmhouse with electronic
eavesdropping equipment and then storming

'47 U S C , Section 705, 318 (1984)
"U.S News and World Report, Sept. 30, 1985, p 52
'In the case of MDS receiving equipment, the courts have

found that the manufacture and sale of down converters and
antennas without authorization from program providers is a
violation of the Communications Act and FCC regulations See
United States v Stone, U S.D.0 , Southern District of Texas,
Houston Division, Aug II, 1982, and Movie Systems, Inc v.
Heller, U S. Court of Appeals, Eight Circuit, decided June 30,
1983

it - 'f h a search warrant, how can program
owners prove a farmer ripped them otf9''

Impact of FacEimile on the
Enforcement of Copyright

Facsimile is a communication technology
with potentially significant implications for
copyright enforcement. Facsimile machines
work by scanning a document and digitizing
its image. This is distinct from optical charac-
ter recognition (OCR), which scans a document
and digitizes the individual characters so that
the text can be manipulated in a computer sys-
tem. OCR can be thought of as a further proc-
essing step bPyond that employed in facsimile.

Because the present cost of facsimile is high
compared to mail delivery, for which it sub-
stitutes, its current impact on copyright is
probably small. But as seen in figure 4-4, the
volume of information communicated by fac-
simile has risen sharply over the past two dec-
ades, and it is becoming more and more attrac-
tive as a means of moving documents.

Normally, a facsimile document is trans-
mitted over telephone lines to a facsimile de-
coder and a xerographic copier. The document
is communicated in digital form. Therefore,
copyright problems could arise if the cost of
transmitting information this way drops sig-
nificantly for, as with data communications,
the transmission of information by facsimile
technology is highly covert.

Data Communications and the
Enforcement of Copyright

Data communications is the term used to de-
scribe computer-to-computer transfer of digi-
tal information. The copyright enforcement
problems associated with data communica-
tions result from their growing scope, scale,
and speed combined with the covertness with
which people can take advantage of these ad-
vances. In practical terms, this means that,
as more and more copyrighted material is avail-

'Alex Ben Block. An Eye in the Sky," Forbes. November
1984, p 196
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Figure 4-41.Trends From 1960 to 1980: Volume and Costs of Communication by Media' USA
(plotter-' on log by log scales)
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able in computer-mediated form, people wi'l
be able to transfer it widely and quickly with-
out tie knowledge or consent of copyright
holders.

Scope, in this context, refers to the number
of terminal points at are connected by com-
munication networks. For instance, the scope
of mail delivery and telephone networks are
both very high. Data communication tech-
nique3 use devices called modems, which con-
vert digital r )mputer information into analog
form compatible with telephone voice trans-
mission lines, to take advantage of the scope
of the telephone network for computer-to-com-
puter transmissions. The development of an
Integrated Services Digital Network (see bt-
lew) will eliminate the need for these devices
and will further increase the scope of data com-
munications.

The use of data communications is expand-
ing rapidly for seve- al reasons. First, scientists
and engineers have made great technical ad-
vances in moving information electronically.

Satellite communications and fiber optic tech-
nology are both fruits of this progress. Sec-
ond, costs of manufacturing, installing, oper-
ating, and maintaining the transmitters,
receivers, switching equipment, and other com-
ponents are falling as economies of scale af-
fect microelectronics. technology. Third, the use
of computers is increasing people's ability to
receive and handle information automatically.
For instance, on-line database systems can
watch for information that is of particular in-
terest to an individual, and alert that person
when new information pertaining to the sub-
ject enters the database.

The scale of communications, the second fac-
tor in enforcement problems, refers to the vol-
ume of information that is moved. There is no
precise measure of information volume that
can be applied across all forms of information."

r'The 9ure of information volume is complicated by the
multiplicity of form- 'n which information exists (words, num-
bers, mathemati.. n,mulae. graphics. moving pictures, e`c.),
as well as by the rank, of media that communicate information
(e.g., printed page .-teley ;sion broadcasts, motion picture film).

ontmund on next page)
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Nevertheless, it is clear that electronic media
in general, and data communications in par-
ticular, are fostering an enormous increase in
the volume of information transported. T:
increase is due to the same factors that account
for increasing scope. But the scale of data com-
munications is also growing because informa-
tion is a highly efficient means of affecting the
control of processes from a distance. Thus, c...,a
communications can substitute for human ob-
servation and action.

The volume of information that passes through
data communication networks is still small
compared with the amount of printed materi-
al distributed through traditional channels.
But, as seen in figure 4-4, cirta communication
volume increased approximately 1,000-fold be-
t.,w-cm 1960 and 1980. The personal computer
and the modem will undoubtedly increase this
further, and technological advances such as op-
tical character recognition, voice recognition,
and optical disks will make data communica-
tions an even more attractive way to transfer
many kinds of information, some of it in cony-
righted form.

The speed of electronic communications is
the third factor that affects copyright enforce-
meut, and it toc is increasing at a dil7ying pace.
(See figure 4-3.) Not only have new inventions
allowed faster communications, but R&D lab-
oratories are continually advancing the speed
of established communication devices and me-
ri; 'or example, the achievable speed of data
communications over standard copper wire
pairs, such as the wires that run to home tele-
phones, have increased 100-fold since 1970. The
channel capacity of coaxial cable, the stand-

(«int:nov(1 from Jr ov 1011s page]

This protean quality has so far defied the development of a uni-
versally applicable unit of measurement As more and more in-
formation is transmitted by data communications, the digital
bitelectronic ones and zerosmay become a gross measure
But the relationship between the number of bits in a communi-
cation and the quantity of useful information or idiowledge con-
tained in them is very complex. One longs, indeed, for a unit
of knowledge which perhaps might be called a "wit" analogous
to the "bit" as used in information theory; but up to now no
practical uait has emerged Kenneth Boulding, The Econcmics
of Knowledge and ,.,ne Knowledge of Economics," Economics
of Information and Knowledge, D.M Lamberton fed ; (Balti-
more Penguin Books, 1971)

and cable television medium, has increased
from 12 to 54 channels since 1975, and the
newer systems have potential for transmitting
72 simultaneous full-motion television chan-
nels over one coaxial cable. Geo,ynchronous
communication satellites have increased in ca-
pacity since the 240 vt,itT channel (or one TV
channel) "Early Bird" Intelsat I was launched
in 1965. The Intelsat V series, first launched
in 1980, averages 12,000 voice circuits and two
TV channels. The capacity of fiber optics tech-
nology has improved more than 100-fold since
its commercial introduction in 1977. Recent
laboratory tests of new fiber optic systems
demonstrate the ability to transmit 30C,000
telephone conversations, or the contents of 100
average-length novels, a distance of nearly 100
miles in 1 second.'

characteristic of data communications
with important implications for intellectual
property enforcement is that digital transmis-
sion can usually be conducted with a high de-
gree of secrecy. Thus, unless Significant changes
are made in the operation of public telecom-
munication net works, the increasing volume
of data communications will make it essentially
impossible for proprietors to trace the subse-
quent movements of their works once they are
captured by users' computer and data commu-
nication systems This raises the issue of
whether proprietor:, should, and in practical
terms can, control the transfer of their works
after users first receive them.

Databases

Computer d, oases are collections of facts,
statistics, bibliographic citations, and other in-
formation, including complete texts of some
copyrighted works. Many of these collections
are offered over telephone lines to users who
have data communication terminals or person-
al computers. The user pays a fee to search
through the database for the particular infor-
mation that he needs. The database proprie-
tor can obtain a copyright on the database.
Thus certain uses of the information that a user
obtains will be illegal.

` Telephony. Oct 21, 1985, p 24
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One unauthorized use about which proprie-
tors are particularly concerned is when com-
petiters employ large storage capacity com-
puters to download large portions of their
databases.29 This permits unscrupulous infor-
mation service entrepreneurs ,o avoid risking
much of the investment that is required to com
pile a database.

Advancing technology could make the prac-
tice more common. The large-scale download-
ing of database information is becoming cheap-
er and easier with improvements in cost and
capacity of computer storage media, faster tele-
communication networks, and wider access to
computer power. Infringers may increasingly
use computer power to reprocess information
and make it appear original. Thus, proprietors
may find it increasingly difficult to know when
a competitor is using their downloaded material.

Computer Bulletin Boards

A gt awing number of personal-computer en-
thusiasts are keeping in touch with each other
and exchanging information using computer
bulletin boards.'' As the name implies, a com-
puter bulletin board is a computerized storage
space offered by a computer owner that serves
as a place to post messages. There are two im-
portant differences between a computer bulle-
tin board and the more familiar variety. First,
a computer can offer a very large space in which
to post messages. Thus, many computer users
^an post copies of their favorite software pro-
grams, such as computer gamer,. Some of these
programs are in the public domain; others are
copyrighted. Second, the telephone network
can be employed by users of computer bulle-
tin beards to build a community that is not
confined to a physical neighborhood. Thus,
some computer enthusiasts use bulletin boards
to keep each other informed about the latest
software releases and maintain a sense of com-
munity -4 interests among widely dispersed
colleag-u,0 and friends. Bulletin boards are also

"Interview with Eugene Garfield, Institute for Sac 'ific
Information, Mgr 11, 1985

"There are Jusands of computer bulletin boards now in
use, A Pollack, "Free-Speech Issues Surround Computer Bulle-
tin Board Use," New York Times, Nov 12, 1984, p 1,114

used illegally to trade credit card numbers,
long-distance access codes. and the instruc-
tions to disable the copy protection of com-
puter software packages. In this way, tne
unscrupulous help others steal goods and
services."

Bulletin boards are an especially thorny in-
tellectual property enforcement problem be-
cause they can be used eery quickly spread
copyrighted works throughout the community
of computer hobbyists. Bulletin boards are an
informal publication mechanism. Because
access is generally not restricted, proprietors
may monitor the contents of bulletin boards
to detect unauthorized trading of their works.
But, as their numbers proliferate, these infor-
mal community communications media may
defy systematic surveillance and control. More-
over, it is not clear whether a bulletin board
operator can be held liable for messages posted
anonymously on Es system."

Local Area Networks

Local area networks (LANs) are data com-
mnnication facilities that connect computers
in a geographically restricted area, such as an
office suite, a building, or an industrial park.
These networks range in size from the very
small to ones that have thousands of users.
The expanding market for office automation
technology, particularly personal computers
and professional work stations for word proc-
essing, document management, and data anal-
ysis, is encouraging the development and de-
ployment of network facilities that allow
workers to communicate with one another.
LANs allow users to transfer large files of in-
formation very quickly among personal com-
puters, work stations, and large mainframe
computers that can store and process corporate
or institutional databases. LANs can also give
many users access to computer software pro-
grams from a central repository.

,'Ric Manning, "Pohcing the Boards," Popular Computing,
July 1985, pp 37-39

"New York Times, Nov 12, 1984. op tat
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Copyright infringements can occur in these
circumstances when computer programs, in-
formation downloaded from commercial data-
bases, or other copyrighted materials are made
available and shared in these systems. M any
software license agreements and database sub-
scription contracts specifically prohibit the use
of licensed material in multiuser settings.
Other contracts provide for "site h nses" to
allow multiple uses of software. Enforcement
of such contract provisions can be difficult be-
cause of the private nature of local area net-
works. Often, evidence of contract abrogation
or copyright infringement must be obtained
from disgruntled employees of the infringing
institution or from paid infiltrators.

Integrated Services Digital Network

In its present structure, mach of the national
and international telecommunication network
uses equipment that transmits analog signals.
This is particularly true for local "final-mile"
connections. Voice communication, still the
largest category of telephone usage, is efficient-
ly handled by analog transmission. But the vol
ume of data transmitted by telephone is grow-
ing. This growth is encouraging local and
long-distance companies to convert more and
more of the telephone network plant to digital
transmission. If efforts to set standards are
successful, the end stage of this conversion
process will be an Integrated Services Digital
Network or ISDN" an integrated national
network that can connect any information pro-
vider with a', I s potential customers and any
user with all the range of information resources
available."" Planners envision that users will
access such a network through a standard con-

"II W McGraw, Jr "The Information Industry The Prin
ciples That Endure,- Computers and People. May-June 1983,
p 10

nection resembling an electric power plug-in
recepticai, available in virtually every building.

As more and more of the telecommunications
infrastructure is converted to digital transmis-
sion facilities, the issue of copyright enforce-
ment will be contested on a much larger scale.
On the one hand, digital transmission can be
a significant threat to enforcement because
scope, scale, speed, and decentralization may
make it very difficult to detect transfers of
cow:righted works among private users. But
because of the recordkeeping and processing
power of digit' ommunications switching
technology, these may be opportunity for pro-
prietors to monitor contact between data ter-
minals. Telephone transaction records could
provide evidence that a particular terminal ac-
cessed a particular store of copyrighted mate-
rial at a particular time, and so aid enforce-
ment. Alternatively, proprietors might embed
digital "signatures" in their works to aid in
their monitoring efforts.

The development of an Integrated Digital
Services Network raises a basic question for
intellectual property: To what extent will the
enforcement of intellectual property law be a
factor in the design, construction, and opera-
tior. of future telecommunication facilities?
This raises several corollary questions: Who,
in our newly deregulated telecommunication
environment, will decide to what extent and
in what ways intellectual property enforcement
will be implemented in telecommunication sys-
tems? What criteria will be used to decide
which information will be collected about users
of networks and who and under what circum-
stances access to that information can be
obtained?"

The policy implications of new electronic surveillance tech-
nologies have been reviewed in a recent OTA publication. Elec-
tronic Surveillance and Civil Liberties OTA-CIT-293 (Wash-
ington. DC U S Government Printing Office, October 1985)

TRENDS IN PROCESSIN'-1 TECHNOLOGY: IMPACTS ON THE
RIGHT TO CONTROL THE MAKING OF DERIVATIVE WORKS
Information processing is the physical trans-

formation and logical manipulation of symbols.
It is an activity carried out by both people and

computing machines. Information processing
technologycomputer hardware and software
has advanced rapidly since the initial devel-
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opment of electronic computers in the late
1940s and early 1950s. It has been used to au-
tomate many tasks, improving the efficiency
and speed of much of the information process-
ing work that people formerly accomplished
mentally or with the aid of mechanical devices
such as paper and pencil. In the last 10 years,
computing resources have become increasingly
available to people in private homes and of-
fices. They use this technology to transform
and manipulate many kinds of information, in-
cluding some types of copyrighted works.

Increasingly, people use information proc-
essing technology to prepare derivatives of pro-
tected works- t o selectively modify them or
take them apar Id and to reassemble the pieces
into new, or apparently new, works. To a large
extent, the intellectual property enforcement
problems stemming from the use of process-
ing technology are nascent, but current uses
offer clues to the potential impact of these
problems. A discussion of the current and po-
tential effects of this technology on several
different types of intellectual property illus-
trates the implications of information process-
ing technology for enforcement. Integrated
with storage and communication technologies
into computerized, digital information sys-
tems, processing technologies promise some
truly formidable problems for the enforcement
of intellectual property rights.

Impact of Processing Technology
on the Derivation of Text

Affecting the way that people prepare text,
information processing technology is begin-
ning to be used to make derivaticns of copy-
righted textual works. Word-processing hard-
ware and software are becoming commonplace
technologies in offices. Integrated word-proc-
essing, database-management, and on-line in-
formation retrieval capabilities are also offered
in personal computer software packages. These
capabilities make it possible to build personal
databases derived from the copyrighted works
of CompuServ, The Source, and other on-line
information retrieval companies. In fact, these
companies design their databases with the

intention of making it easy for users to make
derivations Usei s construct search statements
that select a part of the database relevant to
their needs.

Some people use these processing capabili-
ties to extract portions of commercial data-
bases and resell access to the information. In
many cases, it is unclear whether infrir ge-
ments have occurred. Although containing the
original information in some form, the deriva-
tion may look quite dift rent, either because
the format or other features have been changed
to add value, or because of a deliberate attempt
to disguise the source of the information. In
other cases it is obvious that the derivative
database stems from the original and may be
in clear competition with it. The volume of
both of these kinds of database derivation can
be expected to rise as the amount of textual
material_ available in computer-processible
form increases, and as processing capability
becomes better, cheaper, and more widespread.
Hence, the enforcement of cnpyrigh:, in data-
bases will become a larger problem, one de-
scribed by some observers as insurmountable.

There are some text processing capabilities
on the technological horizon that may have im-
portant, long-term impacts on the enforcement
of copyright. Some of these are still experimen-
tal and others are merely speculative. Auto-
matic indexing, abstracting, and document
preparation systems that combine optical disk
storage, high-speed digital communications,
and perhaps novel computer architectures and
intelligent text processing software may be
common by the end of the decade. Such sys-
tems will be able to search a large body of ma-
chine-readable text, including many articles
and books, select particular elements that are
relevant to a given research question (much
as current database systems do), prepare cus-
to_ lized indexes and abstracts of relevant doc-
uments, and, most speculatively, prepare a re-
port in proper English of specified length that
summarizes the findings of the query. Should
these capabilities be realized, they may require
policymakers to rethink the question of what
information processing activities are accept-
able in relation to copyrighted materials. They
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may also demand new approaches to monitor-
ing and enjoining infringe. -cents of copyright
in textual works.

Impact of Processing Technology
on the Derivation of Music

Information processing technology is affect-
ing the way people create music, and it is be-
ginning to affect the ways in which they can
prepare derivatives of copyrighted musical
works. In the last 15 years, the decreasing cost
of digital electronic processing technologies
logic and memoryhave brought music syn-
thesizing, audio editing, and dubbing technol-
ogy out of the academic laboratories and so-
phisticated professional studios where systems
were often custom designed and expensive to
build and maintain. Now available off the shelf,
these technologies are in the hands of disk
jockeys, sound engineers in small studios, and
aspiring professional and even amateur musi-
cians. At the same time, the actual capabilities
of these technologies have improved signifi-
cantly. According to one OTA advisor, "There
has been a quantum leap in terms of the so-
phistication of the kinds of information that
you can produce on an off-the-shelf synthe-
sizer."" Now, for the price of a grand piano,
musicians can buy machines capable of analyz-
ing and synthesizing sound wave forms and
custom-designing sounds that have never been
heard before.

Because these technologies are widely avail-
able, people are becoming accustomed to the
freedom of using tl bm to create, use, and re-
use music. The groundwork is being laid for
digital sound editing capability in the home.
As mentioned earlier, compact disks already
supply consumers with music in digital form.
Within 3 years, digital audio tape may also be
available." A standard digital communication
connection for music synthesizers and personal

"Michael Kowalski at the OTA Workshop on Technologies
for Information Creation, Dec 6, 1984

'Interview with Stan Cornyn, Apr. 4, 1985 For about
$1,000, one can now buy an adapter device that allows a videocas-
sette recorder to be used to record music digitally Barry Fox,
"Optical MemonEs for Home Computers," NewScientist, Apr
11, 1985, pp 17-20

computers, the Musical Instrument Digital In-
terface (MIDI), is growing in popularity. And
personal computers are now beginning to ap-
pear that have digital sound recording capa-
bility."

Copyright enforcement problems are arising
from digital music processing technologies be-
cause people can "disassemble" music when
it is in digital form. This disassembly can oc-
cur verticallythat is "snippets" of sound can
easily be cut from a copyrighted work and in-
corporated in a derivation that may be noth-
ing more than a collage of pieces of copyrighted
works. Although it is more expensive, difficult
to accomplish, and limited in application, dis-
assembly can also occur horizontally. For in-
stance, the bass line of a song may be stripped
off and used in a second work, creating what
is, to some extent, a derivative work."

Another intellectual property problem may
arise from the use of sound emulators that can
mimic complex sounds, including voices, with
great precision. A question may arise about
whether a singer can claim property rights in
the sound of his voice.

These capabilities pose two questions rele-
vant to iteliectual property rights enforce-
ment. First, how is a proprietor to recognize
and prove infringement in this very dynamic
musical environment? Second, what rights
does or should an artist/copyright holder have
to maintain the integrity of his work, and how
can he enforce those rights?

Impact of Processing Technology
on the Derivation of Video

Information processing technology is also
affecting how people create visual works, and
how they can use copyrighted visual works as
raw material for other works. Digital, comput-
er-assisted retouching of photographs has

'Scott Mace, "Electronic 01 chestras in Your Living
Room,' Infoworld, Mar 25, 1985, pp 29-33

"Michael Kowalski, Dec 6, 1985 Mr Kowalski actually
played for the workshop two pieces of commercially recorded
and released music that demonstrated the stnpping and reuse
of a bass lin ..
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reached a level of sophistication where the im-
ages of people can be added or subtracted from
pictures leaving little or no trace of tamper-
ing." The pace of progress of video tape edit-
ing technology is such that a new generation
of equipment appears about every 4 years.'°
The television technical community is study-
ing the establishment of a worldwide digital
video tap Standard. Such a standard would
allow all studio-based production work, includ-
ing editing, to be done in digital format." Thus,
some early steps are being taken in the world
of video toward the kind of disassembling ca-
pability now possible with musi,. Combined
with communication technologiesUHF and
VHF broadcasting, direct broadcast satellite,
cable televisionand storage technologies
video tape, optical diskvideo processing is
revolutionizing the way visual works are made,
disseminated, and reused. Thus, equally revo-
lutionary questions may be posed regarding
the enforcement of intellectual property rights
in visual works.

Computer hardware and software are reach-
ing a truly phenomenal level of sophistication
in the generation of graphics. Some experts
suggest that, within as few as 5 years, it will
be possible to use the filmed image of John
Wayne, for example, and produce a full-length
motion picture with a synthesized "Duke" in
the starring role." Lucasfilm, Ltd.. of San
Rafael, California, has developed and is now
marketing a machine, the EditDroid, that uses
optical disk storage and computer processing
to automate virtually the entire process of film
editing, making the actual cutting of film un-
necessary, except perhaps at the very last

Some people believe that, upon challenge, photographs
may no longer be held as admissible evidence in court, S Brand,
K Kelly, and J Kenny, "Digital Retouching The End of Pho-
tography as Evidence of Anything," Whole Earth Review, July
1985. pp 42-49

'Interview with Humberto Rivera, Apr 18. 1985
"Richard Green at the OTA Workshop on Display, Print-

ing, and Reprography. Mar 13. 1985
'Several states, including California, have recently passed

laws that would require commercial users to obtain permission
from the heirs of a deceased celebrity before they can use a like-
ness, thus treating the person's name and likeness as the prop-
erty of the heirs, D B Moskowitz, "Celebrities' Ghosts Are
Hanging Over Advertisers," Business Week, June 3, 1985, p
108

stage of producing a master print.' 3 The mar-
riage of optical disk orage and video proc-
essing equipment suggests the possibility of
establishing "image banks" consisting of digi-
tized images and standard algorithms to ma-
nipulate, transform, and link together video
image frames, or even parts of frames, into new
visual works derived from older, perhaps copy-
righted, works." The ownership management
of such image banks could be complex.

Standards for digital television broadcast-
ing and reception are being discussed in inter-
national standards forums." Digital television
promises to lower the cost and improve the
quality of pictures produced by home television
receivers, and could also make it possible for
home users to store and reprocess television
programs. Again, the enforcement of the in-
tellectual property right to control the produc-
tion of derivative works would be complicated
by the private and potentially widespread tech-
nical capability to make new uses of copy-
righted works.

Impact of Processing Technology on
the Derivation of Computer Programs

Part of the research and development effort
in computer technology goes into the creation
of hardware and software tools that can be
used to help create other computer programs. 46
These tools aid people in developing new and
ever more sophisticated programs. Some tools
can also be used to adapt existing software to
new uses. Thus, if they are employed in the
unauthorized production of derivative works,
their use may violate intellectual property
rights.

"S Gannes, "Lights, Cameras Computers," Discover,
August 1984, pp. 76-79

"Jim St. Lawrence at the OTA Workshop on Technologies
for Information Creation, Dec 6, 1984

'Richard Green, Mar 13, 1985
"Examples of such tools include workstations, program edi-

tors, code debuggers, program generators, programming envi-
ronments (Integrated sets of tools), and, in the future, perhaps
libraries of standard information processing modules that can
be assembled to perform more complex functions and tasks
For a discussion of these technologiesthe potential future and
the current problems of software engineeringthe reader is re-
ferred to the OTA report, Information Technology R&D. Criti-
cal Trends and Issues, OTA-CIT-268 (Washington, DC- U S
Government Printing Office, February 1985), pp 75-87
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The adaptation of computer programs to
serve new or custom uses is, in many contexts,
a well-accepted and widespread activity. Some
computer languages arid software tools are
designed specifically to aid in modifying pro-
grams that they help create. In particular,
operating systems software is designed to help
users tailor their programs and computing sys-
tems to serve special needs." Some program-
mers and computer scientists believe that, be-
cause software is such a valuable resource,
their creations should be in the public domain
and under no circumstances restricted in their
use as tools."

The number of American homes with per-
sonal computers rose from zero in 1975 to 8
million by the end of 1983.'9 This technology
has spread even more rapidly into offices. As
personal computers become more widespread
and the demand for more specialized software
rises, the opportunity and the desire to manipu-
late copyrighted programs to serve particular
purposes may also increase.

An especially relevant example of such ma-
nipulation is the use of programs designed to
disable the copy-prevention schemes of many
personal-computer programs, thereby allow-
ing users to make multiple copies of these
copyrighted works. Other currently available
software tools"interpreters"- -are used to
translate i program from one computer lan-
guage to another. Other tools aid in the "re-
verse engineering" of programs. Reverse engi-
neering refers to the practice of analyzing a
program to determine how it is arranged to ac-
complish its functions. A major goal is under-
standing the underlying bigorithms used by
the program designers. A very fuzzy line sep-
arates legitimate reverse engineering practices
and violation of the copyright owner's right
to control the production of derivative works.

'Interview with Edward Conklin FORTH, Inc , Apr 19,
1985

"Richard Stallman, "The GNU Manifesto," Dr Dobb'c
Journal, March 1985, pp. 30-34.

"Waiter S Baer, "Information Technologies in the Home,"
Information Technologies and Social Transformation (Wash-
mgton: National Academy of Engineering, 1985), p. 124. In 1984,
for the test time Americans spent more for machines in the
"personal computer" categoryi e . those costing less 'han
$10,000than on mainframe computers or minicomputers

58-922 0 86 - 5

Congress and the courts have not yet grap-
pled with the question of what elements of com-
puter programs copyright should protect. This
issue is examined in detail in chapter 3 of this
report. Here, it is important to note that much
of the derivative uses of computer programs
and their underlying processes and algorithms
occurs in private, and as such presents propri-
etors with major obstacles in detecting and
proving infringement of their rights, even
given clear policy on what those rights include.

There is a widespread and growing research
and development effort aimed at making com-
puter software production easier. One goal of
this effort is to develop extensive libraries of
standardized functional modules of computer
code. Some software module libraries already
exist. These standard modules comprise com-
puter program segments that represent the
most efficient known formulation of how to ac-
complish a particular task, such as sorting rec-
ords alphabetically. Libraries of modules may
soon be organized so that they can be auto-
matically selected and combined into programs
on the basis of functional specifications. The
use of standardized modules would help ame-
liorate the problem of low productivity in the
currently labor-intensive software industry.

The establishment of large libraries of reus-
able software modules raises questions about
ownership and the management of transac-
tions in these resources. Difficulty is likely to
arise in determining whether the copyright
ownership of a module constitutes a restraint
on the use of a function or an it., a.

The nature of the computer is at the core of
many copyright enforcement problems, includ-
ing those that surround the unauthorized deri-
vation of computer programs themselves. A
truly rc,volutionary machine, the computer was
recognized as such when the ideas governing
its operation were first conceived. In the 1930s,
Alan Turing suggested, by way of a mathe-
matical model, that any computer can simu-
late the operation of any other computer, past,
present, or future.'' The real limit on the use-

'Alan Kay, "Computer Software," Scientific American, Sep-
tember 1984, p. 53
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fulness of this simulation capability is the
speed at which a given computer operates, and
the speed of computers is widely projected to
continue to rise at a breathtaking pace, at least
for the remainder of the century." Thus, "It
is clear that ;n shaping software [tool] kits the
limitations on design are those of the creator
and the user, not those of the medium '"5= The

"See OTA, Information Technology R&D Critical Trends
and Issues, op ot pp 324-331

Kay, "Computer Software," p 57

apabilities to manipulate and transform copy-
righted computer progran-is into derivative
works. to do so privately and without leaving
a trace, arc well within the limits of present
computer systems These capabilities confront
legislators, courts, law enforcement agen=ies,
and intellectual property owners with the ques-
tion of what should or can ly) done to control
the use of rap'idly proliferating co,-nputer power
in manipulating and transforming copyrighted
works.

ADJUNCTS AND ALTERNATIVES TO TRADITIONAL
ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS

Faced with mounting difficulty in identify-
ing, detecting, ,..nd prosecuting infringements
of their traditional rights, intellectual property
proprietors are pursuing three basic strategies
to protect their economic and artistic interests.
They are: implementing technological protec-
tions to prevent the unauthorized copy, publi-
cation, and use of their works; initiating pub-
lic relations campaigns that appeal for citizens'
moral support and respect for property rights;
and lobbying for legislation that strengthens
government enforcement efforts, or establishes
alternative mechanisms for obtaining remun-
eration.

These strategies are not mutually exclusive,
and do not apply uniformly across all situa-
tions. Proprietors see different enforcement
problems arising from different technologies,
which affect particular types of works in differ-
ent contexts of use. Thus, a :nix of strategies
may be most approp, ate to meet these differ-

ent challenges. Although a given form of tech-
nological protection, for example, may effec-
tively reduce copying of personal-computer
software distributed 3n floppy disks, it may
b.. totally ineffective if the software is distrib-
uted over telephone lines. Appeals to peoples'
sense of "fair play" may be quite useful in
educational or corporate environments, but in-
effective, or even offensive and counterproduc-
tive, when applied in the context of home use.
The collection and distribution of royalties on
the sale of blank media t.it, u ..-orkable so-
lution when applied to cassette tapes for mu-
sic or movies; but such a solution may be ar
administrative nightmare if applied to more
versatile media such as magnetic or optical
disks, where many more kinds of information
products. and thus many more and varied in-
terests, would have to be accommodated in dis-
tributing royalties.

TECHNOLOGICAL PROTECTION
Several varieties of technological protection

are now used to prevent unauthorized use of
intellectual works in the forms of computer
software, broadcast video signals, and audio
and video recordings. These technological ap-
proaches for securing intellectual property
rights may be grouped into three categories:

1) security measures such as locks, scrambling.
and encryption; 2) t?chnological methods to
monitor information flow; and 3) proprietary
channels for the distribution of information.
Each of these methods has advantages and dis-
advantages that make it appropriate for vari-
ous uses.
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Every technological approach to the protec-
tion of intellectual property requires a ti ade-
off between the security of the property and
its accessibility, marketability, cost, and qual-
ity. Furthermore, as was reit erated by every
technical expert with whom OTA spoke, while
any technological barrier may woi in some
cases by acting as a `stop sign" warning against
unauthorized use, no form of technological pro-
tection is 100 percent effective against deter-
mined opponents.

Software

Many present and proposed methods of using
technology to protect intellectual property cen-
ter on software, in part because it is the newest
and most technologically sophisticated infor-
mation-based product today. Further, software
copyin has three distinctive qualities that set
it apart from the copying of other expressions
of intellectual property, making protection a
particularly critical issue. First, it is easier to
copy software than other products, such as au-
dio records or books, because the physical ef-
fort is minimalas simple ae pressing a sin-
gle key Second, a computer can copy software
extremely fast compared to the length of time
required to copy other materials. Finally, un-
like a taped copy of an audio recording, the
duplicate is typically an exact, perfect copy
of the original software with no distortion cf
quality. Thus, the same technological qualities
that make software useful also make it vulner-
able to copying.

Software protection for mass-market, per-
sonal computer programs generally falls in the
first category of technological approaches
listed above: locks and encryption. Another al-
ternative is the use of proprietary channels for
the distribution of software.

Software embodied in disks may be protected
from copying in two basic ways. Either the pro-
tection mechanism can be built into the soft-
ware, or it may be divided and coordinated be-
tween software and hardware. The essential
distinction between the two methods is that
the hardware-plus-software protection mech-
anisms are able to limit software to one com-

puter or one user. In contrast, the software-
only protection mechanisms cannot control use
of the software, only the number of copies that
exist. Software-only protection methods are
currently in use, and implementation of more
advanced and secure hardware-plus-software
methods is being discussed. Some chip manu-
facturers are designing computer chips with
machifie-readable serial numbers and decryp-
tion circuits to help software makers more ef-
fectively control their products." But, in gen-
eral, hardware companies have little incentive
to help prevent copying because the availabil-
ity of "free" software makes their products
more attractive and less expensive for the in-
dividual to use.

There are numerous other mechanisms that
could prevent unauthorized copying, some re-
quiring substantial changes in hardware, and
others based on modified systems of distribu-
tion. One of the former involves providing soft-
ware in read-only memory (ROM) and redesign-
ing computers so they accept ROM modules
or cartridges." Taking the concept of software
cartridges a step further, one can imagine com-
puters being sold with many software pro-
grams built into the machine, residing in in-
ternal ROM chips." A developer of especially
usefu! software, fearing lost profits due to ille-
gal copying, could market his software only
in this forminside a computer. Such a policy
has many drawbacks. It would severely limit
users of computers, who would be forced to buy
an entire computer to get a useful piece of soft-
ware. Even if computers were inexpensive, the
waste would be great and the computer's util-

°For example, "Software Protection Devices, Inc, is at-
tempting to incorporate its Copynghter software protection sys-
tem into a microcomputer chip under joint development with
The Western Design Center," a Mesa, AR. microprocessor de-
sign firm. Fdward Warner, "Few Takers for Embedded Pro-
tection, Computerworld, Mar 12, 1984, p. 109.

"Computers that accept software in ROM have thus far
met with mixed success For example, the Texas Instruments
99 and the IBM PCjr accept software in ROM cartridges

The trend toward building software into computers is, by
and lare, currently motivated by the desire for small, light-
weight computers, not to prevent copying For example, the
Hewlett Packard Portable computer has its operating system
software and two applications programs, Lotus . -2-3T", and
a text editor, provided by internal ROM to eliminate the size
and weight of disk drives
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ity as a -uniN ersal machine, or a device that
can imitate any other device, would be lost
Such computers would be special-purpose ma-
chines only.

Another form of technological protection
permits developers of programs (as distinct
from suppliers of oata) to keep their programs
in their own computers, rather than distribut-
ing their software on the market. People who
want to use the program are required to con-
nect to the developer's computer, upload the
data they want processed, and pay an on-line
use fee. The disadvantages this scheme are
losses in flexibilityusers are not able to link
their programs to remote, protected ones eas-
:1yand communication costs for the on-line
link.

One still-theoretical solution would be to link
software access to a unique personal identifier.
A computer terminal would be equipped with
a hardware device that accepted sensory in-
put, such as a person's appearance, finger-
prints, hand geometry, voiceprint, or retinal
pattern. Software could be designed to permit
only the person whose appearance or prints
matched to log onto the computer or to use

piece of software.56

Broadcast Signals

Because broadcast signalstelevision and
radio transmissionsare not contained in a
tangible medium or transmitted over wires,
they cannot be locked like software or distrib-
uted through proprietary channels. They may
be protected in only two ways: directly by
scrambling or encryption, or indirectly by mon-
itoring techniques.

Scrambling or encryption techniques alter
the signals so that they are unintelligible un-
less the proper decoding device is used at the
reception end of the transmission. Typically,
the signal for a network television show has
a long route to the viewer- -e.g., from the net-
work to a satellite to the affiliate station and
finally to the home viewerand ,o is vulner-

"John Koehring, "Automatic Identity Verification,- Infor-
mation Age, April 1984, pp 103-110

able to unaut17.Jrized pickup at many different
points. Broadcasters need to ensure that these
transmissions are not accessed until the end
of the process, after the local affiliate station
has added local advertisements. Thus, the net-
works may scram1.1,, the signals so that only
the affiliate station, using a decoder, has ac-
cess to the satellite transmissions."

Monitoring techniones to verify nautho-
rized viewing or liste ng have been applied
in some cases, particularly by some subscrip-
tion television and MDS companies. So far, the
courts have upheld this form of electronic sur-
veillance, but privacy concerns remain. In any
case, monitoring individual residences for theft
of service is very expensive and therefore of
limited value to proprietors, except perhaps
as a deterrent.

Audio and Video Recordings

In ways similar to those used for computer
software, audio and video recordings may be
copy protected by a mechanism built into the
recording itself, or by a scheme coordinated
between the recording and the playback/copy-
ing machine.

Musical recordings have traditionally in-
cluded no mechanism to prevent copying. All
known copy-preventer systems tend to degrade
the quality of sound reproduction. Recently,
there is renewed interest in protecting musi-
cal recordings because digital CD/ROM rec-
ords are potentially infinitely copyable in high
quality. Manufacturers of compact disk record-
ings are, therefore, embedding a unique "sig-
nature" in their products to serve as evidence
of unauthorized copying or manipulation."

One company now offers protection for video-
cassette tapes in a system that "confuses the
automatic gain control of VCRs, causing them
to make copies that have dim, weak pictures
that are marred by video 'noise.' "" This sys-

"Interview with David Poltrack, CBS, Inc June 10. 1985
'Interview with Al MacPherson, Warner Records, Inc ,

Apr 19, 1985
""Homevid 'Club' Has Surprise for Pirates," Vanoty, Apr

24, 1985 Consumer electronics catalogs feature devices that
claim to defeat these automatic-gain-control-based protection
scrag-nes

j
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tern could also be used for broadcast signals,
so that a work taped from an on-air perform-
ance and protected in this fashion would yield
a very poor copy.

CBS Inc. recently announced a system to
prevent copying of records, tapes, and com-
pact disks that will be coordinated between a
levice in consumers' home-recording equip-
ment and a coded signal on the purchased re-
cordings.' Record distributors would likely of-
fer two versions of recordings, one copy
protected and the other not, and charge differ-
ent prices for them. Industry spokesmen ac-
knowledge that it will probably take decades
for this scheme to significantly affect consumer
copying, because people will be able to copy
protectee recordings with their existing equip-
ment. Also, equipment manufacturers are like-
ly to continue to offer equipment that does not
include the copy-protection device, unless the
law i 'quires such devices.

Effectiveness

The ability of technological protection to pre-
vent illegal copying or access depends on the
medium and the type of protection, but a few
absolutes can be stated. Any form of techno-
logical protection will prevei,L, .:ome unautho-
rized use; no form of technological protection
will stop all unauthorized use. Some systems
are relatively easy to defeat, others more dif-
ficult. And it is conceivable that new forms of
technology will alter the effectiveness of these
devices.

Another factor is the le . _ of technological
literacy in society. Today, many children have
early and frequent exposure to the new com-
puter technologies, and so will be better
equipped to useor misusetechnology. The
higher the level of society's computing skill,
the more difficult the job of technological pro-
tection becomesat least for computer-based
intellectual property.

For technological protection to work on a
large scale, the challenge is to find a level high

'Martha M Hanulton. 'Record Industry Urn ells Device to
Block Copying,- The it ashington Post. Mar 26, 1986, p G3

enough to reduce unauthorized use to a man-
ageable ',vel, but low enough so that consum-
ers would not find the protection mechanism
so distasteful that they would refuse to pur-
chase and use protected materials.6' The mar-
ketplace will tend to set an equilibrium of
acceptable protection. But given the uncertain-
ties of technological change and shifting con-
sumer preferences, industry will have to mon-
itor the market carefully to assess the effec-
tiveness of protection and to gauge consumer
reaction to protection mechanisms.

Advantages and Disadvantages of
Technological Protection

Some analysts believe that proprietors' reli-
ance on technological protection is a natural
and reasonable process. They argue that using
such protection is like building fences to pro-
tect real estate. Thus, improvements in tech-
nologies for copying and manipulating intel-
lectual property will probably result in better
technologies to prevent these activities, just
as the opening of western lands was followed
by the invention of barbed wire.62

However, from the point of view of public
policy, technological protection may be a poor
way to protect intellectual property rights be-
cause it ignores part of the constitutional com-
promise between the public welfare and the
profit-making of intellectual creators. Techno-
logical bars may block dissemination of and
access to intellectual property.

One result of this loss of access could be re-
dundancy in spending for research and devel-
opment. Since technological protection by-
passes intellectual property law, software
producers, for example, might decide not to
disclose the contents of their software, depriv-
ing competitors, experimenters, and research-
ers of the benefits of their work. Thus, some
software research and development would re-
peat previous, but undisclosed, work. This
duplication and waste of resources is precisely

Christopher Weaver. OTA Workshop on Storage and
Database Technologies, Jan 11, 1985

-'Personal communication from Fred Smith, Competitive
Enterprise Institute, January 1986
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what patent law strives to aNioid. Moreover.
technological protection of software does not
expire after a set, period of time, as other intel-
lectual property rights do. The creator of soft-
ware could, in effect, have a perpetual monop-
oly on his work.

Technological protection in and of itself does
not necessitate changes in intellectual prop-
erty law, but it could precipitate changes by
weakening the distinctions bei,:, een different
types of intellectual propertypatents, trade
secrets, trademarks, and copyrights. If tech-
nological protection were effective, intellectual
creators would not have to observe the formal-
ities required for legal protection, e.g., submit-
ting to the lengthy and expensive patent proc-
ess, or disclosing works to the Copyright Office.
They might still choose to do so for additional
protection if technological protection fails, but
there would be less reason. Technologicalpro-
tection, if applied indiscriminately to any or
all kinds of intellectual property, could blur
the legal distinctions among these forms of pro-
tection. In reflecting what might become a
widely accepted public practice, the law itself
could likewise cloud the differences.63

Widespread technological protection could
make intellectual property law more effective
in one important way: it would alert consumers
who attempt to copy that they are breaking
the law. This would not necessarily stop them,
but by forcing them to take elaborate steps
to make copies, it would at least make the act
less convenient and emphasize its illegality.

Widespread use of technological protection
could generate a need for new, related laws or
regulations. In addition to the potential need
for standards legislation, laws that proscribe
the manufacture, sale, distribution, or use of
devices or program software intended to de-
feat technological protection mechanismsmay

"John Hersey, in the final report 11978) of the National
Commission on New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works
(CONTU), womes about the "subtle dehumanizing danger" of
blurring the distinction between types of intellectual property
He opposes extending copyrieit to computer programs at the
moment at which the program ceases to communicate with hu-
man beings and is made capable of communicating with ma-
chines." CONTU, p. 33

be necessary to ensure effectiveuess. This type
of legislatie has two drawbacks. The first is
that there IL ,i some legal uses of duplicated
materials, which would make it necessary to
outlaw devices with legitimate uses. The sec-
ond drawback, closely related to the first, is
that it would be necessary to define and char-
acterize devices and methods used for defeat-
ing technological protection. Those definitions
and characterizations would cover specific ap-
plications of technology, and would themselves
exist in a changing technological environment.
The law would require making the precise tech-
nological definitions necessary to prevent de-
feat of protection mechanisms, while at the
same time allowing the use of related tech-
nologies.

Another kind of legislation, similar to con-
trol of copying methods, could be enacted that
would outlaw the intentional defeat of, or tam-
pering with, technological protection mecha-
nisms, regardless of any violation of intellec-
tual property rights. Or, perhaps, ordinary
violations of intellectual property law might
still be treated as they are now, but violations
that involved the intentional defeat of tech-
nological protection mechanisms could carry
additional penalties.

Public Relations Strategies

Even with safeguards against unauthorized
use, today's information technologies provide
users greater potential access to intellectual
property, and the means to reproduce, store.
transfer, and manipulate works. Responding
to this probable increase in uses of technology,
many proprietors have tried to inform the pub-
lic about intellectual property rights and per-
suade them to respect those ri i,nts.

To influence public attitudes, business lead-
ers have followed three basic strategies. First,
they have tried to alert the public to the idea
that copying is illegal and will be prosecuted.
Second, they have tried tocs_fiv. 'ace users that
they have a stake in assuring the fair compen-
sation of artists, publishers, and distributors.
Third, they have sought to educate the public
about copyright, appealing to them as citizens
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who will obey the law once the understand
it. These strategies have met with varying lev-
els of success.

When the law clearly defines infringement,
it becomes easier to inform the public and build
awareness about the issue. For instance, the
Motion Picture Association of America IM PA A)
emphasizes the protections prov'ded by law
in its posters, brochures, articles, and manuals
for enforcement officers. They tell the public
that video piracy is a Federal crime, and that
offenders will be prosecuted. Newspapers and
magazines are sent press releases about suc-
cessful prosecutions to spread the word that
the film industry is enforcing its rights. Simi-
larly, when the recording industry uncovers
large-scale piracy, the ensuing publicity alerts
the public to the problem. The industry hopes
that the public, aware of counterfeit tapes and
records, will be less likely to buy them.

Book publishers, too, launch-d a major pub-
lic awareness campaign after Congress passed
the 1976 Copyright Act, seeking support for
new provisions that defined fair use. The tar
get audience included librarians, educators,
representatives of industries that use copy-
righted works, and the general public. Book
publishers distributed printec materials and
held sessions at professional meetings and pub-
lic forums. Many publishers believe that these
efforts produced only very limited results.

Book publishers point to the inherent limi-
tations of the copyright notices on books, arti-
cles, and copying machines." If the industry
is serious about reducing unauthorized pho-
tocopying, many believe that this intention
must be made clear through weli-publicized liti-
gation. As the President of the Association of
American Publishers, Townsend Hoopes, said
in announcing a lawsuit against Texaco for un-
authorized ph tocopying:

Major businesses that either make no ef-
fort to obtain clearance for their photocopy

"'The 1982 King Research report on photocopying in librar-
ies found that 85 percent of photocopy machines in all ubrar,es,
93 percent of the coin-operated photocopy machines in all
libraries, and 100 percent of coin-operated photocopy machines
in academic libraries bear a copyright warning notice D
McDonald, Libraries. Publishers and Photocopying, pp 2 It)

in like Texaco, make only token pay-
ments must understand t hat puhlishers will
not remain silent regarding violation,, o f t heir
copyrights

Similarly, the computer software industry
has undertaken an aggressive public-relations
campaign. Because software copying is tech
nically so difficult to prevent, many in the soft-
ware industry argue that public relations is
essential to an overall strategy of copyright
enforcement. Through its trade asst iation,
ADAPSO, the software industry has bi ought
,ome major legal cases66 and has developed and
widely distributed a brochure that states:

People who would never walk into a store
and shoplift a software product think noth-
ing of making several copies of the same soft-
ware. The results are the same. The act is just
as wrong.67

The industry has taken out :vertisements in
computer magazines that make the same point.

Public Attitudes and the Legitimacy
of Intellectual Property Law

Neither the threat of legal action, nor the ed-
ucation of users about copyright may be enough
to change public attitudes and behavior. Only
if the public perceives copyright rules as fair
and reasonable will they voluntarily respect
the law.

OTA commissioned a public opinion survey
to identify current public attitudes on intel-
lectual property. The major findings were as
follows:bra

At the present time. "Intellectual Prop-
erty Rights' is not an issue the public feels

Press release from the Association of American Publish-
s. Inc, Washington. DC. May 6. 1985
See, for example, "ADAPSO Suit Alleges Piracy." Corn-

puterworld. Jan 21, 1985, "Micropro alid ADAPSO Sue Amer-
ican Brands, Allege Software Piracy," Download, February
1985

Thou Shalt Not Dupe (Washington, DC ADAPSO, 1984)
This brochure was mailed to 5,000 colleges and universities.
22,000 school districts. and 17,000 corporate counsels in the
United States

"Public Perceptions of the Intellectual Property Rights Is-
sue (preparNi for OTA by The Policy Planning Group, Vankel-
ovich, Skelly & White, Inc Februrary 19851
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it knows a great deal about It is also ,,ot
an issue they perceix effects them.
The vast majority of the public finds ac-
ceptablesuch that they would be will-
ing to do i' -some form's] of unauthorized
copying of copyrighted material.
Surprisingly, willingness on the part of the
puti!:: to engage in behaviors that infringe
o,, intellectual property rights is not af-
fected by awarene-s of the issue or expe-
rience, in general, with home technologies.
Conversely, several specific attitude sets
appear to be related to the acceptance of
copying behaviors. Among them are:
--a tolerance of "gray area" behaviors,
--belief in the benefits of sharing inc, r-

mation, and
pragmatic responses such as the accept-

ance of copying copyrighted material
while acknowledging that it is probably
wrong.

The public draws the line at behaviors that
infringe on intellectual property rights
when they involve the obvious or active
circumvention of payment, when they are
done for sale or profit, or on behalf of busi-
ness or in a corporate setting.
At the moment, the public perceives the
intellectual property rights issue to be a
marketplace problem whose solution should
come from the industries and companies
affected.

OTA also commissioned a survey of the atti-
tudes of srm11 business executives toward in-
tellectual property. The major findings were
as follow S.69

Small business executives appear to he
more sensitive to the problem of intellec-
tual property rights than the general
public.
They are more likely to agree with state-
ments that emphasize the need to preserve
the proprietary nature of information. As
producers, many of their products are pro-
tected by copyright, patent, cr ti ademark

'The Intellectual Property Rights Issue The Small Busi-
nessman's Perspective (prepared for OTA by The Policy Plan-
Jung Group, Yanaelovich, Skelly & White, Inc , August 1b85)

laws Thus. these executi \ as ar support-
ers of the law
Because of definitions used in the sample
selection, the small business executives
studied are owners of, or have access to
computers Their attitudes show that they
are technology orientedbelieving that
mor- technology is better. They are strong
supporters of actions that will promote
and ensure the availability of future tech-
nologies.
Small business executives appear less
likely than the general public to find copy-
ing behaviors acceptable.
While they find almost all copying be-

havici s unacceptable, they make an ex-
ception for the one behavior they would
be most likely to engage in: the makin
of copies of computer programs.

As is the case with the general public,
there is consensus that any sort of copy-
ing for sale is totc.11y unacceptable,
whereas copying for personal use is
more acceptable.

Small business executives emphasize non-
governmental solutions to intellectual
property rights problems. When given a
choic they prefer solutions that involve
technologies that physically prevent copy-
in Further, they believe that the clarifi-
cation of ambiguities about which copy-
ing behaviors are or are not permissible
would be helpful.
However, as is the case with the gen-

eral public, the intellectual property is-
sue of low salience among small busi-
ness executives, and there is little
demand for solutions at present.

Small business executives .fee they- selves
as potentially part of the prer of find-
ing solutions to intellectual proi... cty prob-
lems. Within their own companies, they
are willing to set rules and guidelines
against conduct that violates intellectual
property rights. However, they will only
go as far as setting standards, They feel
that they cannot and will not accept
sponsibility for actual enforcemer. o
rules or laws designed to prevent be v-
iors such as copying.

1-37
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From these surveys of the general public and
executives of small businesses, and discussions
with students and educators, OTA found that
public relations strategies are likely to be most
effective if they focus not on the rights of copy-
right holders, but on the relationship between

the c -pyright holder and the user: of the work.
Messages about unauthorized copying may be
more effective if they emphasize the value of
an ongoing partnership between creators and
users.

13S
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Chapter 5

Impact of Technology
on the Creative Environment

FINDINGS
The development and widespread use of the

new information and communication technolo-
gies are changing the creative environment in
a number of ways, many of which will have sig-
nificant implications for the intellectual prop-
erty system. These technologies, for example,
are redefining who creators are and what moti-
vates them, the kinds of tools and materials
they use, and how they gain access to these
tools, the skills and knowledge they need to
pursue their work, and their roles and relation-
ships to others in their environment.

In this new environment, the incentives and
rewards provided by the intellectual property
system may no longer achieve their intended pol-
icy goals. In many cases, they inadequately re-
flect the motivations, needs, and perceptions
of the members of the creative environtrunt,
or the kinds of activities that they pursue.
Moreover, they may miscalculate the econom-
ics of creating, producing, and distributing
intellectual properties. Under these circum-
stances, new kinds of inducements may be re-
quired.

One of the most significant differences in to-
day's creative environment is Lie growth in
the number of participants and the transfor-
mation of traditional roles and relationships.
New participants have entered the scene as

new technological opportunities have emerged.
Not parties to previous intellectual property
agreements, many of the new players and even
some of the older ones who now operate in new
modes, have new and divergent attitudes about
who should have access to works and materi-
als, and about what kinds of activities and pur-
suits should be rewarded. Under these circum-
stances, controversies are likely to develop
among players about the distribution of rewards.
Furthermore, in the future, there may be less
consensus about the basic aims of the intellectual
property system.

The new technologies will greatly enhance the
creative environment, providing new and pow-
erful tools that can expand the boundaries of
creativity, changing the ways in which crea-
tors and inventors cazry out their work, and
opening the way for more people to participate
in the creative process and to share the prod-
ucts of scholarly and scientific research. At the
same time, these technological capabilities also
pose new problems for the intellectual property
system. Allowing users to access and manipu-
late creative works with unprecedented ease
and speed, they make it more difficult for cre-
ators and inventors to identify or trace inci-
dents of co2yTight infringement or plagiarism.

INTRODUCTION

The American system of in: ellectual prop-
erty rights was established to foster -eativity
and learning by providing economic incentives
to individual creators.' It was 'ssumed that

Thioughout this chapter the term creators is used in a g,m-
eric sense to include all those people who are invoked in arti',
tic or intellectual activities

such incentives, in the form of exclusive rights,
would stimulate thc' development and dissem-
ination of ideas, discoveries and inventions, in-
formation, and knowledge. As a result, artists,
writers, and scholars would have at their dis-
posal the resources necessary to support their
creative work. Most of what they needed was
available through printed materials.
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Today, however, we have moved far beyond
the print culture into an era where the new in-
formation and communication technologies are
rapidly altering the environment for creativ-
ity. This raises the question of whether incen-
tives of intellectual property rights, established
in an era when the printing press dominated
communication technology, remain adequate
in an age of information and electronics.

This chapter analyzes the relationship be-
tween incentives and the creative environment

by examining: 1) how technology relates to the
creative environment, and 2) how today's new
technologies are affecting that environment.
Where possible it will distinguish between the
environments in which artists, scholars and
scientists, and information entrepreneurs oper-
ate to determine whether technology is affect-
ing these areas in different ways in order to
identify where creators might require differ-
ent kinds of incentives and rewards.

THE CREATIVE ENVIRONMENT
Artists, writers, composers, and inventors

do not work in a vacuum. Nor, as the social
historian Elizabeth Eisenstein has pointed, "do
major innovations, discoveries, and artistic
works spring to life abruptly and full blown,
like Minerva from Jove's brow."' Rather, an
invention, discovery, or creative act is more
like a complex social process than an isolated
incident.3 The environment in which these proc-
esses occur is the "creative environment."

The creative environment consists of several
elements:

the creators themselvesthe scholars,
poets, writers, artists, inventors, and
others who produce intellectual works;
the tools and materials that creators need
to perform their tasks;
the foundation of artistic and intellectual
material on which to build, which might
be as fundamental as an epic poem or as
sophisticated as an on-line, bibliographic
database;
a set of skills and procedures for carrying
our their work;

'Elizabeth L Eisensteir, The Printing Press as an Agent of
Change. Communications and Cultural Transformations in Early
Modern Europe, vol. I (Cambridge, England: Cambridge Uruver-
sity Press, 1979), p. 31. For two other discussions of the inter-
related activities and processes leading to invention and
creativity, see also, Arnold Pacey, The Maze of Igenuity, Ideas
and Idealism in the Development of Technology (Cambndge,
MA: MIT Press, 1980; and Daniel J. Boorstin, The Discovtrs-
A History of Man's Search to Know His World and Himself
(New York: Vintage Books, 1985)

'Eisenstein, op cit., p. 31

a formal or informal system of education
and training;
a network of relationships with others,
each constituting a set of roles; and

community of shared and supportive
values and a system of incentives and
rewards.

Together, these elements constitute a sys-
tem in which each part affects all others. The
creative environment can also be influenced
by external factors, such as economic devel-
opments, politics, or social change. Technol-
ogy is one external factor that is likely to have
a particular significant impact because just to
be able employ it generally requires the retruc-
turing of the environment in which it is to be
used.'

As the following discussion shows, the in-
fluence of technology on the creative environ-
ment is likely to take several forms. It will af-
fect who the creators are and what motivates
them,what kinds of tools and materials crea-
toro uoe and how they get access to them; the
skills they need to carry our their work; and
their roles and relationships to others in their
environment.

'Langdon Winner. Autonomouq Technology Technics Out
of Control as a Theme in Political Thought (Cambridge, MA
MIT Press, 19771. p 100 See also Jacques Ella The Techno-
logical Society New York Vintage Books, Alfred A Knopf,
1964)
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IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON CREATC
Societies are shaped and characterized by

the technology that predominates in them One
can speak, for example, of Stone Age man or
of the basket weavers. Today, computer tech-
nology is becoming pervasive. While virtually
everyone encounters this technology daily in
one form or another, its power and scope en-
sure that it will have an especially pronounced
effect on those involved in creative, scientific,
and scholarly pursuits. In particular, it will af-
fect how artists, inventors, and scholars see
themselvestheir self-image, and what moti-
vates them.

Self-Image and Motivations

The historical case of the printing press il-
lustrates how technology can affect creators'
self-images and motivation. In fact, the con-
cept of individual authorship, which definitive-
ly changed authors' self images, emerged from
this new technology.' Before the printing press
manuscripts were treated more or less as sa-
cred texts whose authorship was as irrelevant
as it was difficult to ascertain. Daniel Boor-
stin captures how difficult it was to trace
authorship before the establishment of a
printed, title page:"

There were special problems of nomencla-
ture when books were commonly composed
as well as transcribed by men in holy orders
In each religious house it was customary for
generation after generation of monks to use
the same names. When a man took his vows,
he abandoned the name by which he had been
known in the secular world, and he took a
name of one of the monastic brothers who had
recently died. As a result, every Franciscan
house would always have its Bonaventura,
but the identity of `Bonaventura' at any time

As Eisenstein has pointed out
From the first, authorship was closely linked to the ney, tech

nology As Fehyre and Martin suggest, it is a 'neologism to use
the term 'man of letters' before the ar,....ent of printing Partly

arse copyists had, after all, never paid those whose works
they copied, partly because new books were a small portion of
the early book trade, and partly because divisions of literary la
I-or remained blurred tie author retained a ql11191 ameteur via
tus until the eighteenth century

Eisenstein, op cit pp 153 154
"Boorstin, op cit , p 530

could only be defined by con-iderable re-
search

All this, as we have seen, gave a tantaliz-
ing ambiguity to the name by which a medie-
val manuscript book might be known A man-
uscript volume of sermons identified as
Sermones Bonaventurae might be so called
for any one of a dozen reasons . . .Was the
original author the famous Saint Bonaven-
tura of Fidanza? Or was there another author
called Bonaventura? Or was it copies by
someone of that name? Or by someone in a
monastery of that name? Or preached by
some Bonaventura, even though not com-
posed by him. Or had the volume once been
owned by a Friar Bonaventura, or by a mon-
astery called Bonaventury? Or was this a col-
lection of sermons by different preachers, of
which the first was a Bona " °ntura? Or were
these simply in honor of Saint Bonaventura?

The printing press not only gave rise to the
concept of the individual author, it also af-
fected how creative people were motivated.
With ',he enhanced economic value of printed
books fostered by the new technology, crea-
tors encountered conflict concerning whether
they wereor should be"serving the muses
or mechanic printers, [or were] engaged in a
'divine art' or a 'mercenary metier.' "'Just as
the printing press affected the self-image and
motivations of 17th and 18th century creators,
so too are the new information technologies
already changing contemporary creators' atti-
tudes and perceptions about themselves and
their work.

In many fields, the convergence of audio,
video, and computer technologies now allows
the creator to express hisiher art in multiple
modes and media, changing the way he/she de-
fines his role. Basing her art on a variety of
technologies, the entertainer, Laurie Anderson,
for example, defines herself at one and the same
time as a musician, a composer, a video maker,
a writer, an inventor, and a pop star.' The same
technologies turn audio engineers into stage

Eisenstein, op cit , p 53
"J Hoberman, The New Avant-( iarde From Anderson to

Byrne,- Dial Magame, July 1985, pp 5-6
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performers, sound-mixers into composers and
performers on records,9 and computer scien-
tists into film artists. Many artists are also
software designers, many composers are tech-
nicians, and many biologists are information
scientists. As technology becomes more inte-
gral to the arts, artists have to become techni-
cians before they can create.

Beyond changing perceptions of their roles,
the new technologies may actually affect how
creators think, how they become aware of who
they are and what they do, and how they de-
fine their relationship t the rest of the world.
After analyzing people's experiences with the
computer, Sherry Turkle observes:")

The computer becomes part of everyday
life. It is a constructive as well as a projec-
tive medium. When you create in a pro-
grammed world, you work in it, you experi-
ment in it, you live in it. The computer's
chameleon like quality, the fact that when you
program it, it becomes your creature, makes
it an ideal medium for the construction of a
wide variety of private worlds and, through
them, for self-exploration. Computers are
more than screens onto which personality is
projected. They have already become a part
of how a new generation is growing up.

By firing creators' imaginations, the new
technologies are also widening the scope of
creative activity itself and opening new oppor-
tunities. The interactive fiction writer, Ann
Byrd-Platt, for example, was discouraged from
becoming a novelist, believing she could not
distinguish herself from "the hundreds and
hundreds of writers just like her.-" She found
that an understanding of computers and tech-
nology gave her new areas in which to exercise
her creativity. In writing interactive fiction
an art form impossible without computers--

"See for example Ken Emerson, "David Byrne Thinking
Man's Rock Star," The New York Times Magazine, May 5, 1985,
pp 54-57 In creating "Once in a Lifetime" teams of technical
and artistic individuals create together, working out their sense
of structure, relying on intuition. Improvisation, and technol-
ogy Thus the creator may be both musician and engineer

"'Sherry Turkel, The Second Self Computers and the Hu-
man Spirit (New York Simon & Schuster, 1984), p 15

"Ann Byrd-Platt, OTA Workshop on the Impact of Tech-
nology on the Creative Environment, Apr 24, 1985

she succeeded in finding a na.he for herself and
her creativity

Technology. may also change how society
perceives creators and their work. For exam-
ple, while most people have always recognized
that the stage director imparts a unique con-
tribution to the performance of a play or mu-
sical, the director was unable to claim "author-
ship" of his work, because his contribution
could not be written down or expressed unam-
biguously. Today, however, video-recording
technology, can "fix" the unique way in which
actors, props, motion, and scenery are arrayed
in each director's interpretation of a work. Br
thus establishing his authorship, the stage di-
rector has greater credence in his claim to copy-
right.12

Technology has also affected the motiva-
tions of artists and scientists. Changes in atti-
ts:d' seem to be most pronounced in those areas
where the new technologies have helped to en-
hance the market value of creative and scien-
tific works. Again, as in the age of the print-
ing press, many creators are wrestling with
choices about whether to focus on intrinsic or
monetary rewards.

Traditionally, artists have been inspired to
create and scientists driven to invent and dis-
cover for reasons that can be clearly set apart
from monetary rewards. The graphic artist Mil-
ton Glaser succinctly characterized these kinds
of motivations when he said:

I would suspect that a good many people
would say that the basic reason they do their
work is that it pleases them, because they love
it, because they are obsessed by it, and be-
cause they don't feel that they have any
choice."

Underlying motivations and the sense of pur-
pose for creators remains strong. Explains The-
odore Bikel:

The arts are about risk taking. More often
than not [they arej about endangerment You
endanger your soul each time you put some

'James Hammerstein, OTA Workshop on the Impact of
Technology on the Creative Environment, Apr 24, 1985

"Milton Glaser, OTA Workshop on the Impact of Technol-
ogy on the Creative Environment, Apr 24. 1985
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pen to paper each time you try to interpret
somebody else's words We Pre about poetry
We are about the gossamer fabric of hopes,
of dreams. We finally in the last analysis hope
that what we do create will furnish th'- na-
tion's laughter, the nation's tears, certainly
the nation's memory of what today was like
and what yesterday was like."

Scientists, too, have been fueled chiefly by
nonmonetary concerns. One major force driv-
ing them to pursue their work has been the de-
sire to be the first to solve a problem, to be
the discoverer, or the inventor. It was, in fact,
the originality of a finding that served as "tes-
timony that one had successfully lived up to
the most exacting requirements of one's role
as a scientist."" This desire to be first gave
rise to numerous battles over originality in the
scientific community during the 18th and 19th
centuries.'

Equally important has been the scientist's
desire to contribute to the advancement of
knowledge in his field. Traditionally, once a
scientist made an original contribution, he did
not try to maintain the right of exclusive ac-
cess to it. Rather, scientists' discoveries and
inventions became part of the public domain
available for all to use and build on."

Benjamin Franklin exemplified this ethic.
Explaining why he had turned down an offer
from the Governor of Pennsylvania to patent
the Franklin stove, he wrote to a friend:

I declin'd from a Principle which has weighed
with me on such occasions, vis. That as we
enjoy great Advantages from the Invention
of others, we should be glad of an opportu-
nity to serve others by an invention of ours,
and this we should do freely and generously '8

Nor did scientists traditionally seek to mar-
ket their discoveries. Louis Pasteur's attitude

'Theodore Bikel, OTA Workshop on the Impact of Technol-
ogy on the Creative Environment, Apr 24, 1985

'Robert K Merton, The Sociology of Science Theoretical
and Empirical Investigations (Chicago, IL The University of
Chicago Press, 19731

Abal
'As quoted in Bruce Willis Bugbee, Genesis of American

Patent and Copyright' Law (Washington, DC Public Affairs
Press, 19761, p 72

was typical. Although he himself estimated
that the use of his method would save 100 mil-
lion francs per year, he was not interested in
profiting financially from his discoveries. As
ilk. explained to Napoleon III:

In France scientists would consider they
lowered themselves by doing so.'9

While m lily of these traditional motives are
still in force, recent technological developments
have noticeably affect how scientists and cre-
ators feel about their work, the reasons they
pursue it, and the rewards they expect to gain
from it. In particular, the enhanced commer-
cial value attributed to many information prod-
ucts and services has brought about both con-
flict and change.

Changing motivations are probably the great-
est in fields of science where the commerciali-
zation of research results has proved highly
profitable. Industry representatives are now
actively courtirg the traditional scholar-scien-
tist. As one professor of biological science at
Harvard University described it,

At this point, it's mind boggling. I'm courted
every day. Yestei,ay, some guy offered me lit-
erally millions of dollars to go direct a research
outfit on the west coast . . . He said any price."

Such offers have placed many scholars in
conflict about their roles. While some respond
favorably to these developmentseven to the
point of creating their own firms to exploit
their discoveries for profitsothers have op-
posed them as unsuitable for academic science.
Trying to sort out what is appropriate behavior
for academics and academia, a number of ma-
jor universities have themselves begun work-
ing together to develop policy guidelines for
university-industry relationships."

''As quoted in J D Bernal, Science and Industry in the
Nineteenth Century (London Routeledge and Kegan Paul, 1953,
p 86

As quoted in Henry Etzkov "Entrepreneurial Scien-
tists and Entrepreneurial Unnip si in American Academic
Science,"Minerva,vol XXI, No 2/3, summer/autumn 1985, p 199

"Academe and Industry Debate Partnership," Science,
vol 219, No 4481, January 1983, pp 150-151 See also U S.
Congress, Office of Technology Assessment, Information Tech-
nology Research and Development- Critical Trends and Issues,
OTA-CIT-268 (Washmgton. DC U S Government Printing Of-
fice, February 1985)
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Creators in the arts and entertainment face
similar choices. With the development of
mass media marketplace. these fields have be-
come big businesses where intellectual works
are often treated purely as economic commodi-
ties. The development and proliferation of new
channels of distribution ' as promoted fierce
competition for entertainment products, which
has greatly increased its commerical value."
Under these circumstances, authors, artists,
musicians and other creators may be faced with
difficult choices about whether to develop their
art in response to the market's or to their own
internal forces." As Milton Glaser described
this dik Jima:

If you begin with the idea that the movie
business is a business that has an artistic ele-

"Tom Whiteside, "Onward and Upward With the Arts,"
Cable I, II, and III [three-part article series), The New Yorker,
May 1985

"Just such a phenomenon occurred, as has already beer
noted, with the growth of the book market after the develop-
ment and widespread deployment of the printing press Such
an occurrence happened again in late I9th century America,
when the book market was expanded to meet the needs of an
increasingly literate population. To profit from this literate, al
though generally less educated audience, it was common for
publishers, for example, to press authors to lower their artistic
standard for the sake of mcreasmg sales See for example, Lewis
A Coser, Charles Kadushin, and Walter Powell, Books The
Culture and Commerce of Pubhshing INew York Basic Books
Inc, 19821, pp 226.227

rent it. . [then you n.ed to recognize
that] the control of the movie business essen-
tially is in the hand of the people who think
of it as a business, invest the money, and are
in it to make money and do."

The choice a creator makes depends on his
fundamental motives and on his relationship
to others within the creative environment. For
software developer David McCune, for exam-
ple, there really is no choice. As he says:

I'm going to program computers no mat-
ter what. I'm concerned that I 'Lake enough
money to pay the rent and buy myself a com-
puter. bas'_cally. Other than that I don't really
care much.'

Some artists are supported by government
grants or endowments from private founda-
tions. Few are successful enough to attain both
the desired economic independence and artis-
tic freedom. Most, however, choose to work
within the existing system and, when they can,
to finds ways to express their creativity. In
effect, they work in both worlds, the world of
art and the world of business.

Milton Glaser. OTA Workshop on the Impact of Technol-
ogy on the creative Environment, Apr 24, 1985

David McCune, OTA Workshop on the Impact of Technol-
ogy on the Creative Environment, Apr 24, 1985

TOOLS FOR CREATIVITY
Machine tools enhanced man's ability to per-

form physical tasks. Similarly, the new infor-
mation technology will enhance his ability to
carry out intellectual pursuits.26

Because these technologies are primarily in-
tellectual tools, they are likely to be used
extensively in science, scholarship, and the
creative and performing arts. In these areas,
technologies may:

'For a discussion of how info-mation and communication
technology can extend man's creative process of knu...ng, see
Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media The Extensions of
Man [New York Signet, 19641 For a more recent and specula-
tive discussion about the impact of the computer on the mind.
see Robert Jastrow, The Enchanted Loom Mind in the Um
verse [New York Simon & Schuster, 19811

1. expand the boundaries of the fields as we
know them,

2. change the ways in which creators and in-
ventors carry our their work, and

3. allow more people to participate in the
creative process and to share the products
of scholarly and scientific research.

Expanding Boundaries

History offers many instances in which new
technological tools have advanced the bound-
aries of science and scholarship, also expanded
the domains of art and entertainment. The in-
vention of the clock and the lens, for example,
greatly facilitated the development of the
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sciences of mechanics and astronomy Simi-
larly, technologies expanded the domains of
art and communication. With the substitution
of oil paint for egg tempera, the course of paint-
ing was dramatically changed, giving rise to
the Renaissance style of art." The development
of the camera, too, brought entirely new forms
of art and entertainment. As the art critic John
Berger notes in his analysis of the impact of
the camera on our perception of the visual arts:

The art of the past no longer exists as it once
did It" authority is lost. In its place there is
a language of images. What matters now is
who uses this language and for what pur-
poses."

Like their earlier counterparts, the new com-
munication technologies are exerting a wide-
ranging influence on the arts and sciences and
on the development of other information prod-
ucts and services. They offer new tools. By tak-
ing advantage of computers' high-speed data-
processing abilities, computer graphics can
represent many types of information and art,
from mathematical formulae to cartoons. Com-
puters facilitate the manipulation and re-
arrangement of anything that can be expressed
in computer-readable formimages, data files,
text. The new techniques for inexpensive re-
productionxerography, audio and video dup-
lication, computer copyingalso allow crea-
tors and other users to gain access more easily
to a rrich broader range of intellectual prop-
erties ',Ilan ever before.

These technologies have varying effects on
the actual substance of creation, For some peo-
ple, new technological capabilities enhance the
creative process by making it faster, cheaper,
or easier to produce a work. For others. they
actually change the boundaries of their art.

"John P McKelvey, "Science and Technology. The Driven
and the Driver," Technology Review, January 1985. p 42 As
McKelvey points out, the casual relationship works both ways,
with pure science often given rise to new technologies

"Milton Glaser, OTA Workshop on the Impact of Technol-
ogy on the Creative Environment, Apr. 24, 1985.

'John Berger, British Broadcasting Corp , Ways of Seeing
(London Penguin Books, 1972), p. 21, as cited in Edward W
Plowman and L Clark Hamilton, Copyright Intellectual Prop-
erty in the Information Age (London Rout ledge & Kegan Paul,
1980)
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A growing number of authors, for example,
write on word processors because the new de-
vices r" -ke it easier to edit, store, and trans-
mit their documents. For these authors, word
processing has not produced a new form of lit-
erary expression; it has simply facilitated the
mechanics of creatiiw "Iterary works. Similarly,
film makers use sophisticated and intelligent
tools to capture or create images and sounds
with greater ease and dazzling speed.

Beyond facilitating the creative process,
some technological advances have actually
opened new channels for the expression of
creativity, thereby expanding the very nature
of science and art. Using these new computer-
ized channels to generate graphics and synthe-
size music, artists, film makers, and composers
are creating new kinds of images. These new
pictures and sounds are born of equations, al-
gorithims, and mathematical models. Using
computer programs and mathematical values
to represent color, shape curvatures, shading,
and even randomness, teams of engineers, ar-
tists, and film makers "produce extraordinar-
ily complex and lifelike graphic simulations
that rival and sometimes exceed those born
of traditional animation."" Whether used to
"draw" a seasi.le landscape (see box 5-1), to
generate special effects, or make motion pic-
tures, the power for creation lies in the soft-
ware and the imagination of the team. For cre-
ators at Lucasfilms, today's tools represent
only the beginning of what will later be possi-
ble: In the future, "the computer will allow
Hollywood to tell stories that could not have
been told any other way."3'

Like their counterparts in the arts, scientists
use increasingly powerful computers to carry
out more and more complex calculations, and
to represent and to simulate experiments, proc-
,esses, and phenomena. The use of supercom-
puters and color imaging techniques for nu-
merical computation in fields such as physics
enables scientists to solve increasingly cc

"Stuart Gannes, "Lights, Canter Compu DISCOVER,
August 1984, pp 76.79

Catmull, Head of the Computer Development 6roup,
Lucasfilms. as quoted by Stua,c Gannes, "Lights, Cameras

Computers," DISCOVER. August 1984, p 79
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*aerated laiesew to "Draw" * Seaside Landscape

plex problemsproblems with so many vari-
ables that the true visualization requires a nu-
merical solution. For example, modeling gas
flowing in black holes, where the actual mani-
festations of the gas dynamics around them
are too small to be observed, requires numeri-
cal experiments of a new order of magnitude.
Explains Larry Smarr:

A typical experiment makes use of at least
10,000 time steps. Thus, the finite-difference
solution is a set of five variables on a space
time lattice of 250 million points, that is, the
solution of 1.25 billion numbers of nonlinear
partial differential equations."

"Larry L Smarr, "An Approach tc, Complexity. Numerical
Computations," Science, vol 228, No 4698, Apr 26, 1985, pp.
403-405
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Particippnts at OTA workshops convened
for this study," described the multiple ways
in which the new technologies are expanding
the boundaries of science, music, art. dance,
photography, film, and television.

In musical composition and performance,
new sounds and arrangements result from
computer synthesizers, digital sound ana-
lyzers, and electronic editors. Although mu-
sical notation can begin on paper, it may also
be "drawn" electronically. The technology
not only provides tools to generate sounds,
but also the means to store and manipulate
them as well. Thus composition and perform-
ance can result from revision, expansion, or
recombination of unending variety of chords,
melodies, rhythms, or pitch.

A dance sequence blends the performance
of a live dancer with that of computer-gener-
ated images and information. Intricate and
complex sequences of movement and dance
are developed by the choreographer and per-
formed by the computer. While early comput-
er representations of dance were rudimentary
representations, computer images are now
essential elements of the performance itself
In some instances, the computer-generated
dance sets out new steps, followed in turn by
the live dancer. For some choreographers and
dancers, the boundaries between technology
and dance cross in the generation of new art
forms. (See box 5-2.)

The new technologies not only affect per-
formance in dance directly, as adjunct art
forms; they also provide new ways to perma-
nently record dance. Ir t,!-- once stored,
these computer records not only become
choreographical records, when broken down
"to their elements, they can also become

sources for new steps and sequences.
Technological changes in cameras, film,

lic4Iting equipment, laser separators, print
publishing, and computer processing of elec-
tronic images are all affecting photography

Computing power displa, ,,echnologies en-
hance capacity that they expand science into
new horizons. (See box 5-3.) This expanded
capacity allows for new ways of visualizing

"OTA Workshops Technologies for Information Creation,
Dec 6, 1984, Display. Printing, and Reprography, Mar 13, 1985,
Impact of Technology on the Creative Environment, Apr 24,
1985

and anal zing physical phenomena such as
the behavior of a molecule or the evolution
of a galaxy

The power of the new technologies is not
limited to science and the arts, it cuts across
virtually all information-related fields. New in-
formation technologies have expanded the va-
riety, scope, and sophistication of information
products and services. Described by some ob-
servers as being in the very process of "sell-
creation,-" the information industryfrom
database businesses, softwdre and hardware
providers, publishers, cable television, infor-
mation analysis centers and clearinghouses
continues to grow. In the U.S. software indus-
try alone, there are an estimated 1,200 com-
panies and thousands of individual free-lancers
creating and producing software and provid-
ing services worth $40 billion annually.

The new technologies can both enhance ex-
isting information products and services and
generate new ones. Figure 5-1 lays out the mul-
tidimensional and multifaceted technological
capabilities that play a role in developing in-
forma* ion products and services to meet a wide
range of information-related functions. At the
same time, the technologies enhance the value
of information products and services by mak-
ing them more accurate, timely, and accessible.

New Ways of Proceeding

The development and use o{ new tools also
influences the way people perform creative
activities. Historically we can see, for exam-
ple. that the technology of mass printing and
publishing changed the process of conducting
scientific research and scholarship by impos-
ing precision and standards for publication.
Books were reviewed, examined, and marked
up in ways they had never been before. For
the first time, images could be printed with
text. A system for organizing books was d,
veloped; titles were systematically arranged
with bibliographies compiled, making it eas-

"Charles W Moritz, Pi .,,dent and ( Ioef Operating Office,
Dun & Bradstreet Corp . Keynote Address. 15th Annual Con-
vention and Exhibition, The Information Industry Association,
Nov 7, 1983, New York City
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ier to use the growing volame of written works.
These changes, in turn, facilitated tne devel-
opment of the scientific method."

Printing and the widespread distribution of
books also fostered new relationships among
scientists, artists, intellectuals, and their geo-
gr-7-111 Y listant counterparts. As Eisen-
stein has pointed out:

The fact that identical images, maps, and
diagrams could be viewed simultaneously by

"Eisenstein, op cit., pp. 80-111

scattered readers instituted a kind of
mur' ions revolutio., ,elf.36

just as technology a'r Ls the tools used by
creators and enhances and expands the -a-
tive process, so too it will lead to new ways
of operating. With comnuters' increased opac-
ity to store, retrieve, and manipulate informa-
tion and images, the process of creativity and
research is becoming more interactive. Two
phenomena illustrate this: electronic snipping
and pasting and computer networking.

'Ibid., p 56
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Box 5-3.--Using Computer Graphics as a Tool To Explore New Surface Structures

Photo credit. D Holhoso sod J T Horner'''. ledd

Minimal surfaces are mathematical idealizations of mer-hranes which are stretched in such a
way as to attempt to make their surface area as an .11 as Jossible. They occur as soap films, as
interfaces in liquid crystals, and have been used the -et' ally in physics and general releivity.

In 1984, David Hoffman, a mathematician at the University of Massachusetts at Amherst and
William H. Meeks III, then at Rice University, were able to prove the existence of a new minim ..
surface, the first of its type to be discovered in 200 years. By using numerical methods to approxi-
mate a possible example, and then comp-iter graphics developed by Jaws T. Hoffman to view por-
tions of it, they were able to discern that the surface was hieli symmetric. According to David
Hoffn an, "This provided qualitative information and insight which led to a new general theory
and the construction of infinitely many examples." Moreover, he notes, "The ability to process ana
condense large amount of information by me &.us of computer graphics is well known in other fields,
but has only recently been used in mathematick"

Pictured below, is a computer- generated ',,kw of the new minimal surface.
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Figure 5.1 - -Applications of Information Technologies to the Creation and Processing of Information
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Electronic Snipping and Pasting

Even when done with scissors and paste,
snipping and pasting consists of a process of
stori,,g, retrieving, and manipulating infernia-
tion. The computer with its unique capacity
to oerform these tasks, is the ultimate editing
1. With this technology readily availaHe,
thc, creator is now as prone to re-create a3 to
create in the first place.

Computer and video technologies are hav-
ing such an effect on film editing. With tools
such as EditDroid, developed by Lucasfilms,
the arduous task of editing thousands of feet
of film is simplified by electronic snipping and
pasting." By computerizing the editing proc-
____

Experts point out that film editing is a major component
in the making of a film. It can take as long as the shooting it-
self A typical finished feature film consits of 10.000 feet of film.
or; six reels, the reqiili of as many as 2,000 splices from the ongi-
nal footage See Cannes op cit

Storage & preservation

0
7."

<5

ci

ci

is
rn
co

Assimilation
and

Decls,pn support
sys'ems

CAD CAM

3'3::" -5

ess, a film artist can rearrange foot-ge in the
same way a writer rearranges words on his
word processor: inserting and deleting images
frame by frame; taking whole sequences from
one place and shifting them to another; and
scrolling through sequences again and again.
All this id done in a matter of seconds." As
in creating texts or developing on-line data-
bases and information services, films can also
be edited, merged and reformed. In the same
fashion, old film, stored tape footage, and
other archival material can all serve as the ba-

for new derivative products and creative
%Forks.

Electronic snipping and pasting has also al-
tered the world of the still image photographer.
Using laser and computer technologies to scan
original photographs and convert them into

and
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digital data, one caii ..,..mpulate the "no-loriger
photographic" image in very sophi,ticated
ways." Color, texture, figures, and so on can
be varied slightly or totally. (See box 5-4, "Now
you see them, now you don't.") The same tech-
nologies can also transmit photographs elec-
tronically to printers in remote locations.

These capabilities can alter both the way a
photographer works and his control ovor his
work. Before digitized photography, for exam-
ple, the photographer could control his images
by controlling the film negatives. Today, how-
ever, the commerical photographer must ne-
gotiate in advance, in exact detail, how the im-
age will be used, for what length of time, and
under what circumstances. Explains Bill
Weems: "The human relationships of the whole
industry have changed dramatically now.. .

You h- ve a whole new world to deal with here.
Images are not only stored and retrieved, but
are digitized and re-created."" To work out
these relationships, additional time must be
spent dealing with administrative and trans-
action issues. And the photographer wonders
if it is only a matter of time before it will be
literally impossible to track all of the uses of
one's images.

Tne production of music and sound is equally
amenable to electronic snipping and pasting.
Using the ability to store recorded sound dig-
itally and gain increased digital control of that
sound, the musician can mix and match not
only sounds, but also rhythms and pitch. Ac-
cording to composer Michael Kowalski, these
new tools allow for:

. unprecendented access to reproducing,
copying and editing soundan ability to take
tiny snippets of sound, anywhere from a twenty
thousandth of a second of a sound to the whole
piece of music, and manipulate it to your
heart's content.'

These technological advances have the po-
tential to damage creators' interests as well.

'Steward Brand, Kevin KcIly, and Jay Kinney 'Digital
Retouching,- Whole Earth Review, No 47, July 1985, pp 42 47

Weems, OTA Workshop on the Impact of Technology
on the Creative Environment, Apr 24, 1985

'Michael Kowalski OTA Workshop on Technologies for In-
formation CI eatioi sec 6, 1984

The same images and sounds that the artist,
photographer, or musician has stored to use,
manipulate, revise, and reproduce can also be
manipulated, revised, copied, and used in a
multitude ways by others, with or without
permission. Some creators worry that a "cav-
alier attitude will develop toward taking what-
ever you want and doing whatever you want
with it."42 This attitude has already surfaced
within the artistic community itself, as well
as in the worlds of advertising and publish-
ing.'" Although many of these innovative tools
for cutting and pasting are still relatively ex-
pensive and unavailable, they may be more ac-
cessible in the future. With \cider deployment
of such techniques, artists, photographers, and
musicians may find it increasingly difficult to
track or trace the uses of their work. Notes
Joyce Hakansson:

Now, talent, creativity, wo. ks of art are also
in an intangible fashion being transmitted
and we are not aware of the fact that we are
stealing; that we are, in fact, impinging. We
are e.icroaching on somebody's rights. That
has to be transmitted. The new technology
is now putting things in a new format and we
have to be taught to look at it in a new way."

Thug nne Pst inn for the creative (-Immu-
nity is: How do you proceed?

Computer Networking

Compute.- networking n.akes it possible to
use distant computing power to analyze data
or generate new images; to consult with one's
colleagues and jointly write papers; and to ex-
change ideas or reports. However, such shifts
in the way information and knowledge are cre-

"I bic.:
"Interview with Laurette Jones and Bonnie Sullivan,

graphic artists in New York City, March 1985. For example,
Jones worried about continued reuse of her ,wages, done easily
without her permission, once her client has a copy of her disk,
on which the image was fixed. van found that using a very
sophisticated computer graphics system ,,hat required thta she
store her images on hard disk, placed her image files in a com-
puter system in which she had no control Finding that other
users had access to her files without her knowledge or acquies-
cence. Sullivan chose not to work on the system until users cou' I
agree to control and respect controlled access to one another's
work

"Joyce Llakensson, OTA Workshop -in Technology and the
Creative Environment, Apr 24, 1985
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ate i and distributed can have a tremendous
impact on the worlds of scholarship and crea-
tivity For just as the centralization of book-
making and publishing led to the development
of authorship and standardized texts, so might
electronic networking speed the decentraliza-
tion of information distribution, which, in turn,
may to lead changes in the processes by which
research is conducted and art is created.

These changes are already becoming visible
in the academic world, where scientists are
using computers and telecommunication links
to conduct research and communicate with one
another cn networks supported by the Depart-
ment of Defense (A11.7)NNET), the National
Science Foundation (NSFNet), and the Depart-
ment of Fnergy (MFENET).45 The number of
networks and user:, are growing rapidly, not
only for scientific communities, but, also in
other academic disciplines.

BITNET, for example, used by scientists
and other scholars, provides linkages to more
than 175 institutions of research and higher
education in the United Skates and has direct
lini--s to networks in Canada and Europe. Users
of P ITNET and other networks send each
other messages, text files, and computer pro-
grams." Those who use computer networking
describe it as an essential tool in their work.
(See table 5-1.)

Some networks serve not only as mecha-
nisms for exchange of data and information,
they also Provide the means to access distant
computing power for conducting research. One
such example is the National Magnetic Fusion
Energy Network (see figure 5-2), which con-
nects a total of 4,000 users in 100 separate loca-

'For a description of the operation and scope of those net-
works see, Dennis M Jemangs, Lawrence H Landweber, Ira

Fuchs, David J Farber, and W Richards Adrion, "Comput-
er Networking for ;:cientists," Science, vol 231, No. 4741, pp
943-950

4,Fdes, for example, can include any type of machine- reada-
ble document, such as memoranda, research proposals, manu-
scripts, and lette-s. Just as networks transmit messages from
one computer to another, networks also transmit information
from one computer to another, in the form of data or computer

grams See Ira H Fuchs and Daniel J. Obserst, Report on
vctworking, OTA contractor report, June 1985

Table 5.1.Electronic Networking: Academic
and Research Uses

"i have found the network to be extreme:y useful thus far
in furthering rr, collaborative efforts with researchers in other
cities The ability to transmit both raw and transformed
data and computer printouts of analyses rapidly between lo-
cations greatly facilitated the collaborative efforts It was pos-
sible, indeed in cases easier than if we'd been in the same
city, tc receive data, run an analysis, ship results, discuss
the results, and plot next strategies fur analysis with col-
leagues in Boston and New York Further, I am actively
collaborating in a research grant at with
and we both have found the ability to send copies of meas-
ures, initial data, and other forms rapidly to each other has
greatly facilitated our work

We use BITNET for electronic mail dialogues with
authors in 311 stages of publishing business, including the
shipment of complete book to our editors
Two encyclopedia protec', are underway at remote locations.
We currently carry on cc.wersations with the authors and edi-
tors of the projects, but when they move into the copy-editin
stage we plan to have a constant flow of articles, back and
forth project editors to our in-house manuscript editors, and
vice versa "

"Last summer, I moved shop from to
I was able to ship the majority of files from both

the CSISOM DEC-20 and the IBM 4341 quickl. and effortless-
ly to via BITNET

"I have used BITNET on several occasions to send data
to and receive data from users at [several different universi-
ties) [It) has made the scientific interactions with research
ers at these institutions much easier than it would be without
the network Unfortunately several institutions with w;tich I
regularly communicate are not on the network "

Other fatuity members used the network while they were
on academic leave to advise graduate students who were
working on their dissertations ' Using BITNET, question and
answer exchange or draft approval could take place within
the same day "
SOURCE BITNET Network Int ,rmat.on Center EDUCOM Princeton NJ

tions, all of whom are involved in multi-insti-
tutional research efforts."

Ei-tronic networks can also provide access
to vast ciectronic libraries. Although few re-
searchers today report using their time on elec-
tronic networks to search on-line bibliographic
and content databases, more are likely to do
so in the future. Eventually, researchers con-
ceivably might acquire all they needpeople,
research tools, current data and information,

'Figures provided by the Office of Fusion I. nerg-y, U S De-
partment of Energy, and the National Magnetic Fusion Energy
Computer Center, Lawrence Livermore Ni , Iona] Laboratory,
Univeraity of California
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and published literaturevia these electronic
networks.

In such a fluid, interactive system, the pos-
sibility of discovery or invention on-line, once
a vision of the future, is now a reality. As scien-
tists and researchers work in this environment,
intellectual property concerns are likely to arise
on such issues as determining originality r ad
assigning patents. International transm'.ssion
of data, software, and other information may
further complicate this situation.

It should be noted, however, the information
distributed on networks differs in one key way
from informatior published in technical and
scientific journals. Works transmitted elec-
tronically are likely to be still in progress, with
multiple authors, each at a different stage of
revising the work. Eventually, scien' ific re-
search may actually be published on such net-
works instead of on paper. This practice would
have far-reaching consequences for scholar-

Auburn University

Dual 5b kilobit sateiiite link;

2arum speed land line

ship. As Ithiel de So la Pool has noted, "The
proliferation of texts in multiple forms, with
no clear line between early drafts and final
printed versions, will overwhelm any identifi-
cation of what is the world's literature "48 As
in the days prior to the printing press, origi-
nality will be hard to verify and authorship
hard to establish.

Who Can Participate

The new information and communication
technologies and networks may determine, in
part, who can participate in the creative proc-
ess. These tools, like their earlier counterparts,
can increase the need for some skills and re-
duce the need for others. In the past, for ex-
ample, the invention of letters and the devel-
opment of written language increased the need

ntfuel de Sole Pool Technologies of Freedom (Cambridge,
MA, and London, England: The Belknap Press of Harvard
University, 1986). p 212
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for analytic skills and diminished the need for
some of the poetic skills that facilitated mem-
orization. Similarly, the new information tech-
nologies are bringing about changes in the
skills required to participate in the creative
process, 'Aping to determine in this way who
can take part in this process. The effect, how-
ever, differs depending on the product. Al-
though these tools decentralize and democra-
tize some kinds of activities, they might be
erecting barriers to entry for others.

Until recently, computer technology was the
exclusive province of a technological elite.
Use of computers required a special set of skills
and knowledge held by highly trained comput-
er scientists and a select group of self-educated
computer hobbyists or hackers. Today, ad-
vances in hardware design and operation, as
well as improvements in software design and
applications, have brought computer technol-
ogy to the public as well as to artists and scho-
lars. Now everyone can use new technologies
to expand and enhance their creative powers
and vision.

Before the advent of computer synthesizers
or software tools such as Mac Paint, innate abil-
ity and :,rears of training were needed to play
a musical instrument, compose a tune, or cre-
ate an illustration for printing. While today's
tools substitute for neither artistic talent nor
training, they do open new avenues for crea-
tive expression and communication of the un-
initiated. Using a personal computer, one can
generate melodies, explore harmonies, and play
an instrument, bypassing the study and prac-
tice that separated the musician from the non-
musician." Digital synthesizers, sound sys-
tems and recording systems can further ex-
tenc the reach of both amateurs and profes-
sionals, and at increasingly lower costs.5° Now
a musician can create highly sophisticated
sound in his baseme A or in a studio, using
tools that were once available only in a univer-
sity music research laboratory."

'Music in the Computer Age," Compute. January 19l?-
'Scut M ace, "Electronic Orchestras in Your Livit.,

Room," tnfowc.rld, Mar 25, 1985, pp 29-33
,del Kowalski, OTA Workshop on Technologies for In-

formation Creation. Dec 6. 1984

The technologies that make such things pos-
sible are now more widely available, as the case
of computer graphics illustrates. A few years
ago, these technologies were only available to
computer scientists and engineers involved
v.ith computer-aided design, data analysis, and
mathematical modeling. Now a wide range of
software applications are readily available for
use in diverse fields. This software does not
p -qe problems for novices since they provide
what has come to be called "a user-friendly
operator-machine interface."" In this way, ob-
jects, ideas, and projects of study can be ex-
pressed and represei,< ed graphically for busi-
ness, education, and personal use. For example,
using stylized, highly professional fonts arid
figures that can be "called up" on a personal
computer, one father, as figure 5-3 illustrates,
composed a rather artistic letter to his son, off
at camp.

Advances in hardware and software are also
enhancing access to information itself, and to
resources that can provide information. Elec-
tronic networks such as the Source or Compu-
Serve can put people in touch with vast infor-
mation resources such as on-line information
services, electronic databases, and new forms

ir.`c-srrnfir,n qniirrac clich as community
bulletin boards.

Searching the literature with on-line comput-
erized databases has, until recently, been done
principally by trained information specialists,
such as librarians or technical specialists em-
ployed by large companies. Such searches not
only required the use of highly specialized and
arcane computer commands but also highly
specialized knowledge of the databases them-
selves. More accessible software designed to
reach on-line databases makes it easier for
users of personal computers to retrieve infor-
mation. Similarly, improvements in the design
interface of on-line systems themselves facili-
tate search and location of information. These
developments enable medical professionals,
market managers, or off-campus students to
turn on their personal computer connect with

"Andries van Dam, "Computel Software for Graphics,"
Sc'entifw American, vol 251, September 1984, pp 116-159
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Figure 5-3.An Example of At-Home Publishing
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online information providers. and obtain the
materials they need."

Information can be acquired electronically
in other ways as well. Public bulletin boards
allow individuals of all ages, interests, and
levels of expertise to access information. Many
hundreds of such bulletin boards are now oper-
ating nationwide. These facilities provide a va-
riety of information, from answers to a user's
questions by other users, to digital informa-
tion tidbits, opinions, articles, or even entire
magazines. Many also provide access to pub-
lic domain software. Use of the board requires
a phone line, a personal computer and disk
drive, a modem, and software that makes the
connection to the board. Most boards can be
reached without charge by dialing a local phone
number." For many people, fellow bulletin
board users become more than a source of in-
formation; they comprise a community."

These new opportunities for both technical
and nontechnical users have not diminished

"See for example, "A New Shortcut to Electronic Librar-
ies," Business Week, May 28, 1984, p 106

"See Steven Levy. "Touring the Bulleting Boards," Popu-
lar Computing, February 1984

'At the OTA Workshop on Students' Perceptions of the In-
tellectual Property Rights Issue, May 20, 1985, one high school
student explained that he had two sets of friends 1) friends
from school that he might call on the phone and talk about home-
work or other things, and 2) fnends from the computer whose
real names might not be known but who are a constant source
of conversation and recreation on-line Notes this student "My
computer probably doesn't stay off more than half an hour af-
ter I get home and Lefore I go to bed So its on for essen-
tially 6 hours

the need for training and education in various
fields. Despite potentially brogd and instantly
available access to information, users still must
learn to use these tools to their fullest capac-
ity. Given this need, education and training
might best be used to help progress from de-
veloping routine skills to adopting more inno-
vative processes, focusing less on the trans-
fer of facts, and more on understanding how
to find and use information.56

As Ithiel de So la Pool notes in Technologies
of Freedom:

The technologies used for self-expression,
human intercourse, and recording of knowl-
edge are in unprecedented flux. A panoply of
electronic devices puts at everyone's hand ca-
pacities far beyond anything that the print-
ing press could offer. Machines that think,
that bring great libraries into anybody's
study, that allow discourse among person's
a half-world apart, are expanders of human
culture. They allow people to do anything that
could be done with communication tools of
the past, and many more things too."

'For example, some companies provide corporate training
in on-line searching to give the end user, such as the research
chemist, the skills that would enable Mm to use highly techni-
cal on-line databases, such as Chemical Abstracts In learning
to use such search systems, researchers find they understand
more fully both the possibilities and limitations of the data-
base, and are able to use information professionals even more
effectively for more complicated searches See "On-Line Liter-
ature Searching Catches on Among Researchers," Chemical &
Engineering News, Mu, , 1984, pp 29-31

'Pool, op cit , p 226

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON RESOURCES AND MATERIALS
In the process of creating, artists, scholars,

and others build on the works of the past and
draw on those of their contemporaries. In
pi '*'rate societies, the poets, storytellers, and
artists drew their content from national lore.
The epic poem served, in effect, as a cultural
database. In more recent times, the univer- icy
and other institutions of learning have housc.
a nation's accumulated wisdom. Individuals
gained access to this knowledge either throurrl-
their own educaticn and training or throLgn

informal ur sel.-initiated activities. Modern in-
formation technologies are greatly expanding
eL:r capacity to store, input, search, and dis-
t:;r,ute any type of information that can be rep-
resented in digital form.

Traditionally, the library has been a key re-
pository for information resources. Today, the
Nation's approximately 110,802 libraries sup-
ported by universities, education, research, and
business institutions, and by local communi-
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ties (see table 5-2), remain committed to orga-
nizing knowledge, supporting continuing schol-
arship and learning, and offering open-ended
access to the universe of knowledge."

This universe of information has grown ex-
ponentially, doubling steadily every 15 years
or so." Scientific journals now number 50,000
worldwide and 6,500 in the United States Sim-
ilarly, scientific books published in the United
States now number 20,000 annually 60

Works in other fields have grown as dramat-
ically as those in science. For example, between
1900 and 1970, the libraries of major universi-
ties in the United States doubled their book
holdings every 17 years.6' The Library of Con-
gress, the "Nation's Library," has more than
80 million items in its collection, including over
20 million books and pamphlets. Its collections
continue to grow at the rate of 7,000 items a
day.62

"See. for example, Scholarship, Research and Access to In-
formation, A Statement from the Council on Library Resources,
Washington DC, January 1985

'See King Research Inc , Impact of Information Technol-
ogy on Information Service Providers and Their Clientele, ()TA
contract report, July 1985

'Derek de Solla Price, Little Science Big Science 'New
York Columh,s tior-Pri2ity Press. 1963;

Isabel Ci Biers, "Impact of the Information Society on the
Information Profession," Information Age, vol 7, No 2, April
1985

See Peter T Rohrback, FIND Automation at the Library
of Congress, The First Twenty-five Years and Rev-md ash-
ington. DC The Library of Congress, 19851

Table 5- 2. Libraries in the United States

Libraries Number

Public (Central)
Total public outlets

8,768'
70,956 which includes 6 056

branch libraries

Academic 4,924

School, public 70,400
School, private 14 300

Special 12,410
Includes Federal

Law
Medical
Religious
Corporate

Total 110,902
SCURCE Nahonal libiani, 4,1 thh rinahon ifini

As the amount and use of information :n-
creases in all sectors of society, other public
and private institutions have joined libraries
to provide information and services " These
new institutions describe and synthesize in-
formation, provide logical access to it evaiu-
ate and analyze information, and store and pre-
serve materials. (See figure

Dramatically affecting the ways information
is stored, organized, accessed, reprocessed, and
used the new technologies may have a radical
impact on libraries and analogous institutions.
They permit libraries and information provid-
ers not only to enhance and expand the serv-
ices they offer, but alsc to provide new serv-
ices that were previously unavailable." Using
electronic networks and databases, location or
size are no longer the sole determinants of the
services that such institutions can provide."

Computer databases, themselves, now con-
stitute a new kind of library. Members of the
legal profession, for example, now rely exten-
sively on on-line databases such as WE STLAW
and LEXIS (see figure 5-5). Users can access
many different kinds of information ranging
from bibliographic, full text, or abstracted ma-
terials to compendiums of processes on physi-
cal and chemical properties. These data may
be compiled separately or jointly by govern-
ment agencies, academic i sstitutions, libraries,
information analysis centers, clearinghouses.
publishers of books, journals, newspapers,
newsletters, and business and industry.

Databases have also been created by indi-
viduals, small groups, and communities of
users with shared interests. Developed to meet
particular needs, they have often come to life
spontaneously and informally. Some are acces

-See lilt Arenberg, "Information in the U I- -An Indus-
try Service Industry Information and the 7'ransformation of
Society, G P Sweeny ied ) (New York Elsevier/North-lielland
Publishing Co , 19821

"See for example, Patricia Battin, The Electronic Library
A Vision for the Future,- EDUCOM Bulletin, summer 1984
Bat tin describes the application of computer and communica-
tion technologies to hbraiy processing activities over the past
15 years In addition see, Peter T Rohrbach, FIND Automa-
tion at the Library of Congress. The First Twenty-five Years
and Beyond (Washington. DC Library of Congress, 19851

See Ihittin. op fit
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Figure 5.4 Public and Private Institutions Providing Information Products and Services
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sible only to authorized individuals; others are
open to the public. Spurred by the desire to
share ideas or obtain needed information, _.sers
create these new information resources on elec-
tronic bulletin boards or computer networks."
Computer engineer and software designer Lee
Felsenstein envisions thousands of such user
communities providing information within and
across communities and serving as the "com-

`'"Take the example of database teaching ideas brought to-
gether by members of the mathiscience forum on CompuServe
The database came about when one participant in the forum
asked others if ',hey had examples of effective approaches to
teaching physics Almost immediately, several members of the
forum responded In turn, other suggestions and revisions or
expansions of the original set of ideas were shared. Thus the
entries in this database increase just as they do on databases
which compile Information about published literature or laws
and legal decisions In this instance information is upgraded
and revised. not by professional e. ors. librarians, or research-
ers. but by users themselves

Storage & preservation

1.Assimilation
and
use

munity memory" owned and shared by all par-
ticipants."

Other kinds of technology-driven resources
are also emerging. Laser-read optical storage
systems are being used to store and retrieve
visual images, such as photographs, maps,
drawings and paintings. At the Smithsonian
National Air and Space Museum, for example,
videodisks derived from 1 million photographs
currently stored at the museum will be used
to capture the entire history of aviation." Ten
archival videodisks are planned, each contain-
ing color and black-and-white photographs of
U.S. and foreign aircraft, as well as the ar-

"Interview. Apr 15. 1985
"See M Woodbridge Williams. "100,000 Photos on a Plat-

ter," Photo District News. July- August 1983
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Figure 5-5.Insiitutional Users of Computer Readable Databases
legal

Public libraries

Medical

Government

Information brokers
SOURCE Martha Williams (ed ) Information Market Indcators September 1985

tifacts and people associated with the devel-
opment of aviation and space flight."

The use of videodisk for this and similar proj-
ects offers significant advantages over print
technology. Once they have been stored on
videodisk and indexed by location on the disk,
subject matter, and cross references, the pho-
tographs become database entriesinter-
active, and easily accessible. Searching be-
comes a dialog between the searcher and the
database or electronic library. In this dialog
the searcher is not limited by old structures
of knowledge that have been built into tradi-
tional library indexes; he can put together
whole new combinations of ideas."

Electronic databases and libraries are power-
ful tools and important resources because they

_ .

"It is interesting to note that most of the photographs are
in the public domain. Some, however, are still under copyright
and will require permission for use by the photographer As a
research project, the developers hope that such permission will
be given. But there are some members of the photography com-
munity who view the "precedents" of this project with alarm.
(Interview with Philip I.A0/11811, New York City, November 1984 I

"James Ducker, "Electronic InformationImpact of the
Database," Futures. April 1985, vol 17, No. 2, pp 164-169.

provide greater access to more indices and
source material than single libraries contain.
Like computer databases, videodisks make re-
sources such as photogrLps more accessible
to more people. Similarly, digital libraries of
software routines and tools, and optical disk
libraries of motion pictures, offer these mate-
rials to larger audiences. Eventually, libraries
of audio data may be compiled for musical com-
position.

In creating new ways to capture and handle
information, the use of information technol-
ogies may conflict with traditional methods
of scholarship, which require a clear record of
each contribution and a published work that
is fixed. A computer-readable database, for ex-
ample, can archive information in permanent
form But at the same time, this information
will be in constant flux if it is continuously up-
dated, revised, and deleted. These capabilities
raise concerns for many in the research com-
munity. As the Council on Library 11A-sources
recently described the problem:

Scholarship is personal, but its results %re
not private. To judge the validity of scholar-
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ly work, the records of past and present re-
search must he open to scrutiny. This is the
only way the intellectual audit trail that is
at the heart of discovery can be maintained
Limited or conditional access to bibliographic
records (or information about information in
any form) is of particular concern.''

A second problem arises out of the increased
capacity to manipulate information in comput-
er databases. Accuracy, reliability, and qual-
ity are concerns for both author and publisher
when they enter their works or products in a
database. Although in some instances, the
author may cooperate with the publisher in de-
veloping abstracts of technical works or books,
in others, the author does not play a role. In-
stead, teams of editors and research librarians,
or others who are developing or assembling the
database, may abstract the works In all cases,
authors and publishers want to assure that the
abstracted or summarized work maintains its
integrity.

The issue of information presentation, integ-
rity, and documentation of sources is also be-
coming a problem for artistic creators, such
as photographers and artists whose images
may become part of large electronic libraries.

'Scholarship, Research, and Access to Information, A
Statement from the Council on Library Resources, Washing-
ton, DC, January 1985

Although most creators want others to learn
and bent fit from their works, they also want
assurance that their personal contribution is
recognized and kept intact.

A final concern for all creators, be they scien-
tists, scholars, artists, or individual learners,
is one relating to cost and access. As more data-
bases and electronic libraries develop, infor-
mation that was once available in journals or
other paper forms may now appear only in com-
puter-processable forms. N aw providing com-
puter database services, academic and public
libraries face new and increasing costs. Some
have been able to pass on costs of on-line
searching to users rather than subsidizing
those costs within the library budget. But,
while grants and subsidies may fund the work
of many scholars and scientists and, therefore,
cover these additional costs, they will not fund
others, who will be disadvantaged. And those
who can pay, cannot only tap into electronic
resources, they can also take advantage of in-
formation brokers and information on demand
services now available at additional cost."

'See for example, David Streitfeld, "Ask and They Shall
Retrieve," The Washignton Post, Aug 16,1985, p B5 A typi-
cal information on demand research project may cost a client
about $300 Clients include businesses, foundations, hobbyists,
and inventors, even writers who are "reasorably success-
ful' and can afford to pay for these services

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGY ON ROLES,
RELATIONSHIPS AND REWARDS

Roles a Relationships

The use of technology in society involves in-
dividuals working in relation to one another.
The characteristics of the technology they use
help to define the roles people play in these rela-
tionships. Again, the case of printing illus-
trates how this might take place. Before pub-
lishers became established, authors depended
on patrons to support their work. With the ad-
vent of publishers, this dependency ended, to
be replaced by another. The author became de-

pendent on the publisher who had a monopoly
on the distribution of works.73

New information technologies, too, can make
creators more or iess dependent on others. al-
tering the relationship between author and
publisher, film maker and producer, database
compiler and distributor, and inventor and
manufacturer. Whether this change in the rela-

'Benjamin Kaplan, .4n Unhurriec View of Copyright (New
York and London Columbia University Press, 1967)
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tionship occurs depends on how technological
advances affect the costs of nt x tools, the _ca-
tion of tools and resources, the restructuring
of roles, and the control over the mechanisms
for distribution. The nature and scope of crea-
tive endeavors also help to shape the relation-
ships among creators and others. Where crea-
tors must work in expensive, large-scale,
centralized operations, they will be more in-
terdependent.

As tools based on new technology become
cheaper, more powerful, more available, and
easier to use, a greater number of creators can
use them to explore and manipulate images,
sounds, and information. The increasingly so-
phisticated tools also enable the artist to pro-
duce a more polished professional work. Mu-
sicians, for example, who once depended totally
on recording studios, now may have equipment
in their basements for performing, recording,
mixing, and producing musical works." This
technology can be used to produce tapes that,
on the basis of quality, are indistinguishable
from commercial studio tapes.

Such tools and technologies will also open
new avenues for distribution. As musician,
Richard Green, explains:

. .. musicians can for very small amounts of
money do their recording project, print un-
limited cassettes and distribute them, totally
bypassing the larger aspects of the music bus-
iness as we call it. Totally bypassing, among
other things.. . . copyright laws [and] govern-
ment regulations. There are a lot of bad things
about this. The good point about this is that
it allows the individual to disseminate his
work.15

In film making, too, highly sophisticated
cameras and audio equipment are no longer the
exclusive domain of major studios. Dropping
in price, this equipment is more widely avail-
able to a growing number of independent film
makers. These creators find they are able to
work cheaply and have the creative freedom
they say would not be possible in Hollywood,

'Richard Green, OTA Workshop on the Impact of Technol-
ogy on the Creative Environment. Apr 24, 1985

where the average film budget is $11 milbon:6
Just u audio technologies enable musicians
to create finished products, so too have the
tools to create and edit images allowed the film
maker to produce professional and appealing
products, on modest budgets, with funds
scavenged from foundations, government, in-
dividual investors, and even relatives. More-
over, with their greater sophistication and ap-
peal, and their more extensive distribution
mechanisms, these films are being extended
beyond traditional audiences on liege cam-
puses and in art houses. Public and cable tele-
vision, as well as local multiplex theaters, are
now showing independent films alongside first-
run Hollywood features."

The world of publishing has similarly been
affected by the new technologies. Using a state-
of-the-art printing system, a publisher such as
Westview Press can quickly produce books in
limited editions of between 100 to 2,000 copies.
This kind of production run allows the pub-
lisher to rapidly accommodate the needs of the
market and to produce highly specialized books
for limited markets." The number of small, in-
dependent publishing houses has increased
while the older, larger, commercial publishing
industry is becoming more centralized through
mergers and acquisitions. It is estimated that
as many as 200 new publishers start operations
every month. In the last decade, the number
of publishing houses has quad-upled and now
stands at about 20,000."

Whether creating and publishing computer-
eadable databases, monographs, or full man-

uscripts, both authors and publishers can use
computer-driven tools and resources. At the
same time, technology itself is changing the

'Kathh,en Hulser, "Ten Cheap Movies and How They Got
That Way," American Film, May 1984, pp 22-25, 53

-See for example, Julte Salmon, "It's Boomlet Time for
Moviedom's Little Guys." Wall Street Journal, Mar 28, 1985
Notes Salamon. the number of such film makers is growing
the Association of Irdependent Video and Filmmakers has
grown to more than 3,000 members from 700 in 1980.

"See for example, Lisa See, "Frederick Praeger Portrait of
a Publisher," Publishers Weekly, June 14, 1985

"See Marc Leepson, "The Book Business, Editor's' Re-
search Reports," The Congressional Quarterly, Washington,
DC, June 28, 1985
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relationship between the author, publisher. and
user of copyrighted works. Some obser\ 2rs see
this as a dramatic change, where products and
services can be tailored with increasing speci-
ficity to meet the needs and ret,uirements of
users:

The user, in turn, becomes more than just
a b'iyer of titles. Through his selective use of
the databases, he signals to the publisher his
specific interests, and through user-driven
publishing he can become a publisher in his
own right.. .. In fact, one can say that there
is no true end product until the user tailors
the data into his unique set of ideas, for exam-
ple, his own published product."

With ar stimated 20 million printers now
available, xerography has "made everybody
a printer," according to Paul A. Strassman,
former Xerox Vice President.8' Each improve-
ment in reprographic technology, such as im-
age clarity, color reproduction, speed, and com-
pilation, makes it more feasible for creators
to publish and distribute their own work. In
particular, where traditional modes of publish-
ing aid distribution are ei`her not accessible
or financially impractical, this mechanism can
make it much easier to disseminate informa-
tion and images. Thus, for example, one can
easily publish a newsletter for a special-interest
group, a community association, or a group
of scholars. Moreover, the technology permits
more people to share their workbe it a col-
lection of poems, a book of recipes, or a series
of drawings.

The development of electronic networks that
transmit text, numerical, or graph' images to
printers at remote locations can fort ,er expand
authors' publishing and distribution capabili-
ties. The result :s that roles once held by sev-
eral people are now all held by one person.
Starting with a single copy of a letter or arti-
cle composed at a computer and transmitted
tc reado's at the other ends of the network,
one person can become author, printer, pub-
lisher, and distributor of a work.

-Herbort R Bnnberg, The Brave New World of F,iectroric
Publishing,- Publishers Weekly. Nov 23, 1984. pp 32-35

"'See Kernan, The Dears of Duplication,- The
Washinzton Post, Aug 21, 1985
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While an increasing number of computer-
driven tools are dropping in cost, some will al-
ways be prohibitively expensive for the indi-
vidual artist, scientist, or inventor Mo(,3,-er,
hand-held calculators or portable computer-
aided design systei is now exist that are more
powerful than the early mainframe computer
systems that occupied whole rooms, certain
classes of artistic work, or scientific problems
demand even more power and sophistication
than even these systems pro,, Thus, some
creators find that to do their work, they must
be part of a well-equipped facility, such as a
computer graphics production studio. In other
instances, the writers, programmers, and ar-
tists who chowe to work in a highly innova-
tive and capital-intensive venture. such as
videotex, may need to join a corporate entity
to work in that field. And the scientist whose
research requires access to a multimillion dol-
lar supercomputing far i':ty has f o be affiliated
with industry, governir, cr acadonic insti-
tutions.'

Other factors may also limit use of new tools
and mechanisms of distribution. Taking full
advantage of these technologies may require
technical expertise not normally held by authors,
artists, or dancers. Thus, technology can re-

e the creator to interact wi. , people with
whom he has neve' dealt with before.

The System of incentives and Rewards

The granting of rewards requires that crea-
tors and inventors be given a special status
in society. Historically, this did not happen un-
til the time of the Renaissance. Before then,
creativity was considered the prerogative of
God. Because the Renaissance notion of crea-
tivity deemed the work of any major poet, art-
ist, or inventor as a product of a special crea-
tive genius, which most 7 iortals lacked, it
became something to be rewarded."

The capital costs of buying and maintaining a supercom-
puter facility requires sponsorship by bug., instil Awns Once
established an .ndividual user could simply buN time in small
amounts still supporting onh, a fraction of the true costs of main-

thc facility
Pa-ey, op cit, p 87
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The technology of printing fostered this no-
tion of the individual, as creator. With the in-
vention of the printing press it was possible
for a single author to prodnce a work, no longer
dependent on communal efforts. Moreover,
conventions such as standardized texts and
a title page were developed, making individ-
ual attribution practi To ay, the new in-
formation technologies ..kre affecting society's
attitudes about creativity, regarding both how
it trc its the creative genius and how it assigns
rewai ds.

The intellectual property system can be con-
ceived of as a societ ' device to foster creativ-
ity. To be most effective, however, it requires
that an author's particular contribution and
work can be clearly identified. The new tech-
nologies are undermining this assumption.
They foster multiple authorship and intangi-
ble works. Thus, instead of a situation in which
a single author, artist or scientist creates one
single produc ,, such as a book or mechanical
device, now many authors work jointly and
their individual contributions are often diffi-
cult to distinguish from one another. Moreover,
to the extent that they are working in and on
electronic media, their materials may be con-
stantly changing.

Examples of multiple authorship are found
in the world of arts and entertainment, as well
as in research and development. Whereas tradi-
tionally, a song was the work of a composer
and a lyricist, whose particular contribution
was easily discerned and rewarded by the in-
tellectual property system, today the creation
of a song, the production of a film, the devel-
opment of computer software or an electronic
database, and the design of a new hardware
system, may involve many different creative
inputs, connected in a myriad of ways. Creat-
ing a seaside landscape with computer-gener-
ated imagery, for example, may entail one art-
ist creating the atmosphere, another texture,
and others rocks and beaches. In the final exe-
cution, a software r TRm will "glue" it all
together.

When designers, artists, musicians, and pro-
grammers are parts of teams that receive joint
remuneratii n as teams, individual authorship

limy not be an issue. To avoid problems of
dividing rewards, some cr ative teams have
formed their own companies or economic units,
jointly sharing their creat.ve expertise, the de-
velopment costs, and eventually, the profits.
Many computer softward efforts have been
built by such creative --,ntrepreneurial teams.

In other cases, teams of creators and scien-
tists are salaried and supported by an institu-
tion such as a software development company,
an advertising agency, a hardware manufac-
turer, or a university or a government labora-
tory. In these circumstances, the creative con-
tribution of the employed inventor or artist is
often treated as a work-for-hire. The work of
the individuals in the team might be recognized
in the process of applying for an institutional
patent or copyright. In scientific fields, tech-
nical papers are commonly authored jointly."

Although there are many independent writ-
ers, artists, composers, and poets involved in
creative activities, most information products
and services are developed by employee work-
ing teams who rarely receive financial rewards
in direct proportion to their particular contri-
butions.85 Attribution is normally to the source
of publication, not to the writer. Profits flow
for the most part to the investors, not to those
who found the data, organized the presenta-
tion, or created an efficient expression.

Nevertheless, there are many creative efforts
that go nnrc,-;:irded or unrecognized, and it is
these examples that free-lance creators often
site when calling for changes in the present sys-
tem. Some free-lance graphic artists and pho-
tographers believe, fer example, that crea-
tors, they should maintain control over their
images even when their materials have been

"Like creators employed by businesses, scientists are paid
salaries, but the relationship between this compensation and
the incentives to create intellectual property is weak Gaston
studied the reward system in British and ft merican science and
affirmed what has generally been believed that scientists are
rarely motivated by salary or other compensatim Ra''.er, they
operate more under nonpecurnary incentives such as distin-
guished tales at universitie- istingtnshed level., of . iember-
ship professional associations. onors, prises, i fellowships,
editorships of and citation in Journals See Jerry
Gaston. The Reward System in British and American Science
(New York John Wiley & Sons, Inc , 1978)

'See Christoph c Burns and Patricia A Martin, The . co-
nom;cs of Information. OTA contractor report, 1985
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commissioned as works-for-hire. This attitude
is becoming more pronounced as creati e ma-
terials become easier to manipulate and reuse.86
While creators want their works to be widely
seen and distributed, they also want adequate
compensation for derivative uses, which bring
additional profits to publishers. They are con-
cerned, moreover, that the images attributed
to them are, in fact, of their own creation.

The new information technologies can also
affect how society views the work of the crea-
tor and the values it attributes to his work.
The growing economic value of infornation
the arts and entertainment industries fuel pub-
lic perceptions of superstars, superbooks, com-
puter millionaires and the like. In focus group
sessions conducted by Yankelovich, Skelly &

'See the Graphics Artists Guild and the American Society
of Magazine Photographers, Testimony Regarding Work-for-
Hire Under the Copyright Act, before the Judiciary Commit-
tee, U.S. Senate, Oct 1, 1982 See also additional testimony
presented by Robin Buckman, Graphic rusts Guild Member

Tech5impact of rio;ogy or; the Creat,,,,e = 53

White for OTA, participants pointeu out that
-ock stars, movie actors, and information in-
dustries were making a lot of money. They were
skeptical of the claim that such individuals or
companies would be seriously affected by per-
sonal copying.87 And yet many book, film, and
computer companies are small, high-risk, low-
profit operations. Similarly, many free-lance
artists and performers barely make ends meet.

It should be noted that the intellectual prop-
erty system is only one means by which soci-
ety supports the creative environment. In ad-
dition, there still exists public and private
programs providing grants and patronage. To
the extent that alternative mechanisms will
affect public policy choices about intellectual
property rights, they are discussed in other
chapters of this report..

-Yankelovich Skelly & i-:te, in( re.,us Group Sessions
in Philadelphia. PA -mu 6r,envilt-h, CT, October 1984

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY RIGHTS SYSTEM

As we have seen in this chapter as well as
in previous ones, the intellectual property sys
tem governs the relationships among individ-
uals involved in the creative environment. It
determines who are creators, what tools and
resources are available to them, and how and
under that circumstances their work will be
distributed to the public.

Technology is affecting the creative environ-
ment in a number of ways that are likely to

ave implications for the intellectual property
system. These can be summarized -ender two
major headings: 1) changing players in the
creative environment, and 2) the emergence of

-,pportunities.

Changing Players in the Creative
Environment

Traditionally, the intellectual property sys-
tem was a simple one, involving only a few
playersthe creator, publisher/distributor,

and user. New participants h; me on the
scene as new technologies have c..Krged. Thus
in addition to the writer and artist, we now
have the composer, photographer, and the film
maker. In addition to the publisher, we now
have the record company, the television pro-
t;i1oer, and the cable operator. And added to
the reader, we have the radio and record lis-
tener, the television viewer, and the computer
user.

With the new information technologies, the
number and variety of players have increased
manyfold. Moreover, now more than ever be-
fore, technology is affecting the roles that each
player plays and his relationship o others in
the system. Today the user, whether he is deal-
ing with audio, visual, or computer-generated
materials is not just a passive receiver. He can
at the same time be a creator or a distributor
of his own or others' materials. In this sense,
for example, the personal computer user who
make copies of software fir several of his
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friends while making one for himself, is, in fact.
acting as a distributor. And the university that
houses educators and researchers is increas-
ingly claiming rights as the creator of their
works.

Above all, these changing roles and relation-
ships may affect the consensus on which sup-
port for the system has traditionally rested.
Many of the new players, not a party to the
agreements of the past, may hold different val-
ues about, who should have access to what ma-
terials and who should be provided rewards.
One such newcomer on the scene is the com-
puter hobbyist who finds the thrill of creating
something usefill and successful more impor-
tant than either owning the copyright or be-
ing recognized as the author."

Given the trend identified in this chapter
towards joint authorship and the increasingly
fluid creative process, controversies may also
emerge among players about the distribution
of rewards. Describing the culmination of the
development of the Data General Eclipse MV!
8000, Tracy Kidder depicts the dilemmas
around the distribution of rewards:

Long before it disbanded formally, the
Eclipse Group, in order to assist the company
in applying for patents on the new machine,
had gathered and had tried to figure out
which engineers had contributed to Eagle's
patentable features. Some whu attended
found those meetings painful. There was bick-
ering. Harsh words were occasionally ex-
changed. Alsing, who during the project had
set aside the shield of technical command,
came in for some abuseWhy should his
name go any patents, what had he done?
Someone even asked that question regarding
West. Ironically, perhaps, those meetings il-
lustrated that the building of Eagle really did
c stitute a collective effort, for now that
they had finished, they themselves were hav-
ing a hard tir-e agreeing on what each indi-
vidual had contributed. But, clearly, the team
was losing its glue. 'It has no function any-
more. It's like an afterbirth,' said one old hand
after the last of the patent meetings."

"Stephen Levy. Hackers Heroes of the Computer Revolu-
tion (Garden City, NY Anchor Press/Doubleday, 1PS4), pp
,1`) 14.

Tracy Kidder, The Soil of a New Machine (Boston, MA
Little, Brown p 288

As t"' ,conomir value of information-based
produt and services increases, disagreements
such aF hese may become more intense.

The technology will also affect the expec-
tations of the user, making him more or less
willing to comply with the rules of the system.
As the Yankelovich study suggests, the more
technology to which people have access, the
more they eApect of technology. Youth have
particularly high expectations. Often they take
the new technologies for granted. Asone young
user remounted at a recent OTA workshop, he
was wiling to pay for work only if "it was really
awesome. ""

The Emergence of New Opportunities

As this chapter points out, the new technol-
ogies greatly enhance the creative environ-
ment, providing new and powerful tools and
new opportunities for artistic expression, so-
cietal advancement, and financial gain. As in
the past, the intellectual property system will
establish the rules by which these opportuni-
ties will be taken advantage of and who will
get to benefit from them. Because of the en-
hanced social and economic value of creative
and scientific works, intellectual property law
becomes an important public policy tool in an
information age. It will determine, for exam-
ple, whether new technologies are used to in-
crease access to the Nation's information re-
sources and if so, by whom, and at what cost.

By virtue of their ability to increase access,
these technologies may pose problems for the
intellectual property system and for the in-
tegrity of the creator's work. As noted in the
chapter, they allow users to access and manipu-
late creative works with ease and speed previ-
ously unheard of. While this may enhance their
abt!ity to work jointly and create new prod-
uct:, and services, it will also make it more dif-
ficult to identify or trace cases of copyright
infringement or plagiarism that may occur.
This is significant for the creator's motivation.
For, as we have seen, the creator is as often
concerned about the inte.;rity of his works as
he is about his own financial gain

-um Workshop cn High School Students Perceptions of
IntelleUual Property Issues, May 20, 198
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Chapter 6

Technology, Intellectual Property, an I
the Operation of Information Markets

MAJOR FINDINGS
New technologies are causing information to

assume economic characteristics that mAte it sig-
nificantly different from other commodities in
the way markets develop and operate. These eco-
nomic characteristicseconomies of scale and
scope in production and distribution, and re-
usability and expandability as a resource
are further complicated by information's so-
cial and political significance. Therefore, gov-
ernment intervention, through intellectual
property laws or other government
mechanisms, is a particularly critical factor in
the operation of information markets.

Policymakers currently have little objective,
quantitative data with which to make policy
judgments about information markets. The data
problem stems, in part, from the rapid changes
in information markets attributable to tech-
nological change. As well, data collection in
this area of the economy is not yet institu-
tionalized in government. Often, the available
data are fragmentary and are supplied by
stakeholders in the policy debates. As a result,
policymakers face a high level of uncertainty
about the impact of decisions on the cost and
availability of specific varieties of information.

The effects of policies designed to govern
transactions between sellers and buyers of in-
formation are becoming more complicated. It is
likely that a decision made to affect one vari-
ety of information may be ineffective or inap-
propriate if applied more generally. Moreover,
more people are making a living by creating,
distributing, and using information, so these
policies are becoming more important in reg-
ulating the economy as a whole. The market-
place rules that intellectual property policy
establishes will need to evolve, and perhaps
become more subtle and complex, as informa-
tion markets change.

Intellectual property law is increasingly out-
dated in providing appropriate incentives for the
production and distribution of many informa-
tion-based goods. Because of this, markets may
increasingly fail to provide economically and
socially efficient varieties of information. In
trying to remedy information-market failures,
policymakers face trade-offs among interests
with high stakes in intellectual property de-
bates. When they enact changes in intellectual
property law they may be required to make
some explicit decisions about the actual na-
ture, content, and distribution of goods based
on information.

It is clear that changes in intellectual prop-
erty policy alone will not remedy all the market
failures to which infcrmation-based goods are
subject. Communication, antitrust, public
information, education, tax, and government
R&D policies, and perhaps others, can be ex-
pected to interact more and more with intel-
lectual property policy in their impact on the
operation of information markets.

Although the information industry is relative-
ly unconcentrated today, this may change in the
future: economies of scale and scope, the require-
ments for large capital investments, and mar-
ket power and high profits that may come
through control of communications and content
resources are potentially strong incentives to
ownership concentration. Considering the so-
cial and political importance of information in
a democracy, Congress may consider it impor-
tant that the information industry remain lest
concentrated than other industries. Intellec-
tual property rules affect the distribution of
wealth and opportunities in society; therefore,
they must be carefully crafted to maintain a
balance between private and public interests
in information.
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INTRODUCTION
Intellectual property law is based on the

premise that intellectual works 'iffer from
other commodities traded in free markets. The
U.S. Constitution authorizes Congress to enact
intellectual property law, recognizing that
"writings and inventions" require special
treatment.

Intellectual works are taking on greater sig-
nificance for society. Information's value as
a commodity and as a source of productivity
and wealth is rising; the range of available
information-based products and services is ex-
panding; the technologies through which these
products zind services are created and distrib-
uted are changing; and the number of people
whose livelihood depends on information pro-
duction, trade, and use is increasing. Because
of these changes, the markets that determine
the supply, variety, price, and availability of
different kinds of information are in flux.

The operation of markets for intellectual
works is of particular interest because all
citizens require many kinds of information to
make political choices an to become produc-
tive members of soc'aty. Because an informed
and free citizenry is essential to democracy,
the first amendment requires that the Feder-
al Government value and defend freedom of
expression: the exchange of information un-
encumbered by government. The government
has intervened in information activities where
policyrnakers concluded that private enter-
prise, acting on its own, would not provide
citizens with the full range of information that
they deemed necessary for society.

The Federal Government has a long history
of involvement in the production and dissemi-
nation of information. The government has

produced information when private enterprise
saw no advantage in doing so or when the in-
formation was vital to government operations.
The government has also used a variety of
strategies, including intellectual property law,
to encourage private investment and markets
in intellectual works.

The mechanisms of '-itellectual property law
were originally designed to cou,--- a basic
economic characteristic of information: It is
much more costly to originate valuable infor-
mation than to reproduce it. Thus, the law gave
producers limited control over reproduction
and dissemination in the form of copyrights,
patents, and trademarks. The grant of such
marketplace control was intended to induce
producers to continue producing and dissemi-
nating works by allowing them ) gain enough
income to cover their costs and earn a profit.
In this way, the public interest in learning was
made to coincide with the economic interests
of ( -eators and publishers. In the marketplace
for printed works, governed by copyright, the
incentive to produce was linked to the incen-
tive to disseminate printed copies as widely
as possible; for selling copies was how produc-
ers generated income.

As technologies for creating and marketing
information change. as new uses for informa-
tion are developed, and as information takes
a more central place in the economic and so-
cial life of the Nation, information is beginning
to display a number of characteristics that
alter the incentive structure for production and
dissemination. This chapter examines some of
these characteristics and explores hdw they af-
fect the interests and the marketplace activi-
ti?,s of producers, distribu.ors, and users of
dif`sq ant kinds of intellectual works.

TECHNOLOGY AND THE EMERGING ECONOMIC
CHARACTERISTICS OF INFORMATION

An information-based good is a package that
consists of an intangible content portionthe
information itselfand a medium in which the

content is embodied and through which it is
communicated. Information content is chang-
ing as people find new ways to use informa-
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tion to entertain, educate, make decisions, and
produce other goods and services. The media
that make information available are also in the
midst of rapid and profound change. In par-
ticular, technology is increasing the economies
of scale and scope under which information
packages are produced and disseminated; and
information-based goods are emerging as basic
and essential resources for the economy, the
polity, and culture. These changes in the me-
dia, the content, and the uses of information
are altering the operation of markets for in-
formation-based goods, aid thereby stressing
the intellectual property system.

Information Distribution and
Economies of Scale

At the outset, intellectual property protec-
tion was a response to an economic character-
istic of information-based goods in the print
medium: origination costs are high in compar-
ison to reproduction and distribution costs.
Economists describe goods with this charac-
teristic as having economies of scale. Modern
media allow even greater economies of scale
in information distribution, so that in some
cases an information-provider's marginal costs
approach zero.' For example, radio and televi-
sion broadcast stations incur no additional
costs when additional people tune in; a com-
puter database company can serve additional

'Economies of scale exist when the initial investment
needed to begin r.oduction of a good (fixed cost) is )ugh rela-
tive to the cost of producing additional units of the good (mar-
ginal cost), and when marginal costs decline with increased pro-
duction In the case of electronic information-based goods, in
contrast to other products, a distributor's marginal cost may
involve only the cost of serving an additional customer, rather
than the cost of producing an additional, tangible unit In this
way, information-bared goods resemble services. With electronic
distribution, one "performance" may serve all customers, as
is the case in radio and television broadcasting. Thus, in con-
trast to other services, the marginal cost of providing informa-
tion can be essentially zero Electronic information is often medi-
ated by a system Part of the cost of establishing the system
is paid by the provider (e.g., broadcast transmitters or data-
base computers) and part by the customer (e.g., radio or TV
receivers or personal computers) Thus, a significant portion
of the cost of distributing electronic information must be "sunk"
before any information is sent or received See A Allan Schmitt,
A Conceptual Framework for Organizing Observations About
Parties Interested in Intellectual Property, contract report pre-
pared for OTA, February 1985

asers, within the limits v their equipment.
at very low inc./ ementai 2,st. This is so because
many information-based goods that are em-
bodied in and distributed through electronic
media assume a basic characteristic of intan-
gible information content: They are not nec-
essarily depleted with use.2

However, with time, much information does
become obsolete. or at least less interesting.
Although information technology promises to
improve the productivity of many aspects of
information production, it is still expensive to
originate movies, television programs, elec-
tronic databases, computer programs, and
other valuable information because these activ-
ities are labor intensive, requiring human
knowledge, creativity, and skill. Hence, the
cost of originating information relative to the
cost of distributing it is high and is likely to
remain so. (See tables 6-1 and 6-2.)

The increase in distributional economies of
scale achieved with modern information tech-
nologies affects the incentives for producing
and disseminating information-based goods,
and so influences the operation of information
markets in three direct ways.

`How marvelous it is that, once recorded, an intellectual
work can potentially reproduced and communicated an in-
finite number of time, The value of a given piece of informa-
tion, as for example weather report, may change or diminish
over time But the .rift- oration itselt can be used simultane-
ously or successiwAy by many people without being consumed
in the process The value of information is a result of the con-
text in which it is received and used (Gregory Bateson defines
information as "the difference that meltes a difference." See
Mind and Nature (New York Bantam Books, 1979) ) Context
is essentially the knowledge possessed by the receiver of infor-
mation that shapes its meaning Thus, information actually ex-
pands and takes on new meaning as it 13 received ai d used by
more people See H Cleveland, "Information as a Resource,"
The Futurist, December 1982, p 36

Table 6-1.Production Costs for
PBS Television Programs

Program

The Brain
The Constitution

That Delicate Balance
Mystery
Frontline
Nova
SOUPCE Pauli Born

173

Cost of producing
1 now- episode

$556,000

169,000
76,000

145,000
230,000
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Table 6.2.Selected Information Markets: Costs, Profits, Revenues, and E-onomies of Scale

Creator
(percent)

Conversion
(percent;

Fotea costs
tpercent)

Vanable costs
(percent)

Economis
of scale
(percent)

Profit and taxes
Wercent)

Revenues
tbolion$)

Television' 17 24 41 23 64 35 138
Recordingsb 22 34 56 34 62 10 61
Moviesc 26 18 44 31 62 25 41
Online service 17 33 50 39 56 11 31
Radio' 24 26 50 45 56 6 51
Print service' 30 10 40 46 47 15 1,0
Newspapers 16 16 32 52 38 16 29
Magazines 17 12 29 62 32 9 135
Documents' 12 15 27 70 28 4 07
Books 15 11 26 69 27 5 120
aError in total percent due to rounding
bThese numbers are based on revenue from the sale of both audio records and tapes
cThese numbers are based on revenue from theatrical showings only
NOTE Creation Percentage of revenue that goes to initial production of a work in-hiding royalties artwork, and editing Conversion Percentage of revenue that goes

to embodying work in reproducible form i e typesetting, entering data into computer film negative cost, master recording cost, etc Fixed costs Creation
costs plus conversion costs as a percentage of revenue Variable costs Percentage of revenue that goes to reproducing r-idividual units and getting those units
to end users including reproduction, shipping advertising and promotion, and discount for retail houses Does not includeusers costs incurred in purchase
and operation of equipment necessary to use a good, such as television set; radios, VCRs and computer equipment Economies of scale Fixed costs divided
by the sum of fixed costs and variable costs Profit and taxes Percentac-, revenue that goes to profit and taxes Revenue Estimated 1984 industry revenue

SOURCE Office of Technology Assessment, data from C Burns and P A Martin The Economic:, of Information prepared for the Office of Technology Assessment
by Christopher Burns, Inc contract #433 9520 0, 1985, tables If 1, it 2 1; 3 11 4, If 5, d 7, II 8, II 10 and H 11

First, assuming he can charge each customer
for access, and assuming that t he cost of col-
lecting payment from a custom, the trans-
action cost, is not higher than the price he can
charge,' a seller has an incentive to increase
the number of customers for an information
package. Of course, some kinds of information,
such as stock-market tips, secret formulas, and
entertainment with current "snob appeal" may
be more valuable if only a small number of peo-
ple have access. But for a wide range of infor-
mation, proprietors find that even a small mar-
ginal profit can yield large returns when many
customers are served. Conve--ely, originators
may have less incentive to create or to pub-
lish valuable information if they do not share

'Transaction costs are those exp,,nrlitures that a proprietor
must make to negotiate and execute a ti uilsaction agreement
They include the cost of price settingslid billing In selling In-
formation-based goods proprietors may also mew marginal costs
in monitoring and enforcing special transaction concl_:-ions, such
as the erclusion of nonpayers and the prohibition of subsequent
copy and transfer of the information Thus, transaction costs
serve as - check on providers' ability to exploit distributional
economies of scale Broadcast radio and television are two me-
dia with high economies of scale where it has been difficult to
charge the consumers of information because the transaction
costs would be so high In these circumstances, advertisers have
found it profitable to pay broadcasters for the opportunity to
Influence the purchasing behavior of the vast numbers of con-
sumers of broadcast information

in the profits being made through large-scale
distribution.'

Second, ris.- 8, economies of scale give infor-
mation sellers a greater incentive to deny ac-
cess unless they strictly control the conditions
under which they offer it. In the world in which
the printing press was the only mass medium
for reproducing and distributh.g information,
proprietors of intellectual works saw uncom-
pensated use, such as in libraries or through
users trading books, as possibly troubling but
generally unthreatening. But since electronic
information can be reproduced and dissemi-
nated so cheaply, the modern proprietor is
much more interested in maintaining physi-
cal control over works, and in selling access
only if users agree not to reproduce and dis-
tribute identical or similar works. Because elec-
tronic media make it costly and possibly
ineffective to exclude nonpayers and compet-

`This suggests that, in general, the increase in economies of
scale reinforces the rationale for intellectual property protec-
tion The profits made from the wide distribution of informa-
tion should contribute to the cost of originating it On the other
hand, because the cost of disseminating information declines
with increased economies of scale, the benefits given up by so-
ciety through the grant of exclusive copyrights increases See
Competitive Enterprise Institute. "Intellectual Property and
Copyright Laws," issue brief, 1985

tt-t A
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itors, proprietors may, more than ever, favor
government intervention to help them enforce
exclusion or collect payment. Alternatively,
they may invest in more efficient "fences." or
private means to exclude unwanted users. Tins
alternative is explored in detail in chapter 4.5

A third effect of increasing economies of
scale on information markets is that owner-
ship of distribution facilities tends to concen-
trate in fewer hands.6 Since the per-user cost
of distribution declines as the number of users
rises, a large network can price information
lower than a small network and may eventu-
ally buy out or drive out the smaller business.'
This tendency is enhanced where the fixed
costs of develo' a network infrastructure
are very high, they are for launching com-
munication satellites, laying cables, or secur-
ing broadcast licenses or other goverr ment reg-
ulatory approval.8

The potential of economies of scale to cause
media concentration in electronic distribution
is currently checked by the number and varie-
ty of distribution technologies.9 Newspapers
compete with television in providing news and
advertising; videocassettes compete with thea-
ters and cable television to supply feature mo-
vies; newsletters and magazines compete with
on-line computer database services to provide
specialized information on a wide range of
subjects.

'Another alternative, adopted by television and radio broad-
casters and also newspaper and magazine publishers, is to bun-
dle the entertainment or news information with advertising
The advertiser may associate his message to buy with desira-
ble aspects of the information-based goode.g , the integrity
of the news, or the pleasures of the entertainment

'IV Curtiss Priest, The Character of Information Charac-
teristics and Properties of Information Related to Issues Con-
mining Intellectual Property, contract renort prepared for OTA,
February 1985, p 27

See Gerald 9rock, The Telecommunications Industry The
Dynamics of Market Structure (Cambridge, MA. Harvard
University Press, 1981)

"MCI spent $10 million in regulatory and legal costs over
an 8-yea- period to obtain approval for its first microwave long-
distance telephone service Brock, The Telecommunications In-
dustry, p 213 The facilities of televeqon station KTLA in Los
Angeles, and its FCC broadcast license, sold for $510 million
in 1985.

'See Bent +min M Compaine, Christopher I-I Sterling,
Thomas Guhack, and J Kendrick Noble, Jr , Who Owns the
Medi:2? (A hate Plains, NY. Knowledge Industry Publications.
1982)

There will probably be uncertainty for some
time over the most profitable ways to provide
different types of information. Companies and
research institutions are experimenting widely
with new media forms, exploring whether one
medium may have a competitive advantage
over others.'° People consider a complex set
of factors in choosing one medium over another
for receiving a particular type of information."
Cost is a major consideration; it may drop slow-
ly for a new medium as people adopt it and
economies of scale come into play. While un-
certainties rule, the ownership of media can
be expected to fluctuate.

Fiber optic systems are being rapidly added
to the mix of information-distribution technol-
ogies.12 The single-mode fibers now being in-
stalled in the country's telephone plants have
communication capacities significantly great-
er than copper wire or coaxial cable. One fiber
can carry the entire Encyclopedia Britanica
from Washington to Baltimore in a second or
300 simultaneous television channels within
a city. Laboratory results suggest that this ca-
pacity may rise 1,000-fold or more with im-
provements in signal transmission and detec-
tion equipment that can be used with existing
fiber lines.

The economies of scale offered by fiber op-
tics are certain to affect communication com-
panies' strategies as they learn to employ this
technology profitably. Many other distribution
technologies may prove much less economical.
For a time, large businesses with great data
communication needs will benefit the most
from these economies." Small businesses will

"Although technological innovations may cause cost
changes that move slowly at first, their longer term effects "can
rh -ge cost ratios by orders of magnitude rather than by the

percentage points that constitute common static barriers
ntry," Brock, The Telecommunications Industry, p 301

''J Dimmick and E Rothenbuhler, "The Theory of the
Niche- Quantify ing Competition Among Media InJustrieF,"
Journal of Communication, vol 34, No. 1, 1984, pp. 103-120

"See the OTA report Information Technology R&D Criti-
cal Trends and Issues, OTA-CIT-268 (Washington, DC U S.
Government Printing Office, February 1985), for a case study
on fiber-optic technology

'Many large companies that rely heavily on data communi-
cations, in particular, banks such ca Citicorp, are mstalhng their
own fiber lines in buildings that house their offices and com-
puters and between their facilities and long-distance telephone

(«affirmed ,)ll nett page)
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also benefit as they begin to use data commu-
nications for such things as credit-card verifi-
cation and remote bookkeeping services."

An unresolved question is whether peoples'
needs to communicate to and from the home
can support the high cost of running fiber-optic
cable the expensive "final mile" to American
residences. If this occurs, people at home will
be able to receive and transmit everything from
television shows to computer software to elec-
tronic mail over switched telephone lines, and
be billed, and conceivably bill others, directly
for use.'s

One of the major advantages society gains
from public communication media, such as the
post office, is the ability to connect every citi-
zen and organization with every other. Mod-
ern communication media and their inherent
economies of scale can be made available to
every citizen, as the post office and public roads
have been, if efficient and equitable rules can
be established for the development and use of
these societal resources. To establish rules for
information commerce in a public electronic
communication system of the capacity of dig-
ital fiber-optic technology, policymakers will
need to balance many interests: public and pri-
vate, individual and corporate, economic and
social. In the electronic information environ-
ment supported by technologies such as fiber
optics, intellectual property rules will work
hand-in-glove with rules that govern, for ex-
ample, the operation of the local public tele-
phone central-office switch:6

tt ontinurf1 prct rolls pag21

access points iSee Michael A Laviula, "The Citibank Fiber-
Optic Network,' Telecommunications, February 1984, pp 86-
941

"See, for example, "Bell Companies Race To Offer Local
Data Services," Data Communications, April 1985, pp 46-50

'Some believe that even rural users and others on thin
routes that cannot support the cost of fiber-optic lines may still
be served by broadband telecommunication links with cellular
radio and low-cost satellite earth-station r7 See Ithiet de Sola
Pool, "l,,,er Interfaces," The Information Society, vol 2, Nos
3/4, p 439

'Given a broadband, public-switched telecommunication
network available to all, Pool suggested that opportunities would
abound for small, diverse information businesses to flourish in
an electronic environment. Bad , pp 433 and 441

Information Production and
Economies of Scope

Economies of scope are present when a pro-
ducer, because he makes one pro-luct, has a
cost advantage in making other products." The
production of information-based goods clearly
involves economies of scope." In writing a
book, for example, the an author builds skills,
experience, and a reputation that afford him
an advantage in producing and selling subse-
quent writings.

Electronic media establish an entirely new
dimension for economies of scope in informa-
tion production. Information content may be
packaged in many forms to serve the particu-
lar preferences or requirements of different
users. For example, a book may be produced
with paper and ink, on audiocassette, or on
optical disk; its content may be adapted into
a television "mini-series" or an interactive
game that can be distributed in a variety of
forms. Users of information can gather con-
tent from many sources, analyze it, and re-
arrange it to produce new information. For ex-
ample, daily st- market statistics may be
processed very quickly to help investors ad-
j 1st to changing conditions. Information rrt,y
be extracted from a larger bundle and used in
a new context. An artist, for example, can elec-
tronically pluck the image eye from a mo-
tion picture film frame and uoe it to create a
magazine advertisement or a T-shirt logo.

Intellectual property concepts are funda-
mental in determining who may take advan-
tage of the economies of scope inherent in in-
f -,rmation production. Serving as marketplace
rules that govern the conditions under which
information-based goods are traded, intellec-
tual property laws specify what rights attach
to a work, what rights are retained by the origi-
nal proprietor, and what rights accrue to the
purchaser when he buys the work. The rules
that govern how purchasers may use a work
in producing their own works are particularly

For example, a steelmaker may have an advantage in pro-
ducing coke, pig iron, specialty steels, or perhaps knives, cook-
ware, or other finished products

"Priest, The Character of Information, p 27
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important. These rules strike a balance be-
tween the benefits of exclusive control as an
incentive to innovate, and the cost of limiting
others' ability to compete with a rights holder.

Until recently policymakers could allocate
the right to exploit economies of scope fairly
easily using relatively simple rules. Some rules
have been passed down from antiquity in the
customs of scholarship, which demand that
users cite and credit originators for their con-
tributions. The legal concept of derivative use
was first formalized as a rule by the courts in
giving authors exclusive rights to make and
sell foreign translations. In response to tech-
nological change, this concept was later ex-
tended by the judiciary to give fiction writers
a say in the making of movies based on their
books. In 1976, rule:: based on derivative use
rights were defined by Congress to govern a
broad range of situations. Co ht now con-
fers to a proprietor exclusiv, over ail
goods substantially based on an original work.

In parallel to the evolution of rules for deriva-
tive use, the concept of fair use has grown and
evolved. Originally developed by the courts as
an exception to exclusive copyright, it was de-
signed to promote the scholarly use intel-
lectual works by suspending, under rtain
conditions, the rule that users obtain permis-
sion to use portions of protected works in
building new works. Fair use was codified by
Congress, also in the 1976 act, apply to ed-
ucational use of photocopying technologies.

Today, however, technology is complicating
the allocation of rights in information. Mod-
ern information technologies force a fundamen-
tal confrontation between the two concepts of
derivative use and fair use. With new electronic
technologies, people have a host of new oppor-
tunities to create new information packages
based on existing works; to serve new custom-
ers by manipulating and tr Isforming works;
to add value by placing existing information
in new contexts; and, generally, to participate
in intellectual work. These technologies have
given scholarshipthe building of human
knowledgea new set of tools and a broader
field operations. And as a result, the eco-

nomic, legal, and social questions involved in
determining proper and efficient rules for con-
trolling derivative use have become much more
complex.

From the legal perspective, modern informa-
tion technologies make it harder to define
which commercial uses are merely derivative
(that is, copies) and thus unfairly competitive.
These technologies make it more difficult and
costly to detect infringements and enforce de-
rivative use rights. Furthermore, detection of
infringement and enforcement are potentially
more intrusive of personal privacy. These sub-
jects are covered in chapters 3 and 4.

From the economic perspective, it is unclear
whether, as a general rule, the right to control
derivative uses encourages or inhibits the
growth of knowledge. Because derivative
works may substitute for and undercut mar-
kets for originals, they might diminish incen-
tives to create or disseminate works. On the
other hand, the threat of competition from deri-
vations might spur the originator to make his
own derivations or to create new works. When
proprietors seek to inhibit derivative uses, as
they might, for example, by building techni-
cal or contractual "fences" and suing infring-
ers, they increase the transaction costs asso-
ciated with distributing information. Such
efforts reduce the benefits that society gains
from the high economies of scale offered by
electronic media. Moreover, if a user is not al-
lowed to make his own derivations, society may
be deprived of the unique contribution he alone
could make. Thus, society could lose some of
the benefit, in the form of economies of scope,
that electronic information offers.' Market-
place rules based on the right of derivative use
clearly affect the competition that proprietors
of informatior 1 d goods face and the profit-
making strategies that information providers
iursue.

'There are two ways m which a person may be prevented
from making derivations. 11 enforceable rules prohibiting deri-
vation, 2) secrecy or technical protection schemes that physi-
cally prevent derivations Both of these preventions may re-
sult in the costly and inefficient duplication of effort. which the
hitellectual property system seeks to minimize
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Operating under conditions of economies of
scope, information providers often construct
a variety of packages to tap markets for differ-
ent combinations of media and information
content. For instance, the movie industry
offers the same content in a variety of media
forms, including movie houses, free broadcast
television, monthly subscription television,
"pay-per-view" and "premium-channel" cable
television, and videocassettes and disks. This
repackaging of mories is designed to imple-
ment price discrimination, the setting of prices
according to assumptions about how much
users value the information package and their
ability to pay, rather than on the basis of the
marginal cost of providing the information.

Another set of information-providers oper-
ate in markets that cater to users' needs for
very specific information content. For exam-
ple, financial analysts, engineering consul-
tants, market research specialists, and a grove
ing array of information brokers use their
expertise to select relevant content from masses
of available information and construct highly
customized packages." These providers price
discriminate on the basis of users' different
content requirements, rather than on the ba-
sis of users' preferences for different media
forms, as is the case, for instance, with movie
distributors.

The effectiveness of price discrimination
hinges on proprietors' ability to exclude com-
petitors from offering similar packages. Pro-
viiers must also know what information users
need and what they are willing to pay for it.
The feedback that information providers re-
c&ve from their customers' purchasing behav-
ior allows them to tailor both the goods they
offer and the prices they charge.21

2'One may consider many traditional "professions," such as
law, medicine, and engineering, as being in the business of pro-
viding highly customized information.

2IA crude form of price discrimination, which requires rela-
tively little control of derivative use or detailed knowledge about
customers' preferences and requirements, is ernoloyed by other
information providers Publishers of newspapers and magazines,
for example, "bundle" information and take advantage of the
fact that some people value one feature or article enough to pay
a price that exceeds the cost of the article and thus contributes
to the provision of of items in the bundle
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Computer database technology promises
information providers new opportunities to
amass comprehensive collections of informa-
tion, offer data processing services, constantly
updated information content on a broad range
of subjects, and precisely tailored packages in
a wide variety of forms. They can do all these
things through a self-service system for "one-
stop" information shopping." 23 These comput-
erized delivery systems also offer proprietors
greater potential to collect and analyze feed-
back, in the form of transaction information,
on customers' information-use habits so they
can implement price discrimination more ef-
fectively."

Computerized information-retrieval systems
also make proprietors more vulnerable to un-
controlled derivative use of their resources.

`2 Theoretically, any kind of information can be embodied in
a computerized database Currently, most information that is
offered throu publicly available databases is factual in na-
tureeconomic and financial statistics, bibliographic citations,
etc (See Martha E. Williams, "Electronic Databases," Science,
Apr. 26, 1985, pp. 445-455 ) More and more access to functional
informItion is being offered, such as remote data processing
for bookkeeping or statistical analysq A number of ventures
offering computer software transir d to the user from a cen-
tralized collection have b trieu, with mixed success (See
Download, January 1986, pp 1-4 ) Potentially, art can also be
offered on a user-selectable basis, for example, full text of novels
and other books, music in a form some have termed the "celes-
tial Jukebox," and "imagebanks" that containcontent and soft-
ware for making and manipulating pictoral works

"Electronic technologies also make the cruder form of price
discrimination that relies °a bundling less effective. Photocopy
machines, videocassette recorders, and especially computers al-
low users to qwckly and conveniently "unbundle" information,
taking only those pieces that are valuable to them Christopher
Burns and Patncia Martin, The Economics of Information, con-
tract report prepared for OTA, April 1985, p 1-7. Tins same
unbundling capability threatens advertising revenues.

"This transaction information has growing economic value
as a marketing tool and a commodity in its own right There
is a potential conflict between the development of highly effi-
cient computerized information markets and the right of citizens
to privacy in their personal affairs. The Cable Communications
Policy Act of 1984 places specific limits on the collection and
use of personally identifiable data on subscribers of cable sys-
terno (section 631) The Videotex Industry Association has de-
veloped voluntary privacy guidelines for the use of transaction
data collected in their operations. A spokesman for the on-line
computer database industry says that, at present, it is too ex-
pensive to collect and use detailed transaction data from their
operations It may be possible to have computerized, electronic
transaction syetems that technically limit the collection and
use of personally identifiable transaction information See, for
example, David Chaum, "Security Without Identification
Transaction Systems To Make Big Brother Obsolete," Com-
munications of the ACM, October 1985
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Their competitors can employ these technol-
ogies to Jffer the same or similar information
packages and con ,,te for customers. Conse-
quently, ir 'ormation providers may support
strong intellectual property L''''TS to protect
their investments in originating, purcha.iing,
and customizing :71formation, and to achieve
and retain market share. Althou,,h they now
have legal rights over derivative uses, propri-
etors still have an incentive to strictly control
access because lega, enforcement is so difficult

' _pensive.

Economies of scope, like economies of scale
provide incentives for ownership concentra-
tion.25 Users of information want to go to the
most omprehensive source. Suppliers of con-
tent have an incentive either to deal through
large distributors popular recognition and
prestige (who may require contract provisions
that lude dealing through competitors) or
to become employees of a large company and
"work for hire." And prc,i)rietors of informa-
tion resources have great(r freedom to price
discriminate if ownersli_ is concentrated and
competition is checked.

Proprietors of electronic information also
have an incentive to integrate verticallyto
combine ownership of content resources and
distribution facilities. In the current deregula-
tory climate they LIT freer than it the past to
do so. Policymakers are particularly concerned
about ticeJ integration among communica-
tion am information providers in situations
whet:, competition in distribution facilities is
weak.26 In these instances, a vertically inte-
grated information provider has an incentive
to favor its content over that of competitors
by cross-subsidy, "predatory" rate discrimi-
nation, GI outright refusal to deal. Common
c riage regulation, and the more recent efforts
at structural separation, leased or equal access,
and "Computer III" regulations are govern-

`Priest, The Character of Information. p, 27
'''"A firm with monopoly power over part of the system has

an incentive- toiestrict access tr its part in order tc .tend con-
trol overt r parts With public systems 9i:el, ucti,ns can
lead to a t 1 nu hopoly To have competition in a public s. s-
tem with part, -c.onopelized, it is necessary that nonLs-
crimnatory a.!cesq, naintamed Brock, The Telecommuni-
cations Inclustr,, p J1

meat attempts to check thzi, market power po-
tential of vertically inter 9ted communication
entities." (See figure P I.)

Private Investment and
Information Resources

For individuals and for society, information
is the raw materiel of knowledge and leaining.28
New information technologies are providing
tools and techniques far capturing, creating,
using, and sharing information in unprece-
dented forms and quantities. These technol-
ogies make possible a vast expansion of knowl-
edge about the world, and they allow the
establishment of information resources that
people can draw on for many purposes. As de-
tailed in chapter 5, by automating many of the
tasks that artisans, scholars, and managers
have traditionally had to master, they prom-
ise to raise productivity in creative and intel-
lectual work. We also expect these technologies
to enhance learning and amplify the social and
economic benefits that ,me from knowledge-
able people and an educated society." Chief
among these benefits, as seen in chapter 2, are
opportunities foi citizens to more fully partici-
pate in societyto develop and contribute their
unique talents and insights to the economy and
to the community.

Information-based products and the technol-
ogies that support them are also important as
factors in the production of an expanding range

For ?rviews of the ,ssues being addressed by the Corn-
puter III inquiry see Aadrew D Lipman, "Taking the Compet-
itive Plunge The FCC Dives into Computer III," Telephony,
Oc,, 7, 1985 pp 48-49, ir ,d Edwin E Mier, "Computer Inquir;
III The Erne! ging Monolith,' Data Communications, March
1986, pp 51-5h

Informati,, nits been characterized as a nondepletable re-
.source, For example, see Karen Levitan, "Needed Research in
the Economics of Information Resc 'rces, Proceedings of the
American Society for Information ience, 1.01 17, p. 334, and
"Information Resources as "Goods" in the Life Cycle of Infor-
mation 1-roducts, Journal of the American Society for Infor-
nia::on Science, January 1982, pp 44-54, see also Cleveland,
"Information as a Resource

in 1776. economist Adam Smith identified the skill, dex-
terity, and iudgment of the labor force as prunary determinants
of economic and so( it0 w11-being See Adam Smith, The Wealth
of Vations (New York The Modern Library, 1937)
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Figure 6.1 Decision Tree for Communications Regulation
Under Computer Inquiry III

Is it a common
carom

Is it a dominant
carter?

What is the
nature of service?

Yes

Yes

Basic communications 4or.ohimunications

Ancilary to
communications

'Regulated
as before

Is there a competitive
environment?

No Yes

Bottleneck
facilities?

Yes

Regulated
together
with "basic"
communications

Accounting
and tanh
controls

Minimal FCC
regulation

Accounting (forebearance)
controls

Accounting
oversight
only

Unregulated

<4111MEMEMEMMOMMEMMillignillIMMIIMIIMI>
Maximum Degree of FCC regulation Minimum

SOURCE From presentation by Pacific Bel' to FCC Commission, r Dennis Patrice September 1B85

of goods and services.30 Information technol-
ogy increases productivity and cor.tributes to
the material wealth and well-being of society;31
and information itself imparts competitive ad-
vantages to those that possess it and can make
good use of it."

See ch,2 for a discussion of the importance of information
to the economy.

"Charles Jonscher, "Information Resources and Econom,(
Productivity." Information Economics and Policy 1,1983, pp
12-35.

'Michael E Porter and victoi E. Millar, "How Information
Gives You Competitive Advantzge,"Ilarvard Business Retnew,
July/August 1985, pp 149-160

Although information is essential to mate-
rial production and social welfare, economists
generally believe that private enterprise in-
vests less in its production and distribution
than is socially desirable or efficient." root
cause of this inadequate private investment
is uncertainty. Motivated by profit, indlvid-

"See Yale Braun .ern, "Information as a Factor of Produc-
tion," The Information Society, vol 3, No. 3, p,_, 261-273 An
Increased amount of valuable goods and services could be pro-
duced with a given amount of land, labor, and capitalresources
if more were invested in information that is applicable to produc-
tive activities.

IS
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uals and corporations are -incertain whether
they may benefit by investing in the develop-
ment of information resources.

The producers, distributors, managers, and
users of information, and the people that in-
vest in these activities, all operate in an envi-
ronment characterized by uncertainty." Many
originators of information, v nether they Pr
artists, scientists, or computer programmers,
are working at the frontier of knowledge, so
the outcome of their work is inherently uncer-
tain. They may Fucceed or fail in accomplish-
ing their goals, or the gm Is themselves may
be poorly defined, deliberately ambiguous, or
self-justifying. They often do r of know in ad-
vance how much time will be require' to meet
their objectives, what the ultimate value of
their work will be, or how much money they
will make from a work.

Distributors of information face uncertainty
be ause they have only impeifect control over
the public dissemination and use of their prod-
ucts. Information is inherently "leaky," so it
is bot:._ expensive and difficult for them to ex-
clude nonpayers and competitors from using
it. Also, because users' reviler ents and pref-
erences are hard to define precisely and they
change unpredictably, price discrimination is
a trial-and-error process.

"The distinction between information distributors and man-
agers is informed by an analysis by Charles Jonscher (' infor-
mation Resources and Economic Productivity," pp. 18-19 I As
Jonscher states, it is difficult to precisely ascertain the relative
magnitude of effort accounted for by market allocaticn versus
centralized management, of information, but

The distinction is quite fundamental, in that the extent, to
cc. .c h economic land information reseurcel management is cen
tralized or left to the interaction of independent trading parties
hes at the heart of the distinction between market and non-
market allocation processes, and rideed between socialist and
capitalist economies

Jonscher estimates that in 1978 information management and
distribution activities, -vhich together account for more than
80 percent of total information a activities, were Liit
ried out approximately half by distributors (39 percent of total
activity) and half by managers working for firms or government
bodies (42 percent of total). Intellectual property rules are fun-
damental to the operations of independent distributors, and thus
crucial to market-driven allocation of information resources. In
the absence of a 'Nuate incentives for Independent distribu-
tion of information, it is reasonable to assume that private sec-
tor firms will be compelled to rely more on internal production
and distribution and centralized managemer t of information
resources, and the need for government to provide publicly avail-
able information will rise

The professional manager= of information
employees of companies - Ad government who
obtain, organize, and provide access to infor-
iationalso face large uncertainties. They
must contend with increasingly complex me-
dia and information content, while continuing
to meet organizations' ever-changing informa-
tion needs. Moreover, within corporate and
State bureaucracies, the real cost of generat-
ing and managing information resources is gen-
erally accounted for very poorly or not at all,
so there io often little ability or incentive to
engage in rigorous "make or bu-r" decisions
when information is needed."

Users, perhaps, face the greatest uncertain-
ties of all. Economist Kenneth Arrow recog-
nized a paradox in trying to determine the de-
mand for information. "[The] value [of
information] for the purchaser is not known
until he has tho information, but then he has
in effect acquired it without cost."" Of course,
through experience and exposure to advertis-
ing. users build expectations about the value
of information packages that they consider for
purchase. They may browse through printed
- formation in book stores and, if facilities and

resources are available, at public libraries. But
the user of electronic information is generally
denied access unless he agrees in advance to
pay. Therefore, he may be unable to cornpare
one package with another. Moreover, because
access to electronic databases is charged for
by the hciir or minute, '_he user is under the
pressure of the clock." (See table 6-3.) Also,

"Marc Porat. "Information Wo kers Within Bureaucra-
cies," Balletin of the American. S ciety for Information Science,
February 1084, p 17 See also, bums, The Economics of Infor-
mation, pp, V-1-9

*Kenneth J. Arrow, "Economic Welfare and the Allocation
of Resources to in enuon," Economics of Information and
Knowledge, D M Lamberton (ed.1 (Baltimore, MD Penguin
Books, 19711, p. 148

'Both of these factors sharply limit peoples' opportunity to
browse randomly and make the occasional serendipitous dis-
covery. Th;s is a complex subject that involves the design of
computerized information-delivery systems and the methods
used to index, access, retrieve, and charge for computerized in-
formation Automated systems may yet be designed and o..ured
that can promote the ability tc make new connections among
disparate pieces of information But this capability is limited
in present systems, and the pressu f "running meter" fur-
ther limits their use as general tools is .nowledge building The
question of how information resources are o be structured t.;

oiitinued or next page)
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Table 6.3.Representative Charges for
On-Line Database Access

Database
(publisher)

Per minute
access charge°

Academic American Encyclopedia
(Grolier Electronic olishing) $0 75

AP News
(Press Association) 1 40

BLS Consumer Price Index
(U S Bureau of Labor Statistics) 0 75

Books in Print
(R R Bowker) 1 08

Career Rau lent Registry
(Career Placement Registry, Inc) 1 58

ChemsearchTM
(Dialog Information Services, Inc and

Chemical Abstracts Service) 2 42
CIS

(Congressional Information Service, Inc ) 1 50
ClaimsTm/U S Patent Abstracts

(IFI/Plenum Data Company) 1 58
Compendex

(Engineering Information, Inc ) 1 65
Laborlaw

(Bureau of Nationa: Affairs) 2 00
Medline

(U S National Library of Medicine) 0 60
Peterson's College Database

(Peterson's Guides, Inc ) 0 90
Pollution Amtracts

(Cambridge Scientific Abstracts) 1 40
PTS U S Pine Series

(Predicants, Inc ) 1 90
Zoological Record

(BioSciences information Services) 1 30
t-..,. -, tblecommunications charges, which run 56 to $18 per hour

SOURCE DIALOG Price List, October 1985

unless public or shared facilities are vailable,
he must buy equipment before he CE receive
electronic information, equipment that may
subsequently fall drastically in pme or soon
become (J- "olete.

Investment in information production, dis-
tribution, management, and use is risky. Oily

fc ontinued frcin previntn, pawl

meet different information needs is a problem that libraries con-
stantly face Public libraries are increasingly compelled to rake
either/or choices, in a time of shrinking budgets, among in est-
ments m different kinds of information resources for their pa-
trons The issue of charges for information services in publi^
libraries iv sparking great controversy, and the introduction
of computerized retrieval systems is at the center of that de-
bate See, for example, Brett Butler, "Online Public Access The
Sleeping Beast Awakens," Bulletin of the American Society
for Information Science, December 1983, pp 6-10, and Jose-
Mane Griffiths and Donald W King, Impact of Information
Technology on Information Service Providers ;Ind Their Clien-
tele, contract report prepared for OTA by King Research, ine ,

July 1985, pp 54-84

a small portion of the total value that individ-
uals and society gain from the use of informa-
tion resources can be expected to be returned
to producers and distributors hrough pay-
ments foJ use. This is because information is
intangible and leaky, and its value expands un-
predictably through new uses and the build-
ing of knowledge." As a result of this discrep-
ancy, the private economy allocates less land,
labor, and capital to information resource pro-
duction than is socially efficient or desirable.

Econo-lists characterize those markets in
which resources are unlikely to be allocated effi-
ciehtly as exhibiting market failure. There are
numerous types and degrees of market fail-
ure;" study of market nagociated with
information began in the mid-1920s.4° In their
analyses, economists generally have included
informatics in a class of goods called public
goods. C thers i-, this class are parks, light-
houses, and national defense:" Because the pri-

"Priest, The Character of Information, pp 33-35
`See, for example, Francis M Bator, "The Anatomy of

Market Failure," Quarterly Journid of Economics, August 1958.
pp 351-379, and Robert H. I- iaveman and Julius Margolis (Ms
Public Expenditures and Policy Analysis (Chicago. IL. Mark-
ham, 1970)

' °Pigou recognized that knowledge provides benefits to so-
ciety as well as to the purchaser. Arthur C Pigou, The Eco-
nomics of Welfare, 4th ed. (London. Macmillan, 1932) In 1962,
Arrow wrote a seminal piece on the subject in which he recog-
nized three forms of market failure associated with informa-
tion indivisibilities, mappromiabi Ay, and uncertainty (Ken-
neth Arrow, "Economic Welfare and the Allocation of Resources
to Invention ") More recent looks at information and market
failure include: Yale M Braunsteii "The Functioning of In-
formation Markets," in Issues in Information Policy, directed
by Jane H Yurow, edited by Helen A Shaw (U S. Department
of Commerce, National Telecommunications and Information
,-...1;:_inistrat' on, February 1981), pp 57-74; Michael D Cooper.

The Structure Ind Future of the- Informafim Economy," In-
formation Processing and Management, vol 19, No 1, pp 9-
26, W Curtiss Priest, "Character. -tics of Information in Com-
merce and Transactions," working paper (Carnhndge, MA: MIT
Center for Policy Alternatives. Oct. 25, 1984): and W Curtiss
Priest, "Development of Economic Gu;delines and Alternative
0;-,tions for Public Investment Decisions in Scientific and Tech-
nicr.; information," wo-king paper (Cambridge, MA MIT Cen-
t .4 for Policy Alternatives, Mar 15, 1984)

'According to Samuelson, a public good has the attribute
'that each in div;dual's consumption of such a good leads to
ho subtraction from a. y other individual's consumption of that
good Paul Samuelson, "The Pure Theory of Public Expend-
iture," Review of Economics and Statistics, wit 36, 1954, p,
387 Actually, Samuelson uses the term "collective consump-
tion good," but public good is now the commonly accepted ter-
minology S ,ariley M Besen, Econoinl; Issues Relating to New
Technologies and Intellectual Property, contract report prepared
for OTA, December 1984, p 1
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vale economy underinvests in them, public
goods are often provided or subsidized by the
government."

Given the importance of information re-
sources and the fact that the private sector un-
derinvests in them, the public policy question
is: How might the government best encourage
their growth and use? Can the government re-
duce the uncertainties faced by people engag-
ing in information activities, and if so, how?
May reducing the uncertainty of one group re-
sult in problems or e; pen for others? And,
given that it costs more to originate informa-
tion than to reproduce and distribute it, a corol-
lary question is: How might the government
best encomage the growth of the human re-
sources that form the pool of knowledge, crea-
tivity, and skill from which valuable informa-
tion originates?

Motivated only by financial profit, the pri-
vate sector will produce and distribute those
types and forms of information from which
they can inexpensively exclude nonpayers and
competitors, and for which they can collect
enough revenue to cover their costs and real-
ize a profit that is competitive with other in-
vestments." To compensate for insufficient pri-
vate investment, government could:

1. institute policies that help proprietors to

`Since exclusion is difficult and may be socially inefficient,
the use of tax-payer money to supply the good can often be justi-
fied Economists and public administrators point out that gov-
ernment s not obligated to provide all public goods There are
situations in which the waste and distortion that government
may incur in trying to counteract market failures associated
with public goods may produce more inefficiency than it cures
See, for example Fritz Machlup, Knowledge- Its Creation. Dis-
tribution and E.--onomic Significance, Volume III The Eco-
nomics of In 'ortnatzon and Human Capital ' Princeton, NJ
Princeton Uni,ersity Press, 19841, p 157

"Fortunately, there are many motivations for producing
and dissenunating information asicie from financial P n, See
ch 5, The Create Environment See also, Robert M Furt
and Robert M Schuchman. The Economic Rationale of Copy-
right," American Economic Review, May i966, pp 4,5 426

PrnnPrty and +hp tinprah,ln r), tliarkntq ',fig

exclude nonpayers and competitors, col-
lect payment, or price discriminate;

2. subsidize investment in the production or
distribution of information that the pri-
vate sector finds unprofitable; and/or

3. undertake the task of producing and/or
disseminating information.

The latter two approaches require that gov-
ernment identify unprofitable kinds of infor-
mation for which there is a compelling social
need and public interest. Some of these judg
ments are straightforward. Public investment
has long supported most basic scientific re-
search, a large part of the applied research in
fi2lds such as medicine, agriculture, and ener-
gy, the bulk of economic and social statistics
on which government policy is based, a large
share of the cost of formal education, and many
other information activities.

The first approachhelping private enter-
prise exclude, collect payment, and price dis-
criminatehas been the traditional role of
intellectual property policy and law. It has af-
forded three distinct advantages over govern-
ment subsidy or direct investment in produc-
tion. First, i minimizes the government's need
to make judgments about Cie specific value
and uses of information. Second, it permits pri-
vate marLets to respond quickly to changes
in consumer demand where profits signal in-
vestors to shift resources and where there are
no substantial barriers to competition. Third,
intellectual property protection has tradition-
ally promoted both learning and private invest-
ments in the production of ideas.

Changes in technology that alter the incen-
tives for producing and disse., 'rating infor-
mation may in some cases weaken the advan-
tages of intellectual property protection. If
unchecked, the incentive to control access and
to concentrate ownership of media and content
may undermine the promotion of learning and
wides, :ead participation in the development
and use of knowledge and information resources.
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GOVERNMENT POLICY AND THE DIVERSITY
OF INFORMATION-BASED GOODS

A basic goal of intellectual property law is
to promote a healthy diversity in the ideas, in-
formation, and knowledge available to society.
In the age of print, dives sity was fostered by
granting individual creators the right to con-
trol the conditions under which their works
were published, printed, and distributed in tan-
gible copies. The questions of what rights at-
tach to works embodied in tangible copies,
which particular rights a proprietor retains,
and which rights are transferred to a buyer of
a copy if a work have been relatively easy to
determine. The incentives to originate works
and disseminate copies were clearly fostered
by the limited controls afforded by copyright.
Users' ability to employ existing works in
learning and scholarship were supported by the
legal limits of copyright control developed in
the fair use and first sale doctrines." Thus, a
rich diversity of information, and the growth
and use of knowledge, was promoted by a gl-
anced set of rights over information.

As information is increasingly distributed
in less tangible electronic forms, these ques-
tions of rights in information become more
complicated. I, one assum- c that, in the infor-
mation age, more people will make a living pro-
ducing, distributing, and using information,
these questions of rights become all the more
important. As detailed in chapter 3, new tech-
nologies are blurring the boundaries defined
by the traditional legal rights over infonna-
ton. Concomitantly, as seen in chapter 4. the
enforcement of those traditional rights is in-
creasingly difficult and troublesome. Works
in electronic form take on a fluid character.
Form and content are transformable and dy-
namic; separating idea from expression is a
more arbitrary judgment; and information is
an integral part of automated processes, as well
as a conveyor of meaning to people.

"The first sale doctrine states that ownership of a copy of
a work passes to the purchaser of the copy The purchaser may
then sell or otherwise dispose of his copy (sect ion 109) The first
sale doctrine allows the development of trade and rental mar-
kets out ^f the contra of the copyright owner and thus limit~
his potential market power

Alongside changes in the character of infor-
mation as a technical package, as an economic
and social good, and as a cluster of legal con
cepts, the structure of incentives for originat-
ing, disseminating, and adding value to infor-
mation is undergoing change. To maintain a
balance in the rights over information, new
definitions that correspond to the emerging
technLal, economic, and social characteristics
of electronic information must be developed.
In particular, the definition of rights should
clarify the ways purchasers may use works:
What are the rules for using protected works
in producing and distributing information?
How may one compete with his source of in-
formation or with seller: of similar works?

For some types of ',Jo- nation, especially
works of fact, proper 'Aduceir tints to add value
may be as iinportant in the information age
as incentives tc, originate works were in the
age of print." For other types of works, espe-
cially art, rules that help creators preserve the
integrity of their contributions may be most
appropriate. New types of art that arise from
collaborative or interactive processes may re-
quire new kinds of corporate arrangements.
Functional wo: Ics way require new adminis-
trative mechanisms to assure that proper, pol-
icy-consistent controls are placed both on in-
fringements and on the market power inherent
in patent-like protection." In these v ays,
intellectual property law may continue tJ fos-
ter the creation and dissemination of emerg-
ing information-based goods, a healthy diver-
sity of works, and the profitable trade of
information in open markets.

Histeiically, many other government policy
meclnismscommunications regulation, an-
titrust enforcement, R&D management and
support, the development and promulgation

"Burns, The Economics of Information, pp 111-17-18
"See Carroll Pur, Historical Ca -" Studies of the Int7u-

en_ of Intellectual . ,ierty Laws on Technological Cha
contract report prepared for OTA, August 1985, for a d, icus-
sion of the history of market power derived from patents in a
selection of information technology industries
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of technical standards, special tax provisions,
the funding of education, and public informa-
tion production and dissemination Ye alsc
had significant effects on the development of
information markets. As markets change in
response to new media and the expanding role
of information in economic life, policymakers
may need to think about how all of these mech-
anisms interact in their affect on the diversity
of available information.

Problems in Framing Policy To
Promote Information Diversity

Designing policy to promote diversity in in-
formation is fraught with difficulty. Few ef-
forts have been made to collect adequate data
to make policy judgments about information
markets based on quantitative criteria."
The data that exist reveal little about how dif-
ferent kinds of information are produced and
used, about the factors that guide producers
and user3 in their investment and purchase de-
cisions, or about how to measure the influence
of different kinds of information as factors in
the production of subsequent information or
other goods." Moreover, much of the available
---_----

Two comprehensive efforts at collecting data on the infor-
mation economy have been undertaken and published The first,
Fritz Machlup's The Prcduction and Distribution of Knowledge
in the United States, pubhshed by the Princeton University
Press in 1962 and since extended in thr62 additional volumes,
Knowledge and Knowledge Production, 1980, The Branches of
Learning, 1982. and The Economics of Information and Hu-
man Capital, 1984, presents data on aspects of the production
of some varieties of information. The second, Marc Porat's The
Information Economy, published in 1977 by the Department
of Commerce. Office nf inmunications, is a snapshot ct
information-related econorn.c activities for the year 1967. A third
study, which updates some of Machlup's work, is sche uled for
publication in 1986 Mizhael Rubin and Mary Taykr Hubcr.
The Knowledge Industry in the United States 1960-1(''
(Princeton, NJ Princeton University Press, in press). The Copy-
right Office has begun to produce a series of studies on the size
of the copyright inuustnes, the first of which was presented
to the Senate Judiciary Committee in December 1984 Many
economists and other writers use a wider array of industry-level
statistics in analyzing the operation of information markets
1t is often the cese that these data are incomplete or may even
be inappropriate to the analytic questions under consideration

' " "A strong arg-arriel _;an be made that this new kind of
capitol [knowledge capital] is more critical to the growth of the
American economy than is money capital But knowledge capi-
tal does not show up in the numbers economists look at (or quote)
when evaluating capital formation." From "Gnomons, Words
and Policies," a speech given by Walter B Wriston to the
NC' utives' Club of Chicago on May R, 1985 as quoted in Harper s.
September 1985, p 22

data is supplied by stakeholders in the policy
debates, and thus may be biased. At present,
the available data are inadequate to directly
and objectively test hypotheses about invest-
ment in and supply of different kinds of infor-
mation.

Another problem is that the optimal diver-
sity of information-based goods is difficult, if
not impossible, to specify. Each person's needs
for information are Luique; and individuals
place different value on information depend-
ing en the uses to which they plan to put it.
Ir some cases, the information package may
be most valuable if it is standardized, as, for
example, is information on the toxicity cf
chemicals. Other kinds of information are most
valuable when they are simultaneously avail-
able to a wide audience, as, for example, is news
coverage of a historic event. Other informa-
tion is uniquely prepared for, and only valu-
able to, a single individual, as is the financial
analysis of one's estate. Therefore, the intel-
lectual property goal of fostering t. balanced
diversity of information is difficul'- to achieve,
given the vastly different kinds of content and
the wide range of media that are needed to effi-
ciently °erve audiences ranging from one to
millions of users.

Proprietor Concerns, Government
Policy Toois, and the Diversity

of Information

The actual diversity of information-based
goods available., to individuals and society de-
pends on a complex set of factors. Because of
economies of scale and scope, proprietors'
choices of profit-n aking strategies will be
guided by whether, and to what degree, they
can select the audience for a given information
package. They select customers focusing on
three major criteria: exclusion (of nonpayers
and competitors), collection, and price discrimi-
natiin. Government policy interacts with pro-
prietor concerns and their strategies for select
ing audiences on a technical level and a
transactional level to affect the diversit- of
available, information.

18
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Technical Concerns

Information providers must select a distri-
bution medium with technical char -2,teristics
suitable for their particular variety of infor-
mation content. For example, a broadcast tele-
vision signal requires a dedicated portion of
radio spectrum; a publicly available computer-
ized database information service requires
computer hardware, software programs, and
a public switched telephone network.

Government support for and promulgation
of technical standards will fundamentally af-
fect the development and operation of commu-
nications media. The regulati,7 licensing
of radio spectrum affects the ok eons of in-
formation providers who use broadcast or pri-
vate radio channels (including terrestrial micro-
wave and geosynchronous satellite links) to
distribute goods. The development of Inte-
grated Services Digital Network (ISDN), which
will rely heavily on fiber-optic lines, is currently
the subject of a worldwide, but loosely coordi-
nated, standards-making procedure. The re-
sulting system will have major and long-lasting
effects vii markets for in=z)iination-liased
goods.49

Technical standards art also of fundamen-
tal importance in regulating the content of cer-
tain kinds of information, particularl factual
and functional information. The National Bu-
reau of Standards (NBS) has been interested
for some time in establishing "Data Quality
Indicators" for scientific and technical infor-
mation that could help universities, businesses,
and government agencies by increasing the

"See. for example, Michael D Bander, "Pacific Bell Forsees
Three-Phase ISDN Revolution," Telephony, Mar. 24, 1986 pp
44-53 In general, technical standards perform four bas_c func-
tions in mai xets.

1. they provide information on terminology and test and meas-
urement methods;

2 they promote mirnmurn levels of acceptable qz..stity, such
gs safety standa,ds do,

' ..ney promote compatiblity of components in systems to
allow users to purcnase components from multiple vendors,
and

4 they promote reduction in variety to allow economies of
scale to b realized

John H Youn,, Effects d Standsrds on Information Technol-
ogy R&D. Local Area Networks and Integrated Service Digi-
tal Network, contract report prepared for OTA, November 1983

reliability of factual information distributed
by computer databases. "These indicators
would provide the user with enough informa-
tion to determine the utility and suitability for
specific purposes."5° Such information, many
believe, could yield substantial productivity
improvements in research, development, and
manufacturing in a wide range of fields, and
increased safety for workers and for the pub-
lic. NBS is also at work on technical standards
for computer software to improve government
operations. These efforts may affect the na-
ture of computer programs used by the private
sector as well.

Because of technical differences among me-
dia, the difficulty of excluding, collecting, and
price discriminating will vary according to the
medium. For example, many goods published
in tangible copies, such as books, are available
to everyone at more or less identical prices.
They are paid for in individual transactions,
and require a visible capital investment to be
competitively reproduced for sale. Information
broadcast over radio and televisio is, by and
lamp, availably to all and d fe.r by adver-
tisers, and competing broadcasts are easy to
recognize and excluoe from competition."

Information-based goods may also be leased
or exhibited to consumers on a per-use basis.
Movies shown in theaters, pay-per-view tele-
vision, and electronic databases are paid for
in this manner. Many goods are provided by
subscription on a more or less continuing ba-
sis. Information packages offered by lease or
subscription vary widely in terms of how
proprietor- can exclude, collect, and price dis-
criminate. Some of these packages and trans-
actior mechanisms are looked at in detail

'National Bureau of Standards. Workshop on Data Quahtv
Indicators Summary Report and Recon;mendations Gathers
burg, MD, Feb. 10-12, 1982, p in

"PrniteAi ano broadcast mformation are increasingly vulner-
able to advanced 'spying tecl-ologies Proprietors' ability to
exclude private zepying is a ibject of heated debate, and is
discussed in ocher sections c this report At this point, it is
important to consider the fa, ,;ntial for private copying as one
of the factors that all information proprietors. must consider
in their marketing strateKies
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below " As technologies for storing, commu-
nicating. and proeessing information converge
in computer-based systems, proprietors are in-
crea-ingly concerned about the extent to which
users may subsequently reuse or trade their
works, and thus diminish proprietors' oppor-
tunities to collect for use and price dis-
criminate.

Some forms of distribution and payment will
encourage mass markets for goods and tend
to re strict the diversity of the goods offered."
Other forms of distribution and payment will
encourage highly diverse varieties of informa-
tion that are tailored to individual needs and
preferences." Economic theory suggests that
producers will use the feedback they receive,
from observing how consumers purchase and
use goods, to fine-tune products and services
to serve consumer preferences. Information
providers may also use this transactional in-
formation to improve price discrimination and
thus increase their profits.

Transactional Concerns

A second factor a proprietor must consider
in selecting distribution media and offering in-
formation content is the cost of administering
business transactions with his customers.
`transaction costs will depend on the techni-
cal characteristics of the media, the number
of customers the proprietor must deal with
directly, and government-derived rules that
specify the legal conditions to which trans-
actions must adhere. The information he re-
ceives from transactions will, in turn, provide
the proprietor with feedback, allowing adjust-
ments in products, services, and prices.

1Alhat, we must do is to analyze the natural structu.-, of
the new systems of communication as they seem to be emerg-
ing to try to identify what systems of payment are enforcecbi
and socially acceptable Ithiel de Sola Pool, Technologies of
Freedom (Cambridge, MA Belknap Press, 1983), p. 5

" "If the profitable provision of highly differentiated prod-
ucts can occur only where different prices can be charged to
different customers of the same product, while undifferentiated
products can be sold profitably at a single pnce, the differen-
tiated products will not be offered even if efficienc:' would be
increased by doing so Besen, Economic Issues Relating to
New Technologies and Intellectual Property, p 4

"Ithiel de Sola Pool, ''The Culture of `i',Iectronic Print,
Daedalus, vol 3, No 4, fall 1982, pp 17-31

Intellect, cal property law and other gov-
ernment mechanisms may affect diversity by
encouraging one form of distribution over
another. For example, the enforcement of theft
of service laws might make terrestrial micro-
wave (MDS) more attractive than free broad-
cast television as a way of distributing movies
by making transactions with individual con-
sumers profitable. Government-sanctioned
mechanisms that aggregate transactions, such
as the Copyright Royalty Tribunal or private
collecting societies such as ASCAP, can reduce
the cost of managing the transactions between
proprietors and users. This may give media
that are covered by such arr.ngements cost
advantages in obtaining content for distribu-
tion. The aggregation of transaction arrange-
ments may also affect ownership concentra-
tion and market power Li the information
industry. for example, eliminating the com-
pulsory licensing provision for cable television
retransmissions may give cable program sup-
pliers increased incentive tc merge with or buy
out competitors." Other regulations, such as
those that govern common carriers and those
called for in the Cable Communications Act
of 1984, can require companies to offer leased
access to channels oh a competitive basis.

Government policy may also encourage in-
vestment in cPrtain types of information con-
tent by affecting the risks producers face in
transacting business. For example, tax credits
and subsidies may discriminate among differ-
ent types of information-based goods. Compul-

Priest, The Character of Information, p 37 The current
operation of the Copyright F Jyalty "fnbunal (CRT) encourages
programs suppliers to work together to settle royalty disputes
so as to avoid the Tribunal's ad.) uchcation procedure. This re-
quirel suppliers to seek representation from powerful trade asso-
ciations, such as the National Association of Broadcasters and
the Motion Picture Association of America, who can afford the
cost of presenting a case for remuneration to the Tribunal The
Copyright Act grants antitrust immunity for private agreements
on the distribution of royalties by the CRT. There is no public
record of how the trade associations decide to disburse funds
to the copyright holders they represent See Cable Retransmis-
sion of Broadcast Television Programs Following Elimination
of the "P hist Carry" Rules (Washington, DC. Office of Polls:),
Analysis and Development, National Telecommunications and
Information Administration, U S Department of Commerce,
1985), p 7 Some private collecting societies operate under anti-
trust consent decreer; t at serve to inhibit price fixing and anti-
competitive behavior. (See footnote 70, p. 2811

1.j?
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sory licenses and royalty collection and dis-
tribution may affect the relative costs of
rebroadcasting versus originating information
content." Government R&D and public infor-
mation activities may make ir formation-based
goods available that can compete with gocds
produced or offered by the private sector. Rule
limiting the transferability of intellect_ prop-
erty rights between creators and publishers
may affect the transfer of risk. Common-car-
riage. cross-ownership, equal-access, and anti-
trust rules can set limits on industry concen-
tration and check anticompetitive transaction
arrangements.

Private sector transactions may not provide
all the information society requires because the
profit motive may not allow for the produc-
tion or distribution of some kinds of informa-
tion. Some information may be of such criti-
cal importance to citizens ;Ind to the process
of g- ?ming that policymakers may decide
tha a Om' should be denied access for any
reas . Therefore, free or subsidized public in-
formation sources, such as libraries and pub-
lic schools, and tax-supported public informa-
tion content, such as the census, weather
forecasts, and information on the operations
of government agencies, may be reasonable
and proper alternatives to reliance on private-

'See Cable Retransmission of Broadcast Telev!sion Pro-
grams Following Ehmination of the "Must Carry Rules

sector. profit-motivated information trans-
actions."

At the most basic level, intellectual property
law may specify which works are public infor-
mation or are of such a fundamental nature
that they are neither copyrightable or patent-
able. In this way, the law can prevent compa-
nies from discriminating in the selection of
us rs or from employing de facto proprietary
steri':Iards to exclude competition and exercise
mark- lower." And, as discussed above, le-
gal distinctions, such as those implied by the
categories of art. fact, and function, may be
useful in adjusting the incentive structure to
the realities of electronic information produc-
tion and distribution.

OTA has studied the questio- of the impact of changing
technology on the provision of public information See Federal
Government Information Technology. Management, Security,
and Congressional Oversight, ch. 7, pp 139-158, Februa 3986,
for an overview of policy concerns relating to government in-
formation.

The fact that electronic information is often available only
through a system, that is. "a set of complementary products
which must be used together to provide value" (Brock, The
Telecommunications Industry, p 16), the potential far attain-
ing market power is enhanced For example. a _omputer manu-
facturer may be able to restrict competition in markets for
peripheral components by developing proprietary processor-in-
terconnection standards (Brock, p 17) Similarly, a company
may employ copyright on operating system software to restrict
competition for its hardware or applications software, and a
communication company may restrict competition by refusing
to provide competitors with connecting lines to customers

PROBLEMS IN SELECTED MARKETS FOR
INTELLECTUAL WORKS

Print Technology and the Functioning
of Copyright in Book Markets

Traditionally, copyright law has been most
cciicerned with the relatively simple markets
for distributing information-based goods in
printed form. Printing production technology
is efficient on a relatively small scale; for ex-
ample, printers may produce a fairly small
number of copies of books at a per-copy cost
hat is not much higher than large-scale print-

ing. Thus, there are more than 15,000 Amer-
ican book publishers, and most of these com-

panies are small." But large advertising
expenditures, buyouts of publishing houses by
conglomerates that may be more adverse to
taking risks," and the concentration of book
retaili 76' have, some observers contend,

"'"The Book P a si nes s Editorial Research Reports, June
28, 1985, p 479

'Twelve publishing firms, all of them divisions of conglom-
erate corporations, garnered 45 percent of book sales in 1983.
The Book Business," p 486 See also, Lewis A Coser, Charles

Kadushin, id Walter W. Powell, Books. The Culture and
Commerce of Publishing (New York: Basic Books, 1982), p 29

'Although approximately 80 percent of the 9,500 full-line
bookstores are independent'y owned, the volume of orders that
publishei s obtain from the major chains, Walc:enbooks, B Dal-

(«,11111100ci n next page)
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erected substantial and wowing barriers for
authors trying to publish their first book."
Others contend that, "the cost of printing, off-
setting, or photocopying a manuscript remains
low enough that virtually anyone can publish
anything."" Thus, the problem for new authors
may not be getting their books published, but
getting them re, iewed and widely read.

Not all publishing firms perceive of their
business in the same ways. Some consider
themselves to have an almost exclusive respon-
sibility to maximize profits for owners and
stockholders. Others feel they are primarily re-
sponsible to the educated public, to the gen-
eral public, or to the cultural traditions of the
Nation,"

Publishers are increasingly influenced by the
media industries and corporate world in which
they must do business. The -.,..rowth and result
ing complexity of many pu' fishing horses has,
in some cases, caused a loss of contact between
publishers and the writers, thinkers, and liter-
ary critics who previously were cc lzal to the
publishing business. The integration of book
publishing into conglomerate corporations also
tends to divorce publishing recisions from
purely literary criteria. Publishing contracts
are more often negotiated with literary agents
or lawyers rather than with authors."

Independent authors use copyright in nego-
tiating the conditions under which publishers
will off3r their books to the public. In most
cases, the author transfers his copyright own-

(continued from previous page)

ton, Barnes & Noble, and Crown, give them a major influence
over what gas published.

[T]he chains tend to reserve shelf space for guaranteed best-
,ellers by name authors. books that are hot at the moment (such
as .'elebrity exercise books or diet books) and low-cost s de books
called remainders [unsold hardcover books returned to pubhshers
and wholesaled to c,iins at very low prices] Many books that
have been published in the recent past and sell in steady but
low quantities, are difficult, if not impossmle, to find at the dis-
count chains

The Book Businc3s," p. 495
Books Survive?' a discussion held at the American

Booksellers Association convention in San Francisco, Lewis H
Lapham, moderator, Harper's, August 1985

Paul Hirsch, "U S Oakum! Productions The Impact of
Ownership," Journal of Communication, vol 35, No 3, sum-
mer 1985, p 114

"Coser, Kadushin, and Powell, Books, p 15
, pp 31-32

ership to the publisher it exchange for edit-
ing, typesetting, printing distribution, adver-
tising, and promotional services. The author
may receive compensation in advance of the
sale of copies. He also will receive a r' Aty,
usually about 10 percent of the sale price, for
each copy sold Often, the advance payment
is deducted from the author's forthcoming
royalties.

Currently, the players in the intellectual
property community are debating the transfer-
ability of intellectual property rights, and the
potential alterations in the bargaining posi-
tions of creators and publishers that might
occur should the transferability of rights be
changed. The transfer of rights is closely re-
lated to the transfer of risk between author and
publisher. Some economists contend that a
change in intellectual property law that limits
the extent to which authors may transfer
rights over their works will limit their ability
to transfer risk.66 Such a view assumes that
"work for hire" he extreme case in which
a creator is so averse to risk that he exchanges
all rights in his work for a salary.

Existing copyright law returns control of a
work to an independent author after 35 years
unless he renews the transfer contract.67 Pol-
icymaker s could shorten this term, taking into
account the reasonable shelf life of different
kinds of works, and so give independent au-
thors more long-term control over their work
without producing a large Effect on their abil-
ity to transfer risk.

The work-for-hire situation is more compli-
cated. Employers often supply hired creators
with sophisticated and expensive equipment,
and therefore claim ownership in the works
produced in their shops. Another problem is
that many works are proc .ced by teams of cre-
ators, and it can be very difficult to divide
rights in a work. In such cases, corporate
ownership may be a more efficient way of orga-

--------
'Besen, Economic Issues Relating to New Technologies

and Intellectual Property, pp 30-33
'Generally, puolishing contracts allow pi,bashers, but not

authors, to terminate the contract Coc_ier, Kadushin, and Powell,
Books, p 229

1SJ
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nizing production, distribution, and rewards
to creators. Thus, although modifying the rules
about transfer of rights may foster the diver-
sity of some kinds of information by encourag-
ing independent authorship, other kinds of
information production may be too complex
for anything but corporate sponsorship and
control.

Subsidiary rights to derivative works is
another issue of interest in the negotiations
between a creator of an intellectual work and
a publisher. The law allows a copyright propri-
etor to exploit markets for a work other than
those for the initial form in which the work is
published. This raises the question of whether
the creator or the publisher is to control the
exploitation of markets for these works. When
the subsidiary markets are known (e.g., a novel
always has a potential to be produced as a play
or movie), the contract between author and
publisher can specifically address the control
of subsidi.,ry rights. However, given the rapid
changes in information uses and distribution
technologies, it is conceivahl hat new forms
for distributing works will emerge that are not,
contemplated in current publication contracts.
In this context, intellectual property law could
specify which party owns rights in unantici-
pated markets if contracts are not explicit
about subsidiary rights.

The questions raised by the issue of the
transferability of rights between creator and
publisher may be relevant to a wide range of
situations. For example:

the development of computer software,
where the question involves the way in
which the authors of software and firms
that market and distribute their producf-
divide the revenues from ;3ale or lease;
the production of motion pictures, where
the questions involve the rights retained
by producers and those transferred to a
film's distributors;
the production of television programs,
where the questions involve the rights re-
tained by producers and those transferred
to the networke; and
the invention of technical processes or new

products, where the questions involve the
rights retained by the inventor and those
transferred to the exploiters of the in-
vention.

Motion Pictures, Vide -.cassettes, and
the First Sale ioctrine

Motion picture production and distribution
is a part of the information industry in which
the definition of rights and the conditions un-
der which those rights may be transferred are
of growing importance. In this part of the in-
formation industry, intellectual property rules
have a major influence on the diversity of prod-
ucts produced and made available to the pub-
lic. The markets for motion picture products
have expanded since the 3950s as television,
followed by videocassettes, became alternative
methods of distribution, augmenting tradi-
tional theater exhibitions."

The major motion picture distributors stag-
ger the release of feature films in these mar-
kets to maximize the per-viewer net revenue
they can obtain in each, and thus maximize
their profits for each filin.89 (See figure 6-2.) The
staggered or "tiered" release strategy is a way
of implementing price discrimination. Those
consumers who value early access to a movie
are willing tc pay a higher vice than those who
are content to wait for it to appear on pay tele-
vision or those who can wait 2 years or more
until they may expect to see the movie on free
television.

The chara:terization of "scope" in movie products may be
a subject of disagreement To be characterized, on a pnor,
grounds, as distinct markets for different products, the differ-
ent forms of movie distriouti.T.-. would have to substitute very
little for each other In practice, there apparently is substan-
tial substitution between at least some of the forms, in par` icu-
lar rented cassettes and pay television Other forms, such as
theater attendance and cassette sales, substitute less and may
in fact be complementary products. See David Waterman, "Pre-
recorded Home Video and the Distribution of Theatrical Fea-
ture Films," ch 7, pp. 221-243, in Video Media Competition.
Regulation, Economics and Technology, Eli M Noam led ) lNew
York Columbia University Press, 1985) The Justice Depart-
ment has s- 'tic guidelines for defining market scope in merger
and antitrust act him that are based on the ability of producers
to control prices. See U S Department of Justice, Antitrust
Division, Merger '3uidehnes, 1984

"Waterman, "Prerecorded Home Video and the Distr
tion of Theatrical Feature Films," p 231
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Figure 6.2.Representative Release Sequence for
a Major Theatrical Feature

3 4

SOURCE Waterman & Associates Video Media Competition Regulation Eco
nom cs Ind Technology Eli M Noam (ed I;New York Columbia Univer
stv .`Rss .°A[0

The profitability of the tiered release strat-
egy depends on the distributor's ability to con-
trol the timing, number of exhibitions, and
price of the 'my; in each market. Such con-
trol allows him to coordinate advertising and
promotion, and segment markets according to
the cost of tne various distribution media and
the value of the product to different con-
sumers."

Price discrimination in the sale of inform,
tion-based products may promote efficient
allocation of investment since the revenue
returned to a producer more closely approxi-
mates the value of the good to msumers. The
profitability of markets for different forms can
alert producers and distributors to trends in
consumer preference. However, extensive price
coatrol combined with barriers to market en-
try for potential competitors may reduce mar-
ket efficiency by allowing producers to restrict
supply and obtain monopolistic profits. Tradi-
tionally, movie distributors have almost com-
pletely controlled access to their products and
the prices charged for access.7' This has been

'Lind
'Marketplace controls by motion picture producers, cl.stri-

butors, and exhibitors have been the subject of antitrust lit.ga-
tion for many years See, for example, Paramount Famous Lasky
Corp v United States, 282 U S 30,42 (1930), Same Chain Thea-
ters, Inc, v United States, 334 U S 110 (1918), Umtod States
v Paramount Pictures. Inc, 334 U S 131 (1948), and United
States v Loew's Inc , 371 U S 38 (19621 These and other cases

possible, in part, because until recently movies
were not distributed to end-users in individ-
ual. tangible copies. And lease agreements for
theaters and television have strictly controlled
the conditions under which movies may be ex-
hibited.

The release of movies in videocassette form
and the growth of the video rental market have
loosened distributors' control over the timing,
frequency, and prices charged for access to
their products. The first sale doctrine is a ma-
jor impediment to distributors' control over
the cassette rental market.72 Because of this,
the major distributors of feature movies sup-
port amendment of the first sale doctrine to
allow distributors more income from videocas-
sette rentals and to compel rental outlets to
seek specific permission to rent cassettes."
Other cassette distributors who do not also dis-
tribute movies to theaters for exhibition op-
pose this change.74

Amendment of the first sale doctrine could
have mixed effects on the overall efficiency of
the videocassette market. On one hand, dis-
tributors would probably try to raise prices for
cassette rental. This would tend to push their
per-viewer revenues on cassette rentals closer
to those from the highly price efficient pay-per-
view cable and theater distribution modes and
thus increase the major distributors' net rev-
enues. The major distributors argue that this
revenue would be used to finance the produc-
tion of more movies to meet the increased de-
mand for films fostered by the new distribu-

are analysed in Michael Conant, A nt2truFt in the ilotion Pic-
ture Industry (Philadelphia, PA Ayer Co , 1978)

The fact that distributors choose to release mcvies on
prerecorded software [video cassettes and disks] in spite of the
[first-sate] doctrine is evidence that they increase their net rev-
enue ny doing so Watei incn, p 236

T. e Motion Picture Industry Association and its member
companies, Paramount, Columbia, MGM/United Artists, 20th
Century Fox, Universal, Warner Brothers, Embassy, Orion, and
Buena Vista (Walt Disney), who together controlled more than
89 percent of theatrical distribution and 90 percent of videocas-
sette distribution in 1983 (data from Waterman, tables II and
IV) have been the major p.oponents of first sale doctrae an.end-
rnent for videoca.,settes Two bills to amend the first salt_ doc-
trine for audio-visual works wire introduced in Congress and
had hearings held on them in 1983 and 1984 H R 1029 and S 33

`Statement of Austin 0 Furst, .11 , before the House Judi-
ciary Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Admin-
istration of Justice, Apr 12, '984

191
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tion technologies,'" They argue, moreover, that
the prices for caK^tte purchases by users
would decline because distributors could price
discriminate between sales to rental outlets
and to final consumers.

On the other hand, higher cassette rental
returns to distribu,,:s may force many rt.iital
outlets out of business. The market for cas-
sette rentals is in the process of consolidation
and shake-out even with the first sale doctrine
intact." Any increase in .entai pries that
caused a substantial reduction in rental vol-
ume would be likely to cause further concen-
tration and would work to the disadvantage
of smaller outlets." A reduction in rental out-
lets would tend to reduce price competition
among the remaining outlets; a reduction in
rental volume could force the outlets left to
devote more shelf space to mass-market fea-
ture titles and less to titles appealing to
smaller, more specialized consumer markets."

Some opponents of past attempts to amend
the first sale doctrine for videocassettes are
also concerned that modifications could lead
to the imposition of "tie-in" or "full-line" sales
requirements by distributors. In such arrange-
ments, a distributor would require a rental out-
let to purchase additional titles as a condition
for obtaining one or more very popular rorks
If this were legal," a distributor would have

"'The Consumer Video Sales/Rental Amendment of 1983
Briefing Materials" (Washington, DC: Motion Picture Associ-
ation of America, 1983)

'Alex Ben Block, "Hard Dollars in Video Software,- Forbes
June 17, 1985, pp 128-131

Statement of Nina W Cornell, Precedent, Cornell. Pel-
covits & Brenner Economists Inc , befo-e the Suly-ommitt,se
on Courts, Civil Liberties. and the Administration of Justice
of the House Judiciary Committee, Economic Impacts of Repeal-
mg the First Sale Doctrine for Am: wisual Works, Oct. 27, 1983.
pp 29-31.

'Statement of Stuart Karl before the House Judiciary Sub-
comnuttee on Courts, Civil Liberties and the Administration
of Justice, Apr. 12, 1984, pp 13-15

"The Supreme Court has ruled that tying arrangements are
illegal because they, "deny competitors free access to the mar-
ket for the tied product, not because the party imposing the
tying requirements has a better product or lower price but be-
cause of this power or lea erage in another market At the same
time ouyers are forced to forego their free choice between com-
peting products Northern Pacific Railway v. United States,
356 U S. 1,6 (1958) The amendment of the first sale doctrine
proposed in 11.R 1029 may not specificall ; permit such tying
arrangements, but It may lead to many situ 'ors in which liti-

more control over a rental outlet's shelf space,
and could compete with other distributors on
ba- other than the price and quality of his
goods.

The conflict over the first sale doctrine
among players in the videocassette market is
especially interesting in light of the moticn pic-
ture industry's overall current situation. Fig-
ure 6-3 shows the number of feature movie
starts by major studios and independent pro-
ducers. The steep rise in feature film produc-
tion begini.ing in 1982 was predicated on the
industry's perception of increased demand,
fostered by the growth of the cable television
and videocassette markets and by an infusion
of more than $1 billion in capital in 1984.80
Some stock analysts consider markets for fea-
ture motion pictures to be facing an impend-
ing glut. They have cautioned investors not
to expect impressive earnings from the major
distributors." In fact, the major movie studios
have recently cut production sharply."

The important policy question is whether the
proposed amendment of the first sale doctrine
will, as the major distributors claim, lead to
increases in the number of films produced and
make the films more valuable and available to
consumers. Faced with impending market glut,
the producers of feature films often react by
cutting production. Alternatively, they may
attempt various mechanisms to exact more
revenue from the films they produce Adver-

gation woulo be required to nullity cases of tying, whereas their
likelihood .s much less under the current video cassette market
stn 'ture. See Statement of Jonatlain Rose, Pi ofessor of Law,
Arizona State University College of Law, before the Subcom-
mittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Jus-
tice of the House Judiciary Committee, Feb 23 1984 General-
ly, unlike the legal precedent in patent infringement cases,
antitrust violations have not been treated as a valid defense
of copyright infringement See Robert A Feitel, "Copyright
Misuse and Cable Television Orth-O-Vision, Inc v Home Box
Office,- Federal Communications L9W Journal. vol 35, fall 1983,
pp 347-373

"Harold A Vogel, "Glitterless Glut," Entertainronit In-
dustry, Merrill Lynch, Capital Markets Securities Research Di-
vision, Jan 28, 1985

'Vogel, "Glitterles3 Glut
"A cut in production apparently improves the quality of

filmsand unprovr 3 their chances to become hits b:; giving them
more exposure Ellen Farley, "The Min. le Studios Hope Less
Will Be More,- Business Vi'eek, Jan 13, 1986, p 9
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Figure 6-3.Feature Motion Picture Releases

1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984

Year

SOURCF Weekly Vahety Jan 2, 1985

tising and promotion for individual films may
increase. Concomitantly, distributors may try
to increase the efficiency of price discrimina-
tion.

The amendment of the first sale doctrine, as
we have seen, could be expected to aid the ma-
jor feature film producers, at least, in doing
this. Some have suggested other ways to in-
crease price efficiency. One proposal is to give
rebates to purchasers of cassettes to, in effect,
discriminate between the sale-only and rental
markets."

The industry is responding to market con-
ditions in the absence of changes to the first
sale doctrine. Distributors are beginning to use
the bloat' retail market base that has sprung
up from demand for cassette rentals to seg-
ment rental markets into more specialized and
diverse video offerings. This trend is already
evident in the growing popularity of educa-
tional titles and such specialty items as "Jane
Fonda's Workout."

The videocassette market may represent an
opportunity for independent film producers to
market their movies without signing over con-

'Rose. pp 32-33. The important factor in the shccess of this
strategy would be the elasticity of demand for cassette pur-
chases Some evidence suggests that sales of some very popu
lar titles can be increased dramatically by lowering the price
to nearer the marginal cost See Waterman, p 235. and Cornell,
pp 19-21

36-922 0 86 - 7

trol of all distribution rights to the major dis
tributors, as they have generally been obliged
to do with feature motion pictures. The inde-
pendent distributors are also beginning to use
their revenues to finance the production of
films." The issue of first sale doctrine repeal
may thus involve the question of whether the
videocassette market is to be an ancillary mar-
ket for feature films or a new means of offer-
ing consumers a diverse range of video prod-
ucts based on a new technology.

Implicit in the above analysis of the video-
cassette market is a policy question that may
be particularly difficult to answer definitively:
What level of investment on a given intellec-
tual work does and should intellectual prop-
erty law encourage? For example, should pol-
icy encourage movies that cost $15 million to
produce? This is not the kind of question that
intellectual property law has heretofore been
consciously concerned with. But decisions
about intellectual property rules may have a
major influence on the level of investment in
a given work that is profitable. Because film
makers compete ilr consumers' time as well
as money, a decision to uphold the first sale
doctrine in the case of videocassettes may en-
courage investment in cheaper film projects
at the expense of investment in costlier

"Furst pp 15 16
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pojects." Thus, intellectual property policy-
making may require hard, explicit decisions
about the nature and content of some infor-
mation markets, which may compel policy
makers to make judgments about the social
value of private investments in different kinds
of works.

Information Services, Electronic
Databases, and Derivative Works

The scope of the information services indus
try is illustrated by table 6-4 whicn lists the
variety of activities carried out by member
companies of the Information Industry Asso-
ciation. These companies find or create infor-

-At least one film-industry analyst disagrees strongly with
tlas conclusion He believes that the number of projects under-
taken, and not the per-project spending or quality of films, will
be reduced by upholding the first sale doctrine David Water-
man, person. communication, January 1986. However, another
analyst cites the movie industry reaction to the introduction
of televisio.: L.o argue that per-movie mvestment levels may de-
cline in the face of competition from new technologies. Hirsch,
"U S Cultural Productions," p 116; see also Paul Hirsch, "Proc-
essing Fads and Fashions An Organization -Set Analysis of Cul-
tural Indur,`.-y Systems," American Journal of Sociology, Jan-
uary 1972, pp 639-659

mation and package it in forms most useful
to their clients. They may obtain the informa-
tion from government sources, nonprofit in-
stitutions, other private information compa-
nies, or they may originate it themselves. They
add value to this information by packaging the
most relevant, timely, and reliable info' mation
in its most useful form.

Within the information services industry,
the impact of intellectual property law is a sub-
ject of great interest and some controversy.
In particular, these markets are directly af-
fected by the rules governing derivative uses
of intellectual properties.

Many information service providers obtain
information from several sources and then
profit from distributing the package of infor-
mation they create. Often, the information
service company claims a property right on the
package. in other cases, the service company
administers the property rights of those who
provided them with information content.

A producer's profits and leverage in attract-
ing information from originators depend on his
ability to exclude nonpaying customers from

Table 6.4.Primary Activities of Information Industry Association Members

26 Document acquisitions and d&ivery (S)
26 Periodicals-publisherq 1131
25 Publishinc ,P)
22 Consulting seriices (S)
22 Databasesdesign and/or

management (S)
22 Databasesinfc:mation (P)

(publishers of information about
databases)

20 Indexing publishing (P)
19 Databasessearching (S) (firms

that carry out database searches)
19 Information systemsdesign and

evaluation (S)
19 Market research services (S)
18 Business information (P)
18 Micropublishing
17 Current awareness services (S)
17 DM' saes vendors /lessors (S)

(companies that produce or sell the
use of databases)

17 Government information (P)
17 Literature searches (S)
16 Corporate information (P)

15 Directories (P)
1 1 Abstracting publishing (P)
13 Indexing services (S)
13 International business information (S)
12 Energy information (P)
11 Abstracting services (S)
II Financial information (P)
10 Marketing services (S)
10 Software (S)
9 Scientific literature (P)
8 Audiovisual m&enals (P)
8 Cataloging services (S)
8 Engineering information (P)
8 Environmental information (P)
8 Leg& information (P)
8 Television information (P)
7 Clearinghouse (D)
7 Library Automation Services (S1
7 Medical literature (P)
7 Newsletters-publishers (P)
7 Typesetting services (S)
6 Asia (P)
6 Economics (P)
6 Electronics information (P)

6 Forecasting services (S)
6 Microform system design services (S)
6 Micrographic services (S)
6 Records management services (S)
6 Reprint publishers (P)
5 Accounting information (P)
5 Agriculture (P)
5 Book information (P)
5 Bookselling services (S)
5 Chemical information (P)
5 Computers-hardware (S)
5 Conferences-information (P)
5 Drug information (P)
5 Education (P)
5 Europe (P)
5 Financial information (international) (P)
5 Information industry (P)
5 Looseleat services (P)
5 Management information tP)
5 Patent information (P)
5 Product development (S)
5 Social science literature (P)
5 Statistics (P)

KEY IS - Service
(P) Product

SOURCE Carlos A Cuadra, The pc,le of (vie Private Sector In the Development and Imffrov,enif t of Litman anti Information Servfte,
1 Jinuary 1980 p 98
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using his goods. Success also depends on
whether he can prevent others from commer-
cially exploiting his various packages, and
whether he can prevent competitors from re-
packaging his products. Such exclusion will
affect his competitors' available sources of sup-
ply and the ways they may use the informa-
tion available. Thus, the stronger derivative
use rights are, the greater the potential for con-
trol a producer will have over the prices he
charges and the exclusion of competition. But
if derivative use controls are to weak, the pro-
ducer may be unable to receive comp, isation
adequate to cover the cost of constructing a
particular package.

The information service providers' dilemma
over derivative use rights is mitigated some-
what by the nature of their business. Their
products are valued because they meet the spe-
cific needs of their clients. Thus, given some
latitude in the derivative use of others' prod-
ucts, small companies can succeed by target-
ing a particular market niche and serving those
customers well.

Since the products are highly customized,
the market for a particular product may be
quite small because the demand for additional
copies is quickly exhausted. Thus, a service
provider may be able to succeed by focusing
his efforts to exclude competitors on a small
group of people; and control over his products
need only Emit the ability of competitors to
steal his customers. With no marketplace rules,
competitors could do this by unfairly under-
cutting prices and competing without invest-
ing in finding and purchasing or dev loping
their own information. The ,gulation of un-
fair trade practices may serve as well or bet-
ter than copyright in this situation.86

Llectronic delivery of information services
complicates the situation. Over the past 10
years, this segment of the information econ-
omy has grown to the point where there are
now over 2,800 data files publicly available to

'The formalities of copyright, registration and deposit of
copies with the Library of Congress, may be especially burden-
some to the producers or highly diversified and frequently up-
dated information products.

users with the proper computer and commu-
nication equipment." These services operate
by making a very large file of information, such
as scientific journal bibliographic citations or
industry statistics, available with software
that allows users to search the file and create
a customized information product themselves.
Competitors may copy the entire file or sig-
nificant portions of it, construct their own
search software, and exploit the original pro-
ducer's market by undercutting prices. Thus,
derivative uses of large electronic databases
can be more attractive to competitors; and deri-
vations may damage the original producer of
a large database more than they would a com-
pany serving a small market niche. Conversely,
producers of large electronic databases have
economies of scale and scope not available to
those who employ peopie directly in produc-
ing customized products. Thus, the on-line in-
formation service industry may have a greater
tendency to concentrate than does its print
counterpart, and large electronic database pro-
ducers may have greater power to control the
supply and price of information.88

Another potential problem related to con-
centration in the electronic publishing indus-
try concerns the question of private control
o"er information in a particular field. Although
it may be most efficient for consumers to be
able to go to one source to obtain all the avail-
able information on a particular subject, the
monolithic control thus afforded the proprie-
tor of such a source may allow him to elimi-
nate all effective competitionto corner the
market for information on a subjectand thus
set conditions on access and prices so as to earn
monopoly profitS.89

"Martha E. Williams, "Policy Issues for Electronic Data-
bases and Database Systems," The Information Society, vol
2, Nos 3/4, 19E4, p. 445

"The top four lout of 14 total) vendors of elecizonic data-
bases in the U.S .nformation center/library market accounted
for 92.6 percent o; the $54 08 million in 1984 revenues in that
industry Two firms accounted for approximately 84 percent
of 1984 revenues Martha E Williams, Information Market In-
dicators, summer 1985, pp. 1-2.

"Martha E. Williams, "Policy Issues for Electronic Data-
bases and Database Systems," The Information Society, vol
2, Nos 3/4. 1984. p 411, and Pool, "User Interfaces," p. 441.
Pool suggests that information resource monopolies are likely
to be narrow and perhaps short-lived,
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Conit:-._Ler Software, Market Size, and
the Cost of Contract Administration

The dynamics of markets for computer soft-
ware programs depend, to a large extent, on
market sizethat is, the number of users who
may find a particular type of program useful
to them. Many programs are so specialized
that markets for them are quite small. In these
cases, it is possible for distribution to proceed
on the basis of contracts worked out with in-
dividual purchasers. Individualized contracts
have the advantage of spelling out in detail
the rights that a user purchases and the rights
that a preprietor retains. For example, soft-
ware for mainframe computers has largely been
distributed under contract lease or license ar-
rangements where the purchaser does not ac-
tually buy a copy, but instead buys rights to
use and perhaps modify a program. The ven-
dor often agrees to provide certain services,
such as expert help in customizing a program
for specific user requirements, provision of up-
dated versions at favorable prices, or on-call
response to problems that crop up in using the
software. Often, the software distributed un-
der contract is treated as a trade secret. Thus,
when software is distributed under terms of
individualized contracts, the government role
may be confined to adjudication of contract
disputes at the State level. Software proprie-
tors may also seek Federal copyright for addi-
tional pt otection against programs that may
compete as suLtitutes.9°

Computer software proprietors often face
particular problems in controlling or exclud-
ing the marketing of programs that are poten-
tial substitutes for their programs. There is
often a range of programs aTailable that may
provide similar value to users. These programs
may have been developed in the course of
government-sponsored R&D, and many are in
the public domain. For example, the computer
language called "Forth" was developed at the
National Radio Astronomy Observatory. One
com7any that deals in developing and market-
ing products based on Forth has to compete

'See SAS Institute, Inc v S&H Computer Systems. Inc
(M.D Tenn. 1985, nos 82-3669 and 82-36701

with some programs in the public domain, and
some that have been developed by hobbyists
who are not especially interested in profiting
from the use of their work.91 In such situations,
users may see a wide disparity in the prices
being charged for programs that may appear
to have similar capabilities. A proprietor in
commercial business, in these circumstances,
will have to compete with such substitutes by
advertising and offering superior service. Such
competition can result in a healthy diversity
of software products. But users can also be con-
fused by this diversity, and they may be be-
ildered by the prices that commercial soft-
ware providers char ge.92 Thus, the software
business can be particularly risky, and is often
dependent on elaborate and expensive market-
ing techniques.

Software developers have tried a number of
intovative marketing techniques for software
programs. For example, one successful effort
goes under the title "Freeware." The concept
or Freeware evolved of necessity, according to
Andrew Flugelman, the program's creator and
developer." Flugelman was searching for a way
to share a program he developed for commu-
nicating among computers by telephone, and
make money from his efforts at the same time.
To protect his investment, he considered a soft-
ware protection scheme, but he discarded the
idea because he figured that it would be un-
popular, ineffective, and would limit the use
of his software. Having been a book publisher,
Flugelman was well aware of both the high
value and high cost of advertising a product
and of setting up mechanisms to distribute it.
Putting these twc -oncerns together, he came
up with the idea of offering his software free
first on electronic bulletin boards and later by
mail. He anticipated that. once his method took

Interview with Edward Conklin, h RTH, Inc , Apr. 19,
1985

°zSoftware companies, lik, iliost information providers, have
significant discretion in setting prices because, once a package
is developed, reproduction and distribution costs are relatively
low They often set prices high under the assumption that a
package with a high price is perceived as superior to one that
serves a similar function but is much cheaper Elizabeth Ran-
ney, The Puzzle of Software Pricing," InfoWorld, Nov 4, 1985,
pp. 35-39.

'Interview with Andrew Flugelman, Apr 15, 1985
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hold, users would themselves advertise and dis-
tribute his product. However, while Flugelrnan
offered his software for free, he encouraged
those who used it to pay a nominal fee to show
their satisfaction with the product.

Several other software developers have used
similar approaches to launch their products.
Some, like Flugelman, have been successful in
generating healthy revenues and in maintain-
ing full-time businesses." These approaches,
however, have had their problems. Since soft-
ware products often require extensive docu-
mentation and user support to be fully utilized,
the costs of such support can grow uncontrel-
ably. Furthermore, as FlPgelman has noted,
the Freeware concept appears to have worked
most successfully with the individual user
the computer hobbyist, the home user, and the
very small business man. With these users, the
creator can appeal on a one-to-one basis to "the
morality and basic honesty of the public."95
In the environment of large corporations, per-
sonal appeals are apt to get lost.

Software designers may indeed increasingly
have to resort to approaches that rely on users
to advertise and distribute software, because
both advertising and distribution are begin-
ning to constitute larger and larger proportions
of software companies' total costs. Ashton-
Tate, for example, spent $4 million on adver-
tising during the Democratic Convention and
the Los Angeles Olympics. Similarly, other
companies are aggressively pursuing a vari-
ety of advertising and marketing schemes in
an effort to stay at the top of what is now a
highly turbulent and competitive industry. To
increase the sales and name recognition of their
products, some companies are even offering
their buyers coupons, trial samples, and trade-
ins on previous models. In such a climate, a
whole variety of new advertising and diAri-
bution schemes can be expected.

As personal computers have come into wide-
spread use, the cost to software proprietors

'See Larry Thompson, "Freeware and Freeware," Discover,
November 1984, pp 87-89.

'"Software, The New Driving Force With Computers Be-
coniing More Alike, the Action Shifts to Programs,"Business
Week, Feb 27, 19R4. p 74

of managing individualized ,-,ontracts and pro-
iing customized user services has risen dra-

matically. Proprietors have tried a number of
strategies to lower these transaction costs. For
instance, many software companies offer "site
licenses" that authorize a purchaser, such as
a company or government agency, to make a
specific number of copies for multiple use
within the institution. But site licensing may
noi., be practical unless the proprietor deals with
a relatively small number of institutions. This
is because the proprietor must have frequent
contact with the user institution, sending rep-
resentatives to the site regularly enough to as-
sure that the terms of the agreement are not
being violated." Moreover, when proprietors
are dealing with very large institutions, site
licenses may make the problem of enforcing
compliance with the license extremely costly
to monitor.

Another strategy adopted by the distribu-
tors of personal computer software is the
"shrink-wrap" license. With these, vendors of
mass-market programs, such as word process-
ing packages, display a licensing contract on
the cover of the container in which the soft-
ware and its documentation are sold that speci-
fies the exclusive rights that they retain. (See
figure 6-4.) By opening the package, the pur-
chaser tacitly agrees to the provisions of the
contract. The legality of such "take it or leave
it" contracts has been tested in only one State,
Louisiana, which passed a specific statute
validating shrink-wrap licenses.

Many computer program users are con-
cerned about shrink-wrap licensing because it
increases their uncertainty in making com-
puter software purchase and use decisions. A
user may decide after trying a program that
it is not appropriate for his particular needs.
There is also a question of what rights a pur-
chaser might have should the software ven-
dor go out of business. A purchaser may en-
trust valuable information that is critical to
his business to the operation of a particular
software system, and come co rely on vendor
support. Industry is addressing this problem

"Edward Warner, "Site Licensing Stirs Debate at Com-
dex," Computerworid, May 13, 1985, pp 1,11
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to some extent by establishing "software es-
crow" systems in which a third party holds
a program's source code and development and
maintenance documentation for release to

licensees should the vendor go out of business
or terminate service on a particular program."

',thane ("hone, Software EseT Ov, and the Security Prac-
flamer," Computer Socurit'. Jcurnai, summer 1954. pp 67-76

Figure 6-4.A ShrinkWrap License Contract

X1 Qt. EST Program License Agreement
OL SHOULD CAREFULLY READ THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF T,'" If-NT BI I oRT

BREAKING THE SEAL OF THIS PAC KAGE OPENING THE PACKAGE INDIC ATLS 01 T R A( ( EPTArsit- F
-)1. THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS VI OUEST PRO"IDES THIS PRtsGR AM AND LIENFS ITS I SF
IN THE UNI I ED SI RTES AND PUERTO RICO YOU ASSUME I HE RESPONSIBILITY FLIP T I IF SEI
TION OF THE PROGRAM TO ACHIEVE YOUR INTENDED RESULTS, AND FOR THE INSTALL ATION
USE AND RESULTS OBTAINED FROM THE PROGRAM
LICENSE
1 ou may
a) ase th- program on a single machine
hi copy the program into any mechme readable or printed form for backup or modification purposes ,0 support of
your intended use of the program on a single machine
c1 mode) the program and /on merge it into another program on the single machine (Any portion of this program
merged into another program will continu to be subject to the terms and conditions of this agreement 1 and
dl transfer the program and license to another pa.ty tithe other party agrees to accept the terms and conditrons of this
Agreement If you transit, the program you must at the same time either transfer all copies whether in panted or
machine readable form to the same party or destroy any copies not transfered, this includes all modifications and
portions of the Program contained or merged into oil er programs
r ou must reproduce and include the copyright notice on any copy, modrficanon or portion merged into another
program
YOU MAN NOT USE, COPY, MODIFY OR TRANSFER THE PROGRAM, OR ANY COPY MODIFICATION
OP MERGED PORTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY PROVIDED FOR IN THIS
LICENSE
IF YOU TRANSFER POSSESSION OF ANY COPY, MODIFICATION OR MERGED PORTION OF THE
PROGRAM TO ANOTHER PARTY YOUR LICENSE IS AUTOMATICALLY TERMINATED
TERM OF LICENSE
The license is effective until terminated 1 ou may terminate the license at any other time by destroying the program
together with all copies, modifications and merged portions in any form It w also terminate upon conditions set
forth elsewhere in this Agreement or if you fail to comply with any term or condition of this Agreement You agree
upon such termination to destroy the program tog Sher with all copies, modifications and merged portions in any
form
Limited Warranty
THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED 'AS IS' WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY
AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFOR-
MANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU AS-
SUME THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION SOME ST ATES
DO NOT ALLOW TIE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION MAY NOT
APPLY TO YOU THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU SPECFIC LEGAL RIGHTS AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE
OTHER RIGHTS THAT VARY FROM STATE TO STATE
XYQUEST does not warrant that the functions contained in the program will meet your requirements or that the
operation of the program will be uninterrupted or error free
Limitations of Remedies
XYQUEST's entire liability and your exclusive rem-iy shall he
a) the replacement of any diskette not meeting XYQUEST's Limited Warranty and which is returned to XYQUEST
or an authonzed XYQUEST distnbutor along with a copy of your tempt, or
b) if XY QUEST is unable to deliver a replacement diskette which is free of defects in materials or workmanship you
may terminate this Lgeement by retunung the program with all documentation and your money will be refunded
IN NO EVENT WILL XYQUEST BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR ANY DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY LOST
PROFITS, LOST SAVINGS OR OTHER INCIDENTAL OF CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT
OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE SUCH PROGRAM EVEN IF XYQUEST HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES OR FOR ANY CLAIM BY ANY PARTY
SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW THE LIMITATION OR EXCLUSION OF LIABILITY FOR INCIDENT AL
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES SO THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU
General
You may not sublicense. assign or transfer the license or the program except as expressly provided in this Agreement
Any attempt otherwise to sublicense, assign or transfer any of the rights, duties or obligations hereunder is void
This Agreement will be governed by the laws of the state of Massachusetts
Should you hay.. any questions about this Agreement, you may contact XYQUEST, Software Sales and Service, P 0
Box 372, Bedford, Massachusetts 01730
YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT YOU HAVE READ THIS AGREEMENT, UNDERSTAND IT AND AGREE TO
ITS TERMS AND CONDITIONS YOU FURTHER AGREE THAT IT IS THE COMPLETE AND EXCLUSIVE
STATEMENT OF THE AGREEMENT BEI WEEN YOU AND Y.YQUEST WHICH SUPERSEDES ANY PRO
POSAL OR PRIOR AGREEMENT, ORAL OR WRITTEN, AND ANY OTHER COMIX;UNICATIONS BE-
TWEEN US RELATING TO T. .7 SUBJECT MATTER OF THIS AGREEMENT

SOlinCE XyWRITE ii Progra^i Materials XyQuest, tic , 19113
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Chapter 7

New Technologies and the
Intellectual Property Bargain

FINDINGS

Technology is spawning a wide range of new
opportunities to use information-based prod-
ucts and services. A central question for in-
tellectual property law is who shall benefit
from these opportunities. In the Supreme
Court's "Betamax" decision, for example,
the question was whether proprietors or
users would benefit, either directly or indi
rectly, from home videorecording capabil-
ities. As even newer technologies affect indi-
viduals' abilities to copy, store, and modify
information, such questions are lately to
multiply.

Because it evolved in a period when dupli-
cation and storage technologies were cen-
traL-ed and deployed in a commercial con-
text, copyright law offers little guidance to
courts in resolving conflicts over who shall
benefit from new uses afforded by technology.
Neither the existing framework of rights nor
limitations on those rights, such as fair use,
clearly apply to the private use of informa-
tion-based goods.

Some survey research has been conducted
on the financial benefits that would accrue
to proprietors if they were remunerated for
new technological uses, and unremunerated
uses are often considered haimful to copy-
right proprietors. Estimates of harm, how
ever, are in and of themselves insufficient to
assist Congress in resolving the issue of who
is to benefit from new uses. They presuppose

and cannot be the foundation for a legal right
to profit from new uses of copyrighted works
made available by technology. Whether Con-
gress wishes to consider new uses as harm-
ful will depend on the goals that it seeks to
promote through copyright law, and where
it believes the benefits of new technologies
should be allocated.

The need for congressional action on this is-
sue is immediate. Public opinion, while tend-
ing to favo; free private use, is not yet firmly
established. However, as technologies for
duplicating, storing, and manipulating in-
formation become more prevalent and so-
phisticated, public opinion and public be-
haviors may become more entrenched.

A separate, but related issue is that of ac-
cess to information goods distributed elec-
tronically. Traditionally, copyright law has
provided a quid pro quo between proprie-
tors and the public in information goods sold
in c,..pies. The sale of copies ensured public
access to copyrighted works. However, be-
cause electronically disseminated works are
not sold in copies, but accessed through com-
munications media, Congress may need to re-
think the intellectual property bargain to en-
jure adequate access to information goods.
The policies pursued with respect to access
and communications law will affect the reso-
lution of the private use issue.

INTRODUCTION: A NEW INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY CONTEXT

Innovations in information technology re-
quire that policymakers address two funda-
mental questions about property rights in

information-based prod acts and services: 1)
whnt rights in information products and serv-
ices should be granted co a proprietor and 2) what
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rights should be retained by the public? Al-
though copyright law has traditionally an-
swered these questions, information and com-
munication technologies have created a new
context in nich the application of copyright
law is uncertain. In somP cases, the technol-
ogy is shifting the capabilities of printing, pub-
liAing, and distributing information from the
centralized commercial entrepreneur to private
individuals. In others, the technology is cre-
ating new and unprecedented uses for infor-
mation products and services. The videocas-
sette recorder, for instance, not only allows a
user to watch motion pictures where and when
he will, but also to store video transmissions
taken off the airwaves.

The current debate before the courts and
Congress centers on whether copyright propri-
etors or the public shall benefit from these new
technological capabilities, and whether and
how both can benefit. On the one hand, tech-
nology gives the public an unprecedented abil-
ity to access, store, transmit, and manipulate
information, with little or no need for pub-
lishers, printers, or distributors. On the other,
the same technologies simultaneously permit
the copyright proprietor to exploi, markets
that have never before existed. In many cases,
the interests of the proprietor and the public
are in conflict; as, for example, with home video
recording.

In resolving the question of who should ben-
efit from new technology, one must begin by
understanding that rights granted to a propri-
etor in a work act as prohibitions on the sub-
sequent uses that others may make of it. To
grant a right is to make certain activities ille-
gal for all but the author of a work. Thus, the

benefit conferred on an author by the grant
of a right exacts a corresponding cost from the
remainder of society.

The rights granted the author are not, how-
ever, meant to be gratuitous burdens on the
freedoms of the public. Congress has in the past
stressed that rights are granted to authors for
the purpose of benefitting the public, and so,

. . . Nil enacting a copyright law Congress
must consider . . . two questions: First how
much will the legislation stimulate the pro-
ducer and so benefit the public, and, second,
how much will the monopoly granted be det-
rinentat to the public? The granting of such
exclusive rights, under the proper terms and
conditions, confers a benefit upon the public
that outweighs the evils of the temporary
monopoly.'

The effect of technology on tliis "cost/bene-
fit" equation underlies the discussion in this
chapter. To understand how the current debate
arose, the ch:.pter looks first at the U.S. Con-
stitution and the bargain that it established
between authors and the public. It then exam-
ines how technology has changed the context
in which that bargain is carried out, causing
ambiguity and uncertainty over which rights
should belong to the proprietor and which
should be retained by the public. Finally, this
chapter suggests that resolving this issue will
depend on which criteria are chosen for analy-
sis, and which goals Congress seeks to imple-
ment through intellectual property policy.
Four such criteria are considered: harm, effi-
ciency, access, and public opinion.

R Rep No 2222, Guth tong , 2d SeSS 11909)

THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY BARGAIN
We saw in chapter 2 that American intellec-

tual property law can be thought of as a bar-
gain between individual creators and the pub-
lic. In exchange for granting authors and
inventors exclusive rights in their writings and
inventions, the American public is to benefit
from the disclosure of inventions, the publica-

tion of writings, and the eventual return of both
to the public domain.2 The purpose of copy-
right, in particular, is to benefit the public by
encouraging learning through the dissemina-

U S Const , Art , I, sec 8, cl 8 At the time the constitu-
tion was wetter the word "science" wart knowledge in the
broadest sense of the word
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tion of works. Although the Supreme Court
has consistentl3 interpreted the intelir "tual
property bargain to be "primarily" for the ben-
efit of the public,' James Madisionthe prin-
cipal author of the intellectual property clause
believed that "[tlhe public good fully coin-
cides . . with the claims of individuals" in in-
tellectual property.' In Madison's view there
was no question of subordinating the interests
of either the author or the public. The purpose
of the intellectual property clausethe public
'lenefit and the mechanism for achieving that
arposethe creator's exclusive rightwere

merged in one simple bargain.5

Although few disagree that the ends that in-
tellectual property seeks to promote are in the
public interest, many feel that the means cho-
sen are in fact inimical to it. Because the con-
stitution grants exclusive rights, copyrights
and patents are sometimes considered "monop-
olies," andat bestnecessary evils. Thomas
Macaulay, a British legal historian, voiced this
opinion in a speech on the subject of copyright
before Parliament:

Copyright is a monopoly, and produces all
the effects which the general voice of man-
kind attributes to monopoly. The effect of
monopoly generally is to make articles scarce,
to make them dear, and to make them bad.
It is good that authors should be remuner-
ated; and the least exceptionable way of
remunerating them is by a monopoly. Yet
monopoly is an evil. For the sake of the good
we must submit to the evil; but the evil ought
not last a day longer than is necessary for the
purpose of securing the good.'

'The Copyright law, like the patent statute, makes reward
to the owner a secondary consideration Fox Film v Loyal,
286 U S 123, 127, as quoted in Sony Corp. v. Universal City
Studios, 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984).

'From The Federalist, No XLIII. 281 (italics added).
'Leon Seltzer, author of a noted book on copyright, wrote

that "to say that the benefit to the author is a 'secondary con-
sideration' is like saying that when reliance is put on a flask
to transport wine across a carpeted room, whether or not the
flask leaks is, with respect to getting the wine there, a 'second-
ary consideration Leon Seltzer, Exeml. 'ions and Fair Use
in Copyright (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1978).
p 14.

'Thomas Macaulay, "Speeches on Copyright" (1841), quoted
from Barbara Ringer, The Demonology of Copyright (New York
R.R Bowker, 1974), p 13. More recently, Stephen Breyer and
Beni arrun Kaplan have expressed similar views on copyright,

James Madison. too, was aN% are of the lr o-
nopolistic connotations of a governmentally
granted exclusive right.' However, he disti.i-
guished American intellectual property and
thus copyright from the pernicious monopo-
lies that had preceded it:

Monopolies are sacrifices of the many to the
few. Where the power is in the few it is natu-
ral for them to sacrifice the many to their own
partialities and corruptions. When the power
as with us is in the many not in the few the
danger cannot be very great that the few will
be thus favored.'

To avoid the evils ); monopoly, Madison in-
tended that the exclusive rights afforded by
copyright be very limited; he envisioned lim-
ited rights, owned by "many," for limited
periods of time.

Madison's concerns over monopoly and his
confidence in the "coincidence" of the public
and private interest were reflected in the par-
simonious bundle of rights granted by the first
copyright act.9 To accomplish its stated goal
of encouraging learning, the act granted authors
rights that were far more limited than those
of the most recent copyright statute. Copy-
right law gave authors only the rights to
"print, reprint, publish and vend" their writ-
ings. The author retained the right to repro-
duce the copyrighted work for sale, but he held
no property rights in books as such. A copy-
right was infringed, not by the uses to which
a work was put, but by the unauthorized exer-
cise of the author's commercial rights to sell
the work and to print copies of it.'° Thus, af-

calling for limits on its scope and duration See: Stephen Breyer,
"The Uneasy Case for Copyright," 84 Harvard Law Review 281,
1970, and Benjamin Kaplan, An Unhurried View of Copyright
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1967).

'As ch. 2 discussed, many of the earliest intellectual prop-
erty schemes, such as the Stationers Copyright, were true mo-
nopolies, concentrating a good deal of economic and social power
in the hands of a small number of people.

'Letter from James Madison to Thumas Jefferson, Oct. 17,
1788, as quoted in Bruce Bugbee, Genesis of A mencan Patent
and Copyright Law (Washington, DC. Public Affairs Press,
1967), p 130.

'Act of May 31, 1790, ch 15, 1 Stat. 124
"At the time that the constitution was written, printing

and publishing required large, costly equipment that made them
essentially commercial enterprises. The constitutional bargain
therefore pres.mposed a commercial environment for the ex-
ploitation of writings; it could hardly have done otherwise, since
the technology of the day necessitated a publisher Thus, be-
cause of the economics and technology of publishing, the rights

(continued on next page)
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ter a work had been commercially printed and
sold, others could display it, read from it pub-
licly, or even write other books based on it,
without infringing the author's copyright."
Even though the author might have profited
from these subsequent uses, the drafters of the
first copyright act did not believe it necessary
to grant such extensive rights in order to en-
courage learning.

Numerous other features of the first copy-
right law ensured that the bargain struck be-
tween the author and the public would not con-
stitute a monopoly." For example, the term
of copyright protection was limited to 14
years," after which time the work would re-
turn to the public domain and anyone would
be free to print it. The copyright term ended
within the lifetime of both the author and his
reading public, so that, even if copyright were
a monopoly, it was one that could not last long.
Moreover, copyright was initially vested in the
author, although he could thereafter assign his
copyright to others. By creating as many copy-
rights as there were authors, the law avoided
the concentration of market power, as Madi-
son said, in "hands of the few."

(continued tram prei. ions page)

conferred by the intellectual property clause on authors had
operational significance as a regulation of the business of pub-
lishing. Indeed, this noticn of copyright as a form of trade reg-
ulation is, as we shall see, st.bstantiated in other developments
The precursor to the concept of copyrightthe Stationer's
Chartergranted publishmg rights to printers, rather than
authors; furthermore, the first Federal copyright statute was
held to extinguish any common law rights of the author upon
pubhcation (an activity which at the time required the commer-
cial publisher as intermediary).

"Each of these activities woule. be illegal today
"It is doubtful that a copyright would qualify as a monop-

oly as defined by antitrust law Monopoly, a6 the term is used
in antitrust, is the power to set prices or exclude competition
in a relevant geographic and product market. See, e g., United
States v Grinnell Corp , 384 U.S. 563 11966). A single copy-
right is at most a monopoly of a product, which seldom gives
the copyright proprietor market power Others are free to com-
pete with the author, so long as they do not copy or produce
works that are substantial]: uunilar.

'This term was renewable by living authors for another 14
years The drafters of the act may have arrived at 14 years based
on previous experience. Several of the States had, per a 1783
recommendation of the Continental Congress, passed copyright
legislation with a teim of 14 years. The recommendation was
modeled on the Statute of Anne, which also implemented a 14-
year term L Ray Patterson, Copyright in Historical Perspec-
tive,Nashville, TN- Vanderbilt University Press, 1968). p 183

Transformation of the
Constitutional Bargain

During the 19th and 20th centuries, this con-
stitutional bargain was gradually transformed,
perhaps the most significantly through the
gradual expansion of rights. Like the epan-
sion of copyrightable subject maLer (see ch.
3), the expansion of rights granted under copy-
right largely tracked technological develop-
ment. Those granted under the first copyright
act of 1790 corresponded to to capabilities
of the printing press; these were the rights to
print, reprint, publish, and vend a writing.'
New rights were gradually added to the copy-
right scheme as social and technological change
prompted Congress to include an expanding
variety of subject matter. The "right to per-
form," for example, was first granted in 1856
for dramatic compositions," and in 1897 was
applied to musical compositions." In 1909,
Congress granted musical compositions a "me-
chanical recording right,' '" at which time the
duration of copyright was also lengthened from
its initial 14 to 28 years,'8 and on renewal, to
56 years." Finally, in 1976, the term of copy-
right was extended to the life of the author plus
50 oars."

During this period of statutory expansion,
the judiciary also sought to mark the bound-
aries of the exclusive right. In the beginning,
the courts confined infringement to literal
word-for-word plagiarism, and seldom assessed
the ostensible similarities between one work
and another. They did not extend copyright
protection to protect what now known as
"derivative works."21 A playwright, for exam-
ple, did not require permission from the author
of a novel to base his play on the novel. Courts
strictly limited infringement to printing the
author's book without his consent.

"Act of May 31, 1790, ch 15, 1 Stat 124.
'Act of Aug 18, 1856. ch 169, 11 Stat 138
'Act of Jan. 6, 189'7, ch 4, 29 Stat 481
'Act of Mar 4, 1909, ch 320, 35 Stat 1075
ibid.
'Former Title 17 U.S C. §24
`current 17 U S C §302

For example, a German trans:ation of the entirety of Un-
cle Tom's Cabin was held not to infringe Stowe v Thomas, 23
Fed Cas 201, No 13514 (C C.1.7, I) Pa 1853)
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Gradually, however, the courts began to
adopt a broader and more qualiti.tive approach
to the question of similarity." They began to
interpret "copying" to mean more than sim-
ple duplication and to include mimicking or ex-
tensive borrowing within its definition. They
decided whether a defendant had infringed a
plaintiff's right to print, reprint, publish, or
vend on the basis of an often subjective esti-
mation of what was essential and mique to
a given author's writing." As chapter 3 details,
the courts began to use the concept of "idea"
versus "expression" as the accepted tool of
analysis for determinations of similarity. They
ruled that infringement occurred not only when
an individual printed the writings of another,
but also when one author adopted an expres-
sion that was similar to an( ther's. Courts
found no infringement only wnen the similari-
ties between works were confined to
the abstract concepts or themes employed in
the work.

It was Congress however, that, iinvvittingly
and perhaps accidentally, granted written
works the most far reaching of rights in the
act of 1909. To the exclusive rights of print-
ing, reprinting, publishing, and vending, it
added the right to copy. 24 Before then, "copy-
ing" was a right Priplied only to photographs,
paintings, engravings, and other graphic works:
works that were not ordinarily reproduced
through "printing" or "reprinting." Although
section 1 of the 1909 act claimed to "retain
without change" the rights granted under prior

"See, for e temple, the case of Daly v Palmer, 6 Fed Cas
1132, No 3552 (C.C.S D N Y. 1868), in which an escape from
bondage to a train track constituted the sole common theme
between two plays, and the basis of infrin, :went

"Kaplan, Unhurried View, p 28.
The word "copy" was first used in conjunction with the in-

fringement of etchings in an amendment of 1802, ch 36, §3,
2, Stat 171 Again, in an amendment of 1831, copying was a
term Lpplied to the infringement of other than literary works
See the Revision of 1831, Ch. 16, §§6-7, 4 Stat. 436. In 1870,
when paintings, d wings, chromos, statuettes, and other three-
dimensional works were added to the growing list of subject
matter, the rights afforded all copyrighted works were ag-
gregated under one section (§86), but the activities constitut-
ing infringing conduct were separated so that "copy" applied
to wcaks other than maps, books, and charts. Revision of 1870,
ch 230, §§99-100, 16 Stat 198. in the general revision of 1909,
infringing conduct was not defined, and "copy" was retained
as a right applying to all works

law," it nevertheless extended the right tr copy
to a new subject matter."

This seemingly trivial change in tfir, word-
ing of the law would have far-reaching conse-
quences. The change meant that "copyright
prcs,prictors, with:nit c-c,sking it and apparently
quite by accident, acquired at least the sem-
blance of a right of an activity that was to have
increasing importance in the new century.""
For the ambiguity of the word "copy" subse-
quently endowed proprietors with rights, not
only against commercial piracy, but also
against noncommercial personal or private
use." To some, this expansion of copyright law
is at odds with the traditional intention of copy-
right. Commencing on the issue of photocopy-
ing, Francis Nevins, a copyright scholar, notes
that:

. . . [c]opyright is intended to govern relations
betwe.m: the creator of a work and all those
business people who i ltervene between the
creator and the work's altimate consumers.
It is not intended to c Intro] non-commercial

'H.R. Rep No. 2222, 60th Cong., 2d sess. 4 (1909)
'Thus, the redundancy of t'ie terms "print, reprint and

copy" was noted years later in a Report of the Registrar of
Copyrights on the General Revision of the U.S Copyright Law,
87th Cong , 1st sess , 1961. Although the verbs "copy" and
"print" are nowheredefined in the law, Webster offers a defini-
tion of print most clearly fitting the context of authorship and
publication: "to publish in print." This defintion would make
serge of phrases such as out of print " "Copy" is described
as _a synonym for "imitate, mimic, ape, mock."

L Ray Patterson, "Copyright, Congress and Technology:
The Public Record"Bc ok Review, 34 Vanderbilt Law Review,
833 (1981), n 30, see also Vernon Clapp, CopyrightA Librar-
ian s View (1968).

The dubious pedigree of tl e right to copy was later recog-
mzed in the watershed case t f Williams & Willchis Company

United States, 457 F 2d 134 lri (Ct.C1. 1973), aff'd, 420
U S. 376 (1975), which stated that " 'copy' is not to be taken
in its full literal sweep," thus raising "a solid doubt whether
and how far 'copy' applies o books and journals." In this case,
publishers of medical journals sued the United States for the
copying activities of the National Libraries of Medicine and Na-
tional Institutes of Health, which, in a split decision, the Court
of Claims determined to be fair use. Professor Nimir er notes
the ambiguity regt rding "copy," and says that the confusion
is no longer present "since unticr the 1976 act the term 'copy'
clear:y includes a photocopy (citing Section 101 of the Act which
defines "copies") "Thromer on Copyright §13.05[E] (1984). How
e.'er, the definition to which Professor Nimmer alludes is of the
i n form-1 e., "the targible object"while the ambiguity
noted in Williams & Wilkins revolves around the meaning and
application of the verb form-1 e , whether the activity of copy-
ing is one in which the copyright owner holds a right.
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use of copyrighted works nor to permit 1:1w-
suits against non-commercial users."

At a critical juncture in the emergence of new
technologies such as the photocopier and the
tape recorder, the vagaries of copyright law
may have yielded a fundamental change in the
bargain between the proprietor and the pub-
lic. A literal interpretation of the right to copy
transformed copyright from the right to con-
trol the use of copyright for commercial profit
(visa vis competing publishers) to the right
to control the copyrighted work itself (vis
vis the user of the copyrighted work)." Ironi-
cally, proprietors' control over the copyrighted
work emerged at same time as technology was
perfecting methods of denying them that con-
trolthe photocopier and the tape recorder.

This distinction between control over a copy-
right and control over a copyrighted work is
critical. If copyright is essentially the right to
commercially exploit an intellectual creation,
then it is a form of regulation designed to en-
sure that only an author will be allowed to sell
hi3 work to the public. It also means that end
users of the work are free to copy, store, ma-
nipulate, and share copies that they have pur-
chased. Tf, on the other hand, copyright is a
right to control how a work is used .ten it is
a form of property; a bundle of rights that fol-
lows each and every copy of a book, record.
or computer program. Under this theory, pro-
prietors have rights to profit from the uses to
which the work is put."

Francis M Nevins. Jr., "University Photocopying and
Fair Use- An American Perspective," 8 European Intellectual
Property Review 22211985) (italicx added) Support for this no-
tion of copyright as an essentially commercial right cad also
be found m Supreme Court (mini -ins

An author who possesses an unlunitad copyright may preclude
others from copying his creation for commercial purposes with-
out pe-mission congress may guarantee to authors and in-
ventors a reward in the form of control over the sale or commer-
cial use of copies of their works

Goldstein v California, 412 U S 546.65511973) utahcs added)
'Note that this is different than th, ;Unction made in

Section 202 of the Copynght Law between the work and the copy.
"Today, rights to these uses is confined to reproducing, de-

riving, publically performing or display;ng, and distributing the
copyrighted work, 17 U.S C §106, Other rights to uses of a work
have been proposed, such as rights to royalties on library lending

The theory of copyright as property is the
source of much confusion and conflict cver
copyright law. It provides the basis for say-
ing that copyright proprietors have a problem
of enforcing unauthorized uses, such as home
videotaping (see ch. 4). If copyright is a public
policy tool, directed toward regulating com-
petitors in tht marketplace, rights to these uses
do not exist. Nor do problems of enforcing
them. Also, as new uses for copyrighted works
are bred by technology (see later in this cha,3-
ter), conflicts arise over who benefits from
these new uses. Again, if copyright is con-
strued as a right to commercialize one's crea-
tion, rather than a property right in each copy
of that creation, the benefits of new technol-
ogies will go to the public.

The central question that Congress needs to
address is whether copy, ight shall be cs-_-nsid-
ered property or regulation. if Congress were
to resolve the question, clear guidelines on the
legality of the "private use"" of copyrighted
works might be possible. So far, however, Con-
gress has no. ,iven a clear statement of the
nature and purpose of copyright. When it en-
acted the latest revision of the copyright law
in 1976, Congress folded the exclusive rights
to print, reprint and copy into the right "to
reproduce the copyrighted work in copies.""
Ambiguities remain, however, about whether
this and other exclusive rights are proprietary
or regulatory in nature, and thereto' a, whether
they apply to private use activities. The House
Committee Report that accompanies the act
sheds little light on the question, but suggests
that at least the right to reproduce copies is
directed at commercial printing and publish-
ing activities, and is therefore regulatory." Sig-
nificantly, no court has yet held private use
to be an infringement, which also suggelts that

'Private use is detirk a and tie issN'
the next section

"17 U S C §10611)
"II.R, Report No 94.1476 says that

A single act of ii.. ngement may iolaie all of th?se rights
(ender 51061 at once, as where a p.bhsher repro:hi-es, adapts,
and sells copies of a per.mn's copy ighted work as part of a pub-
lishing venture. Infringement tak, s place when any of the rights
.s violated where, for example, a printer reproduces copies with-
out snllmg t hem or a retailer sell copies of a per . s copyrighted
work as part of a publishing venture

;eater octal] .n
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copyright is regulatory and not meant to pro-
hibit copying by end users of a work." The " Be-
tamax" decision, in which the Supreme Court
ruled that videotaping for purposes of "time-
shifting" is legal, left the question of private
use open. The status of rights in sound record-
ings are also ambiguous. Although the House
Report ace -mpanying the 1971 recording rights
amendment says that "private copying" is ex-
cluded from the act,' advocates of the record-

;The 4triliams & Wilkins case seems to be the closest that
courts have come to deciding the issue of private use That
casewhich decided that the substantial and systematic copy-
ing and distribution of Journal articles by two governmental
institutions was fair usehas little resemblance to the pr4vate
use concerns of the record, software, and motion picture inch's-
tries. The case was heard by a total of 16 Judges, and was split
8 to 8 on the issue of infringement. In dicta, SONY Corp
Universal City Studios, 464 U.S 41711984), the Supreme Court
has said that

/elven copying for noncommercial purposes may impair the
copyright holder's ability to obtain the rewards that Congress
intended !um to have

But, the status of such private use was further obscured in the
next sentences:

But a use that has no demonstrable efiec, upon the potential
market for, or the value of, the copyrighted work need not be
prohibited in order to protect the author's incentive to create
The prohibition of such noncommercial uses would merely in-
tuba access to ideas without any countervailing benefit

The issue of pri, ate use, as a class of uses to which copyrighted
works may be put, remains unresolved

R Rep No 92-487, 92d Cong., let sess. 2 (1971) reads

ing and electronics industries disagree over
whether these comments apply to the 1976 re-
vision. Proposed legislation, which would pro-
vide for "royalties" on blank tape," and ex-
emptions for home-taping a^tivitips38 are all
predicated on the resolution of this policy is-
sue, which existed since the time the photo-
copier was introduced over 20 years ago.

The issue of whether copyright is regulatory
and governs only commercial entrepreneurs,
or whethr it is proprietary and controls the
ultimate users of copyrighted works is still un-
settled. A definitive answer will require con-
gressional action. Whether, in deciding the is-
sue, Congress wants to strike a new bargain
will depend on a number of criteria, four of
which are considered in the next part of this
chapter.

Specifically, it is not the intention of the Committee to restrain
the home recording. from broadcasts or from tapes or records,
of recorded performances, where the home recording is for pri-
vate use and with not purpose of reproducing or otherwise
capitalizing on it This practice is common and unrestrained
today, and the record producers and performers would be in no
different position from that of the owners of copyright in
recorded musical composition ox er the past 20 years
S 31 and H R 1030 (Sen Mathias and Rep. Don Edwards),

98th Cong., 1st sess
'3 175 and H R 175 (Sen DeConcini and Rep Foley;, 38th

Cong , 1st sess

THE INTELLECTW L PROPERTY BAR GAIN
IN A NEW TECHNOLOGICAL CONTEXT

Technology is transferring activitic 7 such as
printing, publishing, reproducing, and inot._
fying works from the commercial entrepreneur
t the end user. As a result, policy questions
are emerging about whether and how the copy-
right proprietor is to be remunerated for end
user, or private use, activities. The private use
of copyrighted works raises questions of how
far the rights currently granted to the copy-
right proprietor should extend when new tech-
nologies change the context in which these
rights operate. Because copyright law does not
clearly extend to 1-7iv ate use, Congress needs
to consider whether it should, and if so, under

what conditions. Whether copyright should ex-
tend to private use depends, in turn, on a num-
ber of criteria, including whether it causes
harm to copyright proprietors, whether it
would be economically efficient to extend
rights, whether political support for an exten-
sion of rights exists, and whether access to in-
formation can be ensured

Private Use

Private use of copyrighted works differs
from commercial piracy in several ways. Pri-
vate use is private, meaning that it is difficult,
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if not impossible, to detect, monitor, anti con-
trol the use.39 Unlike commercial piracy, pri-
vate use is not a commercial activity. The per-
son who makes a copy of a television program
or a magazine article does not ordinarily at-
tempt to sell that copy. He is typically an end
user of the information, and as such, does not
compete commercially with the proprietor.
However, as is discussed below, the aggregate
economic effect of individuals' private use may
be equivalent to what might occur with com-
mercial piracy.

For puposes of this discussion we shall de-
fine private use as the unauthorized, uncom-
pensated, noncommercial, and noncompetitive
use of a copyrighted work by an innividual who
is a purchaser or user of that work.° The "time-
shifting" videotaping involved in Sony Corp.
v. Universal City Studios,4' the home record-
ing of a piece of music, the copying of a maga
zine, a newspaper article, or a computer pro-
gram might all be considered instances of
private use. Private use may be occasional or
insubstantialas when a cartoon is photocop-
ied (possibly infringing reproduction rights)
and posted on an office door (possibly infring-
ing display rights)or it can be systematic and
substantialas when music "libraries" are
built on blank tape (possibly infringing repro-
duction rights) and shared amongst friends
(possibly infringing distribution rights).''

Technology has fostered private use, and it
will continue to expand individuals' capabil-
ities to make private use of copyrighted mate-
rials With each new appliretion of technology,

''''The difficulties of enforcing private uso activities is dis-
cussed in ch 6 on enforcement

'See Anne Branscomb, The Accommodation of Intellectual
Property Law to the Introduction of New Technologies, OTA
contract report, December 1984, discussed under the term "per-
sonal use.' It should be noted that "unauthorized" here does
not mean "illegal"it means without consent. "Noncompeti-
tive.' means that the fruits of private use are not sold commer-
cially. Private use is also referred to as "personal use," "pri-
vet', copying," "noncommercial use," and "home use.'

"SONY Corp. v. Universal City Studios, 464 U.S 417
(1984)

'The literal application of Section 166 of Title 17 would,
subject to the application of fair use or exemptions, make any
reproduction, derivation, dissL ;nation, performance or display,
regardless of its context, an infringement. It may well be that
the new wavt of technological uses, unlike the technologies of
reprography and reproduction, would implicate each of these
rights

ti

new forms of private use will occur. At present,
these uses principally involve the copyright
proprietor's right to reproduce the copyrighted
work.' The photocopier and the audio and
videocassette player, for example, each enable
users to reproduce information, and perhaps
infringe the proprietor's reproduction right. As
more information becomes distributed elec-
tronically and downloaded over networks, the
issue of private use involving reproduction
may become more complex. In the age of print,
for example, a person could purchase a book,
and read and re-read it as often as he pleased.
When accessing information osier a network,
however, a person may need to reproduce a
work to re-use it. Thus, conflicts may arise be-
tween proprietors and users requiring a pol-
icy decision about the rights people have in
information they have purchased.

Private use involving reproduction rights
may be only the beginning of private use is-
sues. As inexpensive home computers become
more prevalent, and as more information is
stored in cGmputer processible media," the
proprietor's exclusive right to make derivative
works may become an equally important is-
sue.° The extreme manipulability of digitally
mediated information will allow individuals to
reconstruct, enhance, and modify information
to suit their taste or needs. This is already pos-
sible with computer programs, and may soon
be feasible for music, video, and text. In the
future, a user ight enter the digital version
of a songperhaps stored in a medium simi-
l'er to today's compact diskinto the memory
of his computer. Once in the computer, he could
subject the song to any number of modifica-
tions: he may take the vocals out and substi-
tute them with his own; he may vary the pitch,
rhythm, and melody; or he may add instru-
ments. The issue will then be whether the copy-
right proprietor has the exclusive right to pro-
vide users with modified versions of his work.
Just as today's audiotaping potentially harms
proprieL es by displacing a sale ;see below), so
too might proprietors say that user derivation
of their works deprives them of potential sales.

"17 U S.C. §.06(1).
"See ch. 4 or. enforcement
'17 U S C §§101, 06(2)
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As computer networks proliferate, private
use may assume other forms, and create issues
involving the proprietor's exclusive rights to
distribute, perform, or display the copyrighted
work." If, for example, a user in a computer
network sends copyrighi,etlinfoi mation to an
other network user, has he infringed the propri-
etor's right to distribute the work? If policy-
makers or the courts liken this sharing over
networks to sending a book to a friend through
the mail, they will find no infringement of copy-
right, and hence no issue of private use. If, in-
stead, they compare it to a person photocopy-
ing and sending a book to a friend, they may
find that the proprietor's copyright has been
infringed. Whether private use is considered
an illegal activity will often depend on the anal-
ogies that policymakers use.

New methods of distributing information,
such as Cable Television, Satellite Master-
Antenna Television (SMATV), Multichannel
Multipoint Distribution Service (TOMS), and
Direct Broadcast Satellites (DBS), augment the
technologies for private use and exacerbate ex-
isting tensions with respect to it." In many
cases, the comma...ication issues createdby the
new distribution technologies are very simi-
lar to copyright issues involving private use.

The case of DBS and "satellite viewing
rights" is one example. A recently enacted law
allows people to sell and own receiving equip-
ment, such as dish antennae, but requires them
to pay a "reasonable" fee to program owners
if a marketing system for collecting such fees
has been set up.48 Although ostensibly a com-
munications law, this prohibition of unautho-
rized reception is bound up with intellectual
property issues, including private use." As

"17 U S.C. §10613),(4),(5).
"Although these communication technologies ere presently

used primarily for television, their apphcatLon need not be so
limited. Telephone signals, videotext, teletext, and data trans-
missions may eventually be routed through cable and satellite
systems. Trudy Bell, The New Television Looking Behind the
Tube," IEEE Spectrum, September 1984.

"Section 705 of the Communications Act (Section 5 of the
Communications .?olicy Act).

"Unauthorized reception of signals by an individual in-
fringes none of the rights of the copyright holder SMATV, which
ties many receivers to a master antenna, may infringe the right
to perform

with activities such as home taping, the propri-
etors of DBS programming assert that the un-
authorized and unremunerated reception of sig-
nals deprives them of revenue. Cable Television
operators, who are the intended recipients of
many of these 98tpilite signals. also assert that
unauthorized reception undermines their sub-
scription system. Like private use, the satel-
lite viewing rights issue also involves the
balancing of compensation to p-oprietors with
public access to the signals." Like private use.
unauthorized reception is difficult to monitor
and prove, and detection may raise privacy
problems." Because of these similarities, much
of the following analysis of private use applies
with equal force to unauthorized reception.

Private Use as Fair Use

Fair use is a judicially developed doctrine,
which originated in 1841 in the case of:Folsom
v. Itlarsh." Its purpose, like that of the copy-
right itself, is to benefit the public by facilitat-
ing the access to and dissemination of works.
It is a "safety valve" for cases in which copy-
right law does not serve the public interest."
In other words, fair use concerns those uses
of a work that would be technically infringing,
but for the fact that they themselves further
the promotion of science and useful arts.

Fair use is not subject to precise definition.
Which uses are fair will often depend on the
particular circumstances of a case. For this rea-
son, fair use is often called an "equitable rule
of reason."" Although Congress codified the

"S.1618 (Sen Gore), "Satellite Viewing Rights Act of
1985," for example, seeks to ensure access by limiting broad-
caster discretion over distribution, pricing, price discrimination,
and decoder availability.

'Short of Staking Out the Farmhouse, How Can Program
Owners Prove That a Farmer Ripped Them Off? Answer. They
Probably Can't." Forbes, Nov 5, 1984. See also ch. 4 on en-
forcement.

Fed Cas. 342,246, No. 4,901 (C C D Mass 1841)
"In some cases, "courts in passing upon particular claims

of infringement must occasionally subordinate the copynght
holder's interest in a maximum financial return to the greater
public interest in the development of art, science and industry."
Berlin v E C. Publications, Inc , 329 F.2d 541, 544 (2d Cir. 1964).

"17 U.S.0 §107, "Indeed, since the doctrine is an equitable
rule of reason, no generally applicable defintion is possible, and
each case raising the question must be decided on its own facts."
H R Rep. No 94-1476 (1975)
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doctrine in the 1976 Copyright Act, it preferred
not to define the term, and instead delegated
its interpretation to the courts. Even the type
of "use" that falls under the term "fair" in the
statute was left unspecified by Congress, but
a House Report says that such use would "in-
clude" reproduction."

Fair use is not, however, a tabula rasa. It
is a defense to a claim of infringement that,
if successful, negates a finding of infringe-
ment." Section 107 of the 1976 Copyright Act
lists four factors that courts may consider in
deciding whether a particular use is fair:

1. the purpose and character of the use, includ-
ing whether such use is of a commercial
nature or is for nonprofit educational
purposes;

2. the nature of the copyrighted work;
3. the amount and substantiality of the por-

tion used in relation to the copyrighted
work as a whole; and

4. the effect of the use upon the potential mar-
ket for or the value of the copyrighted
work."

Although the fair use factors are neither ex-
haustive nor determinative of the "fairness"
of a particular use, they are nevertheless used
by courts to balance the competing claims of
learning and economic incentive. Judicial his-
tory is replete with interpretations of the fair
use factors, and the types of activities that can
be labeled fair use are well charted. The fair
use doctrine has proven most difficult and con-
troversial in cases of first impression, where
the court must proceed with little or no guid-
ance from prior rulings.

Despite its usefulness as a safety valv3 for
copyright protection, the fair use doctrine may
be an inappropriate mechanism for resolving
the private use issue for a variety of reasons.
First, and perhaps most important, the appli-
cation of the fair use doctrine presupposes in-
fringing conduct. Although legal scholars dis-
agree about whether fair use excuses or negates

"Id. Arguably, fair use comes into play anytime there is an
allegation of infringement of any of the exclusive rights in §106
of Title 17.

"See n 58
"17 U S.0 §107

2_

a claim of infringement, it is clear that the de-
fense of fair use is only relevant where infringe-
ment is alleged." For instance, one need not
claim that sharing a book with a friend is fair
use, because sharing books is not infringing
conduct under copyright law. Since neither the
coy" ts nor Congress has unequivocally deter-
mined that private use constitutes an infringe-
ment, the application of the fair use doctrine
to private use may be premature.

Secondly, fair use is a tool used by the judi-
ciary to resolve competing claims over the use
of copyrighted works. However, the judiciary
may be an inappropriate forum for address-
ing the private use issue. Private use is essen-
tially a policy issue. It involves a determina-
tion of whether whole classes of activities, such
a3 audio or videc taping, should be considered
infringements. It requires, moreover, an evalu-
ation of who shall benefit, and how, from new
technological uses, and whether copyright pro-
tection should extend beyond protecting com-
mercial activities to protecting profits in mar-
kets that did not exist before the introduction
of new technologies. However, the function of
courts is not to make policy, but to interpret
law. In recognition of this point, the Supreme
Court stated in Sony v. Universal Studios, "it
is riot our job to apply laws that have not been
written. ""

"Professor Nimmer seems to favor the latter interpretation
(despite a substantial sundantv of works, "the defendant is ren-
dered immune from liability because the particular use which
he has made of the plaintiff's material is a 'fail use.' Nimmer
on Copyright, §13.05 (1985)), as does Professor Goldstein ("Rita.
effect of the fair use defe- se is to excuse otherwise _fringing
conduct in circumstances where the public interest compels free
access " Goldstein, "Copyright and the First Amendment," 70
Columbia Law Review 1011 (1970)). Messers Kaplan ("policy
runs throughout our subject it would, I think, be possible
to dispense with it (fair use) in relation to (infringement),"
Kaplan, An Unhurried View of Copyright (New York and Lon-
don. Columbia University Press, 1967), pp 69-70 and Seltzer
( "[flair use. has to do with whether a particular cost-free use
is one both foreseen by the author and contemplated by the
Constitution." Seltzer, Exemptions and Fair Use in Copyright,
(Cambridge and London: Harvard University Press, 1978), p.
29 seem to favor the former. For purposes of this discussion,
the matter may be academic, since the fair use defense arises
only in cases where a claim of infringement is made

''Sony Corp v. Universal City Studios, 464 U S 417 (1984).
For a discussion of the institutional reasons why the courts may
not be best suited to deal with these issue, see ch. 9
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Moreover, because fair use evolved in a com-
mercial context, the fair use Joctrine may sim-
ply be inapplicable to private use activities.
Traditionally, fair use has been limited to cases
in which a copyrighted work was used in the
production of yet another work.° The use of
a work for its own sakefor intrinsic pur-
poseshas traditionally fallen outside of the
fair use doctrine. The reason for this interpre-
tation had to do with the very purpose of copy-
right: the promotion of learning.' Without
some "give" in the exclusive 1-hts of an
author to his or her work, other authors might
be thwarted in their ability to make contribu-
tions to the public good by way of "criticism,
comment, news reporting, teaching, scholar-
ship or research."" Fair use, then, does not
shield every ostensibly infringing use of a
work, only those justified by the very purpose
of copyright itself.

Fair use evolved in the context of print era
technologies, and was designed to resolve the
tensions between an author and others mak-
ing use of his work. Typically, the doctrine was
invoked by an author who wanted to use por-
tions of another's work. Thus, it was aimed
primarily at the resolution of tensions between
copyright interests, broadly construed to in-
clude those activities for the promotion of
learning. The emergence of reprographic tech-
nology, however, created a new and uncertain
context for fair use. For the first time, it was
end users and not competing authors who in-
voked the doctrine, seeking to use material for
its intrinsic purposes." Thus, fair use was

Fair use "has always had to do with the use by a second
author of a first author's work." Leon Seltzer, Exemptions and
Fair Use in Copyright, p. 24. This principle, termed "produc-
tive use by the Circuit Court in Universal City Studios, Inc
v Sony Corp., 659 F.2d 963 (9th Cir 1981), rev'd, 464 U.S 417
(1984)104 S Ct. 774 (1984), was rejected as a sole criterion by
the Supreme Court majority in the Sony case, but the rejection
has no support in prior case law Indeed, in a study prepared
by Alan Latman for the Senate Committee on the Judiciary,
Copyright Law Revision, Subcommittee on Patents, Trade-
marks, and Copyrights. 86th Cong., 2d sess., 1 (1960), not a
case was found upholding the fair ase defense in the instance
of intrinsic, private use.

'I See: Patterson, Copyright and New Technology The Im-
pact on the Law of Privacy, Antitrust, and Free Speech. OTA
contract report, 1985

'17 U S C §107
"Williams & Wilkins Co v United States, 487 F 2d 1345

(Ct Cl 1973), aff'd, 420 U S 376 (1975)

called MI to resolve extra-copyright claims be-
tween proprietors and end users.

To decide the issue of reprography, the courts
drew an analogy between photocopying and
making a handwritten copy of the work for pri-
vate consumption. Photocopying was regarded
as merely a more efficient way of doing the
same thing as hand copying, and as such, was
not considered to be an infringement." Al-
though similar in principle, the analogy be-
tween hand and photocopying soon breaks
down, however. For, precisely because pho-
tocopying is more efficient than hand copying,
its potential to cause economic harm is much
greater.65 This is the problem of harm in the
aggregate, a problem that becomes more
troublesome as technology continues to im-
prove the efficiency of private copying.

In addressing the private use issue to which
the new technologies give rise, the fair use doc-
trine, as we have seen, is of limited value. In-
stead, policymakers will need to decide the is-
sues on the basis of value judgments about who
should benefit from the new uses that technol-
ogy createsproprietors or private users. The
four criteria discussed below may serve as the
basis for such a discussion.

1. The Criterion of Economic Harm

Within the copyright community, many peo-
ple argue that private use damages the copy-
right proprietor economically by displacing po-
tential sales and thus profits. This argument,
founded on an interpretation of existing law
and on economic analyses of harm, presup-

"The legal status of hand-copying for personal use is not
known Nimmer reports that "[t]here is no reported case on the
question of whether a single handwritten copy of all or substan-
tially all of a book or other protected work made for the copier's
own private use is an infringement or fair use," Nimmer on Copy-
right §13.05[E], but the Williams and Wilkins case states that
" . it is almost unanimously accepted that a scholar can make
a handwritten copy of an entire copyrighted article for his own
use . " 487 F.2d at p. 1350 "[Alnyway," says Professor
Kaplan," it was a question no one would be interested to liti-
gate," op. cit p 68.

""Few people hand copy. but millions find machine copying
e,onomical and convenient . . (the argument) fails to take into
account the true economic effect when thousands of individual
decisions are aggregated." "New Technology and the Law of
Copyright," 15 U C.I. A Law Review 931, 951 (1968). Whether
such deleterious economic effects exist is uncertain (see ch. 4)
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poses the existence of a right to profit on pri-
vate use." Such a right, however, does not
clearly exist. Instead, policymaker have yet
decide to what uses the proprietors' exclusive
rights should extend. In doing so, they may
want to take the economic consequences of pri-
vate use into account. They should also note
that assertions that private use causes eco-
nomic damages presupposes the transgression
of a legal right, and cannot, therefore, be the
foundation of that right.

One of the difficulties of using economic
harm as a criterion for determining the issue
of private use is that the economic conse-
quences of new technological uses vary signif-
icantly according to the type of use, the type
of work, and the marketing adaptations that
copyright proprietors make to accommodate
that use. Moreover, technologies that permit
copying can either harm or benefit both propri-
etors and users, depending on several empiri-
cally determined factors: the costs of produc-
tion and distribution, the behavior of producers
and consumers in the absence of unauthorized
copying, and the effects of copying on subse-
quent purchasing behavior. Using harm as a
criterion for determining rights in new tech-
nological uses would require, therefore, the
compilation and analysis of a significant amount
of information.

It is not surprising, therefore, that not all
of those involved in the intellectual property
debate agree that harm should be used as a
basis to determine rights. David Ladd, a form-
er Register of Copyrights, for example, argues
that to require a showing of harm in order to
secure protection would inevitably prejudice
the interests of proprietors, since such a show-
ing is difficult in any event, and it assumes
that a neutral observer could determine what
"fair" compensation is for new technological
uses.67 Others, however, suggest that a heavy

"Notwithstanding those uses which are fair uses, or which
are exempt or not covered by the act

"Mr David Ladd, from a speech, "Seven Years of the New
Copyright Act," sponsored by the American Bar Association
Forum Committee on the Entertainment and Sports Industries,
Section on Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law, Washing-
ton, DC, Oct 26-27, 1984. Some have also argu.d that since
Section 504(c) of the Copyright Act permits a court to, in its

burden of proof for extending rights to new
areas and showing harm should lie on those
seeking proprietary rights. David Lange would
have the proponent of a new right prove not
only that it would make him i.xore secure eco-
nomically, but that the public domain would
ultimately be enhanced by the extension of ex-
isting or new rights to the new uses." The Su-
preme Court, in Sony Corp. v. Universal City
Studios, proposes yet a different standard:

. . . [a] challenge to a non-commercial use of a
copyrighted work requires proof either that
the particular use is harmful, or that if it
should become widespread, it would adversely
affect the potential market for the copyrighted
work.69

The use of harm as a criteriali is made even
more difficult by the fact that the concept has
no clear qualitative definition. Rights define
harm. Where there is no right, there may be
economic consequences, but not harm. If, for
example, a person wished to charge money
every time his name was uttered in public, he
would need a right to do so. If his claim to
remuneration went uncomp 'nsated, he might
be said to suffer economic consequences (he
would net receive money), but in lieu of a right
to receive money, one would hesitate to say
he had been harmed. Harm to intellectual prop-
erty owners therefore hinges on how policy-
makers define the proprietors' rights, but new
technologies have made the application of
rights to new contexts ambiguous.

Notwithstanding these difficulties, OTA
found that a calculation of harm is unavoida-
ble in instances where new technology re-
arranges the relationships between proprietors
and the public. Because intellectual property

discretion, award statutory damages in lieu of actual damages
for willful infringement, the issue of harm is irrelevant to in-
fringement. This argument, however, is not entirely germane
to the policy issue of whether a right should be granted or ex-
tended in the first place, and assumes that a fair use defense
is unsuccessful

"Statement of Professor David Lange, Duke University
School of Law, Hearings Before the Subcommittee on Courts,
Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Justice of the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary, House of Representatives, 98th Cong ,

1st sess , July 20 and 21, 1983
'Sony Corp v Universal City Studios, 464 U S 417 (1984)
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law itself serves to ,:ompensate for market fail-
ure in the procluctioi, or dissemination of a pub-
lic goo,l," and becanse the allocation and
strength of rights determines who and what
will be ,:ompensated, the question of harm can-
not be dispensed with." Moreover, in the ab-
sence of clearly defined rights to new uses -'

is still possible to distinguish between at
least two diffeient types of claims to harm in
intellectual property: actual harm and poten-
tial harm.

Actual harm occurs when there is a reduc-
tion in the profits of the producer below their
level prior to a new unauthorized use." Actual
harm does not occur, however, if the unautho-
rized use leaves profits from all previous uses
unaffected." The criterion of actual harm looks
to whether new uses made available by tech-
nology compete with proprietors' preexisting
economic interests. For example:

if a commercial broadcaster's programs
are taped off-air by a viewer, arui the
broadcaster's advertising revenues from
that program do not decline, the broad-
caster has suffered no actual harm;"
if a radio broadcaster or cable company
transmits a long-playing album to an au-
dience, and the audience avoids purchas-

"For a discussion of market failure, see eh 6
-Moreover, copyright law- -through the vehicle of the Copy-

right Royalty Tnbunalis already determining what consti-
tutes a "fair return" to creators and "fair income" to users un-
der two of the compulsory licensing provisions of the act, 17
LJ S C. §801(13)(1)(A), governing the objectives of rates under
Sections 115 and 116 In adGition, bills submitted in the 98th
Congress (S 31 and H.R.1030), which deal indirectly with the
issue of private use by imposing a "compulsory license" on pur-
chasers of video and audio equipment and tape, would have an
arbitration board determine "the projected impact of home video
recording on copyright owners." The 'compulsory license' cre-
ated by these bills differs from any previous compulsory license.
Formerly, compulsory licenses were imposed on the copyright
owner for the benefit of competitors; the bills would impose a
compulsory license on the user for the benefit of the copyright
owner. Patterson, Copyn'nt and New Technologies

"The analysis of harm that follows is, in other words, based
on the assumption that the proprietor's exclusive rights under
§106 of Title 17 do not clerrly apply to private use

"Besen, op. cit p 46.

'Even though the copyright holder's right to reproduce the
work may have been infringed

ing the album by taping it off-air, the
proprietor has suffered actual harm;"
if a purchaser of a computer program runs
that program simultaneously on several
machines, no actual harm has occurred:"
if the purchaser of a computer program
modifies the program to run more effi-
ciently, the copyright proprietor of the un-
modified program has suffered no actual
h arm; 79 and
if a SMATV system is set up in a hotel
to receive commercial broadcasts and dis-
tribute them to the hotel rooms, no actual
harm has occurred.79

Actual harm cannot be presumed on the ba-
sis of infringementit is a thoroughly empiri-
cal measurement. The same standard of meas-
uring actual harm can be used regardless of
the technology involved: if a new technologi-
cally based use causes a reduction in profits
by substituting for previous uses, then actual
harm is present. Causation, however, is not al-
ways easy to establish, even with empirical
data available, since mere correlation (e.g.,
declining sales in the presence of a new use)
is not tantamount to causation (e.g., the sub-
stitution of a new use for a previous one).

The second type of harm is potem:q1 harm,
where harm occurs if the new use reduces prof-
its below the level they would have reached
had the producer been able to exploit the mar-
ket served without authorization.8° In other
words, potential harm arises where a proprie-
tor could have and would have been able to
supply the product and receive compensation.
Unlike actual harm, potential harm occurr even
if existing markets are unaffected.

'Note that the copyright -ner of the sound recording has
no performance right, and a broadcast of sound recordings is
not an mfringement, even though the broadcast may be taped.
The end-user's taping may be an infringement, but this is un-
certain.

"Technically. loading programs into several machines may
be an infnngement of the reproduction right, but this is uncer-
tain under Section 117 of the Copyright Act.

"The modification of the program is probably an infringe-
ment of t:.e proprietor's right to prepare derivative works. un-
less allowed by Section 117

`This conduct may be in violation of Section 705 of the
Communications Act.

'Besen, op cit , p i6
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Claims of potential harm arc based on a right
to the new opportunities provided by technol-
ogy. In a potential harm situation, proprietors
and users have competing claims to the value
of the new use. To the copyright proprietor,
these new opportunities represent new and
nrnfitahln markets To th,1 copyright tiqer, the
opportunities provide enhanced flexibility, wide-
spread availability and inexpensive access.

Arguments based on an analysis of harm pre-
sumeand so cannot be the basis ofa pro-
prietary right in the new opportunities for
use." Potential harm, therefore, cannot in and
of itself justify the extension of a right. In-
stead, some other criterion, such as an increase
in efficiency or access (see below), is ,:eeded
in order to determine whether to extend a right
to new uses.

Like actual harm situations, potential harm
can take many different forms and appeal to
many different rights:

An unauthorized off-air videotape of a sub-
scription television motion picture is made
by a consumer. The proprietor of the mo-
tion picture has suffered potential harm
if the consumer could have and would have
purchased the motion picture from the
proprietoror if the consumer could have
and would have paid for the right to make
an authorized videotape of the motion pic-
ture.82
A computer program designed to run in
BASIC computer language is translateil,
without authorization, by a user to run in
FORTRAN. The author of the program
has suffered potential harm if the user
could have and would have purchased a
translated version of the program from the
author.
A user of an on-line database downloads.
without authorization, the entire text of

"'To predicate a proprietary right on a potential harm ar JI-
ysis is circular: X is harmed because X has a right to the new
use and X has a right to the new use because X I:, , d

"Note that in this scenario, potential harm exists :van
though the conduct may be entirely legal.

an article. The user thereafter consults the
article at his leisure. Database articles are
normally paid for on a "pay per use" ba-
sis. The proprietor has suffered potential
harm if the user could have and would
have paid for each use.
A television station broadcasts its news
stories and shortly thereafter erases the
videotapes on which they are fixed. A busi-
ness videotapes the news programs off-
air, and later sells copies of the tapes to
interested parties. The news program has
suffered no potential harm, since inter-
ested parties could not have purchased the
tapes from the television station."

The criterion of potential harm makes intel-
lectual property rights considerably more pow-
Jul than that of actual harm. This added

strength of rights under a theory of potential
harm stems from the fact that the potential
uses to which a work can be put are unlimited
in number and variety. Once the criterion of
potential harm is accepted, its amount is
limited in principle only by the activities cov-
ered by intellectual property rights. So long
as a case can be made that a user could have
and would have" remunerated the proprietor
for the use, all conceivable uses that infringe
a right could be said to cause potential harm.

Potential harm, however, is not an easy case
to make. Empirical studies of the potential
harm done to proprietors all suffer from a basic
methodological shortcoming: they do not clearly
describe the behavior of either consumers or
Producer., in the absence of private use." The
assertion that consumers "would have" pur-
chased an original in the absence of private use

"See. Duncan v p_nd Cnuthern, 144 f 1490 (11th
Cir 1984), cart denied. 105 S Ct 1867

"Note that even "would have and could have" suffers from
defuutional ambiguity Would ha ,e" can refer to a subjective
disposition of the user to buy in the absence of an ability to
copy (a most difficult item of proof), or to the collective eco-
nomic behavior of the market in the absence of copying (it is
,ne latter of these that Besen uses in his resolution of the prob-
lem of Indeterminacy (see below)) "Could have" can refer to
either the financial abibry of the user to buy in the absence of
copying (calculated either individually or in the aggregate) or
o the availability of an original (problematic in the case of tele-

vision broadcasts)
"See Beoen, op cit .pn 52-54
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depends on what the price of the original would
have been in the absence of private use, But
by the same token, the price of the original can-
not be determined until the behavior of con-
sumers in the absence of copying is known. The
harm done to producers by private use is there-
fore indeterminate."

The situation is even more complicated when
no copy (i.e., no original tangible object) is
availableas is the case with television and
radio Eroadcasts, teletext and videotext, and
on-line databases. In these instances, the al-
legedly infringing copy is often not a substi-
tute for the sale of an original, since the origi-
nal is seldom sold in copies (i.e., published or
distributed). The copyright holder must then
use other empirical criteria to demonstrate
harmi.e., the user would have and could have
made further use of, or further access to, the
ephemeral copyrighted work. It should be
noted, moreover, that works disseminated over
electronic media, instead din copies, also raise
questions of access. This issue is discussed
below.

Modt estimates of harm to producers of in-
tellectual property are based on surveys of user
practices, in combination with data on sales
and the costs of production. However, a con-
sideration of the beneficial effects of new tech-
nological uses to either new or existing mar-

-
"To know what consumer behavior "would have been," one

must determine price in the absence of private use, but price
is itself partially dependant on consumer behavior. A model for
estimating 1,erm that may account for this indeterminacy has
bePn suggested, but has not yet been used in any empirical study
of harm

In order to estimate the effect of copying, it is necessary to de-
termine what would have been the situat on if copying had not
occurred the determination of a counterfactual The tech-
nique is to 'calibrate' the model, u, mg data on the number of
copies made per original, the cost of copying, the coat of produc-
ing originals, the number of ongmals sold, and the price being
charged for originals in the absence of copying The intercept
of the demand curve can be determined using data on the price
of originals, the costs of producing onginals copies, End the
number of copies per original The intercept, together with the
cost of originals, can then be employed to dererniine (sic, in ongi
nal) the price of originals that would ha% e prevailed if there were
no copying With data on the number of originals sold, the esti
mated intercept of the 'emend curve, and the number of copes
per original, the slope of t he demand curve for originals can be
c Aculated Together with infoi matron on the cost of producing
or gmals, the market equilibrium that would have existed in the
absence of copying can be estimated

Besen, op. cit , pp 54 55

kets for intellectual property is often absent
from such estimates. Although the videocas-
sette recorder may give rise to copying. it also
permits the exploitation of markets that would
otherwise not exist. Both factors must be taken
into account in considering harm. The policy-
maker is therefore still left with a decision over
who will benefit from new technological uses,
and for what reasons.

To make such decisions, Congress may it-
self need to gather timely and accurate data
on harm. Existing surveys vary considerably,
and rapid changes in technologies and use
mak, previous surveys of harm increasingly
less relevant. Conducted by parties involved
in the intellectual property debate, most of the
surveys that are available are, moreover, sub-
ject to bias.

The discrepancies in previous analyses are
clealiy illustrated in a sampling of principle
findings of surveys conducted over the last
10 years, listed below. Because these surveys
often focused on a unique product or geographi-
cal market, and because each employed differ-
ent methods of research and presentation, no
attempt has been made to list them in a com-
parable form.

Survey Sponsor: Recording Industry Assn,- 'ation
of America (RIAA)

Year: 1983 (for sales year 1982)
Domain: audiocassette taping
Conducted by: Greenspan
Principal Finding..

Overall, more than two-fifths of home taping
was in lieu of the purchase of prerecorded
records and tapes, representing lost sales of
approximately 32 percent, or about $1 billion
out of a total of $3.2 billion in actual sales. Thi3
sales displacement is said to have depressed
all record sales by 5 percent, bringing to# I

losses from home taping to $1.4 billion. In pt.--
ticular, the study found that:
Approximately 50 percent of taped, bor-

rowed records or tapes "would have gener-
ated" purchases of originals, if no taping had
occurred.

Forty-two percent of taping fro- Jwned
records "would have resulted" in purchases
of additional records and tapes, if no taping
had occurred.
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Forty percent of all off-air taping "would have
generated.' record and tape purchases.

Survey Sponsor: Motior Picture Association of
America (MPAA)

Year: 1983 (for sales year 1982)
Domain: videocassette taping
Conducted by: Battelle Pacific Northwest
Principal Findings:

Tape-to-tape copying: If no blank videocas-
settes were sold, the market for prerecorded
videocassettes would approximately double
(by inference, lost sales due to tape-to-tape
copying). Using this figure, lost sales for 1982
would be about 1 1 million units, or about $11
million in royalties (based on a $10 per unit
royalty rate). Projections for 1990, using the
same assumptions, amount to approximately
11.2 million units lost sales, or $112 4 million
in lost royalties
Off-air taping: The survey predicts that
prerecorded videocassette sales would again
approximately double, were there no off-air
taping from television. Using this result, they
estimate royalties lost in 1982 of approxi-
mately $26.9 million for commercial television,
and approximately $19.3 million for pay tele-
vision. Comparable estimates for 1990 are
$273.7 million and $196.7 million, respectively,
for commercial and pay television.

Survey Sponsor International Federation of Phono-
gram and Videogram Producers (IFPI)

Year: 1979
Domain: video and audio cassette taping (United

Kingdom)
Conducted by: G. Davies
Principal Findings:

A udiotaping: In 1979, approximately 280 mil-
lion LPs had been copied. Approximately 25
percent of these copies replace retail sales, re-
sulting in lost sales of approximately $622
millionor the equivalent of 70 percent of the
value of retail sales in 1979.
Videotaping: A "tentative estimate" of losses
to the vineu industry of $24 million at the re-
tail level, and $9 million to the copyright
holders. (No details of methodology provided.)

Survey Sponsor: British Phonograph Industry
Year: 1973, 1975, 1977
Domain: audiocassette taping (United Kingdom)
Conducted by: Anna, Impey, Morrish & Partners

(AIM)

Principle Findings:
Less estimates based on the length of time of
music taped in-home correlated with the LP
equivalent-hours were used.. .

. .. in combination with a survey of whether
consumers would have purchased if not for
taping. This yielded a loss sales estimate of
between t 63 and t 98 million.
. .. in combination with estimates of the
proportion of blank tape used for home tap-
ing and with the above survey. This produced
a loss sales estimate of between f 90 and
:_l-'139.5 million.
. .. a third estimate based on a comparison be-
tween actual sales and projected sales (using
data from 1972 to 1974) produced an estimate
of lost sales off 85 million.

Survey Sponsor: National Music Publishers Asso-
ciation (NMPA) and Recording Industry Asso-
ciation of America (RIAA)

Year: 1982
Domain: audiocassette taping
Conducted by: Roper Organization
Principle Findings:

Based on a survey of people who taped at
home from any source, in which the respond-
ents ware asked how many records and tapes
they saved buying as a result of taping. The
survey revealed that 90 percent of everything
taped from other than respondents' own col-
lections would have been purchased if not
taped at home. This translates into 268 mil-
lion albums and 213 singles. Rcper ultimately
accepted a potential sales loss of 1,t percent.

Survey Sponsor: Audio Recording Rights Coalition
Year: 198 9

Domain: audiocassette taping
Conducted by: Yankelovich, Skelly & White, Inc.
Principal Findings:

This surveyunlike othersconcerned pri-
marily audiocassette taping practices and the
reasons cited for those practices, rather than
estimates of harm done by audio taping.
Among the major findings were:
Seventy percent of the respondents recorded

primarily to construct their own program
selections, rather th -1 to avoid paying for
prerecorded selections. From 1 to 3 percent
cite cost as the only reason for home taping.

Seventy-five percent tape for reasons of
portability; 51 percent cite quality; and 57
percent cite convenience.

2 1 6
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--Fifty-two percent of all audiotaping was of
something other than prerecorded music.
Fifty-one percent of tapes were made from
respondents's own selections.

"Heavy tapers" owned approximately three
times as many prerecorded selections (which,
according to the survey, indicates that tap-
ing stimulates purchases).

Survey Sponsor: Recording Industry Association
of America (RIAA)

Year: 1983
Domain: audiocassette taping
Conducted by: Audits and Surveys
Principal Findings:

Americans tape the equivalent of 564 million
albums of music annually, resulting in lost
sales of 325 million albums. Non-copyrighted
materials accoun'ed for 302 million album
equivalents.
Only 7 percent of retail purchases of prere-
corded tapes are stimulated by taping.
Eighty-four percent of blank tapes are used
to record prei :orded music.

Survey Sponsor: Warner Communications, Inc.
Year: 1981 (1980 Survey Year)
Domain: audiocassette taping
Conducted by: M. Kapp, S. Middlestadt, and M.

Fishbem
Principal Findings:

A "conservative estimate" the total value of
home-taped music is $2858.5 million.
Seventy-five percent of all blank tapes pur-
chased were ultimately used to record music.
Consumers spent $609 million for blank au-
dio tape for the purpose of recording music or
other professional entertainment
Twenty-five percent of all home tapers taped
in order to avoid buying prerecorded music.

Survey Sponsor: CBS Records
Year: 1980 (1979-80 Survey Year)
Domain: audiocassette taping
Conducted by CBS Records Market Research
Principal Findings:

Audiocassette taping costs the prerecorded
music industry 100 million units annually
or lost sales of $700 to $800 million.
Seventy-five percent of home tapers tape in
order to "customize" tape :elections.
Fifty-five percent of home tapers tape in or-
der to save money. Twenty-five percent cite
"better qaity" as the reason for taping.

Forty percent of consumers tape from their
o Arn reco-ds or tapes, and 30 percent tape from
borrowed records or tapes. An additional 20
percent tape from radio broadcasts.

Survey Sponsor: The Association of Data Process-
ing Service Organizations (ADAPSO)

Year: 1985 (Survey Year 1984)
Domain: Computer Software
Conducted by: Future Computing, Inc.
Principal Findings:

Fifty percent of all programs (database pro-
grams, spreadsheet/accounting programs, and
word processing programs) are unauthorized
copies. (No distinction made between legal
"backup" copies authorized by 17 U.S.C.
§117 and other copies).
Estimated loss revenues in 1985 were $800
million.

2. The Criterion of Efficiency

Another criterion for determining rights in
private use is that of efficiency: does private
use either hinder or promote an economically
efficient market for particular types of infor-
mation-based products or services.87 The term
"efficiency" assumes that the welfare of pro-
ducers and users will both be simultaneously
maximized. It is a relevant criterion, therefore,
because the intellectual property bargain also
assumes that the interr.sts of the public and
the author coincide. Like harm, however, effi-
ciency is hard to determine. Depending on the
particular market for the type of information
that is being produced and on the costs of
transactions in these markets, uncompensated
use may either increase, decrease, or have no
effect on efficiency. The problem of determin-
ing efficiency is made more difficult by ti fact
that, as the previous chapter points out, in-
formation markets are subject co market fail-
ures, and our understanding of, and knowledge
about, these markets is still quite limited.

"A market is economically efficient when the cost of pro-
ducing an additional unit of a good equals the value of that unit
to consumers An economically efficient market maximizes the
welfare of both the producers and consumers of information,
and allocates resources to their most valued use. These concepts,
as they apply to information markets, are discussed in greater
detail in ch 6
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Using efficiency as a criterion for allocating
rights, policymakers might extend proprietors
rights to private use so as to allow them to
recover income equal to the value of private
use to consumers. Under ideal market condi-
tions, the producer would then be able to in-
vest this additional income in more informa-
tion products, and the market would rt ,eive
the signal it needs to identify and supply con-
sumer demand. Consumers would also bene-
fit from the resulting increase in productivity
and from a market that was attuned to their
preferences.

In the case of information markets that are
not ideal, however, the criterion of efficiency
is more difficult to apply. Because information
is a public good, it does not operate efficiently
in the marketplace. Hence, it is impossible to
determine precisely at what point rights to pri-
vate use would maximize the joint welfare of
users and producers."

The costs of transactions in information im-
pedes efficiency, and thus greatly complicates
this problem. The user's need to obtain clear-
ance and pay for use, and the producer's need
to monitor use and obtain payment may off-
set the actual value of the use to the user, or
the income to the provider. Transactions costs
may be reduced through the formation of
collecting societies (for example, Copyright
Clearance Center), or by compulsory licenses
administered through a governmental or Ion-
government al agency (such as The Copyr.,ht
Royalty Tribunal). In these arenas, outcomes
often have less to do with efficiency than with
the extent c t the resources that stakeholders
can bring to bear.

For example, if all consumers pay the same rate to down-
load from a database, those who value the use at less than that
price will be unwilling to purchase it. This is inefficient since
there are no additional costs to serving these consumers At
the same time, consumers who value the use at more than the
market price contribute less to its production and distnbution
than its value to them This, too, is inefficient, because the value
placed on the use by the consumer is not reflected in the price
that he is charged. In the absence of an ability to price dis-
criminate between users based on value, a market based on le-
gal rights to privete use is unlikely to be efficient. In other words,
it is impossible to determine whether rights to private use would
simultaneously maximize the welfare of both producers and users
of information

Detc-milang efficiency in the granting of in-
tellectual property rights will become even
more troublesome as new technologies allow
individuals not just to copy, but to reprocess
information in their homes. In effect, private
use will take the form of derivative use. And,
as in all cases of derivative use, policymakers
will find it difficult to use efficiency as a cri-
terion for determining rights. For they will not
be able to anticipate all future uses to which
a work might be put, or the values that might
be attached to them.

Unable to establish an efficient level of
fights, policymakers may want to leave some

leeway for unremunerated private use. In the
absence of clear evidence to the contrary, flex-
ibility may be the best way to encourage the
greatest variety of works and those that are
best suited t, individual needs. In this way,
if they err, it will be on the side of creativity.

3. Access as a Criterion

One criterion that will have to be used in re-
solving issues surrounding private use is ac-
cess. This criterion differs from efficiency or
harm in one important respect: the right to ac-
cess is part of the constitutional bargain. More-
over, unlike the other criteria, access is not
hard to define or measure. Rather, the prob-
lem for policymakers in an electronic era is in
establishing rules that will continue to provide
access to information.

Problems of access can arise, for example,
when copyright protection is extended to
information that is communicated through a
means other than publicatione.g., television,
teletext and videotext, and computer networks.
The access problem occurs because electronic
disseminationunlike printingdoes not in-
volve the publication of copies. As a conse-
quence, copyright ownership is transformed
from the right to reproduce a copyrighted work
in copies for sale to the right to control access
to the copyrighted work for any reason." Thus,
when copyright is applied to works that are

"°This potential was articulated by i., Ray I'atterson, Copy-
right and New Technology The Impact of the Law of Privacy,
Antitrust and Free Speech, OTA c(,ntz act report, 1984
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electronically disseminated, the balance be-
tween the rights held by the proprietor and
those retained by the public is changed. This
problem of access can best be seen by contrast-
ing what happens when works are dissemi-
nated by print and electronic technology.

Dissemination by Print. Copyright law, from
the Statute of Anne in 1710 to the Copyright
Act of 1976, has adopted the technological par-
adigm of printingthe distribution of a work
in copies for saleas its underlying corcbp-
tual paradigm." Indeed, until the Invention of
radio around 1900 and television in about 1928,
no other form of dissemination was possible;
copyrighted works were always found in printed
copies.'

Until the Copyright Act of 1976, copyright
protection was conditional on publication. That
is, uniess the work was available to the public
in copies, it did not receive statutory copyright
protection." Common law protection was avail-
able for unpublished works, but Federal law
required that, if statutory protection was
sought, the author's discretion over whether
to publish 'has relinquished." The 1976 act
abolished this requirement, replacing it with
the principle of "automatic copyright " that
is, copyright now subsists from the moment

"The Statute of Anne was cincerned exclusively with
books, since the printing press was t.i.e only "information tech-
nology" then in existence Ile Statute is prefaced b, 'Us phrase
"An Act for the Encouragement of Learning, by Vesting the
Copies of Printed Books in the Authors or Purchasers of such
Copies, during the Times therein mentioned 8 Anne C 19 (1716)
(underline adde I. The Statute contemplated that the only
method for distributing information was in books

The 1909 Act predicated copyright protection on publication
of a work in copies Former Title 17 U.S.0 §10).

Similarly, the Copyright Act of 19'/6 contemplates the dis-
tribution and publication of a work in copies, 17 U S.C. §§106,
101, and the formal requirements of notice I §§ 401-406) and de-
posit (§407) are also based on publication

"A copy is the material object in which a work is fixed; it
is, for example, the printed and bound version of the literary
work Gras.ty's Rainbow, or the exposed stnp of celluloid in
which the work known as Citizen Kane is fixed. For sound record.
rags, the material object is referred to as a "phonorecord." 17
U.S.0 §101.

"Section 10 of the 1909 act required publication of the work
with notice as a condition of cop. 'light. An exception to this
rule was found in Section 12. concerning works, such as 'otion
pictures or statuary, which are not normally reproduced for sale
(published), but performed or exhibited in public

"17 U S C §§2, 10 (repealed)

the work is created and fixed in a tangible
medium."

Where a work is sold in (-opies, a proprietor's
control over these copies (but not the copy-
right) ceases after they are sold." This is known
as the first sale doctrine al.(' it permits a pur-
chaser of a copy of work to lend, sell, or freely
reuse that copy without authorization from the
proprietor. Once a copy enters the public arena.
its presence there is permanent and uncon-
trolled; determir ing who sees the copy, for how
long, and under what conditions an not the
prerogatives of the proprietor. Copyright con-
trol extends to the first sale of the copy," af-
ter which efforts to control distribution or price
are prohibited by law. In print publishing, the
proprietor does not control the conduits through
which the public has access to a workof, if
he does, the contrc' was not based on copy-
right. Thus, a pubhdher's effort to maintain
the retail prices of its hooks was rejected as
counter to the first sale doctrine." Even when
the copyright owner does not exercise his right
to vend the work, and instead licenses its use,
attempts to maintain prices or coptrol perform-
nce of work sometimes may run afoul of anti-

trust laws.98

Under a print system, the legal rights are
also limited to control over the first sale of a
copy. Property rights in the intangible "work,"
such as a literary work, do not extend to the
tangible "thing," such as a book, in which the
information is embodied. The public access to
a copyrighted workthe number and variety
of conduits through which copies of a work can
be obtained and the ability to use and dispose
of the copy freely is thus guaranteed under
a print system requiring publication as a con-

"Sectionq 102 and 302 of Title 17 The act also preempted
commonlaw copyright.

This principle is Isiown as the doctrine of first sale. See.
17 U S.0 §109 (formerly §27) Under the first sale doctrine, copy-
ritht permits no restraints on the alienation of a copy.

Former Title 17 U.S C §27, the first codification of the
"first sale doctrine

r Hobbs-Merrill Cl v Straus, 210 U S 339 (1908), See also.
Scribner v. Straus, 211 U.S 352 (1908) and Straus v. American
Publisher's Association. i U S 192 (1913).

g., Interstate Circul, v (Inked States, 306 U S.
20811939) and United States Paramount Pictures, Inc , 334

S 131 (11#71.
9
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dition of protection. The bargain between
author and public is built into the law, and as-
sumes the dissemination of a work in copies.

Electronic Dissemination: A New Copyright
Milieu. While the system of print publication
may to an extent still reflect reality, it has in
recent years been !_agely superceded by a new
system of dissemination." For purposes of this
di scussib.i, we will refer to the new system as
electronic dissernination,"'° and define it as the
transmission of information in the form of elec-
tronic signals. Under this system, a work is
communicated, rather than distributed. In
other words, the work is disseminated in an
intangible, rather than tangible, medium.'"
fie novels and newspapers, which have
traditio1.21:, been distributed in print on pa-
per, may now be stored and delivered electron-
ically.'" The last vestiges of information as a

"As laud de So la Pool observes:
The nonprmt media are not Just passing the p-int media in

terms of the amount of information as measured by the number
of words), but are for the first time showing signs of displacing
them in part

I thiel De Sole Pool, Technologies of Freedom, (Cambridge, MA
Belknap Press, 1983). p 20

'"The word "dissemination" is used in place of either "dis-
tribution" or "publication." The latter are terms of art having
a unique legal denotation. Under the Copyright Act, "publica-
tion" is the distribution of copies or phonorecords of a work,
17 U.S C. §Iih, and "distribution" occurs by offering copies
or phonorecords of the work for sale or other transfer of owner-
ship, 17 C. §106(3). Both terms are predicated on the no-
t' of a copythe material object in which the work is fixed
17 U.S.C. §101.

'Electronic dissemination can be said to be an intangible
medium for a number of reasons.:

1 electrons, electromagnetic waves or photons are transient
(for our purposes these can be considered the same
phenomena); they disappear when their energy stimulus
is turned off. On a high speed telecommunications circuit
they appear and disappear as rapidly as 10 billion times
each secon-i,

2 without a receiving devise of some kind, the transmission
is for all practical purposes, non-existent; and

3. unlike physical media (disks, tapes, film), wire or other trans-
mission does not lend itself to physical controls as
a locked box).

From Solomon, "Intellectual Property and the New Computer-
Based Media," OTA contractor paper, p 8.

'The demise of the book has been prophesized for some
time now (See; e.g., C. 0, -rhage and R Harmon, Project In-
trex (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1965), speculating on the
promising future of microfilm), but despite a growing infrastuc-
ture (i.e., the growing popularity of the home computer, the grow-
ing availability of online information, and the prospect of the
Integrated Services Digital Network), it is likely thatfor cer-

tangible "thing" to be bought and sold have
been removed, and it has taken on the attrih-
ites of a service.103

Not all technologies for electronic dissemi-
nation have the same pote-r" al to raise issues
of access. The technologies differ widely in
their format, limitations, and suitability for
use with particular types of information.10'
Moreover, technological limiations, consumer
demand, and the economics of production will
variously affect the likelihood that these tech-
nologies will replace or augment a traditional
mode of distributing copyrighted works. Other
factors, such as whether the dissemination sys-
tem is "open" or "closed,,,105 and prohibitions
on copying or downloading, may also affect the
salience of the access issue. Also, many of the
technol gies now being developed are of un-
known technological or commercial viability,106
or lack definite application. These uncertain-
ties further obscure the possibility of conclu-
sive statements regarding affec' of access con-
cerns on private use.

In general, the technologies of electronic
dissemination can be, or are now used for
communicating copyrighted or copyrightable
works to the public. Each technology makes
it unnecessary to distribute copies. Each also
represents a way of me ing information from
place to place that has no clear analog in the
system of print. Electronic dissemination re-
quires a consideration of how copyright prin-
ciples that apply to itautomatic copyright,io'

tam uses, such as tempoi storage mediaprinted informa-
tion will always be with us OTA Workshop on Storage Tech-
nologies, 1985

"Electronic dissemination is not new, only the copyright
pr "tection of electronically disseminated works. Television and
radio broadcasts have been around since early in the century,
but were not copyrightable until the 1976 act

"For present purposes, electronic dissemination technol-
ogies comprise television (including broadcast, cable, SMA TV,
DBS, STV, and others); radio, video and teletext (included, per-
haps, under the designation of television), and online services.

Broadcast television is an example of an open system, pay
television or on-line database services are examples of a closed
system

°"Pay-per-View television is a case in point. See. "Here We
Go Again," Forbes. Aug 26, 1985, pp 108-114

Automatic copyright, endows the proprietor with copy-
right protection from the moment a work is created, with no
obligation to make the work available to the public in copies
or otherwise 17 U.S.0 §1021a)
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uniform protection,1 °" and the first sale ,:oc-
trine1°9 affect private use issues.

Because no copies are distributed, electronic
dissemination means that the proprietor must
either monitor or control access in order to be
remunerated.'" 111 In broadcasting, where ac-
cess to works can be measured but not con-
trolled, advertising has proven a successful
rethod of paying for the copyrighted work.'"
In other cases, advertising may not be viablu
or desirable. In these instances, the communi-
cations medium must lend itself to the meas-
urement and control of access, whether by sub-
scription, pay-per-use, or user-identification.
The proprietor is remunerated through control
over access to either the medium (e.g., cable
television)113 or the work (e.g., on-line data-
bases, and videotext and teletext). n 4

All original wori:s of authorship are copyrightable, re-
gardless of how they are disseminated, as long as they are per-
L.eptible either d,rectiy or with the aid of a machine or device.
17 U.S.C. §102,) Thus, books disseminated m tangible copies
and books that are distributed in the form of intangible elec-
tromagnetic signals receive the same protection While the copy-
right holder of the printed book loses control over price, use,
and distribution of the copy once the work is published, the copy-
right holder of the "electronic" book does not Performances
and pictures of events transmittedlire are also protected as long
as a tangible copye.g , a videotapeis fixed simultaneously
when the signal is transmitted. However, a performance, e.g.,
a news broadcast, does not constitute publication. (It should
be noted that different right.:, for different kinds of subject matter
are provided in Section 106, and that Section 108 through 118
set subject matter specific limitations on rights).

'''The doctrine of first sale, Title 17 U.S.C. 9109, which has
always abbreviated the rights of the copyright holder in the
co, largely irrelevant to works disseminated electronically,
since no tangible version of such works is eve, sold. Instead,
what is sold is access to the copy in limited slices of time or
quantity

"'The copyright proprietor of many television shows, for in-
stance, is also the broadcaster, but need not bethe copy right
proprietor may be the producer, or even the filmmaker Ulti-
mately, a copyright proprietor must be compensated for pro-
ceeds of a broadcast (whether by assignment of performance
or display nghts, or license, or royalty).

"'The measurement or control of access may take many
forms In television, for example, it may be based upon by viewer
penetration rate, as measured by "Nielsoii Ratings," which is
in turn translat, nto advertising revenues (as with network-
broadcasts); or it ,,iay be based on a set royalty (as is the case
with cable television rebroadcasts); or on a pay-per-use basis
(as with many database services).

'2 For a discussion of private alternatives, see ch. 6.
"Where access t .e medium is controlled, the copyrigl

proprietor is often remunerated indirectly. In cable television,
for example, the copyright proprietor is remunerated (often via
a compulsory license) indirectly on the basis of the cable com-
panies' ability to control access to the coaxial cable.

'The situation occurs most often in cases in which the
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Copyright protection is, however, still use-
ful to proprietors whose works are electroni-
cally disseminated. Indeed, the value of copy-
right to the proprietor may be enhanced, since
he may avoid the consequences of the first sale
doctrine. Consequently, the proprietor can cap-
ture payment for more of the value of addi-
tional uses of the copyrighted work, and can
price discriminate among buyers, thereby re-
covering the marginal utility of a work to a
variety of users.'" The proprietor may also
avoid the need for channels of distribution, in-
cluding shippers, wholesalers, and retailers.
The result may be an overall increase in the
economic efficiency of production and distri-
bution. but may pose problems insofar as the
dissemination of copyrighted works is encum-
bered with the public interest.

Electronic dissemination creates some very
complex issues with respect to the public in-
terest, and involves the intellectual property
system in other issues, such as communica-
tions, antitrust, and freedom of speech. The
very means by which the proprietor secures
remuneration is by controlling dissemination
to the public. The public does not gain access
to copyrighted works by buying or borrowing
published copies, but through the reception of
ephemeral performances or displays, such as
television programs. Because works arc never
published, the proprietor need not give up le-
gal control over access. As a consequence, the
public is dependent on the information pro-
vider for each and every access made to a work,
and the provider may be the sole source for
the work. Competitive pricing between re-
tailers, and the competition for the copyrighted
work from alternative sources, such as libraries
and "second hand" booksellers is removed.

Situations in which access is controlled by
a proprietor heighten the potential for anti-

proprietor, assignee, or licensor and the disseminator are one
and the same entity. In such cases, copyright control is direct:
access to the work itself is controlled.

"'See: Besen, op. cit., p 4; and David Waterman, Videocas-
settes, Videodiscs, and the Role of Theatrical Distribution,
Waterman and Associates, and Annenberg School of Commu
nications, University of Southern Califorma, Mar. 13, 1984, from
a conference on "Rivalry Among Video Transmission Media:
Assessment and Implications (Harriman, NY:Arden House,
Apr. 13-15, 1984).
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competitive behavior, especially where cross-
ownership exists between the medium of com-
munication and the material that is communi-
cated. This potential becomes even more ac,it e
when the copyrighted content is accessed, out
not purchased by the consumer. Since the copy-
right owner need not lose control over distri-
bution, it can at once be the owner and the 'e
source of access to the copyrighted work."'
This combination of content and distribution
is a form of vertical integration, and forms the
junction between copyright policy which has
traditionally dealt with ownership of content
and communication policywhich has tradi-
tionally dealt with the ownership of carriage.

When communications becomes the nec's-
sary condition for access to a work, it is neces-
sary to consider what interrelations exist be-
tween carriage and content. In particular, when
control over content and control over carriage
are located in one and :he same entity, the
power of copyright becomes closely related to
the number of channels of access to a given
work. Some cross-ownership restrictionsm ad-
dress themselves primarily to cross-ownership
between the media (telephone and broadcast
television), but do not deal with the medium-
content issue. The FCC's Computer I and II,
and most recently, Computer III regulations
are efforts to address the issue of vertical in-
tegration through restiictions on the commu-
nications industry.'"

There may also be first amendment consider-
ations involved in issue of access. When

"°There are some indications that the vertical integration of
production and dissemination through cross-ownership is be-
ginning to occur, especially in the cable industry The motion
picture industry is presently an oligopoly of seven companies
winch comprising 85 percent of the market (based on box office
gross). Business Week, Feb. 21, 1983, p. 78. Each major pro-
duction studio, or its parent, either owns or is involved in joint
ventures in pay-television ;7.* Ithiel Sole Pool, Tech-
nologies of Freedom (Cambridge MA. Belknap Press, 1983',, and
Who Owns Whom (London: Dun & Bradstreet, 1984). In gen-
era', acquisitions and mergers in the information industry hn
a new record in 1984. Information Hotline, vol 17, No 5, May
1985, pp. 1, 12

"'For example, Section 613 of the recently enacted ('able
Communications Policy Act of 1984 (Title VI of the Communi-
cations Act of 1934)

"'See ch 6 on information markets for a more thorough dis-
cussion of the vertical integration

no copy of a copyrighted work is available to
the public, the "right to receive information
anc ideas'"19 may conflict with the right to re-
strict access based on proprietary discretion.m
Robust debate requires that information be
available for public inspection and analysis. 121
Fair use may be a way of reconciling conflicts
between private rights and political rights, but
there are important theoretical as well as prac-
tical differences between fair use and the first
amendment.122

5. The Criterion of Put' )pinion

Finally, the importance of public opinion in
decisions about intellectual property rights
cannot be overlooked. For the public's percep-
tion of what is fair and equitable is bound up
with questions of legitimacy and enforce-
ability:

On few points in the longstanding debate
over the "rule of law" is there greater con-
sensus than on the close and necessary rela-
tion between societal support for a system of

'Board -4- Education v. Pico, 457 U.S 853, 867 (1982), Cf.
Stanley v Georgia, 394 U.S. 557, 564 (1969).

" °In Dunce'. v Pacific & Southern Co., Inc., 744 F.2d 1490
(11th Cir 1984), cert. denied, 105 S.Ct 1867 (1985), for exam-
ple, a uefendant to a copyright infringement suit was enjoined
from taping local television newscasts and selling them to in-
terested parties Despite the fact that the television station
erased tapes of its news programs after they were retained a
week, and the fact that the news clips were sold only to the
subjects of the station's broadcasts, the court found for the plain-
tiff Unlikc the recent case of Harper & Row, Inc. v. Nation
Enterprises, S. Ct. No. 83-1632 (citing the Duncan case), the
plaintiff in the Duncan case, per its own admission, was neither
in competition with nor harmed by the defendant's news serer.
ice In the Duncan case, ironically, the infringed videotape was
obtained through a customer of the defendant's

"'Such was the basis of the defense in the CBS v. Vander-
bilt Urn versit:, litigation (Civ. No. 7336 (M.D Tenn., filed Dec.
21, 1973), a case in which Vanderbilt University was engaged
in copying CBS's news coverage for archival and educational
purposes. The suit was later dropped when Section 108(b) of
the new copyright law essentially mooted the issue.

"'The scope and extent of fair use falls within the discre-
tion of the Coagress itself. Fair use, when properly applied, is
limited to copying by others which does not materially impair
the marketability of the work which is copied. The First Amend-
ment principle, when appropriate, may be invoked despite the
fact that the marketability of the copied work is thereby im-
naired." Nimir.tir, Cases and Materials on Copyright (1978), Sec-
tion 1 10 A, pp 1-64 as quoted in Rosenfeld, The American
Constitution, Free Inquiry, and The Law," in Fair Use and Free
Inquiry, Lawrence and Timberg (eds ) (Ablex Publishing Corp
New Jersey) '_980, p. 287, 302
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law and the effectiveness of such a legal sys-
tem in regulating conduct. The viability of the
legal order of a free society cannot rest solely
on applications or threats of force by author-
ities. It must rest on a people's sense of the
legitimacy of the rule-making institutions and
of the rules these institutions make.'"

A survey of the public commissioned by
OTA on the issue of intellectual property rights
reveals a number of findings of relevance to
the public's perceptions of what rights should
and should not exist in information products.'24
With respect to the issue of private use, in pai-
ticular, the public's attitudes seem to reflect
a rough congruence to the distinction between
commercial and nom. nunercial uses.

The survey reveals that two-thirds of the
public is neither familiar with nor feels affected
by intellectual property rights issues. How-
ever, neither familiarity nor self-interest appear
to be related to their responses; the knowledge-
able and the uninformed responded in very
much the same way. Among the more signifi-
cant of those responses were:

The vast majority of the public (over 7 in
10) believes that copying personal posses-
sions, like a record or a program from one's
own TV, is acceptable behavior.
A majority of the public believes that trad-
ing and copying information and enter-
tainment such as computer programs and
records is acceptable behavior.
When there is an issue of accesseither
the information is readily available such
as a libi ary book or there is a question
whether the information (broadcast sig-
nals or airwaves) should be freethe pub-
lic is divided.

While each of these behaviors involved per-
sonal or private behavior which might give rise

'Shattuck, Public Attitudes and the Enforceabihty of Law
OTA contract report, 1985, p 2. "Sometimes . the official sec-
tor may be detached from the private sector, in the sense that,
there is no longer general obedience to the rules which are valid
according to the criteria of validity in use in the courts The
variety of ways in which this may happen belongs to the pathol-
ogy of legal systems. . . ," H.L.A. Hart, The Concept of Law
(London. Oxford University Press, 19611, p. 114

"Public Perceptions of the "Intellectual Property Rights"
Issue, prepared by The Policy Planning Group, Yankelovich
Skelly & Whit, , Inc., February 1985.

to civil liability under copyright law, there
appears to be little public suppol t for such con-
sequences.

However, when asked about conduct which
generally involved commercial, for-profit activ-
ity or willful, active attempts to avoid paying
for something the public responded as follows:

More than 8 in 10 among the public find
behaviors that obviously circumvent a fee
or service (such as purcha: -rig a descram-
bler to watch pay TV, or secretly record-
ing a concert) to be unacceptable.
There is almost complete unanimity among
the public that behaviors which jeopard-
ize privacy, such as entering a database
without permission are unacceptable.
If copying of copyrighted materials is
done for reasons other than private use,
for public display, for sale or personal gain,
or on behalf of a large corpu i.tion, the
majority of the public found the behavior
less acceptable.

While the public was not informed of the ille-
gality or criminal nature of any of the behaviors
on which they were questioned, it is interest-
ing to note that many of their responses re-
fleet the criteria for criminal infringement set
forth in in the copyright law: the infringement
of copyright "willfully and for purposes of com-
mercial advantage or private financial gain."126
In general, the public seems to be in support
of laws regarding criminal infringement or ac-
cess, and competitive or institutionalized copy-
ing activities, but it withholds support for pro-
hibitions on civil infringement or private use
copying behavior.

''Under 17 U.S C §§106, 501, if these provisions are inter-
preted to cover private use

'17 U.S.C. §506. This is not to suggest that criminal in-
fringement not a problem for the motion picture and record-
ing industne: "While reports of raids and confiscation of pi-
rated materials are quite common, it should be emphasized that
the statistics suggest that there are many more pirates operat-
ing than are ever apprehended . Statement of Mr Donald
C. Curran, Acting Registrar, Library of Congress, Hearing on
Civil and Criminal Enforcement of the Copyright LaW.3 Before
the Senate Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights and Trade-
marks, Committee on the Judiciary, Apr. 17, 1985 According
to industry sources, criminal infringement has stabilized Wil-
liam Nix, MPAA and Joe Moscaret, Vice President of Film and
Video Security at Paramount Pictures, as cited in Curran, op. at.
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Chapter 8

Impact of New Technologies
on the International Intellectual

Property System

FINDINGS

OTA found that recent developments in in-
formation and communication technologies are
creating new stresses on the international in-
tellectual property system. Such developments
include:

the increasing flow of information and
information-based products and services
among nations;
the growing economic importance of in-
formation and related products and serv-
ices, both within and between nations;
the increasing cultural anc' political sig-
nificance of information and related prod-
ucts and services;
the emergence of new information-based
products and services that do not corre-
spond to traditional categories of pro-
tection;
the increasing difficulty of enforcing in-
tellectual operty rights at the interna-
tional level; and
the growing convergence of international
intellectual property issues with other in-
ternational issues.

Given their magnitude, these technological
developments pose novel difficulties that chal-
lenge the relative stability of the international
system. They affect not only the international
legal system, but also international economic
and political relations. Consequently, they
have major implications for the Jnited States
both as a participant in the international in-
tellectual property system and also with re-
spect to its choices for domestic intellectual
property policy. These policy implications are:

As information and communication tech-
nologies facilitate the international ex-
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change of intellectual property, domestic
intellectual property issues will need to
be resolved within an international con-
text and according to internationally agreed
upon norms.
As technological change prompts greater
need for rapid international consensus on
how and what to protect, the United
States will need to take greater interna-
tional action to keep abreast of as well as
influence the development of international
policies for the protection of new tech-
nologies.
As information and information-based
products and services become major trade
items and the basis for economic growth,
international trade and economic consider-
ations will increasingly be brought to bear
on the resolution of international intellec-
tual property issues.
Given the growing cultural and political
significance of information-based prod-
ucts and services, international political
relations will need to be taken into , count
in resolving international intellectual prop-
erty issues.
As information and communication tech-
nologies undermine the traditional mech-
anisms for enforcing intellectual property
rights, the international community will
need to cooperate and coordinate their ef-
foi is to provide adequate and uniform en-
forcement mechanisms and remedies.
Given the convergence of international in-
tellectual property issues with other in-
ternational issues, the United States
might need to establish domestic institu-
tional arrangements to develop and coor-
dinate consistent international policies.
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The United States can choose among a vari-
ety of policy strategies to deal with technologi-
cal change and its effects on the international
intellectual property system. There is no clear-
cut, single strategy, however. that will com-
prehensively address all international intellec-
tual property issues. Moreover, many polity
strategies may conflict with one another and
exacerbate other stresses on the international
intellectual property system. Thus, the United
States will need to make fundamental decisions
about how it would like to frame international

intellectual property issues (for example, in
terms of trade, legal, or political relations) and
design its international intellectual property
policies accordingly. As information and com-
munication technologies become major factors
in international trade and nations' economic
and social development, such policy decisions
will become more significant to many aspects
of U.S. foreign policyfrom international is-
sues of trade, defense, and foreign aid to is-
sues of international information and commu-
nication policy.

INTRODUCTION
Historically, U.S. intellectual property pol-

icy developed in isolk ,ion from the rest of the
world. Such isolation was possible because
print materials were confined, for the most
part, within national borders. Over time and
as the necessity arose, the United States slowly
began to extend its participation in the inter-
national intellectual property system.

Recently, however, new technological devel-
opments have led to a great expansion in the
number of ways to create, store, reproduce, dis-
tribute, and transmit literary, scientific, and
creative works. The progre3sive development
of, for example, radio, television, and comput-
ers coupled with advanced telecommunication
and satellite systems have greatly increased
international distribution and access to works.
These technological developments are creat-
ing new stresses on the international intellec-
tual property system, which raise questions
about whether the United ates should play

a more active role in the international intellec-
tual property system.

To examine the effects of new communica-
tion and information technologies on the in-
ternational intellectual property system and
the adequacy of U.S. participation in it, this
chapter will:

1. review the early history of U.S. partici-
pation in the international intellectual
property system;

2. describe the present inter
property system;

3. describe how technological developments
may affect the international intellectual
property system; and

4. suggest the implications that these devel-
opments have for both the level and type
of U.S. participation in the international
intellectual property system and for U.S.
domestic intellectual property policy.

EARLY HISTORY
Before the 19th century, irtellectual prop-

erty protection was largely a domestic concern.
Because of the limited intercoi,rse and com-
munication among nations, works were distrib-
uted almost exclusively within their authors'
country. Thus, the lack of international pro-
tection caused little concern.
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By the early 1800s, a variety of social and
technological developments began to generate
interest in international intellectual property
protection. Increased trade, communications,
and travel were important factors, as was the
growing practice of learning foreign languages.
In response, the European rations began to
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consider mechanisms to ensure pr.tection
abroad for their domestic works, as v. ell as to
protect foreign works. These nations first et
up a number of bilateral protection agree-
ments; then, in 1866, many of the Ern -mean
nations joined tobether and signed the
multilateral agreement, the Berne Convention.'

While many European states relied on mul-
tilateral agreements to regulate their copyright
relations, the United States did not participate
in any international copyright arrangements
for the first 100 years of its existence, nor did
it recognize any copyright protection for for
eign works or authors.2 In fact, in the first U.S.
copyright law of 1790, Congress explicitly re-
stricted the protection of foreign works:

'Edward W. Ploman and L. Clark Hamilton, Copyright- In-
tellectual Property I the Information Age (London Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 1980), p. 18.

The position of the United States was almost unique at the
time. The major Western nations early on made provisions for
the international protection of authors' rights. Acting in 1828,
Denmark was the first. Prussia followed in 1836 and England
in 1837. France in 1852 and Belgium in 1854 also granted pro-
tection for all for foreign works. By the mid-19th cemury, only
the Soviet Union, the Ottoman Empire, and the United States
did not g; ant protection for foreign works. Aubert J. Clark, The
Movement for International Copyright in Ninett,..,:th Century
America, (Washington DC. The Catholic University Press, 1960),
p 26

. . [Njothing in this act shall be construed to
extend to prohibit the importation or vend-
ing, reprinting or publishing within the
United States, of any map, chart, book or
books, written or nrinted, or published by any
person not a citizen of the United States, in
foreign parts or places without the jurisdic-
tion of the Unked States.'

It was not until 1891, when Congress passed
the Chace International Copyright Act, that
the United States begin to recognize interna-
tional copyright relations. The act, however,
provided neither for multilateral agreements
nor for the protection fo: foreign works man-
ufactured outside the United States.' But it
did extend copyright relations to nations found
and pr claimed by the President to afford ade-
quate protection to American works. This act
provided the basis for all of the U.S. bilateral
copyright relations for more than the next 60
years.

'Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Patents,
Copyrights, and Trademarks, hearing on "Oversight on Inter-
national Copyrights," Sept 24, 1984, p. 28

The manufactnring requirement, still in existence today al-
IN-At in a much diluted form, stipulates that nondramatic liter-
ary material must be manufactured in the United States (or
Canada) to enjoy full copynght protection in the United States.
This requirement is scheduled to be repealed as o: July 1986.
Title 17 U S C Sec 601(a).

PRESENT INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY SYSTEM

Over the last century, the international sys-
tem for protecting intellectual property has
been quite stable, displaying a higher level of
cooperation than other international agree-
ments. Unlike other international agreements
that are periodically readapted or completely
revised, the interlocking conventions that con-
stitute the international intellectual property
system have provided a permanent legal frame-
work, although it is subject to amendments
and revisions if required. Table 8-1 summarizes
the major international intellectual property
conventions. Table 8-2 shows the national
membership of each of the three major intel-
lectual property agreements.

The system is complex and structured around
many different international conventions and

agreements to which different groups of coun-
tries adhere. These conventions shay - several
outstanding characteristics that govern the in-
ternational intellectual property system. They
are:

1. the harmonization of disparate national
intellecti:al property systems:

2. the principle of national treatment; and
3. the establishment of minimum rights.

Harmonization of Disparate National
Intellectual Property Systems

Although rooted in various philosophical trz-
ditions, the intellectual property systems of
different nations have been harmonized over
the years under international intellectual prop-
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Agreement Revisions
Copyright isreements
The Berne Convention for the Protection
of Literary and Artistic Works (1886)

1896 Paris Additional Act and
Interpretative Oect-i'af ion

1908 Berlin Act
1914 Berrie Additional Protocol
1928 Rome Act
1948 Brussels Act
1967 Stockholm Ant
1971 pans Act

The Rome Convention for the Prot.ction of
Performers Producers of Phonograms and
Broadcstini; Organizafior's (1011

None

Table al.International Intellectu& Agreements

Protected subject

This Convention obliges Contracting States to protect Inc
expression of literary and artistic works 'which include' every
production in the literar , scientific, and artistic domain, whate er may
be the mode or form of its express,o- , such as books pamE.hlets,
and other writings, lectures addresses sermons, and other works
of the same nature, dramatic or dramatic° musical works
choreographic works and entertainments in dumb show, musical
comLositions with or without words, cinematographic works to which
are assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to

cinematography, works of drawing, painting, architecture sculpture
engraving, and lithography, photographic works to which are
assimilated works expressed by a process analogous to photography
works of applied art, illustrations, maps, pans, sketches, and twee
dimensional works relative to geography to,--)qraphy architecture
or science Article 11

This Convention obliges Contracting States to extend protection
'a) to performers who are its nationals, as regards performances

taking piace, broadcast, or first treed, on its territory,
b) to producers of phonograms who are its nationals, as regaru,

phonograms first fixed or first public J on its territory
c) to broadcasting organizations which have their headquartem on

its territory, as regards c oadcasts transmitted from transmitters
situated on its territory Article

The Universal Copyright Cumennii
1971 Paris Each Contracting State undertakes to provide for the adequate arid

etfectve protection of the rights of authors and other conyitght
proprietors in literary, scientific, and artistic works including writing
musical, dramatic, and cinematographic works, ano pamtmgs engrav
ings, and sculpture Article I

The Convention for the Protection ai
Producers of Phoncgrarns Against the
Unauthorized Duplication of 1 heir
PhOrtograrns (1971)

None E acts Contrauting State hail protect producers of pironogrami,
are nationals of other Contracting States against the making 'if
duplicates without the consent of the producer and against this
importation of such duplicates, provided that any such making or
importation is for the purpose of distribution to the public and against
the distribution of such duplicates to the ptitypii. article 41

in, a I

merrEcr'yrun Con,ments

N Basic principles established under
t'',e Berne Convention
1 Principle of national treaty, ant

Principle of automatic protection
iwith no formalities)

3 Principle of independence of
nrotechon

1 Mimmurii rrghrs

The primary purpose at the UCC was
to our the United States and the
Latin American countries with the
coLintries of Europe, Asia, and Africa

single multinational agreement

Like the Berne Convention, the UCC
hosed on national treatment and

minimum rights Unlike the Berne
Convention the UCC has several

:Hite, such as a notice
reotilleMon



Agreement Revisions

Inter-American Copyright Conventions
The Montevideo Convention (18891

None
The Mexico City Convention (1902)

None
The Rio de Janeiro Convention (19061

None
The Buenos Aires Convention 1191,

"lone
The Havana Convention 119281

None
The Washington Convent', n (1946)

None

The Convention Relating to Distributi,,n
of Program Carrying Signals
Transmitted by Satellite (19711

None

Patent and Trademark Agreements
The Paris Convention for the Potecf ion
of Industrial Property (18831

1900 Brussels
1911 Washington
1925 The Hague
1934 London
1(158 Lisoon

' Stockholm

The Patent Ccerer.,1,-,r1 11,'8)
None

SOURCE on,

Table 8-1.International Intellectu,: Property AgreementsContinued

Protec;ed subtect matter

This Convention obliges Contracting States tc., 'rotect the expres
sion of literary and artistic works which include ,00ks writings
pamphlets of all kinds whatever may be the subject of which they
treat and whatever the number of their pages, dra,natic or dramahco
musical works, choreographic and usical compositions with or
without wrz-ds drawings, paintings, sculpture engravings
photographic works, astronomical and geographical globes ,'Ans
sketches or plastic works relating to geography geolog,
topography architecture or any other science and finarry ail

produ tions that can be published tp, any means of impression or
reproduction Article II

The Convention obliges Contracting States t ) take adequate AM'
effective measures to prevent the distribution on or from es tf'1'110,,
of any promarr carrying signal by any distributor for whom toe sigma
ermtted to or passing through the satellite Is not tntenned

The protection of industnal property has as its ot,,,.ot patents titim,
models industrial designs traciem -irks swvice marks, trade name',
indications of source or appellations of origin and t, repress!,
unfair competition

Industrial property shall be understood in the broadest sense and
shall apply not only to industrial and cc mme,ce proper, but likev.ose
to agricultural and extractive industries and to all manufactured or
natural products, for example wines, grain, tobacco leaf, fru'. cattle,
minerals, mineral water., beer, flowers and flour
Patents sh.n include the various kinds of industrial patents
recognized by the laws of the ,uuntries of the Limon such as parent,
of importation patents or improvement, patents and certificate,,
addition, etc Article I

The Treaty facilitate., the filing of the applic ation for patents on trio
same invention in member countries by providing arnenq ether
thing-3, for centralized filing prom,dures ann a stand
application format

23

US

Thy Buenos Aires Convention of
1010 remains the basic Pan-
American copyright instrument

During the past 20 irears there has
bye n a clear trend away from these
rtgional copyright conventions in
t.ivor of worldwide agreements
C-nsequently in many instances
the UCC has replaced the Pan-
Arrpricari conventions as the

agreement
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Table 8.2.Membership in the Berne Convention, the Universal Copigt-, Convention,
and tI Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial F oerty

Country Berne UCC Paris Country Berne UCC Paris
Algena X X Korea, Republic of X
Andorra X Laos X
Argentina x X X Lebancn X X
Australia X X X Liberia X X
Austria . X X X Libya X
Bahamas X X X Liechtenstein X X X
Bangladesh X Luxembourg X x X
Barbados X X Madagascar x X
Belgium X X X Malawi X X
Belize X Mali X X
Benin X X Malta x X X
Brazil X X X Mauritania X X
Bulgaria X X X Mauritius X X
Burkina Faso X Mexico X X X
Burundi x Monaco X X X
Cameroon X X X Morocco X X X
Canada X X X Netherlands X X X
Central African Republic X X New Zealand X X X
Chad X X Nicaragua X
Chile X X Niger X X
Colombia X Nigeria X X
Congo X X Norway X X X
Costa Rica X X Panama X
Cuba X X Pakistan X X
Cyprus X X Paraguay X
Czechoslovakia X X X Peru X
Democratic Kampuchea X Philippines X X X
Denmark X X X Poland X A X X
Dominican Republic X X Portugal X X X
Ecuador X Romania X X
Egypt X X Rwanda X X
El Salvador X San Marino X
Fiji x X Senegai X X X
Finland X X X Singapore
France X X X South Africa X X
Gabon X X Soviet Union X X
Germany, Democratic Spain X x X

Republic of X X X Sri Lanka X X X
Germany, Federal Suriname X X

Republic of X X X Sweden X X X
Ghana X X Switzerland x X X
Greece X X X Syria X
Guatemala X Tanzania X
Guinea X X X Thailand X
Haiti X X Togo X X
Holy Set,
Hungary

X

X
X
X

X

X

Trinidad and Tobago
Tunisia Y Y

X

X
Iceland X X Turkey x X
India x X Uganda X
Indonesia X United Kingnm X X X
Iran X United State X X
Iraq X Upper Volta X
Ireland X X X Uruguay X X
Israel X X X Venezuela x X
Italy X X X Viet Nam X
Ivory Coast X X Yugoslavia Y x X
Japan X X X Zaire x X
Jordan X Zambia X X
Ken, a X X Zimbabwe X X

SOURCE Othc, of le, ,nl .fly Apse meat
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erty agreements. This harmonization was pos-
sible because each of the national systems
shared a common set of goals. In general, na-
tions have advanced four major rationales to
justify intellectual property protection. These
have generally been accepted in most coun-
tries, but nations weigh them differently.5

Based on these justifications, three tradi-
tions of intellectual property law have evolved.
These include: the droit d'auteur system, which
places emphasis on the principles of natu-
ral justice; the Anglo-Saxon or copyright sys-
tem, which is based on economic arguments;
and the socialist, system, which places the em-
phasis on socialist doctrine and the importance
of the author in terms of hiE social role. There
are, however, considerate variations among
different countries that follow the same sys-
tem.' Although both the justifications for and
the actual systems of protection may differ
from nation to nation, overall inteiiiational
agreement is possible because the end result
or goal is the sameto protect intellectual
property.

Principle of National Treatment

The second shared characteristic of hese in-
ternational agreements is the principle of na-
tions; treatment. In practice, this principle was
adopted to achieve two goals: 1) to facilitate
international judicial interpretation; and 2) to

'First, the pnnciple of natural juAice says that the author
is the creator of the work, which is the expression of his person-
ality, aria therefore he should decide whether and how his work
is commercialized and prevent any injury and mutilation of his
intellectual offspring. The royalties he receives are the wages
for his intellectual work. Second, the economic justification for
protection is based on the argument that the investment in creat-
ing works, as well as in disseminating them to the public, would
not be undertaken unless creators have a reasonable expecta-
tion of recouping investments and earning a reasonable profit.
The third justification fo- pn .-ction is based on the argument
that creative works are a considerable national asset, and there-
fore it is in the public interest to encourage and reward creativity
as a contribution to the national culture. The fourth is based
on a social argument that the dissemination of works to many
diverse sectors of the pubh- improves social cohesion and ad-
vances the society. Stephen Stewart, The Law of International
Copyright, and Neighbonng Rights (London Butterworth & Co
(Publishers) Ltd., 1983), pp 3-6.

°Stephen Stewart, The Law of International Copynght and
Neighboring Rights (London Butterworth & CG (Publishers)
Ltd , 1983), pp 6-11

unify laws among countries that offer differ-
ing levels of protection.'

National treatment facilitates international
judicial interpretation because it requires that
judicial decisions be made within the country
where the rights holder seeks protection, re-
gardless of his nationality. As a result, judg-
ments are more consistent and more certain;
the courts can more effectively interpret their
own laws as opposed to those of other nation

Second, many nations adhere to national
treatment because they believe it leads to bet-
ter political relations and unifies levels of pro-
tection among countries. Nations believe that
this will occur because rights owners in coun-
tries of low-level protection, who receive higher
levels of protection in other countries, will
press their governments to raise their domes-
tic levels of protection. Thus, it is E iieved that
national treatment will give rise to a more uni-
fied and higher common level of protection
among nations.

Minimum Rights

All international intellectual property agree-
ments also establish a common set of minimum
rights that may be claimed in all adhering coun-
tries, regardless of national legislation. Al-
though convention countries are not required
to grant minimum rights to their own nation-
als. all foreign member country nationals are
entitled to these minimum rights. These mini-
mum rights attempt to ensure that national
treatment does not lead to any imbalances in
levels of protection among nations. Without
them, national treatment, which exclusively
calls for equ.A treatment of foreigners and na-
tionals within a convention country, could not
prevent large discrepancies in levels of protec-
tion among countries.' Consequently, mini-

p. 39
The principle of national treatment without minimum

rights might produce a serious imbalance which States would
find unacceptable For example:

If countries A and B were members of a [international] convert
min which provides only for national treatment and has no nu
mum rights and country A grants performance and broadcasting
rights as well as a reproduction right, the effect would be that
be nationals of country B would enjoy performance and broad-

casiing rights in country A, but nationals of country A would
(continued on next page)
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mum rights work in con; unctior with national
treatment to achieve the greatel.t possible uni-
formity of intellectual property protection
among countries.'

Minimum rights also provide a flexible mech-
anism for unifying and increasing levels of in-
ternational protection as needed. Starting with
a small number of minimum rights, a conven-
tion can add others as new rio,thts are required
and as the level of international agreement
rises. For example, beginning with the trans-
lation right, the Berne Convention lacer added
the rights of public performance and broad-
casting, the ctroit moral (moral rights), and the

(continued from previous page)

not enjoy these rights in con.ntry B because the nationals of coun-
try 13 do lot enjoy them either This could produce a serious dig-
equilibrium wind) would be unacceptable to country A

:bid., pp 40-41.
°A history of copyr.ght and neighboring rights bears .his out
When the Universal Copyright was negotiated 60 years after [the
Berne Convent, on], the difference in the level of protection with
rights covered by the convention became less marked, and thus
less stringent measur-, to insure against unacceptable differences
in the level of protection were required

Ibid , p 40

cinematographic right. The Universal Copy-
right Convention (1952 text) originally pro.
vided only for the translation right; its revised
version (1971 text) added the reproduction
right, the broadcasting right, and the public
performance right.'

The harmonization of different national in-
tellectual property system-, the principle of
national treatment, and minimum rights have
enabled the periodic revision of international
conventions, which has given the international
system the flexibility needed to adapt over
time to technologic al change and changing atti-
tudes about intellectual property protection.
However, with the development of many new
ways of creating, reproducing, and exploiting
intellectual works, the international intellec-
tual property system is currently experienc-
ing a number of new and perhaps more seri-
ous stresses. Questions arise, therefore, as to
whether U.S. domestic policy -rid participa-
tion in the existing international system can
deal with such changes.

p 40

STRESSES ON THE INTERNATIONAL INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY SYSTEM

Recent technological developments are cre-
ating pressures on the international intellec-
tual property system. Such developments and
their effects include:

. the increasing flow of information and
information-based products and services
among nations;

2. the growing economic importance of in-
formation and related products an serv-
ices, both within and between nations;

3. the increasing cultural and political sig-
nificance of information and related prod-
ucts and services;

4. the emergence of new information-based
products and services that do not cor-
respond to traditional categories of pro-
tection;

4 J -

5. the increasig difficulty of enforcing in-
tellectual property rights at the interna-
tional level; and

6. the growing convergence of international
intellectual property issues with other in-
ternational issues.

Great or in magnitude than those o. the nal ;
today' technological developmentspot'
difficulties that challenge the relative. &, abil-
ity of the international syst ern. Such develop-
ments affect not only the international legal
systein, but also international economic and
political relations. Consequently, these devel-
opments may affect the U.S. role in the inter-
national intellectual property system as well
as domestic intellectual property policy. A
brief description of these developments and
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their potential implications for U.S. interna-
tional awl domestic policies are provided
below.

Increasing Flows of Information
and Information-Based Products
and Services Between Nations

Technological advances in and the growing
convergence of information and communica-
tion technologies have greatly increased the
flow of information and information-based
products and services across national borders.
Increases in international trade, as well as the
develc ument of satellite, broadcast, fiber op-
tics, and other telecommunication technol-
ogies, have combined with more powerful in-
formation storage, processing, and distribution
technologies to bring about intern -`ional ex-
changes of intellectua. property. As illustrated
in figure 8-1, these developments have led to
greater international exchanges of information
and technology and international inter-
dependence.

Although exact measurements of computer-
iz data flows are difficult to attain, many
inquiries reveal that their rate of growth
exceeds the growth rate of nonvoice communi-
cations.'1The growing number of installed ter-
minals, telecommunication facilities, database
searches, and computer ser /ices all reflect the
increasing flow of information.

For example, the numbe: of network termi-
nating points (points of connection between
user equipiner and telecommunication trans-
mission facilities) in Western Europe increased
from 393,000 in 1979 to 832,000 in 1983 and
is proje, *Pi to reach 1,620,000 in 1987. The
total number of bits sent per average working
day grew from 1,310 billion in 1979 to 3,970
billion 1983 and is expected to reach 9,820 bil-
lion in 1987.12 In North America and Western
Europe, the numbez of data searches increased

"Cees J Hamelil.k, Transnational Data Flows in the Infor-
mation Age (Sweden: Studenthtteratur AB, Chartwell-Bratt
Ltd , 1984), p 44.

"M. Benedetti. "Eurodata '79 Growth of Data Corn
munications m Western Europe," paper for the IBI Conference
on Transborder Flow Policies, Rome, June 1980

from 3.3 tillion in 1973 to 12.5 milliott in 1976"
and the number of users of database services
increased from 10,000 in 1965 to 2 million in
19782' Exports by U.S. information services
companies increased by 9 percent between
1982 and 983, and are ,.pected to continue
to increase by 9 percent annually through
1987.15 The U.S. software industry also reported
an increase in exports that represented 30 per-
cent of total sales by 1982.1' In addition, the
use of satellite technology is greatly increas-
ing the ele- onic exchange of entertainment
programs internationally. Sky Channel, for ex-
ample, provides by satellite many European
cable systems with programs intended for the
entire European market.° Estimates place the
1985 transatlantic flow of television programs
at approximately 20,000 to 30,000 hours annu-
ally .18

Other indications of international informa-
tion exchanges are reflected in increases in
international trade of computers and telecom-
munication equipment, as well as by the grow-
ing international exchange of patents, scien-
tific information, technology, and cultural
products.'" For example, between 1978 and
1982, U.S. exports and imports of computers
and equipment increased by 21.2 and 29.8 per-
cent, respectively." U.S. exports and imports

"Paul B. Silverman, "International Telecommun:^ations as
Tool for Technology Transfer," paper for the Techaoiogy Ex-

change '78, Atlanta, February 1978
"P.I. van Velse, "Aspects of a European Information In-

dustry," paper for the Commission of the European Communi-
ties, Luxembourg, September 1979

''U S Department of Commerce, International Trade Ad-
numstratum, "A Competitive Assessment of the U.S informa-
tion Services Industry" (Washington, DC. U.S Government
Printing Office, 1984), p 35

'6U f.'; Department of Commerce, International Trade Ad-
numstration, "A Competitive Assessment of the U S Software
Industry" (Washington DC. U S Government Printing Office,
1984), p 35.

'-Michael Schrage, "Murdoch Reaches for Sky in European
TV Ba,,,,le," The Washington Post, Mar. 3, 1985, p. F, 1, 3, 7

'''Kalba Bowen Associates, The Econo,aist Connections
World Communications Report, No. 32, May 24, 1985, p 8.

For a detailed analysis of these trends, see U S Congress,
Office of Technology Assessment, Information Technology
R&D Critical bends and Issues. OTA-CIT-268 (Washington
DC U.S Government Printing Office, February 19851

S Department of Commerce, International Trade Ad-
mrustr,tion, "High Technology Industries Profiles and Out-
looks ?he Computer Industry" (Aft 3htngton DC. U S Gov-
ernmert Printing Office, 1983), p 24
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Figure 8-1.ShrikIng --I Our Planet by Humans' Increased Travel and Communications
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SOURCE John McHale, World Facts and Trends (New York Collier Books, 1972) p 3, as cited in Magda Cordell McHaie, Facts and Tie-
E- 'Darner)! An Information Chartbook (Rome lntergoyernmental Bureau for Informatics, 1985), p 2

of telecommunication equi7nent increased
from 1977 to 1983 by 22.1 and 35.3 percent,
respectively." Between 1966 and 1981, the
number of U.S. patents granted to foreign na-
tionals increased from 13.722 to 26,546." The
U.S. use of foreign scientific and technical liter-

"U.S. Department of Commerce, International Trade Ad-
ministration, "High Technology Industries: Profiles and Out-
looks: The Telecommunications Industry" (Washington DC.
U.S. Government Printing Office, 1983), p. 21.

'National Science Board, National Science Foundation, Sci-
ence Indicators-1982 (Washington DC: U.S. Government Print-
ing Office, 1983), p 206; and Office of Technology Assessment
and Forecast, U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, "Indicators
of the Patent Output c S. Industry IV (1963-81)," 1982

s The Changing Inform (bon

ature increased 6 percent between 1973 and
1980;" the U.S. technology transfer exports
(patents and management or consulting fees)
equaled approximately $3,034 million in 1973.24
U.S. exports of cultural products (motion pic-
tures, television programming, prerecorded en-
tertainment, published materials) have also
grown dramatically over the last few years: for
et nple, the foreign revenues for U.S. motion

"National Selene,: Board, National Science Foundation,
Science Indicators-1982 (Washington DC U.S. Government
Printing Office, 19831 p 12.

"Marc Uri Porat, "Global Implications of the Information
ety," Journal of Communications, winter 1978, p 78
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picture studios rc3e from $820 million to '.;;
million from 1978 to 1983."

Policy Implications

The increasing flow of information and in-
formation-based products and services are
breaking down national boundaries, thus chal-
lenging the traditional theories of international
relations, wt.ich are based on the nation-state,"
With the erosion of national sovereignty, events
taking place if_ one country will increasingly
be felt in others. Consequently, intellectual
property decisions, that were once considered
exclusively domestic concerns, will now have
to be made with international considerations
in mind.

Currently, U.P participation in international
intellectual p. arty fora is relatively limited.
No longer a party to the United Nations Educa-
tional and Cultural Organization (UNESCO),
the United States might not have as much
political leverage in the Universal Copyright
Convention (UCC, which is administered by
UNESCO." Although the U.S. withdrawal
does not preclude the United States from ob-
serving UCC activities, it does prevent the
United States from participating in the
UNESCO General Conference, which reviews
and approves the various budgets and admin-
istrative bodies of UNESCO, including the
Copyright Division. As a result, the U.S. abil-
ity to influence other nations in its favor might
be weakened. Because the United States is no
longer funding UNESCO activities, a reduc-

"CBS, Inc., "Trade Barriers to U.S. Motion Picture and
Television, Prerecorded Entertainment, Publishing and Adver-
tising Industries," September 1984, p. 10

The theory of the nation-state or the state-as-the-only-ac-
tor app, oath was .`rat advanced by Arnold Wolfers According
to his theory, the most important characteristic of States is
their sovereignty, which is considered indivisible and absolute
The model further implies that because States do not recognize
any higher authority, they are consistently in an international
state of conflict and competition. Consequently, there is almost
a complete separation hctween politics within nations and poli-
tics between nations. Arnold Wolfers. Discord and Collaborr
tion. Essays in International Politics (Baltimore: Johns Hop
kins University Frees, 1962)

"The increasing politicization that polarized UNESCO was
a major impetus of the U.S decision to withdraw from UNESCO
in late 1984 Seymour Finger, "Reform or Withdrawal," For-
eign ,..krince Journal, vol. 61, June 1984, pp 18-23

tion in funding for studies on emerging copy-
right issues which are traditionally sponsored
by the UCC might also occur. Moreover, the
United States might lose some of its ability
to influence decisions about which substantive
issues sucn studies will address. For example,
recent U,S. efforts to convince th UCC Inter-
governmental Committee to undertake studies
on the copyrightability of computer software
have not yet been successful.

Magnify ing the problems arising out of the
U.S. withdrawal from UNESCO is the fact that
the United States is not a member of the only
other major international copyright conven-
tion, the Berne Convention. Although, over
time, the United States has amended its do-
mestic copyright laws to be more compatible
with those of the Berne Convention, several
major attributes of U.S. copyright law impede
U.S. ratification of the Berne Convention.
These attributes include, for example, the for-
malities required to obtain protection under
U.S cep3-right law, such as registration and
those enumerated in the manufacturing clause."
As a nonmember of the Berne Convention, the
United States car Ori ly observe Berne policy
recisions- iw - .11,r.ot directly influence the de-
vclopme ; ol policy concerning international
protec:,i(:r of new technologies.

x. ;TI ti.e increasing internationalization of
;.; property issues, the united States

y want to take greater si.ops to influence
their resolution. There are se veri41 options the
United States might pufsue to strengthen its
presence in int,,xnational intta.ectual property
organizations. First, the United States might
cons!der rejoining UNESCO. Because UNESCO
houses not only the governing bo,iy of the
Universal Copyright Convention, but also
other agencies that oversee related matters of
international information and communications
policy, joining UNESCO might place the United
Statcs in a more advantageous position from

'"Statement of Ralph Oman, Register of Copyrights, Assis-
tant Librarian for Copyright Si ..vices. Library of Congfess, dear-
ing on S 1822 and S. 1938 Bills to Make Permanent the Manu-
facturing Clause of the Copyright Act, before the Subcommittee
on Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks, Senate Committee on
the Judiciary, Jan 21, 1986, p 35
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which to influence the decisionmaking proc-
ess of suds agencies. Rejoining UNESCO,
moreover, might relieve much of the resent-
ment harbored by many developing countries
for the United States and itc historical lack
of international participation in the interna-
tional intellectual property system.

Rejoining UNESCO, however, is not with-
out political and economic trade-offs, Addition-
al funding, for example, would be required if
the United States were to become a member
of UNESCO. In addition, the United States
would most likely need to make further politi-
cal and perhaps economic concessions to ad-
dress the concerns of the developing nations.

A second option to strengthen U.S. partici-
pation in the international intellectual prop-
erty system would be to ratify the Berne Con-
vention. This would benefit U.S. international
copyright relations in several ways. First, the
administrator of the Berne Convention, the
World Intellectual Property Organization
(WIPO), would provide a more favorable fo-
rum for dealing with international intellectual
property issues because it specializes only in
intellectual property rights and it is consid-
ered to be less politicized than UNESCO. Sec-
ond, the Berne Convention provides the high-
est levels of international copyright protection.
Third, ratification of the Berne Convention
would also provide the United States with the
opportunity to influence major policy devel-
opment with regard to new technologies. Fi-
nally, joining the Berne Convention vould
show other nations, particularly developing na-
tions, that the United States is indeed very
committed to the protection of international
intellectual pl operty rights and that it is cog-
nizant of the growing need for its system of
intellectual property rights to overate within
an international context.29 For these reasons
and others, there is wide agreement among
those dealing with intellectual property issues,
particularly at the international level, thy_ a

"Donald Quigg, Acting Assistant Secretary and Commis-
sioner of Patents and Trademarks, testimony on "U S Adher-
ence to The Berne Convention," before the Subcommittee on
PaLents, Copyrights, and Trademarks, Senate Committee on
the Judiciary, May 16, 1985

number of benefits would accrue to the United
States if were to adhere to the Berne Conven-
tion."

At the same time, there are several trade-
offs associated with U.S. ratification of the
Berne Convention. The major disadvantage of
signing would be the legislative adjustments
needed to bring the present U.S. copyright law
into compliance with the Berne Convention.
Although Congress has over the years sought
to make U.S. law more compatible, several le-
gal adjustments are still required. These in-
clude the need to remove copyright formali-
ties embodied in the U.S. lawsuch as notice
and deposit, compulsory licenses, and the man-
ufacturing clauseand the need to add moral
rights." The Department of State's Ad Hoc
Working Group on U.S. Adherence to the
Berne Convention, which is made up of repre-
sentatives of the copyright community, is cur-
rently exploring how these adjustments can
be made while preserving traditional U.S. laws
and practices as much as possible.

Growing Importance of Information
and Information-Based Products and
Services to National Economies and

International Trade and
Competitiveness

Historically, all nations have viewed the cre-
ation of intellectual works as having great----- cul-

For example, at the Sept. 12, 1984, meeting of the Depart-
ment of State's International Copyright Advisory Panel, the
private sector representatives from all different parts of the in-
tellectual property community were unanimous in their sup-
port for U.S adherence to the Berne Convention. Moreover, all
of the witnesses who testified before the Subcommittee on Pat-
ents, Copyrights, and Trademarks, Senate Committee on the
Judiciary, expressed their support for U.S adherence to the
Berne Convention Hearing on "U S Adherence to The Berne
Convention," before the Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights,
and Trademarks, Senate Corrunitiee on the Judiciary, May 16,
1985

" "The importance of maintaining the attributes of U S
copyright law, such as deposit, registration, and recordation
provisions can scarcely be questioned For these provisions have
served a most important public function; they have enabled the
Library of Congress to become the most important repository
for U.S cultural expression as well as for the rest of the world
Donald Curran, Associate Librarian of Congress and Acting
Register of Copyrights, Copyright Office, teAimony before the
Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights, and Trademark, Sen-
ate Committee on the Judiciary, May 16, 1985
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tural and social significance. Recently, how-
ever, intellectual products are becoming an
increasingly important component of national
and international economies." A recent study
on the size of the copyright industries reflects
the same trend. These industries, which rely
on the exploitation of the legal protections em-
bodied in the copyright law. showed growth
in sales from $6.2 million, or 2 percent of the
gross national product (GNP), in 1954 to $140.9
billion, or approximately 5 percent of the GNP,
in 1982.33 An additional $11.3 billion would be
added if semiconductor chips were included.
Estimates of the U.S. labor force involved in
the -opyright industries suggest that more
that 2.2 million workers are affected by trade
in intellectual property." The U.S. Department
of Commerce also estimates that in 1983, the
United States enjoyed a $4.7 billion favorable
balance of payments in the licensing and as-
signment of patent rights, trademarks, and
copyrights."

Information and information-based products
and services are not only valuable economic
commodities in and of themselves; their use
also increasingly affects the performance of
other economic sectors. The application of in-
formation te,hnology is responsible for vast
increases in productivit7 in manufacturing in-
dustries, offices, financial services, and scien-

"Several major studies completed over the last several
years document this trend Daniel Bell was one of the first to
descr,he the changing role of information in society: And if
capital and labor are the major structural features of industrial
society, information and knowledge are those of the post-
industrial society." Daniel Bell, The Coming of Post Industrial
Society (New York: Basic Books, 1976), p xiii. A quantitative
study by Marc Porat found that by 1967, th3 primary and sec-
ondary production, processing, and distribution of information-
based products and services constituted approximately 46 per-
cent of the GNP and that nearly half of the labor force is en-
gaged with informational activities Marc Uri Porat, Office of
Telecommunications, U.S. Department of Commerce. "The In-
formation Economy: Definition and Measurement" (Washing-
ton DC: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1977)

"Michael H. Rubin, "The Copyright Industries in the
United States: An Economic Report Prepared for the Amer-
ican Copyright Council," 1985, p. 1

"U.S Copyright Office, The Size of the Copyright Indus-
tries in the United States," Subcommittee on Patents, Copy-
rights, and Trademarks, Senate Committee on the Judiciary,
December 1984.

'Eileen Hill, "Commerce Department Seeks Greater Pro-
tection for U S Intellectual Property Rights," Business Amer-
ica, Mar 18, 1985, p 3

tific rc search.36 Because they have become not
only an important component in the U.S. econ-
omy, but also a significant productivity fac-
tor in many industrial sector-, information and
information-based products and services have
become an extremely crucial element in the
U.S. economy and its overall international com-
petitiveness."

Just as information and information-based
products and services are of increased value
to national economies, they are also becoming
more important to the world economy. Recent
evaluations have found that this complex of
information industries is already the third
largest in the world economy. In 1980, each
of the industrialized nations spent approxi-
mately 4 or 5 percent of its GNP on informa-
tion -based products and services." Figure 8-2
illustrates the large number of sectors in which
many nations are using information technol-
ogies. Another estimate notes that the world
information market equaled approximately
$350 billion or 18 percent of world trade in
1980."

Policy Implications

Given the growing importance of informa-
tion and information-based products and serv-
ices to the U.S. economy, its export markets,
and thus to its international competitiveness,
intellectual property rights are acquir'_ng great-
er significance. Policymakers are now recog-

"One economist documented these trends by showing that
the introduction of information technology has made work more
specialiy.ed and efficient, which in turn has led to greater produc-
tivity Thus, the analysis showed that the quantity of real out-
put produced by each production-sector worker in the U.S. ecc a-
omy was 6 4 times greater in the year 1970 than in 1900 Charles
Jonscher, "Information Resources and Economic Productivity,"
Information Economics and Pubhc Pohcy, vol 1, No 1, 1983,
p 21.

"The President's Comrrussion on Industrial Competitive-
ness, Committee on Research, Development, and Manufactur-
ing, Appendix D, "Preserving America's Industrial Competi-
tiveness-A Special Report on the Protection of Intellectual
Property Rights," October 1984.

"Edward W. Ploman and L Clark Hamilton, Copyright In-
tPllectual Property in the Information Age (London Rou tledge
& Kegan Paul, 1980), p. 217

"Cees J. Hainelink, Transnational Data Flows in an Infor-
mation Age (Sweden: Studentlitteratur Ab Chartwell-Bratt Ltd ,
14841. p 23
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Figure 8.2. Computer Utilization: Selected Countries, 13 Sectors
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nizing the importance of factoring intellectual
property protection into bilateral and multi-
lateral trade relations. Similarly, international
trade concerns are looming larger in interna-
tional intellectual property relations. Such
growing linkages may call for greater atten-
tion to these relationships and new ways of
coordinating and addressing the issues to
which they give rise. Thus, the United States
might neect to reassess its intellectual prop-
erty policy at the national and international
levels to accommodate these new linkages.

239

The United States has already taken some
steps toward recognizing the protection of in-
tellectual property rights as a major trade
issue. The recent passage of the Trade and
Tariff Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-573), for ex-
ample, allows the President to take into ac-
count nations' laws and practices to adequately
protect intellectual property rights as a con-
dition for receiving the trade preferences
granted under the Generalized System of Pref-
ereixes Program (GSP)." In addition, the Car-

'The Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 contains five provisions
f«mfInued on nun page)
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Figure 8-2.Computer Utnization: Selected Countries, 13 SectorsContinued
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ibbean Basin Economic Recovery Act (Public
Law 98-67) makes the protection of U.S. copy-
righted broadcast works a condition for Carib-
bean nations to receive U.S. aid.
(continued from previous page)

related to intellectual property protection. Many of the coun-
tres that are eligible for G SP benefits are also those countries
which do not adequately protect intellectual property rights.
These countries include, for example, Argentina, Bangladesh,
Brazil, Chile. Colombia, Costa Rica, Egypt, Ecuador, Guate-
mala, India, Indonesia, Korea, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, the
Philippines, Portugal, Sri Lanka, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, Uru-
guay, Venezuela, and Yugoslavia

A number of other strategies are also avail-
able to strengthen trade opportunities for U.S.
intellectual property products. One such op-
tion is to prevent imports of illicit copies of
U.S. products or products illicitly manufac-
tured with U.S. patented processes. The pro-
posed Process Patent Amendment of 1985 (S.
1543 and H.R. 10691. for example, would make
it a violation of patent law to use, sell, or im-
port any product made overseas that is pro-
duced by an unlicensed patent process.
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Another recently proposed option is to in-
clude information products and services within
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
(GATT). This option has broad support for sev-
eral reasons. First, including intellectualprop-
erty oducts in the GATT could provide in-
ternational enforcement mechanisms in the
form of dispute settlement mechanisms and
trade sanctions as final retaliatory mechanisms
for dealing with infringementsmechanisms
that are not currently provided in international
intellectual property agreements. Second, un-
like many international intellectual property
agreements, the GATT has a broad represen-
tation of the industrialized and developing na-
tions as well as a history of consensus-building
among its member states. Third, the GATT
takes into account the economic development
needs of the developing countries, allowing
them differential treatment as a means of as-
sisting their development.

There are, however, some negative aspects
to such approaches. Linking the granting of
trade preferences or foreign aid to the protec-
tion of intellectual property rights mig:it pro-
voke political discord between the United
States and developing nations. Including in-
tellectual property products within the GATT
also conflicts with many developing countries'
notions of information and information-based
products and services and might lead to polit-
ical unrest and various forms of retaliation.

Increasing Cultural and Political
Significance of Information and

Information-Based Products
and Services

Historically, there have been political ten-
sions between nations whose role as produc-
ers of intellectual property allowed them
greater access to such products and nations
that imported intellectual property products,
and had only limited access to them. When the
United States was still a relatively young and
developing country, for example, it refused to
respect international intellectual property
rights on the grounds that it was freely enti-
tled to foreign works to further its social and
economic development.

Developing nations make the same argu-
ment today. Many believe they should Le ex-
empt from measures protecting intellectual
property created outside their borders. They
argue that access to information is vital to their
development. Championing this viewpoint, de-
veloping nations were able to get revisions in
the Berne Convention at Stockholm in 1967
and in the Universal Copyright Convention in
1971. Moreover, the influence of these coun-
tries has been felt at meetings of the United
Nations Conference on Trade and Develop-
ment (UNCTAD) and at the recent meeting to
revise the Paris Industrial Property Conven-
tion."

As information and information-based prod-
ucts and services become more important to
social and economic development, questions
of information access, which were formerly
quite distinct from political considerations, are
acquiring greater political significance.° Be-
rause both developed and developing nations
view intellectual property protections as a ma-
jor mechanism for regulating and controlling
the flow of and access to information and in-
formation-based products and services, there
is growing political pressure on the interna-
tional intellectual property system.°

A case in point is the information gathered
by remote sensing satellites. In 1972 the United
States launched the Land Remote Sensing Sat-
ellite (Landsat) as part of a broader resource

47
For example, the provisions for developing nations that

were added to the Universal Copyright Convention in 1971 in-
clude exemptions that fall into three categories 1) translation
rights subject to compulsory licensing, 2) reprint rights sub-
pet to compulsory licensing, and 3) compulsory licensing in gen-
eral. Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks,
Senate Committee on the Judiciary, hearing on Oversight on
International Copyrights," Sept 24, 1984, pp 61-62

"Rita Cruise O'Brien and G K Helleiner, "The Political
Economy of Information in a Changing International Economic
Order," International Organization, voI 34, N Autumn 1980,
p 446.

"These access tensions, for example, have given rise to dis-
cussions of a New World Information Order in which develop-
ing nations call for freer access to technical and educational ma-
terials as well as a redress of the imbalances in the international
flow of news and cultural product. and a New World Interna-
tional Economic Order which calls for greater controlsover and
access to technology transfer to Third World nations Both of
these orders are intended to strengthen the self-sufficiency of
developing nations

2,41
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monitoring and assessment system." Uncopy-
rightable raw data on all countries generate,,
by this series on the Earth Resources Satel-
lite Program are disseminated to governments,
firms, or individuals at very low prices. A s
Landsat is currently being trap erred from
government ownership to the private sector,
data that have been processed and analyzed
(by private sources), and thus are copyright-
able, such as field-by-field analyses of crop-
lands, blight, drought, and mineral resources,
are available at a much higher price. Because
less developed nations have difficulty paying
these prices, or lack the computer technologies
needed to process and interpret the data them-
selves, they often cannot gain access to such
data. As a result, they believe that they are
potentially at a disadvantage in world agricul-
tural commodity markets, where private firms
and wealthier governments can afford and use
the data to make more well-informed, strate-
gic decisions:

The importance of information lies in its
role as a central factor in decision-making, in-
cluding all matters related to development.
Information is a precondition for identifying
alternatives, reducing uncertainties about
their implications, and facilitating their im-
plementation. As such, information is a criti-
cal resource, not least for enhancing the ne-
gotiating capabilities of developing countries
in the pursuit of clearly defined objectives,
in particular in dealink, with transnational cor-
porations.°

Many governments of developing countries
also view information-processing and commu-
nication technologies as means to achieve ma-
jor societal goals. Likening these technologies
to a change in the "entire nervous system of
social organization," many governments con-
sider the establishment of information infra-
structures to be crwial for development."

"For a detailed analysis of international remote 'easing sat-
ellite issues, see U S. Congress, Office of Technology Assess-
ment, Remote Sensing and the Private Sector: Issues for
cussionA Technical Memorandom, OTA-TM-ISC-20
(Washington, DC U S. Government Printing Office. March
1984).

'United Nations Center for Transnational Corporations,
Transborder Data Flows: Access to the International
Database Market (New York. United Nations, 1983).

"Simon Nora and Alain Mine, The Computerization of So-
ciety (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 1980)

r-iese nations want to use information and
communication technologies for such things
as: national integration; administrative effec-
tiveness; the delivery of formal and informal
education; teacher training, agricultural infor-
mation; medical and health care services; re-
gion - specific cultural programming; and cop-
ing with natural disasters.47 Many developing
countries believe, therefore, that international
intellectual property protection, which can act
as a regulator cf information flows, might in-
hibit such use and act as a barrier to devel-
opment.

For these same reasons, many developing
countries are wary o' certain product patents.
They contend that royalty payments required
by patents should be relaxed for products that
are necessary for development, and in some
cases, human survival." Many industrialized
nations oppose this point of view. Having in-
curred large costs in the research and devel-
opment of products, they believe they are en-
titled to recoup their investments by selling
in foreign markets.

One product that caused such a problem is
the patented pharmaceutical product Tagamet
(generic name, cimetadine, an anti-ulcer drug),
developed by the U.S. company SmithKline-
Beckman. By the time the company was ready
to market its product in Argentina, 48 percent
of its market had already been undercut by a
local firm selling the product at a much lower
price. Due to Argentina's lack of patent pro-
tection for pharmaceuticals the local compa-
nies could take she product and sell it at a lower
price because they did not have to recoup de-
velopment costs or pay royalty fees. Smith-

'"Jorg Becker, Information Technology and a New Interne
bona] Order (Sweden: Studenthtteratur AB, Chartwell-Bratt
Ltd , 1984), pp. 109-111

"Because many thweloping nations believe they need to ac-
quire technology from the advanced nations, they tend to re-
tain patent, trademark, and copyright laws because they pro-
vide some security that helps to continue to attract ;oreign
enterprise. However, the intellectual property protection is fre-
quently modified They may offer, for example. compulsory
license requirements, curbs on the manner in which the royal-
ties are paid, exclion of certain products or subject matter
from protection, or official examination of the terms on which
foreign rignts owners establish their own local operations or
grant licenses to local enterprises W.R Cornish, Intellectual
Prope,ty Patents, Copyright, Trademark, and Allied Rights
(London Sweet & Maxwell, 1981), p 17.
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Kline-Beckman claimed it lost approximately
$50 million in revenues because of the lack of
patent protection in many developing na-
tions."

Grow'ng political tensions between nations
are also occurring with regard to intellectual
property rights for plants. The United States
and the other industrialized nations have no
native primary crops. As a result, Western na-
tions have traditionally used plant varieties
from the Third World to genetically engineer
new and better seeds for farm crops. Because
many of the developing nations do not have
the technology for seed development, they are
generally forced to buy many of these geneti-
cally engineered seeds from the industrialized
nations. Political tensions between nations
arise because developing nations believe that
the industrialized nations are exploiting the
Third World's natural resources. They attrib-
ute the problem to the granting of intellectual
property rights:

How is it that we farmers [from the Middle
East] spent 10,000 years cultivating and
breeding our plants, then someone else from
the West works on it for 10 years, and only
then is it called "intellectual property" and
becomes patentable?"

Although most tensions arising out of intel-
lectual property rights have been primarily be-
tween industrialized and less developed na-
tions, political IL ies related to such rights
have recently begun to emerge between devel-
oped nations as well. A case in point involves
the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI) research
program. Among other goals, political comity
and support among nations for defense are ma-
jor goals of the SDI research program. For this
reason, the United States is seeking other na-
tions' cooperation and participation in the SDI
research program.

"Gerald Mossinghoff, President of ti-e Pharmaceutical Manu-
facturers Association, testimony "On the Beneficiary Country
Practices," before the General System of Preferences Subcom-
mittee of the Trade Policy Committee, June 24, 1985.

"Phillip Hilts, "Battles Sprout Over World Seed Supply.
Bureaucrats and Nations Grapple With Charges of Neglect end
Genetic Imperialism," The Washington Post. Nov. 4, 1985, p.
A3

However, one of the major impediments to
gaining the support of other nations is the is-
sue of ownershir .; technology. For example,
the United Kingdom made it clear to the
United States that it would not participate in
the SDI program unless the terms for the
rights to the technology were st.pulated at the
outset of the research. The United States, how-
ever, believes that this would be incompatible
with the Defense Department's regulations,
which do not allow blanket patent and tech-
nology transfer guarantees and require con-
sideration on a case-by-case basis. Thus, intel-
lectual property rights are the source of some
political pressures among nations andmay ac-
tually preclude international political cooper-
ation and participation in the SDI program."

Policy Implications

There are no simple solutions to the politi-
cal issues raised by intellectual property rights.
Although U.S. economic interests would most
likely be served better by strict enforcement
of intellectual property protections in other na-
tions, political relations may also be a consid-
eration. Many U.S. intellectual property prod-
ucts, for example, help promote U.S. culture
abroad:

Books have unique qualities enabling them
to provide foreigners substantive perceptions
and insight into American society and gov-
ernment policies which they can get no other
way. . . [T]hey smooth the path for the pur-
suit of our foreign policies. It has been said
that next to people, books are our best am-
bassadors of international enlightenment and
goodwill.52

"Karen DeYoung, Britian, American Officials Hit Snags
on SDI Cooperation: Allies at Odds Over Contract Terms, Own-
ership of Technology," The Washington Post, Oct. 26,1985, A5

"Curtis Benjamin. U.S. Books Abroad. Neglected Ambas-
sadors (Washington, DC: U.S. Library of Congress, 1983(, p.
72. Recognizing the importance of books to incren acid under
standing of tne United States, the U.S Govern- t through
the U.S Information Agency distributes books worldwide in
57 languages; by 1971 it had published and disseminated 19,220
editions totaling 157,200.000 copies Nicholas Henry, Copyright,
Information Technology, Public Policy, Part I: Copyright-Public
Policies (New York. Marcel Dekker, Inc , 1967), p 5
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Similarly, copyrighted musical works, audio-
visual works, sound rezordings, and patented
technical works also further international un-
derstanding and an appreciation of U.S. cul-
ture, anu so might aid U.S. relations with both
developing and industrialized nations.

Although many consider it unfair to expect
producers of intellectual property to absorb
large losses in international markets in order
to foster international relations, the cultural
and political significance of these products
might require striking a new balance between
producers and importers of intellectual prop-
erty products. Political and cultural consider-
ations as well as economic concerns might need
to be taken into account when adjusting the
international intellectual property system.
These considerations might also need to be fac-
tored into U.S. domestic intellectual property
policy and international trade and political
relations.

Recogn'zing how important U.S. cultural
and educational products are to its relations
with other nations, the United States has es-
tablished several programs within the U.S. In-
formation Agency (USIA). These programs are
designed to promote international understand-
ing by providing developing and industrialized
countries with American films, radio p7o-
grams, television programs, music, books, and
cultural programs at low or no cost. These pro-
grams, however, have been greatly reduced
over the last few years. The USIA-sponsored
book publishing program, for example, which
includes translation programs and low-priced
book programs, was reduced from 6,621,000
copies in 1956 to 525,000 copies in 1980." As
a result, many people have criticized the U.S.
Government for failing to meet the Third
World's cultural and educational needs. One
former U.S. ambassador, for example, asserted
that the U.S. Government's recent neglect of
its overseas book, educational, and cultural
programs denies our foreign policy "one of our
greatest sources of strength as a nation. "64

"Curtis Benjamin, LI S Books Abroad: Neglected Ambas-
sadors (Washington, DC. Library of Congress, 1984), p 91

" Selling America in the Marketplace of Ideas," New York
Tunes Magazine, Mar 20, 1983.

Another U.S. diplomat pointed out that other
industrialized nations, such as France, the
United Kingdom, and West Germany, devote
a greater proportion of their national budgets
to public distribution of information products

diplomatic purposes than does the United
States."

The United States has several options for
addressing the political issues raised by new
technologies. If the United States wishes to
address the informational needs of developing
countries, for example, it might increase USIA
information distribution programs, and include
provisions for the distribution of information
in other international development programs
for education, agriculture, medicine, transpor-
tation, etc. Moreover, USIA might implement
new programs i,o help nations to develop in-
formation and communication infrastructures,
so they can utilize information in electronic
forms such as databases, videotapes, and soft-
ware programs:

Information access is easier to transfer to
the developing world than was agriculture or
industrial know-how. While it is not possible
to put the Third World on an equal footing
with the First World in the next ten years,
it is possible to communicate the needed ex-
pertise now. The hest mathematicians in the
world could create expert systems and make
them available to the poorest countries
through existing satellite networks and earth
stations, relayed by telephones to low-cost
terminals. Medical diagnosis and training or
engineering design could also be redistributed
throughout the world at a unit cost within
national budgets."

Another option that the United States might
pursue would be to earmark funds that were
traditionally allocated for foreign aid for the
purchase of intellectual property products.
This would give developing countries access
to information and information-based products
and services and at the same time instill re-

"Allen Hansen, Jr , USIA Public Diplomacy in the Comput-
er Age (New York Praeger Press, 1984)

"Jerome Glenn, "Helping Countries help Themselves.
Keys to Third World Development,- The Futurist, December
1985, pp 33-35
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spect for the protecr in of intellectual prop-
erty rights.

Although these options address the grow-
ing political issues relating to intellectual prop-
erty rights, they might also conflict with U.S.
trade and economic views of intellectual prop-
erty. For if the United States contributes many
of its information-based products and services
to developing countries, it cannot receive the
international market value of such highly
sought after products and services. This, in
turn, could have a negative effect on the U.S.
balance of payments.

Emergence of New Information-Based
Products and Services That

Do Not Correspond to Traditional
Intellectual Property Protections

Although rooted in different philosophical
traditions, the intellectual property systems
of different nations have been harmonized over
the years through the international intellec-
tual property system. This cooperation, made
possible by a shared set of goals as well as by
national treatment, led in the past to general
agreement among nations on what constituted
protectable subject matter, infringement activ-
ity, and the like. This process of reaching in-
ternational agreement is generally slow, de-
pending on years of interplay between nationa:
and international laws and policies."

The unprecedented rapid and large de-
velopment of new information and information-
based technologies, which is illustrated in fig-
ure 8-3, has (Lis, apted this formerly stable sys-
tem. Such rapid and large-scale technological
chang.., nas forced nations to respond faster
and perhaps mi.,: dramatically in interpret-
ing and legislating intellectual prope,-ty pro-
tection. Some nations have enacted intellec-
tual property legislation to protect emerging
technologies, while other nations have not.
These divergent reactions have led to great in-
consistencies among nations, win,b in turn,

'''This slow and elastic process of unifying national intellec-
tual property law and policies is cited as one of the most impor-
tant aspects of the international intellectual property con-
ventions

have made agreement at the international level
more difficult.

Intellectual t,ioperty protection for comput-
er software is one often-cited example of the
differing levels of protection nations have
granted a new technology:

The debate on both the possibilities and ap-
propriate form for protection of software has
now been continuing for nigh on 15 yep-q,
. . . Despite the harmonization of national leg-
islation . . we are still faced with a whole
gamut of divergent solutions ranging from
the full recognition of the patentability of
software and its protection under copyright,
through various intermediary solutions, to a
radical refusal of any protection for computer
software."

Because the United States was one of the
first countries where computer software be-
came a large and important market, it v as here
that the debate over its protection first took
place." Like many other industrialized nations,
the United States explored the possibilities of
protecting software by drawing analogies be-
tween the characteristics of software and other
intellectual properties that are protected by
existing legal frameworks, such as copyright,
patent, and trade secrets. After many heated
debates and commissioned studies, the United
States, in a 1980 amendment to the 1976 Copy-
right Act, explicitly granted copyright protec-
tion for software.6°

"Kolle,TComputer Software ProtectionPresent Situation
and Future Prospects, Copyright 13, 1977, p 70.

"In 1982, the worldwide revenues from software amounted
to $13 billion and is projected to quadruple by 1987 U S com-
panies garner approximately 70 percent of the market United
States Trade Representative, "USTR Seminar on International
Copyright Issues in Computer Software," Sept 24, 1984.

"The United States implicitly extended copyright protec-
tion to computer software in the Copyright Act of 1976,17 U.S C.
§§ 101-810 The National Commission on New Technological
J ses of Copyrighted Works (CONTU), created by Congress to
revise comprehensively the copyright laws of the United States,
stated in its final report that "it is clear that . those who have
administered the portions of the 1909 act concur in the posi-
tion that programs are copyrightable The Copyright A ct was
amended in 1980 to expressly state that c.mputer programs
were to be included as copyrightaole works: Section 101 of the
Act was amended by addition of the word' wmputer program,"
and a aefinition of that term, Section 117 was amended by the
addition of certain limitations on exclusive rights pertaining
specifically to computer programs The U S courts have also
recognized copyright protection for software
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Figure 8-3.--The Speeo of Change. Intervals Between Discovery and Application in Physical Science
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Although most nations have not explicitly
amended their copyright laws to include soft-
ware, some either consider it to be protecta-
ble under copyright law through judicial inter-
pretation and/or are actively pursuing copy-
right nrotecti,- Al These countries include Aus-
tria, Cane -1-, France, Finland, the
Federal Republic of Germany, Italy, India, Ja-
pan, Korea, Mexico, the Netherlands, South
Africa, Spain, Sweden, and the United
uv

'Currently, Australia, Hungary, the Philippines, and Tai-
wan have amended their copyright laws to include computer
software a', pi ",stable subject matter

`United leational, Scientific, and Cultu, al Orga-
mzatiou , ,vhsCoi, world Intellectual Property Organization

I POI, Group of Experts on the Copyright Aspects of the Pro-
tection of Computer Programs, Michael S. Kephnger, "A Sur-
vey and Analysis of National Legislation and Case Law, March
1985; and Michael S. Keplinger, "Authorship in the Informa-
tion Age. Protection for Computer Programs Under the Berne
and the Universal Copyright Conventions," copyright. March
1985, pp 119-128

Among those nations that are considering
protection for software, there is a wide vari-
ety of schemes envisioned. Some nations would
offer such protection, but with limitations. A
white paper prepared for the Canadian Gov-
ernment, for example, proposes to limit copy-
right prote- ',ion for object code (machine-
readable language) to 5 years.63 Other nations
Lave declared that thc' will not protect soft-
ware and ,-- 1,0 copyright _ , although t' y
may r-77 ant it some type of si' generis pl otec-
tion. Other nations may not protect ooftware
at all. Brazil, for example, is considering leg-
islation that would establish a sui generi' form
of protection that wc- :...squire compulsory
licensing of software to Brazilian companies
and compulsory registration of both source and---

Consumer and Corporate Affairs and Department of Com-
munications, Government of Canada, From Gutenhurg to Tel-
Rion A Guide to Canada's Copyright Revision Pi orals" (Ot-
tawa Ministry of Supply and Services, 19d4)
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object codes. T'ie proposed protection, more-
over, would be tor a very short duration. Such
varied approaches to protectingor not pro-
tectingsoftware and other rapidly changing
technologies might imp,de attempts to reach
an international agreement on software pro-
tection."

The introduction of reprographic technol-
ogies off( rs another example of how new tech-
nology i ;omplicating the harmonization of
national intellectual ,..or..erty law at the inter-
national level. The increasing use of these tech-
nologies has undermined owners' rights to col-
lect remuneration for the reproduction of their
works. To cope with these problems, many na-
tions have legislated new rights enabling cre-
ators to collect compensation for the use of
their works. The Federal Republic of Germany,
for instance, has dealt with the problem by
amending its copyright law to include a com-
pulsory license that allows authors to collect
equitable remuneration for the commercial re-
production of their work In contrast, France
has introduced a tax on the sale and importa-
tion of all rep, agraphic cc_ ring machines in
its 1976 Finance Act. Part of tht_, collected rev-
enues from the tax are paid to the copyright
owners. This law applies only to French copy-
right holders, even though France is a mem-
ber of both international copyright con-
ventions.

Although both of tii. c iutions aim to en-
sure rights owners rennin -ation, they are le-
gally inconsistent with one another, and thus
will cause difficulty for international agree-

"The fact that W1PO's 1978 proposed draft Treaty for the
Protection of Computer Software (which includes rules for the
minimum protection of software that are closely related to those
of copyright and unfair competition) has not been ratified illus-
trates the problems of finding an adequate protection for soft-
ware that can be agreed on internationally. The draft Treaty
proposed that in view of the large degree of uncertainty gener-
ally related to the existence and form of protection under copy-
right, that a special system of protection of software similar
to copyright should be set up at national and international levels
The draft Treaty, moreover, calls for the international deposit
of software Some individuals believe, however, that Article II
of the Berne Convention is applicable for the internationa: pro-
tection of software Cynthia L. Mellema, "Copyright Prctec-
tion for Computer Software: An International Vie v,",` yracuse
Journel of International Law and Commerce, vol. 11, sir mer
1984, p 90

ment. The West German compulsory license,
although under the rubric of copyright law,
would be incompatible with the solution
enaL d by the French. The more serious diffi-
culty, however, arises with solutions like that
adopted by France. Because the right to com-
pensation is introduced under legislation out-
side of the copyright law, the prit.
national treatment, on which the entire inter-
national intellectual property system is built,
is seriously undermined.66 rhe principle of na-
tional treatment is challenged because the com-
pensation for the reproduction right does not
arise from a copyright, and thus foreigners can-
not collect compensation for use of their works.
In general:

If that device is generally used by govern-
ments when dealing with the new uses of
copyright material arising from new technol-
ogy new means of communication, the
fundamental principle of national treatment
and with it the [international] copyright con-
ventions based on it, could be seriously eroded
in the near future."

Another problem, situation arises from
applying patent lavi to activities in outer space.
Domestically, the National Aeronauti and
Space Administration (NASA) has adopted a

' Another example of how a right to remuneration has been
taken out of tto copyright sphere can be seen in the rights many
countries have granted to enable creators to receive remunera-
tion from home taping activities In the case of home taping,
a levy on recording equipment or blank tape can be treated as
royalty to be divided among copyright holders as in West Ger-
many or Austria. However, it can also be treated largely as a
tax, as in Sweden, where 90 p- cent goes to public funds and
10 percent goes to th- ghte ners (authors, performers, and
phonogram producer: lending rights (although an in-
direct response to ;..he m, 'n of reprographic technologies),
which entitle authors of lit, ary works to receive a royalty when
their books are borrowed fron. n library, have also caused difficul-
ties for international harmonization. For example, in the Fed-
eral Republic of Germany this right is grantP-: in their copy-
right 'aw, and therefore as the Federal Re5ublic of Germany
is a member of both the Berne and Conventions, foreign-
ers are entitled to remuneration if their books are borrowed
The Scandinavian countries and the United Kingdom, however,
which also grant a public lending right, have chosen to do so
by separate legislation outside of the copyright laws and there-
fore are not boon ,d to grant the right to fc igr Irs, although
like the Federal Republic of Germany, they are also members
of both conventioos Stephen Stewart, The Law of International
Copyright and A! \oring Rights (London Butterworth & Co
(PuWishers) Ltd 3), pp. 42-43, 282

mIbid , p 43.
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clear policy of providing maximum protection
for intellectual property rights to encourage
the use of and commercialization of NASA-
supported and developed technology. How-
ever, as more research, particularly interna-
tional cooperative research, is performed in
space, it may become more difficult to deter-
mine which national legal jurisdiction of pat-
ent protection applies to it. For example, sec-
tions 102 and 104 of the U.S. Code 35 state
that the factors used to determine patentabil-
ity under U.S. law or to establish priority in
international conflicting claims to invention
include where an invention was conceived, re-
duced to practice, or used. In addition, under
the U.S. patent law patents protect use or man-
ufacture only in the United States. As iiiore
U.S. and international research and develop-
ment is performed in space, the -Jstion arises,
therefore, as to how to obtain and enforce U.S.
patent rigiits in space.67

Policy Implications

The speed and scale of tecl iological change,
now and in the future, together with the rapid
development of national and international law,
are likely to heighten the pressures for the de-
velopment of international intellect ial prop-
erty law." As technological change prompts
more need for rapid international consensus,
greater international action and coordination
will become necessary. Consequently, the
Jnited States might have to participate to the

'The Applicability of U.S. Patent Laws in Cater Space,"
Telecom Highlights, June 19, 1985, p. 4, and Barbara Luxen-

-g (Specie Ns latent to the Assistant Sec.-etary and Com-
missioner of ..tents and Trademarks, U.S. Department cf Coni
merce), "Protection Intellectual Property di Space: Policy
Options and Implications for the United States," presented to
the Georgia Institute of Technology Conference, 1985, Inter-
national Space Policy: Options for the Twentieth Century and
Bejond, May 16, 1985.

After approximately a century without any major copy-
right reform, the reform of national copyright laws to adjust
the law to advancing technology has speeded up considerably
in the last three decades. Foi example. new copyright acts passed
in France in 1957, the United Kingdom, 956, India, 1957; the
Scandinavian countries, 1959/1960; Gen any 1965, Australia,
1968; Japan, 1971; the Soviet Union, 1973; and the United
States, 1976; and many Latin American countries, 19708 are
evidence of this trend. Stephen Stewart, The International Law
of Copyright and Neighboring Rights iLondon. Butterworth
& Co (Publishers( Ltd , 19R11, p. 281

fullest possible extent in international intel-
lectual property fora so that it can both influ-
ence international decisions and keep abreast
of mai, ial and international developments.
The United States, moreover, might need to
take greater account of how its domestic in-
tellectual property legislation could qffect or
be affected by the international system.

As cliE. cussed above, the extent of TJ.S. par-
ticipation in international intellectual property
organizations is relatively limited because cf
its withdrawal from UNESCO and its absti-
nence from the Berne Convention. This lack
of participation might seriously impede the
United States from monitoring developments
in international agreements. Moreover, it may
also weaken the U.S. a' to influence deci-
sions about which rights might ,re incorporated
into the international agreements with respect
to new technologies.

In addition to its lack of international pe
ticipation, recently proposed and already legi.
laced U.S. intellectual property policies might
be inconsistent with international intellectual
property norms. The recent passage of the
Semiconductor Chip Protection Act of 1984
(Public Law 98-820), for example, created a sui
generis protection for semiconductor hips. Al-
though this new type of protection may be well
suited for the functional nature of chips, these
is a trade-off with respect to its consistency
with the system of international agreements.
because the Semiconductor Chip Protection
Act 1 1984 is a sui generis approach and does
not I all under the rubric of copyright or pat-
,:it law, there is no international agreement
under which the protection of chips can be
organized at the international level. Moreover,
section 902 of the act stt s that foreiguers
may only receive protection if their nati,,n also
protects mask works. This reciprocity clause
is incor ;tent with the principle of national
treatm,..at which requires all nations to pro-
vide foreigners with the same protection as
their citizens. Exacerbating these problems,
some nations, such as the United Kingdom,
disagree with the sui generis approach, con-
sidering chips to be protected under copyright
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law." To date, only one other nation, Japan,
has legislated a sui generis protection for semi-
conductor chips.

The International Software Protection Act
of 1t- (S. 339, 99th Congress) is another ex-
ample of a proposed policy that might cause
problems for the present system. This bill
would amend the U.S. copyright law to pro-
tect a foreign nation's computer software only
to the extent that such a nation protects
softwarethe so-called "rule of the shorter
term." It also stipulates that, if a nation pro-
tects software for a period of less than 25 years,
the U.S. will suspend all protection for that
nation's software. Like the reciprocity clause
of the Semiconductor Chip Protection Act. this
conflicts with the principles of national treat-
ment called for in the international intellectual
property agree_ sents.

The recently proposed renewal of the manu-
facturing clause also illustrates how a 'ELS. In-
tellectual property policy might negatively ef-
fect U.S. international intellectual property
relations. First introduced in the 1891 Copy-
right Act, this clause required that literary
works be printed in the United States in order
to enjoy U.S. copyright protection. The gen-
eral purpose of the me..nufactnring clause was
to protect those who feared that granting un-
restricted copyright protection to foreign (spe-
cifically British) authors would enable foreign
publishers to dominate the U.S. book ma-ket.
Recognized by many as a type of "xenopho-
bic trade barrier" the manufacturing clause has
been weakened over time, and most recently
was set to expire in ,Tuly 1986 (Public Law 97-
215).7p However, Congress is currently consid-
ering legislation that would extend the manu-
facturing clause or make it permanent (S. 1938,
S. 1822, H.R. 3465, H.R. 3890, 99th Congress).

The manufacturing clause has created sev-
eral difficulties for U.S. international intellec-
tual property relations. Because it imposes for-
malities (the requirement of U.S. publication)

69R Hart, "Legally Protecting Semiconductor Chips in the
UK,"European Intellectual Property Review, vol 9, 1985. pp
258-263

'Benjamin Kaplan, An Unhu, 1 View of Copyright New
York Columbia University Press, 1967), p 124

on works of foreign origin, it impedes U.S. ad-
heralce to the Berne Convention. For to join
the Berne Convention, member nations can-
not impose formalities as a condition of copy-
right. The manufacturing clause has also been
the subject of complaints of unfair trade prac-
tices by the European Economic Community
(EEC), and found to be an import restraint that
is inconsistent with Article XI of the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)." Be-
cause it restricts the protection of foreign
works and precludes the United States from
ratifying the Berne Convention, this clause
might also lead other nations to believe that
the United States is disingenuous in its at-
tempts to convince other nations to ratify in-
ternational intellectual property conventions.

If the United States proceeds with policies
Cnat are incompatible with either international
agreements or other nations' domestic laws
and practices, it might jeopardize its ability
to incite other nations to protect U.S. intellec-
tual property products. For unlike many o;..her
items of international trade, the financial re-
turns from intellectual property products are
largely dependent on other nations' laws and
enforcement actions Therefore, the United
States must ensure other nations' cooperation
and support for the international protection
of intellectual property rights. A coercive ap-
proach or the imposition of U.S. policies on
other nations might not necessarily serve to
elicit other nations support for the interna-
tional protection of intellectual property, as
one copyright analyst points out:

Of course it would be pure folly to expect
all nations of the world, including the new
ones, to introduce at the present stage the
same copyright regime as we and other well-
endowed old-timers areor, in the case of the
Soviet Union, should bewilling to accept.
We should recall that in 1891 ti t this coun-
try, claiming to be a have-not, provided no
legal protection whatever for the published
works of foreigners. When our legislation of
1891 finally did grant rights to such works,

'Ralph Oman, Register of Copyrights, Library of Congress,
testimony on "Bills To Make Permanent the Mam factoring
Clause of the Copyright Act,' before the Subcommittee on Pat-
ents, Copyrights, and Trademar ks, Senate Commitu -e on Judi-
ciary, Jan 21, 1986, p 7
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it was on the condition, in the casc of books
among certain other productions, that rnk.n-
ufactuie be carried out in the United States

.. But I have brought in the manufactur-
ing clause to suggest by example that har-
monization is bound to have its difficulties
and, beyond that, to propose that we [the
United States] ourselves should take another
step toward international pacification."

Ratifying the Berne Convention and rejoin-
ing UNESCO are possible to options to bring
U.S. law into line with international intellec-
tual property law. As previously discussed,
these options would have both positive and
negative effects on the U.S. position in the in-
ternational intellectual property system.

Another option to address the legal issues
raised by new technologies would be to estab-
lish a critical review of how proposed legisla-
tion would affect and be affected by the inter-
national system; accordingly, legislation might
be modified to that effect. However, similar
to the negative outcomes associated with join-
ing the Berne Convention, conforming U.S.
laws and practices to international intellectual
property norms might threaten the integrity
of traditional U.S. intellectual property laws
and practices.

Increasing Difficulty of Enforcing
Intellectual Property Lights Caused

by Emerging Information and
Communication Technologies

Traditionally, nations granted intellectual
property rights on the assumption that they
could, in fact, be enforced. In the past, this was
true; copyright holders could more easily col-
lect for uses and detect infringements of their
works. This was the case because uses of crea-
tive works were easily monitored, and infringe-
ments easily detectable, and because t' geo-
graphic scope of use was generally confined
within national boundaries.

''Benjamin Kaplan, "An Unhurried View of Copynght (New
York Columbia University Press, 19671. pp 123-124

Whine facilitating the international exchange
of intellectual property, new communication
and information technologies have also under-
mined V- traditional ways of enforcing intel-
lectual property rights. The same technologi-
cal advances contributing to economic growth,
trade, and international access have also made
it easy and inexpensive to reproduce and pi-
rate intellectual property." Moreover, these
technologies, such as satellites, cable, photo-
copying, recording audio and video devices,
computers, and electronic storage, retrieval,
and distribution systems, are more powerful
than their predecessors, engendering problems
of enforcement that are much larger and more
international in scope.

The level of legal protection for intellectual
property in many nations also contributes to
international piracy of U.S. copyrighted works.
The problems U.S. copyright owners face abroad
with respect to these conditions can be classi-
fied into three categories:

1. nonexistent (ineligibility) copyright pro-
tection in a foreign country;

2. inadequate protection in a foreign coun-
try; and

3. ineffective copyright protection in a for-
eign country.74

The growing problem of international en-
forcement is exemplified in the apparent rapid
increase of international piracy of protected
works. Many U.S. industries have reported
large losses due to foreign private copying,
commercial piracy, and counterfeiting of their
intellectual property produc'.s." The U.S. In-

'International Intellectual Property Alliance, "Internation-
al Intellectual Property Alluuice U.S. Government Trade Pol-
icy. Views of the Copyright Industries," 1985, p. 10

'Subcommittee on Patents, Copyrights, and Trademarks,
Senate Com; 'tee on the Judiciary, "Oversight on International
Copynghts: How To Protect the Nation's Creativity by Pro
tecting the Value of the Intellectual Property," Sept. 25, 1985,
p. 86,

'"Although piracy and counterfeiting each constitute theft
of intellectual property. there are small differences in their mean-
ing In 4ddition, r- . ate copying, which is not clearly de' d
-4 a ltsui or an illegal practice under most nations' laws, also
has a potential impact on the sales of intell9ctual property prod-
ucts. Piracy refers to uaauthorized reproduction for comme:-
cial gain of literary, musical, artistic, and other copyright works
Because pirates do not nay royalties and bear no development
costs, they can easily sell "sir products more cheaply than the

(continued on next page)
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ternational Trade Commission estimates U.S.
domestic and foreign sales losses due to pat-
ent and copyright infringements at between
$6 billion and $8 billion per year." Figure 8-4
shows the level of infringing activities and
some frequently counterfeited products. The
International Anti-Counterfeiting Coalition
and the U.S. Customs Service place losses due
to the infringement of intellectual property
rights closer to $20 billion annually." Another
survey undertaken by the International Intel-
lectual Property Alliance of the losses due to
piracy of U.S. copyrighted records and tapes,
moil= pictures, and books in 10 selected na-
tions estimates annual losses at $1.3 billion
(see table 8-3). A poll of the motion picture and
television, prerecorded entertainment, and
publishing and aa vertising industries also re-
vealed that 100 percent of the executives sur-
veyed cited intellectual property rights in-
fringements abroad as a major barrier to sales
of their products in international markets" (see
table 8-4).

Although these estimates provide a general
approximation of the extent of the piracy prob-
lem, there are relatively few data on specific
industries in individual countries and on the
actual amounts of revenue lost due to private
copying, commercial piracy, and counterfeit-
ing. Evidence of private copying and piracy
(continued from previous page)

rights owners. Counterfeiting refers to unauthorized duplica-
tion of a product's trademark to give a similar appearance of
a specific product. In addition to directly undercutting the origi-
nal rights owner's market, counterfeiters by producing lower
qu Jity imitations of products may also damage the products
quality reputation and further undercut the original market
Although not illegal, private copying generally refers to home
copying of intellectual property products solely for individual
consumption. It has resulted from the ready availability to the
consumer from 1964 onwards of magnetic tape reproduction
equipment coupled with blank CS.'39 Ates, videotape recorders
coupled with blank cassettes, personal c..,..nputers coupled with
blank software, etc. See Gillian Davies Private Copying of Sound
and Audiovisual Recordings (Oxford ESC Publishing Limited),
1984

mU.S. International Trade ,:commission, "The Effects of
Foreign Product Counterfeiting on U.S. Industry" (Washing-
ton, DC: U.S. International Trade Commission, January 1984)

"Eileen Hill. "Intellectual Property Rights: Commerce De-
partment Program Seeks Greater Protection for U S. Intellec-
tual Property Rights," Business America, Mar. 18, 1985, p. 4

''CBS. Inc "Trade Barriers to U S. Motion Picture and
Television, P ecorded Entertain, sent, Publishing and Adver-
tising Indus' ries," September 1984, p iii

is generally gathered indirectly: by measuring
the increase of sales and availability of hard-
ware that permits easy and inexpensive copy-
ing; the increase of sales of blank audio and
video :dpes; the decreasing sales of published,
audio, and video works; the decreasing num-
ber of journal subscriptions in different coun-
tries; the widespread availability of unautho-
rized copies of American creative works; or the
level of ineffectiveness or inadequacy of pro-
tection offered in different countries. These
measurements, however, do not directly indi-
cate what percentage of the purported piracy
is of U.S. products. In other instances, when
overall estimates of revenues piracy ere
presented, the methodologj or definitions of
harm used to extrapolate such figures are often
inconsistent throughout the calculations or are
not readily apparent. For example, much of the
survey data on the effects of unauthorized
copying on producers must be carefully inter-
preted in light of the way in which harm is
defined:

Two possible definitions [of harm] are sug-
gested. Under the first, harm is measured by
the reduction in profits of the producer be-
low their level prior to a new unauthorized
use. Under this definition, harm does not oc-
cur if the unautly ed use leaves profits from
all previous uses unaffected. . . Under a sec-
ond definition, harm occurs if the new use re-
duces profits below the level they would have
reached had the producer been able to exploit
the market served without authorization.. .

Clearly, these alternative definitions can give
very different answers to the question of
whether an unauthorized use has harmed the
property owner. The distinction between
them must be kept in mind when examining
the various claims of harm."

The definitions of piracy also vary greatly
from nation to nation, and they are generally
dependent on each county's intellectual prop-
erty laws and on international norms. It would
seem, therefore, that because American prod-
ucts garner a relatively large percentage of for-
eign markets, foreign piracy of U.S. intelitc-

'Stanley Besen, "Economic Issues Relating to Ne" Tech
nologies and Intellectual Property," contract prepared ()TA,
December 1984, pp 45-55
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Figure 8-4. Thin Level and Location of International Counterfeit Activity of U S. Products
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teal property products is also sizable. These
uncertainties notwithstanding, the major avail-
able statistics on piracy and counterfriting in
the publishing, recording, motion picture, and
software industries are summarized below.

The Publishing Industry

According to publishing industry officials,
the introduction of technologies such as pho-
tocopying, and new electronic storage and
print technologies has led to vast international
piracy and private copying of texts and liter-
ary works.8° Compounding this is the marriage

"Literary works are defined m §101 of the 1976 Copyright
Act as works other than audiovisual works, expressed in

of communication technologies with electronic
information storage and retrieval systems,
which has led to more and faster international

words, numbers, or other verbal or numerical symbols or mdi-
cia, '-egardless of the nature of the material objects, such as
books, periodicals. manuscripts, phonorecords, film, tapes, disks,
or cards, in which they are embodied."

Internationally, literary works are proL'cted under the UCC
of which the United States is a member. Each Contracting
State undertakes to provide adequate and effective protection
of the rights of authors and other copyright proprietors in liter-
ary, scientific, and artistic works, including writings. musical,
dramatic, cinematographic works, and paintings, engravings,
and sculpture." Article I, Universal Copyright Convention,
Pans, 1971 Literary works enjoy a higher international level
of minimum protection under the Berne Convention of which
the United States is not a member
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Table 81Estimated Losses From Pi'acy in Ten Selected Countries°
(dollars in millions)

Records/
tapes

Motion
^ -tures Books Sottware Total

Singapore 220c 1-' 107- 20 qr-,Eic

Taiwan 9 25 118'1 34 186°
Indonesia 180e 17 6 3 206e
Korea 40 16 70 20 146
Philippines 4 19 70 4 97
Malaysia 33 13 20 7 73
Thailand 13 12 7 2 34
Brazil 19 13 8 35 75
Egypt 5 5 10 3 23
Nigeria 120 ___r

11 ___r 131

Total 643 131 427 128 1,329g
aEstimated tones reflect sale of pirated woks in the domestic economy, except for Singapore, Taiwan and Indonesia where
the figures Include losses resulting from export of pirated works

bWhilr exports of software are known to occur from some countries we have been unable to estimate such lcsses, tnese
figures reflect domestic piracy only

cRecords /tapes domestic $50 and export $170, Books domestic $7 and export $100, Total domestic $88 and export $.:
dEicoks domestic $8 and export $110, Total domestic $76 and export $110
eRecordsitapes domestic $80 and export $100, Total domestic $106 and export $100
(Because there are no available data on VCR penetration in Nigeria, it is not possible to estimate tosses No estimate .5 avail
able for software piracy

GOomestic $849 and export $.480

SOURCE International Intellectual Property Alliance, "Piracy of U b Copyrighted corks in Ten Selected CoJntries A Report
by the International Intellectual Property Alliance to the United States Trade Representativo, 1985, p ii

exchanges of printed works. The third factor
contributing to piracy is the lack of adequate,
effective, or indeed, any legal protection for
U.S. literary works in many nations.

The Association of American Publishers,
Inc. (AAP) estimates that the industry loses
$1 billion each year to piracy of English-lan-
guage books worldwide. Of this, AAP esti-
mates that U.S. works account for 70 percent.
The AAP also suggests that estimates of lost
revenues would be greater if calculated on the
basis of U.S. iagitimate prices instead of on
the basis of estimated revenues earned by pi-
rates. The publishing industry has also com-
pleted a country-by-country analysis of the
piracy of published or literary works." Al-
though the AAP does not calculate direct evi-
dence of actual harm to the industry, its re-
port indicates that piracy is more common in
some nations than in others. The majority of
the piracy reported takes place in developing
or newly industrializing nations. For example,
over 27 U.S. publishers reported evidence of
piracy of their materials in Taiwan:

"'Association of American Publishers, Inc., "Piracy of Copy-
nghte-1 Material A Report Prepared at the Request of the U
Department of State," 1985

An estimate of at least 560 titles from refer-
ence, professional, trade, personal computer
and college textbooks have been pirated in
Taiwan ith approximately 48,000 pirate cop-
ies in English and Chinese. . . [in addition]
Taiwan is illegally exporting pirated books
to Australia. The books are business and com-
puter- related and are published by well-known
American publishers."

In addition to pirating of domestic sales, Tai-
wan as well as other ASEAN countries pirate
products to export to other nations." Approx-

"Thid . p 6
"ASEAN (Association of Southeast Asian Nations) coun-

tries are Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singa-
pore, and Thailand.

"In January 1983, the Taiwanese police seized a container
bound for Nigeria, purportedly carrying water filter cups and
crash helmets Hidden inside were 54,000 copies of five British
tales that had not been authorized by the copyright holders
for export from Taiwan. The cargo was valued at $48,000. (Its
selling price in Nigeria would have been at least $250,000) Af-
ter long and expensive litigation the penalty for this offense
was 1 year's imprisonment, but the sentence was suspended
The infringing cargo was destroyed, but no printing plates were
confiscated and only a small fine was assessed fe false declara-
tion If 20 to 40 such shipments are smuggled out of Taiwanese
ports each mon0 theii the export value of these shipments at
pirate prices would amount to a figure between $60 million and
$120 million per year Association of American Publishers,
Inc , "Detailed Information on Worldwide Piracy of Copyrighted
Material and the Copyright Laws and Penalties," June II, 1985,
pp 19-20
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Table 8.4.Countries and Regions That Infringe Copyrights of U.S. Motion Picture and Television,
Prerecorded Entertainment, Publishing and Advertising Industries

Algeria
Andean Pact
Argentina
Australia
Austria
Belgium
Brazil
Canada
Caribbean Region
Chile
Colombia
Denmark
Dominican Republic
Eastern Block
EEC
Egypt .

Finland .

France
Germany, Federal

Republic of
Greece
Hong Kong
India
Indonesia
Iran
Iraq
Israel
Italy
Jamaica

Copyright infringement

Japan
Kenya
Korea
Lebanon
Malaysia
Mexico
Netherlands
NeN Zealand
Nigeria
Norway
Pakistan
People's Republic

of China
Peru
Philippines
Portugal
Saudi Arabia
Singapore
South Africa
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Syria
Taiwan
Tanzania
Thailand
United Kingdom
Venezuela

a

a

- Primary problem country or region identified by interviewed executive
= Primary problem country or region identified in literature reviewed

SOURCE Columbia Broadcasting Co , Inc , "Trade Barriers to U S Motion Pictures and Television Prerecorded Entertainment, Puboshing arid Adverbs rig Industries 1984

imately 16 American publishers reported in-
fringement activity in Korea:

It i ltirnated that pirates sell at least $100
millioi. of books annually. and sales are ris-
ing each year. lmpoi ers' sales are an esti-
mated $5 million to $8 million annually, but
are plunging. Foreign book pirating flourishes
because it is legal. This country hasn't signed
any international copyright convention and
local law does not protect copyrights of for-
eign publishers. Korean publishers can copy
books without paying advertising, promotion

and other costsnot to mention royalties
that original publishers do pay. They provide
bock.; to stores on consignment, making it
eas3, retailers. They also sell directly from
cataicgs. One such -:atalog distributed in Ko-
rea, entitled Il Won Books Information, lists
over 8,000 pirated books."

'sr countries where American publishers
discovered infringements include Argen-

"Acsociation of American Publishers. Inc , "Piracy of
Copyi ighted Material. A Report Prepared at the Request of the
U S Department of State." 1984, pp 2-3
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Ora, Australia, Brazil, Chile, China, Colombia,
Cost,. Rica, the Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, West Germany, Greece, Holland, Hong
Kong, India, Indonesia, Iran, Iraq, Jamaica,
Japan, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, P&kistan,
Panama, Peru, the Philippines, Sa- -li Arabia,
Singapore, Thailand, Venezuela, and the So-
viet Union.85

The Recording industry

As in the publishing industry, recording
companies report widespread international in-
fringements of sound recordings. The introduc-
tion of broadcasting and of less expensive,
high-quality duplicating hardware have led to
increased international piracy, counterfeiting,
and private copying of sound recordings. 86

knother major contributing factor to this
piracy is the lack of adequate or effective pro-
tection for U.S. audio works in many countries.
Half of the member countries of the United
Nations, for example, do not yet recognize the
reproduction right in sound recordings. Many
of the nations that do not provide adequate
protection for U.S. literary works are also those
that do not protect U.S. sound recordings.8'

"Association of American Publishers, Inc , "Piracy of
Copyrighted Material: A Report Prepared at the Request of the
U.S Department of State," 1984.

"Under U S. law sound recordings were first explicitly pro-
tected by a 1971 amendment (Public Law 92-140, 85 Stat. 391)
and under §101 of the 1976 Copyright Act are thus defined
"material objects in which sounds, other than those accompany-
ing a motion picture or other audiovisual work, are fixed by
ar method now known or later developed, and from which the
sounds can be perceived, reproduced, or otherwise communi-
cated, either directly or with the aid of a machine or device."

Internationally, sound recordings are protected under the 1971
Convention for the Protection of Producers of Phonograms
Against Unauthorized Duplication of Their Phonograms of
which the United States is a member. The 1961 International
Convention for tho Protection of Performers, Producers of
Phonograms and Broadcasting Organizations, better known as
the Rome Convention, protects sound recordings internation-
ally, as a neighboring right. The United States, however, is not
a member of this Convention.

"'These countnes include Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil. Chile,
Cyprus, Egypt, Greece, India, Indoresia, Italy, Korea, Kuwait,
Lebanon, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigena. the Netherlands,
Panama, Peru, Philippines, Portugal. Saudia Arabia, Singapore.
Taiwan, Thailand, Tunisia, Turkey, and Venezuela. Statement
of the Recording Industry of America. Inc., before the U.S. De-
partment of State International Copyright Panel, The Piracy
of Copyrighted Sound Recordings in Foreign Countnes," Mar
22, 1985, pp. 2-8
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Because many of the developing and newly
industrializing countries do not afford ade-
quate protection for U.S. sound recordings,
these countries also are the sites of the major-
ity of piracy and counterfeiting of these works.

Singapore is an excellent example or the
magnitude of the problem, where it is esti-
mated that 70 million counterfeit ant, pirate
sound recordings were exported in 1984. This
incredible total, plus an additional 15 million
counterfeit units produced in Singapore for
internal consumption, accounted for 90 per-
cent of sound recordings manufactured or
sold in Singapore last year. A large percent-
age of the unlawfully duplicated products was
U.S. owned. This situation exists despite
energetic efforts of the IFPI (International
Federation of Phonogram and Videogram
Producers) to combat the problem."

Several Latin American countries are also re-
sponsible for large numbers of pirated and
counterfeited U.S.-owned audio works:

In Panama, as much as 80 psli-zent of the
musical tape market is dominated by coun-
terfeit and pirate goods. In Peru, the percent-
age of illicit tape recordings is approximately
70 percent. Bolivia and Chile both report that
approximately 50 percent of the tape record-
ings manufactured and sold there are coun-
terfeit or pirate. The huge Mexican market
had a 40 percent penetration o, counterfeit
and pirate tapes in 1982equa,,ng approxi-
mately 11 million units of $30 million in lost
sales."

In addition to citing specific problems in
different nations, the Recording Industry of
America, Inc. (RIA) has reported overall sta-
tistics on the extent of foreign piracy and coun-
terfeiting of U.S. sound recordings. The esti-
mated total sales of counterfeit and pirated
U.S.-owned sound recordings overseas in 1982
was, according to the RIA, well over $250 I it
lion. Based on worldwide market shares for

Statement of the Recording Industry of America, Inc., be-
fore the U.S. Department of State International Copynght
Panel, "The Piracy of Copyrighted Sound Recordings in For -
ern Countries," Mar 22, 1985, p 2

Statement of the Recording Industry of America, Inc , be-
fore tl. -) U S. International Trade Commission, "The Im,sact
of For _,Ii Product Counterfeiting on the U S Recording In-
dustry, Sept 19. 1983, p 10
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different nations' music, it is probable that ap-
proximately 50 percent of the estimated $515
million in counterfeit and pirate sales outside
of the United St -t-es in 1982 relates to record-
ings originally created and owned by U.S. re-
cording companies, performers, lyricists, and
composers."

The Motion Picture Industry

Like the publishing and recording industries,
the motion picture industry is also experienc-
ing international private copying, piracy, and
counterfeiting of U.S.-owned audiovisual works.9'
The Motion Picture Association of America,
Inc. estimates, for example, that worldwide
losses due to film and video piracy are now ap-
proaching $1 billion per year." In addition to
the lack of adequate legal protection of audio-
visual works in many nations, the major fac-
tor leading to international infringements of
U.S.-owned audiovisual works is the introduc-
tion and incrzased use of information and com-
munication technologies. Used individnally or
together, videocassette recorders (VCR), sat-
ellites, and cable technologies have been re-
ferred to by some analysts as an electronic
triad, or the unholy trinity, for copyright
holders of motion pictures.93

'Statement of the Recording Industry of America, Inc , be-
fore the U S. Department of State international Copyright
Panel, The Piracy of Copyrighted Sound Recordings in For-
eign Countries," Mar. 22, 1985, p 1, 6.

'Motion pictures and other audiovisual works are a protect-
able subject matter under the J.S. Copyright Law and were
defined under the 1976 Act in §101 as ". .. works that consist
of a series of images which are intrinskally intended to be shown
by the use of machines or devices such as projectors, viewers,
or electronic equipment, together with accompanying sounds
if any, regardless of the nature of the material objects, such
as films or tapes, in which the words are embodied."

Internationally, motion pictures and audiovisual works un-
der Article 1 of the Universal Copyright Convention (1952 and
1971 texts) of which the United States is a member "Each Con-
tracting State undertakes to provide adequate and effective pro-
tection of the rights of authors and other copyright propnetors
in literary, scientific and artistic works, including wntings, mu-
sical, dramatic and cinematographic works, and paintings, en-
gravings and sculpture." Audiovisual works are also protected
internationally under Article 2 of the Berne Convention for Liter-
ary ano Artistic Works of which the United States is not a
member

"Motion Pictur-e Association of America, Inc., "Film and
Video Piracy. Manual for Investigators and Prosecute 1984,
P. 3

"Edward W Ploman and L Omit Hamilton, Copyright In-

The relatively recent advent of satellite tech-
nology has had the greatest impact on inter-
national video piracy." Although terrestrial
broadcasting has permitted some spillover into
other countries of U.S. copyrighted materials,
the scope of the satellite footprints is much
greater and allows other nations greater un-
authorized access to U.S. works.95 Although
technical advances are improving the accuracy
of the satellite beams, it will never be possible
to shape the beams so precisely that they fol-
low the contours of a given country." Conse-
quently, U.S. satellite signals are poached by
owners of earth station receivers or by cable
systems, which retransmit them to relatively

tellectual Property in An Informatio.-, Age (London Routledge
& Kegan Paul. 1980), p. 153

The various forms of tilm and video piracy can be grouped
into three main categories. 1) film to tape transfers, 2) duplica-
tion of legitimate prerecorded videocassettes and videodisks,
and 3) videotaping off television. Additional types of film and
video piracy include the unauthorized distribution of film prints,
the unauthorized public performance of a legitimately owned
film print or videocassette or disk, and the unauthorized inter-
ception of subscription TV programming. Motion Picture Assn-
ciation of America, Inc., "Film and Video Piracy: Manual or
Investigators and Prosecutors," 1984, p. 6.

'"Copyrighted programs carried via satellite are protected
internationally by the Convention Relating to Distribution of
Programme-Carrying Signals Transmitted by Satellite of 1974.
On Oct 12, 1984, the United States ratified this Convention
without any amendment to domestic law. Commonly referred
to as the Brussels Satellite Convention, it obligates contract-
ing states to take adequate measures to prevent the unauthorized
distnbution of programming carried by satellite on or from their
territories. The Convention leaves each state free to choose its
own ,ethod of implementEt.on, including designation of the
specific beneficiaries of protect'-n. The Convention, however,
exempts signals that are intended for direct reception from sat-
ellite by the general public; these broadcast satellite signals are
generally already regulated under the copyright or neighbor-
in.' right° .-f also aoes not apply to
individual reception of satellite signals for purposes of private
viewing. Because there are currently only nme contracting states
to this Convention, the international effectiveness of this treaty
remains questionable

'Satellite footprint:, are defined as ''the area of the earth's
surface in which satellite transmissions can be received . Note
that a footprint is a fluid concept and not a static one. Its size
will depend on the technical charactenstics of the receiving dish
and environmental conditions Therefore, a particular satellite
transmission will have one footprint when 10-foot earth-based
dishes are beLig used and another one when 3-foot dishes are
being used Motion Picture Export Association of America.
Inc , "MPE AA Mema-andum on the Uses of Satellite Technol-
ogy," 1984, p 9.

'Edward W Ploman and L Clark Hamilton, Copyright In-
tellectual Property in An Information Age (London Routledge
& Kegan Paul, 19801, p 155
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large audiences without compensation
copyright holders.

Canada, for example, takes advantage of its
geographic proximity to the United States and
the availability of American satellite signals:

Canadian cable systems under court decisions
have no copyright liability under Canadian
law for their stock in trade, their distribution
to their paying subscribers of copyrighted
works contained in the broadcast signals,
both Canadian and American, which they cap-
ture from the air.97

Piracy of American signals is also a wide-
spread problem in Central America. Costa Rica
and the D,minican Republic, for example,
pirate large amounts of U.S.-owned pro-
gramming:

The most compromising form of piracy in
this country [Costa Rica] is the unauthorized
retransmission of cable TV signals. These sig-
nals carry a wide variety of copyrighted ma-
terial Cable Color, a pirate cable system lo-
cated in the capital city of San Jose, has a
subscriber count of approximately 10,000,
while a similar cable TV system, Supercanal,
transmits to 3,000 subscribers. Television Re-
ceive Only (TVRO) dishes as well as unautho-
rized public performances also present a seri-
ous problem to the American motion picture,
cable, and television industries.

The theatrical and television markets for
feature films and television programming
continue to be severely affected by the sig-
nal theft practiced by cable TV Dominicana
and Telecable National. These two pirate ca-
ble TV systems curnillati.-e: y 26,uuu
subscribers in the capital city of Santo
Domingo, as well as the second largest Do-
minican city, Santiago. Television Receive
Only dishes can be found in large numbers
throughout the city."

Many Caribbean nations are also responsible
for pirating U.S. programming by satellite.
Jamaica is a prime example:

"CBS. Inc , "Statement of CBS Inc. Before the Canadian
Parhamentary Standing Committee on Communications and
Culture," April 1985, pp. 1-2,

"Motion Picture Association of America, Inc , "Brief De-
scription of Film Piracy." for U S Department of State Inter-
natioind Copyright Panel, Mar 22, 1985, pp 1-2

As with nearly every other island in the Car-
ibbean, there is wholesale video and signal
piracy in Jamaica.. Many homes and com-
mercial facilities such as hotels have Televi-
sion Receive Only dishes that intercept sat-
ellite signals without authorization. One of
these has been operated by the Jamaica
Broadcast Company, a government-owned
operation that has intercepted motion picture
programming and rebroadcast it to the en-
tire island without charge. The impact of such
practices is self-evident.99

In many countries, the widespread consumer
use of videocassette recorders has joined in-
adequate or ineffective legal protection in
promoting increased piracy of American audio-
visual works. These pirated copies are, in turn,
sometimes rebroadcast on cable or local broad-
casts. Many of the countries where piracy of
literary and musical works is rampant also are
responsible for widespread video piracy.

Several ASEAN countries, for instance, are
major centers of piracy of U.S. audiovisual
works. In addition to pirating for domestic
sales, many of these nations export large
amounts of pirated andior counterfeited copies.
Both Korea and Indonesia are well known for
these activities:

Due to the absence of adequate and effec-
tive copyright legislation in relation to for-
eign works, the videocassette piracy problem
in Korea is serious. Pirated copies of Amer-
ican films are widely available and service. a
550,000 VCR population in South Korea. Many
of thPQe arc reputed to come from U.S. mili-
tary bases in the country. Some hotels are
using videocassettes for in-house entertain-
ment without licensing agreement, and there
is unwithorized use of American films by
broadcast television stations. . . .

In a country with 600,000 videocassette
recorders, the piracy of American motion pic-
tures is 100 percent. This is due to the absence
of adequate and effective copyright legisla-
tion which, in turn, inhibits legitimate mar-
ket entry)"

Pictur2 Association of America, Inc , "Brief De-
scription of Film Piracy," for U S Department of Stat Inter-
national Copyright Panel, Mar 22, 1985, p 3 1

''Motion Picture Association of Amenca, Inc , "Brief De-
scription of Film Piracy," for U S Department of State later-
national Copyright Panel, Mar 22, 1985, p 3
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Other countries where video piracy occurs in-
clude Brazil, Canada, Costa Rica, Cyprus, the
Dominican Republic, Egypt, France, Hong
Kong, Indonesia, Israel, Italy, Jamaica, Ko-
rea, Malaysia, Mexico, the Netherlands, Nige-
ria, Pakistan, Panama, Peru, the Philippines,
Saudi Arabia, Singapore, South Africa, Spain,
Sweden, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, United
Kingdom, Venezuela, and West Germany .1°1

The Software Industry

Because few major studies of the problem
have been undertaken, there are few data on
the extent of foreign piracy of U.S. software
products.'" This is so largely because software
is a relatively new industry, and also because
microcomputers are much less widely used
abroad than in the United States.'" Recently,
however, the International Intellectual Prop-
erty Alliance undertook a major study on the
extent of international piracy of U.S. software
products. This study found that the U.S. soft-
ware industry is losing significant annual sales
because of copyright violations in Brazil ($35
million), Egypt ($3 million), Korea ($20 million),
Malaysia ($7 million), the Philippines ($4 mil-
lion), Singapore ($20 million), Tai,,Qn ($34 mil-
lion), and Thailand ($2 million.-4

Given the precedent of foreign piracy of other
U.S. intellectual property products and the ex-

''Elizabeth Greenspan, "Film and Video Piracy," Interna-
tional Media Law, 1983

''Published anecdotal evidence of foreign software piracy is
rare Some examples, however bowl cited by the AAP:

"Pirated software [in Taiwan) is Ad for 1 percent of the U.S.
list price, or $3.50 for a best-selling U.S. software product like
VISICALC or WordStar or others that sell for approximately
$350 in the United c' Ales. Often the pirate gives away 5 or 10
pieces of software with a Pineapple (or pirated Apple) comput-
er Pirated computer books may also be included in this pack-
age." Other countries where software piracy occurs include Bra-
zil, Greet, iorea, and Singapore Association of Amencan
Publishers, "Piracy of Copyrighted Material," a Report Pre-
pared at the Request of U.S. Department of State," Mar. 22,
1985.

''The Software Publishers Association ini,omally estimates
that for every legitimate copy of U S software abroad there
are approximately 5 to 10 pirated conies, telephone conversa-
tion, July 8, 1985.

'International Ilectual Property Alliance, "Piracy of
U S. Copyrighted Works in Tes Selected Countries: A Report
by the International Intellectual Property Alliance to the United
States Trade Representatives," August 1985.

25y

petted growth of foreign demand for comput-
ers and computer products, the piracy of soft-
ware abroad may soon become a larger concern
to U.S. software manufacturers. Consequently,
over the long term more in-depth analysis and
documentation can be expected. With such in-
formation, U.S. software manufacturers might
more effEctivciy deter international piracy.

Policy Implications

Although these statistics can only measure
the .iarm from private copying and piracy in-
directly, they make it clear that piracy is a more
serious problem at the international level than
at the domestic level. Because of the increas-
ing importance of informatio." -based products
and services to the U.S. economy and interna-
tional trade, deterring foreign piracy of U.S.
intellectual property products will most likely
become a high priority for the United States.
As new technological developments erode tra-
ditional enforcement mechanisms and permit
greater international dissemination of such
products, the United States will need to seek
to improve enforcement of U.S. intellectual
property rights abroad. Moreover, given the
inadequacy of enforcement abroad, the United
States might want to pursue ways of ensur-
ing that countries strengthen their legal pro-
tection and enforcement mechanisms for both
foreign and domestic works.

Currently, the United States is taking some
action to ensure adequate protection. It is, as
previously discussed, using the granting of
trade preferences as an incentive for the estab-
lishment of legal protection and increased en-
forcement efforts to prot-ct intellectual prop-
erty products. Moreover, the United States has
begun a series of bilateral discussions with
other nations concerning international enforce-
ment. These include discussions with Japan
on the protection of software under Japanese
copyright law; discussions with Canada on the
issue of protecting cable retransmissions of
U.S. broadcast programming; and discussions
with Caribbean nations on the unauthorized
interception and retransmission of U.S. sat-
ellite-transmitted motion pictures and other
programming. These meetings have proved
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successful: Japan has decided to protect soft-
ware under copyright; Canada is considering
the copyright status of cable retransissions;
and the Jamaican broadcasting authorities are
beginning negotiations.'"

The United States is also initiating educa-
tional seminars on intellectual property rights
for industry and government representatives,
local attorneys, and educators of developing
countries. In early 1985, for example, U.S. dele-
gations from the Copyright Office, the Patent
and Trademark Office, and the Department of
State went to Indonesia, Malaysia, and Thai-
land to present lectures on crucial international
intellectual property legal issues and the need
to provide adequate and effective laws and en-
forcement mechanisms to deter infringement.
These have been particularly useful because
each of these nations is considering revisions
to its copyright laws and is examining how to
best protect new technologies, such as com-
puter software.°6 in addition, the U.S. Gov-
ernment has recently begun to offer training
programs for patent, copyright, and trademark
administrators of other nations.

There are also other options the United
States might pursue to mitigate international
piracy. The United States, for example, could
more actively participate in international in-
tellectual property fora, the positive and neg-
ative aspects of which have already been dis-
cussed.

To complement these efforts, the United
States could also encourage U.S. industry,
both producers and users of intellectual prop-
erty products, to participate more actively in
international associations that fight interna-
tional piracy. Such associations include, for ex-
ample, the International Federation for Phono-
gram and Videogram Producers (IFPI), the
Federation Against Software Theft (FAST),

'Michael Kirk, Assistant Commissioner for External Af-
fairs, United States Patent and Trademark Office, Department
of Commerce, testimony on "Copyright Enforcement," before
the Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyright, Sen-
ate Committee on the Judiciary, Apr. 17, 1985, p. 7.

''For a good case study of U.S. bilateral efforts to reduce
piracy in a nation, see "Protection From Commercial Counter-
feiters in Taiwan for U.S. Firms," Law and Policy in Interna-
tional Business, vol 16, No 2, 1984

and the Federation Against Copyright Theft
(FACT).' °7

The United States might also expand cur-
rent talks with developing countries on intel-
lectual property law and piracy of U.S. prod-
ucts. These seminars, which might be either
bilateral or sponsored through a multilateral
agency, could provide developing countries
with information on how to construct adequate
and effective intellectual property laws and en-
forcement mechanisms. They might Ws he
used to outline the importance of protecting
intellectual property rights for developing na-
tions as international trade partners, as well
as for the growth of their domestic intellectual
property industries.

A more coercive option would be to impose
trade sanctions or other retaliatory measures
on nations that do not enforce U.S. intellec-
tual property rights. This option, however, en-
tails trade-offs in terms of the political dis-
cordance that such sanctions might provoke
between developing nations and the United
States. Some trade experts, for example, warn
"that with no international consensus nn how
to defend intellectual property rights, any at-
tempt to impose U.S. views cn others could
jeopardize efforts to improve agricultural and
manufacturing trade."'"

Growing Convergence of International
Intellectual Property Issues With

Other International Issues

Nations have come to view information and
information-based products and services as
components for improved productivity and

'"-"A current example of industry efforts to reduce interna-
tional piracy of U.S. products is Ashton Tate's cooperation with
the International Trade Administration, the Association of Data
Processing Service Organizations (A DAPS0). Lotus Develop-
ment Corp., MicroPro International, and other software com-
panies to develop a series of seminars on intellectual property
rights and regulations fo. exporting software. They are also
considering the establishment of "an industry-financed war chest
to provide funds to fight piracy through legal channels as well
as through public education "Ashton-Tate Fights at Home
and Abroad," Download, March 1986, pp 11-12

''Bruce Stokes, "Intellectual Piracy Captures the Atten-
tion of the President and Congress," National Journal. Feb 22,
1986, pp. 443-445
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international competitiveness, international
trade, and as a means to achieve major soci
t al goals. As a result, international intellectual
property issues are increasingly tied to inter-
national competitiveness, trade, deve;3pMent,
and political issues. These linkages, c,Jgether
with the growing convergence of communi-
cation and information technologies, are cre-
ating new intersections between inter- ational
inteli ctual property issues and other interna-
tional issues, such as space and telecommuni-
cation issues.

The convergence of information and infor-
mation-based products and services and com-
munication technologies is largely due to the
overall goal shr ad by many nations to build
information infrastructures for both social and
ecebomic development.'09 As inf -major, and
information - based products and services are
increasingly used with electronic conununica-
don systems, the communication policies that
govern such systems intersect with intellec-
tual property policies. Thus, products and serv-
ices that have traditionally been regulated
separately are now used in new combinations:

Current changes in technology are produc-
ing new patterns, with traditional services be-
ing combined into unexpected hybrid shapes
ar:d uses, in defiance of the established cate-
gories. . . Cable systems can be combined
with terrestrial broadcasting, and either one
or both of these with satellite systems. The
combination of technical systems corre-
sponds to an integration of services: televi-
sion and facsimile combine in telefacsimile;
the data bases used for electronic photocom-
posing can also be used for information
trieval. The combination of television and
telephone is at the origin of the videophone,
and these, together with computerized data
systems, result in teletext and videotex serv-
ices. In fact, certain videotex services already
represent a combination of telecommunica-
tions, computer, broadcasting, print, and in-
formation systems."°

"'In an infof.nation society, such that it is envisioned, there
will be a greater interdeper. Ince be:.ween information and com-
munication technologies as nations seek to construct what the
French Governmont calls "the entire nervous system of social
organization." Simon Nora and Alain Mine, The Computeriza-
tion of Society (Cambridge, MA; MIT I rem, 1980).

"'Edward W. Ploman and L. Clark Hamilton, Copyright.
Intellectua! Property in an Information Age (London: Routledge
& Kegan Paul), p.

Because of these new combinations, new u-es
and distribution channels are developing that
me' have been unanticipated by the legal sys-
tem. Consequently, two traditionally unrPlateu
le ;al or regulatory regimes are now in contact
with each other. Conflicts may arise when these
regimes have mutually exclusive policy ob-
jectives.

A case in point is the unavoidable satellite
spillover or footprints that cut acrosq national
frontiers. While this spillover is not materially
different from spillover in terrestrial broadcast-
ing, it is, however, much greater in scope and
subject to different legal protections and re-
gimes. Under the Radio Regulations of the In-
ternational Telecommunications Union (ITI..
space is considered common property, for ex-
ample, which cannot be owned by individuals,
corporations, or governments. "' Although
such regulations recognize tho privacy of trans-
missions, there are no enfe:,-,mont mecha-
nisms or remedies for the violation of rights.
Not finding this spillover acceptable and want-
ing to enforce their rights, rights owners have
insisted on extended protection. Their de-
mands, however, conflict with the internation-
ally agreed upon principle of the law of the com-
mons, wh;ch has developed in the context of
space ano telecommunications law. nus, ef-
forts to protect the interioctual property em-
bodied in satellite signa)s may need to be han-
dled in widely differing legal and regulatory
contexts."'

Also exemplifying the multifaceted nature
of intellectual property issnes is the increas-
ing number of institutions that deal with such
issues. At present, the World Intellectual Prop-
erty Organization deals with the administra-
tion of rights; the United Nations Educational,
Scientific, and Cultural Organization oversees
international intomation flows 'eor the bene-
fit of education, science, and culture, and de-
velops communications policies for the devel-
opment. of infrastructures; the International
Telecommunications Union allocates frequency

"'See Article N28/7 of the Radio Regulations, also the Final
Acts the World Administrative Radio ConferenceBroad-
casting Satellites, 1977.

"'Edward W. Ploman and L Clark Hamilton, Copyright:
Intellectual Property in the Information Age (London. Rout-
ledge & Kegan Paul, 1980), p 155
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I bands and promulgates technical standards in
the area of telecommunications; the T Tnited Na-
tions Centre on Transnational Corporations
oversees transborder information-related serv-
ices; and the United Nations Conference on
Trade and Development and the General Agree-
ment on Tariffs and Trade regulate the trade
of some information-based pr .ts od serv-
ices.113

I 'olicy Implications

Because the present set of international le-
gal and regulatory regimes and institutions are
generally linked to a particular technology, new
combinations of older technologies might, like
new technologies, create inconsistencies be-
tween traditionally separate policies and in-
stitutions. To deal with such cross-cutting
issues, the international protection for intel-
lectual property- may need to be considered in
a larger social, legal, a-td technical context. The
United States, therefore, might want to de-
velop an integrated approach or policy to deal
with the cross-cutting nature of international
issues. In addition, it may need to improve the
coordination among domestic agencies that are
responsible for international and intellectual
property issues.

Currently, there is no agency in the U.S. Gov-
ernment that has centralized responsibilities
for dealing with the cross-cutting international
intellectual property issues. Instead, various
Federal agencies perform different and sepa-
r ate functions with respect to international in-
tellectual property rights.'"

The Department of State plays a lead rose
in coordinating other Federal agencies and rep-
resenting the United States at multilateral and
bilateral intellectual property negotiations.
Both the Patent and Trademark Office and the
Copyright Office are responsible for monitor-
ing international legal developments, repre-
senting the United States in their respective

"'Grego.rio Garzon Clanana, "Legal Framework for Interna-
tional Information, Transnational Data Report, vol 8, No 2,
pp. 101-107

"'These agencies are ea,h described in more detail in Chap-
ter 9, "The Federal Role in the Administration of intellectual
Property Rights

international conventions. and advising Con-
gress and the Administration on developing
international intellectual property policy.

The National Telecommunications arid In-
formation Agency (NTI A) plays an important
role in the protection of copyrighted material
transmitted outFide the United States via tel-
ecommunication technolrgies It als, partici-
pates in negotiations of intsrnational agree-
ments on the use of satellites for rebroadcast
materials.

For trade-related international intellectual
property issues, the U.S Trade Representa-
tive plays a major role. Its responsibilities in-
clude monitoring foreign nations' efforts to
protect intellectual property and then, accord-
ing to such an analysis, recommending whether
such nations should be eligible to receive trade
preferences. The International Trade Admin-
istration also monitors international enforce-
ment of intellectual property rights and pro-
vides this information and counseling on
export opportunities and problems to the busi-
ness community. The U.S. International Trade
Commission is an independent quasi-judicial
agency that determines whether unfair trade
acts related to imparts, which often involve
patent, traciemark, or copyright infringements,
are harmful to U.S. industries.

The U.S. Information Agency takes primary
responsibility for culturally oriented intellec-
tual property policy. It oversees the distribu-
tion of U S. intellectual property products such
as films, books, and music to other nations for
the promotion of better understanding a
United States and its citizeds.

Recognizing the fragmentation of policy
responsibilities for international intellectual
property issues within the Federal Govern-
ment, several policy coordination groups for
intellectual property policy have been recently
formed. These groups include the Cab' -et
Council on Commerce and Trade (Working
Group on Intellectual Propei '), the Trad- 1'01-
icy Committee (Su bcc unittee on Intellectual
Property), and the Senior Interagency Group
on Communication and Information Policy
(Working Group on Copyright and Intellectual
Property).
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These efforts to coordinate are a good start
towards recognizing the many issues involved
in international intellectual property policy.
However, given the increasing legal, social, po-
litical, and economic factors affecting intellec-
tual property rights, the current U.S. Govern-
ment organization for international intellectual
property issues might make it very difficult
to address these multifaceted issues in a com-
prehensive fashion.

To deal with these cross-cutting issues, the
United States might establish a governmental
agency responsible for both domestic and in-
ternational intellectual property rights. This
agency would subsume all the administrative
responsibilities of the Copyright Office, the
Patent and Trademark Office, and the respon-
sibilities of other agencies involved with intel-
lectual property rights. Internationally, it
would represent the United States on all mat-
ters that relate to intellectual property rights.

Such an agency would also have centralized
in hou, capabilities to analyze the effects of
new technological developments on the inter-
national intellectual property system and the
U.S. position in relation to the system. Using
this analysis, it could advise Congress on pos-
sible domestic and international intellectual
property strategies.

At the same time, the establishment of such
an agency has several drawbacks. The consoli-
dation of responsibility for intellectual prop-
erty rights, for example, would take expertise
on intellectual property rights from agencies
that need it, such as the Department of Com-
merce and the Library of Congress. Similarly,
consolidation might also inhibit existing ac-
cess to expertise on legal, trade. and foreign
policy, inade possible by multi-agency involve-
ment. Finally, such a proposal would probably
meet resistance from the agencie.? themselves.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE U.S. INTERNATIONAL
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY

As described throughout this chapter, the
United Stsues is undertaking and considering
many options to address international intel-
lectual property issues. Table 8-5 summarizes
some of the major policy strategies available
to the United States for dealing with many of
1-hz international intellectual property issues
brought about by new technologies. It further
gives major examples, issues or stresses that
v -)uld be addressed, and suggests both posi-
`; ye .Ind negative outcomes of such strategies.

rn)..rP is no single, clear-cut strategy that the
inited States could at to comprehensively

address all of the international intellectual
propr-ty es engendered by new technol-
ogies. A ;, A y strategy designed to deal with
international trade and enforcement issues,
such as those already legislated (sections of
the Trade and Tariff Act of 1984 and the Carib-
bean Basin Economic Recovery Act), for ex-
ample, fails to address any of the international
political issues presented by new technologies.

Strategies designed to focus on politics
moreover, do not readily address interns-_, nal
intellectual property trade issues.

In fact, many policy strategies designed to
address specific L.-Ales may exacerbate other
stresses on the international intellectual prop-
erty syst m. Treating intellectual property, for
example, solely as international trade issues
could provoke problems of international polit-
ical relations, even to the point of inciting
retaliation from other nations; but focus on in-
ternational political relations might foreclose
export opportunities for the U.S. domestic in-
tellectual property industry. Similarly, treat-
ing international intellectual property
as separate from other international policies
might lead to conflicts with internatiorml in-
formation and communication policies and
other foreign policies.

Although many of the policy strategies for
addressing international intellectual property
issues are not mutually exclusive, t',e United
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Policy action

Ratify the Berne Convention
for the Protection o'
Literary and Artistic 1"Jorks

Rejoin United Nations
Educational and Cultural
Organization (UNESCO)

Negotiations education
seminars, and training
progt anis on intellectual
property rights for
other nations

Table 8.5. Policy Optiors for Addressing International Intellectual Property Issues

Examples
Issues or stresses
to be addresser

Internationalization
of intellectual
property

Political
Legal
Enforcement

Internationariation
of intellectual
property

Legal
Enforcement

S representatives involved with intellectual Pole mai
property could organize seminars and train- Legal
ing programs for foreign officials response- Enforcement
bie for the administration of intellectual
property rights, such as those already
undertaken in Indonesia, Malaysia, and
Thailand

Bilateral intellectual property Where countries ere not members of u,erna- Legal
agreements with nations that unnal intellectual property conventions, the Enforcement
are not members of any United States could establish specific
international intellectual bilateral intellectual property agreements,
property agreements ouch as those already established with

Romania, South Africa, and Thailand

Legislation with pecific Domestic legislation that would make specific Legal
international reciprocity intellectual property rights In the United Enforcement
clausc, Stales available to foreign nationals Only if

their nation granted comparable rights to
U S nationals, such as thcae reciprocity
clauses in the Semiconductor Chip Protec
lion Act (Public Law 98-620) and the pro
posed International Computer Software
Protestion Act of 1985 (5 399, 99th
Congress)

Possiole pssitoe outcomes

S would appear more genuine in its support
-or international intellectual property pro-
ectton and consequently it might bo more

effective in cons other nations to
enact legal and enforcement measures for
intellectual property protection and to ratify
international Intellectual property agree
ments

U S might have more political strength from
which to influence international intellectual
property policy development

U S would appear more genuine in its support
for international intellectual property pro
tection, and consequently it might be more
effective in convincing other nations to
enact legal and enforceieent measures for
intellectupt property protection and to ratify
internatt _mai intellectual property agree
ments

U S might have more political strength from
which to influence international intellectual
property policy development

U S might increase its abarty to influence the
number and sublectp of studies Pn copy
right and new technologies under 'ken by
the UCC

Provide otner countries with an understand
ing of the importance of protect, inteilec
tual property rights

Promote international harmonization of na
dons' domestic intellectual proper,; laws

Posainle negative outcomes

Disrupts traditional U S Intel
lectuai property laws and
practices such as registra-
tion and deposit

U S would need to make eco
nornii_ and political conces
ons particularly to address
the concerns of developing
nanons

Requires addition )al funding

RPOUIreS additional funding

Permit the establishment of intellectual prop Disrupts integrity of traditional
erty relations with countries that are cur ,ystom of international intel
rentiv not members of any international in lecrual property ageements
tellectual property agreements

Provide leverage 'duce Other nations to Disrupts integrity of traditional
enact adequate andfor cystem of ;nteinAtional
tntellectuai properly rights teili utual Lic,perty

agreements
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Table 8.5.- Policy Options for Addressing International Intellectual Prot. 11( IssuesCJntinued

Issues or stresses
Policy action Examples to be addressed Possible positive outcomes Possible negative outcomes
Trade preferences contingent Where countries receive trade preferences Trade and Economic

on nations' laws and efforts E. ldror foreign aid and do not have adequate Enforcementto enforce international laws or enforcement measures for the pro-
intellectual property rights tection of intellectual properly, the United

Trace sanctions against
nations which do no;
respect internationa'
intellectual property rights

States could make the receiving of such
benefits contingent upon the improvement
of intellectual property laws ar,d enforce-
ment efforts, as called for in the Trade and
Tariff Act of 1984 (Public Law 98-573) and
in the Caribbean Basin Economic Recovery
Act (Public Law 98-67)

Provide leverage to induce other nation,.. to Provokes new diff.culties for
enact adequate legal protection andor en U S international political re
force international rntellectual property rations
rights

Information-based products and services Lade and Eu, oormc Provide a retaliatory mechanism against na
could be included in international trade Enforcement 'ions that do not have adequate legal pro
agreements that have trade sanction penal tectine andfor do not adequately enforce in
ties already in place, such as in the General ,ernatiunal .ntt,c,tual property rights
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT)

Imposition of trade penalties on nations that
import goods that infringe U S intellectual
property rights, such as the penalties called
for in the Process Patent Amendment
IS 1543 and H R 1069. 99th Congress)

Strengthen U S Government- Increased funding with focus on developing Politic e
sponsored information countries' specific needs for information-
distribution programs based products and services, such as those

distribution programs sponsored by the
U S Information Agency (USIA), the Peace
Corps, and the Library of Congress

Fc sign aid to nations for Funding for developing countries specifically Politia !
purchase of intellectual earmarked for the purchase of Information
property products based products and services

Permanent coorc,icating body Standing coordinating body that would Con-
for all government sist of representatives from all agencies in
agencies involved with yolved with intellectual property rights is-
intellectual property issues sues, such as the working groups of the

Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade,
the Trade Policy Committee, and tt Inter
agency Group on Communications and In
formation Policy

Establishment or government Combining under tne jurisdiction of one gov Institute:mu:agency for intellectual ernmental agency all of the responsibilities
property for the administration of intellectual prop

arty rights, including all international intei
lectual property policies

SOURCE 011,e of 1, hrology Assessment

2ti3

Provokes new difficulties for
U S international political re-
lations andlor retaliation
from other nations particu-
larly from developing
nations

Promote international political and Oulhirai Reoitrec, additional funding
understanding

Provide incentives for countries to respect ,r1
ternationai intellectual property rights

Promote international political and cultural Pet) we% additional funding
understanding

Provide Incentives for countries to respect in
ternational intellectual property rights

Promote the development of domestic ,rite.
lectual property industries in other nations

Provide a forum for better coordinatine among Complicatfs dectsionmaking
the governmental agencies responsible for process for international in-
various aspects of international intellectual tellectual property policy by
property protec ion decentralizing individual

agencies' policymaking
responsibilities

Provide a mechanism for presenting a more Loss of direct lccess to exper
united U S position on leternational int tl- tise or intellecwal property
lectual propely issues nrotec tion needed by individ

Provide a mechan,sm to centralize expertise ual government agencies
on foreign policy and intellectual property
within the Federal Government
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States must recognize the trade-offs involved
in choosing one policy strategy over another,
or the possibility that two policy strategies
might conflict. Given such potential policy con-
flicts, the United States will need to make fun-
damental decisions about how it wishes to view
intellectual property (for example, as an item
of trade, an item to enhance its foreign diplo-
matic relations, etc.) and design its overall in-
ternational intellectual prop Ly policy strat-

egies accordingly. Such decisions are likely to
become more important in light of the enhanced
role of the new technologies in economic and
social development. Decisions about interna-
tional intellectual policy, moreover, will need
to be made in conjunction with many other
aspects of U.S. foreign policyfrom i iterna-
tional issues of defense, trade, and foreign aid
to issues of international information and com-
munication policy.

LI r%
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Federal Role in the Admini ration
of Intellectual Property Rights

FINDINGS
Assuming that tho granting of exclusive

property rights to individuals would automat-
ically lead to the creation and public dissemi-
nation of information, the Nation's first leg-
islators ascribed to government a relatively
inactive role in the intellectual property sys-
tem. Accordingly, the Federal role and cor-
responding institutions have evolved to perform
minimal regulatory functions. The system was
designed to be self-enforcing; the government
institutions granted rights, registered works,
and the individual creators and users were re-
sponsible for protecting their rights and en-
forcing them through the courts.

Today, however, the emergence of new in-
formation and communication technologies is
placing new demands on governmental insti-
tutions responsible for the administration of
intellectual property rights. The question
arises, therefore, of whether existing Federal
institutional arrangements for the administer-
ing intellectual property rights, as initially

designed, can adequately cope with new tech-
nological developments and the new responsi-
bilities that may be placed on them.

To manage these stresses, Congress has sev-
eral options that it could pursue. These options
range from leaving the agencies as they exist
to completely restructuring them. Before con-
sidering institutional arrangements for the
administration of rights, however, Congress
must first make overall decisions about the in-
tellectual property system itself. Congress
must determine which goals it wishes to pro-
mote, which laws and practices to establish,
and how to balance competing interests in light
of the effects of new technological develop-
ments. It must also determine whether the role
of government in the intellectual property sys-
tem should be regulatory or nonregulatory.
Only after such decisions are made. can Con-
gress begin to construct institutional arrange-
ments for the adminif tration of intellectual
property rights.

INTRODUCTION
The granting of intellectual property rights

can be viewed as a public policy tool designed
to achieve policy goals. Historically, govern-
ments have granted intellectual property
rights to meet different policy goals. Such
goals, for example, have included economic de-
velopment or industrial policy, regulation of
trade, censorship, promotion of public learn-
ing, and the development of a national culture.
The particular role governments play in intel-
lectual property systems depends to some ex-
tent on the goals the policy is designed to
foster.

Early in the evolution of the United States,
the Fourding Fathers clearly viewed intellec-

tual property policy as a means to promote the
progress of science and the useful arts, and to
disseminate such knowledge to the public.
They believed, moreover, that public dissemi-
nation of information would help to meet the
other overriding societ al needs of the time
to develop an industrial base, create a national
literature, and maintain the level of knowledge
amcng citizens required to sustain a demo-
cratic polity.

Assuming that the granting of exclusive
property rights to individuals would automat-
ically lead to the creation and public dissemi-
nation of information, the Nation's first leg-
islators ascribed to government a relatively

26J
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258 Inteilectual Property Rights in an Age of Electronics and information

inactive role in the intellectual property sys-
tem. This role corresponded to their preference
for a free market approach, and alleviated their
fears of overly centralized government. Ac-
cordingly, the Federal role and corresponding
institutions have evolved to perform minimal
regulatory functions. The system was designed
to be self-enforcing; the government institu-
tions granted rights, registered works, and the
individual creators and users were responsi-
ble for protecting their rights and enforcing
them through the courts.

Today, however, the emergence of new in-
formation and communication technologies is
placing new demands on governmental insti-
tutions responsible for the administration of
intellectual property rights. In reaction to the
development of new technologies, for example,
policymakers have passed legislation that calls
for government to take on new or increased
responsibilities. This raises the question. there-
fore, of whether existing Federal institutional

DEVELOPMENT OF U.S. IN1

Goals for Granting Intellectual
Property Rights

In the United States a unique set of social,
political, economic, and technological factors
gave rise to a specific set of policy goals that
intellectual property rights were designed to
achieve. These factors, moreover, shaped the
design of the Federal role in the ac' inistra-
tion of intellectual property rights.'

During the early history of the United
States, the Founding Fathers adhered to
belief in the light of the individual to own prop-
erty and pursue his intellectual interests.' The

'See eh 2 for a discussion of how different historical mew
stances influenced governments' use of intellectual property
rights to achieve varying economic, political, and social goals

'John Locke, fn; example, was one of the most influential
philosophers on the Framers of the U.S Constitution Locke
stated, for example, that "Every man has a property in his own
person The labor of his body and the work of his hands we may
say are properly his " Garry Wills, Inventing America Jeffer-
son's Declaration of Independence (New York Doubleuay &
Co , Inc ,1978), pp 229-239; and Bruce Bugbee, Genesis of Amer-
ican Patent and Copyright Law (Washington, DC Public Af-
fairs Press, 1967), pp t4-125

arrangements for administering intellectual
property rights, as initially designed, can ade-
quately cope with new technological develop-
ments and the new responsibilities that ma:
be placed on them.

To examine the current Federal role in the
intellectual property system and how it may
change in response to new technology, this
chapter will:

1. describe the development of the goals and
rationale for the Federal role in the intel-
lectual property system and under what
conditions it worked effectively;

2. characterize the current Federal institu-
tional arrangements for dealing with in-
tellectual property issues;

3. describe how technological developments
may be stressing such arrangements; and

4. explore the implications for future institu-
tional arrangements.

LLECTUAL PROPERTY POLICY
early legislators also recognized the impor-
tance of a democratic polity, which required
public dissemination of knowledge to function
adequately.3 Because the United States was
a developing country, its policymakers also
wished to stimulate industrial growth, particu-
larly in light of the burgeoning industrial rev-
olution taking place in England.'

The Framer 3 of the U.S. Constitution rec-
ognized that the granting of intellectual prop-
erty rights was one way to achieve such basic
social, political, and economic ideals. They be-
lieved that granting these rights would pro-

'These beliefs originated from the ideas of John Locke and
Jean Rousseau See, for example, John Locke, Second Treatise
on Civ.1 Government, 1690, and Jean Jacques Rousseau, So-
cial Contract, 1762 Gordon Wood, The Creation of the Amer-
ican Republic, 1776-1787 (North Ca-, °Him University of North
Carolina Press, 1969), pp 53-65, and Bruce Bugbee, The Gene-
sis of American Patent and Copyright Law (Washington, DC:
Public Affairs Press, 1967), pp. 84-125

'Hunter Dupree, Science in the Federal Government A His-
tory Policies and Activities to 1940 (Cambridge, MA The
Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1957(, and Bruce
Bugbee, Genesis of American Patent and Copyright Law (Wash-
ington, DC Public Affairs Press, 1967), pp 84-125
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vide incentives for creators or industries to
produce and disseminate works, would
promote public education and industrial
growth. To provide an initial framework for
this policy, the Framers included the clause
in the U.S. Constitution:

To promote the Progress of Science and use-
ful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Au-
thors and Inventors the exclusive Right to
their respective Writings and Discoveries.
(Section 1, Article 8, clause 8.)

In The Federalist, James Madison clearly
establishes the overall purpose of granting
rights to individuals, which was the automatic
promotion of the public good:

The utility of this r x will scarcely be
questioned. The copyright of authors has been
solemnly adjudged, in Great Britain, to be a
right of common law. The right to useful in-
ventions seems with equal reasons to belong
to the inventors. The public good fully coin-
cides in both cases with the claims of individ-
uals. The States cannot separately make ef-
fectual provision for either of the cases, and
most of them have anticipated the decision of
this point, by laws passed by the insistence
of Congress,6

A later, more definitive interpretation of this
overall purposethe stimulation of the crea-
tion and dissemination of information to the
publicwas stated in a legislative report on
the Copyright Act of 1909:

The Constitution does not establish copy-
rights, but provides that Congress shall have

`The intended goals of this clause become very apparent
when the original two proposals concerning intellectual prop-
erty which were proposed during the Constitutional Convert-
ta are examined.

Madison's proposals envisioned a national legislatu with the
authority to To secure le-erary authors their copy rights for a
hmited time To estabhsh a University, To encourage by premi-
ums and provisions, The advancement of useful knowledge and
discoveries', The other set of proposals was offered by Charles
Pickney, and included the following contemplated powers To
grant charters of incorporation, To grant patents for useful in-
ventions, To secure to Authors exclusive nghts for a er-
tam time, To estabhsh pubhc institutions, rewards, and immu-
mt, for the promotion of agriculture, commerce, trades, and
manufactures

Bruce Bugbee, The Gt e9is of Amen can Patent and Copyright
Law (Washington, DC Public Affairs Press, 1967), p 126.

°Alexander Hamil'on. James Madison, and John Jay, The
Federahst Papers, No 43 (New York: The New American Li-
brary of World Literature, Inc , 19611, pp 271-272.

S8 -922 0 86 10

the power to grant such rights if it thinks best.
Not primarily for the benefit of author, but pri-
marily for the benefit of the public, such rights
are given. Not that any particular class of citi-
zens, however worthy, may benefit, but be-
cause the policy is believed to be for the bene-
fit of the great body of people. in that it will
stimulate writing and invention to give some
bonus to authors and inventors.'

Federal Role in the Administration of
Intellectual Property Rights

The Federal role in the administration of
rights evolved in a way that clearly reflected
the goals of the U.S. intellectual property sys-
tem. Similar to the development of the goals
of intellectual property rights, political, eco-
nomic, and technological. factors influenced the
type of role that Congress designed for the gov-
ernment in the administration of such rights.

First, Adam Smith's ideas of a free market,
non-interventionist approach that could pro-
vide economic incentives and an efficient mech-
anism for markets and economic growth were
increasingly accepted.9 Reacting against the
English Government which used excessive reg-
ulatory controls, Americans also favored the
Jeffersonian notion of a government with as
few regdlatory functions as possible.9 Addi-
tionally, the major technology of the time, the
printing press, allowed the granting of rights
to lead automatically to the dissemination of
information. This was so because works had
to to be published in order to enjoy protection.
Moreover, in the absence of inexpensive repro-
duction technologies of today, publishers could
more accurately estimate the returns on their
investments and, thus had more direct eco-
nomic incentives to publish works. Rights

House Report No 2222. 60th Cong., 2d sess , as cited in
Alan Lathan and Robert Gorman, Copyright for The Eighties
(Charlottesville, VA Michie, Bobbs-Merrill, 1981), p 12

"Charlc a Beard, An Economic Interpretation of the Consti-
tution of the United States (New York Free Press, 1965), and
Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations, 1776 (New York. The Mod-
ern Library. 1937)

'Alexander Hamilton, James MaCison, and John Jay, The
Federalist Papers, No 39-46 (New York: The Ner.t
Library of World Literature, Inc , 1961), pp 240-300, and Julian
Boyd (ed ), The Papers of Thomas Jefferson (Princeton. NJ
Princeton University Press, 1950)
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owners could also enforce their rights them-
selves because infringements were relatively
easy to detect.

Under these circu.nstances, the early le:;.-
lators believed that the intellectual property
system could function adequately with mini-
mal government intervention if left to its own
devices:

When printing was the only information
technology of any significance, eighteenth cen-
tury policymakers conceived of an arrange-
ment for knowledge-dissemination and com-
pensation in society that was elegant in its
absence of centralization and administration.
Lawyers set up the machinery for granting ex-
clusive rights to copy to those who wrote and
to those who controlled the presses: Adam
Smith's "invisible hand" took care of the de-
tails. As Madison noted, copyright provided
an efficient means of achieving the constitu-
tional goal of promoting science and the use-
ful arts because it was one of the fortuitous
policies in which the ends of the individual cit-
izen and the goals of the collectivity could be
made synonymous. Copyright, in short, was
not a bad idea at the time.1°

Consequently, the le, islators of the Patent
and Copyright Acts of 1790 designed a rela-
tively inactive role for the Federal Government
in the intellectual property system. These Acts
clearly delineated the exclusive rights to be
granted and the conditions under which they
would be granted, and established the role of
government as simply a register of works seek-
ing protection. The acts also required creators
who wanted to protect their works to publish
them in local newspapers. The registration
function, like the publication requirement,
closely corresponded to the goals of intellec-
tual property policy. For the repositories of
submitted works and the publication of those
works in public institutions were primarily for
the public to access and learn from, thus ful-
filling the original intent of the granting intel-
lectual property rights.

The institut.,,nal arrangements for register-
ing works were also created by the legislation

'Nicholas Henry, Copyright, Information Technology, Pub-
lic Policy (New York Marcel Dekker, 1967), pp 56-57

of 1790." The Patent Act established a Patent
Board, which was made up of the Secretary
of State, Secreta -\ of War, and the Attorney
General. Referring to themselves collectively
as the "Commissioners for the Promotior "f
Useful Arts," the members of the board were
empowered to issue a patent for any device or
process "if they shall deem the invention suffi-
ciently useful or important." The statute also
established a Register of Patents, to be kept
by the Secretary of State." The Copyright Act
required the local District Courts (nea. Est to
where the person seeking protection lived) and
the Secretary of State to register and serve
as depositories of creative works." And the
courts, of course, served to interpret any prob-
lems rights owners or users might have enforc-
ing their rights."

Early Development of the Governmental
Institutions for the Administration of

Intellectual Property Rights

Since 1790, several factors have affected the
evolution of the govenunental institutions set
up to administer intellectual property rights.
These include the increasing number of crea-

'Before such institutional arrangements were established,
Congress was responsible for grant.ag both copyi md pa-
tents on a case-by-case basic Increases in nuniL ea tors
seeking protection for their works was a major impetus for Con-
gress to establish institutions to register end deposit works

'Bruce Bugbee, Genesis of Patent .ind Copyright Law
(Washington, DC Public Affair) Preps, 1967), p. 149

The copyright law of 1790 stated that an author desiring
protection thereunder was to deposit a copy of his work with
the clerk of the District Court where he lived. but he was also
required to p rid a second coy of his production to the U S
Secretary of State within six months. The clerk of the District
Court was to record this work according to a detailed form
prescribed in the stc:tute, and could charge a sixty-cent fee for
this service. Duplicates under seal could be issued at sixty cents
each, and the grantee was required to publish, within two
months, a copy then of in at least one newspaper for a four week
periodan interesang carry over of a feature which the Senate
had dropped from the general patent bill prior to its passage
Bruce Bugbee, The Genesis of Patent and Copyright Law (Wash.
ington, DC Public Affairs Press, 1967), p 147

"" The courts at the beginning construed the Act [the
Copyright Act of 17901 very strictly and hence the author was
obliged to proceed with the utmost caution along the tortuous
copyright route lest any slip prove his undoing Alan Latman
and Robert Gorman. Copyright for The Eighties (Charlottes-
ville, VA Michie, Bobbs-Merrill, 1981), p 5
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tors seeking protection for their works and the
growing number of types of works that Con-
gress has included as protectable subject mai;
ter under intellectual property law.

In response to such changes, Congress has.
over time, transformed the original institutions
into larger, more distinct governmental agen-
cies with increased responsibilities, admin-
istrative or otherwise. In spite of these modifi-
cations, these government agencies responsible
for intellectual property rights have remained
largely nonregulatory, their role being to reg-
ister -nd deposit works, and to disseminate
knowledge to the public.

Copyrights

Like the patent system, the copyright sys-
tem of 1790 was amended soon afte- crea-
tion. The major change expanded ft of
subject matter to be protected under U.o.
right law. Such expansion of the law to cover
new types of works added increasing respon-
sibilities to the Federal institutions which reg-
istered work s.15

Reflecting such increases, the Federal copy
right institutions grew in size and administra
tive functions. In 1859, the responsibility of
registering works was transferred to the De-
partment of the Interior. Then in 1870, when
Congress was enacting patent legislation, it
undertook a major reform of the copyright sys-
tem. Congress assigned the registering of
copyrights and the depositing of works to the
Library of Congress, which had been estab-
lished in 1800. Under this statute, the Librar-
ian of Congress received and maintained all
copyright records and deposit copies, which
the District Courts had held under the old, de-
centralized system. In 1897, a separate Copy-
right Office was established within the Library
of Congress, where it remains tocia, Much like

'Over time, legal protection, for example, has been ex-
tended to include: designs, engravings, and etchings (1802). mu-
sical compositions (1631), dramatic compositions (1856), pho-
tographs and negatives (1865), statues and models (1870), all
writings of an author (1909); motion pictures (1912), sound
recordings (197`)1 original works of authorship (1976), computer
software (1980), and ni.sk works (sui genens protection) for semi-
conductor china ;1984)-

the changes made in the patent system, the
transfer of the registration and deposit func-
tion to a centralized library cLarly reflected
the wish to promote public dissemination of
intellectual creations.16

Patents
A few years after the Patent Board was es-

tablished in 1790, the large numbers of pat-
ent applications became too time-consuming
for the board members whose primary respon-
sibilities were as members in the Cabinet." To
remedy this situation, Congress, in 1789,
dropped the requirement that inventions be
sufficiently useful or important to receive a pat-
ent, and replaced the examination process per-
formed by the Cabinet members with simple
registration. In 1802, Congress enacted legis-
Intion that creeed a Patent Office as a distinct
livision within the Department of State.'

Dissatisfaction with this process and the in-
creasing number of applications for patents led
to legislation in 1836 that enlarged and ele-
vated the status of the Patent Office to a sep-
arate bureau within the Department of State.
The statute also authorized the President to
appoint a Commissioner of Patents, who in
turn was to appoint a full-time staff of ex-
aminers and other clerks and assistants. It also
reinstated the process of examining patent ap-
plications for novelty, utility, and invention.
As under the laws of 1790 and 1793, applica-
tions were to be submitted with specifications,
drawings, and when necessary, models. The
tatute further directed the Commissioner to

display the models in a gallery open to the pub-
lic, thus further promoting the public dissem-
ination of knowledge.

'T1- ,Or1193 Jefferson Building of the Library of Con-
gress, tor example, was established by the ropynght Act of
1870 to house the growing collections that were being acquired
as a result of the copyright deposit system

"For example, under the Patent Act of 1790, approximately
57 patents were granted: 3 in 1790, 33 in 1791, 11 in 1792, and
10 m the early weeks of 1793. Bruce Bugbee, Genesis of Amen-
can Patent and Copyright Law (Washington, DC Public Af-
fairs Press, 1967), p 149

''Bruce Bugbee. Genesis of American Patent and Copyright
Law (Washington, DC Public Affairs Press, 1967), p 150
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In 1849, the Patent Office was transferred
to the newly created Department of the In-
terior. In 1870 the Commissioner of Patents
was authorized to register trademarks.'9 Fi-

'4The Supreme Court held such legislation to be unconstitu-
tional because trademarks did not cover a product of author-
ship or invention Subsequently, the Supreme Court found that

in 1925, the Patent Office was placed
in the Department of Commerce, where it re-
mains today.

registration of trademarks a as p,,rmissble under the power to
regulate commerce Crustal. us A V eber The Patent Office (Bal-
timore, MD The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1924)

PRESENT INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE
ADMINISTRATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS

Although the U.S. intellectual property laws
have been revised many times since 1790, the
basic institutional arrangements have, with
minor changes, remained intactperforming
minimal, indirect regulatory functions. These
institutions administer basic laws, register and
deposit works, and provide support services."
They have, moreover, shown a remarkable re-
siliency to technological change, thus far.

In adjusting to technological development,
many of the institutions have undergone sim-
ilar changes. First, each of the institutions has
ircreased in size, reflecting the growing num-
ber and types of works to be protected. Sec-
ond, each has begun to use information tech-
nologies to perform more efficiently. Third, to

'Donald Curran, Acting Register of Copyrights, for exam-
ple, speaking before the Patent, Trademark, and Copyright Sec-
tion of the American Bar Association, said that the Federal
Government does not now in any but the most tangential way
"regulate" the copyright industries . "Information Hot hne,
vol 17, No 10, November 1985, p. 4

Regulation can be defined as.
Federal laws or rules which impose government standards and

significant e_ononuc responsibilities on individuals or organize
tions outside the Federal establishment Regulation is car-
ried out by Federal agencies through such means as setting or
approving prices, rates or fares, profits, interest rates, and wages,
awarding licenses, frachises, certificates, and permits, or estab-
lishing and enforcing standards of behavior such as worker safety
rules, air quality levels, public k.,sclosure of financial informs
Lion, or prohibitions of price, racial, religious, or sexual discrimi
nation

Although almost all government activities involve a rule or a
regulation, there are varying degrees e' regulation The admin-
istration of intellectual property rights, for example, relies on
the law to define property rights and lets those who possess
them negotiate their value either in the marketplace or in a pri-
vate, decentralized fashion A more regulatory approach would
rely on public authorities to directly determine and allocate the
value of intellectual property Domestic CouncilReview Group
on Regulatory Reform, "The Cfk ge of Regulatory Reform
A Report to the President" (Wastungteu, DC, 19771, p 47

deal more effectively with the growing inter-
nationalization of intellectual property issues,
all of the institutions individually and jointly,
have increased their international activities.
Fourth, in reaction to the increasing complex-
ity of new technologies (particularly cable) that
have given rise to new stakeholders, a new
ai,:ncy has been es' ablished that departs from
the traditional roue of government regarding
intellectual property rights.2' And finally, the
courts have become increasingly burdened
with cases involving more comple,-- technical
issues. A brief characterization of principal
institutional actors involved with the admin-
istration of property rights and some of the
current issues they face are provided below.

Patent and Trademark Office

The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO)
is located within the Department of Commerce.
Similar to the Copyright Office, PTO has no
jurisdiction over questions relating to enforce-
ment of patents, nor over matters that con-
cern the promotion or the utilization of patents.
PTO's major function is to administer the pat-
ent laws as they relate to the granting of pa-
tents. It examines applications for patents to

`The functions have become more regulatory in the sense
that the government is actively deciding the value of royalties
for intelle:tual works The first time that an exception was made
to the traditional copy ight approach was in the Copyright Act
of 190 which required copyright proprietors of musical works
to license their use in mechanical recordings for a royalty of
2 cents Since 1909, three other exceptions have been made for
cable retransnussions, musical recordings used in juke boxes,
and noncommercial broadcasters use of music and other crea-
tive works

2 74
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,Jscertain wheoler the applicants are entitled
to patents onuer the law end grants the pa-
t _las when they are sc entitled. PTO also
administers the ade mark laws and reviews
trademark applications to d Aermine -hether
they meet statutory criteria for registration."

Furthering the goal or inci easing publ'c ac-
cess to knowledge, PTO also publishes issued
patents and various publications about patents
and patent laws. It also maintains public search
rooms for ublic to use to examine issued
patents and records and supplies copies of
records and other papers on demand.

In addition to the examining groups, P10 has
a number of sections, divisions, and branches
that perform various other services, such as
receiving and distributing mail, receiving new
applications, handling sales of printed copies
of patents, cr ying of records, inspecting draw-
ings, and r arding assignments."

PTO has grown tremendously since it was
first established. At present, it las approxi-
mately 3,100 employees, of w:__Jrn about half
are examiners and technical and legal staff
Over 100,000 patent applicatin:ss are received
annually. Because of the large number of ap-
plications, there is a 25 -mjnth backlog of
440,000 cases. To remedy this situation, PTO
is in the process of automating its search file.
The goal is to complete automation by the early
1990s.24

Copyright Office

The U.S. Copyright Office is .coated in the
Library of Congress. As noted earlier, its tom-
'on is important to both the Library and the

uopyright Office, representing a symbiotic
relationship between the two. The Copyright

U S Department of Commerce, Pa ent and Tradcriark of-
fice. General Information Concerning Patents R Brief tntrn
ducticn to Patent Matters" (Washington. DC U S. Governor
Printing (Wale, 19841. p 5

"U.S. Department or Commerce, Pate-It and Trademark
fice, "General Info .tion Concerning '.`atcntt. A ti..of J n
duction to Patent IV ers' ashington, DC 'T S Govei iiiiient
Printing Office, 1. p

"Discussion with /..onaid 'gg, Acting Commissioner of
Patents, March 1985

(Mire. through deposit requirement, col-
lects copies of all the works it eceives which
it then makes available to thf Library of 'ion-
gress' collections. This functiJn, sometimes re-
ferred to as "America's cultural policy," ha,
been critical in developing the Nation's store-
house of intellectual material." The Library
of Congress in turn supplies the Copyright Of-
fice with administrativ support. This coop-
erative arrangement has existed for over 150
years and helps to accomplish a major goal of
intellectual property protectionthe dissem-
ination of knowledge to the public."

The divisions of the Copyright Office are
organized by function. In addition to the
Register's Office, there are six operational di-
visions:

1. the A equisitions and Processing Division
winch performs the general housekeep-
ing and accounting work of the office and
the enforcement of the mandatory deposit
provisions of the copyright law;

2. the Examining Division, which deter-
mines whether the requirements of the law
have been met for materials submitted for
registration;

3. the Cataloging Divisionwhich catalogs
all copyright registrations and recorded
documents;

4. the Information, and Reference Division
-which provides the public with general

information on copyright, conducts searches
for the public in the Copyright Office cat-
alogs, and produces on request certified
copies of office records;

5. the Records Management Division
which maintains the records of the Copy-
right Office; and

6. the Licensing Divisionwhich deals with
payments made to the office under the
compulsory licensing provisions of the law

'Discuesion with Donald Curran. Actinz Register of Copy-
rights, March 1985

-For an it,qcsting discussion of the relationship between
the Copyright Office and the Library of Congress, see Donald
rqrraii, "The Copyr.ght Office and the Library of Congress,"
.emarl:a of Donald Curriri acting Register of Copyrights to
the American Bar Association, -;c:tion Patent, Trademark, and
Copyright Law, Washington, DC, Jalv 9, 1985
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that relate to coin-operated phonorecord
players (jukeboxes) ai..1 cable systems.2'

The number and types of works registered
have grown enormously since the Copyright
Office was established. For example, between
1790 and 1R69 a total of 150,000 works were
registered. Today, approximately 500,000
works are registered annually with the Copy-
right Office.28 The staff of the Office has grown
to 561 with an annual budget of $16.2 million.29
In addition to expanding its organization with
increased registrations, the Copyright Office
has recently begun to use information tecl iol-
ogies to automate many of its functions. This
has greatly improved its efficiency, particu-
larly in the registration process.

Copyright Royalty Tribunal

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal (CRT) is the
most recently established government agent
that deals with intellectual property rights. It
was established by the 1976 Copyright Act as
an independent agency within the legislative
branch. CRT was created to adminis'.,er s 3V-
eral compulsory licenses that Congres3, pa, ly
in response to new technological develcpmcnts,
also set forth in the 1976 act. A compulsory
license permits the use of copyrighted mate-

under certain circumstances without the
permission of the copyright owner, provided
a government-set payment is made to the copy-
right owner. Such licenses are:

retransmissions by cable systems of dis-
tant broadcast signals by television and
radio stations;
the use of musical records in jukeboxes
for profit;
the use of music and certain other croa-
dons by lionc-rmir ercia? broadcasters; and

"86th Annual Report of The Register of Copyrights,
1983" (Washington, DC. Library of Congress 1984), p

''"86th Annual Report of the Register of Copyrights, 1983"
(Washington, DC Library of Congress 19841, pp 32, 34

"Appendix to the Budget of the United States Government
for Fiscal Year 1986

int 'rnat,o,7

the use of music on phonon=cords.3°

CRT has six responsibilities for the admin-
istration of the four compulsory licenses:

1. adjust the compulsory license rate for re-
transmission by cable systems of distant,
non-network broadcasts by television
stations;

2. determine the distribution of fees de-
posited with the government by cable
systems;

3. determine the compulsory license paid to
the Register of Copyrights for the per-
formance of non-dramatic musical compo-
sitions by jukebox owners;

4. determine the distribution of fees depos-
ited with the government by jukebox
owners;

5. adjust the mechanical compulsory license
rate on the sale of non-dramatic musical
works embodied in phonorecords (th,de
fees are paid to copyright owners without
gover'-'nent involvement, via the Harry
Fox Agency); and

6. determine reasonable terms and rates for
public broadcasting entities' use of musi-
cal, pictorial, graphic, and sculptural
works (these fees are paid withoutgovern-
ment involvement).31

Five appointed commissioners are respon-
sible for holding hearings to determine rates
and distribute royalties.

Because CRT performs functions that are
much more regulatory in naturethat is, its
rulemaking proceedings to set royalty rates
and its adjudication function which entails dis-
tribution of collected royalties to claimantsit
diverges sharply from the traditional role of

Strtement of Wilbur Campbell, a pt ty Director, Account-
ing and Financial Management Division, General Accounting
Office before the Subcommittee oa Cou,rts, Civil Liberties, and
the Adrrunistraticn of Justice, Committee on the Judiciary, U S
House of Represaitatives, The Operation of the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal," June 11, 1981, p 3.

Statement of Wilbur Campbell, Deputy Director, Accoant-
ing and Financial Management Division, General accounting
Office before the Subcommittee on Courts, Civil Liberties, and
the Administration of Justice, Conn uttee on the Judiciary, U S.
House of Representatives, The Operation of the Copyright
Royalty Tribunal," June 11, 1981, p 4
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the Federal Government in the ac.ministration
of intellectual property rights. For this reason,
CRT has recently run into some sharp criti-
cisms."

Other Supportiag Agencies Within
the Federal Government

Department of Commerce

Four offices and agencies within the Depart-
ment of Commerce support intellectual prop-
erty activities in various ways. The growing
need for support reflects the inci easingly com-
plex technical, political, and economic dimen-
sions of intellectual property righs issues
brought about by technological developm
Such support draws on the industrial, techni-
cal, and scientific expertise of the following
agencies.

International Trade Administration. The In-
ternatiual Trade Administration (1TA) was
established by the Secretary to strengthen the
U.S. international trade and investment posi-
tion. ITA pkovides counseling to members of
the business community on export ermortuni-
ties and problems. ITA offices abroe., help to
identify potential markets. A recent reorga-
nization along lines proposed by the Grace
Commission has brought together industrial
specialists in such areas as computers and
telecommunications with trade promotion
staff to Ling more specialized knowledge to
trade negotiations.'3 ITA administers the Ex-
port Administration Act to ensure that export
activity is consistent with national security
and foreign policy objectives. A current pri-
ority is prevention of the illegal transfer of tech-
nology. Control of technical data poses enforce-
ment problems because such intangibles as
consulting arrangements and training of for-
eign nationals are covered. In .ssuing export
licenses, clearances are routinely required from
the Departments of state and Defense.

"See for example, hearings held before the Subcommittee
on Courts, Civil Liberties, and the Administration of Just.ce,
Committee on the Judiciary. U S House of Representatives,

The Copyright Royalty Tribunal." July 11, 1985
'President's Private Sector Survey on Cost Control, "Re-

port on the Department of Commerce" (Washington, DC, U S
Government Printing Office, 1983), p 24

National TelecommunicationF and Informa-
tion Administration. NTIA is the executive
branch agency principally responsible for the
development of domestic and international
telecornmunicati n and infoanation policy.
The agency also manages the various govern-
ment agencies' use of the electromagnetic spec-
trum and has research laboratories for techni-
cal support. Because of the close relationship
between telecommunications and intellectual
property and its role in developing informa-
tion policy, NTIA participates in U.S. Govern-
ment delegations to international intellectual
property negotiations. NTIA also makes rec-
ommendations on legislative and r sgulatory
issues regarding intellectual property and com-
munication issues.

National Technical Information Service. NTIS
serves as a government clearinghouse for tech-
nical information. NTIS issues notices to the
public that a government agency has applied
or a patent. Private organizations and irdi-

viduals can then determine whether to apply
for a license.

NT- S acts as an agent in support of the pat-
ent process for nine departments and agencies.
These are the Departments of Commerce,
Health and I tuman Services, Interior, Agri-
culture, Army, Air Force, Transportation, Vet-
erans Administration, and the Environmental
Protection Agency. NTIS makes special pro-
motional efforts to encouragc licensing and
also licenses those agencies' patents.

Office for Productivity, Technology, and In-
novation. OPTI, headed by an Assistant S .-x-
retary of Commerce, was created to develop
measures to improve the competitive position
of the United States Li world markets. The pas-
sage of legislation ',Public Law 96-517) in 1980
r. ovided nonprofit organizations and small
businesses with the first right of refusal to ti-
tle in inventions made under government con-
tracts and grants. Authority to implement this
policy was transferred to OPTI from the Of-
fice of Federal Procurement Policy of the Of-
fice of Management and Budget by Public Law
98-620. A Presidential memoram .__ issued in
1983 directed agencies to permit all contrac-
tors and grantees to take title in inventions

27 7
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to the extent permitted by law. Implementa-
tion of this directive is monitored by OPTI,
which works with agencies in preparing pro-
curement regulation.:. OPTI is also cl-2 elop-
ing policy to cover the e--ncrship and the use
of technical data aris;ng from federally sup-
ported research and development. This is a
highly controversial area with little precedent
for guidance.

Department of Justice

The Antitrust Division of the Department
of Justice includes an intellectual property
section that monitors the interface between an-
titrust and intellectual property matters. The
section helps develop legislation with poten-
tial antitrust implications, such as the recently
passed National Cooperative Research Act,
which removes certain antitrust barriers to co-
operative R&D. It also prcvides the Adminis-
tration's position on intellectual property mat-
ters to other regulatory agencies, and presents
the Administration's opinion to the courts, if
requested in a pending case.

The Department of Justice also presents
the Patent and Trademark Office in civil cases
when, for exr mple. it is alleged that the agency
acted improperly in approving or refusing a
patent application. It also represents the Copy-
right Office in similar circumstances.

Department of State

The Departrn of State's international ac-
tivities in the protection of intellectual prop-
erty are carried out through its Office of
Business Practices. The Department of State
coordinates U.S. participation in the interna-
tional intellectual property treaties to which
the United States is a party, such as the Con-
vention for the Protection of Industrial Prop-
erty and the Universal Copyright Convention.
Within the Federal Government, the Depart-
ment of State initiates or participates in the
e:.proval of papers circulated among agencies
to achieve coordinated positions in multilateral
and bilateral negotiations on intellectual prop-
erty issues. To elicit industry viewpoints, the
Department of State has created an Adv'sory

Committee on International Intellectual
Property.

Office of the U.S Trade Representative

The Office of the U.S. Trade Representative
(USTR), created by statute in 1975 in the Ex-
ecutive Office of Cie President, is responsible
for setting and administering trade policy.
USTR also administers part of the Trade and
Tariff Act of 1984, which refers specifically to
the protection of intellectual property. Under
this act, the Pr& *lent is authorized to deter-
mine which developing countries may export
goods to tnis country duty free, on the basis
of each country's efforts to protect U.S. intel-
lectual property products as well aJ k.,tr cri-
teria. USTR is also responsible for issuing a
statutorily required annual report to Congress
on trade problems, including a report on na-
tions that are r )t respe -ting U.S. intellectual
property rights.

International Trade Commission

The International Trade Commission (ITC)
is an independent quasi-judicial agency that
determines whether unfair acts related to im-
ports harm U.S. industries. Investigations
often involve allegations of patent, tradt-nark,
or copyright infringement. The intellectual
property owner or licensee usually initiates ac-
tion by making a complaint to I rc. ITC may
then conduct hearings before an administra-
tive law judge. A final decision is -endered by
the Commissioners. The agency is authorized
to issue orders e,f.cluding goods from entry
and/or cease-and desist orders. Exclusion orders
are enforced by the Bureau of Custon.s. ITC
works closely with the Depai ,-rient of Com-
merce's International Trade Administration,
which maintains information on industries that
might be harmed by unfair trade practices.

Policy Coordination

Refect'ng the grcwinv number of economic,
political, social, and inc,3rnational factors sur-
rt unding intellectual property issues, various
Federal agencies have recently begun to cooldi-
nate their efforts to deal with these multi-
faceted questions. Responsibility for policy co-

2 ?s
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ordination on intellectual property is mainly
vested in four interagency committees that are
described below.

Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade. The
Cabinet Council on Commerce and Trade is
chaired by the Secretary of Commerce, who
has appointed the Commissioner of Patents
and Trademarks as Chairman of its Working
Group on Intellectual Property. The basic task
of the Working Group is to coordinate the po-
sitions of Federal agencies. especially in devel-
oping U.S. positions in foreign negotiations.
Seven agencies of the executive branch are rep-
resented on the working group. The Copyright
Office representative also participates in the
meetings.

The working group is concerned with both
international and domestic issues that require
a unified government positi&n. These have in-
cluded:

1, obtaining a coordinated position for the
Brussels Satellite Convention, which was
subsequently ratified;

2. proposing controls for imports from third
parties that do not respect U.S. trade-
marks;

3. recommending changes in the Freedom of
Information Act to protect trade secrets;

4. coordinating agencies' positions on the re-
cently passed semiconductor chip legis-
lation; and

5. assessing needed changes in the "first
sale" doctrine.

Trade Policy Committee. The Trade Policy
Committee is chaired by the U.S. Trade Rep-
resentative and has a subcommittee on intel-
lectual property chaired by USTR. In compli-
ance with the Trade and Tariff Act of 3984,
it examines international protection of intel-
lectual property as a trade barrier. In trade
matters, the comrr.ttee's focus is on bilaterE
negotiations. Seven executive branch agencies
are members of the subcommittee.

The subcommittee facilitates cooperation
among agencies in carrying out responsibili-
ties assigned to USTR under the recent legis-
lation. These include:

1. identifyin,:-; the kinds of trade barriers
that result from protection of intellectual
prop.irty;

2. identifying the policies and practices of
individual countries that cause serious
problems in the United States;
compiling information in support of oi-
lateral negotiations; and

4. preparing the annual report to Congress
that highlights problem areas and U.S. ef-
forts underway to improve them.

Senior Interagency Group on Communication
and Information Policy. The Senior Interagency
Group on Communication and Information
Policy was created in 1980 and is co-chaired
by representatives from the Departments of
State and Commerce. its Working Group on
Copyright and intellectual Property which in-
cludes representatives from nine government
agencies, is chaired by a representative of the
Department of Commerce's National Telecom-
munications and Information Administration.

The task of this working group is to coordi-
nate and exchange information on each of the
agency's efforts to improve international pro-
tection for U.S intellectual property rights.
The working group has recently Ixen working
to ensure tha', U.S. programmers receive re-
muneration for the cable retransmissions of
their material by Canadians and Mericans. A
separate Working Group on Transborder Data
Flow, chaired by a representative from the De-
partment of State, coordinates U.S. positions
in the Organization for Economic and Commu-
nity Development (OECD) Committee on In-
formation, Computer, and Communication
Policy.

Federal Coordinating Council for Science,
Engineering, and Technology. The Federal Co-
ordinating Council for Science, Engineering,
and Technology is chaired by the director of
the Office of Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP). Its Working Group on Intellectual
Property is chaired by the Assistant Secretary
of Commerce for Productivity, Technology,
and Innovation. This group addresses issues
that arise in the process of -arrying out legis-
lative and administration policy on the owner-
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ship of intellectual property created durhu
government-sponsored research and develop-
ment. Nineteen agencies are represented on the
working group.

This working group is used by the Assistant
Secretary to help coordinate the execution of
responsibilities assigned to Commerce by Pub-
lic Law 98-620. Guidance is provided to agen-
cies that are drafting Federal Acquisition
Regulations that authorize vesting title to in-
tellectual property in small businesses and non-
profit organizations performing research and
development for the government. Similar ef-
forts are underway pursuant to the Presiden-
tial directive that encourages all government
contractors and grantees to take title to the
extent permitted ay law. The working group
is drafting guidelines for the disposal of tech-
nical data arising from government- supported
research and development, and is preparing
model agreements that include provisions for
intellectual property for use by government
laboratories undertaking cooperative efforts
with private companies.

Federal Courts

Prom the very beginning of Federal intellec-
tual property protection, courts h ve played
a centralalbeit not highly visible- -role in the
mplementation of intellectual property laws.

Although the availability of courts for the reso-
lution of private disputes is generally taken
for granted, and not often considered part of
the system, it is clear that access to the Fed-
eral judicial system has always been a crucial
element, of intellectual property policy. As fo-
rums fur intellectual property dispute resolu-
tion, courts have: 1) developed doctrines defin-
ing the scope of protections; and 2) provided
official sanctions for misallocation of rights
and rewards under intellectual property iaw.

The role of the courts in resolving private
disputes and in developing legal doctrines may
become more central with the advent of new

information and communication technologies."
The volume of legislation dealing with tech-
nological intellectual property is growing rap-
idly and is likely to be matched by an increas-
ing volume of litigation." The economic stakes
involved in the allocation of technological prop-
erty rights by the courts are large and will as-
sure the availability of extensive resources for
litigation.' The resulting surge of scientific and
technological disputes into the judicial arena
is likely to put substantial strain on the institu-
tional resources of the judiciary and to raise
questions about judicial expertise in resolving

"Judicial decisions on the allocation of proprietary rights in
new information technologies and on access to new forms of
communications occupy position of singular importance What
Justice Cardozo said about the"preferred position" of the First
Amendment that it is the matrix, the indispensable condi-
tion, of nearly every other form of freedom"may well be said
about access to information aria she means of communica-
tion At a time when the dimensions of advance in these tech-
nologies are seen as equal in importance to the acvent of the
industrial revolution and when the potential ft:- the monopoli-

tion of control they embouy surpasses anything organized
_ucleties have known so far, the power of courts to demarcate
nghts of ownership in and access to knowledge is the power
to decide whether or not the new information and communica-
tion technologies will be used to increase the public dissemina-
tion of information. The shortcomings of intellectual property
rights adjudication must be seen against that challenge See
Palko v Connecticut, 302 U.S. 319 (1937)

'Fur a comprehensive list of legislation m the 98th Con-
gress dealing with various aspects of the new iliforrnati:,a tech-
nology. see Report, 8th Annual Copyright Law Conference, Mar
7, 1985, Washington, DC The volume of litigation over ques-
tions of copynghtabihty has increased dramatically Although
the available data on copyright litigation does not distinguish
between traditional copynght disputes and those involving new
technologies, the number of copyright cases filed in Federal
courts increased from 899 in 1976 to 2,226 in 1983 Annual Re-
port of the Director of the Administrative Office of the Um Led
States Courts, 1984.

In 1982, an estimates. 2.8 million personal computers were
sold in the United States Another 5 million, for a total of more
than $24 billion in sales, were expected to be sold in 1983 By
the end of the century 80 million personal computers will be
in use Estimates of total software revenues for 1982 run as
high as $45 billion. b/ 1987 packaged personal comp ,ter soft-
IA are sales alone are e Kperted to reach $4 8 billion In 1984, gross
revenues from the sa e or license of crunputenzed databases sur-
passed $3 billion Pamela Samuelson, "CONTU Revisited The
Case Against Copyright Protection for Computer Programs in
Machine Readable Form, Duke Law Jornal, No 4 1984. pp
705-712
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novel and ever more complex scientific and eco-
nomic issues raised by the regulation of new
intellectual property."

Non-Federal Agencies:
Collecting Societies

Traditionally, many copyright owners have
licensed use of their literary, dramatic, musi
cal, and artistic works, as well as other forms
of intellectual property, on the basis of trans-
action contracts workee, out between individ-
uals. The introduction of commercial broad-
casting technologies, beginning in the 1920s,
gave copyright owners new opportunities for
presenting their works and new difficulties in
collecting fees for use. Copyright owners have
found it increasingly difficult to control or
administer their rights on a case-by-case ba-
sis. users also have faced difficulties in iden-
tifying and remunerating creators of works.
As described below, these problems provided
significant pressure for the establishment of
systems of administering rights on an ag-
gregate basis through collecting societies.

Music

The use of a collective system of adminis-
tering intellectual property rights in the mu-
sic industry was prompted by two events.
First, the 1909 revision of the Copyright Act
extended to the owners of music copyrights
the exclusive right to at.thorize the public, for-
profit performance of their works. Soon after,
radio extended once-local performances to a
much larger audience. Film and television fol-
lowed, bringing further increas3s in the scale
and scope of public musical performances.

'The practical the categorical copyright protection
for computer software, for example, will be determined largely
by judicial decisions on the copyrightaliility of particular forms
and types of programs and by tudicial definition of the scope
of the protections that will F e ac -ded by software copyright
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What copyright owners lacked in the face
of these new opportunities for performance and
profit was an efficient mechanism for collect-
ing the money to whic* the law entitled them.
To set up such a system, a group of proninent
composers formed the American Society for
Composers, Authors, and Publishers (ASCAP).
Established to collectively license use of mu-
sical works and to monitor performances and
infringements of the law, ASCAP was success-
ful in lowering the cost and simplifying the
process of licensing transactions.

A second, much smaller, collecting society
was founded in 1930 by Paul Heinecke. Called
the Society of European Stage Authors
(SE SAC), the organization's membership was
made up mostly of Europeans. Today, SESAC
has a large repertoire of American music.

In 1940, a dispnLe between ASCAP and a
group of broadcasters produced the third mu-
sic collecting society, Broadcast Music Inc.
(BMI). The broadcasters charged that ASCAP's
licensing fees were too high, and so split off
to form their own society. BMI supplied its
member bro9..cicastef s with music from so, ices
not controlled by ASCAP. Although the broad-
casters resolved their dispute with ASCAP in
1941, BMI conLinued to operate and is still a
major competitor to ASCAP.

Print

In print publishing, the pressure for a col-
lective approach began to build in the 1.950s,
when authors and publishers saw a threat to
their traditional sources of income from pho-
tocopying technologies. Micrography was the
first such technology, and it was followed in
sie 1960s by advances in photocopying tech-
niques and mechanical paper-handling ca-
pacity.

During the process of revising the Copyright
Act, Congress suggested that publishers and
authors might set up a cooperative mechanism
for collecting and disbursing -evenues. Upon
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passage of the 1976 act, a group cf publishing
and other associations formed the Copyright
Clearance Center (CCC I. Established in 1977,
CCC was designed to monitor and collect fr
consumers who want to photocopy copyrighted
works and to distribute revenues to the copy-
right holders.

Elm

With the introduction of cable and satellite
transmission, the film industry followed the
example of the music and publishing industries
and set up a collecting society. Before that
time, the reproduction of film prints was ex-
pensive, and profitable exhibition we r-
ally visible, so illicit use was easily discos.-
But with satellite and cable, the film industry
faced greater difficulties, particularly in for-
eign countries, in collecting fees for use of their
works.

In response to these new technologies, an
international collecting society called L'Associ-
ation de Gestion International Des Oeuvres
Audio-Visuelles (AGICOA) was organized in
1982. The society was founded to negotiate use
of films between national collecting societies
and copyright hoiders, to monitor the use of
films, to collect royalties from tnt,e who use
them, and to distribute royalties to copyright
holders around the world.

Collecting Societies in Practice

Generally speaking, the main purpose of col-
lecting societies has been to alleviate the prob-
lems of administering individual property
rights by setting up a central clearinghouse
mechanism. Easing the cost and complexity
of licensing is also important; users can obtain
a blanket license to use any of the registered
works" Collecting societies, moreover, at-
tempt to serve as forums for negotiations be-
tween the various interested parties and try
to educate the general public about intellec-
tual prop uy protection.

'In some casts, however, users prefer to pay on a per-use
basis ASCAP, BM I, and iIeCCC each offer these types of trans-
actional licenses AG iCOA generally operates on I) pay-per-use
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To accomplish these objectives, eacti ollect-
ing society performs similar functions. For ex-
ample, each has a department responsible for
licensing users of copyrighted works. They try
to identify new users and see that both new
and established users are properly licensed and
pay the required fees. Their responsibilities
also include convincing users that they must
in fact pay user fees; this is sometimes diffi-
cult. In some cases, some collecting societies
Lave resorted to lawsuits to exact payment and
enforce licensing terms." Although the blan-
ket license entitles users to access to all of the
society's works, the fees charged vary accord-
ing to particular classes of use.° The negotia-
tion of fees is conducted with various indus-
try groups, such as the American Motel and
Motel Association, the National Association
of Broadcasters, the Association of American
Publishers, and the Authors League of Amer-
ica. Each collecting society has some mecha-
nism for adjudicating disputes in cases where
users feel the fees are too high.

In addition to maintaining lists of licensees,
the collecting societies have departments Liat
are responsible for recording and uvuating the
list of works registered with the society. Most
of the collecting societies maintain these files
in an electronically accessible database. The
staff members in this section also respond to
inquiries from the public, users, or rights
holders.

Because it would be uneconomical to log and
monitor every use of every registered work,
collecting societies generally rely on sample

"ASCAP brings, for example, approximately 400 to 500
such inf ringeme-lt actions every year Over 99 percent of these
cases are settled before trial

'The musical performance rights societies, for example, use
different inethods but similar criteria for detenrurung user license
fees The criteria for broadcast users include, for example, ad
ver tising re. enues and the size of their markets For nonbroad-
cast users such as "general establishmems," the somet-es vise
factors such as the price of a drink, seating capacity, the fre-
quency of music performan _ , and the t e of rendition Hotel
and motel fees take into account total e- -ertamment expendi-
tures, concert rated depend on adrrussie-, price and seating ca-
pacity background music users such as Muzak pay a fee based
primarily on the number and character of subscribers
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surveys of use for deter ninng the distribu-
tion of revenues to their creator and public her
members The exact distribution of t v enues
to individual rights o,Nners is caiculal ad by for-
mula 42

"l'his is usuall\ performed in a special su, dr.pertmort
Although the music collecting societie nd the CCC and
AG ICOA all use different sun, ev methods, the o,erall intent
of the survey is similar Upon receipt of the sur,ey data, the
societies identify writers and publishers of the registered works
Some of the societies report that the use of information tech-
nology has greatly improved the efficiency of the survey and
identification process

in the case of the music performance societies, these cal
culations are made with weighting formulas, whereby different
uses of works earn different amounts of performance credits
For uses of printed works, the CCC uses rates determined b
each of the copyright holders for calculating its survey data

!Most of the collecting societies have sepa-
rate international departments that have re-
ciprocal agreements with individual collecting
societies abroad. These agreements provide for
the exchange of revenues that foreign socie-
ties collect for American societies' registered
works. Collecting societies also belong to the
relevant international associations.

After calculating the credits the music performance rights so-
cieties divide 50 percent of their revenues among writers accord-
ing to the credits they earned and 50 percent to publishers ac-
cording to the credits they earned The CCC nays all of its
collected revenues (less overhead) to its publisher members who
may or may not have agreements to share these rei.enues with
authors) accordinf, to calculations made with the usage survey
data Automated information systems have also greatly stream-
lined the remuneration process

EMERGENCE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES A.ND THEIR
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE PRESENT FEDERA
INSTITUTIONAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR THE

ADMINISTRATION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
As illustrated above, the Federal institutions

established to administer intellectual property
rights have shown a resilience to technologi-
cal developments over time. Today, however,
new information and communication technol-
ogies are of a new order of magnitude and
scope, and so are placing correspondingly
greater pressure on the entire intellectual prop-
erty system. The present institutional arrange-
ments were not designed to deal with the many
kinds of problems generatea by these technol-
ogies. To explore how new technological de-
velopments are affecting the viability and ef-
fectiveness of the institutions now involved
with intellectual property issues, a brief charac-
terization of such developments and tlF.-ir po-
tential institutional implications is provided
below.

Rapidity of, and Uncertainty With
Respect to, Changes in Information
and Communication Technologies

Technological advances in, and the growing
convergence of, computer and communication
technologies, have combined with the deregu-

J8 922 0

lation of the telecommunication industry, to
greatly enhance the public's access infor-
mation products and services. These same two
developments significantly affect the processes
of creating. producing, and using intellectual
properties. As a result, they are likely to have
a somewhat disruptive effect on the natur of
the intellectual property system as it exists
today.

The unprecedented speed and unpredictabil-
ity of these changes confound effoi is to design
legislation that will continue t J be relevant, and
usefu t was for this reason, for example, that
technological gaps soon developed in the 1976
copyright law and its 1980 amendments were
( folded, although the law itself was specifi-
cally designed to take emerging technologies
into account. As illustrated in the case of Ap-
ple Computer, Inc. v. Franklin Computer Corp.,
for example, the law failed to address the im-
portant question of whether copyright law ap-
plied to operating code that is readable for the
most part only by machine, or to information
embedded in hardware. And as the case of Sony
Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios
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demonstrates, the law failed 1.o anticipate the
rapid growth of the home .larket for videocas-
sette recorders (VCR -,-nd how this widespread
use of VCRs might affect the intellectual prop-
erty rights of the film industry. It is not sur-
prising, therefore, the past few years have
brought greater demands on the courts and
many more bills related to intellectual prop-
erty which seek to accommodate legislation
with changing technologies.

Given the rapidity of, and uncertainty with
respect to, changes in information and com-
munication technologies and their impact on
the intellectual property system, the quest: on
arises 7.3 to whether the existing institutions
that were established to address intellectual
property issues are either equipped with or are
capable of developing an ongoing process to
assess and plan for technological change.

Growing 'mand for Nontraditional
Copyrignt Solutions Requiring a

Regulatory Approach

The rapid development of information and
communication technologies, combinad with
greater public access to them, has strained
many of the traditional mechanisms for pro-
tecting intellectual properties. This growth and
development has also stressed the system by
which creators, producers, and distributors of
intellectual properties are remunerated. For ex-
ample, because many of these technologies per-
mit decentralized access and require electronic
handling of information, their use can be car-
ried out privately and is, therefore, less sub-
ject than in the past to monitoring and con-
trol. Moreover, by generating new uses and
users of intellectual properties, these technol-
ogies are car_voluting the process by which in-
tellectual properties are created, published, dis-
tributed, and used. Similarly, they are altering
some of the tradity: anal roles, and relationships
of actors in the intellectual property system.
As a result, many of those involved are seek-
ing new -inds of rights and forms of remuner-

atiot, " Directors, for example, arc looking for
ways to receive property rights protection for
their individual contribution to stage and film
production." The Motion. Picture Association
of America, moreover, is seeking the right to
be paid a fee by owners of satellite dishes who
re. -ive transmitted broadcasts.°

To overcome some enforcement problems
generated y the new technologies and take
into account new kinds of claims for rights,
a number of and bills have been enacted
or introduced that depart from the traditional
intellectual property scheme and require s g-
nificant government involvement for their im-
plementation. Under a compulsory licensing
scheme, for example, Section 116 of the 1976
Copyright Act requires jukebox operators to
pay royalties to the copyright owners of non-
dramatic works. To execute this requirement,
the law obliges the Copyright Office to regis-
ter and license operators of jukeboxes and the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal (which at the time
was not yet constituted) to determine which
claim for fees are legitimate and allocate roy-
alty payments equitably. Similarly, the pro-
posed Home Recording Act of 1983, desived
to circumvent the problems of enforcement by
compensating copyright owners with a royalty
payment, calls on the Copyright Office to ini-
tiate arbitration proceedings to determine the
royalty schedule and requires the Copyright
Rnvalty Tribunal to determine and allocate the
funds collected among competing claimants.

This is not the first time that technology has given rise to
new kinds of rights Looking 1)..,ck at the history of intellectual
property laws and practices. one can see that, with the develop-
ment of ni w technologies, pressure for the establishment of aew
kinds of rights emer ed Recording technology, for examr,le
gave rise to the des nd for a "mechanical recording right
Unlike traditional rights which were granted to an entire class
of woik, such as a book or t motion picture, those new kinds
of rights were desi,med to remunerate the specific use to whkh
a work was put

"DTA Workshop, "The Impact of Techn clog} on the Crea
tive Environment," A;-.1- 24, 1045

See Publ.( Law 94-019, Communication, Act Provisions
for Earth Stations



With the exception of the fledgling Copy-
right Royalty Tribunal, however. U.S. institu-
tional arrangements for addressing intellectual
property issues were designed for the most
part, to function within a free market. non-
regulatory framework. To the extent that new
legislative initiatives call for a more regulatory
approach to solving intellectual property prob-
lems, the question is raised as to whether and
as to how well the existing set of instit.ltions
will be able to take on new roles and adapt to
a new environrr-nt.

Need for Greater Understanding of and
Information About the Processes By Which

Intellectual Properties Are Created,
Published, Distributed, and Used

Under the traditional copyrigh , scheme,
there is little need to know the precise eco-
nomics of the process by which intellectual
properties are created, published, distributed,
and used. .vor under such a system, proper iy
rights are defined and granted to authors by
law, and the economic value of those rights is
determined .9_nd distributed by market rorces.
To the extent that intellectual property law
is tending towards a more regulatory approach,
however, more information and a greater un-
derstanding of this process will he needed.

The widespread deployment and use of the
new information and communication technol-
ogies has complicated the traditional intellec-
tual property process, making it difficult but
perhaps also more important----to know where
economic value is added, and thus, how to de-
termine eennomic incentives and rewards.
These technologies, for example, have not only
permitted more people to use intellectual prop-
erties in new and different ways, they have also
extended the process and the opportunities
throughout to enhance the value of creative
and innovative works. No longer is there one
"author," but rather a series of "authors"
whose claims to intellectual property rights
must he sorted out. No longer does one pub-

fisher put out a book, or one producer release
a film. but rather a variety of publisher, and
producers where economic stakes need to be
taken into account

To resolve the numerous and varied co-npet-
ing intellectual prop-,qt.) claims within a regu-
latory framework, as opposed to within a mar-
ket framework, will be very difficult. It will
require policymakers to develop an analytic
rationale for the optimum charging of fees and
the economically efficient and socially equi-
table distribution of rewards. To do so, they
will need to know about all of the parties at
stake in relatively great detail, and also un-
derstand their roles in the intellectual prop-
erty process, and how each might fare under
alternative scenarios. The considerations speci-
fied in the Home Recording Act of 1983 for
setting royalties illustrate the kinds of infor-
mation that might be required to develop such

rationale. No less than 10 factors are cited,
including:

the value to an individual of the right to
reproduce copyrighted works:
the projected effect of royalty fees on the
structure and financial condition of the
motion picture and audiovisual production
industries and the video recording device
or media importing and manufacturing in-
dustries; and
the relative roles of copyright owners and
importers and manufacturers of video

,ording devices or media with respect
to creative and technological contribution
to the development of motion pictures and
other audiovisual works.

At present, reliable information of this kind
is not readily available. Given the growing com-
plexities in the intellectual proper"-v process,
brought about, in part, by technological devel-
opments, it is exceedingly difficult for exam-
ple. to determine such things as authorship;
the point at which new value is added on to
an existing intellectual property and who has
added it; and what actually constitutes copy-
ing or use and, therefore, might require re-

2 3
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muneration." Accurate estimates of damages
due to infringement of intellectual prop 2ety
rights are al difficult to obtain. Most of tnose
available are not only unsystematic in their
approaches; they are also somewhat suspect
insofar as most have been commissiored by
the very parties whose interests are at stake.'?

Vt, hen legislation calls for a regulatory ap-
proach instead of a market approach for ad-
dressing intellectual property issues, provi-
sions may be needed to increase the analytic
and expert support available to those organi-
zations called on to implement and adminis-
ter the law. One recent legislative proposal
that moves in this direction is the proposed
free Market Copyright Act of 1983, which
abolishes the offices of two of the five commis-
sioners attached to the Copyright Royalty Tri-
bunal and requires the Tribunal to appoint a
general counsel and chief economist.

Development GI Technologies That
Do Not Correspond to Truditioirll

Intellectual Property Categories, and
the Creation of Sui Generis

Intellectual Property Legislation

The framers of the U.S. Constitution distin-
guished between writings and inventions, and
set up separate rules and incentive systems
for each. This distinction was relatively clear
cut as long as the term writing merely de-
scribed an art, rather than embodying the art
itself. Today, however, this distinction is
harder to maintain as new technologies emerge
that do not clearly fit into either one or the
other category. Because information technol-
ogies allow symbols to define a prch'ess and
function as part of a machine, for example, they
tend to blur the boundary between writings
and inventions, between ideas and their expres-
sions, and between functions and their repro-

'For a discussion of thee problems, see Christopher (Burns,
Inc , The Economics of Information,'' contract report prepared
for ()TA, 1985

'Stan Besem Economic Issues ltelating to Vow rechnol
ogles and Intellectual Proper, v, contract report prepared for
OT A, 1985, ; p 45-55

-Agitations. This blurring of the boundaries has
raised the question of what kind of intellectual
property protection is most appropriate for
these technologies and led to the establishment
of sui generis intellectual property legislation.

Computer software was one of first of
the new information technologies coi.ase ques-
tions of this kind. Controversy surrounded the
issue of the copyrightability of computer soft-
ware since the mid-1960s, when the Copyright
Office first began to register programs in their
object code form under its "rule of doubt."
Much of the controversy was rooted in the 1909
Supreme Court decision in White-Smith Pub-
fishing Co. v. Apollo Co., which held that a
player piano roll was not copyrightable since
it did not embody a system of notation that
could be read and, thus, was not a copy of a
musical compoGition but rather a part of a
device for mechanically performing music. Be-
cause program object code was said to resem-
ble a piano roll in its unperceptability, ques-
tions were raised as to whether it could be
copyrighted. After considerable controversy
and litigation, this issue was finally re-olved
within the traditional intellectual property
scheme by including computer programs within
the domain of copyright protection."

Unlike the ease of computer software, the
question of how semiconductor chips might
best be protecteJ was resolved not within the
framework of existing intellectual property
lai\e but rather with sul generis legislations. Un-
der traditional intellectual property law, the

..7The
1980 Vnendments to the 1976 Copyright Act, for ex-

ati wally included computer programs, databases, and
(rot k$ created by the use of computers within t la realm _)f copy-
right protection Many of the remaining tssues were resok ed
with the court case, Apple Computer inc s' Franklin Computer
Corp which the Third Circuit Court of Appeals held that
computer programs, whether m object or in source cede, whether
written or embedded in ROM, and w hot her an applications pro-
gram or an operating systems program. are "literal-% works'
within the meaning of t :976 Copyright Act, and hence sub-
ject to copyright print _non

This is not to say that there are no alts.-native views about
this decision See, for example Pamela Samuelson, "CONTI.;
Pet, rate i The Case Against Copyright Protection for Computer
Programs in Mat hin- R -c,iable Form,' Duke Law Journ.d, No
4, 1981
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semiconductor chip was unprotected I3ecause
it was a utilitarian article, it did not fit within
the traditional concept of copyright. On the
other hand, the ?,vel of originality embodied
in a chip mask did not meet the standards re-
quired for patent protection. To provide pro-
tection for this new technology without under-
mining the integrity of the law and the
historical principles underlying the distinc-
tions between copyright and p tent prat -tion,
Congress created a new class protection with
tne passage of the Semiconuctor Chip Pro-
tection Act of 1984. Although similar in many
respects to existing copyright law, it differs
insofar as it provides protection for only 10
years, requires mandatory registration, per-
mits reverse engineering, and excludes from
protection designs that are commonplace, sta-
ble. or familiar. Because the registration pro-
cedures resemble those for copyright, the
Copyright Office was given the responsibility
for administering the new law

The organizational structure was established
t3 administer intellectual property law evolved
in accordance v.itn the distinctions that had
been made between patent and copyright pro-
tection. To the extent that new technologies
require intellectual property protection that
falls outside of the traditional realms, they may
require 3ignificant institutional changes

Growing Convergence of Intellectual
Property Issues With Other

International Issues

Historically, intellectual property laws and
practices in the United States developed with
little regard for what was taking place in the
rest of the world. For example, although many
other countries granted copyright protection
to foreign works or authors, the United States
withheld such rights throughout its first 100
years 49 Ar.d. while other European states un-

t was only in Is 11, with t he passage of the ('hare Inter-
national Copyright Act that the United States extended , op
right relations to am mit ion found and proclaimed by t he ['rest
dent to afford adequate protection to American wont., subtect,
as stated, to a domestic manufacturing requirement and vari-
ous unfamiliar formalities in this country

dortook to regulate. their copyright relations
multilaterally through the Lerne Convention
of 1886, the United States continued until 1955
to act bilaterally in its intellectual property
dealings with foreign governments.'"

Presently, however, the new technologies
have greatly increased the flow of information
and information products and services across
national boundaries, thus enhancing their
value in international trade. Because intellec-
tual property protection is needed to preserve
this value, intellectual property policy is in-
creasingly being brought to bear in matters
involving international trade policy. The Trade
and Tariff Act of 1984, for example, requires
that the protection of U.S. intellectual prop-
erty rights be one of the elements considered
in the renewal of the benefits of the general-
ized system of preferences (GSP). Similarly,
the Caribbean Basic Economic Recovery Act
of 1983 withholds foreign aid from those court
tries who fail to honor intellectual property
rights.

The growing impoi tance of information
products and services has also linked intellec-
tual property policy with general matters of
iternational politics Viewing information
chnologies and information products and

services as a means to social and economic de-
velopment. many developing countries view
U.S. intellectual property policies as a harrier
to their own advancement.

To the extent that intellectual property is-
sues continue to converge with those of inter-
national trade and international politics, ques-
tions arise as to whether the present organi-
zational structure, designed to consider intel-
lectual property from a domestic frame of refer-
ence, is adequate or whether some more for-
mal coordina, ion among agencies dealing with
international issues may be necessary.

In 1955, the [totted States acceded to the rsAl Copy
,;ht Convention (NV) The IICC tva. creatcd for the express

purpose of bringing the United States into the international
copyright commumt Negotiated and established under the
auspices of UNESCO, it pr ()VI (11'd a "low bridge to the 13erne
Convention by a combination of minimal substant e require-
ment F aht: he supercession of U ti fia-malif tes bs, a simple
not e' consisting of the familiar ins -h. a c in le
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Growing Convergence of Intellectual
Property Issues Vvith Other
Information Policy Issues

The structure and the basic assumptions
underlying American intellectual pi operty
laws and practices were Jsigned when the
United States was an agrarian society, in which
communication and information use and ex-
change played relatively minor roles in society.
In this society, decisions about intellectual
property could be made relatively independ-
ently from other policy issues. For it was as-
sumed that, through the operation of the law,
social and economic goals would be jointly
served. thus maximizing the benefits to soci-
ety."

Today, however, the role of information tech-
nologies and information products and serv-
ices have grown dramatically. These technol-
ogies and their applications are being used not
only by individuals to enrich their lives, and
by businesses to enhance their productivity;
they are also being used by governments as
a means to achieve major societal goals. For
example, the French Government likens the
growing connection of information-processing
and communication technologies throughout
the world to a Chang. in "the entire nervous
sy m of social organization." and plans to
play a major role in their development, direct-

Leon Seltzer. Exemptions and Fair 17,.e in Copyright The
El(111C-seltIght.s Tensions in 1976 Cops right Oct (C Imbralge
M A Harvard I )niversit.i, Press. 19781, r 12

to be conse- tent and supportive of the
Nat lop "rid' societal goals

In the information society, such as it has
been envisioned, information and communica-
tion technologies will be more interdependent,
and intellectual property issues may increas-
ingly con verge with other matters of infor-
mation policysuch as telecommunication pol-
icy or privacy policy." Anticipating such
connections, S. 786, a bill entitled the "Infor-
mation Age Commission Act of 1985,' was re-
cently introduced into the Senate. If passed,
this legislation would establish a commission
to investigate comprehensively, issues relat-
ing to the information age, such as intellectual
property rights, computer education, computer
crime, and privacy.

To the extent that intellectual property is-
sues converge with other information policy-
related issues, tht question is raised as to
whether the present set of intellectual prop-
erty ii.stitutions are capable of dealing with
these issues as they cut across one another.

-Simon Nora and Alain Mum The Computeru ation of So-
cietv (Cambridge, MA MIT P-ess, 1980)

See U S Congress, Off.ce of Technology Assessment,
Computer-Based National Information Systems, Technology
and Public Policy Issues, September 1981, and OTA staff rraino-
randum, Institutional Options for Addressing Info-rdation Pol-
icy Issues A Preliminary Framework for Analyzing the Choirs,
November 1983 For other discussions and characterizations
of the information society, see, for example, Su' an Artanth,
"Man, Information, and s--inay New Patterns of Interaction,-
Journal of the American Society for Information Science, Lin-
uary 1979, and Daniel Bell, The Coming of Post- r ndu3t nal So-
ciety (Nevi York Bas'- Books, 19731

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE INSTITUTIONAL
ARRANGEMEYTS FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
As described throughout this chapter, new

technologies are placing considerable burdens
on the Federal agencies responsible for admin-
istering intellectual property rights. To man-
age these tresses, Congress has several op-
tions that it could pursue. These options range
from leaving the agencies as they exist to com-
pletely restructuring them.

No Action: Leave Major Decisions
to the Courts

Congress, of course, does not have to act and
might leave the agencies responsible for intel-
lectual property rights as they currently ex-
ist. Although the intellectual property system
would not experience devastating effects, the
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burdens would remain and would perhaps in-
crease over time with new technological del, el-
opments. These burdens, moreover, would
most likely fall to the courts.

The ability of the courts to deal with the
emerging intellectual property issues will be
determined by several factors:

1. the increasing volume of intellectual prop-
erty legislation and the extent to which
it departs from traditional legal concepts;

2. the limited resources available to the
courts and the confining attributes of ad-
judication; and

3. the inadequacy and bias of adjudicative
information.

Volume of New Intellectual Property
Legislation and Novelty of Legal Issues

Compared to the relative stability of copy-
fight law during the 66 years which elapsed

from the enactment of the 1909 Copyright Act
to the 1976 Revisicn of the copyright law, legis-
lative activity can intellectual property issues
has increased significantly during the last 10
years. Altogether 54 bills dealing with new in-
tellectual property issues were introduced in
the 98th Congress, 1983-85.54 The Softwaro
Copyright Act of 1980, for example, amended
Section 117 of the 1976 act to allow for the
copyrightability of computer programs with-
out specifically enumerating computer pro-
grams." Another 4 years later the Semicon-
ductor Chip Protection Act of 1984 established
an entirely new class of protection for an in-
formation technology that dces not fit com-
fortably into either the patent or copyright cat-
egories of traditional intellectual property
law." Additional legiAation dealing with such
diverse new technology subjects as commer-
cial lending rights, home taping, cable copy-
right, aspects of the operation of the Copyright

"OTA staff memorandum, Feb 26, 1985, and American Bar
Association, 8th Annual Copyright Law Conference, Washing-
ton. DC, Mar 7, 1985

"Jon Baumgarten, "Copynght and Computer Software,
Databases and Chip Technology, Proceedings, 8th Annual
Copyright Law Conference. Washington, DC, Mar 7, 1985, p
289
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Royalty Tribun,;.i, the compensation of copy-
right owners through royalty payineas, "work-
for-hire," or computer software piracy and
counterfeiting has been enacted or is under con-
:-.ideration. This volume of new legislation is
matched by the novelty of some of the major
issues raised by ;t. For example, the protec-
tion of software under copyright law raises a
number of definitional problems that call for
the interpretation of statutory language and
its application to new technological and scien-
tific processes.

Because some of the legislation on new in-
tellectual pi operty reflects a tendency to estab-
lish regulatory policies and institutions, courts
will find themselves in the familiarbut never-
theless burdensomeposition of having to re-
view a host of administrative law issues aris-
ing out of administrative rules concerning
licensing or the mechanics of copyright regis-
tration." As the Copyright Office becomes the
central institution responsible for copyright
registration and administration, courts will
have to resolve issues of regulatory policy."
To the extent that registration of computer
programs and computerized databases will ne-
cessitate the adoption of new procedures and
policies by the Copyright Office, that agency's
substantive de-_,isions and rulemaking process
are likely to be subject to extensive challenges
133fore the courts.

Unavoidably, enforcement of copyright in
computer programs will involve courts in ad-
judication over the enforcement process itself.
Since it if2 likely that computer copyright pro-
tections will be less self-executing than tradi-
tional copyright, new enforcement schemes will
become necessary for the application of civil

Inclusion of objector inachinecode within the reach of
copyright Protection under the Act ruses novel questions about
the exittenco of a prerequiaite of human interaction with
cc?yrighcable material It peses the problem of how to recon-
cile the fact that computer programs can be published with the
fact that they can at the same timebe kept secret to protect
their commercial value It demands distinctions between
"utilitarian" workers and those conveying information or dis-
playing an appearance

The Semiconductor Chip protection Act of 1984, Public
Law 98-620. though not appl ting copyright protections, makes
the Copyright Office responsible for registration and deposit
of semiconductor chip des'gn (mask works)
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or possibly criminal sanctions." Investigations
of suspected infringement will affect areas pro-
tected by privacy expectations and fourth
amendment guarantees and are likely to come
within the reach of first amendment protec-
tions. Computer crime legislationlike that
enacted at the end of the last Congress -has
already been criticized by the U.S. Department
of Justice as too difficult to enforce.

Judicial Resources and Capacity: Atttributes
of Adjudication

The capacity of the Federal courts to deal
with a significant increase in their workload
on a complex new subject is circumscribed by
the limited resources of the courts, already
short on machinery and staff, and already
struggling with a growing backlog of cases.

In addition to the purely quantitative prob-
lei.is it poses, the increasing volume of litiga-
tion over new intellectual property rights rai-s
substantive questions of how well the special
attributes of the adjudicatory process are
suited to this task. Courts will have to deci(i,
copyright questions in the context of imper-
fect information about the course of techno-
h gical change, of doubt over the economic con-
sequences of the allocation of new proprietary
rights in information technology, of lack of
public support or underctanding, and in the
absence of comprehensive legislative guidance.

Courts as Decisitinmakers Without Control
Over Their Agenda. The very fact that courts
do not control their own agenda explains why
the judiciary is sought after as a decision-
making institution and why its decisions may
at the same time be unsatisfactory from a large
policy perspective. As long as legal questions
are presented in the right form and forum and
at the right timeconditions of adjudication
defined with precision in advancethey will

t ion of criminal penalties for software piracy intro-
duces difficult factual problems about intent and innocent in-
fringement. Legislators themselves are concerned over the mil
hbe.-ties implications of criminal laws which grant "broad Fed-
eral jurisdiction that permits Federal agents to traipse about
with impunity in the data banks of individuals and corpora-
tions In addition computer crime legislation is likely to raise
Federal-State jurisdictional issues

get answers. Answers are justified by refer-
ence to evidence. reasoning and legal doctrine.
Once the judicial process has been set in mo-
tion, decisions must be made.

yet from a larger policy perspective the ac-
cessibility of the judicial process may be a
liability. Since judge- must respond to com-
plaints and reach decisions one case at a time,
they cannot devise a coherent program or pol-
icy: they cannot await congressional action,
they cannot ask for legislative clarification of
unclear language, they cannot anticipate the
course of future action even where evidence
indicates that the course of events will under-
mine the basis of their decision.6°

Because accessibility to particular courts is
random, determined by jurisdictional rules and
idiosyncratic characteristics of an individual
litigant's residence or business operation, and
because courts are generally not specialized
according to subject matter, different courts
in different regions of the country may deal
with the same legal question at the same time
without a method of coordination and consoli-
dation. Until the Supreme Court chooses to de-
cide between contradictory or conflicting lower
court outcomes in such cases, inconsistent
practices maybe pursued in different areas or
by different computer industries during the not
inconsiderable period of time which may elapse
before a "unifying" Supreme Court decision
is reached.

Judicial passivity precludes courts from
influencingmuch less re- directing -policy de-
velopments questionable on legal or consitu-
tional grounds. if no litigants come forward
Lo challenge such policy. Thus the copyright-
ability of machine-readable forms of computer
programs became established policy despite
the fact that the Copyright Office had profound
questions about the statutory and constitu-

''In 1979, after the CONTU Final Report had been issued
but before the Report 's recommendations had been enacted by
the 1980 Software Amendments, one court applied the 1909
Act to hold that machine-readable versions of computer pro-
grams were not copyrightablc- subject matters There was no
way a court, equipped to see only the past. could have decided
that case by reference to legislative action yet to come, no mat-
ter how certain or how soon
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tional validity of the practice, when it first be-
gan to register computer programs under its
"rule of doubt" in 1964.6' From a policy per-
spective the nonsystematic invocation of ju-
dicial controls not only allows procedures and
policies of doubtful legal validity t3 continue,
but also judicial silence may serve as a signal
of approval when, in fact, courts did not have
the occasion for judgment.

Inadequacy of Adjudicative Information

Among the resources at the disposal of in-
stitutions explicitly designed to make social
policy is the availability of expert or special-
ized knowledge, of procedures for the evalua-
tion of alternative strategies or policies and
of 0-t.dies projecting the consequences of alter-
native choices. Courts lack most of these re-
sources.

Judicial Expertise. Judges are not experts,
they are generalists par excellence.62They are,
by and large, "lawyer-generalists" before their
appointment and must remain so to serve fun-
damental goals of equality ar-y neutrality
within the legal system. To discourage judge-
shopping, cases are assigned on a random ba-
sis. Sitting alone in c3urts of general jurisdic-
tion district judges must be prepared for any
subject matter. While appellate courts oper-
ate as collegial bodies, the continuous re-
assignment to different panels provides little
'pportunity for a lasting division of labor or
the development of expertise. Yet while the
generalist judge is an essentialeven neces-
sarypart of the legal system, the lack of
expert knowledge and sr Aalizatior leaves
judges unprepar i for dealing with matters
calling for expertise and skills in particular
fields. In part, the difficulty stems from the
scale and complexity of technical issues. In
part, it results from the fact that judges have
to deal with cases quite isolated from their

'Cary, "Copyright Registration and Computer Programs,"
Bulletin of the Copyright Society. vol 11. No 362, 1964

"'Grossman, "Social Backgrounds and Judicial Decision-
malung, Harvard Law Review, vol 79, No 1551 1966, and Carp
and Wheeler, "Sink or Swim The Socialization of a Federal Dis
tract Judge," Journal of Public Law, vol 29, No 359, 1972

larger context alio on the basis of nonprob-
abilistic legal reasoning. Both factors create
gaps in decisions and make them uncertain
guides for the policies they inevitably build.

The tension between the conflicting needs
of the judicial system for generalists able to
address all subjects and specialists with par-
ticular subject expertise could, in theory, be
resolved by providing judges with informa-
tional resources which would allow them to be-
come sufficiently expert to deal with new is-
sues as they arise. A good argument can be
made, however, that the adjudicatory process
does not serve that need.

The Informational Bias of the Adjudicatory
Process. From a policy perspective information
produced in the course of adjudication is par-
tial in the dual sense that it is both incomplete
and biased. Information is incomplete and frag-
mented, because the judicial focus tei.ds to be
delineated by the issues which the litigants
choose to raise.63 Litigation over the copyright-
ability of computer programs has produced ju-
dicial decisions which holds as a matter of stat-
utory interpretation that communication with
a human audience is no longer required under
copyright 1aw64 without, however, dealing at
the same time with the constitutional impli-
cations of the nondisclosure which results from
regi3tration of machine-readable programs
only."

Adjudication does not provide meche-lisms
for routine feedback on the consequences of
decisions and it provides only limited oppor-
tunities for locating specific issues in their
'?roader social context. The judicial process
makes little or no provision for reviewing the
consequences of decisions. The contrast be-

"In the controversy over the patent ability of living micro-
organisms legal arguments focused or, the intended coverage
o` the patent laws and the distinction between a living organ-
ism and an invention, but not on the consequences of extend-
ing the concept of proprietary rights to the creation and com-
mercial use of new life forms

'Apple Computer, Inc v Franklin Computer Corp , 714
F 2d 1243, 1247-48, 3d Circoit, 1983

'Pamela Samuelson, "CONTI' Revisited The Case Against
Copyright Protection for Computer Programs in Machine Read-
able Form," reprinted from Duke Law Journal, No 4, 1984, pp
705-712
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oveen the intensive examination of antecedent
facts and the near total neglect of subsequent
or consequential factsi.e., the impact of a de-
cision on economic, social, or scientific behavior
and developments, is striking. Judges have no
mechanism f,,r assessing what the conse-
quences of keeping source codes secret are for
that free flow of information which courts have
in the past always found to be essential in or-
der to promote the Progress of Science and the
Useful Arts."66

Information is biased in the sense that the
adversary process subjects virtually all of the
information brought before a court to the serv-
ice of stakeholders. Not all interest groups with
stakes in the outcome of a particular case are
represented and those interests which are rep-
resented are not necessarily balanced in the
resources they can bring to bear on litigation.
Although conclusive data are not available, it
is clear that lawsuits over software copyright
are almost exlusiveiy fought between cor-
porate interests; so far neither individuals
as creators or consumersnor other public or
private entities representing nonproprietary
public interests have played a role in the deci-
sive cases. The litigation pattern thus reflects
the early prominence of major corporations in
the registration of computer programs.67

Confining Conditions of Judicial Decisionmaking

The rapid rate and complexity of technologi-
cal change aggravate the inherent liabilities
of the judicial process and may make intellec-
tual property law issues less manageable for
the courts and may, by extension, make the
outcome more counterproductive from a sci-
ence and social policy perspective. It is in this
sense that superimposing technological infor-

'See for example, Graham v John Deere Co , 383 U S 1 at
5 6, 1965

'Between 1964 and 1976, 1205 prog-ams were registered
with the Copyright Office, 9 1 or 80 percent were owned by
corporations-1BM and Borroughs Corp. Hersey disent, Na
tionel Commision on Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works
(CONTU), Final Report (Washington, DC Librery of Congress.
1978)

;nation policy issues on judicial institutions
primarily structured to decide individual cases
in the context of traditional intellectual prop-
erty law may prove detrimental to both the
courts and those with large stakes in lil:ga-
tion over these issues. Future changes in in-
formation and communication technology are
likely to leave courts perpetually a step behind
the task tney must perform.

Encourage the Use of
Collecting Societies

i cngress might also encourage the use of
colheting societies to deal with some of the
institutional problems presented by new tech-
nologies. A number of indicators suggest that
collecting societies have been quite success-
ful in meeting their goals. The longevity of the
musical performing rights societies, and the
modeling of other collecting societies after
thorn, suggest that both users and creators
have been generally satisfied with their per-
formance over time. Collecting societies have
also increased the size of their repertories, the
number of users. and the amount of revenves
o,..r the years." Decreasing operating costs
and increasing efficiency further indicate that
collecting societies are accomplishing their
stated objective of reducing transactional costs
for both users and creators.69

`The combined annual collections of ASCAP BMI, and
SE SAC, for example. grew from $13 5 million in 1940 to $190 5
million in 1976 BMI reports an annual increase in their reper-
toire of appro-'--aitely 100.000 and an increase in revenues from
$53 1 million in 1975 to $150 million in 1984 "n the year 1984-
85, the number of writer members has Increased from 43,000
to 45,000 and the number of pubhsher members increased from
25 000 to 26,000 Although the CCC and AGIOCA are both too
new to determine such overall trends, ooth currently report in-
creases .n the participation of users and proprietors Leonard
Feist, An Introduction to Popular Music Publishing in Amer-
ica INew York National Music Publishers Association, Inc ,

1980), p 59, and dist,ussions with BMI representatives. March
1985

'BMI, for example, decreased its operating costs from 19
percent of total revenues in 1975 to 15 percent in 1985 Collect-
ing societies have been able to lower the cost per transaction
in part beccuse an increasing number of users and creators are
using their services The major factor in lowering costs, how-
ever, has been the introduction of :nfor-nation technology, now
used at various points in their operations

2i2
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Although successful and effective in many
ways, collecting societies also have prob: ins
that could limit their usefulness as a model
a broader range of information market situa-
tions. In particular, because collecting socie-
ties administer the rights for many creative
works, they have been accused of monopolizing
the markets and exercising unreasonable re-
straint on trade. These concerns have prompted
antitrust suits; since 1941, both ASCAP and
BMI have been operating under consent de
crees.7° In addition, problems of developing
sufficient transactional volume to efficic.,Liy
collect and disburse funds, and problems of
equitable representation of members with dis-
parate claims to compensation have plagued
their otherwise smooth and effective opera-
tion.'

During the congressional hearings that led
to the 1976 revision of the U.S. copyright law,
many discussions focused on how new tech-
nologies undermine copyright owners' rights.
The enormous difficulties these technologies
created for both users seeking licenses and cre-
ators seeking remuneration for their works
were usually cited as the basis for establish-
ing broader exemptions or conditions in the
new legislation. As an alternative, many of the

in 1941. the antitrust division of tho Department of .Jus-
tice filed a civil complaint against ASCAP charging the organi-
zation with violations of the Sherman Act The result was a
consent decree that signi`cantly altered three components of
A SCA P's operations First, ASCAP was prohibited from die
crimmating against similarly situated licenses This ,a-der was
prompted by the S ociety's practice of withholding certain mu-
sic in an attempt to extract higher fees Second, the consent
decree prohibited ASCAP from acquiring exclusive rights to
license members' performance rights Third, ASCAP was re-
quired to offer other licenses in addition to blanket licenses

The consent decree was amended in 1950 following numer-
ous problems with license terms, membership restrictions, and
uneven royalty distribution, as well as new problems arising
from mnt,on pictures and television Among other things. these
amendments gave users more options, set up procedures to han-
dle fee disputes, and established more objective criteria for dis-
tributing royalties More amendments followed in the 19604

Collecting societies have been criticized by some copyright
holders who feel that the distribution of royalties is often un-
fairly biased in favor of a few very popular and powerful mem-
bers Because of alleged .,neciwties in the use-sampling or royalty
calculation methods, some believe they are inadequately repre-
sented in the Largaining process. Economies of scale enjoyed
by large, powerful societies serve as effecti-e barrers to weaker
creators' formation of competing collecting organizations

participants in ti eir 1976 hearing process pro-
posed that a collective approach might be fea-
sible for literary works and other types of
intellectual property where reprogre_7hic, per-
formance, and recording rights were becom-
ing more relevant in light of new technologies."

As new information and communication tech-
nologies give rise to new creative works and
new uses of traditional creative works, simi-
lar difficulties will arise for both users and cre-
ators. For example, amplification of distant
signals and their distribution by cable to users,
or the distribution of computer programs via
videotex systems to users, will increase the ac-
cess, distribution, and use, of creative works,
thus creating enforcement problems and larger
transactional costs. Given these new chal-
lenges to the administration of intellectual
property rights, collecting societies may be one
alternative to institutional problems posed by
new technologies.

Strengthen and Increase the
Responsibilities of Existing Agencies

Strenthening the capabilities of the current
agencies involved with intellectual property
rights is another option that Congress might
consider. The Patent and Trademark Office,
the Copyright Office, and the Copyright Roy-
alty Tribunal could each be given additional
resources for research and policy planning, and
the authority to regulate and adjudicate. Other
agencies' responsibilities for intellectual prop-
el ty rights could be strengthened and made
more explicit. For example, creating a position
of Assistant Secretary for Intellectual Prop-
erty Right within the Office of the U.S. Trade
Representative. could provide a higher level
of attention to this aspect of international
trade, within the U.S. Government and in ne-
gotiations with other nations.

Leonard re,,t, 1 n Ihtroduttion to 1',1-t'ar rublish-
mg in Amt., leg (New Yo-k Natagoit I'didc-da.r.., Associa-
tion, Ink , pp 5,,--)7

99.3
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Establish a Central Federal Intellectual
Property Agency

To comprehensively address the new institu-
tionel needs, Congress might consider restruc-
turing the institutional arrangements for in-
tellectual property rights. Congress could, for
example, establish a new Federal agency that
would administer all aspects of intellectual
property rights. Given the new institutional
needs, this central intellectual property agency
could assume the following responsibilities:

all of the current responsibilities of the
Copyright Office, the Patent Office, the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal, and other
agencies that are involved with intellec-
tual property rights (this would exclude,
however, the deposit function of the Copy-
right Office which would remain with the
Library of Congress);
rule-making and determination of rates
such as compulsory license fees and dis-
tribution percentages as required by legis-
lative mandates;
standard administrative adjudicatory
functions (similar to those of other gov-
ernment agencies) where preliminary dis-
putes involving patent, copyright, and sui
generis protections, licensing fees, distri-
bution percentages, etc., could be resolved;
administration of all sui generis protec-
tion schemes that fall between copyright
and patent protection;
developrnept of international policy posi-
tions and representation of the United
States at all international intellectual
property rights negotiations and con-
ferences;
collection and analysis of information on
markets and damages, solicitation and
analysis of industry viewpoints, and solic-
itation and analysis of the public's views
and evaluation of their access to informa-
tion products and services;
policy planning and research on techno-
logical developments and their effects on
the intellectual property system; and
advice ,o Congress on developments in in-
tellectual property and suggest legislation
as needed.

This central agency would be particularly ef-
fective in implementing any short-term solu-
tions that Congress might choose to address
current intellectual property issues. It could,
moreover, plan and oversee any longer term
solutions that Congress might wish to select.
In addition to relieving many of the stresses
on the Federal institutions, such an agency
wog else alleviate many of the continual pres-
sures due to rapid technological change cur-
rently facing both Congress and the courts.

On the other hand, centralizing responsibil-
ities might also have negative impacts. Many
government agencies, for example, currently
rely on the proximity of the intellectual prop-
erty rights agencies for needed information and
expertise. Consolidating the responsibilities for
intellectual property rights under one agency,
therefore, could deprive other parts of the U.S.
Government direct access to needed informa-
tion to carry out their functions. The intellec-
tual property agencies, moreover, would be
deprived of direct access not only to akii-e:inis-
,,rative support but to other areas of expertise,
such as international affairs and trade.

Considerations for the Choices of
Institutional Arrangements

Before considering institutional arrange-
ments for the administration of rights, Con-
gress must first make overall decisions about
the intellectual property system itself For as
this report has shown, institutional arrange-
ments must reflect the goals they are designed
to promote. Congress, therefore, must deter-
mine which goals it wishes to promote, which
laws and practices to establish, and how to bal-
ance competing interests in light of the effects
of new technological developments. It must
also determine whether the role of government
in the intellectual property system should be
regulatory or nonregulatory. Only after such
decisions are made, can Congress begin to
construct institutional arrangements for the
adrniniei ration of intellectual property rights.

(
A., J
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Chapter 10

Strategic Choices for Congress

PROBLEM FOR CONGRESS

The system of intellectual property rights
and practices, as it has evolved in the United
States, represents a balance of social, politi-
cal, and economic interests that was arrived
at over time and in response to changing his-
torical circumstances. The basic framework
was provided for in Section 8, Article 1 of the
Constitution, which authorized Congress to
grant exclusive ownership rights, for a limited
period of time, for writings and inventions. The
purpose of the gran:-,s of rights was twofold:
1) to foster the progress of science and the use-
ful arts, and 2) to encourage the creation and
dissemination of information and knowledge
to the public.

Although this system of intellectual prop-
erty rights was originally designed around the
technologies of its time, the approach that it
embodied was flexible enough to incorporate
new technological developments as they ap-
peared. Today, however, advances in technol-
ogies are so far reaching that they pose fun-
damental questions about the system itself.
They raise issues, for example, about the appro-
priate goals of the system, the basic framework
of the law, the mechanisms for enforcing rights,
the criteria for granting incentiv2s and re-
wards, as well as about the scope of the intel-
lectual property problem itself.

Concerned about the problem that the new
technologies pose, interested parties are urg-
ing Congress to initiate legislation to take
these technological developments into account.
Holders of existing intellectual property rights,
for example, concerned lest the new technol-
ogies undermine their ability to enforce their
property rights, are calling on Congress to pro-
vide new ways to assure their remuneration.
Creators of new kinds of information products
and services are requesting Congress to extend
existing law to include their creative activities
within its provisions. In addition, the creators
and providers of goods and services that, prior

to the information era, were of little economic
value are looking to intellectual property law
to justify for themselves a greater economic
recompense. Meanwhile, the general public,
having greater expectations of, and growing
increasingly accustomed to, the information
products and services afforded by the new tech-
nologies, as well as their reduced costs and in-
creased accessability, are looking to Congress
to preserve these gains.

Faced with a growing number of requests
for congressional action. in addition to a ubiq-
uitous and rapidly changing technology, the
problem for Congress is to try to take the mag-
nitude and the scope of technological change
into account, while balancing interests and re-
sponding to present day concerns. The resolu-
tion of these issues may be more difficult than
in the past when information-based products
and services were peripheral to the perform-
ance of many social and economic activities,
and when people had lower expectations about
their use and the profits that might be derived
from them. Ii such an envirorment, issues in-
volving the granting of inte'iectual property
rights were easily worked cat among the ma-
jor players without much disagreement or pub-
lic involvement.

Today, on the other hand, given the variety
of opportunities that the new technologies af-
ford, the increased value of information, chang-
ing relationships among the traditional par-
ticipants in the intellectual property system,
and rising expectations about the benefits of
these technologies, the number of stakeholders
with disparate interests and competing claims
on the system will be greater than ever before.
Under these circumstances, the resolution of
intellectual property issues will be more prob-
lematic, requiring that more viewpoints be
taken into account, and that policy decisions
about the distribution of incentives and re-
wards be made much more explicit.
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OTA APPROACH
It was to assist Congress in addressing these

issues that the Office of Technology Assess-
ment, was asked to undertake this assessment,
Intellectual Property Rights in an Age of Elec-
tronics and Information.

In thinking about how the new communica-
tions and information technologies might af-
fect intellectual property rights, OTA has
adopted a broad approach, looking at the kinds
of stresses that technology might place on the
intellectual property system, as a whol,:, and
on each of its parts. Such an approach was re-
quired because the new technologies do not nec-
essarily have a direct effect on intellectual
property rights. Rather, more often than not,
their influence on the law is felt indirectly, as
a result of such things as technologically in-
duced changes in norms, values, and expecta-
tions, as well as in the ways in which intellec-
tual works are created, produced, marketed,
and distributed.

Such an approach has also been useful be-
cause. given the political intensity of the in-
tellectual property debate today, and the high
economic stakes involved, it is extremely im-
portant to view the situation in its entirety.
Those involved in the policy debate have often
defined issues narrowly, in terms limited to
their own interests and world views.

Examining how the new information and
communication technologies might affect the
intellectual property system, OTA found that
these technologies are creating a wide variety
of opportunities and problems that, taken to-
gether, present Congress with five major stra-
tegic choices: 1) what policy goals to pursue,
2) whether and when to act, 3) what legal frame-
work to use, 4) how broadly to define the prob-
lem, and 5) within what institutional frame-
work should issues be resolved. These choices,
and a description of some of the issues and op-
tions that they entail, are discussed below.

What Policy Goals To Pursue

Which policy goals a particular intellectual
property system is designed to serve depends,
in large measure, on history, circumstances,
and the particular needs of a society at the time
when such considerations are being made. Con-
cerned primarily about building a nation, and
thus about the need to establish communica-
tion links, develop a unified market, forge a
common culture, and build a demo,ratic pol-
ity, the Founding Fathers intended the grant-
ing of intellectual property rights to increase
the flow of knowledge and information through-
out the country. The granting of rewards was
not considered to be an end in and of itself,
but rather a means to achieve the goal of
learning

Given the changing role of information in
society, the question is raised as to whether
a goal established for an agrarian era is still
appropriate in an information age. Because in-
formation-based products and services now
constitute a major source of economic growth,
and are essential to our balance of trade, some
people, for example, are urging that the intel-
lectual property system be restructured to give
priority to economic goals. They propose a
number of changes in the system that would
presumably foster such a goal. One suggestion,
for example, is to extend protection to infor-
mation itself. Such protection, it is argued,
would create a whole new source of economic
wealth. Another proposal, designed to induce
investment in information production, calls for
the elimination of the requirement that inven-
tions be reducible to practice, thereby allow-
ing for the protection of ideas. Such types of
protection have traditionally been denied on
the grounds that they would inhibit the dis-
semination of knowledge and ideas.

There are others, however, who oppose changes
designed to favor economic goals. Instead of
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increased protection, they prefer to see the new
technologies used to enhance access and the
sharing of information resources. While ac-
knowledging that the development of informa-
tion-based products and services are important
to the ecenomy, opponents of stronger protec-
tion point out that information is equally im-
portant for social, political, and cultural pur-
poses. Librarians and educators, for example,
are concarned that, n treated primarily as a
commodity, information will be less available
or learning.

Looking ai these issues, OTA found that the
pc, en tial for conflicts among cultural. econom-
ic, and political goals is indeed heightened in
an information age. The ease with which the
system has historically be "n able to mutually
serve all goals is no longer possible, given that
the value of information-based products and
services is being enhanced simultaneously in
all realms of life. And even if, as some have
suggested, increased intellectual property pro-
tection signific antly increases the production
of information and information-based products
and services, it is uncertain whether good de-
signed primarily with a profit motive in mind
would be the most suitable for noneconomic
ends. Nor would their production in and of it-
self lead to their widespread distribution. For,
as is pointed out below, producers of works dis-
tributed electronically do not have as much in-
centive to make them publicly available as do
producers of works distributed in hard copy.

Conflict among goals may also increase be-
cause, viewing information as a new source of
wealth, many people are looking for profit
where they never have before. Given these
heightened expectations of economic rewards,
the amount of economic growth that might re-
sult from extending property rights may in-
deed be insufficient to eliminate conflicts about
intellectual property goals.

In an information age, therefore, Congress
will most likely have to make more explicit
choices among policy goals. Alternatively
other policy mechanisms, apart from the grant-
ing of intellectual property rights, might be
used to foster some goals not supported by the
present system. For example, other kinds of
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cono,nic incentives such subsidies or tax
exemptin,. might be granted, which would
have ft wer negative consequences for learn-
ing and she creative environment

Whether and When To Act

In making intellectual property policy, Con-
gress has always had to reckon with techno-
logical change. Over time, Congress has altered
copyright law to incorporate such technologi-
cal developments as designs, engravings, and
etchings (1802); photographs and negatives
(1865): mechanical recordings (1909); motion
pictures (1912); sound recordings (1972); com-
puter software (1980); and mask works for
semiconductor chips (1984). Then, in 1976, the
copyright law was completely revised in an ef-
fort to deal, once and for all, with the impacts
of technological change. This revision, how-
ever, failed to meet its objective. Almost as
soon as it was passed, the new law was out of
date.

With the new information and communica-
tion technologies. the pace of technological
change is accelerating. Thus, once again, Con-
gress is faced with choices of whether, how,
and when to respond. Should Congress, for ex-
ample, do nothing? Should it respond imme-
diately to those needs deemed to be most press-
ing: or should it wait until it has a better
understanding of the long-term impact of tech-
nology on the intellectual property system?

Should Congress Take Any Action?

Stakeholders in the system disagree about
the extent and seriousness of intellectual prop-
erty problems, and thus about whether Con-
gress should take any action at all. Not par-
ticularly affected by the new technologies,
many traditional copyright holders, such as
book publishers, are satisfied with the system
as it presently exists. Advocates of the free
market approach also prefer that Congress
take no action. They believe that, as markets
develop, so too will natural solutions to the
problems stemming from technological change.
Others oppose change, fearing that major al-
terations in the law will be disruptive, and
met ely lead to greater uncertainty.
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Holding quite a different position are those
who call for specific changes in the law to be
made in response to particular problems as
they arise. Included in this group are, for ex-
ample, people from the motion picture and re-
cording industries who, although concerned
about how technology affects their ability to
enforce their rights, still want to profit from
the new home market that the new technol-
ogies afford. To allow them to do so, they pro-
pose a royalty on the sale of blank tapes and
recording devices. By assuring them remuner-
ation, legislation of this sort would make their
enforcement problems irrelevant. Similarly,
television program suppliers would like to see
specific changes in the law made to deal with
problems they dee crucial their interests.
Believing that government rates are lower than
those established in the market, they propose
changes in the law that would require cable
operators to bid for programming in the mar-
ket place. Groups such as these, however, are
generally reluctant to view intellectual! pi up-
erty problems as being linked, and to make
overall, structural changes in the system. Such
an approach, they argue, will detract from
those problems in need of immediate solutions.

Seeking more fundamental changes in the
intellectual prop( -ty system are those who are
concerned lest intellectual property law be
stretched to the point where it can no longer
be consistently applied, or meet its intended
policy goals. This view is heard most frequent-
ly among members of the legal and judicial
communities. Such people are most outspoken
in opposing the provision of copyright protec-
tion for computer software. Noting that re-
verse engineering may be precluded under
copyright law, they argue that the extention
of such protection may actually serve to in-
hibit learning and innovation.

When To Act

Decisions about when to act are clearly re-
lated to decisions about whether to act, and
to decisions about whether to deal with prob-
lems separately, as they appear, or in rim-
prehensive fashion. Thus, those who favor a
specific piece of legislation designed to deal
with a particular problem also tend to press

)r action now, whereas those concerned about
t he overall system are willing to postpone ac-
tion until Congress has the information and
understanding required to deal with intellec-
tual property issues as a whole

In considering these choices, OTA found
that technological deelopments are, indeed,
affecting the intellectual property system in
all of its aspects. Moreover, because we are now
only just beginning to move into an electronic
era, the full impac the new technologies will
not become con ely apparent for some time
to come. Thus, even if Congress decides to act
in some areas now, it will need to be prepared
to reconsider these actions at some point in
the future. Acknowledeng that this is the case,
however, it is still useful to distinguish between
short-, mid-, and long-term problems, because
different kinds of problems may merit differ-
ent kinds of solutions.

Short-Term Problems. -A number of prob-
lems can be considered to be pressing on ft
grounds that stakeholders are seeking imme-
diate legislative action, that societal stakes are
particularly high, or that technological change
is curring so rapidly that, if Congress wants
to deliberately channel its impacts, it will have
to act sooner rather than later. OTA has iden-
tified three such problems: the problem of en-
forcement, the problem of private use, and the
problem of functional works.

The Problem of Enforcement. One problem
that will require attention in the short term
is that of enforcement. Taken together, im-
provements in tF'? cost, speed, and capabilities
of information technologies are undermining
the mechanisms by which intellectual property
rights have traditionally been enforced. De-
vices such as optical disk storage systems may
allow individuals to collect entire libraries of
works in their homes. Under laboratory .,on-
ditions, moreover, fiber optic technology is now
capable of transferring 100 average-length nov-
els over a distance of 150 miles in 1 second.
Such capability can be expected soon in sys-
tems that are available to the public. Technol-
ogy is also making the copying, transfer, and
manipulation of information and intellectual
works more private. Personal computers can
store, process, and communicate the entire eon-
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tents of commerceal databases witl- t he
knowledge or consent of the compilers of such
works. In the face of these developments, cop,
right holders are finding it harder to detect,
prove, and stop infringements.

if this problem remains unresolved, creators,
producers, and distributors of intellectual prop-
erties may become increasingly :eluctant, to
distribute their works in forms over which they
have little 13flysical control. Moreover, if piracy
becomes the norm, the legitimacy of the intel-
lectual property system may itself be called
into question, and the opportunities for poli-
cymaking in this area significantly reduced.

Information technologies provide proprie-
tors with some technological options for deal-
ing with enforcement Private, computerized,
electronic systems, for example, allow propri-
etors to maintain control by limiti:-ig and mon-
itoring access. The government might provide
support for such options were it, for example,
to provide industrywide standards for these
technologies. Standards such as these, how-
ever, may be very difficult to impose, since they
would require a cooperative agreement be-
tween hardware and so:tware producers. A
number of propeietors, moreover, would rather
maintain their freedom of actin than receive
such support. Nor are such kinds of solutions
particularly popular among consumers, who
feel that they would reduce the value of the
product and perhaps constitute a threat to
their personal privacy.

Recognizing that technological sohitions
may make their products less appealing to the
consumer, a number of copyright holders are
now calling on Congress to establish new ways
of insuring their remuneration instead of new
mechanisms for enforcing rights. The most fre-
quently mentioned proposa! of this kind is a
royalty, or tax, on blank audio and video tapes.

Based on interviews with and surveys of the
public, OTA found that many people would be
reasonably disposed to such an option. They
favor a jaw that would allow them the freed n
to copy, without making them personally re-
sponsible for making judgments about the pro-
priety of their actions. One of the unintended
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cor,equences of such a law, howe-er, might
he to encourage private copying.

Unlike consumers, however, hardware pro-
ducers are adamantly opposed to options that
would add a surchage to their products. They
argue that, before any much proposals be
adopted, much better estimates of damage
need to be made, and these estimates need to
be weighed against the benefits that copyright
holders gain from the new markets that hard-
ware such as videocassette recorders provide.

Decisions about whether or not to seek new
ways to provide incentives to creators and pro-
ducers of intellectual works will also need to
take into account the Federal administrative
requirements and costs that such steps might

Given the current nonregulatory climate
in the country, and recent efforts to curtail the
activities of the Copyright Royalty Tribunal
tne only Federal institution currently involved
with distributing intellectual property royal-
tiesit is difficult to imagine how existing in-
stitutions might effectively administer such
a policy.

In light of the 1) oblem of enforcing intellec-
tual property rights public support for the un-
derlying principles cif the law will become in-
creasingly critical. However. at present, the
average citizen is quite unaware of the issues
involved. A recent OTA survey of the public
found, for example, that o-er two-thirds of
those surveyed sold that they were not at all,
or were only sli,htly, familiar with the sub-
ject. Moreove , an equal proportion felt that
intellectual property issues had very little to
do with them Derc;onally. Notably, ho,vever,
those who owned home technology, or who
were under 40, were more aware of the issues.
It would appear, therefore, that Congress has
a brief window of time in which to establish
policy. Under these circumstances, policymak-
ers n.ay want to undertake a aialog with the
public in order to ascertain its viewpoint and
to enhance its understanding of what is at
stake for members of the public in the present
debate over intellectual property issues.

The ProLlem of Private Use.---A second
short-term problem is that of establishing pol-
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icy for the private use of information technol-
ogies. As is the case with enforcement. if Con-
gress does not taix the initiative in this area
now, it knay b unable to do so later, when pub-
lic attitudes and behaviors have become more
entrenched

Technology is spawning whole ne.:. opportu-
nities in the development and use of informa-
tion-based goods. A central question for intel-
lectual property law is who shall benefit from
these opportunities. In the supreme reert
"Be tamax- decision, for example, the question
was whether proprietors or users would bene-
fit, either directly or indirectly, from home
videorecording capabilities.

As even newer teclv-logies affect individ-
uals' ability to copy, store, and modify infor-
mation, such questions are likely to multiply.
However, because it evolved in a period when
duplication and storage technologies were cen-
tralized and deployed in a commercial context,
copyright law offers little guidance to courts
in resolving such conflicts. Neither the exist-
ing framework of rights. nor limitations on
those rightssuch as the fair use doctrine
clearly apply to the private use of info/ motion-
based goods.

Stakeholders strongly disagree about who
should benefit from new opportunities. Copy-
right holders would like to profit from the
expanded home use of intellectual w orks. More-
over, hey argue that, given the new tee hnolo-
gies_ rivate use, coi;sidered in aggregate,
will ',fuse them ex' 'nsive harm. Users, on th
other hand, view the new technologies as a
boon, reducing their costs and increasing their
access to intellectual works. As the OTA sur-
N,ey of the public illustrates, while acknowledg-
ing that copying is wrong when done for profit,
or as a part of a business, most people see pri-
vate copying of copyrighted works as being
acceptable. Producers of copying equipment
also oppose restrictions on private use.

Some survey researC :.as been conducted
on the financial benefits that would ccrue to
proprietors if they wer remunerated for new
technological uses. OTA found, however, that
estimates of harm such as these are, in and of

themselves, insufficient to help Congress re-
solve the issue of who (hould benefit from new
uses. (ince they presupposeand cannot be the
foundation fore-a legal right to profit from the
new uses of copyright works made available
by technology. Whether Congress wishes to
consider new uses as harmful will depend on
the goals that it seeks to promote through
copyright law, and where it believes the bene-
fits of nEw technologies should be allocated.

The Problem of Functional Works.Func-
tional works, such as computer programs, arti-
ficial intelligence, and algorithms also present
problems for the law that will need to be re-
solved within a short timeframe. Neither copy-
right nor patent law is entirely appropriate for
such works. And, because they are very costly
to develop, there is a strong incentive for in-
dustries to pirate them. For these reasons, it
is generally agreed that rules governing their
protection will be required shortly, if these
works are to be developed and widely deployed.
The resolution of this issue becomes increas-
ingly important, moreover, as these works
come to play a dominant role in domestic and
international economies. Potential options for
dealing with functional works are described be-
low, in the discussion of the legal framework.

Mid-Term Problems.Other problems, al-
though no less important, ar. less ripe for im-
mediate acti(,n Included in this category
might be, for example, the problem of assign-
ing value distributing rewards in cases of
derivative use, that of protecting the integrity
of works in an electronic environment, and that
of attributing and assigning authorship when
works are generated by means of interactive
or electronic processes.

Engendered by technofoo-%_s still in their in-
fancy, these problem now just emerg-
ing, and our uni' of them severely
limited. Sound government policy req,ires an
accurate understanding of how information
markets operate and of the role that these tech-
nologies might play in the creative environ-
ment. Yet, at present, suc'e an understanding
does not exist. Although there have been a few
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isolated efforts at collecting comprehensive
data about information -based commodities,
there is neither enough data nor sufficient
quantitative analysis on which to make sound
policy judgments. Most data is fragmentary,
incomparabie, and available only through in-
terested parties.

As the new technclogies are developed and
deployed, however, these problems. and the is-
sues to which they give rise, will become more
and more pressing. New participants will en-
ter on the scene, as new technological oppor-
tunities appear. Not party to previous intel-
lectual property agreements, many of them Neill
have their own distinct attitudes about who
should have access to works and materials, and
about what kinds of activities and pursuits
should be rewarded. These new stakeholders
will lobby to have their needs arid their per-
spectives taken into account. As a result, new
controversies about the intellectual property
system are likely to arise.

The Problem of Derivative Use. The new
technoiogies multi-,-ly the possibilities of cre-
ating new works from old ones. Using comput-
er and video technologies to electronically snip
anti paste. for example, a film artiet, can re-
arrange footage in the same way a writer re-
arre.eges words on his word processor: insert-
ing and deleting images, frame h frame;
taking whole sequences from one place and
shifting them to another; scrolling through se-
quences again and again. All this done in
a matter of seconds. In the same fashion, all
information content can serve as the basis for
new derivative products anc' creative works.

With these capabilities to store, retrieve. and
manipulate information, there come a multi-
tude of new opportunities to expand the vari-
ety, scope, and sophistication of information-
based products and services. Taking advan-
tage of these opportunities, the inforqtion
industrydatabase businesses, softwart
hardware providers, publishers, cable televi-
sion, information analysis centers, ar-I clear-
inghouseshas grown rapidly in the last few
years. In the domestic sofware industr alone.
for eis.aiple, there are now an estimated 1,200
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companies and thousands of individual free-
lancers creating and producing software, and
providing services worth some $40 billion an-
nually.

Given the growl_ of opportunities to create
( i f ivo wnrkc 1CC11PC will pmprgp with rP-
sped to who shall profit from them. Under
existing intellectual property law. copyright
holders have the right to benefit from all works
based on their work. And, clearly, copyright
he' ers want this right to extend to all new
uses of their work. Many of those who are sec-
ondary information providers, however, oppose
this point of view. In an information age, they
argue, the most valuable information is that
which is the most appropriate and the most
timely. Custom designed, formatted, or pack-
aged, this kind of information is by its nature
derivative. To encourage its development and
use, they claim, incentives and rewards must
be provided not as they have in the past to the
original creators, but rather to those who, mak-
ing use of the new technologies, add new eco-
nomic value to intellectual works.

The Problem of Artistic Integrity. The ease
with which information can be electronically
snipped and pasted raises problems for crea-
tors, not only with respect to how they can as-
sure a profit from their works, but also with
respect to how they can safeguard its integrity.
For the same images and sounds that the art-
ist, photographer, or musician stores to be re-
used for his of iier own purposes, can be ac-
cessed, manipulated, revised, copied, and used
in a multitude of ways by others, with or with-
out permission. Some creators worry that, un-
der these circumstances, a "cavalier attitude
will develop toward taking whatever you want
and (Icing whatever you want with it." S ich
an attitude is already evident in the world..; of
advertising and publishing as well as in the
artistic community itself. Moreover, the scope
of this problem is "kely to increase as these
technologies become cheaper and more widely
avnila hl

In the United States, intellectual property
law has traditionally been unconcerned with
protecting the integrity of a creator's work.
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In the new electronic en. ironmeat, however,
creators may become as co- -erred about the
integrity of their works as they are about their
profits. If, in the future, intellectual property
protection is to be an effective incenti,'e for
creativity, it may need to secure artistic in-
tegrity as well as financial rewards.

The Problem of Assigning Authorship and
of Measuring Value Added. To effectively
grant and to equitably distribute intellectual
property rights requires that authorship or in-
vention can be clearly assigned, and that new
value added to intellectu 11 works can be accu-
rately measured. Today, however, because of
the fluid, interactive, and functional nature of
the new technologies, it is becoming increas-
ingly difficult to perform either of these tasks.
With intellectual works being simultaneously
created, published, and communicated over
electronic networks, the possibility of discov-
ery or invention on-line, once a vision of the
future, is now a reality. Such a development
greatly complicates the process of determin-
ing originality and authorship, and of assign-
ing rights. Similarly, with advances in artif'
cial intelligence, computer-aided design, and
computer-generated software, it will become
more and more difficult to determine what cre-
ators have actually created. Given these trends,
it is likely that, in the future, the number of
controversies about the distribution of rewards
is likely to increase. Moreover, as the economic
value of information-based products and serv-
ices increases, such disagreements may become
all the more intense.

Long-Term Problems. Even if a numi rut
issues are effectively dealt with in the short
term, another major revision of intelie, tual
property law can still be expected in the fu-
ture. Fundamental changes in technology 'ire
now taking place. And, although technology,
for the moment is multiplying the forms that,
works can take, and the means by which they
can be transmitted, eventually all works will
become available in compatible, digital, com-
puter-process' 'e form. Such developments will
not only antiquate many of today's solutions;
they may also give rise to new problems re-
quiring new kinds of answers. For, as more and

more works appl_ar in dignal form, the -.cope
of toda 's problem, ma, expand so greatly so
as to alter their very nature.

In the short term, for example. the enforce
ment problem may be amenable to a solution
that requires a royalty on blank tapes. Al-
though it might be difficult to establish an
administrative structure to collect and distrib-
ute such royalties, the task is not an impossi-
ble c ie. However. if such an administrative
apparatus had to be expanded to deal with the
increasing number- of works delivered on-line,
the problems of effectively executing such a
scheme may be so great as to, perhaps. negate
the solution itself.

Another problem that will probably take on
more importance in the future is that of ac-
cess. For, as is described below, when works
are intangible in their form, copyright holders
may, under some circumstances, be able to re-
strict access to them. Such a problem may not
warrant legislative attention now, because its
extent is limited. However, if and when intan-
gible works become the norm. the problem, be-
ing cumulative, may loom much more serious.

What Legal Framework To Use

The intellectual property system was care-
full; designed to balance the public and the
private interest. Because the new information
and communication technologies do not fit
neatly " ithin the existing framework of the
law, the balance may be harder to achieve in
the future. Questions arise, therefore, with re-
spect to how the new technologies should be
dealt with according to the law, and whether
or not a new conceptualization of the law may
be required. Two particular problems that OTA
has identified in this regard are the problem
of functional wotks, and that of intangible
works.

Patents. Copyrights, and Functional Works

Teaditionally, intellectual property law pro-
vided two basic forms of protection: patent law
and copyright law. These schemes reflected a
basic distinction between invention and
authorship. Inventions are essentially ueeful
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devices or processes, whereas works of author-
ship convey information or ideas And, al-
though both schemes encouraged the produc-
tion and dissemination of ideas, they did so
in two different ways. Patent required disclo-
sure. and copyright required publication. More-
over, the types of protection granted reflected
the differences between inventions and writ-
ings. Copyright prevented commercial copy-
ing, patent prevented commercial use.

The clear distinction between inventions and
writings is beginning to break down. With the
new technologies, writings act like inventions.
Although considered to be writings, computer
programs, for example, can run machines. They
can, moreover, create new programs, and even
control industrial processes. In the future, in-
formation itself will play a functional role. A
piece of information entered into a database
in one city, for instance, may automatically re-
tool a factory in another. These developments
raise questions about whether these new in-
formation-based products can be accommo-
dated within the old legal framework, or wheth-
er sorry- iew categories of protection might not
be required.

A subject of debate since the mid-1960s, this
question has defied conclusive resolution.
Some people believe that a 1980 amendment,
incorporating computer programs into copy-
right law, adequately settled the issue. This
is the view, for example, espoused by many
traditional copyright lawyers and by represent-
atives of the computer hardware and software
industries. However. a number of lawyers.
many with engineering backgrounds, now chal-
lenge the wisdom of this approach. They ar-
gue that computer programs are hybrid works,
sharing traits of both patentable and copy-
rightable works. They fear that, if the law is
not revised, not only will functional works be
inadequately protected, but also the sharing
of ideas and knowledge necessary for innova-
tion, will be curtailed.

Looking at this question, OTA found that
the distinction between writing and inventions
is indeed breaking down with respect to func-
tional works such as computer software and
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semiconductor chip masks Because there are
many kinds of these works, they may require
their own framework for protection. Included
within this category would be works of artifi-
cial intelligence, algorithms, firmware, and re-
combinant DNA. Like computer software, these
works use information to affect a process.

The sui generis law for protecting chip masks
might serve as one r ;del for such works. OTA
findings suggest, however, that it might be bet-
ter to develop a more comprehensive approach
that would treat functional works as a major,
separate class of intellectual property law. Tak-
ing into account the particular characteristics
of functional works, the law might be more ac-
curately targeted to achieve specific policy out-
comes, and thus serve as a more robust policy
tool. Moreover, with a new category of law,
both producers and users would face less un-
certainty each time a new type of functional
work were introduced. In addition, if the law
were reconceptualized now, it might be possi-
ble t- address a much older problem in copy-
rightthat of distinguishing between artistic
and factual works, a problem which is becom-
ming more troublesome in the light of the new
technologies. OTA suggests that a fruitful ba-
sis for such a revision might be found in the
distinctions between works of art, works of
fact, and works of function.

Copyright Framework and intangible Works

The copyright system was based on the at-
tributes of a print culture: works were fixed
in a tangible medium; they were expensive to
reproduce on a large scale; and, in order for
the creator to profit from his work, he had to
publish it in copies. A novel, for instance, had
to be set in type. printed, and bound. Because
of the expense entailed, copying was a com-
mercial venture. A conspicuous activity, it was
relatively easy to police. Moreover, because the
only way of selling such a work was to sell cop-
ies, public dissemination went hand in hand
with profit-making. Although the author re-
tained the right to print and publish the novel,
he relinquished control of copies of it with each
sale. This promoted both the inter '3t of the
proprietor as well as that of di( puolic.
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Works disseminated through electronic
media are different from traditionally nrinted
works. And their unique characteristics make
it more difficult to balance public and private
interests through copyright. Unlike a novel,
a television program or a database entry need
not be fixed in a copy to be sold. Thus, its e-
ator or proprietor does not have to dissemi-
nate "copies" in order to profit from them. Un-
der these circumstances, the proprietor retains
control over access to his work, and may de-
cide to intentionally restrict it in order to en-
hance his profit. Were this to occur, the pub-
lic interest may suffer.

On the other hand, technology may also fa-
vor the user at the expense of the copyright
holder. New reproductive technologies, such
as audio and video recorders, are now wide-
spread, allowing many individuals to cheaply
and easily copy intangible works. If these pri-
vately made copies compete with saies of the
original works, the proprietors' profits may be
significantly diminished.

Whether, in any given situation, it is the pro-
prietor or the public who will suffer is extreme-
ly hard to determine. Indeed, under certain cir-
cumstances, both parties may jointly benefit
from advances in technology. Generally speak-
ing, however, it is clear that, given the grow-
ing number of works being distributed elec-
tronically, it will now be harder to achieve the
balance between the public and the proprietors
interest under the copyright system,

How Broadly To Define The Problem

Historically intellectual property issues were
somewhat isolated policy concerns. Because
information did not assume the same social and
economic importance that it does today, intel-
lectual property decisions were less likely to
impinge on other areas of public policy.

OTA found, however that intellectual prop-
erty policy can no longer be separated from
other policy concerns. To the extent that in-
formation is, in fact, central to most activities,
decisions about intellectual property may be
decisions about the distribution of wealth and

social status. Furthermore, given the unlimited
scope of the new techologies, and the growing
trade in information-based products and serv-
ices, U.S. intellectual property policy is now
inextricably tied to international affairs. Com-
munications policy, too, is now linked to intel-
lectual property policy as more and more in-
tellectual property is being transmitted via
media such as cable television, telephone lines,
and communication satellites. Today, more-
over, intellectual property issues give rise to
concerns about privacy, as copyright holders
seek technical means to monitor use. In mak-
ing decisions about intellectual property pol-
icy, therefore, a whole new range of considera-
tions will need to be taken into account, and
decisionmakers in all these areas will need to
strive for greater coordination.

Within What Institutional Framework
Should Intellectual Property Issues

Be Resolved?

Traditionally the intellectual property sys-
tem required little institutional support. The
system was designed to be self-enforcing: the
government granted rights and registered
works, while individual creators and users were
responsible for protecting their rights.

As the previous findings demonstrate, how-
ever, the system is no longer so simple. Tech-
nology is creating new demands. Many more
people with disparate interests are making
claims on the system. Technology is advanc-
ing faster than the law and institutions can
adapt. More and more, laws are being proposed
that re _luire that governn nt play a regula-
tory role. In addition, given the growing com-
plexity and diversity of information markets,
more information is needed to make sound pub-
lic policy decisions. The need for policy coordi-
nation is also greater as intellectual property
issues converge with other issues.

This institutional question has not been
widely discussed among stakeholders. In the
current anti-regulatory climate, many are re-
luctant +o recommend the creation of new in-
stitutions. For example, the proposed legisla-
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tion to impose a 1 oyalty on blank tapes and
recording equipment would require that the
Copyright Office collect monies and that the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal distribute them
this despite the proposed dissolution of the
Copyright Royalty Tribunal. Similarly, the re-
cent passage of the Semiconductor Chip Act
requires a patent-like examining procedure in
the Copyright Office, eve_ though it has no
such expertise.

OTA found, however, that intellectual prop-
erty issues cannot be resolved without deal-
ing with the question of institutional capabil-
ities and change. In the abseike of institutional
change, the courts will increasingly be called
on to resolve highly complex technical issues
and to make policy in this area. The judiciary,
however, may not be the best suited for this
role.
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The pace of technological change will con-
tinue to put pressure on existing institutional
arrangements. One way of dealing with such
stress might be to establish a central govern-
mental agency to address intellectual property
issues as they emerge. Such a step would be
consistent with an approach that deals with
immediate issues in the short term, while pre-
paring to address longer term issues later. Such
an agency might, for example, monitor tech-
nological change, and assess the ways in which
the law might deal with it. It might, moreover,
provide the necessary expertise to deal with
complex technologic issues and collect and ana-
lyze information about information markets
and information use. It might even assume a
regulatory function, distributing rewards or
adjudicating disputes. Finally, such an agency
might coordinate intellectual property policy
with policy in other, related areas.
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A ppendix A

of Contractor Reports

Copies of the following contractor reports com-
pleted in support of this assessment are available
from the National Technical Information Seri ice
r9f2r)Pnrt Royal Road, qpringfiold VA 99111 (7101
481-4650.

1. James Beniger, "Information Technologies and
Commodities in the Development of Intellec-
tual Property: Changing Rights and Prac-
tices," prepared fo. OTA, April 1985.

2. Clifford Berg, "Organization for Protection o:
Intellectual Property Rights," prepared for
OTA by the National Academy of Public Ad-
ministration, June 1985.

3. Stanley M. Besen, "Economic Issues Relating
to New Technologies and Intellectual Prop-
erty," prep- -ed for OTA by the Rand Corp
December 1984.

4. Anne Wells Branscomb, "The Accommodation
of Intellectual Property Law to the Introduc-
tion of New Technologies," prepared for OTA.
December 1984.

5. Christopher Burns and Patricia Martin, "The
Economics of Information," prepared for OTA
by Christopher Burns, Inc., April 1985.

6 Herbert S. Dordick, "Intellectual Property.
Protecting Rights and Privileges in an Elec-
tronic Age," August 1984.

7. Jose-Marie Griffiths and Donald W King, "Im-
pact of Information Technology on Informa-
tion Service Providers and Their Clientele.'
prepared for OTA by King Research, Inc July
1985

8. Roland S Homet, "New Technologies and In-
tellectual Property Rights: The International
Dimension," prepared for OTA, August 1984

9 Kenneth L. Kraemer, John Leslie King, and
David G. Shetter. "Innovative Use of ? "forma-
tion Technology in Facilitating rublic Access
to Agency Decisionmaking An Assessment of
the Experience in State and Local Govern-

ments. prepared for OTA by the Irvine Re-
search Corp., March 1985.

10. L Ray Patterson, "Copyright ,,ew Tech-
nolngy The Impact .. the 1,aw of Privacy. An-
titrust and Free Speech,- prepared for OTA,
August 1985.

11. W. Curtiss Priest. "The Character of Informa-
tion: Characteristics and Properties of Infor-
mation Related to Issues Concerning Intellec-
tual Property," prepared for OTA, February
1985.

12. Carroll Pursell, "Historical Case Studies of the
Influerce of Intellectual Property Laws on
Technological Change,' prepared for OTA, Au-
gust 12-35.

13 A. Allan Schmid, "A Conceptual Framework
for Organizing Observations on Intellectual
Property Stakeholders." prepared for 011A,
f t bruary 1985.

14. Petra T. Shattuck, "The Judicial Impact of
Legislation E-tending Copyright Protection to
Computer Software," prepared for OTA, April
1985.

15. Petra 1'. Shattuck. "Public Attitudes and the
Enforceability of Law,- preparea for OTA,
June 1985.

16. Richard Jay Solomon. "Intellectual Property
and the New Computer-Based Media," pre-
pared for OTA, August 1984.

17. Richard Jay Solomon and Jane Yurow, "Inter-
national Intellectual Property Issues Engen-
dered by New Technologies, prepared for
OTA, May 1985.

18. "Public Perceptions of the Intellectual Prop-
erty Rights Issue." preparecl for OTA by The
Policy Planning Group, Yarli.elovich, Skelly &
White, Inc., February 1985.

19 "The Intellectual Property Rights Issue: The
Small Businessman's Perspectie.- prepared
for OTA by The Policy Planning Group, Y an-
kelovu:h. Skelly & White. Inc , Ma\ 1985.
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Office of Technology Assessment

The Office of Technology A ssessment (OTA was created in 1972
as an analytical arm of Conf:.-ess. OTA's basic function is to help legis
lative policyn.akers anticipates ncl plan for the consequences of techno-
logical changes and to examine the many ways, expected and
unexpected. in which technology affects people's lives. The assessment
of technology calls for exploration of the physical, biological, economic,
social, and political impacts that can result from applications of scien-
tific knowledge. OTA provides Congress with independent and time-
ly information about the potential effects --both beneficial and
harmfulof technological applications.

Requests for studies are made by chairmen of standing committees
of the House ef Representatives or Senate; by the Technology Assess-
ment Board, the governing body OTA; or by the Director of OTA
in consultation with the Board.

The Technology Assessment Board is composed of six members of
the House, six members of the Senate, and the OTA Director, who
is a non-voting member.

OTA has studies under way in nine program areas: energy and ma-
terials; industry, technology, end el ,/loyment; international securi-
ty and commerce; biological applications, food and renewable
resources; health; communication and information technologies; oceans
and environment; and science, education, and transportatif,,,
nuommomumbk Ammonermr
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